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SOME

REMARKABLE PASSAGES
IN

LIFE

THE

AND DEATH

OF THAT SINGULAR EXEMPLARY HOLY IN LIFE, ZEALOUS AND FAITHFUL UNTO THE DEATH,

DANIEL CARGILL

Mr.

WITH THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF A FEW OF HIS MANY
SENTENTIOUS SAYINGS THROUGH HIS LIFE,
AND AT HIS DEATH.

And

with him Mr. Walter Smith, Mr. James Boig,

who hang all
upon one Gibbet, July 27th, 1681, at the Cross of
Edinburgh, and all their five Heads hashed and hagged
off upon the Scaffold by the common Hangman's
bloody Ax the first three Heads fixt upon the Netherbow-port, and the last Two upon the West-jjort.
William Cuthil, and William Thomson,

;

Also Twenty two Steps of thirty Years national Defections, and

Twenty four Rules

for

managing Society-meetings

for

Prayer and

Conference, composed by the foresaid Mr. Smith.

EDINBURGH,
and published by, Patrick Waland to be sold at his House within Bristoport, at the Upper-gate of the Gray-friars Church.

Printed
ker

for, collected

;

MDCCXXXII.

Because thou hast kept the Word of my
you from the Hour of Temptation, which shall come upon all the World, to try them
that dwell upon the Earth.
Revel, xii. 11. And they overcome by the Blood of the

Revel,

iii.

Patience,

10.

I

Lamb, and

will also keep

the

Word of their

Testimony, and they lov-

ed not their Lives unto the Death.

Job 17- 9. The Righteous also shall hold on his Way,
and he that hath clean Hands shall wax stronger and
stronger.

A

FEW OF THE

REMARKABLE PASSAGES
Long Life (being past sixty Years) and at his Moody
Death, of Mr. Daniel Cargill, a Man greatly beloved indeed, who ivas born in the North, and was
Son of a singular godly Gentleman, and HeriParish of Rattray, sottie Miles from DunHe was commonly called Donald, but his bapkeld.
tized Name was Daniel.
eldest

tor in the

First,

A

FTER

he had passed his Courses of Learning
he was established Minister in

at Aberdeen,

the Barony Parish of Glasgow, before, and at the un-

happy Restoration of Charles II. May 29, 1660; and
was publickly murdered at the Cross of Edinburgh,
July 27, 1681, before many Witnesses, in that never to
be forgotten, unheard-of 28 Years of reigning Tyrants,
and raging Tyranny of prelatical Protestants upon Presbyterian Protestants.
It is a Loss, that I cannot give

an Account how long

he was fixed Minister in the foresaid Parish

;

only

it is

was before and at the unhappy Restoration,
when Hell, Rome, and all their Proselytes and Favourites had their Invention upop the Rack, in their wicked
crafty Counsels, how to stop and overturn our great cocertain, it
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venanted Work of Reformation, wherein the right Hand
of the Lord, that does ever valiantly, was and is remarkable to be seen in the Beginning and carrying on through
all the Periods of this Church ; not only from Paganism

and Poj)ery, but

also abjuring of Prelacy, both in the last

Article of the National Covenant

;

but more expressly in

the second Article of the Solemn League and Covenant
all Ranks were, and
and perpetually bound, in their Places and
Stations, to extirpate that old Strumpet Mother, and
eldest beautiful Daughter of Antichrist, with which the
blinded Nations have been and are sadly bewitched
but vile, vile, lothsom and hateful in the Eyes of all the
zealous serious Godly in Scotland, eyev since the Lord
made Light to arise to see her Abominations. And it
hath been, is, and may be confirming and comforting to

betwixt the three Nations, wherein
are solemnly

all

the Lord's People, that our Reformation, in

Steps thereof, hath been of and
raised

up and continued such

for

all

the

the Lord, in that he

a Succession of earnest

Contenders and faithful Witnesses through so

many

Ages, that none have exceeded them since the Apostles
went off the Stage. Accordingly the Popish, Prelatical

and Malignant Faction, Enemies of God and Godliness,
began their undermining Work (in the Year 1650 of
our covenanted Reformation, that had flourished in a
wonderful Manner from 1638, eleven Years,) in their
publick Resolutions, as they were then called, in getting
Places of Power and Trust filled with Men of wicked
and corrupt Principles and Practices, to make Way for
their getting their chief Head Charles II. upon the
Throne of Britain, which proved effectual, and got
their hellish Designs accomplished ; whicli was foreseen, foretold and contended against by a Handful of
worthy Ministers and Christians, in these Days called
all

MR. DANIEL CAEGILL.
Then,

Protestors or Remonstrators.

End

60th Year,

in the

Cro7nwel the English General with his

Men

O

Ten thousand

were called Home, who came to Scotland in the

Duke of
many Debauchees with him, which were
witnessed against, invading their Kingdom in

of Julj/, in the 50th Year, to arraign the

Hamilton, and
faithfully

the Year 1648, and hindering their

ing with the Parliament's Demands.

King from complyIn that 10 Years

that they invaded our Land, they deiiled

it

with Blood,

and other Abominations, which was also
faithfully witnessed against by a few of this Land.
Next, there were so many in State and Church chosen
Tolerations,

to

go to Breda, to transact with, and bring Home, their
whom many of all Ranks were, and continue to

King,
this

Day, lusting

after that

Notwith-

unhappy Race.

standing he had got a Dispensation from the Pope to

come under the Oath of our Covenants, who pretended
both he and his Father had signed for many Articles to
Popish Princes, to carry on Rome's Interest which, as
I said before, a Gentleman that writes upon CourtAffairs at that Time makes plain to the World. Of the
Commissioners sent from Scotland, famous INIr. John
which,
Livingston was one, contrary to his Inclination
as he says in his Memoirs, he saw, and was fully perswaded, that there was nothing in all their Transactions
but the Height of Treachery and Perfidy, that a little
Time would discover, and was unwilling to have sailed
But after their King was gone a
the Seas with them
Shipboard, some out of Policy prest him to go aboard
and take his Leave of him and, as soon as he went
aboard, they sent off the Boat, and so came home fully
perswaded the Plague of God was coming to Scotland ;
;

:

:

;

nevertheless of his dissembling, deceitful, hypocritical,

feigned-lipped Prayers in his Closet, a Partition-wall

O
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betwixt him and the Commissioners sent to treat with

him ; praying aloud for the Advancement of the Covenanted Reformation in Scotland, and for the perfecting
the Work of Uniformity betwixt the three Nations^ according to their solemn Vows in the Solemn League and
Covenant.
2dly,

Many

also of the

Godly

at

home saw Clouds
About

gathering, and a terrible black Storm coming on.
this

Time

the Land,

blest M'Ward, Cargill, and others through
who were of one Heart and Soul, seeing with

one Eye, thinking with one Mind, and speaking with
one Breath, met at Glasgow to compare Notes, and set
a

Day

apart for Prayer together, to be more and more

confirmed of their

Duty

of giving

Warning

of the Sin

and Danger of the malignant Courses driven on in that
Day by Fraud and Force, especially calling home their
Head,
11.
Mr. M'Ward was the first that prayed
with more than ordinary Inlargement and Gale upon

C

his Spirit, earnestly
cy,

Love and

begging of the Lord, that, in Mer-

Pity, he

would

seal, spirit,

and

fit

a

Rem-

nant to stand stedfast, whatever, and from whatsomever

Airth the Winds might blow

and that there might be
up to follow
in Life and Death
But Charles and his
;

a Succession of faithful Witnesses raised

the Lord fully

:

came not in his Way.
When ended, they
challenged him for it ; he said. Let alone ; if it be with
you as it hath been with me, they would all go the same
Road ; and so it was with all of them From whence
they concluded, that it would be wasted Time and
Prayers that were spent about him.
Mr. Cargill after
that was never heard pray for him in publick.
His unhappy Birth and Restoration-day, May 29th 1660,
which was enacted and made an anniversary Thanksgiving-Day, became a Trial to some, and a Land-sin and
Interest

:

MR. DANIEL ('AROILL.
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Snare to many, and observed to this Day, by Castleguns roring, though even upon the Sabbath, at Twelve
of the Clock ; which Day was Mr. Cargill's ordinary

His Kirk being very throng,
expect more or better
Preaching this Day than other Days ? or, is it upon the
It is like that is many
Account of your young King
of your Brands ; for me, I desire to be found in the
Way of my Duty, being our ordinary Day, otherwise I
would not have preached a Word upon that Account.

Aveekly Sermon-day.

with Tears he

said.

Do you

.?

Rejoice not,

Israel, as other

People rejoice

from

And

art gone a whoring

thy God.

;

for thou

this is the first

Step of our going a whoring, which will make Way to
lead and draw on too many long and great ; and whoever of the Lord's People are this Day rejoicing, their
Jov will be like the Crackling of Thorns nnder a Pot
it

soon

will

be turned to Mourning

;

he will be the

wofulest Sight that ever the poor Church of Scotland

Wo,

saw.

the
I

World

had

this

wo,

wo

when

him

;

his

Account from several

his Hearers that

Christian,

to

stands, for Treachery,

Day

;

Name

shall stink while

Tyranny and Leachery.
old Christians who were

especially that serious, zealous

Robert Goodwill, one of Durham's Elders,

in Prison with him.

Youth he was much given to secret
and it was observed by
;
some, both in Families, and when in secret, he always
sat straight upon his Knees, without resting upon any
Thing, with his Hands lifted up (and some took Notice
he died the same Way with the bloody Rope about his
Neck) especially after the bloody Murder of Mr. Cameron, and these Worthies Avith him at Airds-Moss, Juljf
22d 1680, until the following September, that he exSdly,

From

his

Prayer, yea whole Nights

communicated these wicked

Men

at the

Torwood.

He
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was much alone both Night and Day, and spake little
even in Company ; only to some few he said, he had a
Tout to give with his Trumpet that the Lord had put
in his Hand, that would sound in the Ears of many
None
through Britain, and other Places in Europe.
knew what he was to do that Morning, except Mr.
Walter Smith, to whom he imparted the Thoughts of
his Heart
When he began, his best Friends feared
that some wicked Person would shoot him ; his Landlord, in whose House he had been that Night, cast his
Coat and ran for it. Some serious, solid Christians, yet
alive, who were Witnesses to it, can testify. When he
ended the Sentences of Excommunication, he said. That,
if these unhappy Men die the ordinary Death of Men,
God never spake by him. That Afternoon he preached
upon that Text, For the Lord will not cast off for ever ;
:

hut thoxigh he cause Grief, yet will he have Compassion

according

to the

In which

Multitude of his Mercies,

Sermon he touched neither the Tyranny nor Defections
in the Land.
This confirmed what he says in his dying Words, However it be with me at the last, tho' I
should be strait7ied by God, or interrupted by

and

Men

;

yet

I have followed Holiness,
I have taught Truth, I have been most in the main
Things ; not that I thought the Things concerning our
Times little, &c.
all is true,

Athly,

shall he well

:

The next Sabbath-day he preached at the FalWest End of Livingstoun Parish, upon

low-hill, in the

the Borders of Clidesdale.

know

I

am and

will be

In the Preface he

condemned by many

have done, in excommunicating these wicked

for

said, I

what

Men

;

I

but,

condemn me who will, I know I am approven of God,
and am perswaded, that what I have done on Earth is
ratified in Heaven
For, if ever I knew the Mind of
:

-

MB. DANIEL CAKGlLL.
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God, and clear in my Call to any Piece of my Generait was in that ; and I shall give you two
Signs whereby you may know that I am in no Delusion.
1. If some of these Men do not iind that Sentence

tion-work,

binding upon them ere they go
obliged to confess

off the Stage, and be
from their Terror, and to the Af-

it

frightment of others.
2.

If these

Men

die the ordinary

Death of Men, then

God never sent me, nor spoke by me.
The first of these was clearly verified

my Lord

Remembrance
Charles

in the Case of

Rothes, and the second was verified also, to the

II.

of

many

of York, died in St.

Account of
was execute

yet alive.

(1.)

All

know

that

(2.) His Brother, the Duke
Germai7is in France : I can give no

was poisoned.
his

Death.

(3.)

at

London.

(4.)

The Duke of Monmouth
The Duke of Lauderdale

turned a Belly-god, and died upon the Chamber-box.
(5.)

The Duke

ful Terrors

of Rothes died Raving, under the dreadand Sense of that Sentence binding upon

him, making his
that heard and

Bed

shake, to the Afii'rightment of

saw him.

(6.)

kenzie died at London, with all the Passages of his

running Blood.

(7-)

died with a Glass of

Health

But

all

Bloody Sir George Mac-

Body

General Thomas Dalziel of Binns

Wine

at

his

IMouth in perfect

more particular Account of these afterwards, if the Lord will.
6thly, I gave an Account in the Life and Death of
Mr Cameron, That upon the 18th Day of July 1680
:

a

they preached together at the Kip-rig in

Clidesdale,

which was Mr. Camero7i'& last Sabbath, and were to
meet and preach at Craigmad. in Stirling-^lcnrQ the first
Sabbath of Aiigust, but JMr. Cameron's Blood and others
ran like Water on the 22d July

upon the 25th

:

Mr. Cargill preached
upon that Text,

in the Parish of Shots,

LIFE AND DEATH OF
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Know you

Man

and Piincefallen
Day of August at Craigmad, and lectured upon the 22d Chapter
of Jeremiah, and ran the Parallel in so many Particulars betwixt Coniak and Charles II. and in the End
said. If that unhappy Man upon the Throne of Britairi
shall die the ordinary Death of Men, and get the Honour of the Burial of Kings, and if he shall have any to
succeed him lawfully begotten, then God never sent me,
The old, pious, praying Mr. Reid,
nor spoke by me.
late IMinister in Lochrutton in Gallowai/, Mr. Shielsmid
George Lapsly, who lived and died at the Botvhead,
heard him utter these Expressions They were all at
Londofi in the Time that he was poisoned, who made all
Search to know when, where or how he was buried, but
could never find it out, being buried clandestinely ; and
all know that he had none to succeed him, although
many said, and some write. That, if all the Women that
he lay with in Adultery and Fornication had conceived
and brought forth, his Offspring would have been as the
Stars in the Firmament, spending his Time only with
Wine and Women, unconcerned about Heaven or Hell,
and easy about all Religions. Not driving on Home's,
Interest, as they expected, and he engaged when abroad
with the Popish Princes ; His Brother the Duke of
York being a sworn Vassal of Antichrist, and longing to
be at the Throne, that he might be more active in all
Mischiefs, made them all conspire to give him a Dose,
and send him oif. The foresaid Friends at London said
to me. That it was commonly reported, that when he
found the Poison working upon him, he sat up in his
Bed, having one of his many Whores in Bed with him,
as was his ordinar, and took a Snutf and it being poisin

not that there is

our Israel?

He

a great

preached upon the 1st

:

;

on'd also^ he

fell a

roaring,

and

said,

Oh mad Man

that

MR. DANIEL CARGILL.
/ have
nished

11

been, that have murdered my best Subjects, and bamy Son the Duke o/" Monmouth, and committed my-

self to the

Hand of Murderers !

Qthly, After that

Excommunication

in the

Torwood,

the full Account whereof is to be found in the Hynd-letloose, written by famous Mr. Shiels, there was a Price of

Six thousand Merks set upon his Head, for any to catch

him quick
still

The violent avowed Enemies were
him before this, but much more after,

or dead.

in Search for

who, to gain the Prize, had curst Doeg-\ike Intelligenters every

where lying in wait

to betray

him

into their

Hands notwithstanding he was remarkably preserved,
and many times narrowly escaped their Hands, until his
Work was done, and his Hour come and then suddenly and surprisingly was catcht, as afterwards I shall make
;

;

plain.

Beside the narrow Escapes mentioned in the Relation
given of him in the Cloud of Witnesses, there were other
four, as follows, 1. His Horse was shot beneath him at
Linlithgow-hr\Age, and he very narrowly escaped their

At Lowdon-hill, which is before me
an Account of. 3. At the Qi/eensferry, June 3d
when he, with Henry Hall of Haughhead, that

bloody Hands.
to give

2.

1680 ;
worthy Christian Gentleman, were upon their Way
from Borro?vstou)ifiess to the Queensjerry, these two
Sons of Belial, the Curates of Borrowstounness and Carridden, walking upon the Sea-side knew Mr. Cargill,
and went in haste to Middleton Governor of Blackness,
and informed him. He ordered his Soldiers to come
after him ; he followed hard to the Ferry, and got Notice where they lighted, came in, and pretended great
Kindness, pressing them to take a Glass of Wine, until
his Men came up
Then drew his Sword, saying, They
were his Prisouttrs, Haughhead drew Sword to defend
:

LIFK AND DEATH OF

1^
themselves.
of

them

gript

The Women
Haughhead

in the

Town

gathered

to save him.

;

one

One Thomas

George, a Waiter there, behind his Back struck him
upon the Head with the Doghead of his Carabin, and
broke his Scull. The women carried him off, and some
of them supported him to Echlen, near Half a Mile, to
the House of Robert Pimton my Brother-in-law, who
was banished with Mr. Peden, as I mentioned before in
The House of Binns being near, Thomas Dalhis Life.
ziel's Dwelling-place (that bloody Tyrant, who was General to the Forces Twenty Years) and he having got
Notice, came in great Haste and Fury, threatning great
Ruin to that Family for taking in the Rebel ; and carried him back to the Ferrij, and kept him all Night.

There is an old Christian Woman (yet alive) who waited upon him all Night, which was a weary Night, he not
being able to speak to her, passing

all his

Brains at his

To-morrow by the Way going to EdinNone can give an Account how they disposed

Nostrils, died

hur^h.

of his Corpse.

Mr. Cargill in that Confusion escaped sorely woundand crept into some secret Place in the South-side
A very ordinary Woman found him lyof the Town.
ing bleeding, took her Head-clothes and tied up the
Wounds in his Head, and conducted him to James Puned,

ton's in

Carlowrie

;

lie

being a Stranger, and

who was Friends or Foes

;

knew

not

he said he was many
that Woman. Some say. After
for Avhich

Times obliged to pray for
was a Change upon her to the better. He lay
in that Barn till Night, and then was conducted to some
]Mrs. Pimtoii gave him some warm
Friend's House.
Milk
and a Chirurgeon came providentially to the
House, who drest his Wounds.
General Dalziel came and called for James Punion,

that there

;

MR. DANIEL CAKGTLL.
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and took him away to Kirklistoun When set down^ the
Curate there (another of the Serpent's Brood, who inform'd him) came and accused him before the General for
shewing Kindness to such a notorious Rebel, for which he
was carried to Edinburgh, and cast in Prison, where he
lay three Months, and paid a Thousand Merks of Fine.
Mr. Cargill the next Sabbath preached at Cairnhill,
betwixt Lowden and Tweddale,m his Wounds and Blood;
for no Danger nor Distress could stop him in going about
:

doing Good, and distributing Food to so
Souls up and

down

the Land.

many

starving

His time being

short,

that so he might finish his Course with Joy, he preach-

ed that

Day upon

that Text,

And what

say ? for the Time would fail me to speak
Jephthah. At Night some said to him.

I more
Gideon and

shall
o/"

We

think. Sir,

Praying and Preaching go best with you when your
Danger and Distress is greatest. He said. It had been
so, and he hoped that it would be so ; that the more that
Enemies and all others did thrust that he might fall, the
more sensibly and decernably the Lord had helped And
:

had been to himself repeated the following Words, The Lord is my Strength
and Song, and has become my Salvation. That 118
Psalm was the last Psalm he sang on Earth, which he
sang on the Scaffold.
Tthly, In the Beginning of November 1680, Governor

then (as his ordinar was) as

it

Middleton being frustrate of his design at the Queensferry, and aifronted by a few

Women,

delivering the

Prey out of his and his Soldiers Hands, consulted with
James Henderson in the Ferry, andi laid down a Hell-deep
Plot and Trap to catch him, by forging and signing by
different

Hands

in the

and Robert Stark
ous

solid

in

Christian,

Name

of Baillie

Adam in

Culross,

Milns of Forth, that serious zeal-

who had

his great

Share of the

LIFE AND DKATH OF
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Tyranny of

that Time,

and other honest leading

Men

in

the Shire of Fife, for Heyiderson to come to Edinburgh,

and make

all

Search for Mr. Cargill, to

call

him over

to

Fife to preach at the Hill of Baith : Accordingly he
found him in the West-Bow, in a Chamber that the foresaid Robert Stark had taken for his Children at School
two of them are yet alive in Edinburgh, worthy of CreMr. Cargill was
dit, who will assert the Truth of this.
Some present observed,
very willing to answer the Call
that Henderso7i was either in Drink, or confused, Avhich
made them jealous of Treachery. Henderson proposed,
that he would go before, and have a Boat ready at the
Ferry against they came ; and, that he might know them,
And Mr. Skeen
desired to see Mr. Cargill's Clothes.
and Mr. Boig being in the Room with him, in the mean
Time he had Middleton's Soldiers lying in Disguise at
the Mutton-hole, three IMiles from Edinburgh, the Highway to the Ferry: There was an Ale-house upon the
South-side, and a Park-dyke upon the North-side, and
no eviting them. Mr. Skeen, Archibald Stuart, and
Mrs. Moor and Marion Harvie took the Way upon Foot,
Mr. Cargill and Mr. Boig being to follow upon Horses.
When they came to the Place, the Soldiers gripped
them In the Confusion, Mrs. Moor escaped, and went
quickly back, and stopt Mr. Cargill and Mr. Boig, who
The Prisoners were
fled back to Edinburgh again.
brought to Edinburgh ; IMr. Skeen and Archibald Stuart were execute at the Cross of Edinburgh, December 1.1080 and Marion Harvie, with. Isabel Alison,were
execute in the Grass-market, January 26. 1681. However, Hendersori got the Price of Blood, and bought
or built a Passage-Boat, which he called Katharine;
:

:

;

but

many

deison

fear'd to cross

after

this

the

Water

in

her.

He7i-

turned miserable and contemptible

Mil.

in the

Eyes

DANIEL CARGILL.
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of all well-thinking IMen, and^,

Reward

died cursing, after he got that

some affirm,
Treachery

for

and the Price of Blood.
Sthli/, After this remarkable Escape, seeing nothing
but the violent Flames of Treachery and Tyranny against
him above all others, he alone keeping up the publick
Standard of the Gospel at that Time, went to England
for

about three Months, where the Lord blest his La-

bours in the JMinistry, to the Conviction and Edification

many

In this none-such, melancholy, EgypMr. King, Mr. Kid and Mr. Cameron
being publickly murdered ; Mr. Blackadder and Mr.
Mr. Cargill, Douglas
Dickson in the Enemies Hands
and Hepburn gone of the Kingdom ; the rest of the 30
Ministers, who preached in the Fields before Botkw elbridge, being fallen in deep Silence snd Compliance with
In this Time, while Men slept, the Enethe Enemies
my sowed his Tares. In the" Beginning of the Year
1681, the Devil began a new Project at Borrowstounness upon a few of these whom he could not drive to
left-hand Defections, by injecting into them demented
enthusiastical Delusions, driving them upon wild un-

of

Souls.

tian Darkness,

;

:

heard-of right-hand Extremes, with a Spirit of Division

and unwarrantable Separation from

all that would not
up with them in every Jot ; which began
in Holland a Year before, which I have already given a
true Account of; and which remains rampant in Scotland to this Day, and I sadly fear will outlive me.
John Gibh a Sailor in Borroivstounness, a great Professor, (but still some serious Souls jealous of him) drew
about Twenty six Women and three Men with him, the
greater Part of them serious, exercised, tender, zealous,
gracious Souls, who stumbled upon that Stumbling-

or durst not go

block laid in their
lence and

Way,

of Ministers Compliance, Si-

Unfaithfulness,

who

before

the Break of

LIFE AND DEATH OF
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Bothrvel-Bridge, for about eleven Years, had publickly

preached the indispensible Duty of

all

the Lord's People

and defend the same But a little
thereafter, the Enemies gave an Indemnity, or third Into follow the Gospel,

dulgence to

all

:

Ministers

who

formerly preached in the

Houses with the Cautionry-Band
witnessed against in the Banders disbanded, which I
have elsewhere mentioned. They so far complied with
the Enemies Design and Desire to have their RendezFields, to preach in

vouze of Rebellion, the

Field-Conventicles (as then
grand Eye-sore, and great Vexation
of all his Friends, the Foes of Reformation, that they
would preach none without Houses, even these who formerly were most zealous and forward that Way, whose
Names might be mentioned, and who would not set
their Faces to Doors when there were any People withcall'd) the Devil's

These lamentable Things, together with the cruel
Tyranny, shedding so much innocent precious dear Blood,
made them split with Zeal, not only to cast off all that do
not agree with them in every Thing, but also to utter
out.

strange Anti-Gospel Imprecations, disdaining and re-

proaching

mony
and

all

others as Backsliders, stating their Testi-

against all Crown-dues,

for that

Excise and Customs

End would make

no Use of Ale nor ToThings.
These People at first

and other fool
were commonly called Sweet-singers, from their frequently meeting together, and singing these tearful
Psalms over the mournful Case of the Church, Psal. 74,
Thus they continued from the 'Be79, 80, 83, 137.
bacco,

ginning of the Year until April

;

then

Consent, that they might be free of

Things,

left

their

Houses,

warm

all

all

with one

these foresaid

Beds, cover'd

soft

some of them their Husbands and Children,
weeping upon them to stay with them some Women
Tables

;

;

1
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taking the sucking Children in their
places, to be free of all Snares

nion with

all

others,
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Arms

to Desert-

and Sins, and Commu-

and mourn

for

own

their

Sins,

the Land's Tyranny and Defections, and there be safe

from the Land's utter Ruin and Desolations by Judgments ; some of them going to Pentland-hiUs, with a
Resolution to

sit

there to see the

Smoke and

of the sinful bloody City Edinburgh
fulfilled their Resolution,

:

But,

utter

if

Ruin

they had

they would have been sadly

weather-beaten these 48 Years, being lately gone to
their Graves, laying

more Weight and Stress upon these

Duties of Prayer, Fasting and IMourning, than upon

Obedience and Intercession, which
is the Ruin and Plague of
the greater Part of Preachers and Prayers abounding
this Day, and ruining all the Churches.
These were a
Christ's Satisfaction,
alas, that legal

formal Spirit

Part of the Confession of some of these gacious Women, who came under the Power of such Delusions voluntarily before a great Multitude of People, upon the
3d Day of March 1689, at the black Hill of Lesmahagoiv ; and Matter of IMourning to this Day, some of
them being yet alive. Immediately after they came to
these Desert-places, they kept a Day of Fasting, and
confessing of their Sins one to another ; Yea, some of
them confest Sins that the World had not-heard of, and
so not call'd to confess them to Men.
In the mean Time of their lying in this sad Pickle in
Desert- places, the Man of God, blest Cargill, came
down from England ; a happy Tryst to many godly
zealous Souls, who had a Gale of Zeal upon their Spirits,
and feared no Danger upon the right Hand, if they held
off the Left.
Immediately he was called to preach in
Z)flrwmc?£'-Muirs, by some who retained their former
Zeal and Faithfulness.
That Sabbath Morning, John
VOL.

II.

B
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Gibb, David Jamie, Walter Kei-, John Young, and
Twenty six Women, were lying in the Dear-slunk, in
Midst of a great flow Moss betwixt Clydsdale and Lothian, about a Mile distant.
Mr. Cargill sent two Men,
whose Names I could mention, to desire them to come

and hear Sermon, and that he might converse with them^
John Gibh
severals of them being his Acquaintance.
answered. He had left the Land, and deserted the Testimony ; they did not want him, nor no other Minister
it was never better with them than since they parted
with all of them. He came and stood upon a Chair,
and had nothing to rest upon, with his Bible betwixt
his Hands, as his Ordinary was at all Times when I
heard him. I well remember, he sang the flrst Verse of
the 37 Psalm, For Evil-doers fret thou not, &c. and
lectured upon the 21 Chapter of 1 Kings from the 17
Verse, of what passed betwixt Ahab and Elijah, and
Ahab's outward Humiliation, where he had many sententious Notes ; and preached upon that Text, Amos iv.
12. Therefore this will I do unto thee, O Israel
and
because I will do this unto thee, irrepare to meet thy God,
O Israel. He insisted upon the foregoing Judgments
that had proven ineffectual, and few had returned unto
him ; but this was a nameless Judgment, or a non-such
Judgment ; and made application to Scotland : When
our Stroke came, he would not determine ; but, when
it came, it would be a non-such Stroke.
He went to
Darngavell in Cambusnethen Parish, upon the Side of
the Muir
He sent for them- To-morrow when they
came, they had a long Reasoning in the Barn ; the Sum
and Substance of it is to be found in that Letter he
sent to the Women in the Correction-house, which is
published in the Cloud of Witnesses.
Two Things they
required of him, before they could join, and own him as
,•

:

;
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That he would confess publickly
Land. (2.) That he would
engage to preach to none but them, and those that joined with them. He answered. That he did not see that
to be his Sin in leaving the Land in such a Time, and
so short a Time, in his Circumstances ; and he hoped
that he had been useful to not a few where he had
been ; and to preach to none but them, was a dreadful
Restriction upon his ^Ministry ; for his Commission was
far more extensive, to go and preach, and baptize all
Nations, and to preach the Gospel to every Creature ;
and if his Trumpet would sound to the Ends of the
Earth, he would preach Christ to all.
Gibb and Jamie
carried Pistols upon them, and threatned all who came
to seek their Wives or others from them ; which frighted some. There was a Bed made for him and John
Gibb : He lay down a little, but rose in Haste, and
went to the IVIuir all Night ; I well remember it was a
their Minister; (1.)

his Sin in leaving of the

Many waiting on to have his
Thoughts about them, he refused upon the SabbathEvening to give his Thoughts until he spake with
them. They found him in the Muir on the Morning
wet and cold, and very melancholy, wanting Rest all
Night, and great Grief upon his Spirit.
They said.
Now, Sir, you have spoke with them, and have had
your Thoughts about them ; be free with us.
He said.
My Thoughts are both bad and sad This Man, John
Gibb, is an incarnate Devil, and there are many Devils
in him ; wo to him, his Name will stink while the
cold easterly v/et Fogg.

:

World stands. I bless God, who preserved me ; he
might have cut my Throat this Night, but I got Warning of my Danger.
As for David Jamie, there is a
good Scholar lost, and a Minister spilt ; I have no Hope
of him.

I

am

afraid that Walter

Ker and John Young
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and others Avill go a greater Length, but I hope the
Lord will reclaim many of them
And now, go all
Home, and pray that this Snare may be broke for this
is one of the most dreadful and dangerous Snares that
:

;

hath been in

my Time

;

soon discover themselves

but they run so
:

But

fast,

I greatly fear,

they will
these wild

Tares of Delusions and Divisions will spring and grow,
and never be rooted out in this Land ; which has sadly
come to pass.
After this, in Preaching and Conference, he was most
sententious and plain in discovering and giving Warning of the Snare, Sin and

tremes

Danger

of these wild

Nevertheless, the Indulged, Silent and

:

ExUn-

Lukewarm, Complying IMinisters and Promade no Distinction betwixt him and Gibb, but
made it their Work by Tongue and Pen to bury him
and his Faithfulness in the Ashes of these vile Extremes; and as for any of us that travel'd 40 or 50
Miles far or near to hear him preach, (and no Danger
faithful,

fessors

Enemies could stop or discourage us) they spread
we were away with the Gibbites, altho' I never saw
John Gibb, nor was acquaint with any of his Followers
at that Time
For which I bless the Lord, that so mercifully and remarkably prevented it, by hearing and fol-

or

that

:

lowing of blest Cargill.
After

were

all

this,

in the

Beginning of May, the Gibbites

taken by a Troop of Dragoons at the Woollhill-

Craigs betwixt Lothian and Tweddale, a very desert
Place

:

The Enemies

Men

carried

them

to Edi?iburgh ; the

were put in the Canongate Tolbooth, and the
Twenty six Women in the Correction-house, and some
of them scourged ; and, as their Friends and Husbands
loved and had IMoyen, they were set free.
The greater
Part of them came to their right Mind, after they had

four
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tasted of the bitter Fruits of these
lusions,

with

whom
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have had edifying Conversation

I

since.

The Duke

of York being in Edinburgh, he and

other Enemies rejoiced at

all

all

these strange Things, and

gave large Money to these four Men, for which they
wrote a most blasphemous Paper to York, Copies of
which are yet in the Hands of- some. In a little Time

These four Men, with Isabel
I have forgot,
went West to the Frost-Moss, betwixt Airlh and Stirling, where they burnt the Holy Bible, as they had exclaimed against the Psalms in Metre, and Contents of
the Bible as human Inventions ; every one of them had
they were

all liberate.

Bo7in and another

somewhat

to say.

the Fire, John

against God.

Woman, whose Name

When

Gibb

they threw their Bibles in

said.

The Night

He

did that out of Despite

before that horrid Action of

burning the Bible, Walter Ker and Johii Young prayed

Night in that Moss, and a Light shining about them.
Ker turned mad, and was for
some Time bound in Torphichcu , where he was born.
He came to his right Mind again, and Avent to Clyde, a
Mile beneath Lanark, to the House of Robert and
Elisabeth Bruce, two old solid serious Christians, both

all

Shortly after this Walter

my

Acquaintances,

who

Smack of the
Day at the Kirk

got a hearty

Sweetness of the Gospel in that good

where he served two Years, and deeply mourned both Night and Day for what he had done ; and
\vrote 38 Steps thereof.
He sometimes said. If there
were a Christian Magistrate in the Land, he would go
to them and confess all, and seek of them to execute Jus-

of Shots,

upon him for burning of the Bible. He told his
Master and Mistress that he would be taken and banished, which accordingly came to pass in the Year ]68.'i.

tice
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And

some of our banished Worthies (who were with
and came Home) said to me^ That he
exceeded all our Banished^ that they kneW;, in prevailing with some to set up the Worship of God in their
Families^ and young Ones to pray, and join in Societies
for Prayer and Conference
What became of him since,

him

in America,

:

I

know

not.

Johi Young went

into Lothian after that,

School, lived retired, and spoke

little.

vid Jamie, Isabel Bonn, and that other

and kept a

DaWoman, were

Gibb, and

again taken and put in the Canongate Tolbooth, where

they took such Fits of seven Days Fasting, that their

Voices were changed in their Gronings and GoUerings
with Pain of Hunger, and then such excessive Eating,

them admired how their Bellies could conGibb was so possest with a raging roving Devil, that they could not get publick Worship performed three Times a Day, as their ordinar was in each
Room Two of these Prisoners took their Tour about,
George
lying upon him with a Napkin in his Mouth.
that these with

tain so

much.

:

Jackson,

who

thereafter suffered at the Gallow-lee in

at first when he came there Priyour ordinar ? They said, it was.
He said, I shall stay his Roaring ; and threatned Gibb.
He fell a trembling, and put his own Napkin in his
Mouth, but could not refrain his Roaring George desired them to halt in Time of Worship, and with Feet
and Hands dash'd his Head against the Wall, and beat
him so, that the rest were afraid that he had kill'd him
Gibb was a big strong Man, for which he was
outright.
After this, whenever they
called Meikle John Gibb.
began, he ran in behind the Door with his Napkin in
I had
his Mouth, and there sat howling like a Dog.

December 9th 1684,
soner, said. Is that

:

these Accounts from these Prisoners Avho were with

him
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was carried into that Iron-house. Immediately
Gibb, David Jamie and the foresaid two
were sent to America, where Gibb was much admired
by the Heathen for his familiar Converse with the
Devil bodily, and offering Sacrifices to him ; he died
David Jamie wrote a
there about the Year 1720.
Letter to his Father in Linlithgow , where he was born,

when

I

Joh7i

after,

him not

desiring

to trouble himself about

Heaven

or

these Things were Fancies.

John Smith,
that serious solid Christian, who was fourteen Years
banish'd there, (who died of late in the Parish of Carstairs) carried that Letter, and delivered it to his FaWhen the good old Man read it, he fainted
ther
but David Jamie, being a Piece of a Schollar, got
himself into publick Clerking, and a few Years ago
was Clerk in the Town of New-York in New-England: I saw his Name at Doctor Nicol's Commission
here, for a publick Collection for building of a Church
Hell, for

all

:

there.

Thus

I

have given a fuU and true Account of the Rise,

Steps, and monstrous Lengths, and

frightful

End

of

which may be a Warning to the present
and following Ages, to tremble and be afraid of coming
under the Power of such demented delirious Delusions
these Gibbites

;

and whereby all may see, that the Man of God (blest
Cargill) was not mistaken in all that he did foresee and
foretel about

Qthly,

them.

After that Conference

with

the

Gibbites at

Dartigavel, the next Sabbath-day he preached two miles

beneath Lanark, in the Under-bankwood upon Clydeside, upon that Text, / have set Watchmen upon thy
Walls

;

where he lamented that

it

had been the great

Sin of the Church of Scotland, in setting up of Watch-

men

that had

little or

no Experience of Regeneration,
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and had been overly of

themand Learning*: And lamented also that so many Watchmen were fled off the
Walls, and deserted their Posts, frighted as if they were
blasted or thunder-slain.
He stayed for some time in
their Trials, contenting

selves with a Clatter of Gifts

that

Wood.

May 1681, Gavin Wotherspoon
and John Stewart, both my Acquaintances, two serious,
zealous Christians, and great Sufferers, came unto him
The Braes being steep, & the Woods close, he inquired if there was any Appearance of Rain ; They said,
they saw none.
He said. These Braes look very burnt
like, being a cold East Drought.
Gavin said. We fear,
In the Beginning of

if the

Lord send

He

not Rain, there will be

a Scarcity of

/ have been thinking upon that since I
came into this Wood ; but if I be not under a Delusion
(for this was his ordinar Way of speaking when he gave

Bread.

his

said,

Thoughts of what was to come) you need not fear
:
For the Lord

that, as long as this Persecution lasts

hath a greater Respect
to suffer stich

Wind

;

to his orvn

a rough

Wind

Suffering People, than

to

blow in such an East

for, if that wei'e, the heavy Etid of that Stroke

would come upon his own People.
shortly by the

Hand

of

For me, I am

to die

Enemy ; but you that
I am of the Mind you will both

this bloody

outlive this Persectition, as

do (which they both did, and saw the said Accomplish-

ment) you will see Cleamiess of Teeth, and mony a black
pale Face, which shall jmt mony Thousands to their
Graves in Scotland, with unheard-of Natures of Fluxes
and Fevers, and otherwise ; and there shall be great Distress in the Land, and Wrath upon this People.
Mr.
Peden did foresee and foretell the same Things, but in
his

own

peculiar

long as the

Way

of expressing himself, saying.

Lads are upon

the Hills,

and

in

As

Glens and
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; but,

if once

they were beneath the Beild of the Brae, you will have

mony a black and pale Face in ScotThe sad Accomplishment of these Sayings will

clean Teeth, atid
land.

lamentably appear in these following Instances.
(1.) In the Year 1694^ in the Month of August, that
Crop got such a Stroke in one Night by East Mist or
Fog standing like Mountains (and where it remained
longest and thickest^ the badder were the Effects, which
all our old Men, that had seen Frost, Blasting and J\Iildewing, had never seen the like) that it got little more
Good of the Ground.
(2.) In November that Winter, many were smitten
with wasting sore Fluxes, and strange Fevers (which
carried many off the Stage) of such a Nature and Manner, that all our old Physicians had never seen the like,
and could make no Help ; for all Things that used to be
proper Remedies, proved destructive And this was not
to be imputed to bad unwholsom Victual ; for severals,
who had Plenty of old Victual, did send to Glasgow for
Irish Meal, and yet were smitten with Fluxes and Fevers in a more violent and infectious, Nature and Manner than the poorest in the Land, whose Names and.
Places where they dwelt I could instance.
(3.) These unheard-of manifold Judgments continued
:

seven Years, not always alike, but the Seasons,

Summer

and barren, and the wonted Heat of
the Sun so much withholden, that it was discernible
upon the Cattle, flying Fowls and Insects decaying, that
seldom a Fly or Gleg was to be seen Our Harvests not
in the ordinary Months many shearing in November and
December, yea, some in January and February; The

and Winter,

so cold

:

;

Names

of the Places I can instruct

their Deaths,

:

Many

contracting

and losing the Use of their Feet and Hands
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it in Frost and Snow ; and
some of it standing still, and rotting upon the
Ground, and much of it for little Use either to Man or
Beast, and which had no Taste or Colour of Meal.
(4.) Meal became so scarce, that it was at Two ShilIt was not
lings a Peck, and many could not get it.
then Avith many. Where will we get Silver ? but. Where
will we get Meal for Silver ? I have seen, when Meal
was all sold in Markets, Women clapping their Hands,
and tearing the Clothes off their Heads, crying. How
shall we go home and see our Children die in Hunger ?
They have got no Meat these two Days, and we have no-

sharing and working amongst

after all

thing to give them.
(5.) Through the long Continuance of these manifold
Judgments, Deaths and Burials were so many and common, that the Living were wearied in the Burying of the
Dead. I have seen Corpses drawn in Sleds, many got
I was one of four
neither Coffin nor Winding-sheet.
who carried the Corpse of a young Woman a Mile of

Way and, when we came to the Grave, an honest poor
Man came and said. You must go and help me to hury
;

my

Son, he

is lien

dead

two Days ;
my own Yard.

this

be obliged to bury him in

otherwise I will

We

went, and

there were eight of us had two Miles to carry the Corpse

Man, many Neighbours looking on us, but
none to help us. I was credibly informed. That in the
North, two Sisters on a Monday' Morning were found
carrying the Corpse of their Brother on a Barrow with
Bearing-ropes, resting themselves many Times, and none
of that young

i^

offering to help them.
(6.) I have seen some walking about the Sun-setting,
and To-morrow about Six a-Clock in the Summer Morning found dead in their Houses, without making any Stir
at their Death, their Head lying upon their Hand, with
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had been four Days dead, the
Mice or Rats having eaten a great Part of their Hands
and Arms.
(7-) Many had Cleanness of Teeth in our Cities, and
Want of Bread in our Borders ; and to some the Staff of
Bread was so utterly broken (which makes complete Famine) that they did eat, and were neither satisfied nor
nourished And some of them said to me. That they
could mind nothing but Meat, and were nothing bettered by it ; and that they were utterly unconcerned about
their Souls, whether they went to Heaven or Hell.
(8.) The nearer and sorer these Plagues seized, the
sadder were their Effects, that took away all natural and
relative Affections, so that Husbands had no Sympathy
with their Wives, nor Wives with their Husbands, Paas great Smeil as if they

:

rents with their Children, nor Children with their Parents.
if

These and other Things have made me

to

doubt

ever any of Adam's Race were in a more deplorable

Condition, their Bodies and Spirits more low, than many
were in these Years.
(9.) The crowning Plague of all these great and manifold Plagues, was, JMany were cast down, but few
humbled ; great Murmuring, but little Mourning ; many
groning under the Effects of Wrath, but few had Sight
or Sense of the Causes of Wrath in turning to the Lord
And, a^s soon as these Judgments were removed, many
were lift up, but few thankful ; even these who were as
low as any, that outlived these scarce Times, did as
lightly esteem Bread, as if they had never known the
Worth of it by the Want of it. The great Part turned
more and more Gospel-proof, and Judgment-proof; and

the Success of the Gospel took a Stand at that

many

Time

in

Places of the Land, but more especially since the

Rebellion 1715,
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King William

his

Kindness

is

who
Sym-

not to be forgotten,

not only relieved us from Tyranny, but had such a

pathy with Scotland, when in Distress of Famine, that
he offered all who would transport Victual to Scotland,
that they might do it Custom-free, and have 20 Pence of
each Boll.
I

cannot pass this Occasion of giving Remarks upon

some observable Providences that followed these strange
Judgments upon Persons who dwelt in low-lying fertile
Places,

who

when
Sympathy with the

laid themselves out to raise IMarkets

at such a Height,

Poor, or these

thought these

and had

little

who lived in cold muirish Places, who
who lived in these fertile Places had a

Heaven But soon thereafter their little Heavens
were turned into little Hells, by unexpected ProvidenSome wrote sixteen Remarks upon that terrible
ces.
Fire which fell out on the 2 or 3 of Fcbniary 1700, in
the Parliament-Closs in Edifiburgh ; One was. That
most of these People who dwelt there, were rich, and
lived sumptuously, and had little Sympathy with the
distrest Case of the Land ; that their fine Houses, which
were eleven Years in building, were in a few Hours turned to a burnt ruinous fleap But more especially, there
was a Farmer in the Parish of West-Calder, in which
Parish 300 of 900 examinable Persons wasted away, who
at that Time was reckoned worth 6000 Merks of Money
and Goods, that had very little to spare to the Poor
the Victual lay spoiling in his House and Yard waiting
And two honest Servant-Lasses^
for a greater Price
whose Names were Nisbets, being cast out of Service
(for every one could not have it ; many said. They got
little

:

:

:

too

much Wages

that got Bleat for their

Work)

these

and they were ashamed to
beg; they crept into an empty House, and sat there

two Lasses would not

steal,
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wanting Meat until their Sight was almost gone and then
they went about a Mile of Way to that Farmer's Yard,
He
and cut four Stocks of Kail to save their Lives
found them, and drave them before him to the Laird of
;

:

Bawds, who was a Justice of Peace, that he might get
them punished. The Laird enquired. What moved them
to go by so many Yards, and go to his ? They said.
These in their Way were in Straits themselves, and
he might best spare them. The Laird said. Poor conscionable Things, go your Way, I have nothing to say to
you.
One of them got Service, and the other died in
Want ; it was her Burial I mentioned before, who was
But, lo, in a very few Years, he
were begging from Door to Door, whom I have
served at my Door, and to whom I said. Who should
have Pity and Syjnj)athy with you, who kept you)- Victual spoiling, waiting for a greater Price, and would
spare nothing of your Fulness to the Poor, and was so
cruel to the two starving Lasses, that yoxi took Prisoners
for four Stocks of Kail to save their Lives ? Ye may
read your Sin upon your Judgment, if ye be not blind in
the Eyes of your Soul, as ye are of one in your Body,
and may be a Warning to all that come after yon. Many
yet alive in that Country-side can witness the Truth of

carried by us Four.

and

all

his

these strange Things.

By

these foregoing Relations

all

may

see, that these

two Servants of Christ, Mr. Cargill and ]Mr. Peden,
were clear-sighted in what they did foresee and tell,
which sadly and exactly came to pass about 13 Years
And in seeing and
after blest CargiU's bloody Death
foretelling such strange Things, they were not their
alone in these Days.
The godly, and zealous, and faithful unto the Death, Mr. John Blackadder, whom I mentioned in the preface of Mr. Peden's Life, was at the
:
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Cow-hill in the Parish of Livingstoun, in the Year 1675,
in the

Month

of August

:

He

went out

the Evening, being a retired Place;

he was very melancholy

moved him

to be so sad

:

?

Some Friends

He

said.

to the Fields in

when he came
enquired.

He was

in,

What

afraid of a

Land
many Deaths

very dangerous infectious Mist to go through the
that Night, that might have sad Effects, of

and great Dearth to follow ; and desired the Family to
and Window, and keep them as long closs as
they might, and take Notice where the Mist stood
thickest and longest, for there they would see the EfAnd it remained longest
fects saddest ; which they did
close door

:

upon that town called the Craigs, being within their
Sight, and only a few Families ; and within Four
Months thereafter 30 Corpses went out of that Place,
and bad Crojis followed for three Years, the Meal was
at Half a Crown the Peck: But, lo, in the 1678 there
was such a Crop, that the Lothian Barley was sold at
four Pound the BoU, and the Pease at forty Pence ; and
for that we got Ten thousand Highlanders, Five hundred English Dragoons, the whole Militia of the Kingdom, and all the standing Forces cast in upon the West
of Scotland at Bothivel-bridge : And, as they said, they
came to destroy, and destroy they would ; and yet there
was Abundance for them all, and the Inhabitants also.
lOthlt/, After Mr. Cargill left the Under-bankwood,
he preached at Loudoun-hill upon a Week-day, the 5th
Historian Wodrow says, that it was a Fastof May.
day ; but it was not an appointed Fast, however some
He designed only to
of them might be obliged to fast.
His Text was.
preach once, and baptize some Children
No Man that hath followed me in the Regeneration,
:

shall be a Loser, but great Gainers.
lately with the Gibbites, finding so

In his Conference

much

of Peier'»

Re-
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among them, that they had left all and Jollotved
made him to insist in shewing that it was not every

ligion

him,

pretended

Way of following

regard or reward
to place so

;

much,

Christ that he would either

holding forth the Danger and Ruin
if

not

all,

of Religion in these ex-

and
For
Sufferings for the same, tho' they were Duties in themselves, yet whoever rested upon them would have a cald
Coal to blow at in the End Nothing is ours but Sin,
In the Apnor due to us, but the Wages of it. Death.
plication of that Sermon, he gave Warning of the
Snares and Sins of the Gibbites and their Actings, and
how dangerous it was to cast off all Ministers ; and exhorted us to pray for faithful Ministers to ourselves, and
never content ourselves without them; for we would
not continue long sound in the Faith, and straight in
And, for all
the Way, if we wanted faithful Guides.
ternal Parts of Christianity, as Prayers, Fastings

Mournings, and Contendings

for

the Testimony

:

:

the Respect that these divided Parties of Dissenters, or
rather Schismaticks and Separatists, pretend to

Mr.

Cameron, Shiels and Remvick, and every one of
them to be their Successors, and maintaining the Testimony which they sealed with their Blood ; How little
do they notice the sententious Writings and Sayings of
Cargill,

}
And I am perswaded, if they were
upon the Stage this Day, that none would speak, jireach
and write more against all the divided Parties of them,
and their Anti-scriptural, wild, unprecedented PrinAnd these that cast off all Miciples and Practices
nisters this Day in Scotland, if they had been living
through all the Periods of this Church, would never
have embraced any as their Ministers, nor none in other
Churches this Day through the World. It was one of
the sententious Sayings of the Reverend Mr. James

these Worthies

:
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Edinburgh, insisting upon

Kirkton, in his Pulpit in

Scotland's singular Privileges above all other Churches
for a long

TimCj That there had been Ministers

in Scot-

land that had the Gift of working Miracles, and prophesying, which he could instruct; and that he had

heard French, Dutch, English, Irish, atid other Mipreach ; and yet there have been and are Ministers in Scotland that preach more from the Heart,
nisters

the Heart, than any that ever he had heard.
have sometimes heard the worthy Mr. Shiels
say, when he spoke of his Travels through the World,
That the III of Scotland he found every where, but the

and

to

And

I

Good of Scotland he found no where.
When the Sermon wa^ ended, and Children baptized,
there came up mo Children. Friends prest him to preach
in the Afternoon, contrary to his Inclination ; which
he did, upon that Text, Weep not for me, &c. When
praying, there came a Herd-Lad, crying. The Etiemies
They had out no Sentinels that
are coming upon you.
Day, which was not their ordinary ; they were so surprized, that some that had been at Pentland, Bothwel, and Airdsmoss, and in other great Dangers, were
never so seized with Fear Some of the Women threw
their Children from them, and Mr. Cargill in the ConGavin
fusion was running straight upon the Enemy.
Wotherspoon and other Friends gripped him, and hal'd
him into the Moss to which the People fled ; also the
Dragoons fired hard upon them, but there were none
either kill'd or taken that Day. The Ball went through
Patrick Foreman's Hair, but his Head was safe, his
Hour not being yet come, and that neither the Time nor
Place that he was to die (M^hose was one of the five Sculls
which were reburied after 45 Years, which before I have
given a full Account of.)
:
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Wthly, About this Time some spoke to him, that he
Sir, 'tis long
preached and pray'd short ; who said,

and we are i7i a starving Condition All
is good, sweet and tvholsom, which ye deliver ; but why
He said.
do yoti straiten ns so much for Shortness ?
Ever since 1 bowed a Knee in good Earnest to pray, I
never durst pray aiid preach with my Gifts ; and where
betwixt Meals,

:

and comes not up with my
Time for me to quit it : What
comes not from my Heart, I have little Hoj)e that it will
go to the Heart of others. Then repeated these Sentences of the 51 Psalm, Then will I teach Transgressors
thy Way, and Sinners shall be converted unto thee.
When was this then ? just when he had the Experience
If all this were studied and
of the foregoing Things.
practised, there would be fewer Preachers, and shorter
Preachings, and fewer and shorter Prayers amongst
Professors ; they would not sleep and wake People,
gasping and gollering, and few understanding what

my Heart

is

not affected,

Mouth, I always thought

they are saying, as

Speaking, or as

if

if

it

they were to be heard for

God could

much

not or would not hear

without they cry loud, and loving to hear themselves
speak, and others to admire and adore

who

them

:

But these

and loud in Publick for ordinary, will be
seldom and short in Secret ; and when they are, they
will extend their Voice, that others may hear them
which is expressly forbidden. When we enter into our
are long

Closets,

loud

we may

Way

hear ourselves, but no other.

If that

of praying in Secret had been practised by

our Sufferers in throng Prisons, especially in DunnolarCastle, there would have been a frightful confused Noise
amongst them, to confuse one another, and to expose

them

to the

VOL.

II.

Mockage

of the
c

World

as

mad

IMen.

I

am
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sure

it

was the only straitning Thing to Sufferers,
when under Sentence of Death, and upon

especially

their dying Days,

when they could

not get out their

Breath.
12tkli/,

When

he went from Loudomi-hill, he passed

through the Shire of Air, Carrick, and into Galloway,
preaching, baptizing and marrying, but stayed a short

Time

there.

When

wel, Galloway, /or

Thou

/

he

left

Galloway, he said, Fare-

will ?iever

come back

to thee

again

:

now Galloway, hit thou wilt heco7ne a Wallaway, and I fear other Shires in the South and West of
Scotland be little better.
Mr. Peden, had the same Exart

pressions.

ISthly,

He came

to Clydsdale,

where he took most

Delight, and had greatest Liberty in Preaching and

Praying, and several other Ministers at that
the same.

He

designed to have preached at

but the Lady of

Time

in

Tifito-hill,

Kirk got Notice, and wrote
was to preach at Home'^
Common, in the Back of Coulter Heights He was that
Night in John Liddel's in Heidmire, near Tinto-]a.\)l
he went early in the Sabbath-Morning to it, thinking
to spend the Morning alone ; but, when he saw the
People passing on, he called to some of them, and enHe said
quired where they were going ; they told him.
That's the Lady's Policy to get us at some Distance from
her House ; but she will be discovered.
When Mr. Cargill saw none of the People staying with him, he rose and followed them five Miles.
The Morning being very warm, in the Beginning of
June, and the Heights very steep, a full Mile ; he
was very much stress'd ere he wan to the Place. I saw
a Man give him a Drink of Water in his Bonnet, and
to

some publick

St. John's

Men

that he

:

Mil.
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another betwixt Sermons^ Avhich was the best Enter-

tainment he got that Day, and had tasted nothing that

Morning.

He lectured that Day upon the 6th of Isaiah, upon
which he had many sententious Sayings, I remember,
from that Word, Whom shall I send ? and who will go
He

for us ?

said,

To speak with holy Reverence, we
Heaven may be at a Stand,

see that the Trinity of

fit Messenger to carry the Message
the
Here am /, send me : 'Tis like, if he had
known what he was to do, he would not have been so

where

to get a

Prophet

forward

;

said.

;

For,

if

an honest-hearted Minister might re-

fuse any Errand that

God

sent him,

it

would be

to de-

nounce Judgments upon a People, especially spiritual

But the Hand of God was here ; And, when he got his
Commission to preach to that People, and they grew
more and more deaf and blind, he cried out, Hoiv long ?
And the Answer was returned. Until the City be without Inhabitants, and the Land utterly desolate.
After he
insisted a little in explaining these Words, he said,
groning deeply. If he knew any Thing of the Mind of
God, this is the Commission that we are getting, and
the Commission that Ministers will get, to preach the
greater Part of the Generation more and more deaf and
blind.
And preach who will, and pray who will, this
Deafness and this Blindness shall remain until many
habitable Places of Scotland be as waste and desolate as
these Mountains (looking to them Avith a very weary
But remember I am setting no Time
not what Manner of Spirits we are of;
Thousand Years appear in his Sight as one Day, and
delayed Thing was neither forgot nor forgiven ; and

Countenance.)
to this,

a
a

we know

the longer delay'd, the sorer Avhen
a

it

comes.

Midnight Cry, the Foolish sound

asleep,

It will

be

and the

36
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will come upon you as a Thunwent on to the following Verse, Yet in
be a Tenth, who shall be as the Oak, which hath

Wise slumbering, and

He

der-clap.
it

shall

the Substance in the Root.

And

from that he asserted,

Lord had preserved a Remnant, through
so he would preall the Periods of the Church;
serve a Remnant that would ride out all these Winterthat, as the

Storms.

He

preached upon that

Word

in the Forenoon,

Be

Note was. That
these who knew themselves best, would fear themselves
most; And that, as it was hard to determine what a
Length a Hypocrite may gang in the Profession of Religion, it was as hard to determine what a Length a
not high-minded, but fear.

Child of

God may go

His

first

in Defection, having Grace, but

wanting the Exercise thereof; And that a Christian
might go through Nineteen Trials, and carry honestly
in them, and fall in the Twentieth. While in the Body,
be not high-minded, but fear.

I

am

not speaking this

wretched Creatures, Wo to them ; some of
them are nothing but Devils, and many of them are
misled
For the Lord's Sake, look not to these, I mean

of these

:

John Gibb and his Company. In the Afternoon he was
upon that Word, The Devil is come down, having great
Wrath ; of which I have given some Notes before, but
must not insist, otherwise it would swell above my Reach
to publish.
14:thli/, The next Sabbath-Day he preached at the
Bendry- Bridge, betwixt Clydsdale and Lothian.
He
lectured in Zechariah, on Joshua standing before the
Angel ; and preached in the Forenoon upon that Word,
Gird thy Sword upon thy Thigh, and ride prosperously.
His first Note was. That ?io sooner Christ became All
and all to a Soul, but the next Wish of that Soul is, O

Mil.
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that he were thus to all the

World !

And
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let

never none

think that they are in a right Exercise of true Religion,
And in the
that want Zeal for God's publick Glory
:

Afternoon upon that Word, What will you do in the Day
of Visitation? where will you jlee for Help? and where
From that he said. What
will you leave your Glory ?

would
do

all

for

?

that

geance upon

Laws

knew

not

God and obey

all

such

:

And what would

wicked
and all
Where would

InventorSj Enactors and Executers

iniquous Law-obeyers and Keepers do

they

not the Gospel

he was coming with flaming Fire to take Ven-

flee for

gotten Glory

Help

?

?

all

do,

and where will they leave their

ill-

?

IBthly, From the Bendry-bridge he went to Fife,
and baptized many Children, and preached only one
Sabbath at the Lo/«o«(^/-Hills, and hasted back to Clydsdale, and came to the Bcnty-rig in Cambusnethen Parish,
where two Friends, sent from the Societies in Galloway,
to call him back there to preach and baptize, were.
After he enquired for their Welfare and Friends in
Galloway, he said. Have your Friends in Galloway any
Thoughts or Fears of the Frenches or other Foreigners
coming upon you ? They said. No. He rose and went
out, being a desert Place, to a Moss-Hag, being the
best Chamber ofttimes that he, Cameron, Renwick and
Sheils had in these Days, who displayed the publick
Banner of the Gospel, after Bothwel-bridge. It was but
a short Time that he stayed in Company and Converse.
These two Galloway Men said to other Friends, in that
Bounds, who were my very dear Acquaintance, who

Why does the Minister speir such a Question
These Friends said. Enquire at himself, for we
find this is his ordinar with Friends who have been any
Time out of his Company. When he came in, they

told

me,

at us

?
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We have been thinking upon what you said to us,
and we cannot understand what you mean by it. After
musing a little, for that was his ordinar, especially when
they enquired any Thing concerning the Times, He
said. If I be not under a Delusion, (for that was his
ordinar also, when he spake of Things to come) the
French and other Foreigners, with wicked unhappy
Men in this Land, will be your Stroke ; and it will
said.

come

in such a

Nick of Time, when one

am

me,

I

ers,

and

to die shortly

will not see

People will endure

it,

I

it.

know

that have

it

it

And

then, as his ordinar was, as

said.

Short but very sharp.

\Qthlij,

;

for

by the Hand of these Murder-

Foresight and Forethought of

my

Na-

of these

tions will not be in a Capacity to help one another

not

to

how

make me
it

the Lord's

meet with

;

but the

to tremble.

had been

to himself,

There were two very young Lads, who were

very dear Billies, whose Converse and Prayers to-

gether have been very edifying to me, and the

brance of

it

to this

Day

is

savoury,

who

Remem-

lived in the

Starrij-shaw very near that Benty-rig where he was,

Thomas and John Marshals, to whom he said at that
same Time, Lads, ye had meikle Need to pray in earnest, you have a sharp Storm to meet with, and many
strange Faces to see^ and your Bones shall ly in a strange
Land This came to pass 3 Years thereafter in December 1684, about the same Time that I fell into the Enemies Hands. Meldrtim, that wicked Persecuter, whom
the World hath heard of, apprehended them and carried
:

them

to Glasgopj.

Walter Gibson INIerchant there got

them and other Twenty eight, Avho starved and
poisoned them with little and bad Victuals, above all
a Gift of

that ever I heard of that carried our Banished to foreign

Lands

:

Few

of

them

in that

Ship lived any Time in
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Carolina;
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Time after their
Time after, and died

in a little

landing there, John lived for some

That which was the Occasion of our Ba-

there also.

nish'd being carried to so

many

different Places in the

World, was. In these Days there were Scots Regiments
in Frafice, Flanders, and Holland; and, when their

Men

decayed. Officers came

home seeking Recruits

hearing of Prisoners that were under Banishment, got
Gifts of
carried

them from the wicked bloody Counsellors, and
them to these Places. Then Merchants, such as

Gibson in Glasgow, and Malloch in Edinburgh, Pitlochie a

Laird in Fife, and
as the old Saying

them (and,

many
is.

others got Gifts of

Cocks are free of other

Folks Corn) who transported them to Carolina, NevJJersay, Jamaica, and Barbadoes, to be their Slaves;

but none of them made their Plack a Babee with trading in such Wares, which confirms what that singular
Christian

James Clarkson Merchant

in Linlithgow,

whom

the foresaid Malloch got a Gift of with other Thirteen,
said,

when banish'd on Ship-board on the Roads

at Leith,

was a Witness, We are the best baddest
Wares that ever Malloch had in his Pack-sheet ; and if

to

which

I

Malloch, or any other that trade in such Wares, be not
great Losers, I

am

far mistaken.

In that short Time that blest Cargill had to
run, he ran fast on Foot, having lost several Horses in
I'Jthlt/,

Wherever he was called in seTimes and different Places of the Land, when he
sat down for Rest, being old and weary, he took a Look
of the many Gentlemens Buildings, and said. Your
Lords, Lairds and Gentlemen are making brave Houses
and large Parks they may build at Leisure, it will not
be long many of them will possess their Houses, which
have been Nests of Wickedness and Uncleanness They

his remarkable Escapes.

veral

;

:
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have dipt their Hands in the Persecution and deep
Compliance^ but few of them have had a Fur of Land to
spare for the Interest of Christ, and

it will go a worse
Gate, and their Inheritance will vomit out their Names.

The Accomplishment of this Saying cannot pass the Obwho see with half an Eye, being so universal
And their own sad Experience can testify, that
since that Time, being now Forty nine Years since his
servation of any
:

Death, mo Estates of Hundreds of Years standing have
changed Masters than did for a Hundred Years before,
almost in all Corners of the Land.
Besides these lamentable holding Reasons that he gave, several Reasons
and Occurrences have fallen out since, to bring it to pass,
such

as,

we ahvays

Scots through the

bear the

World

eth, so our Pride,

;

Name

And,

of the poor proud

as our

Poverty increas-

Vanity, Prodigality and Ambition

airy fool Stiles and Titles.
We were all once
ranked in our Solemn National Covenants, as

grow of
fairly

Noblemen, Gentlemen, Barons, Burgesses, Ministers and
of all Ranks: But since these Covenants were
broken, burnt, and cast by as Almanacks out of Date, we
are all gone out of Rank and File ; the Honour due to
the Superior is given to the Inferior ; our Goodman and
Goodwife is turned Sir and Mistress, and our Sir and
Since the ReMistress to your Honour and Madam
bellion 1715, and since the Stock-jobbing, a foolish
Haste to be rich hath made many poor ; and many other
Ways and Things, living above their Stations and Incomes, and spending their Money on Gaming, Wine and
Women, have brought it to pass. There are some Sen-

Commons

:

tences in the

End

of our National Covenant, that

strike Terror to the

Hearts of

all

Ranks

;

such

as.

may

We

God, the Searcher of our Hearts, to witness, who knoweth this to he our sincere Desire, and tincall the living

MU. DANIEL CARGILL.
feigned Resolution
at the great

lasting Wrath,

and Respect
ISthly,

:

Day ;

As we

shall

answer

41
to

Jesus Christ

and, under the Pains of God's ever-

and of Iiifamy and Loss of

in this

all

Honotir

World.

The next Sabbath

after

he went from the

foresaid Benty-rig, he preached at Auchingilloch, in the

South-side of Clydsdale, and then returned to Clyde.

The Week

before he was taken, he

was

in the Lee-

wood, where he married Robert Marshal of Starry-

shaw, Brother to the foresaid Thomas and John MarAfter they were gone from him, Marion Coupar
Spouse to John Weir, who dwelt in the Mains-qf-Lee,
two solid Christians and Sufferers in that Time, brought
his Dinner to him in the Wood
In the Time thereof he
said. What hath induced Robert to marry this Woman ?
shals.

:

This Woman's

keep the
sadly
after

Way

111 will

overcome his Good, he will not

long, his thriving

came to pass in every
he was taken and put

Jot.

Days

A

are done

little

which

;

Time

in Prison, fell in foul

there-

Com-

went home and heard the
Curates, and other Steps of Defection, and became lightThis was the last Marriage that he perly esteemed.
formed, in which both he, Peden, Cameron, and Rentvick, took as little Delight as in any Piece of their Ministerial Work, although they would neither disswade
nor refuse, having such a deep Concern upon their Spirits, and looking upon it as an Evidence of Unconcernedness with the many grievous Things in that Day, and
Some
of such a Tendency to increase their Afflictions
of them shortly thereafter were taken, hanged, shot and
banished ; their Wives and Children put from their
Houses, having no certain Dwelling-place; all which
pliance with the Enemies,

:

I

can instruct, some of

ance.

all

these being

my

Acquaint-
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was pressing him

alone, I cannot be press'd

;

for

to eat,

he

said.

I took not that

Let

Meal of

Meat these Thirty Years, but what I could have taken
much when I rose as when I sat down.
\Qthly, I had the Happiness to hear blest Mr. Cargill

as

preach his

last

publick Sermons, (as I had several Times

Lord)
Dimsyre-Covamon, betwixt Clydsdale and Lothian,
where he lectured upon the 1 Chap, of Jer. and preached upon that Soul-refreshing Text, Isa. 26. two last
Verses, Come, my People, enter into your Chambers,
Wherein he was short, marrowy and sententious,
&c.

before, for which, while I live, I desire to bless the

in

as his Ordinary

was

in

all his

publick Sermons and

Prayers, with the greatest Evidences of Concernedness,

exceeding

all

open a Bible
dignation

that ever I heard open a

to preach the GovSpel,

at the

Mouth,

or

saw

with the greatest In-

Unconcernedness of Hearers.

He

preached from Experience, and went to the Experience
of all that had any of the Lord's gracious Dealing with
It came from his Heart, and went to the
Heart ; as I have heard some of our Common Hearers
saVj That he spake as never Man spake, for his Words
went through them.
He insisted what Kind of Chambers these were of
Protection and Safety, and exhorted us all earnestly to
dwell in the Clifts of the Rock, to hide ourselves in the
Wounds of Christ, and to wrap ourselves in the believing Application of the Promises, Howing therefrom ; and
to make our Refuge under the Shadow of his Wings,
until these sad Calamities pass over, and the Dove come
back with the 0/ive-Leaf in her Mouth. These were
the last Words of his last Sermon.
20thly, Sometime that Night having several Miles to
travel, not daring to leave that Desert-place until it was

their Souls.
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dark, for Fear of

Enemies

It

;
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was contrary

to his In-

Way, but the Lady of St. John's
who had Influence upon Mr. Smith

clination to go that

Kirk was present,
and

J\Ir.

Buig,

who

prevailed with

him

:

Notwithstand-

ing of her great Profession, he was always jealous of her,

and would not go to her House, and several Times said.
Whatever End she might make, there would be foul wide
Steps in her Life.
That Lady not only followed the
persecuted Gospel, but also frequented private Society-

meetings

;

Christians,

particularly

with

Thomas Johnston

these

two old singular

in Grangehall in Pettinain,

and Francis Liverance in Cove7itoun, who were both my
Acquaintances.
She several Times said to them and
others. That, if ever she turned from the Way of the
Lord, she knew not what she would make of these three
Scriptures, viz. Heb. 6. Being once enlightened, &c.
Heb. 10. Sinning wilfully, &c. and that in 2 Pet. 2
Chapter, It had been better for them, &c.
Yet after
that, when hard came to hard in the two SlaughterYears of 1684 and 85, she turned so far out of the Way,
that she became a Persecutor, and would suffer none
to dwell in her Land that would not hear the Plagued
Curates, nor take the Oath of Abjuration.
The two
foresaid worthy Christians went together, to know what
she

made

of the foresaid Scriptures

;

but she Avould give

them no Access, by causing shut the Gates upon them,
it being about the Middle q{ January 1687Mr. Cargill went along with her the Length of Covingloun-vd'^,
to the House of Andrew Fisher and his Spouse Elisabeth Lindsay, my Acquaintance, about a Mile from her
House, near Tinto-hiW, but would go no further.
2\stly, James Irvine of Bonshaw, who formerly made
a Trade of fine Horses, of outfang and infang betwixt
the Kingdoms, that being discovered, he came to the

44
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Council and General Dahiel, and got a general Commis-

he was no Officer. All then knew that the
wickedest and vilest of Men were then employed, that
sion^ altho'

wherever he was informed by the cursed Intelligenters^
that any of the Lord's suffering People were hiding,
that the Forces, Foot and Horse, were to ride and march
at his

Command. Accordingly

that Sabbath-night, at the

mounted with a Party of Dragoons from
Kilbride, and the next Morning at the Sun-rising he
came to St. John's Kirk 20 Miles, and searched that
House narrowly ; then came to James Thomsons in the
Muirhouse, and searched it. Many reflected upon the
foresaid Lady, that she, leaving these Worthies a few
Hours before that, in the Time they were searching her
own House and James Thomson ii,wh.\c\\ took some Time,
Sun-setting, he

did not send and advertise them, being a Mile distant.

Next, he came to Covingtoun-^l\]l, and surrounded that
House and Chamber, two Beds being in it, where I
have rested sometimes since, where they were lying, not

when he found them, he cried out.
Bonshaw ! and blessed Day that ever he was
has found such a Prize this Morning ; this he

fallen fast asleep

Oh

:

blessed

born, that

did and said, out of his great Wickedness, and Prospect
of the rich

Reward

that

was

set

on the Head of IMr.

CargiU, to any that would apprehend him either quick
or dead,

22dl^,

which was 6000 Merks.
They marched hard to Lanark, and put the

Prisoners in the Tolbooth, until the Soldiers got

Meat

and Drink ; they got Horses, brought them out in Haste,
and set them on their bare Backs. Bonshaw with his
own Hand tied Mr. CargiU'^ Feet below the Horse's
Belly very hard; he looked down to him, and said. Why
do you ty me so hard ? Your Wickedness is great, you
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not long escape the just

be not mistaken,
23dli/,

it
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Judgment of God ;
upon you in this

will seize

They hasted

to

and, if
Place.

Glasgow 16 Miles, fearing the

Prisoners had been taken from them, which

many

of

the Lord's zealous People would willingly have ventured
their All to have delivered their Brethren

Death, and those that are ready to be

drawn unto

slain,

Prov. 24.

But their Taking being so surprising, and
their March so hasty, that they could not be conveened ; When they came near the City, they turned him
upon the Horse, and led him in backward ; which made
many to weep to see their old Minister in that Posture,
11, &c.

for some Years settled ]\Iinister in the Baroni/and some Wicked to rejoice. When they came

he being

Kirk

;

came
John Nishet, Bishop Paterson of Glas-

to the Tolbooth, they halted until the Magistrates
to receive them.

gow'^ Factor, looking over the Stair, out of his great

Wickedness, merrily
over

in

Sport) In

Word more ?
Publick

said,

Effect

This he

sometimes

said.

Mr. Cargill, (three Times
will

said,

you not give ns one

because Mr. Cargill in

In Effect we

will say

that

Word more to say. Mr. Cargill looked to him, and with much Concernedness said.
Wicked poor Man, why do you mock } ere you die,
you will desire one Word, and will not get it. Shortone Word, or, I have one

was struck dumb, his Tongue swellRobert Goodwin and John Hodge,
two Glasgow-meti, who were Witnesses to this, and
went to visit him lying in that Case, told me this
when in Prison, in the Years 1684 and 85, in the
Canongate and Edinburgh.
Robert Goodwin desired
him to write what stopt him from speaking, and if he
had a great Desire to speak. He wrote. That it was a
just Judgmenf from the Lord, and the Sayifigs of the
ly thereafter he

ing in his Mouth.
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Minister veri/ied iipon him, for his mocking of him
and, if he had the whole World, he would give it for the
Use of his Tongue again : But that he never got.
24thli/,

Bonshaw hasted

When Mr.

soners.

to

Cargill

Edinburgh with his Pricame before the Council,

Chancellor Rothes raged against him, being one of the

Seven

whom

he had excommunicated

at the

Torwood

the preceeding Year, and gave them over to their Father the Devil, whose

Works they

did,

Service they had dedicated themselves.

and

whose

to

Rothes threat-

ned him with extraordinary Torture and violent Death.
He said. My Lord Rothes, forbear to threaten me ; for,
die what Death I will, your Eyes will not see it
And
'tis well known to some yet alive, that he died that
Morning that Mr. Cargill, and these AVorthies with
:

him, suffered in the Afternoon.

Shortly after this

Compearance of JMr. Cargill before the Council, Rothes
was seized with Sickness and Pains
and when he
found the Pangs of Death turning sharp upon him, he
cried out for some of his Wife's Ministers, (she being a
;

Favourer of Presbyterian Ministers) for his Ministers
were good to live with, but not to die with. He sent
for old Mr. John Carslairs, who with Mr. George Johnston came to him.
Mr. Carstairs dealt very faithfully
and freely with him, rehearsing many wicked Acts of
his Life
To whom he said. We all thought little of
what that Man did, in excommunicating ns ; hut I find
that Sentence binding upon me now, and will bind to
Eternity.
When Mr. Johnston was praying, several
Noblemen and Bishops being in the next Room, some
:

of

them

said to the Bishops,

He

is

a Presbyterian Mi-

praying ; the Devil ane of you can pray as
they do, tho' yotir Prayers would keep a Soul out of
Rothes roring so loud under the Horror of ConHell.
nister that is
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wicked Life

science, for his active

Noblemen

these

We

banish

when dying, we

call for

Hamilton
yet,

said.

in persecuting,

him weeping.

leave

William

Men from

these

them
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; this is

made

Duke
us,

of

and

a melanchohf

Work.
25thly, Mr. Cargill, and these Martyrs murdered
with him, got their Indictments with Sound of Trum-

When they ended their Sound, he said. That's a
weary Sound, hut the Sound of the last Trumpet will be
a joyful Sound to me, and all that will be found having
pet

:

on Christ's Righteousness.

While

26thly,

Prison, a

in

Gentlewoman

visiting

him, told him weeping. That the Heaven-daring Enemies were contriving and proposing an extraordinary
violent
to roll
for his

Death for him some, a Barrel with many Pikes
him in, others an Iron-Chair, to heat it red hot
Body to rost and burn there He said. Let you,
;

:

nor none of the Lord's People be troubled for these

Things

for all that

;

will be to knit

Head

;

me

and then

me, and

I

2'Jthly,

they will get Liberty to do to me,

up, cut
fare

me down, and

them

chop

off

my old

well, they have done with

with them for ever.

When

he and these with him came to get

their Sentence of Death, their Indictments

were read,
wherein they had these Sentences, as their common
Form then was, viz. Having cast off all Fear of God,
and acted so and so, and therefore deserved to be punished so and so : He said to the Clerk, Halt ; and, pointing to Apostate Sir George Mackenzie then Advocate,
said.

The

in thai

Man

that has caused that

Form, hath done

own Conscience ;
God from my Infancy
the holy

Paper

to be

drawn

contrary to the Light of his
for he knows I have been a Fearer of

Bible

in

his

;

it

But, I say, the

Hand, and

said,

Man

that took

That

it

M'ould
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never be well with the Land until that Book was destroyed^ with

many

tions in his Life ;
all

Fear of God.

other wicked Expressions

I

say, he is the

Man

and Ac-

that has cast off

The Advocate storm'd

at this

;

but

knowing that he had thus
expressed himself, in some of his wicked mad Fits.
There is yet alive an old Reverend Minister in the
South of Scotland, was Witness to this, and can assert
the Truth of it, who several Times since hath said.
That he admired the Composedness and Confidence of
Mr. Cargill. While in Prison he had written at more
large, the' he was short, marrowy and sententious in
did not deny the Truth of

it,

may be seen in his
few publick Letters, his last short Speech, and what he
spoke upon the Scaffold, published in the Cloud of Witnesses, which I wish from my Heart that all the Lord's
People would narrowly and seriously peruse ; they have
been very useful and edifying to me and to many others.
His more large Paper was taken from him, by the wicked cursed Keepers of that Time ; his short Speech left
behind him, he wrote that Morning before he died, before eight of the Clock that the Doors were opened, and
was to suffer that Day.
28thly, He and these Worthies murdered with him
got their Sentence of Death the Day before, wherein
these admirable and very rare Sentences are to be
found, viz. That that Day was the most joyful Day i?i
all his Life ; and. That he had not been without an Aspreaching, praying, and Avriting, as

surance of his Interest in Christ these thirty Years, nor
long out of his Presence ; and. That he never durst undertake to preach Christ and Salvation

to

others, utitil

he was sure of his oivn.
Oh if all our Ministers had
taken this Course, there had been less Defection among
!

us

;

and. That

it

was long

since he durst have ventured
1
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upon Death and Eternity, but Death remained somewhat
now the Terror of that was taken away j

terrible, but

and by Vertue of the Mercies of God, and Merits of
Christ, he had a Conscience as quiet and calm as if he
had never sinned. When he came to the Scaffold and
Foot of the Ladder^ he blessed the Lord with uplifted
Hands, that he was thus near the Crown ; and Avhen
setting his Foot upon the Ladder to go up to embrace
the bloody Rope, he said. The Lord knows, I go up this
Ladder with less Fear, Confusion, or Perturbatioji of
Mind, than ever I entred a Pulpit to preach. He was
Mr. Smith, as he did cleave to him
first turned over
in Love and Unity in Life, so he died with his Face
upon his Breast ; next Mr. Boig, then William Cuthil
and William Thomson : These five Worthies hang all
:

on one Gibbet at the Cross of Edinburgh, on that never
to

be forgotten bloody Day, the 27th of July

Enemies got

this great

168L The

Glut of Blood, the Day before

Duke
The Hangman

the Down-sitting of the Parliament, wherein the
of York did preside as Commissioner.

hash'd and hagg'd off

all

Cargill's, ]Mr. Stnith's,

their

and

Heads with an Ax. Mr.
Boig's Heads were fixed

INIr.

upon the Netherbow-port , William
Thomson's upon the West-port.

Cuthil's

and William

The wicked, cursed of God, and hated of all
Men, Bonshaw, got not his Reward of
6000 Merks, till the next Year in May, the Price of
29thly,

right-thinking

innocent Blood, precious Blood, dear Blood, Blood that

How

shall or can the Tyranny
and Defections of all Ranks
those Days, be forgot ?
Shortly thereafter he came
Lanark, where he and one of his cursed Comerads

cries

both loud and long

;

of Shedding innocent Blood,
in
to

fell

a fighting

VOL.

II.

;

his

Comerad
D

thrust

him through the
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Belly with a Sword, where Blood and Dirt ran out.
This Account I had from several worthy Persons, who

were Witnesses to both the Threatnings of the Man of
God, when he tied him hard, and to the Accomplishment thereof. Bonshaw's last Words were, God damn
his Soul eternally, for he was gone.
Mischief shall
hunt the violent Man till he be ruined ; which makes
good the old Scots Saying, Such Life, such End with
the most Part.

Whoso
Death of

desires to be further informed of the Life

and

them peruse the Relations
him by Mr. Shiels, in The Hind-let-

blest Cargill, let

that are given of

loose, and in the Cloud of. Witnesses.
His last Testimony, and what he spake upon the Scaffold, his marrowy sententious Letters to several Prisoners when
under Sentence of Death, and his Letter to the Gibbites in the Correction-house and his Letter to his Pa,

rish,

yet in the

Hands

of some, are to be found in the

Cloud of Witnesses.
SOthly,

When

that blest singular Christian, zealous

and faithful Minister and ]\Iartyr, Mr. Cargill, was first
apprehended and brought before the Council, they were
very fierce and furious against him, especially Chancellor Rothes : But these that were in Council, and heard
what Mr. Cargill said to him, and saAV and heard what
Rothes said when he was dying, roaring under Horror of
Conscience, and his Bed shaking, put a Fright upon
their Spirits, and drew Tears from their Eyes, which
verified what he said at the Fala-hill on the Sabbath
after the Excommunication, as before-related, and made
them to propose in Council, That he tvas old, and had
done all the III he rvould do, to let him go to the Bass,
and be Prisoner there during Life. It was put to the
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which

die like a Traitor ;
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Gallows, and

to the

Votes upon him to

cast the

die, as I said before.

The Parliament

sat

down

the

Day

following, July 28,

which framed the cursed Test, with seven contradictory
Oaths in it, which Argyle took with Explication. This
did not satisfy the Duke of York and others, looking
upon him with an ill Eye, because of his Father's being active in our Reformation ; he was immediately
clapt up Prisoner in the Castle, out of which he escaped
He fled South to
the 20th Day of December following
the Border, where he met with Mr. Veitch, late Mi:

who conducted him through the

nister in Dumfries,

Country to the House of Mr. Bitleston, near Newcastle.
After they were set down, Mr. Bitleston enquired Mr.

News, being

Veitch'^

his

Acquaintance.

Argyle being a Stranger, disguised in coarse Clothes,

Mr.

have received a Letter just now

Bitleston said, I

from Scotland, that Argyle was escaped out of the

am

Mr.
They
insisted both in expressing their Joy at the News. Mrs
Bitlesto7i, being present, said, I cannot be so much
taken up with these News as you are I know that
House of Argyle was a good House for our ReformaCastle

;

of which I

Veitch said.

He

very glad,

if it

be certain.

doubted not the Certainty of

it

:

;

tion,

and

his

Father

he hath been a

sufl*ered for it

Member

;

but, for himself,

of that wicked bloody Council

many

wicked Thing hath
was his wicked
Vote that took away the Life of our worthy dear Friend,
singular Mr. Cargill : And I am sure his Blood may ly
heavy on him now, and make him have a melancholly
Flight and Hiding.
Argyle made no Reply. After
they had got a Drink, she conveyed them to different

these eighteen Years, where

been acted and done

:

But, above

a

all, it
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some Time she went to Argyle'% Room,
He had laid down a fine
Watch and Night-cap upon the Table, which did not
answer his Clothes ; he had opened up himself, which
perfumed the Room.
She came quickly back to her
Husband, and said, I am perswaded this is Argyle. He
said, I am of the same Mind ; but you are oft-times
o'er plain in your Discourse.
She said. No, no ; 'tis
after

being the greatest Stranger.

good speaking to him now in the
if

we were

Day

of his Distress

down to Dinner, I shall use more
Time thereof they came to speak of

once set

Freedom. In the
his Escape again ; she took the Occasion, and told all
the ill Things she heard about him.
He said, Argyle
will not free himself of many of these Things ; but he
is

them all as the World reports him to
Mr. Veitch told them. That it was Ar-

not so guilty of

be.

After

gyle,

and that he resolved

this,

London.

for

He

then put

himself in another Dress, but could not have a fine

Mr. Bitleston gifted him his Gelding, and sent
Son John to convoy them, who gave me this Account when he returned.
Argyle gave him a little
Purse and thirty Guineas in it
When he came to his
Father, he gave the Purse to him ; his Father said,
Johnnie, if I had known this, you should not have gone
your Foot-length with them; there's more here than
my Horse is worth. Mr. Veitch convey'd him to London.
When Mr. Veitch parted with him, he said to
him. Give my Love and Service to all Friends where
we have been, but especially to my free-communing
Landlady Mrs, Bitleston.
From that he went to Holland, and was abroad until the Middle of May 1685,
and then came to Inverary with some Men and many
notable Arms.
Monmouth came to England that same
Summer.
Horse.

his

:

{
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After Argyle landed, one Morning walking at the
Water-side very sad^ Mr. Thomas Urquhart, who suffered in the Grass-market that same

him, and

said, I

He

am

Summer, came to
me-

sorry to see your Lordship so

How

can I be otherwise, I see
few coming to our Assistance ; I am perswaded I will be
called. Infatuate Argyle : But all that does not trouble
lanchoUy.

me

so

unhappy wicked Vote I gave against
and Minister, Mr. CargiU ; and now
perswaded I'll die a violent Death, in that same
much,

that good
I

am

said.

as that

Man

Spot where he died, which came to pass in Jtdy thereafter, when he was beheaded at the Cross of Edinburgh.

Some
that

say that he spoke of that Vote to some Friends

Morning before he

died. That, above all

his Life, that lay heaviest

can assert the

Truth of

upon him.

this Relation, to

Things in

Some

yet alive

whom Mr.

Ur-

immediately after Argyle exprest himself thus, and who came from Holland with them.
quhart told

This may

this,

let all see the

Danger of high Stations

in

the World, and publick Posts, especially in evil Times.

Sermons in Writ,
; and I have
been much pressed to publish them, and other old Sermons, which I dare not do, upon several Considerations;
knowing that Sermons would have past then, and very
edifying, which will not pass now in this critick and
censorious Age without Reflections
not knowing how
they were taken from their Mouth, nor what Hands they
have come through since. There is a Sermon of singular
Mr. jReH«'?cFs lately published, and titled. The Lord's
Return to Scotland, (without either Time or Place, when
I

have seen some of

]\Ir.

Cargill's

but I never saw none as he spake them

;
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upon that Text, Alas ! for that Day is great!
Time of Jacob's Trouble, but he shall be
delivered out of it.
On which he had two Sermons
and it is the last of these, and the Application of the
first, which makes it very lame
But I know that one
of them was preached at Darmad in Killing-time, 1685
although I did not hear them, being in Dunnotar Castle,
yet I heard some of our Sufferers speak much of these
Sermons with Advantage from what is publish'd.
or where)

it is

even the

:

The End of Mr.

DANIEL CARGILL's

Life.

SHORT ACCOUNT
OF

THE LIFE AND DEATH
OF THAT TRULY PIOUS AND

Mr.

WORTHY MINISTER,

WALTER SMITH,

Who was

born i?i the Parish of St. Ninians, and suffered for the Lord's Cause with these Worthies, viz.
Mr. Cargill, Mr. Boig, William Cuthil, and William

Thomson,

at the Cross

of Edinburgh

Together with Twenty two Steps of the Defection of the
Times, wrote by him in Prison.

TPHE

foresaid singular, worthy,

and

faithful unto the

Death, Mr. Walter Smith, was born in the Parish of
St. Ninians, near Airth ;

esteemed by

exercised and zealous Christians

all solid, serious,

who knew him,

to

deeply exercised in the Life and Power of Godliness

;

be
of

high Attainments, and great Experience in the serious
Exercise and solid Practice of Christianity (as

all

may

Words, in the Cloud of Witnesses) and
of Grace, Gifts, and Learning, which are the only three
Qualifications that fit and complete a Man for the Ministry. His Professor of Divinity in Holland at Utrecht,
find in his dying
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when he heard
Martyrdom,

of his publick violent bloody

Death of

weeping, in his broken English,

said,

Smite, Smite, the great brave Smite,
that ever I taught

He was capable

!

who exceeded

to teach

Oh
all

many, but

The Hell wicked-witted, bloodGraham of Claverhouse, who hated to spend his
Time with Wine and Women, which made him more

few

to instruct him.

thirsty

active

Blood

unheard-of

violent

in
;

Persecution,

when he examined some

especially

of our Sufferers,

whom

he looked upon as simple, several Times said, in a mocking Manner, wherein he exceeded all Persecutors, The
taking aivay the Life of Mr. Cargill was comparatively
a small Guilt, being so old, having done the most Part of

Good he could do among you j hut the Murdering of
Mr. Smith ivas a horrid Crime, being such a polish'd

the

Shaft meet to be laid to the Lord's Work.
Mr. Smith had a great longing Desire to be authorized

and him crucified, and Salvation in his
World. Mr. Cargill had the same
longing Desire, and, for that End, had written to Mr.
Hepburn, and another Minister, to meet them at the

to preach Christ,

Name

alone, to the

Cummer-head

in

Lesmahago in Clydsdale ; but, ere
was closed, and they Avere in the

that Day, that Door

Enemies Hands,
ous Souls

j

to the great Grief of

many serious zeal-

the greater Part of the not-indulged Minis-

ters having, in that Erastian

Meeting held in August

I679, after Bothwel, in Edinburgh, accepted of a third

Indulgence with the Cautionry-Bond, to their perpetual Stain and Shame, laid down Conclusions to give an
Act of Licence or Ordination to none who would not
come under Restrictions from going to the Fields, and
giving publick faithful and free Warning of all the national Snares and Defections of these Days, especially
from the actual Indulged: However Mr. Smith follow-

MK.
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ed the Example of our blessed Saviour, in going about

many

doing Good in

Places, and to

many

Converse, and singular

spiritual edifying

Persons, in a

Example of
many

Piety and Zeal, which had more Influence upon

]\Iinisters in this Day
He was
Mr. Cargill in his Converse and AdCaseSj and praying in Families, when he

than the most Part of

;

also very helpful to

vice in difficult

was fatigued with sore Travel going on his Feet, being
Man and in publick Preaching-days precenting
for him, which I have been a Witness to In that Time
he drew up the following T^venty two Steps of Defection, or Causes of God's Wrath, at the desire of Societymeetings, especially in Clydsdale, which they had to
sigh, cry and mourn for in Secret, in Societies, and general fasting Days, which he own'd in his last dyingWords, which are to be seen in the Cloud of Witnesses ;
notwithstanding Historian Wodrow, in his biassed partial doited Way of writing upon these Heads, says. That
JVIr. Smith at his Last, spoke without that Heat and
these Heights, which in some Cases he had discovered
in the former part of his Life
But, let Mr. Wodroiv,
and all the World to help him, instruct what these Heats
and Heights were ; but what is to be found in these
Twenty two Steps of Defection, to the which he refers
his Judgment in our national Afl[^"airs, not having Time
nor Conveniency to write at large, which I did see some
Time before his Death, and to this Day nothing added

an old

;

:

:

or diminished

:

But

this is of a Piece

nonsensical groundless

Reflections

Followers of the Lamb, and their

Day

against the

with his many

upon the
Testimony

Tyranny and Defections of

especially casting

off"

all

fool

faithful
in that

Kinds,

of Tyrants and their Idol Charles

II. and Separation from the Indulged, the King's royal
Dawties, (as Mr. Peden used to call them) they are also
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Mr. Wodroiv's Dawties

but these that deal in Dirt,

;

if my wicked deceitwould not be guilty of his
many such Reflections for the rich and honourable Crown
of Britain ; yea, nor all the Crowns that the crown'd
Heads of the World enjoy. JMr. Smith also, a little before his Death, drew up the Twenty two following Rules
for Society-meetings, which at that Time increast greatly both in Number of Societies and Members, from the
River of Tay to Newcastle, wherein he was very instrumental in the erecting and getting a general Correspondence settled four Times yearly, amongst all, that
they might speak often one to another, when they want-

cannot have clean

ful

Heart deceive

Hands

me

But,

:

not, I

ed the publick Preaching of the Gospel in these unheard-of melancholy Years ; and to appoint general fasting Days in one Day amongst all, and these Defections
to be the chief Causes ; and that each Society to meet

and spend some Part of the Lord's Day together, when
deprived of publick Ordinances.

The

short

Time

also

Mr. Cargill and Mr. Cameron were publickly
preaching among them, and conversing through several
Corners of the Land, had also great Influence upon many
to unite in these particular Societies and general Correspondencies, which was a Mean blest of the Lord with
wonderful Success, for stating and maintaining of an
active Testimony against Tyranny and Defections of all
Kinds, both upon the left and right Hand, and to the
great Unity, Edification, and Comfort of these united
for eight Years Time, all seeing with one
Societies
Eye, and hearing with one Ear, and speaking with one
that

;

Breath, without any Jarr or Discord, except a
in the

Year 1685, which

I formerly

little

Time

mentioned in

my

Mr. Cargill said, that these
Society-meetings would increase more and more for a

Preface to Pedeti's Life.
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Time ; but when the Judgment came upon this sinful
Land, there would be few standing Society-meetings,
when there would be most need ; few Mourners^ Prayers and Pleaders, what through spiritual Plagues, Carnality, Security, Darkness, Deadness and Divisions.

Follow the Twenty two Steps of Defection.

TT

was his Desire that they should be enlarged upon
And, if any should enlarge upon these, and follow out
the Tract and Steps of our Defections these 50 Years,
composed them, with

as miich Distinctness and
30 Years before, from the
Beginning of our Backslidings ; it would be an astonishAnd, if they were divided and
ing black Catalogue.
given to every Rank, and divided Party, their Due of
what they are guilty of in these Defections, it would
meet with the same Treatment that Jeremiah's Roll did.
Burn, burn them : And the greater Part of our Churchmen Avith the first, whose Hands have been chief in all
our national Defections first and last, and that with Aggravations above all others. Repentance in them being

since he

Faithfulness, as he did for

very rare, whatever they are guilty
either deny, defend, or extenuate

:

of,

And

who

but

will

next to them

the whole of our form'd divided Parties, commonly call-

ed Dissenters, but more properly Schismaticks. I have
seen these 50 Years bygone many gracious Souls, that
fainted and fell into our left-hand Defections, not being
able to endure the violent

Flames of the

that Time, truly humbled, and
their Life

and

at their

Death

weep
for the

fiery Trials of

bitterly,

same

;

both in
but, ex-
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cept a few that were led out of the

Gibb

J I liave

Way

with John

seen few^ yea^ very few of our right-hand

Extremers, that I could say in Judgment of Charity
were truly grieved or mourned for these. The spiritual
Pride of Churchmen, and these that have be'en left to
run upon right-hand Excesses, are greater than to suffer

them

to confess,

mourn

for,

or forsake.

When

the

Mr. Smith drew up these steps of DeJohn Gibb was not then discovered ; but, in his

foresaid worthy
fections,

dying Words that he wrote that IVIorning he suffered

Martyrdom, he gives a plain and positive Testimony
against that demented Spirit of Delusion and Division,
which I gave an Account of before, that brake out in
Holland at JRotterdam amongst our Scots Sufferers 1679,
and spread through Scotland like Muirburn, whatever
since, and at this Day are rampant in Scotland, which is
all one Spirit of Delusion, Division, and Confusion of
Gibbites,

Russelites,

Harliies,

Howdoniles, Adamites,

M'Millanites, and of glancing Glassites lately start up,
in their

new Lights and

Flights deserting and disown-

ing the good honest old covenanted Presbyterianism, and

denying the Lawfulness and Obligation of our National
and Solemn League and Covenant, (for which our faithful zealous Reformers earnestly contended ; and our
highly honoured late Martyrs, IMinisters and People,
lived and died owning and adhering to the same, for
which they counted nothing too dear,) though not all
alike furiously driven each having different Pretensions.

When

these two unhappy Principles were

first

in-

vented and practised, whereof Mr. Hamilton was Chief,

Judgment in our national
Ground of Separation and that there
is no Way of keeping up and managing a Testimony,
but by Separation, which hath a direct Tendency to
viz.

that every Difference of

Controversies

is

a

;

1
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Unity of all Churches^ break all Christian
and ruin the whole Frame of the good old
Cause of Presbyterianism, which was faithfully, and
with Soul-abhorrence witnessed against at the very first
Out-breaking thereof by blest M'Ward, both privily
and publickly in his Writings against the same, of
which I formerly gave some Account.
Mr. Smith's
dissolve the
Societies,

very

Words

are these.

Beware of a

Spirit

of Bit tern ess,

Peremptoriness and ignorant Zeal, which have

beeti the

Ruin of some, and will be the Ruin of more, if Mercy
I was withdrawn from by some, as having
prevent not.
given Offence to them, by my jjrotesting against their

Way,

in a Particular, wherein, I

am

sure, as to the

Manner, they were wrong And, tho' they had been
right, it Avas not a Ground to have made such a Separation from me ; much less those that joined with me,
which were IMr. M'Ward, Mr. Doiiglas and others, for
hearing of Mr. Robert Fleming preach in the Scots
Kirk, who was never actually indulged, but kept, and
pled for keeping up Communion with the actually Indulged, as formerly I gave a more full Account And,
if any Division be longer kept up upon that Account,
:

:

they will find
I can get
for the

it

a great Iniquity, if rightly considered.

no more

\vritten, nor see I great

Testimony of Martyrs

is

Need

not j^our Rule.

for

it,
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brief REHEARSAL of some few of the many Steps
of our Defections, from the 1649 to the 1681, drawn
vp hy the famous Mr. Walter Smith, at the earnest
Desire of some united Societies in Clydsdale, and
which he owns, and refers himself to in his last dying
Words, when he got the Crown of Martyrdom July
27, 1681, at the Cross of Edinburgh, about 26 Years

of Age.
I.

'T'HAT

notwithstanding of the shining Brightness

and Presence of God in the Church of Scotland
in these Years, from the 1638 to the 1649, by which
Iniquity's Mouth was much stopt, and the Hands of the
Godly much strengthned, that yet the greatest Part of
our Ministers, and others with them, should have fallen

upon publick Resolutions to bring in again known MaPower and Trust, in Judicatories
and Armies, who, to this very Day, have it for their
Work to ruin Religion and Godliness, and all Persons in
the Land, wlio dare not follow them in their wicked and

lignants to places of

pernicious Courses whatsomever.
II. That after the Removal of the late King, both
Church and State have agreed to proclaim and bring
Home and set up this Man Charles II. who is now both
an Idol and a Tyrant to rule over a Christian People in
Covenant with God, while by many Evidences he was
known to be a Heart-Enemy to God and Godliness, and
in all his Oaths and Declarations, a mocking Hypocrite ;
and yet our Ministers and others have been still so
wedded to malignant Rulers, that, at the same Time,

MR.
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deposed several faithful Ministers,

and excommunicate worthy Colonel Strachan to gain
these Enemies Favour, thus for our Backsliding we are
filled with our own Ways.
III. When in the Providence of God this Tyrant was
beat at Worcester, and redacted to Exile, yet we would
not hear the Language of the Rod, but in our Hearts
cleaved to our Idol King, against

whom, together with

Lord had expressed his hot Indignation, immediately after we had espoused his Quarrel
and Interest. Now the Lord makes our own Doings to
correct us, and we are ensnared with the Work of our
own Hands.
IV. That in all that Interval of Time betwixt his going out of the Nation after Worcester, and his Return
in the Year 1660, there was so little done for God by
either Church or State, but a Door kept open for
his Return to tyrannize and set up his heathenish
Laws and Government, which, in the righteous Judgment of God, hath since been both our Snare and our
ourselves, the

Scourge.

When

V.

in the

Year 1660, and afterwards,

this

Ty-

rant came to the Throne, minding none of his former

Engagements
sworn to

to

Work

God and

his People,

he overturned the

of Reformation, and burnt the Cove-

and brought in abjured and antichristian Prelacy
was not only a deep Silence at
all this, both in Church and State, which was hainous
Ingratitude to God, and a grievous Breach of our former
Engagements (for then should the whole Land solemnly
have rejected him) but also a dreadful Compliance expressed by all Ranks in setting on of Bon-fires, ringing
of Bells, ranting and rejoycing, and never a publick
Testimony to be heard of against such iniquous Courses ;
nants,

upon

us, that yet there
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but, on the contrary.

Watchmen

that should have warn-

ed others, made it their Work many of them to stop the
giving of a Testimony, for Fear of irritating these unrighteous Rulers, and thus Mr. Guthri/, Argyle, and
Warristoun were basely murdered, and the Land defiled
with precious innocent Blood, and not a

Man

of us to

which Cause, amongst many others,
just Judgment, has to this Day plagued us

speak against

it,

for

God, in his
with spiritual Blindness, that

still

we go

further astray

from him.
VI. That upon the issuing out of that sacrilegious
Act at Glasgow, when 600 of the Ministers had complied with that detestable Prelacy, the rest slipped from
their Kirks, as if they had not been obliged to obey God
rather than

Man

;

and the greater Part of them, not

only left their Flocks to be destroyed by hireling Wolves,

but also went and heard the Curates themselves, and
pers waded the People to follow their base and bad Example.

When

Year 1666, these otherwise worArms by the Oppression of the Tyrant's Emissaries, they renewed the CoVII.

in the

thy zealous Christians, were forced to

venants, without either acknowledging former Breaches,

keeping out the Tyrant's Interest, who had overturned the Work of Reformation, and broken and burnt these
Covenants, tho' they never bound us to their and our
or

Destroyers.

VIII. That after our gracious God had given us a
Door of Hope, by accepting of a Testimony at the
Hands of many Witnesses, who were murder'd and
martyr'd at and after Pent/and; and preserved some,
and raised up others, both IMinisters and Professors, to
be zealous for him in preaching and hearing the persecuted blest Gospel on the high Places of the Fields in
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Jeopardy of their Lives ; yet nevertheless many of our
Ministers that for the most Part had lurked and lien by
from their Master's work, did actually accept and imbrace that dreadful and divisive Indulgence tendered by
the Tyrant and his bloody Council to break us, and left
their faithful Brethren to be the JButt of the

Enemy's

Malice and Malignants Cruelty, and others of them
gaping after it, tho' they could not have it And thus
that base Idol was worshipped in his usurping Su:

premacy by the greatest Part, and the

rest of

them

dealt

neither faithfully nor freely with their Brethren, for
their unheard-of Steps of Defections,

by withdrawing

from them, as they ought to have done, seeing they
walked disorderly, and caused Divisions and Offences,
contrary to the Doctrine which

we had

learned

:

Nor

did they faithfully warn the People to avoid them, but

Hand

strengthned their

in their evil Courses,

by

join-

ing with them in preaching in their Pulpits, and re-

Bounds of
marry any in these

fusing to preach in the Fields, within the
their indulged Parishes, or baptize or

Parishes, tho', in the second Article of our
to Duties,
ties

we

are

bound

and Privileges against

Hand

soever.

IX.

When

a

Number

Engagement

to defend our Church's Liberall

Incroachments from what

of idle ly-by Ministers that had

lurked at Edinburgh and Glasgow, and elsewhere, could
not but see that the Lord was carrying on and counte-

nancing the great

Work

of the persecuted Gospel in

Mosses, Muirs and Mountains, they thought

Time
Help

them

it

high

came out to the
of their Brethren in the Fields, without acknowledging and mourning over their shameful and sinful
Silence, and their Compliance with Prelacy and the Infor

dulgence

;

to bestir themselves,

and, instead of preaching Christ to the poor
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People in

all his

three Offices, preached up the Credit

of their indulged Brethren, and

down

the

Duty

fending the persecuted Gospel, which so stumbled
of their Hearers

who were

of de-

many

capable to distinguish betwixt

Sin and Duty in such Points, that they knew not whom
what to receive as commanded Duty, little

to hear, nor

remembring our National Engagements.
X. That at two several Meetings of Ministers, one at
Edinburgh, and another at Dunscore, they censured
worthy Mr. Cameron, whom the Lord raised up to be
faithfully free, for his preaching against the hearing of

the indulged Ministers, and laid Bonds on others not to

preach against them.

XI. That while we had our Ministers and Ordinances,
somewhat both of Power and Plenty, the' under the
Enemy's constant Persecution, we did idolize them,

in

made Ministers our Rule, and gave them too much of
And now, when they are
Christ's Room in our Hearts
turned aside, and laid aside their Master's Work, and,
:

by

and shameful Silence, the Land's laid
and no publick Testimony kept up, at least,

their sinful

desolate,

by preaching, we are ready to be bitter against their
Persons more than their Defections, and to make them
more the Subject of our Discourse and Contempt, than
of our Mourning and Humiliation before God, which
speaks out this plainly. That amongst all our other spiritual Plagues, there is yet still a Spirit of Pride, Self-

confidence and Ignorance, abounding amongst too many,
contrair to the Scope of Gospel-principles.

XII. That Ministers gave so

little faithful

Warning

of the Adversary's dreadful Designs, in putting through
their several ensnaring Bonds, together with their other

dreadful Acts and Proclamations to ensnare the People's
Consciences, and to

make them by Force and Fraud
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peaceably to submit to the tyrannical Government
that

Act of

;

and

their pretended Convention of Estates^ for

imposing a Cess to uphold Soldiers, or rather (we

may

Robbers and Murderers, for destroying of the
Lord's Work, and to imprison and murder all that would
faithfully witness against these wicked and abominable
Courses And thus many, for Want of faithful Warnsay)

:

ing of the Sinfulness of these Defections, and others,
for

Fear of Trouble and Suffering, have dreadfully

sinned and strengthned the

Hands

of

these

bloody

Butchers both in City and Country, and so the whole
Land's in great Guilt, and brought under great Wrath.

Oh

Lord, save a Remnant.
XIII. After the Lord gave us the Victory over Clavers and his Party at Drumclog, Anno 1679, we be-

haved not as Persons that were fighting the Lord's
Battles

;

but, instead of pursuing the Victory that

God

wonderfully put in our Hands, and sanctifying the Lord
of Hosts in our Hearts, and before the People, by giv-

ing him the Praise, did greedily run upon the Spoil,

and took some of the Enemy Prisoners, and gave them
Quarters, tho' guilty of Death, and so brought ourselves
under that Curse of doing the Work of the Lord deceitfully, by withholding our Sword from shedding of their
Blood; and yet we refused to be convinced, that our
sparing of the Lives of these
to utter Destruction,

whom God

one of the Causes

has appointed

why our

Lives
go for theirs And after that went to Glasgow out of
Time, without asking solemn Counsel of God, or consulting right Reason.
is

:

XIV. When
tender of that
the Council of

after all this the

Army,

War

Lord continued

to

be

there was a Paper presented to

for regulating the

Army, and keep-

ing out of scandalous and disaffected Persons; yet

it
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was neglected and
for all Sorts of

a

Number

eis, that

slighted^

and

so a

Door was

left

open

Persons to come in amongst us, whereby

of idle Vagabonds and self-seeking Plunder-

brought Reproach upon the Cause and

Army

;

and moreover we were opprest by a Number of indulged Ministers and Gentlemen that still opposed the
keeping of a

Day

of Humiliation, lest

we

Mention of their Idol the Indulgence,

should

make

as one of the

Causes of the Lord's Controversy with the Land,
which they will needs have to be referred to a General
Assembly, and other Things in Controversy to a free
Parliament ; and by these Means that great Duty was
neglected, and our great Guilt before the Lord past over
and covered.
XV. When that Party of Ministers and others publish'd that sinful and shameful Declaration at Hamiltoun^
and elsewhere, with a Save the Khig at the End of it
and afterward, contrair to Engagement, printed it.
There were few or none of us all that faithfully opposed it ; but it was sent abroad as a Declaration of that
Army, whereby the State of the Lord's Cause was quite
perverted, and there were so many Mediators to keep
us together, that we never separated ourselves from
such Persons, nor protested against their sinful and
shameful foolish Practices But, as if all this had been
a small Matter, we were drawn over by them to send a
Petition to the Duke of Monmouth, for that which we
should neither have sought from him, nor was he in a
But by this the Enemies Hands
Capacity to grant us
were strengthned, and ours weakned, and we shamefully
put to Flight before them.
XVI. That after the Murdering of Mr. John Kitig
and Mr. John Kid at the Cross of Edinburgh, Anno
1679, upon the issuing out of that which they called an
:

:

Mil.
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Indemnity, and a Liberty to Ministers that would be
peaceable to preach in Houses upon the People's Bond.

There was nothing but Bonfires and Rejoicings, notwithstanding of the Death of these two faithful Ministers

ters

and Martyrs that same Afternoon ; and the Miniscame out of their Prisons, submitting themselves

with their own Hands, with the Adversary's Fetters

upon them and

their INIinistry, one

Witness in Stirling

Castle excepted ; and afterwards a Meeting, calling themselves a general Meeting, voted for the Acceptation of

the

new

and

others, tho' they did not astrict themselves to one

Liberty, some of

them

actually accepting of

it

Place, nor the People bind themselves for their peaceable

Behaviour

yet to preach generally

;

in

Houses,

Method before the Defeat at
wherein the Lord did countenance them

quite altering their former

Bothw el-bridge,
in a singular

of the free

Manner, while they stood

in the

Defence

preached Gospel, either keeping close to

Council's Orders, or else giving no particular Testimony

against

pation

:

them that did so, nor against the Council's UsurAnd, when ever the Council recalled their Li-

berty, they returned generally to their former lurking.

Thus they did Violence

to the

Obedience

Laws

to the unjust

Law
of

of God, by giving
wicked and perjur'd

Men.

XVIL

After the Lord in his Providence had brought

home Mr. Cameron out

of Holland, there

was none of

the Ministers that would give their Consent to his go-

Time to keep up a publick
Testimony for our Lord Jesus Christ, and against the
publick and avowed Adversaries, and these detestable indulged Courses, except Mr. Donald Cargill and Mr.
Thomas Douglas, who went along Avith him for a Time.
XVni. After the Work of the Gospel was again car-

ing to the Fields at that
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some
Power and presence of God, and these usurping Tyrants and Murderers, rejected by the Declaration at Sanquhar, tho' in
the just Judgment of God on these Lands, because this
Duty was so long neglected, and this Omission not
mourned over as it ought, Ave are at this Day left desoried on by these worthy, eminent Witnesses, in

Phices of the Nation, with

lute, to

much

of the

lament the Loss of such honoured Instruments

Yet notwithstanding

of

all this,

:

the Generality, both of

Ministers and Professors have taken the same Course

with the actually Indulged, to calumniate and persecute
the witnessing Remnant, both the Living and the Dead,
who have overcome by the Blood of the Lamb, and by
the

Word

of their Testimony, not loving their Lives

unto the Death ; the reproaching of them with unsound
and Jesuitical Principles, as tho* they and we both were
not bound by our Covenant-vows to the most high God,
to bring Malignants, and all that are Enemies to the
sworn-to Work of Reformation, to condign Punishment ;
and also, to maintain the Liberties and Privileges of the
once reformed, but now deformed and ruined Church.
Oh let us seek for Hearts to mourn, that Ministers and
Professors should thus cast off the Bonds, and despise
the Oath of God, and become Persecutors of the Truth.

XIX. That now,

after the rejecting

and excommu-

nicating of that Tyrant and these Traitors,
little resolute in

we

are so

looking to the Lord only for Relief and

Outgate, but taking offensive Courses to be out from
some petitioning the bloody Council,
;

under the Cross

others bribing the excommunicate Advocate

Some

Bond

Mr. Mac-

to live peaceably with

them,
compear before their Courts at
And thus, by their own Contheir Pleasure and Call
sent, a Snare is laid for their Lives, if they shall be
kenzie

:

others giving

giving

Bond

to

:
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of their Duty^ faitlifully witnessing

his persecuted Truths.

for this, that there are so

and

few

so

for the

XX. That
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many

O

let

us

mourn

to do against the Truth,

Truth.

notwithstanding of

all

the various

Ways

Lord hath been taking to increase Knowledge,
and to making the Light of the glorious Gospel break
forth amongst us, and particularly Knowledge of that
Soul-reviving Truth of Christ's being the only King
and Head of his Church
yet so few Ministers have
been Workers together with him in this Matter, in
examining and catechising, and holding forth the Terms
of the Covenant of Grace to Professors of all Sorts, and
particular Heads of Families.
Notwithstanding of all
our spiritual Plagues and Judgments, we are so little
diligent to set Time apart, alone and with others to
\vrestle with God, to abide in the Land, and to seek a
riglit Way for ourselves
and that we have been so
little diligent to instruct the Ignorant, and especially
those under our Charge, in the Principles of the true
Religion, by making them read, and teaching them to
understand our Confession of Faith, Catechisms, and
our National Covenants and Engagements.
XXI. That after many have been convinced of the
Sinfulness of our Backslidings and complying Courses,
particularly of paying Cess and Locality to Dragoons
and Soldiers, strengthning the Hands of the Adversaries, weakning our own Hands, and offending our Brethren
That we continue in and venture upon such
sinful Courses, for Fear of suffering for Christ, not
trusting in God for Through-bearing in a present World,
that the

;

;

:

which, Alas

and

little

!

speaks but

Acquaintance

much Heart-atheism,
Avith the

Love

Unbelief,

of Christ in a
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spiritual

and holy Gospel-conversation before

this adul-

terous and persecuting Generation.

XXII. That now when this excommunicated Papist,
Duke of York, is received and entertain'd with so
great Grandeur, and we ready to be swallowed up by
Papists, and the Land covered with Egypiian-Darkn^&s,
the

if

the Lord prevent

Sight of our
is little

a

Way

it

own and

Agreement

or

not

;

yea,

we

are so far from a

the Land's Guiltiness, that there

Concord amongst

to prevent the utter

Ruin

us, falling

upon

of our Persons, Fa-

milies and Estates, and true Religion, but Bitterness,

Envy, every one esteeming themand their own Way better than their Neigh-

Passion, Pride and
selves,

bours, contrary to that Gospel-precept, Let every one

esteem another better them themselves.
is

And

thus there

a refusing to receive Conviction of Sin in particular,

and a hardning of our Faces against the Lord's Dispensations, tho' never so speaking. And here we obtest and
intreat these IMen (who once seemed to be Brethren in
Covenant with us j but now, by their indulging Courses,
have betrayed the Cause of Christ, and, by their Language and Practice, have rendred us, the poor suffering
Remnant, the Butt of the Enemy's Malice, to act their
Cruelty on us, tho' they were bound, in their Covenant
to God, to contend for the Privileges of the Church as
well as we) in the Bowels of Christ to consider well the
Nature of that Union which they derive and plead for,
forseeing the whole Ingredients of a Christian Union,
must only have the Stamp of Divine Institution, and
can in nowise suffer the Mixture of Human Inventions.
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RULES and DIRECTIONS anent

private Christian

Meetings, for Prayer and Conference
fication,

'T'HAT

and

it is

Duty

the

to

mutual Edi-

Management of

to the right

the same.

of private Christians to meet

together for their mutual Edification, by Prayer and

Conference,
tures,

may be

among

evinced by these following Scrip-

others that might be named, viz. 1 Thess^

Heh. 10. 24, 25. and from the lauPractice of the People of
God in all Ages, both under the old and New Testament, as it is Mai. 3. 16. This seems to have been the
5. 11.

Colos. 3. 16.

dable and

much commended

Practice of the Lord's People under their Captivity at

For

Babylon, Psal. 137-

to

what other Purpose went

they out and sat by the Rivers of Babel, but to remember Zion, both in their Prayers to God, and in their

Communication

And

?

Acts of the Apostles,
mitive Christians

:

so likewise frequently

we

And

find

it

is

it

in

the

practised by the pri-

beyond

all

Question, that

the right Performance of this Duty, has been attended

by singular Advantage, both to the public Work of God,
and to Persons own private Condition, who, to their
comfortable Experience, have found

and

Efi"ects following

ance of this Duty.

upon

Yea

many blessed Fruits

their conscientious Perform-

further,

it

hath been frequent-

ly observed, that in such Places within the

Scotland, where this

Duty

Churches of

most practised, there true
and serious Religion does most thrive, and the Profesis

most useful Members both
Church and Commonwealth
So that the wilful Neglect of this Duty is no small Sin; especially, consider-

sors thereof are ordinarily the

in

:
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ing, that such a

who

these^

Neglect tends very much to discourage

are endeavouring to

make Conscience

of per-

forming this Duty. And therefore it is greatly to be
wished, that both Ministers and experienced Christians

where they live, were more active in exciting and stirring up themselves and others to a more diligent and
constant Practice of so warrantable and useful a Duty ;
especially in such a Day of Tentation, in which the
Lord, by his holy and wise Providence, is giving his
People very loud Calls to Seriousness, and Diligence in

commanded Duties.
Now, that such private Meetings for Prayer and Conference may be so managed, as the same may tend to
all

the Glory of God, the Advancement of Religion, and
the mutual Edification of the
is

the chief,

if

not the only

End

Members

thereof,

which

of these Meetings, these

few Particulars may be observed.
1. This being a private Duty, and mutual among private Christians, it is convenient, and for preventing of
Confusion and Disorder, there be few more than Ten or

Twelve

in a Society.

When

any Society increaseth much above Ten or
they divide themselves in Two
Tho'
they should be few in each Society at the first, and,
2.

Twelve,

when

it is fit

:

the Division

of the

Whole

;

and

is

needful, let

for

it

be with Consent

preventing of any Difference

about the Choice of Persons,

let

NumTwo in

two of the present

ber be nominate by the Whole, and let these

Presence of the Meeting, choose each of them one.

Time

about, until they have

made up two equal Meet-

ings of the Whole, and then let
to be

remembred and

them

considered,

part.

when

It is still

these Rules

were composed, the Lord's People got not orderly met
murdering Enemies, some of them taken by the

for the
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Way^ and Meetings taken when together in the Nightwhom I knew suffered hard Things among their
Hands ; yea, some taken praying in Families, who suf-

time,

fered unto Death.

Their living near together or at

great Distance from other,

termine what

Number

is

is

also to

be considered to de-

expedient to be in each Meet-

ing.

These who are already in Practice of this Duty,
all prudent methods in dealing with others,
who may be fit for this Duty, to join with Societies already erected, or to set up new Meetings where they
may be had ; and if where Societies are newly erected,
none of the Members thereof were formerly in any Society
It is fit that the neighbouring Society send some
of their Members for some Time to meet with them, till
they have some Experience in the Duty.
4. That none be invited, or upon his own Desire
brought, into any Society, but by the Advice and Consent
of all the Society, and that he be particularly known, at
least to some of the Members, that he is One who makes
Conscience of secret Prayer, and of Prayer in his Family,
(if he hath any) and that he is of an exemplary and blameless Conversation, and free of all Scandal
But before he
be brought into the Society, let his Name be proposed in
the Meeting and, if all consent, he may be admitted a
Member at the next Meeting of the Society But, if
any Objection be made, it is lit his Admission be delayed, till it be further cleared, if it be a Matter not
3.

should take

:

:

;

:

known
5.

to all.

If one Society or

more desire

(beside their Ordinary) for

to set apart a

Day

Humiliation and Prayer,

upon some singular Occasion, let it be done by grave
Deliberation and by Correspondence
If among more
Societies, that they may all consider upon the Occasion
:
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and Necessity^ that
sent

;

butj

still let

so
all

it

may be done with

be done in a private

joint

Con-

Way, they

it ; and thereupon any but themselves ;
may be that two Societies are so small,

being only private Christians that design
fore,

they are not to impose

except where

it

that they think

Day

:

And

point a

it

it

convenient to join together for that

Persons have not Power to apPeople for publick Humiliation or

altho' private

Day

to the

Thanksgiving, this belonging properly to Ministers
yet, if at

any Time, a Motion be made among Societies

of the Necessity of keeping such a Day, they

may make
Mo-

Application to their Ministers, and propose their

and Reasons to them But the Ministers are to
it be seasonable, and to appoint a Day if
they find it convenient, and what Reasons they find
needful ; otherways the People are not to take upon them
to fix a Day, or define the Causes of a Fast or Thanks-

tion

:

judge whether

giving in publick.
6. In all their Debates, Reasonings and Actings,
one with another, let them still carry suitably to their
Stations, in a private brotherly Way, and let nothing

be done that looks like a partial

Way of Exercising Dis-

cipline.
7.

every

At

may be

every Diet of Meeting (which

Week

for ordinary) the

Time they

once

design to stay

may be four Hours at least, if their
Conveniency can possibly allow) should be seriously
and closely spent about the Work for which they meet,
which is Prayer and spiritual Conference And for this

together (which

:

End,
Let them beware of being diverted from their preWork, by talking about their worldly Affairs, or the
publick News, until they close, except something fall
for the informing the Meeting, the Account whereof may
8.

sent

MU,
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be useful for exciting to Prayer and Thanksgiving

;

and

the Time, set apart for this Exercise, being devoted to

own Souls

the Lord, and their

Edification, should be

no

otherwise employed.
9.

That every one carefully shun being

tedious, either

Work

be not made

in Prayer or Conference, that the

burdensom

to

any

;

for

we should

consider one another's

Infirmities.

10.

Let

Undervaluing, or the least Appearance

all

For a

of slighting be carefully avoided, Phil. 2. 23.

Person may be weak in Knowledge, and other Parts, and
yet greater in Sincerity and Singleness of Heart, which
is

most acceptable to God.

Particularly, let all beware

Answer given

of disdainful slighting any
tho' it

may be weak, and

But
Use

it

let

of

to a Question,

not so closs to the Purpose

the more Judicious and Expert,

make

they can, for the Person's and the

the best

rest's Edifi-

cation.

11.

That the Conference may be the more edifying,
between Prayer, there may a Question

in the Interval

be proposed, and, for Order's Sake,

who prayed

last,

it is

usual, that he,

propose the Question, which

answered But, if either he be not so tit,
not any Thing for the Time, another may do it

briefly

:

nothing occur

to

any, or

if

to

is

or
;

be

have

and

if

Differences arise about

Answers given to the Question proposed, then
them forbear at that Time, and go to Prayer again,
which is their main Business in these private Meet-

the
let

ings.

12. In proposing Questions for Conference, let these
Things following be observed.
(1.) Let nothing be
moved, which tends only to satisfy Curiosity. (2.) Let
no Question be proposed anent any sublime Point of

Divinity,

in

which there are great

Difficulties,

such
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God, PREDESTINATION,
That they be very sparing in
proposing Questions anent the Sense and Interpretation
of Scriptures, especially these Places which are more
hard and difficult, 2 Pet. 3. 16. And, it belonging properly to Ministers to open up or explain the Scriptures
ministerially, no private Christian should presume to do
it, Heb. 5. 4.
Seeing Christ hath set in his Church
Pastors and Doctors, as a distinct Office for interpreting
and applying Scripture to the People's Edification, and
the meddling with this by private Christians, has proven
of fatal and dangerous Consequences, towards the bringing in of Error, Contention and Division into the Church
of Christ ; as the lamentable Case of the Church of
England, not many Years ago, did clearly evidence.
Yet it may tend to the promoting of Knowledge, that
as the

ELECTION.

And,

(3.)

every Member impart any Light he hath gotten, either
by Reading, Hearing, or any other Way, for the mutual Good and Edification of the rest by Way of Conference ; yet so, as still to beware of meddling with obscure Places of Scripture, as

They

is

are to beware proposing

already directed.

any Subject

ference anent Things controverted
nisters

and Professors.

proposed that

may

And,

for

(4.)

Con-

among godly Mi-

lastly,

Let nothing be

occasion needless Animosities, Con-

tentions and Debates, which tend to the marring of

Love and Edification

;

but

let

such Questions as are

proposed, be only anent practical Cases, and about the

may be holy
and whatever may most tend to the
stirring up of the Grace of God, Exercise for mortifying
of Corruptions, and preserving themselves and others
ordering the Conversation, so as the same

and

inoffensive,

from Snares and Temptations.
13. If Contention or

Debates be like

to arise,

anent

WALTER SMITH.
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7^

any Subject they confer about, it is dangerous to insist
But it is the best godly Prudence to break off abruptly,

and go

to Prayer again.
That when any Member of a Society is overtaken
and if it be notour
in a Fault, and it was scandalous
to all, he is to be applied to by any of the rest, who
know the Offence best, and are most intimate with him,

14.

;

and

be reproved, suitably to the Offence

shall sharply

given
6. 1.

Yet

:

still

If any

observing that good Rule given. Gal.

Man

be overtaken in a Fault, ye

who are

of Meekness : But,
lest his being allowed to continue in the Meeting,
should be constructed a Connivance with his Scandal, he is to be soberly advised by one sent from the
rest, to forbear frequenting of their Meeting for some
Time, till at least he be cleared, and the Scandal removed.
15. If any Difference fall betwixt any JMembers of
the Society, let some of the most prudent and judicious
be appointed to deal betwixt them, in order to a Recon-

spiritual, restore

him

ciliation in private

:

in the Spirit

But,

if

they prove unsuccessful in

that Attempt, and cannot prevail, then let the

Mat-

brought before the Meeting, and there soberly

ter be

and calmly reasoned
by all the
with what

rest
is

:

And

if he,

who

shall be

to be in the wrong, will not

agreed unto by the JMeeting, he

sired to forbear frequenting their Meeting,

till

is

judged
comply

to be de-

some other

Course be taken, in order to the removing of the Difference.
16.
tion,

That altho' every one is to keep within his Staand not to meddle with that which is the proper

Work

of Ministers or Magistrates

now, in

;

Yet

it is

the

Duty

Member to be valiant for the Lord, especially
a Time when Satan and his Instruments are so

of every
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Kingdom

bold in supporting the

of Darkness, and they

they have Occasion, faithfully, yet meekly, to
reprove Sin and Faults in all, both small and great, (as
are, as

far as it is consistent

And

with Christian Prudence).

Reproof have no Effect towards the reforming
the Oifender, then they are to endeavour the suppressing of Immortality in a legal Way, by applying to those
if their

that are in Authority, by getting the Laws, whether
Ecclesiastick or Civil, put in Execution against those
that are obstinate and contumacious, without any

Re-

spect of Persons herein.
17fess

And

because

more than

Therefore

it is

is

it

expected, that those

others, should do

the unquestionable

who

pro-

more than others

Duty

of every

ber of such Societies, as they would not throw

Memdown

with the one Hand, what they endeavour to build with
the other, to study in

all

Places and Cases, and on

all

Occasions, to have their Conversations suitable to the

Gospel, and agreeable to their Profession, that they

thereby recommend the

Way of God

to such with

may

whom

they converse, and discourage and disgrace Profaneness

and particularly, let them guard against idle
Colas. 4. 6. which is very stumbling and
hardning to the Wicked, and tends very much to the
'
eating out of the Life of Religion. And, when any Member is reproved seasonably by another, for any Fault he
may be guilty of, it is certainly his Duty to take the Re-

and Vice

;

Discourse,

proof kindly off his Brother's Hand, according to the
Practice of the Psalmist, Psal. 141. 5. Let the Righteous
smite me, &c.
18. Altho' such

Meetings cannot be

hid, yet every

Member should labour to wait upon them in such a Way,
as may be most free of Ostentation as is possible, that
there may be no just Ground for any to say. We perform
•

1
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Temper

the bad

Men

;

81

especially considering

of wicked and carnal

Men^ who

look

upon aU the Performances and Actions of the People of
God, for God and his Interest, to be nothing but Acts of
Hypocrisy.

That

19.

all

who join

in such Societies, beware of di-

vulging or discovering any Thing said or done in the Society, to the Oftence or Prejudice of any JVIember of the
Society, and that none be admitted as IMembers, with

whom

; and they
same mystical Body, therefore
sympathize one with another, Eph.

they dare not, or cannot freely converse

being

all

Members

of the

they ought kindly to

Rom.

4. 12.

12. 15, 16.

20. Let every

Meeting be begun and closed by sing-

ing a Verse or more of a Psalm, if the Place be convenient, and, at every Meeting, let as

conveniently can, and let every

One

many pray
Turn

take his

as
in

Prayer without refusing, except there be an urgent Reason, which he is to satisfy the Meeting about.

Every Member ought

21.

tending

all

make Conscience of atHour of
possible, otherwise they may disto

the Diets of the Society, and the

meeting as precisely as
courage the rest, and occasion the dissolving of the Meeting, as sad

Experience has too often evidenced.

22. If any come not at the Hour, miss a
or stay

away

all

the

Time

satisfy the rest of the

Day

or more,

of the Meeting, they are to

Reason thereof, as

it

may appear

to aU, that it is not a wilful Neglect or Slighting the

Duty

any be found wilfully to neglect, they
some sent from the Meeting, who
are most intimate with them ; and, if they will not amend
:

But,

if

are to be spoken to by

or return after several Admonitions, let

them

desist

:

Neither are they afterwards, even upon their own De-

F
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sire^,

to

be admitted to

join, till

they give Evidences that

they are heartily sorry for the Offence they have given
their wilful Neglect.

by

following
23.

the

As

To which

is

added the two

;

it

Coming

is

Duty of all to pray for
Kingdom so all that love our
Sincerity, and know what it is to

the undoubted

of Christ's

Lord Jesus Christ

in

;

a Knee in good Earnest, will long and pray for the
Out-making of the Gospel-promises to his Church in the
latter Days, That King Christ would go out upon the
White Horse of the Gospel, conquering and to conquer,
and make a Conquest of the Travail of his Soul, that it
may be sounded. That the Kingdoms of the World are
become his, and his Name called upon from the Rising
of the Sun to its going down.
(1.) That the old offcasten Israel for Unbelief would never be forgotten,

bow

especially in these Meetings, that the promised

Day

of

by Faith may be hastned; and
that dead Weight of Blood removed off them, that their
Fathers took upon them, and upon their Children, that
have sunk them down to Hell upwards of Seventeen
hundred Years.
(2.) That the Lord's written and
preached Word with Power, to enlighten the poor Pagan
World, living in black perishing Darkness without
Christ;, and the Knowledge of his Name.
(3.) That
the damnable Delusions of Mahomet, and Errors of Afitichrist, Aria?}, Arminian, Socinian and Quakers, may
be discovered ; that the Blind may no more lead the
Blind, and go to Hell whole-sale, living and dying so
and the many gross Errors abounding among many other
Sectaries may come to Light.
(4.) Where the Light of
his written and preached Word is, many may be en-

their ingralfing again

lightned thereby, especially in Scotland where they are
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Members^ and mourn and lament that there is so much
World perishing without the Gospel, and innumerable Multitudes perishing under the Gospel.
of the

Gospel- vengeance

But more

24.

and pray
lies,

for

is

manifold Vengeance.

especially, they

would

love, sympathize,

one another in secret, and in their Fami-

who have them, and weep when any Member

weeps, and rejoice with

all

Society-communion, which

such as are joined in this

is

the strictest of

all

Com-

munions ; and, before they go to their Meetings, every
one would be importunate with the Lord to go with them,
and meet with them, that it may be for the better and not
for the worse, and with all such Meetings. And when at
any Time the Lord in his Sovereignty, who manifests himself to whom he will, when, where, and as he will, is
pleased to hide and withhold the Influences of his good
Spirit, so as that there is a Darkness in their INIinds,
and Deadness upon their Spirits, that the Duty of
Prayer and Conference is unrefreshful and unsavoury to
them. Let every one make earnest in searching to find
out the Causes ; Be humble and mourn, long and pray
And when at other Times the Lord is
for his Return
pleased to manifest himself to give them Light, Life and
Liberty, to pour out their Hearts before him, and the
Duties of Prayer and Conference are refreshful and reviving to them, and they feel any Thing of the Gladness of Heart that the Disciples had when they saw
the Lord ; then let them be humble, and express their
great Thankfulness, and bless his gracious Name for
the same, and pray for the Continuance of it, and still
to steer a steddy Course at all Times, Places, Cases and
Company, abounding in all the Duties of Christianity,
that all may take Notice that they have been with
:

Jesus.
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the foregoing Rules be carefully ob-

served and practised by

all

concerned.

^pHE foregoing Relation of singular worthy Mr.
Twenty two Steps

Sf'nUh's

of Thirty Years National Defec-

tions^ does

evidence that he was endowed with a good
Understanding of the Times, a sound Judgment in Pres-

byterian Principles, and Steps of our covenanted Reformation, our Backslidings and Turnings aside there-

from, both to Left and Right-hand

Rules

;

managing Society-meetings,

his

Twenty two

Words,
and the following Letter, do witness that he had also
great Experience in the serious Exercises and solid
Practice of Godliness, and that he was able to speak and
for

write a seasonable

Whereof

Word

this Christian

his dying

to serious exercised Souls:

Janet Fimerton was singular,

whose Doubts and Fears he answers distinctly as to the
full Assurance of an Interest in Christ ; she was not
only

my

Acquaintance, but

Fellow-prisoner both in

Edinburgh and Dtinnotar Castles. She was about Fifty
Years of Age, never married She spent much of her
Time in visiting Prisoners and Sufferers, doing Good to
them and for them, esj)ecially on the murdering bloody
Days of their Deaths, going amongst Friends, getting
Coffins and Winding-sheets, and managing of their headless and handless bloody Corpses, many of them being
Accordingly Robert Semple my
hash'd and hagged off.
:

Acquaintance,

who was born and

lived in that suffer-

ing Family of Craigthorn, in the Parish of Stones in
Cli/dsdale,

whose Father was killed

at Pe«//a/?rf-hills

among many other Pieces of great
Mother and Sister Jeaii were Prisoners
and,

He

was taken

;

Sufferings, his
in

Dunnotar

:

November 1G84, the two Slaughteryears of Killing-time being begun in the 15 Day of
in
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when Thomas Erkness within 30 Years
Andrew Clark Nineteen Years, Samuel M'Eueti

before;,

of Age,

Seventeen, without any Indictment, got Sentence of

Death passed upon them at Twelve a-Clock, and execute
But a more full Acat Three in the Grass-Market.
count of them afterwards, if the Lord will, being in the
Canongate Iron-house with them the three Days that
The said Robert Semjjle was
they were in Edinburgh.
brought to Hamiltoun ; Duke William examined him,
charging him with being a Troubler of the Country to
which he answered, That he could give no suitabler
Answer than what Elijah gave to Ahab, That he and
his Father's House had been the T roublers of oiir Israel.
The Duke thought upon this after. Possibly this Answer brought him in mind of what active Hand he had
in that Persecution, and what Trouble his Father-in-law
bred in our Israel in the Year 1648, for which he lost
;

He sent for the Dean of that
him where he would find that
Place of Scripture ? The baptiz'd Brute could not tell
him ; at which he was offended, and said. What a base,
naughty Set of People are all of you, for all the Encouragment you have ? If I had enquired at the Country
Fellow, his Answer would have been ready. After
his

Head

in

England.

Place, and enquired at

Robert, with Gabriel Semple, aged 18 Years, who
escaped out of the Canongate Iron-house upon the Nineteenth Day of August before, (to which I was a Witness,)

this,

and Jolm Watt, were quickly sent
ried straight before the Council

to
:

Edinburgh, and carAfter Examination,

about Eleven of the Clock, Robert Semple was sqeezed in
the Thumbikins, to the frightful crushing of the Bones
of his

above
of the

lay in that tormenting Torture
Hours, which Length of Time exceeded all

Thumbs: he
five

many

that they

had tormented

in these hellish
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After Four aEngines of Boots and Thumbikins.
Clock they conveened and passed Doom upon all the
three, without any Indictment; then they sent them
down to the Gallow-lee when it was dark, and suddenly
execute them. After the Bloody Rope was about John
Watt's, Neck, having no more Need of the Bible, he

down, saying. Give that to my Brother. A
my near Neighbour, kept it in her
Woman
Hands One of the Town-Officers threw it from her,
and gave it to curst Peter Graham, Captain of the

threw

it

yet alive^

:

Town-Guard, that Son of Belial : He cried. Where is
the Woman that owns this Bible ? Janet Fimerton said,

Graham said. Secure
it to give it to his Brother.
At the same Time he inclosed many People ; and
all who would not swear, that these Men justly deserved to die, were made Prisoners which many Women refused. He marched quickly with them to the
Town Tolbooth, and left the Hangman to cut them

I

own

her.

;

down, and the Town-Officers to be his Guard. When
cut down, he was going to strip them of their Clothes
the Colegioners sent him and Town-Officers off in great
Haste.
About 12 friendly Women waiting on to see
the End, gathered about them, who had Coffins and

Linen

to order their

Corpses

;

but, being very dark,

they laid them in their Coffins with their Clothes, and
rolled their Plaids for

Wynd, and down
gate to the

Gray-friars Gate, (about a Mile.)

Town-guard got orders

The Noise

Hand-spakes; came up Leith'
Wynd, and up the Cow-

St. Mary'?,

rose

;

they

to

The

take the Corpses from them.

let the

Corpses

fall,

and

fled for

They kept Guard upon them all Night
the next Morning trailed them down on Sleds, and buried them at the Gallows Foot.
The said Janet and
their Lives

:

most of these

Women

were taken that Night, and kept

Mil.

Day

in Prison until the 18th

many

with

otliers,
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of Mai^ 1685, that they,

both JVIen and

Women, were

gather-

ed from several Prisons through the Land, and sent to
Dunnotar Castle, 68 Miles from Edinburgh, where they
lay in great Distress, until the 18th

next

;

Day

of August

then brought back to Leith, and Sentence of Ba-

nishment passed upon a Hundred of them to New-Jersey, (whereof Twenty four were Women,) without any

was one. As soon as they
went a Ship-board, she said, Farervel, bloody sinful Scotland, / will never come back to thee again ; the Sea-billows will be my Winding-sheet.
The purchased and
promised Blessings of the Lord, and mine, be multiplied
upon the poor suffering Remnant, the excellent Ones, in
whom I have had all my Delight and Pleasures on
Earth.
Which came to pass, that she and many others
died by the Way. Pitlochie, a professing Laird in Fife,
got a Gift of them from the bloody Council, to carry
them there to be his Slaves but, behold, he and his
Avhole Family, except his eldest Daughter, died by the
Libel, whereof the said Janet

;

Way.
However, many

of all Raidis,

and formed divided

both Left and Right-hand, have maliciously,

Parties,

and many ignorantly, reflected upon all that I have formerly publish'd, and may likewise do upon this Parcel,
and what I further intend ; yet I am very easy, and not

them in these Things, tho'
meet with the Person or Persons that
will instruct a Mistake in Matter of Fact in these national Concerns of Tyranny and Defections Left or Righthand, or Passages in the Lives and Deaths of our Wor-

careful to ans'wer or satisfy
I

am

thies.

desirous to

I

do not undertake every Circumstance at this

Time
when they ly

long Distance of
pass by,

;

For, as that

in

my Way,

is

a Pain for

me

to

any of the innumer-
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Tyranny in that Time, and Deand Right-hand then and now, from the
sworn-to and sealed Testimony of this Church, but to
transmit a tearful Remembrance of them to the up-rising and following Ages, that they may see and read
what came to pass in Scotland in the Days of their FaSo it is also a Pleasure, and that wherein my
thers
Soul takes great Delight, to hand do^vn a savoury Remembrance of the signal Manifestations of the Lord's
Faithfulness and All-sufficiency to the Souls of his People in his Ordinances and Providences, and to insert the
Names of these to whom the Lord was very gracious,
and helped and honoured to steer a steddy Course, equally guarding against Left-hand Defections and Righthand Extremes in their Life, and faithful unto the D6ath,
that it may be great Encouragement to all that follow
their Steps, and walk in the troden Paths that they
have chalked out for us, especially now when out of
Mind, and their earnest Contendings, Sufferings and
Grounds thereof, set at nought by the greater Part, and
blotted and bluthered by all the foresaid divided Parties
and Separatists.
able unheard-of Steps of

fections Left

:
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Follows the Copy of a Letter by godly Mr. Walter Smith,
from Utrecht in Holland, November 12. 1679, in

Answer to a Liiiefrom Janet Fimerton in Edinburgh,
who was esteetned a singular Christian, of deep Exercises, high Attai?iments, and great Experience in the
serious Exercise and solid Practice of Godliness : And
as his Answers were edifying to her, when under a
Cloud, so I judge may he of Use to others, when crying out of the like Deeps, ivhich induced me to publish
it.

'Dear Friend,
" T Am glad to hear of your good Success in learning to
" write, imployed for the Lord. I read your Line
" without any Difficulty, but there are many at your
" Hand to give you good Counsel, but especially in the
" Family where you are, they are Persons whom I judge
" fitted of the Lord to be helpful to any in your Case,

" or I know none in the World ; but, at your Desire, I
" shall express my feckless Thoughts concerning your
" Case. And, \st. Where you say your Heart is sore,
" because you know not if you have rightly closed with
" Christ. O that these sweet Days might come, where" in I might see and hear many so exercised But, for
" your clearing, consider, that there is a Diiference be" twixt Sanctification and Justification. I will be far
" from putting you from that Duty of crying to get your
" Will truly renewed, as you say ; but I am apt to think,
" that it is a further Degree of Sanctification you would
!

" be

"

at.

But, 2dly,

You

say.

You

think you have not

fled out of yourself to Christ for Righteousness.

A
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"
"
"
"
"
"

Mistake here^

I

than

in the

all

that

is

confess,

is

of greater

Consequence

World besides, and therefore we

make our Calling and Election sure ; but
For
hope your IMistake is not of the worst Sort
some take Presumption and Self-confidence for real
Faith ; but others, that have indeed laid hold on that
are bidden
I

:

everlasting Rock, our blessed Lord Jesus, for Life and
" Salvation, cannot be perswaded that they have so done,
" they would so fain be sure
And here also Satan
" strikes in, to fill the Soul with Anxiety, to divert from

•'

:

" necessary Duties, and to rob us of our comfortable Re" joicing, that we should have in entertaining the Faith
" of our Lord's Appearance. But, 3dlt/, What would
" you do, if you had Assurance that you had fied to him
" for Righteousness ^-c. Would you not look to him,
" and wait upon him for both Justification and Sancti" fication of mere IVIercy ? And would you not study to
" be in a continual Dependence upon him, and acknow" ledge his Justice, tho' he should thrust you down to
" the Pit ? Well then, do so now, and your Salvation is
" sure, whether Christ give you his Backbond or no.
" But, 4.thli/, If you will consider, hath not the Lord
" sometimes so framed your Heart, so as he, and ^he
" only, hath been highest in your Soul's Esteem, and
" that it was for himself, you took him for your only
" King, Head and Husband and did you not vow and
" give away yourself to him as such, and so did abomi" nate Satan, Self, and their Accomplicesi? Well then,
" as you have received Christ Jesus the Lord, sotvalkyc
" ill him. But, 5thhj, Ask your Heart, whether you
" have any Righteousness by Nature, or by your Life in
" his Sight, when, tho' you were righteous, you could not
" profit him ? If not, then ask, 6thh/, Whether or no
" you be willing to be made beautiful through his Com.''

;
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

? Well theiij if you be so^ I know well he
and it is he only that makes you so ; come away
But^, Tthly, Will you
then^ and the Bargain is sure.
not be content, if he for holy and wise Ends carry you
through without Assurance ? I do not mean that you
should faint or grow slack in seeking after it, but a
But I say
holy Submission is all that I would be at.
no more as to this ; I refer you, and what I have said,
to my faithful and dear Friends, particularly these
Three with whom you are. Let Holiness, Prayer and
Supplication, Charity, Zeal, and Love possess your
Heart. As to you Hearing, I hope the burnt Bairn

"

will be so wise as to fear the Fire.

liness only
isj

'*

The

casting off

" all Ministers is both sinful and dangerous, and hath
" had and will have bad and sad Effects and Consequen" ces in Scotland. The Lord is arising, yea coming ;
" let us cry and fast, and watch strictly, and mourn over
•' the Desolations of the Land, and the sad
Breaches he
" has made among us. Cry without ceasing, never give
" him Rest, till he arise and be merciful to his Land and
" People, and favour the Lot of his Inheritance. Bur" den me with Letters, and excuse me, thoM get them
" not all answered. The Lord hath put a Price in my
" Hand, and I am sometimes busy. We have very few
" Friends here, but we are very well seen to But, O
" pray, pray much for us ; for a wrong Cast is soon got:

" ten, but not so easily cast

off.

/ am
'

your Friend

in the

Lord,

Walter

Smith.

^
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formerly earnestly requested

all

the Lord's

People, that what remarkable Passages in the Lives

and Deaths of these Worthies, Semple, Pede?i, Welwood,
Cameron, had escaped me, or not surely informed of,
that they would send distinct Accounts of the same
;

and

I

promised they should be carefully transmitted ac-

The

cordingly.

following Accounts are come to

Hand by Word and Writ
As,
fairn,

since

my

;

1. The foresaid John Semple Minister in Carswho always spent much of his Time in Prayer,

especially about the

unhappy Restoration of Charles II.
That he could make nothing of

said to several Friends,

him

;

but was perswaded, that he

Avill

be a sad mortal

Enemy to Christ's Interest and People in this Land.
2. One Day, as he came in to the Kirk, he found many
sleeping

;

Avhen he entred the Pulpit, he cried with a

And is the Devil come here before me }
were awakened, thinking truly he had seen
the Devil, and slept no more that Day. 3. At another
Time, preaching in a neighbouring Kirk, seeing the
People gazing on him, said. Sirs, look not on me, but
come had up your toom Dish with mine to the Lord,
great Shout,

Whereby

all

that they

may be

filled.

When

under his Hiding, after
Bed with another

the Restoration, one Night lying in a
IMinister, the

down

to the

Backside of the Bed where he lay

Ground

;

fell

the Enemies came and carried

away that Minister Prisoner, but found not John, which

POSTSCJMPT.

was a very remarkable Providence,
into their

Hands
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Time

of falling

not being yet come.

2dh/, In the Year 1682, Mr. Pcclen preaching in
Douglas Town-head, in that good Family of Children,
Gaimi, James, Archibald, and Jean Wilson's, being all
my Acquaintance, especially James, of whom I freBefore he began, he gave some stedquently spoke of.
fast frowning Looks to a Woman, as his Ordinary was
upon unhappy Persons, and said to Gavin, Cause your

Servants put out that

Woman

with the pirnie Plaid, I

will not begin while she is here, for she is a

Witch

of

;

which she gave holding Presumptions afterwards. 2.
About the same Time wading Douglas-Water very
deep, came to a House there ; the Goodwife of the House
insisted (as most part of Women do not keep a Bridlehand) in chiding of him ; which made him to fret, and
said, I

wonder that your Tongue

much idle Clatter. She
nor Mouth all my Days.
so.

said, I

He

is

not sore %vith so

never had a sore Tongue

said. It will not

be long

Accordingly her Tongue and Gooms swelled

so,

some Days. 3. A
Gentleman born in Ireland writes to me. That he frequently heard his Father and IMother give an Account
In the Year 1 085, a little before IMr. Peden came last
out of Ireland, they heard him preach, as frequently
they did, in the House of David Reid in Glenwharrie,
In his Sermon, he said. That Ireland'* Trouble would
not continue 25 Years, as poor Scotland'* had done
that it would come in a Moon-light Night, that would
put all Ireland in a Gast. Accordingly, that Night
the Irish Papists began their IMassacre, it was a very
that she could get no

bright Moon-light.
rebiike thee

for

my

Meat taken

When

for

praying, he said.

The Lord

Joseph Mitchelson, that thirsts and hunts

Life and Blood, as a Scent-dog does for Birds

;
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of thy Designs, and smite thee
Time and Way, when thou art not aware, and
viake a miserable End, that thou shalt never overtake me.
That Joseph Mitchelson had got a Commission to make
Search and apprehend Mr. Peden, and send him over
to Scotland to get him cut off; accordingly that same
Night he was in Search for him^ and by the Way fell
o'er a Brae^, that disabled him so^ that he never travelbut

God

shall stop thee

at such a

led more, but died in a most miserable Condition, eaten
up of Vermine. And since, an old Man come from~
Ireland, and

who knew Mr. Peden and

Mitchelson both,

confirmed the same.
4. Immediately after this, he came to Scotland, of
which formerly I gave an Account, being Killing-time,
1685. The Enemies came upon a House where he was,
suddenly and surprisingly ; which was not his Ordinary,
but to get, take, and give Warning to others. The
Goodwife of the House Avould not suffer him to stay
He said. There might be Safety
within the House.
She said. Come of him
to
go out.
none
but
within it,

what would, he should not

stay within.

One

]\Ian be-

ing with him, they ran in to the Byre, where they found
a Heap of cast-by foul Fodder in the Nook thereof, un-

The Enemies stobbed the Beds
der which they crept.
Barn
and Byre, but touched not
searcht
Swords,
with

He was kept in Dark and
the Place where they lay.
Doubts, whether Safety or present Death, with more
than ordinary Fear upon him until the Morning ; then
quietly said. Now, let them range and search as much

and as long as they please, they

They

shall

not touch us.

lay until the Morning-light, that the

Enemies

A Minister gives
marcht, and then took their Way.
this Relation, who had it from that Man's Mouth who
was with him.
1
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Some Time

5.

after

he came
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from Ireland, he

last

came to his old Parish at Glcnluce, to whom he still
owned a Relation, and had a Concern and Sympathy
above all other Parishes;, and prayed for them when in
Ireland, altho' he never entred that Pulpit from the

some of
ers,

his

;

appointed a Fast in that Parish,

time.

Time

upon it accordingly he, and
old Elders, and other friendly Parishon-

that he laid an Arrestment

When

the

it

being Killing-

Day came, he and some

other Friends

going to the Place, going by Dnimpale, the Family
thereof being busy working amongst Hay, he said. That

Man

and his Family have no spare Time to join with
mourning over the dreadful Things in this Time;
but in a little Time, there shall dreadful Sins fallout in
that Family, which shall make him and his Family contemptible Accordingly it came to pass, he fell in Adultery, and the Mother thereof murdered that Child, which
ruined him and his Family. I had this Account in Writ
from an old Man who lives in Glcnluce, and affirms,
that there are other old People alive in that Bounds, who
us, in

:

can Assert the Truth of this Passage.
6. A Christian Friend, many Miles distant, writes to
me. That he was surely informed, that Mr. Peden one

Sabbath-day was to preach in Carrick, in the Parish of
Ballatree four Miles from the Town.
The Tent was
set

up upon Kennedy the Laird of

Glenoi/r's

Ground

but altho' he was a great Professor, would not

let it

stand upon his Ground, possibly for Fear of the 500

Merks

of Fine

upon

all

on whose Ground the Rendez-

vouz of Rebellion, the Field-Conventicles, was found,
wickedly so called in those Days by the Popish, Prelati-

and malignant Faction. The Tent was lifted over
and set upon Kennedy Laird of Kirkhill's
Ground, who hindred them not. In Preface, Mr. Pe-

cal,

a Water,
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den said, the Laird,

who would

not suffer a bit of God's

Ground to preach Christ's Gospel upon, his thriving
Days were done: Three Things should befal him; 1.
His Inheritance should vomit out his Name. 2. His
House should stand desolate. 3. And his Offspring come
to Poverty
And the Laird upon whose Ground I now
:

stand, he

and his shall increase in Riches and Honour.
AH which is exactly come to pass, to the Observation
of many
For there is' one Fergussou that possesses
Glenour's Lairdship, and his House standing without
Roof, and many know his Children are come to very
great Poverty ; and Kirkhill's Grandson is now a Baron,
and his Rent a Year is about 10000 Merks, which was
:

then about 2000.
3dli/,

An

old Christian Sufferer, yet alive in the

Parish of Orr in Galloway, writes to me. That in the

Year 1677? he heard Mr.
South, near the Border.

Welwood preach in the
Gentleman came four or

Jo/in

A

five Miles to stop him from preaching on his Ground.
Mr. Welwood was begun ere he came ; Mr. Welwood
had sung in the 24 Psalm, The Earth's the Lord's, and
the Fulness thereof : And, Prefacing upon the same, as

their Ordinary then was, said, Tho' the

Lord's,

of the

and the Fulness

World

thereof,

S,-c.

Earth be the

yet the poor Fools

will not allow a Bit of his

Earth to preach

The Gentleman standing at the Side
of the People, going to discharge him from preaching
upon his Ground, these Words so pierced him, that he
sat down and heard him through the Day, went Home,
and set up the Worship of God in his Family, and very
his Gospel upon.

shortly thereafter joined himself in a Society- Meeting,

where

my

Informer was present, and thereafter became

a Sufferer himself, but not unto Death.
Athly, I

gave an Account formerly, that Mr. Cameron
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was in Holland in the Time of Bothrvel, June 22. 1679,
and that shortly thereafter he was ordained ; And what
the clear long-sighted M' Wai-d said, when his Hand was
upon his Head, and that he came to Scotland in the
End of 1679 Another old Christian Sufferer told me,
that he married him a little after he came Home. After
he had spent some Time in going from Minister to IMi:

nister,

of

who

these

formerly displayed the publick

Standard of the Gospel, as blest M'Ward advised him;
but could prevail with none, except blest Cargill and
Mr. Douglas. In the Beginning of the Year 1680, he

went

to the

West

;

and

tho'

they had wanted the pub-

preached Gospel only about six Months, for some
Time could get none to call him to preach publickly, he

lick

The Laird of Logan of that
Cunmock (esteemed by all for a

turned very melancholy.
Ilk, in the Parish of

good

him

Man) and
as a Jesuiie,

of the Lord's

the Laird of Horsecleugh represented

and naughty Person

People,

who had

:

At length some

retained their former

Zeal and Faithfulness, called him to preach the Word
When he began, he exhorted the
in the same Parish.
People to mind that they were in the Sight and Preall of them were hastning

sence of a holy God, and that

to an endless State, either of

there was no Mids.

Well

One Andrew

or

Wo, and

that

Dalziel a Debauchee

(a Cocker or Fowler) being in the

House,

it

being a

know you nor
your God. Mr. Cameron musing a little, said. Ye, and
all that do not know my God in his Mercy, shall know
him in his Judgments, tvhich shall be sudden and surprising in a Jew Days upon you, which shall make you a
Terror to yourself, and all that shall be Witness to your
Death ; and I, as a sent Servant of Jesus Christ, whose
Commission I bear, and whose Badge or Blaze is upon
G
stormy Day, cried out. Sir,

ive neither
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Breast, give you Warning, and leave you

of God.

lice

Andrew, being in perfect Health, took

foresaid

Breakfast plentifully, and, before he arose,
ing,

Jus-

to the

Accordingly^ in a few Days thereafter, the

his Heart's

and vomit

fell

his

a vomit-

Blood in the very Vessel out

of which he got his Breakfast, and died in a frightful

Manner This astonishing Passage, together with the
Power and Presence of the Lord going along with the
Gospel-Ordinances dispensed by him in that six Months
before his bloody Death, wherein he ran fast, his Time
:

being short, he was taught and helped of the Lord to
let

down the Net

at the right Side of the Ship,

there was in every publick

Day many

where

catcht, to their

Conviction, Conversion, Confirmation, Comfort and Edification,

Our

according as their various Cases were.

Martyrs, Sufferers, and other Christians had to

tell to

the Fearers of the Lord, what he did for their Souls at

such Times and Places, both in their Life and at their
bloody Deaths

;

Love and Pity

these signal Manifestations of the Lord's
in these Sun-blink

Days

of the Gospel,

not only of clear enUghtning Light, but also of the ve-

hement Heat, to thaw, warm and melt their Hearts in
such a Flame of Love to the Lord Jesus Christ, and
such a Zeal upon their Spirits for the Concerns of his
Glory, that made them willing and ready to spend and
be spent and rejoice that they were counted worthy to
die for the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ
which de;

serves to be recorded to

all

Generations.

of these strange Things occasioned Calls to
for dispensing of publick

Corners in the South and
the Lairds of

The Report
come to him

Gospel-Ordinances, from

West

of Scotland j and

all

made

Logan and Horsecleugh, who had vented

themselves against him in a strange

Way, disswading

from countenancing him any Manner of Way,

all

to desire

POSTSCRIPT.
a Conference with him,
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which he willingly granted

;

when they had a very friendly Conference,
which obliged them to say. That they had been far in
the Wrong to him, and requested him to forgive them.
He said. From his Heart he forgave them for what
Wrongs they had done to him ; but, for what Wrongs
where, and

it was not his
was perswaded they would be remarkably
punished for it. He rebuked Logan, and said. Your
Family shall be written Childless which is now more
and more taken Notice of by many, tho' 50 Years since
it was foretold, that none of his Offspring have Children.

they had done to the Interest of Christ,
Part, but

;

And that Reproof to Horsecleiigh, that he should suffer
by Burning, which shortly thereafter was seen by many
upon his House. I wrote these foregoing Accounts
since the publishing of Cameroti's Life, from the

of an old Christian Sufferer,

whom

I

Mouth

have not seen

who was Ear and Eye-witness
and much more, in that Time. Also
another old Sufferer told me, that he heard him preach
at the Hynd-bottom, near Craniford-john, eleven Days
these

40 Years

before,

to all of them,

before his bloody

me

told

Death (and many of our old Sufferers

the same

;

but

it

escaped

me

formerly in the

writing of the Passages of his Life and Death) upon

You will not come to me, that you may have
In the Time of that Sermon, he fell in such a
of calm Weeping, and the greater Part of that Mul-

that Text,
Life.

Rap

was scarce a dry Cheek to be seen among
which obliged him to halt and pray, where he

titude, that there

them

;

continued long praying for the Jews Restoration and In-

and for the Fall of Antichrist, and that
the Lord would hasten the Day, that he was sure was
coming, that he would sweep the Throne of Bri~

grafting again,

tain of that

unhappy Race of Stuarts.

I

am

further
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surely informed, that in that bloody

Day

of his Death,

Gentleman David Hackston
of Eathillet, and WiUiam Manual, were taken and deadly wounded, with John Pollock at Airdsmoss, that they
stript them of their Shoes and most of their Clothes, and
They
travelled forty Miles upon bare Horse-backs.
had Mr. Cameron and John Fuller's Heads and Hands
When they came to Lanark, they carried
in a Sack
them into the House of John Arcle, and enquired at his
Wife Elisabeth Hope, if she would buy Calves Heads
They shook them out of the Sack, and drave them up
and down the House like Foot-Balls with their Feet.
At the Sight of these blood Heads she fainted. They
Also ancried. Take up the old damn'd Whig-Bitch.

when

that worthy valiant

:

.''

other old Sufferer,
of forty Years,

my

intimate Acquaintance upAvards

who had

the Experience both of

Im-

prisonment and Banishment, told me, that he was at the
Water-gate at the Foot of the Canongate, when the

Enemies came there with these Prisoners Heads and
Hands that he saw them take Mr. Cameron's Head out
;

of the Sack, he

knew

it,

being formerly his Hearer, a

own Hair, and his
and put the Point of a Halbert
in his blessed JMouth, out of which had proceeded many
gracious Words, and turned Eathillet upon the Horse,
and tied a Gade of Iron upon William Manual and John
Pollock's Necks, and tied the Rope to RathiUet's Horse
tail, the Hangman leading the Horse with one Hand,

Man

of a fair Complexion, with his

Face very

little altered,

and holding up the Halbert with ]\Ir. Cayneron's Head
upon it with the other Hand, up the Street to the TownTolbooth of Edinhirgh, crying. There's the Heads and

Hands of Traitors, Rebels. As I said before, William
Manual died of his Wounds entring the Tolbooth, John
Pollock was thereafter banished these Heads and Hands
;
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upon the Nether-botv-port, David Hackston
murdered at the Cross of Edivburgh, and his
Body divided in Quarters, and fixt upon sundry Parts,
in an unheard-of Manner.
Formerly I gave an Account what Hand Sir John
Cochran of Ochiltree had in Shedding that great Gush
of innocent precious dear Blood of Mr. Cameron, and
were

fixt

cruelly

these with

him

at Airdsmoss,

July 22. 1680. by sending

Letters to wicked cursed Bruce of Earlshall that vio-

where Mr. Cameron, and about sixty
for which it was and
;
is said by many, and asserted by some. That Earlshall
got five hundred Pounds Sterling, and Ochiltree Ten
thousand Merks, the Price of Blood. Sometime thereafter, the House of Ochiltree was burnt about Two of
lent Persecutor,

Men

with him, was to be found

the Clock in the Afternoon

Meat
it

;

went

Some

:

said,

by the Juice of

however, some which were present, told me, that
so hastily into such a

Way

of saving any

much

as his Charters

Flame, that there was no
in it, no not so

Thin^ that was

and Silver-plate.

The

Castle

standing unbuilt as a Witness to this Day. In the

is

Time

its Burning, his Son said to his Father, This is the
Vengeance of Cameron's Blood come upon this HouseAnd in that very IMorning, about the Break of Day,
twelve Men going for Lime, saw a bloody Fire in Form

of

of a Pillar hanging above that House, as they appre-

hended, two Yards of Length, and one in Breadth, which

them ; at length, they said one to another.
Yen's Cameron's Blood, and these with him, crying for
Vengeance upon that House, which will fall down suddenly upon it.

affrighted

Lastly, Formerly,

when

I

gave an Account of our

when we had both
and what Grievances

merciful Revolution-Dispensation,

Mercy and Judgment

to sing of,
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were in the State^ but far more and greater in the
Church, of whom, and when, better Things might have
been expected ; There was one great grievous Grievance
in the Church that escaped me in the Time of the first
General Assembly, the 16 October 1690, when Mr.
Shiels, Linnen, and these of us. Commissioners sent

from the united Societies to represent our Grievances,
and no Answer given, but Frowns for the same When
:

with great Difficulties
rates

had

we

got

them presented, the Cu-

free Access to present their

Some Hundreds of them
the Bosom of the Church,

about that

;

in to

the Serpent's Brood, that had

almost stung us unto Death.

At

twice upon one Rock.

naughty Papers

Time taken

Here

this

Church

split

the 1638, there was not a

that would subject themselves to PresbyThis sadly appeared, when
was refused
there was such a Swarm of the plagued publick Resolutions betwixt the 1650 and 1660, and after the Restoration, when Six hundred of them went back to their

Bone of them

tery,

that

:

They had not King WilUam to blame
he allowed all the Erroneous, Scandalous, Insufficient and Negligent to be kept out ; which Four,
if they had retained so much Zeal and Faithfulness, to

old unclean Bed.
for this

;

have searched these to the Bottom, would have barred
all of them, beside the Scandal of Scandals of perjured and abjured Prelacy, which now is be-

the Door upon

come a Matter of Indifferency amongst the greater Part,
whether Presbytery or Prelacy, if they have the Name
of Protestants ; which is a direct Breach of the sixth
It is not
Article of our Solemn League and Covenant.
to be forgotten, what the godly, zealous, and faithful
unto the Death, Mr. William Gitthry Minister in Fentvick, said in a publick Sermon, three Years after the
Restoration, That the Lord would turn back our Capti1

posTscRirr.
vity^
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and that we would get Day about with them.
many Questions^, how this and the other

Proposing so

Thing would be

?

then

said,

And what will become of
? What will become

these Turncoat upstart Curates

all

of them, said he

?

they will repent, and get Kirks again.

We wish them Repentance and Forgiveness, tho' we fear
the

World will never be deaved with the Noise of it
let them repent as they will, their Feet should

But,

never

tile

1 must

Pulpits again.'

agai?i

whose Hands

Passages
thies, viz.

my former Request, to
may foil, That what forther

renew

this

all unto

edifying

Lives and Deaths of the foresaid WorSemple, Peden, Welwood, Cameron, Cargill

in the

and Smith, which have escaped me, and not surely inof, and tvhich are 7iot insert ; I hope they will
send distinct Accounts of the same to me : And I again

formed

promise they shall be carefully transmitted.
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LIFE AND DEATH
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of
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EPISTLE TO THE READER.
Candid Reader,

If

thou hadst any Knowledge of that eminent Servant
of Christ,

Mr. James Reiuvick, whose Life

described, and presented to thy

View

;

Or

is

here

of the famous

and learned Writer of this rare Piece of Biographie,
Mr. Alcjcander Shields, his Colleague and Companion in
Tribulation, who had Access to know what he relates,
either from his own JMouth, whose Life he writes, or
others of undoubted Credit, and was Eye and Ear Witness to much thereof, being in the same Circumstances,
displaying the same Banner of the Gospel, and bearing
Witness to the same Truths and Testimony of Jesus,
which the other sealed with his dearest Blood ; I say,
if thou hadst knoAvn these Persons and Things, thou
maist judge it needless and superfluous for me, to usher
the following Sheets into publick View with any prolix
prefatory Epistle.

Albeit some

may

desiderate the Reasons of

its

coming

abroad now, and others, against Reason and Religion

coming forth at all ; Yet, it more needs
an Apology with the Godly, that so special a Part of
the eminent Author's excellent Writings, should have

too, cavil at its

been injuriously retained, and

so long detained

from their

IV

EPISTLE TO THE HEADER.

View and

Perusal.

It

had

in a

buried in the JManuscript, and
part sullied and imbeziled

manner been

when

was in

Out-side was scarce

for the

;

lost^ or

discovered,

and half a Sheet of the Original was lost HowCopy here published was diligently compared,
not only with the Copy it was taken off, but also with
the Original, written by Mx. Shields's, own Hand ; and

legible,

!

ever, the

the foresaid Defect supplied, the best

own Words,

Hind

out of the

his

Vindication of the
Testimony, which (with

mg)

first

all

let

Head

could, in his

it

being part of

loose ;

Mr. Renwick'^
Heads of Suflfer-

of.

the other

more amply and unanswerably vindicate

in that

A

Supple-

is

Book.
This
ment to

little

Piece

may

not ineptly be stiled,

]Mr. JVodrojv's large History ; for, as the elegant

Epithets, and clear Characters, without a Blot, he so
berally

li-

bestows on complying, indulged and tolerate

Sufferers,

would be very

just Additions of other

deficient, Avanting the true

Encomiums herein

and

related, con-

cerning their constant and sedulous opposing, exposing,
counteracting and contradicting this Martyr, with the

Cause and Testimony he earnestly contended and witnessed for to the Death

:

So, without this Supplement,

his History contains but a very

mank,

churlish, unfa-

vourable, yea unfair Account of this faithful Witness,

and others with him, to
Lord, not only

Name ; who
mony

believe,

whom

it

was given of their
suffer for his

but also to

adhered to the Truth, and held the Testiand overcame

of Jesus, stedfast unto the Death,

all their

of

to

their

fessors,

the Blood of the Lamb, and Word
Testimony: While these Ministers and Pro-

Enemies by

whom

he so

much

applauds, and whose Suffer-

ings he magnifies, were living at Ease, under the
of Antichristian

Supremacy and Prelacy

;

many

Wings

of

them
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complying with both, in hearing Curates^ accepting their
Indulgences and ToleratioHj compearing at, and owning their Courts, as lawful, and their Tyranny, as just
Authority

:

By

these and the like sinful and scandalous

Compliances, dishonouring God, betraying Christ's In-

Hands

terests into the

tive

Tendency

of his Enemies, which had a na-

to strengthen their

Hands, and harden

Hearts unto Perdition ; offending his little Ones,
weakening their Hands and grieving their Hearts, and

their

adding to their Affliction and Persecution, by cruel

Mockings and

vile

Reproaches

:

Whom yet Mr.

therein patronizeth, copies after, and has

Wodroiv

them

for his

Vouchers.
Yet, what of constant Fidelity, unfeigned Love, and
unbyassed Loyalty to Jesus Christ, sole King in Zion,
and fervent Zeal according to Scripture-knowledge, and
the agreeable Principles of the true Presbyterian Church
of Scotland, appeared in those Martyrs, he, thro' his

History, brands and misrepresents, as most unwarrantable Heats, Heights, Flights,
mities,

and the

where, giving a

Extravagancies, Extre-

For Instance, Vol. 2d, P. 133.
very partial and reproachful Account
like

:

of those People, very inconsistent with the Informatory

Vindication,

and Hind

(which none ever yet

loose,

let

could with Truth and Reason refute, or enervate) to

which he

refers his Reader, for their

their Principles

and Practices, he adds

own Accounts

of

these, as he calls

them. Alleviating Considerations, as to the Extreinities
they ran to, viz. The Warmth of their Tempers, their
almost invincible Ignorance,
these

of their own Party,

some Years,
to follow

till

their Co?iverse only with

their

they got One,

want of Ministers for

who was very much

obliged

some of their Managers, their Divisions among
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mid above

themselves,

which they

Any

all,

Rigor and Barbarity with

the

were treated.

how the Love

that observes,

ed those Witnesses, and how

all

of Christ constrain-

the Floods of

Fury and

Affliction pour'd out on

them, could not quench their
Love to, nor cool their Zeal (because kindled and maintained by his holy Spirit) for Christ his Truth, Ordinances and Prerogatives

Wodrow

may be

;

astonish'd that

Mr.

dare so ignominiously call that fervent Love

and Zeal, the sinful Warmth of their Tempers. And
any should infer, that he includes not all under this
severe Censure, tho' he excludes none, he is more plain.
Page 298. where, giving a Reason, why David M'Milla?i's Testimony is quite overlook'd in the Cloud of Wit-

lest

nesses,

goes

he says, because

?iot

to the

have pickt

this sensible, solid

Country

Man

Heights the People, they (the Publishers)

out,

run

Here he excepts none in that
Mr. Renwick, with many

to.

Collection, wherein zealous

other Martyrs,

run

to

is

Heights

A grievous

All these, in his Opinion,

included.
thro'

Charge.

the

And

Warmth of

their

Tempers.

insinuates that they were not

Sensible and Solid, as this Country-man was ; Yet the
same Country-]\Ian (agreeing with the other Martyrs)
regrets that pretended Friends are the greatest Enemies
the Church hath, and leaves his Testimony against the
Indulgence, c^c. the Accepters whereof were and are
pretended Friends : And Mr. Wodrow puts the disowning and testifying against the Indulgence and Indulged

among

As
as

the said Heights.

to the Ig7iorance, in

he terms

it ;

for, tho'

many,

they

it

knew

was not

invincible,

not, nor could ever

be seduced to learn the paukie Prudence and wily Shifts
to shun Sufferings by Sinful Yieldings, which their Tra-
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ducers did

mage
Head

;

GOD,
•pure,

theiij

of the
yet,

it

and

And

&c.

do practise, to the great Da-

Church, and Dishonour of Christ her
was observed they had been taught of

Wisdom

the

still

Vll

that

tho'

is

from

some were

above, which is Jtrst

left in

Ignorance, part-

and declining
Duty, Ezek. xxxiv. 2. to 11. yet their Ignorance
also proved vincible, when they had got that One Minister, whom he so reproaches, whom they cheerfully
followed, in all Hazards.
It is no Mark of such Ignorance, but rather an Evidence of Knowledge, that, as
according to the Word they withdraw from, and refused
to follow these Ministers, who, becoming Covenantbreakers, and disorderly Walkers, then ceased to be
Followers of Christ ; So, they readily embraced, and
became Followers of the first One, who professed to
ly thro' the Ministers deserting them,
their

follow the

LORD

fully.

That one Minister, who, he says, was very much
obliged tofoUow some of their Managers, was Mr. James
Renwick : of whom, P. 585. he says. His falling in
with the Tenets, Declarations and Heights,
his being necessarily led by his Followers

instead of lead-

ing them, &c. kept most part of Presbyterians from joining with him.
This Obloquie and false Report, viz.

was

taken up against
Martyr and Minister of Christ and his
Followers from his and their Adversaries, Mr. Wodrow
makes himself the Author and Spreader of, by asserting and inserting such Calumnies ; and may see himself attainted and refuted in the following Sheets
Wherein also he and all may see both the Causes and
Causers of Divisions, far otherwise related, than he
doth.
And that the Rigour and Barbarity wherewith
Sufferers were treated, was not above all (as he says)
that he

led by his Followers, altho'

that eminent
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or the principal Reason of the Extremities, that any run
; but rather the great Unfaithfulness, Defection and
Compliance of Ministers was the Occasion and Cause,
above all that Enemies could do And any, who did

to

:

run to Extremities, were none of Mr. Rettwick's Followers, but his Antagonists ; such as sinful Compliers,
indulged and tolerate Ministers and Professors, on the
Left-hand

;

and

sinful Decliners, erroneous Gib, Riissel,

Mr. Flint and Gra7it with their Adherents, on the Righthand Against all which, Mr. Renrvick and his Followers earnestly contended, and testified with Constancy
and Fidelity.
As by the following Relation, it will be evident how
it came to pass, that these much honoured Sufferers ybr
:

some Years rvcmted Ministers, viz. because all then left
alive, had either fled when they saw the Wolf coming,
and left the Sheep ; or deserted their Duty and Reformation-Principles

So, it will also be manifest by the
Sequel that Mr. Wodrow misrepresents them, in saying.
They would converse only with these of their own Party ;
:

for then, as ever since,

they were

still

more willing and

ready to converse with others, that had declined them

and their Duty, than such were to entertain Converse
However,
The unbyassed Reader, on Perusal of this Piece, may
observe and judge how cruel this Man's tender Mercies are, towards those chosen, called and faithful Followers of the Lamb, who could find no more charitable
Considerations, to alleviate the heavy and hainous
Charge of these Heights and Extremities, he loads
them with, than the above said gravaminous AlleviaWherein he but imitions, or calumnious Allegations.
tates, or perhaps has for his Authors and Vouchers,
these Ministers and Professors, whose Defections the
with them.
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reproach'd

Witnesses

withj whose

not be silent

for

Truth

could

IX

not

comply

Anticovenanted Compliance they durst
at,

nor cease to testify against

;

And

whose Calumnies are in this Narrative related and reAll which Mr. Wodrow knew well enough,
futed.
having in his Custody, and abusively perusing this and
other original Papers (as he says) belonging to that
Party.

From what is above-hinted. Reasons may be conwhy he kept up this Original Manuscript, not

jectured

allowing even a Copy thereof to be had, at any Rate,

when importun'd thereunto
other Authentick

;

and why he

detains

Papers under Mr. Refinnc/c's own

Hand, and Records of

their general

Meetings,

^^c.

Those containing Truths, which he was unwilling to
have revealed, to the Disadvantage of these Men, whose
Sufferings (not unto Death ; for few of them resisted
iinio Blood, striving against the Sins of that Day) he
proposed to relate ; And they running in a Strain, not
only contrary to the Scope of his Histo7-y, but also

agreeing with old Reformation- Principles, crossing and

condemning the present Course of Defection.

And

he

warily adverting, that hereby his Partiality would be

and that his writing so much against that
;
Cloud of Witnesses, and the Cause and Testimony they
held, was not for want of Information, nor a Sin of Ignorance.
The Reader may judge, if Mr. Wodrow has
given as distinct an Abstract of Matter of Fact (as he
discovered

Mr. Renwick'i' Lfe, as he could, after Perusal
what he relates thereof. Page 630 to 638.
It is granted, he there calls Mr. Renwick, a pious
Person, a good Man, a Minister, and again, this zealous,
serious and pious Youth : But that it is no better than
says) in

of this, and comparing therewith,
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the Testimony of an Adversary;, and extorted from
him, doth appear by his false and severe Innuendo, that
he run to Lengths, as led, or overdriven by several of
the People he was imbarked with ; By which Lengths

he still seems to insinuate the foresaid sinful Heats,
Heights and Extremities, inconsistent with the Character of a good, zealous and pious Minister. His Partiality
here also appears, in that he never imputes any sinful Heights, Lengths, or Extremities to these of his Side,

who went

so great

Lengths of Compliance with

all

the

Defections.

If any ask, what were these Heights, Lengths, &c.
which Mr. Wodrow so oft exclaims against in these
Martyrs ? The Answer may be gathered from his own
Words, Vol. 2. p. 26. " It is very certain (says he)
" that about this Time {April 1679.) Matters were
" running to sad Heights among armed Followers of
" some Field-meetings
but there was yet no Dis" owning the King's Authority, tho' it was some of these
"
who afterwards did come this Length. And un" till this Spring, nothing of unsound Doctrine could
" be at all charg'd upon Field-Preachers, and it was
" but some few run this Way either. Indeed Separa" tion and Schism from the Indulged, was now violent" ly inculcate"
Where 'tis plain, he makes disowning that King's Authority/ the furthest Length of these
Heights ; and Separation from the Indulged and other

—

Compilers (Bonders, Cess-payers, Sfc.") sad Heights,
Then, according to his
tho' not so high as the other.
Opinion, to disown Tyranny, Supremacy, Erastianism,
all Compliance therewith, and for ]Ministers to de-

and

and to shew the People their Sin
and Danger in that Compliance, Sfc. was unsound Doc-

clare against the same,

trine.

But,
1
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If this were

the

Mr. Wodrow's Opinion

common Opinion

XI

alone^

and not

of all Corapliers with^ and Conni-

vers at Erastian Encroachments, the less might serve

against

it

And

:

these Points, thus condemned, being

Heads of the Martyrs Testimony,
ivick's,

and

sufficiently vindicate

say little of them.

they could be

Men

particularly

Mr. Ren-

by the Author,

Only Posterity may
of sound Principles,

I shall

question,

who

if

durst say

That disowning the Tyranny of an Apowho had abolished and renounc'd
all legal and sacred Bonds and Conditions, on which he
was admitted to the Government, had boldly broken
and condemned the Solemn Covenant he had sworn to
GOD with his People, had subverted and inverted all
the Ends thereof, and made it criminal to own the same,
or insinuate.
state,

perjured Tyrant,

or to offer Allegiance in the

and persecute

all

Terms

express'd therein,

that offered Allegiance so qualified,

or with Scripture-Qualifications (perceiving such could

not be Applicable to Tyrants)and that did not subject to

and own

Power

in

him

a blasphemous

? Sure any

who

call

Supremacy and Absolute

such manifest Tyranny the

Authority that should be owned for Conscience, or account it a sinful Height to disown the same, speak not
according to Scripture, but against the Scripture the Covenant, and the best Constitutions, Acts and Actings of

Church and State, Anno 1649, with Relation to that
Tyrant and his Successors And must consequently approve and allow of their Tyranny and Persecution.
That none may reckon these last Words harsh, hear
:

what Mr. Wodrow himself

says. Vol. 2. P. 439. speaking

of the Sufferers Apologetical Declaration, and the Seve-

adds he, " I do not at all offer to
" defend that Paper ; yea, I really think. Allowances

rities that followed,

" may be made

to the

Managers

(i. e.

the Persecutors)
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" when they reckon'd they had gotten such an open, Af" front And I could bear with them, in going further
" now, than upon other Occasions'
We are here told
what he and these of his Lay really think, viz. that Allowances be allowed to the Enemies of God and Religion, to persecute and murder his Saints ; and because
he and such felt not the Effects of their Satanical Rage
and Fury, they can bea7- wilh their pouring out the same
upon the Members and Martyrs of Jesus. Is it Nothing
to you, all ye that pass by ?
Yea, he frequently speaks in Favours of that woful
tyrannical Power, as if it were lawful Authority with:

:

al insinuating, that the INIartyrs,

who

died refusing to

it, died as Fools, and in an Error
As Fol. 2. Page
137- he says, " Rejecting the King's Authority was un-

own
"
"
"
"

:

happily broached
fusing to

own Authority

high, and their

Hind

let

loose'

And again. Some few died reSome run this Debate very
:

Arguments are at full Length in the
But seeing he regards not all

Arguments advanced from Scripture, Reason and
best humane Authorities in that Book, I shall only reThe Author thereof avouchfer the Reader to the same
their

:

eth in his Preface, that there

what

is

is

nothing therein, but

confirmed by Authors of greatest Note and Re-

pute in our Church,

viz.

Buchanan, Knox, Calderwood,

Acts of General Assemblies, Causes of Wrath, Lex Rex,
Apologetical Relation, Naphtali, Jus Populi, History of
Indulgence, Banders Disbanded, Rectius Instruendum,

&c.

1723.

I

M' Ward's Earnest Pleadings, printed
And particularly to the Vindication of Mr. Reti-

add Mr.

Tvick's Testimony here following.
All which will be of
more Weight and Authority with judicious, sound and
tender Christians, than any thing Mr. Wodroiv, or any

of his Opinion, either has offered, or can advance to the
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Contrary, of what they solidly advance and soundly
prove.

And

as to the other

Heights that he charges the Suffrom the Indulged, Banders,

ferers with, of separating

Cess-payers, and the like Compliers with that Tyranny
and Conspiracy against Religion and Liberty ; How
else could they, according to the Word and their so-

lemn Oath,

sincerely, really

in their several

the

and

constantly endeavour,

Places and Callings, the Preservation of

Reformed Religion,

in the

Doctrine, Worship, Discipline

common Enemies

;

Whom

Church of Scotland, in
and Government, against

the Indulged,

SjC.

complied

and countenanced, to the Detriment
of the reformed Religion, and strengthning of its Enewith, connived

at,

mies Hands in abolishing thereof? It is evident, these,
who receded from that reformed Religion, in their Compliances,

who

were JMakers of the Schism, and not those

stood to their Covenant.

Manner,

sincerely, really

How

could they, in like

and constantly, without Respect

of Persons, endeavour the Extirpation of Popei-y , Prelacy
Superstition, Heresy, Schism, Erastianism, Profaneness,

and whatever wasfound to he contrary to sound Doctrine
and the Potver of Godliness ; in associating with them.
Indulged or others, who ceased from such Endeavours,
and complied with, and held their iMinistry of such as
were promoting all these Things to be extirpated ? Certainly these who would keep their Covenant, should not
follow Covenant-breakers.
See the History of Indulgence, Banders disbanded, and Mr. M' Ward's Earnest
Contending.

How

durst they,

who were bound

as in Art. 3d. asso-

ciate with, or say a Confederacy. to all

them

that were

undoing and mancipating the Privileges and Liberties
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Kingdom, and upholding and defending Tyranny,
and persecuting of the true Religion ?

of the

in the destroying

How
discover

ment

could they, wilh all Faithfulness endeavour

and bring

Malignants, or

all hicendiaries,

to

Trial and condign Punish-

to public

evil

Instruments,

hindring Reformation of Religion, and making a Faction
and Parti/, contrary/ to the League and Covenant ; if

they should join with these that were strengthning that
Faction, and Conspiracy against the Reformation of
ligion, subjecting to,

the

Power

evil

Instruments

and owning

Re-

as lawful Authority,

of the chief Malignants, Incendiaries

and

Or, endeavour, that these Kijigdoms

?

might remain conjoined in a firm Peace and Union to
and that Justice be done upon the wilful

all Posterity,

Opposers thereof, if they should be found in Association
with them that owned, as lawful Magistrates, the wilful
Rescinders and Dissolvers of the Bond of that Peace and
Union, the sacred and solemn Covenant ?
How could they in the Cause of Religion, Liberty

and Peace of

the

Kingdoms,

and defend

assist

all that

join'd in this League and Covenant, in the maintaining
thereof,

and

not suffer themselves directly, or indirectly,

by whatsoever Combination, Perswasion, or Terror, to be
divided and withdrawn from this blessed Union and
Conjunction, either

Part, or

to

to

make Defection

or Neutrality in this Cause,
these,

who

if

they had followed

and indirectly,
and withdrawn from that blessed Union,

and made Defection

to the contrary, giving themselves

to a detestable Indifferency
;

the contrary

suffered themselves, directly

to be divided

foresaid

to

give themselves to a detestable Indifferency,

and Neutrality

in the

Cause

instead of assisting and defending these

join'd in that

League and Covenant.

who
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These few Queries, among many that might be
in

Vindication of that

Head

XV
stated,

of their Testimony, (or

Height, as he calls it) will, upon due Consideration, be
found the more difficult to answer satisfyingly, that
the LORD commands all his People (these Godly Ministers, who complied, as well as others) to come out
from among such, as they associated with, aiid he ye Se-

parate, &c. 2 Cor.

vi.

14, to 18.

allowed to be Followers of any
1 Cor. xi. 1.)

and that we are not
(tho' an Apostle,

Man

but in so far as they are Followers of

The Opinion and Practice of the Apostle
Peter did once lead many out of the right Way, Gal.
ii. 11, 12, 13.
And too many danced to Death before
Christ

:

the Calf, cast and set up by Aaron, the Saint of

GOD.

We

must not follow a Multitude, even of good Men,
in Evil
And should abstain from all Appearance of
:

Evil.

And

Heads of Suffering, which ]\Ir.
Heights ; as Mr. Renwick testified to the
Death, against paying the Cess to malignant Usurpers,
and for the Lawfulness of defending the Gospel, and
for the other

Wodrow

calls

those that heard
sive

Arms;

so,

it

preached in the Fields, with defenHeads of his Testimony are here

these

soundly and sufficiently vindicated by the Writer of his
Life.

The worthy Author of this choice Piece of Biographic,
whose excellent Abilities, well discovered in that accurate and unanswerable Hifid let loose, might have procured him higher Estimation, and more Praise in the
Chtirches, than he found ; wrote also a Relation of his
own Sufferings, with large and pertinent Observations
upon all the material Passages of his Trials, Examina~
tiofis, and Disptitatiojis ; wherein is an elaborate Defence
of the Doctrine of Resistance, or Defensive Aryns, and

XVI
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of the Apologetical Declaration

(which Mr.

Wodroiv

grants the Enemies Allowance to persecute the Publish-

and Owners for) and of other Heads of Sufferings :
was printed in the Year 1715. After his Escape out
of the Enemies Hands and those Sitfferings, he entred
upon a new Train of Difficulties and DangerS;, by joining
with Mr. Renwick, and the suffering Remnant adhering
to him, in December 1686^, at a General Meeting, where
he espoused the Testimony in the whole Heads thereof,
as stated in, and read to him from the Informatory Fi?idication ; as Mr. Renwick'^ Letters fully shew.
Whom, tho' Mr. Wodrow (Page 494) commends, as
a Mitiister of extraordinary Talents, &c. Yet insinuates,
that he went irregular Lengths ; which he excuses in
him, as being in the troubled and oppressed State of the
Church, when Rules can scarce be kept; but especially
because (he says) he came in with a Testimony against
aiid brought Multitudes
what he took to be wrong,
This Testimony was the large
with hiv} to join.
Paper, containing a remonstrance of the many gross and
grievous Defections and Encroachments of that Period,
and Compliances with them by most Ministers and
Professors, given in by Mr. Shields, and other two,
which he dropt at the Feet of them, who trampled it,
and (tho' they did not rent him, yet) soon made themers
It

not without Guilt of his Blood
For that Assembly 1690, (as in their 5th Act) would
neither hear nor heed his Testimony, but voted it out
of Doors, upon the Report of the Committee of Overtures, who condemned it, as not lit to be read in the
Assembly, in regard, // doth contain (they say) gross
Mistakes, unseasonable and impracticable Proposals, and
selves quit of him,

:

uncharitable and injurious Reflections, tending rather
to kindle Contentions,

than to compose Divisions

-
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This Report the Assembly doth deliberalely approve in
Heads thereof, (as a later Assembly, Anno

the haill

1720, did. Act 5th, concerning a Book Intituled, The
Marrow of Modern Divinity) without ever hearing the

Paper thus condemned. But because the said large
Paper is out of Print, and few can have Access to see
it, tho' published by the In-givers, in a Pamphlet, Intituled, An Account of the Methods and Motives of the
late Union, and Submission to the Assembly 1690, I
shall present the Reader with a large Abstract thereof,
(the whole being above two Sheets) in their own Words.

" To the Moderator and remanent Members of the Ge" neral Assembly, now conveened at Edinburgh, Oc" tober 1690, The humble PROPOSALS of Mr.
" Alexander Shields, c^c.
"

TF

our

Eye

could suitably affect our Hearts this

"
Day, Right Reverend, we might find much IMat" ter, both of Rejoicing and JNIourning, in the wondfer" ful Commencement and Advancement of this Work of
" Reformation.
We are called to rejoice with
" Thanksgiving for
manifestthe Mercy of God
" ed and magnified in the Progress of this Work hither"

to

:

That

" Mercy

the Lord hath been pleased in sovereign

and surprize us
with such
" a Reviving in our Bondage,
by the Repression of
" Tyranny, Supres^ion of Popery, and Depression of Pre" lacy
Whon the Doctrine of this Church is as" serted, and the Confession of Faith formerly received,
to prevent

'^

is read, voted, approven and established \^ Parlia" ment,
The Worship and Ordinances of Christ are
" administred in great Purity, Plenty and Peace ; The

B
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" Government of Christ's Institution, is at Length re" stored to what it was Amio 1592
And the Disci'
" pline retrieved to such a Fond of Freedom, that all
" Ecclesiastick Courts may, without Restraint, or being
" accountable to any exotick usurped Power in the JMa" gistrate, asssert all the Authority, and exercise the
" Power, wherewith Christ hath entrusted them. Which
" Power,if duly and diligently improved, and put in Ex" ecution, may, through the Blessing of God, contribute
" very much to the reducing of Order, and the Redress of
" many Disorders in this Church. And now the Causes
" of our Disunion and Division, in Times of Defection,
*' being in a
great Measure removed, when Erastian
" Usurpations are abrogated, the Church's Intrinsick

" Power redintegrated, and the Corruptions introduced
" by Compliances, so far abdicated and antiquated that
" tliey are not, in the Constitution of the Church, and
" do not continue to be the Scandal and Snare of the
" Times ; we hope and expect a Remedy may be found
" for our Breaches and Divisions, that we thought in" curable ; and Union and Communion in the Lord may
" be attained
;-We are no less obliged to mourn,
" when we observe this House of the Lord so unlike the
" former, wanting many Things the former had, and
" pestred with many Things the former wanted
" They that have seen our former Reformation initsin-

"
"
**

"
"
"
"
"

tegrity, before the late Deformation, can hardly re-

weeping at the Sight of the sad DisproporIn the former, as
this and the former.
the Constitution was calculate in the nearest Conformity to the divine Pattern ; so the Builders had always a Care to pull down what was to be demolished,
befote they established what was to stand ; and to
purge away the Rubbish from the Foundation, before
frain from

tion

between

•
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Accordingly,
they promoved the Superstructure
" when Prelacy was reintroduced at several Times, the
" first thing they did, when they recovered their Power,
*'

"was

:

always to exert

it,

Condemnation of that Cor^

in

" ruptioii, and of these Assemblies and Meetings that pro" moved, abetted, favoured, or complied. And when
" the Erastian Supremacy began to encroach upon the
" Church's Liberties, and to bring the Ministry into Bon" dage, they did not think it enough to wrestle against
" it, by personal Witnessings but, by the good Hand of
" God upon their Endeavours, never ceased until it was
" condemned by Acts of Assembly. They proceeded
" also with great Earnestness and Vigilance, to purge
;

" the Church of corrupt and scandalous Ministers
" But )ww, after all the Rubbish and Filth, brought in" to the House of God, by the Invasions and Dsurpa" tions of the Enemies, and Defections oi Friends, when
" now Opportunity and Capacity is given to rebuild and
" beautify the House of the Lord, and to repair the De" solations thereof, the present Building is so far ad" vanced, without pulling down and purging away the
" Rubbish, and condemning these Corruptions and De~
" fee lions, in Compliance with them, or confessing and
" forsaking them, as our Fathers used to do
And
" the Prelatical Clergy, after all the Evil they have
" done, and bitter Fruits they have produced, are yet
" kept in many Places, and like to continue, as a Se" minary and Nursery of a corrupt Ministry. As long
" as all this Rubbish stands, there can be little Hope
" either of Purity or Stability in the Superstructure.
" In former Reformations also, the Advancement used
" to be progressive, beginning where the former Refor" mation stopt, and going forward, after, they had got
•

:

"removed what

obstructed

:

But

NOW,

the Motion

is

XX
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" Retrograde, going as far back as that in 1592, missing
" many excellent Steps of Reformation attained after
" that to 1649. In former Reformations, our worthy

" Ancestors used to begin with Renovation of the Na" tional Covenants, and Acknowledgments of the Breaches
" thereof, which hitherto hath been neglected to the
'* great Grief of many.
" It is also Matter of Lamentation to reflect, that in
"former Reformations, tho' Adversaries troubled the
" Builders, and hired Counsellers against them, to
" frustrate their Purpose ; Yet, being furnished and
" spirited of the

LORD,

for that

Generation- work, they

" never studied to please Men, but to acquit themselves,
" as faithful Servants of their princely Master Jesus
" Christ, in witnessing against

all Sins and Corruptions
" of great and small impartially ; and in Acts of As" sembly, ordaining and recommending to all Ministers,
" this Fait/ifulness, in applying their Doctrine to the
" Sins of the Time, under Pain of Censure But NOW,
" tho' there was never greater Freedom and Encourage" ment for, and Necessity of Faithfulness, when the
" Adversaries of Judah are seeking to build, but on
" Design to mar the Work, and many are too much in" dining to join in Affinity with the People of these
:

" Abominations ; Yet it is sadly wanting, and much
" desiderated among many Ministers ; who being long

"
"
"
"

accustomed to Fears, and constrained Silence,

—have

not yet recovered their Confidence and Courage to
cry aloud against, and not to spare the Iniquities of

the Time.

—

" Tho' in former Reformations, this Church was
Order and Authority, beautiful as Tirzah, comely
" as Jerusalem, and terrible as an Army with Banners
"
alas
Yet
the Crown hath fallen from

"

for

NOW

!
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"
"

our Heads,

wo unto

us that

we have

XXI
This

sinned.

holy and beautiful Fabrick hath been burnt up, with

the Fire of Enemies Fury, with the Fire of our Di-

and with the Fire of the LORD's Indignaburning against us for our Defections, whereby
the LORD was provoked to forsake his House ; and
since his Departure, there hath been Nothing but

visions,
tion,

The

Disorder among his Children and Servants.

Popish, Prelatick and Malignant Party, have come

by Force and Fraud, and by the Cedings of

those,

that should have stood in the Gap, and broke

down

in

the carved

Work

rescinding

all

of our Covenanted Reformation,

—

the legal Bulwarks of Ecclesiastical

"

Constitutions, Civil Sanctions, and National Cove" nants, wherewith it was fenced Wherein alas they
" were too much encouraged by our faint Resistance,
" and too universal Involvement in the Sin of Sub" mitting to, and Countenancing of the Intrusions of
" the Prelatical Party. At length, having set up these
:

!

"

their Ensigns for Signs, in Sign of complete Victory,
" obtain'd over the Servants and Subjects of our ex" alted Prince, after they had invaded his Kingdom and

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Palace, and made Havock and Slaughter of such as
would not yield they offered" some tempting Terms,
whereupon they would suffer them to live in Subjec;

tion to these Usurpations, painted indeed with Pre-

tences of Favours, but really, at least indirectly, requiring a Recognizance of the Usurpers Power, and a

Cessation from

opposing

of their Robberies.

the

peaceable

These and the

Possession

like Defections,

on the one Hand, together with many Extravagancies
on the other, have brought the Godly into many Con-

" fusions.
" We did indeed demur to concur with and follow.
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" and did think it our Duty to withdraw from these Mi" nisters
who promoted Courses of Defection after" specified ; and to adhere to those (tho' but few) who
*'

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
*'

were more stedfast and faithful
When
the Case was so stated, that we thought Communion
could not be kept by us with them, from whom we
.

withdrew, without Sin
their Ministry

dinate

was

;

while the very Exercise of

so far

unto, complying

depending upon, subormodified and autho-

with,

rized by

Unlawful Usurpations, that our joining
would have inferred, at least in our Conscience, a
Submission to, symbolizing with, and approving of
their offensive Yieldings to these Encroachments.
Yet we never thought this a Schism
:

Therefore,

" That this happy and desirable Union, may be holy
and comfortable, in a Way that may procure, and
secure our Union and Communion with the LORD

:

And

considering,

in

all

the Periods of this

Church, from the first Reformation, a AVitness hath
never been wanting, against the same, or equivalent
Corruptions, that have offended us

:

And

no Method

" can be more adapted for recovering and restoring Union,
" than that which was used for preserving it And that
" having aimed hitherto, to oflfer and keep up our IMite
:

"
"

of a Testimony

against the

the Convictions of

its

same

;

If now, under

remaining Righteousness,

we

" shall pass from it ; and so seem to condemn what we
" approved before, and approve what we condemned
" before, it will leave an indelible Reproach, not only
'* on our selves,
but on our Contendings and Suffer" ings.
" We earnestly desire. Right Reverend, you would
''
be pleased to condescend to us, in some Things, that
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" we humbly conceive^ are very needful, just to be
" sought, and easie to be granted. We know and are
" confident, your Zeal for Truth and Peace, will suggest
" the same Means and JMeasures, for obtaining this End,
and will urge you to take notice of the same Things,
" we desire, without our Advertisement Nor do we
" take upon us to prescribe the Methods, Terms or Con" ditions, necessary for Composing these unhappy Dif*'

:

" ferences, and restoring the holy and happy Union in
" the Lord ; But we think, the Word and Works of
" God this Day, point at these, which we crave Leave,
" in the Bowels of Christ, to Remonstrate unto your se" rious Consideration.
" I. That to the End the Causes of our Divisions,
" the Anger of the Lord as the Holy Cause, and our
" mutual Offences, as the sinful Cause, may be re" moved, that the Effect may cease, a mutual, impar" tial, and accurate Search and Trial may be made into
" our Ways, to find out, and remember from whence
" we are fallen, and discover our manifold and manifest
"
"
"
"
"

Defections, from the right

the great

Wrongs and

Ways

of the

Lord

;

That

Indignities done to our Great

Head and King, by Enemies Encroachments on

his

Prerogatives, and his Kingdom's Liberties, and our

Compliances thercAvith, on the one Hand, and on the

" other, may not be past in Oblivion, but diligently
" inquired into and what Accession to them, or Parti" cipation with them, all of us have been involved in,
;

"
"
"
"
"

these Thirty Years bygone
laid to

Particularly that it be
Heart, what Indignity to the Lord Jesus, and
:

Injury to his Church, was done by the Introduction of
abjured. Diocesan and Erastian Prelacy, and the several Degrees of Compliance therewith

;

As

Ministers
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" leaving their Pastoral Charge, at the Command of the
" Magistrate, and laying aside the Exercise of their
" Ministry, giving Way unto, and not testifying against
" the Intrusions of Prelatick Curates : Particularly own" ing and submitting to their Ministry, and receiving
Ordinances dispensed by them, and by Counsel and
" Example, Encouraging Others to do the like Which
" we cannot but Plead and Protest against, as sinful and
" scandalous.
'•'

:

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

1.

Because they were, and are manifest Intruders,
Way and Order of

not entring in at the Door, in the

Christ, not having, yea despising

and renouncing a

Call from the People, and Ordination by the Presbytery,

and having no other external
to officiate in this Church, as

Right

Call,
its

Authority or

proper Pastors,

but the Collation of Bishops, and Presentation of Pairons, who are none of Christ's Officers, and forfeiting

and forgoing any other Right, that any of them formerly could pretend to, by palpable Defection to the
Enemies of this Church.
" 2. Because both in Principle and Profession, and in
the

Way

of their

Entry unto

their Pastoral Charge,

they were, and are Erasiians, deriving their Power
from, and subjecting it in its Exercise to another

Head than Christ, the Magistrate's Supremacy, by
" which only they were Authorized, without Christ's

" Warrant, or the Church's Consent.
" 3. Because they were, and are Schismaticks, who
" caused Divisions and Offences, contrary to the Doc"
"
"
"

trine of this Church, breaking her

Union and Order,

going out themselves from the Fellowship of this

Church, and leading People away from her vowed
Reformation ; yea, who violently thrust out, and per-
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" secuted her faithful Pastors and Children^ for ad" hering to that Reformation, which they designed to
" raze and mine.
" 4. Because they were, and are perjured Covenant'
" breakers, avowedly disowning our Covenants, and
" stated in Opposition to that Reformation, which is
" therein sworn to be maintained.
" 5. Because they were, and are in several Points Er" roneous, in their Doctrine, many of them tainted with
" the Leaven of Popery, Arminianism, and Socinianism,
" and all of them Heterodox, in the Point of the Ma" gistrate's Power in Church-IMatters, in the Matter
" of Oaths, and in condemning the Work of our Re" formation, and Covenants ; seducing thereby their
" Hearers, and both positively by these Doctrines,
" and privately by withholding other necessary Instruc-

"

and Warnings, Murdering their Souls.
Because they were, and are, upon all these Accounts. Scandalous, and the Objects of the Churches
Censure And tho' through the Iniquity of the Times,
their deserved Censure hitherto hath not been inflicted, yet they stand upon the Matter convict, by
clear Scripture-Grounds, and by the standing Acts,
and judicial Decision of this Church, in her Supreme
tions

"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

6.

:

Judicatories.

" 7- Because this hearing and submitting to them,
was required as a Badge, Test, and Evidence of due
Acknowledgement of, and hearty Compliance with
Erasiianism and Prelacy, or his IMajesty's Government Ecclesiastick, Act Pari. 1. Char. II. July 10.
1663. which made it a Case of Confession to with-

" stand
"
"

8.

it.

Because, by our

to stand at a Distance,

Covenants,

we

are

obliged

from such Courses of Defec-
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" tion, and to extirpate them, yet, in Contradiction
" hereunto, we were commanded by the Rescinders
" of the Covenants to hear the Prelatick Curates, as
" a Badge of our Yielding to the Rescinding of the Co" venants.
" 9. Because this Course was Offensive and Stumbling,
" both in hardning those that complied with Prelacy,
" and weakning the Hands of those that opposed it, and
" inferred a Condemning of their Sufferings upon this
" Head. Especially,
" 10.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
*'

When

Commttnion with them was so stated,
was not only a Case of Controversy among
the Godly, in which always Abstinence is the surest
Side, nor only in the Judgment of many a Case of
Confession, which is always Dangerous to Contradict
and Condemn ; but undeniably a Case of Competition,
between the true Church of Scotland, her Ministers
and Professors, owning and adhering to her Holy
Establishments, claiming a Divine Right to their Offices and Privileges, contending for the Church's Reformation ; And a Schismatical Party, setting up a
new Church, in a new Order, under a new Head,
robbing them of their Offices and Privileges, and overthat therein

"
"
"
"
" turning the Reformation.
" II. We must presume to Plead also. That Enquiry
" be made into the Hainous and Heaven-daring AflVont
" done to the Holiness of God, in the horrid Violation
" of our holy Covenants, National and Solemn League ;
" not only how the Popish, Prelatical, and Malignant
" Party, have broken them, enacted the Breaches of
" them by Law, burnt them, and endeavoured to bury
" them, by making it a Capital Crime to OAvn their Ob" ligation, and by bringing in and substituting in their
" Room, Conscience-ensnaring Afiti-covenants, Oaths,
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Bonds, and Engagements, renouncing the former, and
obliging to Courses contradictory thereunto
But that
:

it

may be

Professors, in this
tion,

how many Ways, Ministers and
Time of Tentation and Tribula-

considered,

have been guilty of Breach of these holy Coveparticularly by consenting unto, subscribing,
;

nants

swearing, and taking any of the

new

multiplied, mis-

chievously contrived, captiously conceived, and tyrannically imposed Oaths, Tests, or Bonds, in JMatters

of Religion, since the Overturning of the Covenanted

Reformation, and Establishment of Prelacy

perswading People
cessary

Warning

to take

of the

and by
;
them, and forbearing a ne-

Danger of them, and leaving

People in the Dark, to determine themselves, in the
midst of these Snares. All which we Plead and PrO'

and scandalous.

test against, as sinful

"

them did infer, import, and im" ply a sinful unitive Conjunction, Incorporation, As" sociation, and Confederacy with the People of these
" Abominations, that were promoting a Course of Apo-

"

(1.)

stasie

"

Because

all

of

from God.

Because all of them were incapable of the
" Qualifications, required in sacred Engagements, to be
" taken in Truth, Righteousness, and Judgment.
" (3.) Because all of them, in the Sense of the Im" posers, interpreted by their Acts and Actings, were
" condemnatory of, and contradictory unto the Cove" nants, and some Part of the Covenanted Reforma" tion.
" (4.) Because, by the ancient Acts of Assembly, all
" publick Oaths imposed by the malignant Party, with-'
" out Consent of the Church, are condemned, July 28,
" 1648. Ante merid. Sess. 18. And Sess. 26. Those Mi" nisters are ordained to be Censured, who subscribe
(2.)
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" any Bonds, or take any Oaths, not approven by the Ge; Or, by their Counsel, Countenance,
" or Approbation, make themselves accessary to the

" neral Assembly

" taking of such Bonds and Oaths by others.
" III. In like Manner, we dare not forbear to Cry
" and Crave, that it may be considered, what Wrongs
" Christ hath received from the Erastian and Anti" christian Usurpation of the Supremacy, encroaching
" upon the Prerogative of the Lord Jesus Christ his in" communicable Headship and Kingship, as JMediator,
" giving to a JNIan, a IMagisterial, and Architectonick
" Power, to alter and innovate, authorize and exauc" torate, allow or restrain, and dispose of the Govern" ment and Governors of the Church, according to his
" Pleasure; invading the Liberties of the Gospel-Church,
" introducing a

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Dominion upon her Government,
Stewardship, distinct from the Civil Government, in its
Nature, Causes, Ends, Offices, and Actings ; and giving to the Magistrate the Power of the Keys, without
and against Christ's Donation and Authority, even
the Dogmatick, Critick, and Diatactick, decisive
Suffrage, and Power, in Causes Ecclesiastick, which
civil

contrair to its Nature, being only a Ministerial

Christ hath intrusted to the Church-Representatives

and denying to the Church, the Exercise of these
Keys and Powers, without the IMagistrate's Warrant
and Indulgence. We crave also, that it may be enquired into,

connived

at,

how far this Encroachment hath been
submitted unto, complied with, homolo-

" gate, strengthned and established, by receiving and accepting, without Consent of the Church, yea against

^'
'•

the express Dissent and Testimony of some faithful

" Ministers,
" and 1 679

Anno 1669,
by the Silence of Others, not wit-

to the contrair, the Indulgences,
:

And
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nessing against the same, and Others censuring the
Faithful,

the

discovering

for

Which we Remonstrate upon

Sinfulness

thereof.

these Grounds,

com-

plexly considered.

" (1.) Because^ as the Contrivance and End of the
" Grant thereof, was to advance and establish the Supre" macy ; to engage Presbyterians, either to co-operate
"
"
"
"
"

towards the settling and strengthning thereof, or to
surcease from opposing the peaceable Possession of the
Granter's Usurpation^ and to extort from them, at
least

an indirect Recognizance of acknowleged Subor-

dination

in

Ministerial

Exercises, to

his

usurped

" Power, in a Way which would be best acquiesced in
" to suppress the Preaching and Propagation of the Gos-

;

" pel in persecuted Meetings in Houses and Fields, so

"
"
"
"
"

necessary at that

Time

;

and

Differences and Animosities

to divide,

among

and increase

Presbyterians, by

insinuating upon these called the more Moderate, to

commend

the

Indulger

his

Clemency, while other

Non-conformists adhering to interdicted Duties, were
" justly complaining of the Eifects of his Severity. And
,

" as the v/oful Effects of it, strengthning the Supremacy,
" weakning the Hands of these that witnessed against it,
" extinguishing Zeal, and increasing many Divisions, did
" correspond with these wretched Designs; so these could
" not be counteracted, but very much strengthned and
" promoted, by the Acceptance of the Indulgence, which,
"
"
"
"
"

in its

own Nature, was

so palpably subservient thereto,

had been a Testimony against these
Designs and Ends, yet when the IMeans adapted to
these Ends, were complied with, it was rendred irrite,
and contra foctiim.
" (2.) Because as the Supremacy received much
" Strength and Increment from the Indulgence, so reeven

tho' there

XXX
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" ciprocally it had its Rise, Spring, Conveyance, and Subsistence from the Supremacy, from which it flowed,
" upon which it stood, and by which at length it was re" moved And in the Grant and Conveyance of the In-

-/'

:

" dulgence, all the Power of the Supremacy
" gate, asserted and exerted, in first taking
" Power of the Keys from Christ's Stewards,
" restoring only One of them to some few,

was arroaway the
and then
with Re-

bounding, and Instructions regulating them

''

strictions

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

in the Exercise of that.

The Acceptance

whereof, so

clogged with these complex Circumstances, without a
clear

and distinct Testimony, in that Case of Confes-

sion,

hath at least a great Appearance (which should

have been abstained from) of a conniving

at,

submit-

ting unto, complying with, and homologating of that

Erastian Usurpation.

" (3.) Because, as it was interpreted to be accepted in
" the same Terms wherein it was granted, without a
" Testimony against the Supremacy ; so the Entry of
'^ those IMinisters to their Churches, by this Indulgence,
" was prejudicial to the Church's Privilege
Some of
" them being fixed in particular Churches, whereunto
:

" they had no peculiar Pastoral Relation before, and
" some transplanted from one Church to another, with" out the Interposure of any Ecclesiastick Presbyterial
" Authority, without the free and orderly Call of the
" People ; being in many Respects prelimited ; and in
" the Way of Patronages, at the Council's Pleasure and
" Order
And those that were restored to their own
" Churches, being there admitted, not by virtue of their
:

old Right and Claim of an undissolved Relation, but
" by vertue of a new Holding on the Indvlgence.
" (4.) Because the Embracing thereof, and the con" tinning therein, was a faint yielding to prevailing

''
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" Erastianism, and a Course of Defection from former

" Integrity of ministerial Freedom and Faithfulness, in
" which the Servants and Witnesses of Jesus Christ were
" famous and eminent in former Times, who for writ" ing, preaching, and protesting against the Ecclesiasiick
" Siipremacy'in the Magistrate, and all Erastian Courses,
" did bear the Cross of Christ, with much Stedfastness ;
" Yea, a Receding from, and foregoing of a very material
" Part of the Cause and Testimony of the Church of
" Scotland, which, till then, did constantly wrestle
" against such encroachments
And in this Respect
:

" scandalous, because hardning to Erastian Enemies,
" stumbling to many Friends, and offensive to Poste" rity.
" (5.) Because it is contradictory to our Covenants, to
" receive Indulgences, contrived and conferred, on Pur" pose, to divide (by the Terror of Persecution on the
" one Hand, and the Perswasion of this pretended Li" berty, taking oft" the legal Restraint on the other) Mi" nisters and People from the Cause and Testimony of
" the Church of Scotland, against the Supremacy, and
" from their former blessed Conjunction therein, and to

" induce them to make Defection
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
*'

advancing Erastianism.

to that Party, that

And

to the Engagement
where the Obligation bears,

dictory

to

it

is

were

expressly contra-

Duties,

Anno

1(348,

Because many have of
late laboured to supplant the Liberties of the Kirk, we
shall maintain and defend the Kirk 0/ Scotland, in all
'

her Liberties and Privileges, against all who shall op-

pose or utidermine the same, or encroach thereupon under any Pretext whatsomever.

" IV. Likewise, we Plead and 0bt4;st, that a Search
" may be made into, and a Review taken of the late To" leration, the Addressing for it, and Accepta?ice of it.
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" complexly considered
The Sinfulness whereof, we
" could not, and now cannot forbear to witness against.
" (1.) Because as the Design of the Granler, and Ten" dency of the Grant itself, in its own Nature, being
" the Introduction of Popery and Slavery, could not in
" any Probability be counteracted, but rather corrobo" rated, by this Addressing for it, and Accepting of it,
" even tho' there had been a Testimony against the De:

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

sign thereof, as there Avas none, and could be none consistent

with the Continuance thereof; so being convey-

ed with Absolute Power, which

all

were required

to

obey without Reserve, stopping, suspending, and disabling

all

the Penal Statutes against Papists

;

thereby

undermining all the legal Bulwarks of our Religion
The Addressing for, and Accepting of it, so conveyed,
without a Witness against this despotical Encroach-

ment
of

it,

any

(yea, the very Condition of enjoying the Benefit

being exclusive of such a Testimony, which might

Way

tend to the alienating of the People from

such a despotical Government, in all its Encroachments) did indirectly, at least, imply compliance with,
if not the Recognizance and Acknowledgment of that
usurped Power, and the arbitrary Exercise and Effeet of it in suspending the Penal Statutes.

" (2.) Because it was extended, not only to Prelacy,
but to Popery, Quakerism, and all Idolatry, Blasphemy, and Heresie, which was highly provoking to the
Lord Jesus, and prejudicial to the Peace and Purity
of his

and

Church

New

;

contrary to the Scriptures of the Old

Testament

contrary to the Confessio?i of

;

Faith and Catechisms, Chap. xx. § 4. and Chap, xxiii.
Being placed also among the Sins of the second
§ 3.

Command,

in the

Larger Catechism

;

contrary to the

Principles of the Church of Scotland; being condemn1
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and Avitnessed against by Acts of AsAnd by her faithful Pastors
preaching, writing, and protesting against such Tolerations ; (and sometimes, even when Papists Avere exeluded, as that, against which the Ministers of Fife
and Perth did testiiie) And contrary to our Covenants,
wherein we are bound to preserve Reformation and

ed,

sembly.

of,

Anno 1649.

" Uniformity in Doctrine, Worship, Discipline and Goto extirpate Popenj, &c. to free our Souls
" from the Guilt of other Mens Sins, defend our Liber" ties ; and consequently never to comply with a Tolera-

" vernment,

"

tion, eversive of all these Interests we are sworn to
" maintain, and introductive of these Things, we are
" sworn to endeavour the Extirpation of.
" (3.) Because it was clogged with such Conditions

" and Limitations, as did exceedingly hamper the Free" dom of the Ministry, being offered (in Proclamations)
" an accepted (in Addresses and Obedience) with Re-

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Persons who might preach, (allowing some,
and discharging others, who had as good Authority as
strictions to

they, to exercise their Ministry) to Places

where they
should preach (only where Intimation was given of the
Name of the Place, and of the Preacher, to some of the
Lords of the Council, &c.) and to the Matter what, or

what they might not preach, to wit, Nothing
Tendency to alienate the Hearts
of the People from a Popish and tyrannical Government ; and consequently Nothing against the Wicked'' ness, or of the
Misery of Tyranny ; nothing against the
" Toleration, and the open Sins proclaimed therein, and
" wicked Ends designed thereby ; Nothing against dis" abling the Penal Statutes, or for the Obligation of
" them, and Ties of National Covenants strengthning
" them.
at least

that might have any
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" (4.) Because of the manifold Scandal of it, we can" not but witness against it, being so Disgraceful to the
" Protestant Religion, and prejudicial to the Interest
" thereof. It was reproachful to our Religion, sometimes
" established by Law, then only Tolerate, under the No" tion of an Evil to be suffered How Confounding and
" Consternating was this, to all the Reformed Churches,
" that sometimes admired and envied Scotland's Esta" blishments, now to see her so dispirited and deceived,
" as to Accept and Addr,ess for a Toleration, without a
" Testimony, whereby, instead of all the Laws and Co" venants securing her Reformation, the only Tenor
" and Security for it, she had now remaining, was, the
" Arbitrary Word of an Absolute Prince, whose Princi" pies obliged him to break it ? What Occasion of dis" dainful Insulting, did it give to the Prelatical Party,
" then pleading for the Nation's Laws, to observe Pi-es" byteriaiis, acquiescing in that which suspended and
" stopped the Penal Statutes ? Yea, what Matter of
" Gloriation and Boasting was it to Papists, to see Pres" hyterians sleeping and succumbing, and not opposing,
" when, at this opened Gap, they were bringing in the
:

ft

Xrojan Horse of Pojjery and Slavery ?
" V. Moreover, with respect to some Things, at pre-

"
"
"
"
"
"

which we account Corruptions, and are offensive
many, we cannot forbear to Remonstrate and Plead,
That Consideration may be taken, of the Sinfulness of
the too universal Defect and Neglect of Zeal and
sent,

to

Faithfulness, in reviving the buried National Cove-

nants, when now they seem to be laid aside, and many
" Ministers forbear to Preach plainly the Obligation of
" them, and discover particularly the Breaches of them,

" and

to

mention them in Engagements, which they re-

" quire of Parents,

when they present

their Children to
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" Baptism, according to the continued Custom of faith" ful Ministers, these many Years bygone
And it is
" Stumbling to many, that in all Addresses to King and
" Parliament, the Renewing of them hath not been de" sired. This we think very grievous,
" (1.) Because in the Scriptures, as we have many
:

" Precepts, Promises, and Precedents for Renewing
" them, and Demonstrations of their perpetual, indisso" luble Obligation, being in their Blatter and Form
" agreeable with the Word of God ; So we have many
" Denunciations and Certifications of unavoidable Threatof all Evils, National, Personal, Temporal, Spi" ritual, and Eternal, against Forsaking or Forgetting
" them.
" (2.) Because as there is no other Way to prevent
" the Curse of the Covenants, and this threatned Wrath

" nings

" imminent upon the Land, for Breach of Covenants,
" but to acknowledge the Breaches of them, and engage
" again to the Duties of them ; So these Omissions can" not consist with that Faithfulness, required of Mini" sters in such a Case.
" (3.) Because it is a plain Defection from first Love,
" and former Attainments of our Fathers, Avho com" menced all Reformations, with Renovations of the
" Covenants And in their Ecclesiastick Constitutions,
" enjoined to all Ministers, to Preach up the Covenants,
" and Witness against all Defections from them, and In:

differency or Lukewarmness in them ; which also js a
" Breach of Covenant in it self.
" VI. Hence, more particularly, we cannot but signify
" how much, we and many others are Offended, at the
" too general keeping Silence at, or very ambiguous
'•'

'"

Speaking against, and omitting the plain impartial
" Doctrinal Rebuking of such crying Sins and Scandals
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"
"

of the Times, as cannot be Controverted

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Work

**

ditions against them, at Pentland, Bothrvel-Bridge, &c.

among PreS'

Imposing and Taking many
" Bonds and Oaths, repugnant to the Covenants and
hyterians

;

Such

as the

; which many complied with to
and many others to purchase Pre-

of Reformation

shift Persecution,

ferments unto Places of Trust

;

The Accession

of

Nobles and Rulers to the wicked Establishments and
framing Mischiefs into laws in former Times ; The
manifold Involvments of great and small, in the Guilt
of Persecution, by

and informing against hoarmed Force, to
Pursue and Appreht u them ; Appearing under displayed Banners for the Defence of Tyranny, on Expeli

nest suffering Peopio

':ing

'

;'iding with

;

1

" Sitting in Courts, Juries and Assizes, to condemn them;
" Putting them out of Houses and Tenements under
" them, because they would not Comply with sinful Im*'

positions

:

And

especially, the defiling of the

Land

" with Blood, which hath yet a Cry in the Ears of the
" Lord God of Sabaoth All which the Servants of the
" Lord are obliged by the Word of God, and the Con" stitutions of this Church, to Cry against, and not to
" spare^ and to Reprove and Rebuke in Season and out
" of Season.
" VIL Finally, We must presume, to lay open our
" own, and the general Complaints, through several
" Corners of the Land, of the sad Slackness and Remis" ness of Discinl'me The Report and Fama Clamosa
" whereof, at least, doth wound our Ears, and pierce our
" Hearts ; To wit, That some M'ho had gone a great
" Length in the above mentioned Compliances, even to
" the Swearing the Test it self, besides other wicked
" Oaths, and to the persecuting of the Godly sundry
:

:

" Ways, are admitted

to the

Sacrament of the Lord's
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Supper, and to present' their Children to Baptism

And

:

that others are admitted to the Charge of Elders,

who had

not only habitually complied with Prelacy,
and had born the Name of that Office under that Governmentj but had taken these scandalous forementioned Oaths ; yea, and that of late, some are admitted
to the JMinistry, that constantly followed

and were trained up

Episcopacy

and were deeply
involved in the foresaid Compliances, without due
" Trial of their past Conversation, and requiring of their
" public Profession of Repentance, and Resentment of
" these respective Scandals whereby the Precious are
" not taken from the Vile, and a little of that old Leaven,
" may quickly leaven the whole Lump ; and Offenders
" are not like thereby to be gained to Repentance, but
" rather hardned in, and tempted to think little of these
to be Curates,

;

" destroying Sins.

"
"

We

plead not here, that every one of the Defects,

Degree of these Offences, should be, in the
" Case of this Epidemick Involvment, proceeded against
or every

" by disciplinary Censure ; nor do we urge, that all
" chargeable with these Offences above taxed, especial" ly such as are in Controversy, should be either per" sonally rebuked in Publick, or obliged publickly to
" confess their own Degree of the Guilt of them ; tho' i t
" would give Glory to God, and Comfort to the Church,
" and Peace to their own Consciences, for all to confess
" their Offences, that have been most stumbling to the
"
"
"
"
"
"

Godly

;

so far as

from the

Word

of God, and

Principles of this reformed Church, they
vinced.

Nor do we

may

known
be con-

propose, that the Condemnation

of every one of these Steps of Defection, that are questioned, should be so far stretched
rei, as

either to be stated

by

us, as a

quoad momentum

Ground of Sepa-

XXXVm
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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now required as a necessary ConCommunion Tho' still, we conceive the
Complication of them together, when they stood, was
a Ground that necessitated our Withdrawing from
many in the same circumstances.
" We only desire, they may be so far inquired into,
that what Guilt is in them, before the Lord, may be
in some Measure discovered, and the Wrongs done to
Christ thereby, may not be passed over in an Act of
Oblivion
But as the Right Honourable the Estates of
ration formerly, or
dition of

;

:

and declared, these Acts, and
and
;
the Mischiefs of Prelacy, Supremacy/, and Tyranny
established by wicked Laws, which were the Foundations and Fountains of all the Offensive Compliances
Parliameiit, have found

Actings of the Overturners of our Reformation

Laws of
Members of this

above mentioned, to be Grievances against the
the Land; So the Right Reverend, the

Venerable Assembly, may find and declare, these wicked Establishments and Compliances supporting them,

and Defections flowing therefrom,
the

Laws of Christ; And

to

be Sins against

so far as they can find Iniquity

"

in the foresaid Offences, may provide by Ecclesiastick
" Constitutions, for the Future, that the like Compliances
" with the like Contrivances of Usurping Enemies, may
" never again be allowed, under Pain of Church Censures,
" to prevent and preclude all Fears of Divisions, to be
" occasioned by the like Defections, in Time coming.
" And as we Offer and Promise, so far as we are, or may
" be convinced, to confess our Offences, any Manner of
" Way, that Church-Judicatories shall appoint ; So, for
" the Satisfaction of all concerned, in the late Differences,
" and Removal of Offences, given or taken, we desire

" and expect, that such Failings
" Particulars, or Others, be laid

in the above-specified
to Heart,

by

all

Sorts
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" of Ministers and Preachers, as they are convinced of,
or, after Search, may be discovered to them, by this
" Reverend Assembly : And that these, among the Sins
" of the Land, be set down in the Order, as Causes of a
" Publick Fast, upon some Week-day, through all the
" Meetings of Presbyterians, within this Kingdom ; and
"

" that the Sins of the People be intermixed among these
" Causes. Further,
" As we humbly conceive, it would prove a very pro" per and promising Expedient, for promoting, pre" serving and propagating Reformation
for settling
" and keeping Order and Union ; for preventing and
'

;

''

precluding Innovations or Corruptions

;

for discover-

" ing and discouraging Apostates or Schismaticks, Ma" llgnants or Sectaries, and excluding them from Access
" to do further Hurt ; so we hope, we shall be Approven
" and Seconded by many in this Reverend Assembly,
" in craving the Renewing of the Covenants, either
''

both the National, and Solemn League, with

" commodations
"
"
"
"
"

both,

to

our Times, or

Ac-

One made up

of

with Additions or Explications, suiting our

present Case and Day, with a Solemn Acknowledg-

ment of the publick Breaches, and Engagement
the Duties of the Covenants

:

Humbly moving,

to

that

none be forced to Swear or Subscribe the same, or
" so much as Admitted to it, except they be such,
" as may be judged in Charity, to have a competent
" Knowledge, and Sense of the Sins and Duties there" of.

" In fine, Tho' we will not take upon us, to propose
" the Time or the Way, of purging out the Episcopal
" Clergy, yet we cannot and dare not forbear, to Plead
" and Obtest that they may not be continued, nor kept
" in the Churches, whereinto they have intruded ; nor
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" re-admitted that are^ or may be laid aside, until they
" give approvable Evidence of their Repentance, for
" their sinful Conformity. (1.) Upon all these Grounds,
" exhibited above, against hearing of them. (2.) Be" cause, former experience of the Hurt, received by the
" Entertainment of the Episcopal Clergi/, Anno 1638,
" does now plead for their Care to prevent it in Time
" coming.
(3.) Because the People under their Mi" nistry, have hitherto been, and are perishing in Ig" norance and Irreligion ; being either starved for
" Want of Faithful and Spiritual Instruction, or poison" ed with False Instruction ; and therefore Pity to
" them, and Zeal to propagate the Gospel, should prompt
" to all Endeavours, to purge them out. (4.) Because,
" the Settlement, Purgation, and Plantation of the
" Church, will be exceedingly obstructed, by the Con" tinuance of them, that unsettled it, corrupted it, and
" pestered the Lord's Vineyard, with Plants not of his
" planting, and whose Leaven will be always in hazard
" to leaven the whole Lump. (5.) Because, all of them

"
"
"
"

are

among

these,

whom

the

Laws

of Christ do oblige,

the Constitutions of this Church do ordain, and the

present Civil Sanctions, for establishing Church Go-

vernment do allow the Church Representative,

" and purge out
" or Negligent,

;

being

all

of

them

to try

either Insufficient,

or Erroneous, or Scandalous, if these

" Characters may be applied, or interpreted, according
" to Scripture Rules, or as the Church hath extended
" them heretofore.
" We are content that none of the Curates be put
" out, but the Unsufficient and Ignorant, if this be one
" Part of the Trial of their Knowledge, To inquire not

"

if

Ignorance

Sanctification,

and Com-

only into their Gifts, but their Graces

" of Conversion, Regeneration,

;
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munion with God ; both as to the Doctrine of these
Benefits, and as to their own Experience of them, so
far as may be discovered by humane Judgment, be re-

We

are content, none be put
puted Unsufficiency
away, but the Negligent, if so be they that do not
:

warn the Wicked of

their destroying Sins, that

feed

themselves and not the Flock, that do not stt^engihen

the Diseased, nor heal the Sick, &c.
That omit
" the pressing of necessary Duties impartially on Per" sons and Families, and the censuring of Scandals,

" without Respect of Persons, be comprehended in that
" Character We are satisfied, none be removed but
" the Erroneous, if they be judged to be such, who not
" only own Points of Popery, Arminianism, and So" ciniatiism, but are unsound in their Explanation of
" the Kingly Office of Christ, of the Perfection of the
:

" Scriptures
" vernment,
"

"

and GoMatter of Oaths, and of the Magistrates Power, and do maintain Erastianism, an exploded and abjured Error in this Church And we
seek no more but that all be removed who are scandalous, and none but they, if Intruders, Covenant-breakers, perjured Subscribers of scandalous Oaths andTests,
Schismaticks, and Persecutors, be counted among the
in the Point of Church-Officers

in the

:

"
"
"
"
" Scandalous.
" Some Things are indeed extraordinary, which we
" here urge ; but as extraordinary exigences do force
" us to move without a Precedent ; so they furnish you
" a Power, to make a Precedent for the like Cases
" thereafter We confess also, it may seem precipitant
" to press all these Things so hard, and so soon, in a
" bruckle Time, before Things be better settled ; but
" we fear, if new Delays be procured, till all Things be
:

"

fully settled, that the observing of

Wind and

Clouds
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

shall hinder both

if lay-

Wounds

of our

Backslidings have been slightly covered rather than
cured, you put to your

Hand

the

to

healing our

Breaches^ in condescending to these our humble De-

you shall win the Blessing of many Souls, rent
You shall disand racked with these Divisions
burden the Land of many Weights and Woes, whereyou shall send to all the Neighbourof it is weary
ing Churches a Pattern, transmit to the Posterity an
Example, and Erect to all Ages a Monument of Selfdenying. Zeal and Wisdom ; a Work to be paralleled
sires,

;

;

" with the Glories of former Times.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

But

Sowing and Reaping.

ing aside the Plaisters^ wherewith the

Hopes
wish,

shall

we had

fail

us,

we

shall not

If herein our

know whether

to

died with our Brethren, by the Enemies

Hand, and had never seen this Reviving in our
Bondage ; for it will be a Death to us, and not a Reviving, if there be not a Returning together to the

Lord, searching and trying, and discovering the IniBut however, we intend not
quities of our Ways.

from the Church, but to maintain Union
and Communion in Truth and Duty, with all the Ministers and Members of this Church that do, and in
to separate

so far as they do follow the Institutions of Christ

;

and to approve our selves, God assisting, as much for
Peace and Concord, as ever we were suspected to be

" Men of divisive Principles ; hoping it shall appear,
" we are seeking where He feedeth, and where he
" makes his Flock to rest at Noon, and are not as such,
" who turn aside by the Flocks of his Companions, but
" going forth by the Footsteps of the Flocks, besides the
" Shepherds Tents ; Yet with this protested Dissent
" from, and Testimony against all the above-mentioned
" Corruptions, Defections, and offensive Courses, which
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to stand at a Distance in

xliij

Times of Defor-

" mation ; that our present joining in these Circum" stances, when these are removed, may not infer, or be
'^

interpreted an Approving of what

"
"
"
"
"

demned

we

formerly con-

and be free from all partaking in these Defections, by Consent, Connivance, Compliance, or Communion therein. For whicli we humbly supplicate,
that these our humble Proposals may be recorded in
the Books of Assembly.
« ALEX. SHIELDS," Sfc.
;

This was the

Testimony he came in

wrong

Avith,

against

Mr. Wodrow
says) but upon solid Grounds Remonstrates, and evidently Demonstrates to be wrong, even to be Sins and
Things, he not only took

scandalous Defections.

This

is

not be read

:

(as

that Paper, which that

Assembly did conclude by one

first

this

to be

single Vote, should

So, according to the unanimous Voice of

Church, in refusing, upon the foresaid Report of a

Committee,

to hear, read, record, or yet regard such a

Testimony and Proposals, to search and try their Ways,
to enquire into Wrongs and Injuries done, by Commissions and Omissions, against Christ and his Church, by
open Enemies and professed Friends to break off from
scandalous Sins, and Breaches of Covenant, by Repentance and Reformation, and to be valiant for the
Truth, and renew their Covenant ; they were then rejected and condemned, as iinseasonable and imprac;

ticable

Proposals

;

and since that Time, the proposed

Search, Censure, Reformation, and Renovation of Co-

venant, have never been found seasonable or practicable
hitherto

Jude

3.

:

For, as to contend earnestly for the Truth,

To rebuke

before

all,

and remove Offences, by

censuring the Scandalous and Erroneous, to endeavour
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sincerely,

really

and

Prelacy and whatever

constantly,
is

the

Extirpation of

contrary to sound Doctrine,

Opinion of

in the

and the Power of Godliness, would,

the Censurable, tend to kindle Contention and continue
Division ; so these Duties must be prudently passed

Wisdom of Man condemned ; tho' in the
God commanucJ, and in our sacred Covenants

from, and in the

Word

of

promised with an Oath. Yet,
It is now left unto the Judgment of the more Seeing

and future Ages, to determine, if
and Suffering, such
Proposals were unfit to be heard in the first supreme

and Serious,

in

this

after that sad Period of Sinning

Ecclesiastical Judicature, being, as they professed, set

Defence of the Gospel Or, if they might or
been rejected or misregarded by any sound
have
would
Presbyterians, Ministers or Professors, that were not
for the

:

guilty of the Defections and Compliances therein testi-

and so censurable themselves Or, if any
;
Mistakes
are to be found in that Paper ; except
gross
in the JMatter of their then Rejoicing, that anent any
fied against

exotick usurped

Power
trinsick

:

and

Power

redintegrated

;

the

be so called

Power has not been

Church's intrinsick
:

Whereas the

in-

yet claimed, nor the Di-

vine Right of Presbytery asserted by that, or any Assembly since to this Day. Also it may be found their

Mistake, to seek and expect Redress and
those

Wrongs and Evils from

Remedy

of

the Persons accessary to

them, without previous Evidences of their hearty Reto, and Compliance with

pentance, for their Accession

such gross Defections.

But, as these, or the

not the Mistakes alledged in

tlie

said

like, are

Report, upon

which the Paper was condemned ; so even therein the
Authors were not so mistaken, as to assert positively
but do speak very cautiously and conditionally ; as
1
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anent the Power, if duly improven, if put in Execution,
'twill be Death
may
and, if our Hopes fail us,
to us, 7iot

a Reviving, if there be not a Retur7iing

Searching, &c.

As for the Multitudes he brought in to join
Mr.
W. or others need not glory, except it be in getting
them off their Heights, and their Hair cut ; for it
seems mo kept at Distance, till they should see more
Evidence of Repentance and Reformation in them, they
had so justly withdrawn from As Mr. Shields testifies, in the fore-cited Method and Motives, p.
14.
" Tender, zealous, and serious People
could not
" have Freedom or Clearness, to join with Ministers
"
until they should acknowledge their Defections.
"
Union without this, would bury the Testimony
" against these Defections. Again, p. 15. other Ob" jections were adduced, both verbally, and in Papers
:

—

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

from Societies (against Union, except the foresaid
Defections be confessed) that they could not return
to a declining Party, until they should return

their Declinings

of Sin,

is

and that Confession and

;

from

forsaking-

so frequently inculcate in the Scriptures,

that without this, they could not expect the Bless-

ing of

God upon

the ]\Iinistry of these,

ed and defended Causes of Wrath

who

retain-

and that the
and the Government
;

Church was not yet settled,
" not yet established ; and so they could not tell, but
" there might be Corruption in the very Constitution
" of it."
If these People were mistaken, let the lamentable

Differences betwixt that and former Reformations, in

the foregoing Paper,
Effects and

testifie

;

yea, let the sad

and woful

Consequents of the Corruption in that

Establishment,

bear

witness

:

How

Ministers,

who
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would not confess and forsake

their Defections, nor op-

pose a corrupt Erastian Establishment, have never yet
got Courage and Fidelity, to withstand and duly testify

many

against the

exotick

later Erastian

Encroachments of an

Power upon Assemblies, Church Government,

Discipline and Worship, by Imposition of Court-Oaths,

exclusive

of,

and contrary

Formula, Court-Fasts,

Sfc.

to their

Covenants

;

Court-

with the Causes and Diets,

without Consent of the Church, and depriving her of
the Power, in her Supreme Judicatories, to appoint any
:

By

an Union with Adversaries to Covenanted Reformation, Professors and IMaintainers of abjured Prelacy ;

by Associations with Idolators and Malignants at home
and abroad ; by reintroducing Patronages, a sinful ToAll participate

leration, &c.

of, joined with, or silently

by Consent, or Connivance, Compliance, or
Concurrence of this Church. Besides what Corruption
of Doctrine has crept in, and any that oppose the same,
born down, Sfc.
These Things afford Cause of Weeping ; and if the
Love of Christ were constraining us, and the Zeal of
his House eating us up, our Eyes might run dowii with
ceded

to,

Water, and every one say with Jeremiah,

x. 19.

Woe's

—

me for my Hurt, my Wound is grievous. Chap, xxiii.
9. My Heart within me is broken, because of the Prophets.
Lara. ii. 14. Thy Prophets have seen vain and

—

foolish Things for thee,
Iniquity.
Jer.

—And
10.

xii.

yard ;

we

Many

and have

should

made

eth unto me.

—

it

my

desolate,

xi. 15.

not discovered thine

the

Lord,

saying,

my

Pastors have destroyed

they have trodden

they have

adore

Vine-

—

Portion nndcr Foot

and being

desolate,

What hath my Beloved

to

it

inourti-

do in

my

House, seeing she hath wrought Lewdness with many.
xxiii. 22.

But if they had

stood

i?i

my

Counsel, atid

—

had
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caused my People to hear my Words, then they should
have turned them from their evil Way, and from the Evil

of their Doings.

As

not Roorrij so I need not set out the

Ex-

cellency, or Usefulness of this Life, from the wise

and

there

is

observable therein, or from the
eminent Industry, Diligence and Faithfulness of this
religious Expressions,

Martyr, in his general or particular Calling, worthy of
Yet it may be for a Lamentation, That,
as his Contemporaries found it easier to calumniate than
best Imitation

imitate

him

;

:

come far short of his
Every one should shew

so his Successors do

Painfulness or Faithfulness.

the same Diligence, to the full Assurance of

Hope

;

and not be slothful, but Followers of them, who through
Faith and Patience inherit the Promises, Heb. vi. 11, 12.
And that he was one of these, is evident by his Faith,
shown by his Works, Patience, Zeal and Perseverance
in the Truth, 7iot loving his Life unto the Death, that
he miglit finish his Course with Joy.
His Life and
Death shew, that he was one of the great Cloud of Witnesses, wherewith we are encompassed
Then, let us
lay aside every Weight, of Dross and Defection, Envy
:

and Prejudice, and the Sin which doth so easily beset us,
and run with Patience, the Race set before us ; Looking
unto JESUS, the Author and Finisher of our Faith
For, tho'

we have not yet resisted
we need consider him,

against Sin,
faiftt in

our Minds.

Farewel.

unto Blood, striving
lest

we

be weary

and
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MONG the many mournful Complaints that our distressed Zion hath to pour forth, in this

Day

of her

and Desolation, Defection and
Division, that old Lamentation hath a peculiar PertinOk
ency and Pregnancy in our Case, Jer. ix. ], &c.
that my Head were Waters, and mine Eyes a Fountaiii
of Tears, that I might weep Day and Night for the
Slain of the Daughter of my People ! Oh that I had, in
the Wilderness a Lodging-place of wayfaring Men, that
I might leave my People, and go from them ; for they
he all Adulterers, an Assembly of treacherous Men. And
they bend their Tongues like their Bow for Lies : But
they are not valiant for the Truth uj)on the Earth ; for
deplorable Dissolution

they proceed
saith the

hour,

from Evil to Evil,
Take ye heed

LORD.

and

trust

you not

in

ther will utterly supplant,

with

Slanders.

Neighbour, and

And
ivill

aiid they knorv not tne,

every one cf his Neigh-

any Brother : For every B?-oand every Neighbour will walk

they will deceive
not speak the

every

Truth

:

one his

They have

taught their Tongue to speak Lies, and weary themselves
to

commit Iniquity.

There

is

indeed no Kind of Grie-

vance, no Matter of Mourning, or
corded, that ever the People of

Ground

God had

of Grief reto bewail at

2
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any Time^ but
in our

Day

that hath

;

all

A

in a great

Day

Measure we have

it

to

bemone

of Jacob's Trouble, with a Witness,

the Characters of a Season of sowing in

Tears, that ever any had

;

A

Day, that hath

all

the

Symptoms of Wrath incumbent, and all Prognosticks of
Wrath impendent from the Lord All the Portents of a
;

Night of Slumbring and Stumbling, Desertion and Darkness about Duties and Events ; All the ominous Signs
of a Day of Treading down, and of Perplexity in the
Valley of Vision ; Of a Day of Trouble, and of Rebuke,
and of Blasphemy ; of a Day of Wrath, Trouble and
Distress ; a Day of Wasteness and Desolation, a Day of
Darkness and Gloominess, a Day of Clouds and thick
Darkness ; wherein we have all the Causes that ever
procured, produced or portrayed
that ever pointed out the

;

All the Evidences

Approach of

and many

it,

Day

But in a
Eminency, the Grounds of that formentioned
Lamentation, in all its Parts and Numbers, are legible
in our Lot, and signalized in "our Circumstances this
Day. In Scotland, Zion's Mourners may wish that their
Head were Waters, to bewail the Slain of the Daughter
of their People ; the Slain by Sea and Land, the Slain in
the Fields, the Slain on Scaffolds, the Slain under Colour of Law, and without all Shadow of Law, for the
Word of God and for the Testimony which they held
whose Souls under the Altar cry. How long, O Lord, holt/ a7id true, dost thou not Judge and avenge our Blood on
them that dwell on the Earth ? Yea, they may have not
a more mournful Wish to have in the Wilderness a Lodging-place of wayfaring Men, to separate themselves from
the surviving Generation, in whose Communion there is
neither Comfort nor Counsel, Safety nor Satisfaction to
dreadful Effects that denominate such a

:

special

Christ's fervent Lovers

and zealous Votaries

;

but, to all

INTRODUCTIOK.
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Danger of being

is

invei-

gled into a Partaking of their Sin, and involved into a
Participation of their

Judgment

;

Besides, that

all

that

Zeal of God eating them up, in any Proportion, to the Prodigiousness of the Indignities done to His

have

tlie

Glory, must think it a Shame to be seen alive above the
Ground, among them that are at Ease in such a Day,

when

their being there does proclaim their Deliciency,

in being so concerned, couragious

and

faithful, as to ex-

pose themselves to be slain with their Brethren, who have
got the

Grown

that they have missed: Yea, they have

yet a more moneful IMatter of INIourning, That they

have few or none to consort with, but Persons of that
Character, that, were

not the Expression of the Spirit

it

would demur, from Fear and Shame, to
upon any collective Body of the Race of Mankind,

of God, they

put

it

For, they be all Adulterers, an Assembly of treacherous

Men

:

Which

and indelibly

whom

yet, alas

!

is

Scotland's

Brand and Bane

verified, not only of the profaner Sort, of

nothing better can be expected, than a Profession

of Adultery and Treachery, Perjury, Perfidy and all

Abominations ; but also of the professing Sort, who generally, in our Day, have prostitute themselves to all these
adulterous Pollutions, whose Odiousness
der these

Names

in Scripture.

found, in whose Course

it

may

They

is

are

set forth

now

un-

rare to be

not be conspicuous, that

they have broken Wedlock with Christ, in the palpable
Breaches of Covenant, personal and national ; That
they have polluted themselves with the Idols of Jealousy set up in the Land, making

way

for the

Curse

That they have doted upon and went a-whoring after
the Enemies of the Lord, in Confederacies with them,
and open Compliances, strengthning their Hands ; Prelacy, Supremacy and Popery, twisted with Tyranny,

INTRODUCTION.
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have been the Paramours that have defiled Scotland,
with manifold and manifest adulterous Conjunctions
the Product whereof, tho' never so curiously painted

with the Vermilion of Prudence and Peace, and busked
with fancied external Privileges of Security, Ease and

TREACHERY legible in its Front;

TreachRoot and Fruit, Spring and Stream, End
and Effect of all its supposed Advantages ; Treachery,
in breaking, betraying and burying Scotland'^ covenantQuiet, hath
ery, as the

ed Cause, the greatest

TRUST

ever was entrusted

with, reposed upon, or committed to such unworthy
IManagers.

Ah, treacherous Scotland ! who

when thou shalt
Treachery ? Yet this is not

thy Misery,

receive the
all,

will regret

Reward

of thy

but further, there

is

a

sadder and more shameful Sorrow, and more insupport-

Mourners in our Day, That that also may be
Bulk and Body of this Generation, They bend
their T<j„i^ues like their Bow for Lies : Not only wicked
and murdering Enemies, who are acted by the Spirit,
and are under the Vassalage of the Father of Lies, whose
Cause they promote, in bending all their Bows, of
Tongue and Hand, Malice and Might, Cruelty and
Craft, Fury and Favour, Force and Fraud, with lying Threats, lying Promises, lying Acts, Edicts and
Proclamations, and lying Pretences of Favours, and all
lying Devices to murder the Cause, to murder the Conscience, or else the Names, as well as the Bodies of
able to

said of the

Truth's Witnesses,

whom

they only consult to cast

down

from their Excellency; for they delight in Lies. This,
might be born with from them ; but even those, whose
Bow should abide in Strength, bent in Zeal and Indignation against the Wrongs done to the Lord Jesus,
instead of that, do bend their Tongues with Lies raked
from Hell, and dipped in Stygian Gall, in infamous.

5
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odious and invidious Invectives, Reproaches and

Calum-

wherewith they load the Lovers of our Lord, to
make them to be lothed, and lose the Sympathy due to
But, in the mean Time,
Sufferers for Righteousness.
They are not valiant for the Truth upoti the Earth, having
no Keenness, Courage, nor Confidence to assert and avouch,
nieS;,

Word

confess and contend for the
in Scotland;

iho

now

as

of the Lord's Patience

worthy and weighty

as ever,

and nobly stated for the Crown-prerogatives of the
Prince of the Kings of the Earth, both as he is Mediator
and universal Governor of the World, against the present Encroachments upon, and Corruptions of his glorious and ffracious Ordinances of the Magistracy and
Ministry, now inverted and subverted by this Leviathan
of absolute Power, now erected and universally recognosced and homologated ; but on the contrary, blunting
the Edge of their Zeal, against all who discover any
Measure of Valour or Fervour in confessing that Testimony, which they endeavour to bury in Oblivion ; and
those who contend and suffer for it, under the ashes of
Contempt and Contradiction, Lies and Reproach. The
Amount of all this Complaint is manifestly made out, in
the circumstantiate Case of the present Persecution, still
incessantly prosecute against the faithful Witnesses of

Christ in Scotland, who,

when

others are at Ease, are

hunted, chased, pursued, taken and

slain, killed all

Day

and counted as Sheep for the Slaughter And yet,
in the mean Time, not only filled exceedingly with Contempt, with the Scorn of them that are at Ease, and with
the Contempt of the Proud ; but also, loaded and lashed
with Obloquies, Lies and basest Reproaches that Envy

long,

:

could invent. Impudence Vent, or Ignorance entertain

While these

:

valiant Confessors of Truth, valiant in their

Life contending for

it,

and

at their

Death sealing it with

INTRODUCTION.
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their Blood,

Lamb, and

thereby overcoming by the Blood of the

the

Word of

their Testimony,

their Lives dear unto the

Death

;

and not loving

are reported and re-

puted by Enemies and Friends, to be Hereticks, Schismaticks, seditious, extravagant Separatists, blind Zealots, Deniers of the Magistracy, Rejecters of the Ministry, &)C.

But Wisdom

will

always be justified of her

Children, and in the End, also magnified of her Enemies,

from whom, many a Time, a Testimony hath been extorted, commending them whom before they condemned,

when they have

seen the Lord countenancing their vali-

ant Confession of his

Name

;

Lies confuted. Malice con-

This hath been the Lot
Witnesses
of
Christ,
in our own and
of
former Times; and of none more remarkably, than of
founded, and Truth confirmed

many

:

faithful

the late faithful and famous Minister and Martyr of
Christ, Mr. James lienwick, who sufi"ered for the Truth,
February 17th, 1688 ; Of whom it may be said, without
all Dread of the Censure of Vanity, Never was the Life
of any more shamefully re-pvoached, being called Profane
and counted of many not only Profane, but a Jesuite and
Incendiary, Impostor and Seducer, and what not ? And

never was the Death of any more signally vindicated,
and singularly ordered and owned of the Lord, to the
Confusion of his malicious Traducers,

Conviction of

too credulous Reproachers, Confirmation of Doubters,

Comfort of Friends, and Consternation of all. A short
Account of whose LIFE and DEATH, I mind here to
oflTer to the Unprejudiced, with Confidence of Acceptance from all, who are not prepossessed with some wrong
Byass.

THE LIFE AND DEATH
OF

Mr.

]y[R.

JAMES RENWICK.

JAMES RENWICK

was born in Glencaim,
Year of God 1662, February
15th, of mean, but Christian Parents, of Exemplary
Piety, and acknowledged Eminency for a Profession in
the Place where they lived.
His Father, Andrew Ren7vick, was a Weaver to his Trade, but in his Profession
and Practice a fervent and faithful Christian, which was
enough to Nobilitate the Birth of his worthy Son, who
had what Honour was wanting in his first Birth, made
up in the second. He died as he lived, in the Lord,
February 1st, 1676, the same Day Twelve Years, that
his Son was taken to die for the Lord.
His Mother,
Elizabeth Corson, is yet, {ivhen this was written^ alive,
in Nithsdale, in the

wrestling with the Afflictions of her Losses, which, tho'

during the Time of his Sufferings, she seemed to sus-

with very exemplary Submission and Patience
Yet she had several Children to her foresaid Husband^
before Mr. James, that died young ; for which, when
she was pouring forth her motherly Grief, her Husband
tain,
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used to comfort her with declaring, that he was well sahave Children, whether they died or lived, young

tisfied to

or old,

that might be Heirs of Glory, he desired no

more.

With

but had

this,

she could not attain to be satisfied,

for her Exercise, to seek a Child

from the
Lord, that might not only be an Heir of Glory, but
it

him in his Generation. Wherewhen Mr. James was born, she took him as the
Answer of Prayer, and reputed her self under manifold
Engagements to dedicate him to the Lord ; who satisthat might live to serve

upon,

fied

her with very early Evidences of his accepting that

Return of

his

own

Gift,

and confirmed the same with

very remarkable Appearances of his gracious dealing

with the Child ; For, by that Time he was but two
Years of Age, he was discerned to be aiming at Prayer,
even in the Cradle and about it. Wherewith, his Mother was so afi^ected and taken, that being serious with
the Lord about it, she not only conceived such Expectations, but received such stedfastly fixed Hopes, That
the Lord would be with him to the End, and do Good
to him, and by him in his Time ; That all the Reproaches, he sustained, and Difliculties and Dangers he
underwent afterwards to his dying Day, never made her
succumb, or be shaken from the Confidence, that the
Lord would carry him through, and take him off the
Stage, in some honourable Way, for his own Glory, and
His Father also, before
the Advantage of his Cause.
his Death, obtained the firm Perswasion, That he would
have but a short Time in the World ; but, that the Lord

would make some eminent Use of him.
After he had learned his Elementary Letters, and
could read the Bible when he was about six Years of
Age, the Lord began to give some Sproutings of gracious Preparations, in his

Way

of training him, in exer-

MK. JAMES RENWICK.
cising

him with Doubts and Debates, above Childish

Apprehensions, about the
all

9

Maker

Things were made, and

for

of all Things, and

what End

;

how

and with

strange Suppositions of so many invisible Worlds, above
and beneath, with which he was transported into a
Maze of musing, and continued so exercised about the
Space of two Years, until he. Pro Modula, by Prayer
and Meditation on the History of the Creation, (in a
Manner and Measure more than ordinary for a Child)
came to Quiet and Composure, in believing that God
made all Things, and that all which he made was very

Yet himself hath related, how long after that,
arrived into more Maturity and Distinctness
of Knowledge, he relapsed into a deeper Labyrinth
of Darkness about these Foimdation-Truths, and was so
good.

when he

strongly assaulted with Temptations of Atheism, that

being in the Fields, and looking to the Mountains, he
said. If these

were

all

devouring Furnaces of burning

Brimstone, he would be content to go through them,

if

he could be assured that there was a
Out of which he emerged, through Grace, into

so be, that thereby

God

:

the sweet Serenity of a settled Perswasion of the Being
of God, and of his Interest in him.

However, during his Childhood, he began betimes to
Love with the Ways of God, and to delight much
in secret Prayer, and reading the Word, and made much
Conscience of obeying his Parents, whose Order (if
they had spoken of putting him to any Trade) he shewed he would nowise decline Yet they consulted his Inclination, which was constant for his Book, and with
great diificulties kept him at it, until Providence did
very propitiously furnish him with Means of greater
Proticiency at Edinburgh, where many were so enamoured with his hopeful Disposition, that they very
fall in

:
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earnestly promoted his Education

;

and when he was

ready for the University^, were careful to encourage

him in attending on Gentlemens Sons, for the Improvement of their studies, and his own both which Con;

sortship of Youths, as

it

is

usually accompanied with

various Temptations to youthful Vanity, so

it

enticed

much of his Time in
playing at Games and Recreations.
Then it was, or no
other Part of his Time can be instanced, wherein some
that knew him not, (for these were only his Traducers)
him, with others, to spend too

took Occasion, from these Extravagancies, to reproach

him with Profanity and

Flagitiousness,

which

his

Na-

ture ever abhorred, and disdained the Suspicion of;

As all that knew him then, and since,
Mures Family, who are said to have
attest,

particularly

discovered

Mr.

it,

do

with Indignation at the Impudence of these ef-

However, the Lord made his reTime, on the Vanities he was then too
much led away with, a gracious Mean of bringing him
under the Exercise of legal Terrors ; whence, thro'
Grace, he emerged into a more explicite Confirmation
fronted Aspersions.
flecting, at that

And, when the Time came,
drew to a Period, he demonstrated such Tenderness of offending God, and such
Aversness from all Appearance of sinful Involvements,
that when his Name, with the rest of the Candidates,
was prefixed to the publick Disputation, to be sustainof his Interest in Christ.

that his Course at the College

ed at the Laureation, he not only openly refused the
Oath of Allegiance then tendered, but scrupled at the
nauseous Titles of the Dedication, to the Duke of York;

and thereupon, was denied his Share of the publick Solemnity, but with other two obtained Laureation privately at Edinburgh, Anno
where he remained
,
prosecuting his Studies, attending on the then private

H
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and persecute Meetings for Gospel- Ordinances, and continuing in Amity and Unity with the Ministers there,
until after

many

Discoveries of their lamentable and

many Degrees of the Covenanted Reformation, and Testimony against the Over-

too universal Defections from

turners thereof, in prosecuting which, they had been
honoured of the Lord as burning and shining Lights ;
and too general Compliances with the then current

Corruptions of the Times

How, many

;

tenanced the Prelatical Communion

of

them coun-

JMany had accepted the Erastian Indulgences, flowing from the blasphemous and sacrilegious Supremacy, especially the

Banded-Indulgence

after

Bothwel j

;

Many had

been in-

volved in sinful Oaths, Bonds and Engagements with
the malignant Enemies of this Church, contrary to the
standing and binding Acts,
nants thereof;

Constitutions and Cove-

Many had perswaded

poor People to the
taking of their ensnaring Bonds, and paying of their sinful Exactions, contributing to, and declaredly imposed
for suppressing the

to

give

Work

their Advice,

of

when

God

;

Many had

required and

refused

requested

thereunto, leaving People to determine themselves in
all their Perplexities ;
Many had declined the fre-

quently reiterated and urgent Calls of the People^ to
come out and maintain the- Testimony of the Gospel,
for the Honour of their Master, and the Freedom of

Time when the Necessity of the
People, hungring after the Ordinances, and standing in
Need of Warning, in a Time of abounding Snares,
their Ministry, in a

wherein Multitudes were inveigled, to the Hazard of
their Souls every Day, and Circuit-Courts were in great
Vigour and Rigour, pressing Compliance, should have
enforced

it

Many had

as

indeclinable

and indispensible Duty
Testimony of that

not only deserted the

:
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Day, by
it

Work, in
Land when

their lying-by from their Ministerial

Home,
Need of

their lurking Holes at

stood in greatest

or leaving the

their Labours, preferring

their lazie Ease, their Self-pleasing Peace, or Safety,

Glory of their Master, or the Good of his Peo-

to the

ple

;

but

also,

had withdrawn their Countenance and

Concurrence from^ and endeavoured to draw the People
into an Aversation of, and avowed no small Opposition

and Contradiction unto the more faithful Witnesses of
Christ, who then were jeoparding their Lives in prosecuting the Work of the Gospel, and sealed it with their
Blood.

After these, and such like deplorable Discoveries of
the Unfixedness and Unfaithfulness of the Generality,

even of Non-conform

many Wrestlings with

Ministers^

which, not without

wounded Spirit, he was forced to take notice of; He was again plunged into the
Depths of Darkness, doubting what should be the End
his

of such a Course of Backsliding, demurring to continue

were so much involved
and yet not daring without more Clearness to with-

his Countenancing of those, that

in

it,

draw from them.
In this Perplexity he continued a While, still seeking
and searching after such Ministers as were freest from,
and most opposite unto these Defections, till finding, as
Light grew, and the Knowledge of the Iniquity of these
Courses was augmented, that his Zeal increased, and
theirs decreased against them ; and discovering by Conferences with some, for Solution of his daily multiplying

Doubts, that generally

all

inclined either to defend or

daub, or extenuate them, or to depress and suppress

all

Zeal resenting the Indignities Christ sustained thereby

He

could find none within the Compass of his Acquaint-

ance, or Hearing, that he could with Confidence and

^iH.
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Peace of Conscience join with, or own stated CommuConsidering he could find
nion with in Ordinances
;

none to join with, who either had not subjected their
Ministry in the Exercise thereof, to the Usurpations of

Men, who could not be submitted to, without consentmade upon the PrerogaOr, had
tives of Christ, and Privileges of his Chuch
not some way perverted it, by contradicting and opposing to the great Encroachments

;

ing some approven Part, and received Principle of the

Covenanted Reformation

Hazard
Knowledge

in

of being
;

;

made

whereby their Hearers were
to err from the Words of

Yea, of foregoing the

Patience in a Case of Confession

:

Word

of the Lord's

Or, had not been in-

volved directly or indirectly in Compliances with the

Malignant Enemies of the Church, in saying, a Confederacy with them to obtain their Favour, by shifting a

Testimony

for their

Master's Cause; Or, had not de-

fended or daubed, palliated and plaistered these Compliances, strengthning the Hands and hardning the

Hearts of these that were engaged in them

:

Or, had

Wrongs
done to Christ and his Church and not giving Warning
of the Sins, Snares and Dangers of the Times; Nor declaring the whole Counsel of God, as becomes Watchmen Or, had not deserted their Duty in Times of most
not been unfaithful and sinfully silent at the
;

:

and clamant Calls thereunto ; leaving the Sheep
the Wolf coming Or, had not been
accessary to the causing and keeping up Divisions and
Offences contrary to the Doctrine of the Church of Scotland ; who therefore, were to be marked and avoided
Or, were not guilty of gross Disorders, in disobeying
the Doctrine and standing Constitutions of the Church of
Scotlmid.
Upon these, and the like Considerations, tho'

clear

when they saw

:

:
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with great Grief, Reluctancy and Trembling of Soul,
he durst not but withdraw his Countenance from them.
And in this Abstraction he was more confirmed, after
solemn and serious seeking of the Lord for Light

When
of

he was Witness to the Sufferings and Executions
for the Cause of Christ (whom they

many Martyrs

generally condemned)

how

signally they

were owned of

the Lord, and carried off the Stage with such Resolution,

Stedfastness, Faithfulness,

Faith and Patience,

that his Heart could not but cleave unto
cially, after

them

Espe-

:

the Death of that Faithful and Fruitful

Minister and Martyr of Christ, Mr. Donald Cargill

(who with his Blood sealed that Testimony which he
was then enquiring after, which afterwards he proseAt whose Excuted, and for which, in End, he died.)
ecution, Jidi/ 27th, 1681, he was present, and so cornmoved, that he was determined to Embarque with these
Witnesses, to insist in their Steps, and in his Station
to take the Defence of their Cause ; Yea, to be ambitious of the Honour, and solicitous for the Happiness
of Striving for the Issue of their Contendings

;

tho' for

the Time, he had no Prospect but of a continued Con-

with all the Rage and Reproach, that Hell and
Earth could raise against him. In which Determination, after many exercising Enquiries and Wrestlings
with the Lord, for Understanding of the then emergent
flict

Controversies about the Defections of IMinisters

the then

was

much

;

And

disputed Authority of the Tyrant, he

so strengthned

and established, and got Instruction

about these Things, in and from the Word, so sealed
with a strong Hand upon his Soul, that all the Temptations, Tribulations, Oppositions

met with, from

all

Hands
1

to

and Contradictions he

the

Day

of his Death,
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Mind

into the least

Doubt about them.

And in this Perswasion, upon Grounds of Scripture
and Reason, he was more fixedly rooted ; when he observed on the one Hand, How many Ministers involved
in, and carrying on that grievous Course of Defection
above mentioned, whose Zeal against the Heaven-daring
Encroachments on Religion and Liberty, Truth and
Godliness, Christ's Prerogative and the Church's Pri-

was very blunt and backward, slack and remiss,
had yet a fervid and forward, keen and cruel Edge of
vileges,

Indignation against these Conscientious Sufferers, run-

ning them down with a great Deal of Rage, and unrelenting Untenderness, as following perverse and pernicious

Extravagancies, without

either

Sufferings, or taking Pains to reclaim

Sins they were falsly charging
other
tion,

Hand,

How

them

pitying their

them from the

with.

And

on the

the Council and Courts of Inquisi-

by putting the Question of owning the Authority

of Charles the Second, so generally and peremptorly to
all

Prisoners, were pursuing a strange and

Piece of Policy, to involve

all

whom

singular

they were perse-

cuting in the Guilt of their Persecution, by owning that

And to secure and ratify
it
Tyranny, by the Suffrage and Acknowledgment of all that owned it ; Or else to extirpate such
as would keep themselves free of that Conspiracy, and
Authority that promoted

:

the present

scrupled to give that Symbol and Test of their Incorporation with

Head, under the odious
He and
who would otherwise not have inquired
it, finding, they must be resolved in Con-

them and

their

Character of being Enemies to AiUhority.

many others,
so much into

science to answer

it^

whenever they

before them, were forced to seek

shall

be brought

Information in

it
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And

(as

could not be avoided by any that

either blind, or wilfully winking)

are not

upon a very overly

Search, could not but see the then Possessor of the

Government had Ipso Jure,

forfeited all Authority, by
Breach of Trust, reposed and devolved
upon him by Covenant, and by his overturning all the
Fundamental Constitutions of the Government, perverting and subverting all Laws, all Liberties of
his perfidious

Church and State, all Establishments of the covenanted Work of Reformation, all Securities of Life, and
Enjoyments whatsomever ; Usurping an Absolute, Tyrannical, Civil Supremacy, inconsistent with the Safety and Freedom of the People ; and a Monster of a
blasphemous, sacrilegious, Ecclesiastick Supremacy, inPrivileges of Christ's free KingThereby encroaching upon, both the Essential,
Divine and Mediatory Prerogatives of the Prince of
the Kings qf the Earth ; and writing dreadful Effects
of terrible Tyranny, in bloody Characters, upon all, who
could not see Mankind so Manicipate, the Church so insulted over, and Christ robbed of his Glory, without a
consistent with the

dom

;

Testimony.

Hence

it

may be

Occasion to Mr. Renwick, and
so

much

into the

discerned,

many

who gave

the

others, to inquire

Nature of the present Authority, and

be fixed in the Verdict that their own Conscience
and the Word of God gave of it ; even the pretended
to

Administrators of
the

Question

it,

about

putting and pressing so
it

upon

People's

much

Conscience

;

Which, when it speaks from its Rule, in Prospect of
rendring an Account to its Judge, must be unpleasant
to Tyrants.

Time

Heart and Pracand Cherishing
any remaining Life and Zeal among Christians, aiming
In this

tice,

fatal

the special

of Backsliding in

Mean

of Nourishing
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keeping their Integrity, was their Meeting in select

and

secret Societies for Prayer

and Conference,

for

mu-

tual Help, Encouragement, Informing and Confirming

one another in the Work and Witness of the Day.
These Meetings Mr. James, from his first launching

Cause of Christ, did
and sedulously promote, and was very
helpful, useful and encouraging to them, in his faithful,
loving and free Admonitions and Exhortations, provoking to Love and good Works, suiting his and their Capacity and Station.
With one of these he had been
joined for a Time, but upon the Account of their Contendings for the Cess, imposed on the Land declaredly
for suppressing the persecuted Meetings for Gospel-Ordinances, he withdrew from them ; and sought the Converse and Communion of those, that maintained the
Testimony against all Compliances.
into the Sea of contending for the

carefully keep,

Accordingly, in October 1681, meeting with some of
them, and conferring about the Testimonies of some
other Martyrs lately execute (which he was very earnest always to gather and keep on Record) he refreshed

them much, by shewing them, " Ho^v much he was
" grieved to hear them disdainfully spoken of, and sor" rowful for the want of that Spirit, wherewith they
" were acted ; and how much he was ofl^ended at many
" Ministers, some of them advising to hear the Curates;
" Some pleading for the Cess, and defending the Au" thority of the Tyrant ; Some sinfully silent at the
" Sins of the Times, and justifying themselves from
" that misinterpreted Scripture, The Prudent shall keep
" Silence, for it is an Evil Time, which (said he) I could
" never understand of a Silence of Omission of Duty,
" but only of Submission to the Lord ; When I con" sider, said he, the Scripture, saying, They that make
E
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"
"
"
"

Mention of the Name of the Lord, must not keep SiThat they must be instant in Season and out
lence
of Season ; That they must set the Trumpet to their
Mouth, and shew Israel their Sins. It is afflicting
;

" to observe, how unlike to this Ministers are now. I
" saw nothing among them that I was acquainted with,
" but every one studying their own Safety, and nothing
•'
like giving a Testimony against the Wrongs done to
" the Cause of Christ. It was sad to me, that none of
" them were giving a Formal Testimony against the
" Cess, Test," &c. He told also, how some, when they
whereat as many
had the Benefit of hearing the Sermon, and
none other ; which seemed to him a sad Restraint, inWherefore,
consistent with the Freedom of the Gospel
much,
as to
his
Spirit,
so
Burden
to
a
was
it
shewed
he
and he would think it a great
hear of these Things
Ease to his Mind, to know and be engaged with a
Remnant, that would singly Prosecute and Propagate
the Testimony, against the Corruptions of the Time,
And would desire
to the succeeding Generation

went

to preach, caused cover a Table,

as could sit

:

;

;

nothing more than to be helped to be serviceable to

them.

At

his very first

coming among them, he could not

avoid being more taken Notice of by many, while some

were speaking of removing the Bodies of five Martyrs,
lately Execute at the Gallow-Lee, and buried there at
the Gibbet-Foot, Mr. James was very forward to promote it, and active to assist in it ; alledging, it were an
Indignity, to suffer the Martyrs of the Lord to ly in
Which I mention
the Place appointed for Murderers.

how he could not
meanest Occasions, the Sparklings of

only to sheAv the Fervor of his Spirit,
restrain, on the

that Zeal, which afterwards did blaze so brightly, to the
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Astonishment of many. Yet this his Zeal, tho' appearing forward enough, and seemingly fiery betimes, was
impartial and uniform, against all Extremes and Extravagancies

;

and peculiarly fervid against blind and
who then being stumbled at

bastard d-elirious Zealots,

Ministers Defections, were left (in the Righteousness
of God, to rain Snares on the Generation, and in
to restrain the

damnable

Remnant from Excesses)

Delusions,

pretending

Mercy

to fall into

Raptures and En-

thusiasms, and cursing all that were not of their

End

Way,

run Headlong to the Height of unheardThere were once near to Thirty Perof Blasphemies.

and

in

to

most Part

sons,

Women,

led

away

into these Distrac-

by that Sorcerer and Impostor Johti Gibb, who
being apprehended, with some others, was extraordinarily favoured by the Duke of York, then in Scotland.
Against which, Mr. Renwick at all Occasions opposed
himself, with the greatest of Fervor
Which discovers
that Calumny, among others, that he consorted with
Gibb's Followers, to be the Product of ignorant and
impudent Malice ; For all of them who have been,
through Grace, brought off from that pernicious Way,
have complained more of his Rigidity against them,

tions,

:

than of

he

all

the Ministers of Scotland.

opposed

the

unwarrantable

And how much

overstretching

Ex-

and others into
untroden Paths, their yet extant Exclamations against
him, and the Resentments of others concerned, can

cesses of others, overdriving themselves

witness.

In the mean Time, there were

still

several serious

Seekers of God, scattered up and down the Land, who
adhered to the Testimony, as Mr. Cameron and Mr.

Cargill had
nisters,

left it,

opposing both the Defections of Mi-

and the Extravagancies of others, and sustaining
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Cruelties from Persecutors

all

of that

Year 1681, began

;

who, towards the

End

to settle a Correspondence in

general Meetings, for understanding of one anothers

Minds, preventing of Declensions, to the right or left
Hand, preserving of Union, propagating the Testimony,
informing and confirming one another about their Duty
in these dangerous Times.
In the first of these, at the
Time when the Duke of York was holding a Parliarnent
at Edinburgh, they agreed upon emitting that DeclaraLanerk, January 12th, 1682. Where-

tion published at

Mr. Remvick was

in,

ed in proclaiming

so far concerned, as to

but had no

Hand

be imploy-

penning
would have been
more considerately worded
For, tho' he approved of
the Matter of it, and the Reasons therein-contained,

of

it

;

it

;

otherways, in some Things,

in the

it

:

disowning the Authority of the Tyrant, as Rational
and Righteous, yet, he always confessed, there were

for

some Expressions

in

it

very unadvised.

Here

it

was,

they burnt the Test and Act of Succession of the Duke
to the Crown, and confirmed the preceeding Declara-

and gave their Reasons of their Refrom the Government of Charles the Second.
After the publishing of this Declaration, The next Ge-

tion at Sanquhair,
volt

neral-meeting finding themselves much condemned, even
by these, who were obliged to concur with them, and
Reproached and Informed against, not only at Home,
but also Abroad, in forreign Churches, as if they had
fallen from the Principles of this Church, into wild Errors, thought it Expedient to send the Laird of Earlston
to the United Provinces, to vindicate themselves from
these Reproaches

:

And by

a Representation of the Just-

ness of their Cause, and Sadness of their Case, to provock Strangers to some Sympathy, which they could not
obtain of their

Country-men

;

which proved, through
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Mercy, very encouraging to them ; and at length opened a Door, to provide for a Succession of faithful Ministers, by sending some to be fitted for the Work of
the Ministry, in Universities there, where Learning was
found and flourished, and uncorrupt, and soonest advanced which, in their Circumstances, could no where else
Accordingly, Mr. Renwick with some
be obtained.
;

His Comrades were first ready
went thither
which made him haste impatiently to

others

and

:

sailed before,

Yet, at his Departure, he affirmed, to a

Com-

follow

:

rade,

Tho' they were gone before him, as they did not

depart together

;

he saw something should fall

so,

which would obstruct their coming

Home

i7i,

together also ;

which was verified by the falling oif of one of them,
Mr. John Flint (then very forward, and seemingly fixed in the same Cause with himself) into Extremes, as
far opposite in the Excess, as he hath since changed into
the contrary Course of Defection.
When he went over, he was settled at the University
of Groningen, prosecuting his Studies with approven ProThere also, very disturbing Contensions and
ficiency
Tentations attended him, which were appointed of the
Holy and Wise God, to be his continual Exercise, whereby He fitted him for the Work He called him to, more
than by any other Advantages of Learning. His Contendings there, were against Opposites on both Hands ;
Partly on the Right-hand, against such as were overstretching their Zeal beyond the due Boundaries thereof: And no small Contradiction and Contempt, and
many Vexations he had from Mr. John Flint, one of his
Companions, sent over upon the same Design with him:

self,

who became his

his former

irreconcileable Antagonist, fulfilling

Fears, as

Troubles he was

much

was hinted
afflicted

before.

With

and exercised

;

these

as also.

»»
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about his Soul's CasC;, as

Time,

at that

some

to

his Antagonist in the

many

Letters, written by

special Friends, do witness

him
Yea,

;

same Class with him, when mov-

ing some Exceptions against him to a Friend, before his

One whereof

Ordination,

was forced
of his

to confess,

Time

was. That he read but

little,

he thought, he took up too

much

in Prayer

and Meditation

which was an

;

Exercise most accomplishing for his intended Work.

He

had but

little

Time

there, less than Six

Months,

the Necessities of his Friends in Scotland longing for his

Labours, and his

own pressing Desires

to

be at the

Work;

together with an extraordinary Providence concurring,

did precipitate his Ordination

:

Which

(as

it

would

not readily, nor used to be scrupled by the Unbyassed^

he could not doubt or demur
cumstances

:

to accept of, in his Cir-

Considering, that as Ordination to a parti-

cular Church,

is

not essential, but subordinate unto

and more primary Relations in Order of Nature,
that every IMinister must have to Christ as his Head
and King, and to the Church Catholick, as his Body
and Kingdom, whereby they have Power to exerce
their Ministerial Authority, wherever their Master's
Authority is acknowledged, their Commission being inprior

definite,

and principally designed

for the Edification of

the whole Body, as far as their Ministry can reach,
especially in a broken State of the Church,
fixed Relation cannot be held;
is

capable

of, is

only a

And all the

Tye and

where a more
Restriction

Service of that Church, whereof he

is

a

Member

Ordination by that particular Church, where he
ciates, is not so essentially necessary
officiating there, as that

it

it

Call to officiate in the
;

So,
offi-

to his authorized

cannot be valid, or sufficient

Ground, not to receive him, if he hath gotten Ordination from any other Sister Church in Case of Necessity;
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Else neither would Churches ever have been planted
since the Apostles,

who were

Catholick Church,

recovered

;

ceased

Catholick Officers of the

Nor backsliden Churches

;

Nor Reformation propagated, where there

was an universal Corruption

:

For, if any were eminent-

Work, they behoved

to be such
were ordained in other Churches than where they did
so officiate ; where they could not have Ordination free
It was
of Corruption, if the Corruption was universal.

ly instrumental in that
as

never doubted, but in a Case of Necessity, another con-

Church might lend her helping Hand to furnish
to, and ordain these who were Members of a
broken Church
This being one Part and Proof of the
Communion that should be in the Church Universal, for
stitute

Ministers

:

particular Churches thus to co-operate to one anothers

Hands.

it ever be questioned, but that JMimight and ought to be received in
the Church whereof they were Members, by a People
Nor had ever any
calling them, in a Case of Necessity.

Nor, could

nisters, so ordained,

particular

Church Power,

so to Blonopolize to her self,

the sole Authority of ordaining

ted to officiate there

;

Or

all

that should be admit-*

so to restrict the ministerial

Commission of one ordained elsewhere, as that in no Case
he shall have any Relation to that Church, where he did
not receive his Ordination, tho' he be a JMember thereof, and called to preach there by the People, in a Case
of Necessity
Neither can it be doubted, by any that
:

know

the Belgich Church, but that a Classis there, hath

Power

upon the Call and Applicathem in a
particular Pinch, without imposing upon the Church of
Scotland, or usurping a Power over them and that notto ordain Ministers

tion of a People in Scotland to them, to assist

;

remaining unreformed
From which, some keep themselves free ; Against which.

withstanding

of

Corruptions

;
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many

wrestle

;

Into which, none

cause never reformed

;

make Defection, bemay be made unto

Application

the purest Presbyteries for Ordination, with a Protestation against their Corruptions.

None would have

lenged the like in Scotland before the

when

last

chal-

Reformation,

the godly Ministers were wrestling against Pre-

lacy.

If the People of Ireland had either sent for

Mi-

from our Church-Judicatories, or some Men to be
ordained by them, this would have been thought no Imposition upon the Church of Irelafid ; As it was not,
when the General Assembly sent som.e Ministers thither,

nisters

upon the Peoples Request, even before the Solemn
League and Covenant, tho' that Church was not subject
to the Assembly.

Why

then should

it

be challenged, that

a poor People in Scotland, should either seek Ministers

Or, send some young Men
;
by them ; whose Corruptions yet are not
greater than Prelacy was in Scotland ; And from which,
some of them are as free as many of our godly Ministers
were then ? Sure this may be allowed in a Case of NeAnd such was the Case of that poor People that
cessity

from the Belgick Church
to be ordained

:

made

that

Application,

that

neither

faithful Ministers free of Defections,

could they get

whom, with Free-

dom of Conscience, they might call, (upon Grounds given in their late Informatory Vindication ;) Nor would
they answer their many reiterated Requests whom they
Neither would any ministers, at that Time,
did call
opposite to their Testimony, ordain any of their Way
Nor could they seek it, without condemning their own
Testimony ; Nor could they be found, who did not oppose it ; Nay, nor any who would so expose themselves
Neither could it have
to Hazard, if it had been sought
been supposed, that any would make such a Bustle about
foreign Ordination, as hath been since about Mr. Ren^
:

:

:
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when they

could not

Reproof, to seek to invalidate the

Power of the Reprover ; When they could not otherways darken his Ministry, sealed upon the Hearts of
Hundreds, to cast Dirt upon his Ordination. However,
there he was ordained, by the Classis of Groningen,
wherein much of the Lord's AU-over-rulling Providence,
Wisdom, Mercy and Faithfulness was observed by the
Spectators, Actors and Instruments of

it,

and

all

con-

this,

and

cerned-

Mr. Hamilton,

many

his special Friend,

who, in

other Proofs of his Sympathy, hath merited

much

Respect from these that reaped the Benefit of Mr. Renwick's Ministry, tho' thereby he hath suffered a great

share of his Reproaches, had a very helpful and useful

Hand,

in procuring and promoting this Affair, by his
Acquaintance in that Place ; chiefly by means of a godly Minister, who since, through the Misinformations of

some, hath been induced, or rather seduced, too credulously to entertain contrary Impressions to what he

then conceived of him ; I mean, Mr. Brakel, who, when
he first heard the Business of Mr. Reiiwick's Ordination,
was exceedingly delighted with the Motion, and advised,
that it should be done at Etnhden : But this could not be
consented

to,

because the principal

Man

there,

who

Avas

was Cocceian in his Judgment, and the Church there was not so pure, as to the
to

have the IManagement of

Then he proposed it to the Miwho answerd. It might be done
Professors of the University
But this

Magistrates Usurpation
nisters of

secretly

Groningen

by the

it,

:

J-

:

could not be done without the Concurrence of one Professor,

who was

admit

;

albeit

professed Cocceian, which they could not
the Learned and

Professor, Johannes a

Famous

Anti-cocceian

Marck, shewed, that he was only
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to

Examine^ but not

Hands.

to lay on

Mr. Brackel

again^ advertised of this Scruple^, advised for Embde?i,

but withal informing them^ that unless the Students
had a full Testimony from the whole Pro-

at Groningen,

Emhden, they could not be
determined them not to pursue -it ; for,
they could no more accept of the Cocceians Recomfessors to the Ministers at

owned;

this

it was then circumstanThis was a Difficulty, being hereby like to

mendation, than Ordination, as
stiate.

have both Embden, and the Professors, and all their
Friends against them, which was aggravated by Mr.
Renwick's Comrade, his fore-mentioned Antagonist,

much Trouble

creating very

him, tho' concurring

to

But it was ordered
with him in desiring Ordination
Mr. Hamilton again solicites the Professor a
otherwise.
:

Marck, and another Minister,
Groningen, to undertake
ingly to do

it

;

And

it,

to deal with the Classis of

who

did promise very will-

calling for their Testimonials, IMr.

was produced, being providentially in Readiother's was wanting, and tho' in a rude
When the Classis conveened
Dress, yet was sustained.
]Mr. Remvick and his CoUegue were called, and by Agreement, his Collegue had the Harangue, wherein open
Testimony was given against all the Forms and Corwhereat they were so far
ruptions in their Church
from being offended, that after solemn and serious Consideration of their Cause, they declared it was the Lord's
Cause ; and cost what it would, if all the Kings of the
Earth were against it, they would go on in it. One of
them asking. How it came they passed by the Professors,
and did not take Ordination from them ? Another of
JRenwick's

ness

when the

;

themselves rose up, and from that took Occasion to lay
out the Government and Discipline of the Church of

Scotland

;

that

it

was

inconsistent with the excellent Or-

Mil.
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der thereof, to take such a Course, and that they were

be much encouraged for it. Another, that was a Depute of the General Synod, desired to be excused, for he
feared he could not attend the Ordination, being at such
to

a Distance

:

The

rest of the

Brethren with Tears re-

quested, that no Cost nor Pains might be looked unto

Custom of that Place,
must pay twenty Guilders for
the publick Use of the Church the Brethren jointly declared, they would be at all the Charges themselves.
It was expected of all, that both of them should have
But upon some Discontents, which
passed together
were very oftensive, and threatned not only a RetardIt being also the

in such a Cause.

that every one that passes

;

:

ment, but also a Disappointment of the Business, the
other would proceed no further ; which being made

known

to the JMinisters, they were exceedingly offended,
and pressed very earnestly, that they might go on together ; But being informed of the Case more perfectly, and the other young ]\Ian going himself to make his
Excuse, they were satisfied. Another Difficulty yet occurred, which was, that they were told by one of the
Ministers, it was impossible for any to pass, without sub-

scribing their Catechisms, Sec. In which, observing their

Forms and Corruptions

are therein justified,

Mr. Ren-

wick resolutely answered, he would subscribe no such

Thing, being engaged by solemn Covenant to the Contrair.

This was again like to stop

all

:

But

at length,

they condescended, he should subscribe the Confession

and Catechisms of the Church of Scotland j a Practice
never before heard of in that Land ; which was accepted.

The Day

of Ordination being come,

called in a very respectful

Way

;

Mr. Renwick was

not only by the ordi-

nary Servant, but by one of the Brethren

:

And

spend-
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Examination lasted from
Then,
His Friends, that were attending in the Church, were
called in to be Witnesses to the laying on of the Hands,
which, after the Exhortation, they performed with Pray-

ing some

Time

in Prayer, the

ten in the Morning, to two a Clock Afternoon.

er,

the whole JMeeting melting in Tears

:

And

there-

after,

he had a very taking Discourse to the Classis.

With

this

Solemnity the Classis was so much affected,

that at Dinner, to which he and his Friends attending

were

invited, the Preces declared the great Satisfaction

the whole Brethren had in Mr.

Betuvick, that they

thought the whole Time he was before them, he was so
filled with the Spirit of God, that his Face seemed to
shine,

and that they had never seen such evident Tokens

of the Lord's being with them, as in that Affair, all
alongst.

Another declared, he had been Twenty Years

a INIinister in that Place, but had never seen nor found so
of the Lord's Spirit accompanying a Work as that.
Then, desiring a Relation might be given to the Brethren of their Cause, Sufferings and Wrestlings, they were
so filled, with both Joy and Grief, that they promised to
mind their Case both in private and publick ; and offered themselves ready for the same Service again, whatever might be the Hazard. The Preces complained also.
That the ]Magistrate was usurping upon that Church,
and there was as great yielding among them, as in Scotland ; And said. That if they did not follow their PracThus was the Ortice, the Church would be ruined.
dination performed, which hath been so much contradicted, controverted and reproachfully represented since
by many, suffering themselves to be imposed upon by
prejudiced Traducers
But, what Esteem these famous,
learned and godly Men had of the Person, and what Ac-

much

:
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in Part conspicuous

said above, and shall be further confirmed,

from what is
by transcribing the authentick Testimonies given him,
First, Professor
both from the University and Classis.
Marck his Testimony given conjunctly to him and his
Colleague, when they were jointly proceeding in their
Preparation, before the one broke off, was of this Tenor.

L. S.

T\OCTISSIMOS atque prcestantissimos
D. Joh.

Flint, (^

Vivos juvenes,

D. Jacob um Ren wick, Scoto-

Britannos, ah Ecclesiis Regni istius purioribus,

S^-c.

In English, thus,

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

T^HAT

these learned and excellent young Men,
Mr. John Flint, and Mr. James Renwick, ScotsBritons by Nation, sent over to us from the more incorrupt Church-societies of that Kingdom, some
IMonths since, have all this Time shown forth Praiseworthy Endowments of Engine, Memory and Eloquence granted to them from above, have in singular
Diligence gone before the most Part of the rest of
their Condisciples, both in publick and private Accademical Exercises, have given frequently noways
despicable Discoveries of their Proficiencies in saving

Wisdom, and have exceedingly commended themselves to us in their sincere Study of Piety, which is
the true and only Seasoning

Knowledge,

I

do willingly

AflTairs of their

and Savour of sacred

testify.

And

seeing the

native Church, to whose Service they
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so*
*'

have dedicated themselves,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

more speedy Return
to recommend them
ters or

Members

;

Upon

to all

seem

this

&

to require

their

Account, I doubt not

sundry, whether Minis-

of Churches,

being very hopeful,

happy Advancement of the heavenly Kingdom of our Lord and

that their Labours shall be useful, for the

Saviour

:

Which may he

graciously grant,

who

is

the

supreme Administrator of all Grace, and only King
Dated at Gronhigen, April 9. Old
of the Church.
Stile,

1683.

" John a Marck, Dr. of Theology and

" Philosophy, and Professor of Di" vinity with Church-History."

The

other Testimony of the Classis, for the Satisfac-

tion of the Curious, shall be also here subjoined verbatim.

Classis Groningana Lecluris sahttem.

^UPRA

sedilicabo Ecclesiam meam, &
non superabunt eam, sunt Verba
nostri Salvatoris Jesu Christi.
Sane quid Ecclesia nisi
Vermiculus, nt olim Jacob c^' Israel, 4" tamen subsistit,

banc Petram

Portse Inferorum

contra Potentissimas Inferorum Portas.
est

enim Petra

ilia

immobilis,

Non

viirum,

S^-c.

In English thus,

"
"

n^HE

Reader sendeth
Rock will I build my Church,

Classis of Gro7iinge7i to the

greeting.

Upon

this

" and the Gates of Hell shall not prevail against it, are
" the Words of our Saviour Jesus Christ. What is in-

MH. JAMES KKXWICK.
" deed the Church but a

Worm,

" Israel was called? yet

it

as of old
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Jacob and

most
" powerful Gates of Hell ; and no wonder, for that
" Rock is immoveable, on which it is built, and the
" same Rock that builds it However therefore the
subsists against the

:

" Enemies do rage, who of them shall turn away the
" Hand of Jehovah stretched out ? Who shall pluck up,
" or pull down, where he builds ? Hence, the Lord
" knows how to provide for his Church fit and conveni" ent Instruments, which may do his Work in the
" Earth, with whom he will be to the End of the
" World And whether they be taken away by a natu" ral Death, or by violent Hands, this remains to be his
" continual Care, to furnish others in their Room. The
" Church may be forced for a Time to want her Elijah,
" lying hidden because of grievous Persecution ; so that
" she may break forth into such Complaints as these,
" We see not our Signs ; There is no more any Pro" phet, nor any that can tell us how long : But at length
" he may give her an Outgate, either by restoring the
" same Instruments, or substituting others in their
" Place Therefore it hath not come to pass without
" the special Providence of God, that the ancient Church
" of Scotland, suffering so many and so great Tribula" tions, and redacted to Extremities, as a Flock without
" a Shepherd, and a Vineyard without a Labourer, did
" fall upon this Resolution, to send over some of their
" Youth to our Universities in the United Provinces,
" that not only they might be prepared for the holy
" IMinistry ; but also, confirmed in the same, that by
" their Ministry, in Christ the Saviour, the Church
" might be built up into everlasting Salvation
Of
:

:

:

"

and learned young Man, of great
" Hope, Mr. James Renwick, Master of Arts, according
these, one notable
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

as

the

Right Reverend,

Godly and Learned Mr.

Brackel, a faithful Minister of the Church of Lee-

warden, did attest to us in Writ concerning his Call,
as

having the principal Copy thereof deposited in the
of the Right Honourable Baron of E. (then

Hands

absent) did appear before the Classis at Groningen,
after

he had diligently for some Time exercised himSiudy of Theology, and given Proof of his

self in the

Progress therein, by the University-testimony of the

much Honoured, Learned and Famous D. Johannes a
Marck, the principal Professor of Theology in our
University, did require of us a plenary (as they call

" it) Examination-theological, and after that a Confir" mation in the Ecclesiastical Ministerial Function ; to
" whom we neither would nor ought deny it. In the
" appointed Day, he delivered to us a Text of Scripture,
" from the Epistle of Paul to the Philip. Chap. i.
" Verses 28, 29. practically and methodically handled,
" written in Latin : And before the Classis, in the Pre" sence of the Right Reverend and Learned Deputes
" of the Synod, Mr. Antonius Stegnerus Co-examina" tor, Mr. Johannes Bras, Mr. Johannes Wilmannus,
" Mr. Franciscus Branchus, faithful Ministers at Gi-on" ingen, Loppersum, Niekerk and Wavgenherge, he an" swered to all the Heads of Christian Doctrine, both
" doctrinally and controversially propounded, pertinent" ly and learnedly ; and in the Original Tongues, the
" Hebrew and Greek, shewed himself sufficiently skil" ful
So that, by common Suffrage, he was judged
" worthy to be ordained to the publick Ministry in the
" Church of Christ ; In Avhich (after he had subscribed
" with his own Hand, that he should teach according to
" the Word of God, and the Scottish Confession agree:

''

able therewith) in the Presence of the whole Classis,

Mil.
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Men of the Scottish Nation, among whom
" was the much Honoured Mr. HainUton, and another
" Elder of the Church of Scotlcmd, he was confirmed
^'
after our wonted Manner, by Imposition of Hands.
" Wherefore we do grant to JMr. James Renwick the
" Power of preaching the Word of God, of adniinistrat" ing the Sacraments, and of using the Power of the
" Keys in the Church of Scotland (now warfaring un" der the Cross) by which he was sequestred unto this
" Ministry ; Heartily praying, that the Lord God, our
" and of three

" heavenly Father, may confirm this his Minister now
" confirmed by us, pour forth abundantly the Gifts of
" his Holy Spirit upon him, uphold him in Constancy,
" strengthen him with Patience against all Troubles

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

and Persecutions, make him a

and blessed
; That
the groaning Church of Scotland may in great Measure
reap heavenly Comforts from his Ministry, and continually grow in Faith, being filled with the Fruits
of Righteousness, which are by Jesus Christ, to the
Glory and Praise of God, until, out of this spiritual
fruitful

Labourer, and long preserve him to the Church

Warfare,

Written

it

be translated into the heavenly Triumph.

at Gi-oningen, in the

10th, 1683,

Old

Day

" Wilhelmics Va^iderschuir Mi" nister at Groningen, Preces
" of the Classis and first Ex" aminator.
" Johannes Gausefoort Minister
" Haren, second Examinator.

No

of Ordination,

May

Stile.

Ant. Stegnerus,

Depute of Synod
and Co-examinator.
at

sooner were these Difficulties thus overcome, than

others of a more terrible Aspect began to arise

F

;

which,

T,IFK

O'l

if
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they had appeared but one

Day

sooner,

stopped the Ordination, and rendred

The very next Morning

Time.

it

might have

hopeless for a

after the Business

was

done, a Letter comes from Mr. Brakel, shewing there

was

a Libel coming from Holland, formed by the Scottish

Ministers at Rotterdam, and intended to be printed, and
sent to Groningen ; containing heavy Accusations against

the poor People in Scotland, that had sent over these

Men

and the Students themanswered and repelled by a clear Vindication, or else the Ordination was to
be stopt; desiring in all Haste, that this might be imparted to the Classis. Which, if it had come but one Day
sooner, could not but have delayed the Diet, at least for
that Time; and they could have done no less, than have
taken it into Consideration: But the Professor and Ministers being informed of these Things, were nothing
troubled at what was done, but justified Mr. Renrvick
and his Friends, and promised to own them, and give an
Accountof any Information that should come against them.
Mr. Brakel, in the mean time, resolved to keep the Day
that the Ministers had appointed for producing the
Libel ; and therefore went to meet with them at Arnsterdam, for that Efli'ect
But when he came there, it
was not ready. And, therefore, tho' they would have
told it by Mouth to him, he declined it, except it were
given in Writ, that it might be answered And so returned, more the Friend of the Accused than ever. Here
was one Difficulty prevented another also succeeds from
Some that were driving unto Exthe opposite Hand
cesses on the Right-hand, with whom he had many and
hot Conflicts both in Scotland, and Abroad, that same

young
selves

:

to the Universities,

Which behoved

either to be

:

:

;

;

Day

that the forementioned Letter came, arrived at
Groningen with earnest Intent and confident Assurance,

Mil.

But, through Mercy, they also
and were disappointed every way

to Stop the Ordination

came

a

Day

too late,

as to that Affair

;

tho'

:

they ceased not to create

wounding and weighty Troubles
as he
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remained in that Place

:

many

to his Spirit, so long

With whom

his foremen-

tioned Antagonist, that should have been ordained with

and from that Time was a very conhim to his dying Day and very industriously did spread many invidious Calumnies against
him, both at Home and Abroad.
After his Ordination, such was his Zeal for improving
him, did comfort

tentious

Enemy

;

to

his Talents received,

:

and longing Desire

to lay

it

out to

the Advantage of the poor People in Scotland, then
languishing and like to starve in a

Famine of the Gos-

he could stay no longer abroad ; but with all
Expedition went to Rotterdam, to take the first Opportunity of a Ship for Scotland ; where he met with some
pel, that

of the Ministers there, and sustained a very sore Assault

from them

tho' thereby

;

he

driven from,

Avas neither

nor discouraged in his designed Duty.
Thereafter, finding a Ship ready to
at the Brill

was

:

so discouraged with the

Company

of some profane

Passengers, pressing the King's Health,

and

for his

he embarked

sail,

But, waiting some Days upon a Wind, he

4'c.

upon him,

Refusal threatning to dilate him, that he was

forced to leave that Vessel, and take another

bound

for

Ireland.

At Sea

Storm compelled them to put in to
England ; which happening in the Time

a violent

/Jj/e-harbour in

of the great Noise of a Plot then discovered, did create

no small Dangers and Difficulties to him
off,

after

many Tossings and

:

But getting

Perils at Sea, he arrived at

Dublin, where he had many, frequent and fervent Con-
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with the Ministers therej

tests

upbraided to their Face,

he opposed and

Defections, Indif-

Lukewarmness

ferency and

in such a gaining
left

whom

for their

in the Cause of Christ ; yet
and Gospel-becoming Way, that he

Convictions on their Spirits, of his being a pious

and zealous Youth

and moved them, whether out of
;
Compassion, or Desire to be quit of him, to Diligence,
procuring him a speedy Passage to Scotland.
In
which Passage, he had considerable Dangers, and a
Prospect of more, when he should come there, and
knew not the Place where he was to land, nor how
to be put on Shore in any Place undiscovered, all
Ports being then so strictly observed, and the Skipper
in

very surly, refusing to let him go

be given up

;

till

Name

his

should

yet at last was prevailed with, to give

where he began his weary
him a Cast to Shore
and uncertain Wandrings, that continued with him
;

of his being apprehended
And at the
was made to wrestle with inexpressible Difliculties, in wandring through unknown Wildernesses,
among unknown People, before he could meet with any
to the

very

Time

:

first

of the Societies.

In September 1683, he commenced his ministerial

Work

up the Standard of the Testiupon the same Ground
where it was fixed and had fallen, at the Removal of the
former renowned Witnesses, IMr. Richard Cajtieron and
Mr. Donald Cargil j which, in the Strength of his

mony

in Scotland, taking

of Christ, and for Christ,

Master, he undertook to prosecute, against such OpposiHands, as seemed insuperable to Sense

tions from all

and Reason

;

and could not but have deterred the most
End, for their Sup-

daring, that had no other Principle or

port or Encouragement, but

Humour

or Interest.

An
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it was to him as difficult and desperate^, as
Unus Athanasius contra tolum Orhem * ; or that
Which yet,
of a Child threshing down a Mountain
against all the Arrows of Archers which shot at him,
and hated him, he was helped to atchieve and attempt

Undertaking

that of

:

and overcome with no despicable Success,
abode in Strength, and the Arms of his
Hands were made strong by the Hands of the mighty
effectually,

Bow

while his

God of Jacob.
At the Beginning of his publick Appearance, the Case
of the Land was very dolefully and dreadfully Circumstantiate
plexities,

;

nothing appeared but Discouragements, PerDarkness and Dimness of Anguish, Confusions,

Delusions, Defections, Divisions, Distractions,

Jumb-

Stumblings and manifold Temptations. The Scotish Inquisitiou. exceeding the Spanish in some Respects ;
for. Illegality and Inhumanity was now going through
with tiieir C«rcMi7- Com/'/*, pressing Conformity and Sublings.

mission to Prelacy, imposing

many wicked, blasphemous,

Conscience-debauching Oaths and Bonds, contrary to
Religion, contradictory to Reason, and condemnatory of

our clear and approven Covenanted Duties

;
Exacting
and Extorting an insolent and exorbitant Cess, declaredly required for suppressing all remaining Memorials of
Gospel-Ordinances And thereby Encouraging and Impowering their bloody and butchering Burrio's to persecute, pursue, hunt, apprehend and destroy all, whose
Conscience could not comply with these wicked and ensnaring Impositions; whereby many honest and innocent,
and formerly well-provided Families, were harassed,
pillaged and laid waste ; yea, driven out of their own and
;

That

i$,

Athanaoius alone against

all the

World.
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other Habitations, into the Wilderness

;

Interdicted

of all Harbour, Supply, Comfort, Refreshment, Converse
or Correspondance,

by barbarous Edicts

;

many

forced

with great Difficulty, to choose the Miseries of a Voluntary Exile j Others apprehended, were tortured, banished, or cruelly

murdered

:

Whence

Fiel(l-7neetwgs for

all

the persecuted Gospel, that used to be the solemn and Soulsatisfying
tia, for

and enriching Rendezvouze of

Christ's Mili-

bearing and following this Banner of his Gospel,

and Standard of

his Testimony, signally

blessed with his Presence, were

now

honoured and

totally suppressed

and Banished out of the Land, and out of the Hearts and
Desires of many that formerly took Pleasure in them:
Yea, all preaching in Houses also, except by Curates and
Indulged, under the Bushel of Prelacy and Erastian Supremacy (which many tender and serious Sufferers could
not countenance, and for their withdrawing were counted Signs and Wonders) at least in the Western Shires,
was at this Time invisible or inaccessible. Many Ministers had left the Land in that clamant Call of the Peoples Necessity ; Or, were lurking in their Retiremetits,
and declining the Duty of that Day All had deserted
the Fields, thereby hardning and heartning Malignant
Enemies, in the hope of having that Eye-sore of theirs,
Field-preacJdng, finally buried, as, for the Time, they
had gotten it totally Banished Thereby also, the People
were more and more offended and stumbled at the Mi:

:

nisters,

who thus

left

them

all their Perplexities, as

Or

else,

a

to determine themselves in

Prey

to all

Temptations

advised them to comply with the then Cur-

Or else, both by Advice, Exhortation and
;
Example, induced and seduced many ; and as much
rent Snares

as they could.

timony,

in

Discouraged

their

Stations,

all,

from following the Tes-

against these Defections

MU. JAMES RENWICK.
which by
scure

:

all

So,

Means they

;

studied to oppose and ob-

that at this Time, there was very little

Preaching, and very
rality
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who were

little

Desire after

it

in the

Gene-

either stumbled at the abounding Of-

making them scunner at it, or outwearied with the Persecution following it, making them
fences of that Day,

scarr at

it.

And many that did hunger
or from whom to seek it

know where,

and Comfort.

Hence,

it

could not

with Confidence

many wandred from Sea

Word of the Lord, and could not

Sea, to seek the

many were

as

after

find

to
it,

Hopes ; and some all
and many languished in
their suspended Expectations of it, under the Grievance
like to give over all

Cares of ever recovering

also

of having

Years.

it

;

their Children unbaptized for several

Hence

also, as

the few that remained wrest-

were making Conscience
Duty by Prayer and Conference in

ling against these Difficulties,

of keeping

up

their

; Many were deeply exercised with
Legal Terrors, under the Apprehension of Wrath, and
Doubtings about their own Salvation, and Darkness

private Societies

about the Case of the Church

made exceedingly

;

wherein, as they were

to long for, so they

were helped, by

Experience, to learn more of the absolute Necessity of
the preached Gospel
And some, through the want of
:

Guides, and Weakness of their Understandings, not
able to bear the

Weight

of their Soul-Exercises, were

like to bewilder themselves in their too near bordering

upon Enthusiastical Extravagancies,

in looking for

and

waiting upon Returns of Prayer, in an extraordinary

Way, by Impressions

of Scriptures born in upon their
Minds, Avithout due pondering the Importance of them
Wherein none did more miscarry than some (and particularly one Robert Lauson) who afterwards, turning
:

off to

their Opposites, did reproach all those Societies
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with these Excesses *

Whereas^ not only were manyDanger of these Things^, in the mean
Time of that Darkness ; but no sooner did Mr. Renwick
preach among them^ than through the Blessing of God
he discovered the Deceit of them ; and they that were
tainted with them^ recovered the Spirit of Faith and of
a sound JMind, and increased much both in Knowledge^
:

sensible of the

and Hunger

after the Gospel-Ordinances, of the

Need

of which, they were more and more sensible, and per-

swaded they could not

without them, after they

live

perceived such Mistakes discovered by them.

In this dark and

Work

difficult

Time, he entred upon the

of the Ministry, and was heartily received by a

who for the Gospel had lost
what they had of temporal Enjoyments, and for it were
resolute to venture their Lives. His first publick Meeting was in the remotest Recess they could find, most
convenient for Safety and Secrecy, for Fear of the Enepoor persecuted People,

mies, viz. In a Moss at Darmead ; where, for his own
Vindication and the Satisfaction of the People, and for

preventing Mistakes and Jealousies, that might then, or
afterward arise about his Principles or Purposes ; He

thought it expedient not only to let them know, how
he was called to the Ministry, and that he adhered to
the Doctrine, Worship, Discipline and Government of
the Church of Scotland: But besides, to unbosom all
his Sentiments, about the then puzzling Questions of the

Time, particularly, concerning IMinisters Defections,
wherewith so many were racked and tortured in their

*

Mr.

Wodrotv does

tlie

like,

having such apostatizing

proacheis for his fine V'^ouchers against the Society. People.

V.

2. pag.

136,— 138,— 601,

602, ^c.

ReHist.
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Conscience.

only

In this Testimony^ he particularly,

shewed, the Sorts of Ministers with

would

join,
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whom he
And as
of them

and with

whom

not

he

could not join, but also

he named them, shewed
several
;
Reasons wherefore he could not join with them,
" Desiring them to take Notice, where now he stood
" and resolved to stand ; And if he should decline to
" either Hand, that they might witness against him,

named
his

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

and have this for their own Vindication, that he was
not Such when they called him ; And urging them to
declare if they had any Scruples, whereupon, they
might demur to call or hear him, either from his
Practice, or the present Declaration of his Judgment,
which he sought, not to impose upon them, but to
inform them of it ; And earnestly recommending to

up his Case to the Lord, and pray for
and strengthning, assisting and accepting
him in that great Work he was called to ; That he
might he helped to hazard Life and All, for the Testimony of that Day, which, he said (the Lord assistSome that were
ing) he would seal ivith his Blood."
present were offended at his mentioning the Names of
some Ministers ; And tho' they said little at the Time,

them

to hold

spiriting

did take the Liberty afterwards to represent
odiously

:

Which coming

to his

knowledge

it

very

(as his na-

Temper, however he was far otherways representwas very tender and pliable, averse from giving Offence, much troubled for it when done, and ready to
acknowledge it, and confess any Mistake when made
known to him) he wished, since it had proved Offensive
to some, beside his Design and Expectation, he had not
been so particular in naming some Ministers But declared his End was very Harmless in it, and that it

tural
ed,

;

flowed from no Prejudice to their Persons, nor Disre-
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Names, which still he loved and honoursome of them being also dead, Avhom to wrong one
Way or other, was as detestable to him as to any Man
But, that he was moved to it from very innocent Considerations, that they were under such Circumstances, so
different from others, that he could not well make the
People know, what and of whom he was speaking, except he particularized them ; And that many were so
implicitely led with the Authority of Men's great Names,
that they gave no other Reason for their hearing and
following such and such Ministers, but, that these he
named were J"or it. However, since it was Offensive to
some, and might have been forborn, he did not justifie
spect to their

ed

;

it.

After

this,

the Father of Lies did spue out a Flood of

Name and
Contempt, which were very credulously intertained and industriously spread, not only by the ProThe first he met
fane, but even by many Professors.
with, was upon Occasion of his forementioned Testimony
Reproaches, to swallow up, and bury his

Work

in

Darmead, which went current through the Land,
That he had Excommunicate all the IMinisters in ScotWhereas
land, and some of them after they were dead

at

:

he only gave Reasons why he could not own Communion
But here
with some in the present Circumstances.
they did not sist, that took Liberty to vent this Lie
but, as often hath been observed, they that are malicious
or officious in vending Lies for their Profit or Pleasure,
can neither leave off the Trade of Imposing upon others,
nor escape being imposed upon themselves

;

And

often-

times, in Process of Time, while their Lies, in running

through the Country, have received another Growth
and Garb, than that wherein they sent them forth

when they came

to their

Hand

again, they have mis-

Mlt.

taken
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and believed their own Lies for passing
it was seen verified in many, that ignoinvidiously misrepresented Mr. Renwick, their

theni;,

So

Truths.
rantly or

untrue Reports, or uncharitable Constructions put upon

which at first were more tothrough many Mouths,
turned at length, to monstrous and malicious Calumnies, which would have been, at first, hated by their first
Reporters ; who yet afterward were left to entertain
them as Truths, tho' they were Lies begotten by themselves.
However, never more Reproaches, more invidiously invented, more impudently reported, more greedily gaped after, more clamorously asserted, and more
credulously intertained, were cast upon any Man, than
upon him ; Not only by Papists and Malignants, but by
professing Ministers and People, immediately upon his
coming home, and beginning to preach in the Fields.
That was among the least of them, that he was no Presbyterian, and that his Design was to Overturn preshyterial Government, and propagate not only a Schism, but
some Error that they could not give a Name to some
calling it by one Name, some by another
But none
could ever oflfer to instruct or fix the Imputation of the
least that ever went under that Name from the Word
of God, or any Deviation from the approven and recorded Principles and Constitutions of the Church of
his Discourses or Actings,

lerable

Mistakes,

in

going

;

:

And

they but discovered either their Ignor-

Scotland

:

ance

or Opposition unto,

of,

the good old

Way

reproach him

;

or their Defection from

of this reformed Church,

who, to

all

that

knew him,

who

did so

either

Ene-

mies or Friends, did convincingly evidence a more ardent

and earnest Design and Desire, and a more burning and blazing Zeal, notwithstanding of all insuperable Difliculties and invincible Discouragements that
daunted others, in contending for all the great, yea, eA'en
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the least Interests of the covenanted Presbyterian Cause

And

against

all

Courses eversive

of,

and destructive

to

the same, by any direct or indirect conniving, conforming or complying with, or submitting unto, or counte-

nancing of any Thing that had any Appearance of Tendency towards the strengthning, or encouraging or suffering Popery or Prelacy or Erasiianism , or Scctariayi-

any Thing contrary to sound Doctrine, or the
And thereupon merited and obtained greater Prejudice, Malice and Rage from the
ism, or

Power

of Godliness

:

Parties that followed these

Ways, and

all

declared

Ene-

mies to presbyterial Government, than any in his Day.

He

was indeed a professed Witness against

all

the

Defections of Presbyterians from any Part of their co-

venanted Reformation, against all joining in Communion Avith the Bobbers of the Privileges of Presbyterians,

and Intruders upon their Labours

;

against all incor-

porating with those that betrayed the Presbyterian Interest ; such as were indulged by, and were silent at a
blasphemous Supremacy , overturning it ; And against all

Compliances and Confederacies with the abjured, perjured and conjured Enemies of the Presbyterian Cause :
But this did not make him an Overturner of, but a
Champion for Presbyterian Government, in the Opinion
of all who know, or consider what it is.
But upon
these Accounts he was accounted of all a Schismatick in
the Church, and a Rebel in the State ; Heading and
abetting a factious Separation in the one, and Sedition
in the other; A common and constant Calumny cast upon
all the Witnesses of Christ, \n all Ages, against Corruption
in the Church, or Tyranny in the State. He did, indeed,
upon Grounds consonant to the Lam and the Testimony
and constantly owned by Presbyterians in Scotland since
the Reformation, testify against both the Sin and Misery
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of a Conscience-enslaving, Liberty-bet raying and

haw-

subverting wicked Loyalty, and Allegiance to Tyrants

and Usurpers, which cannot be counted Sedition by
any, but Court-sycophants, ignorant of, or Enemies unto
that Excellent Ordiiiance of Magistracy : And did also
witness against, and assert the Expediency of Withdrawing from the Corruptions of this Church, wherein, these
that had the Sense of them, could not Communicate
without Sin ; And owned a Negative and Passive Separation from the corrupt Majority of this Church, obstinate in their Defections, while he held closely by the

Remnant, adhering unto the attained Reformation
Withdrawing only in the present Circumstances, from
:

these

who were drawing back from very

Duty and

material Pieces

were obliged with him
And pleading only for a Non-communion
to hold fast
in these Things which the national Church of Scotland
had commanded us, as her Members, to Disown, by her
standing Acts ; And in these Things which were either
in themselves sinful, or inductive to Sin, which was
never accounted Schism, by the best Writers upon that
Head : But on the contrary, by their Grounds, those
from whom he separated, who have broken their Mother's Beauty and Bands, Order and Union ; Who by
their Dejections, have made themselves justly censurable by many of her standing Acts and Constitutions ;
who by their Defections have caused Divisions and Offence, contrary to the Doctrine the Church had learned
formerly, and contrary to solemn and sacred Covenants,
nationally and perpetually binding, will be found to be
liable to this Charge of Schism.
Other Blinisters again, alleged he was Sectarian, Indepeiident or Anabaptist, or they knew not what to make
of him
But when he had sometimes Occasion to be
of

Integrity, that they

:

:
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among

and about Newcastle and Northumbermuch offended as any at his faithful

these, in

land, they were as

Freedom, in discovering the Evil of their Way ; and
met with such severe Dealing from
And that while others
any Presbyterian before him
were among them, they used not to meddle with their
The general Out-cry was, of
Controversies, as he did.
his Ordination, in a Foreign Church ; some alledging
he had no Mission at all ; others slandering him, that he
came only by Chance, at a Throw of the Dice : And
many other profane Lies were invented of that Matter,
Many again, sought
refuted by the foregoing Relation.
to Defame his Principles, as not only unsound, but extremely pernicious ; Yea, that he and his Followers
maintained murdering Principles, and the delirious and
detestable Blasphemies of Gibb, the Sorcerer; All
shameless and senseless Forgeries and Fictions of Malice ; which, how he abhored and opposed, somewhat
But, whereis said above, and more may be hereafter.
declared, they never

:

many did class him still with these Over-drivers, that
were following extravagant Courses, opposite, on the
other Extreme to the Defections, he was witnessing
as

against,

it

is

known how

were against him
Idolater;

;

inveterately invective these

Declaring him to be an Apostate and

because he would not condemn indifferent

Things, as naming the Days and Months, after the
usual

Manner
whom

;

Whereupon, they

called him,

an Enemy

they would no more own, than the

Pope
Hand, he was bespattered with
They that were most
the Venom of Envy and Rage.
moderate in their Misrepresentations of him, said. That
he was ignorant, empty and U7ilearned, and could preach
nothing, but the stolen Sermons of others ; or, what he
had learned off Books ; And that such as heard him were
to

God,

of Rome.

So, on every
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not what Preaching was,

nothing but Railing against Ministers and

for

the King's Authority,

Whereas, he had the Tesfor his Work, from

Sfc.

timony of no despicable Furniture

who confirmed him in it From whom, the best
them that alleged this, needed not to have been
ashamed to learn, with Confession of their own IgnorAnd a more authentick Testimony, sealed in the
ance
Hearts of not a few, taught of God ; who knew by Experience, his Preaching to be both sound, spiritual and
powerful to the Conviction, Conversion, Comfort and
those

:

of

:

Edification of their Souls

:

And they who

alledge his pla-

making use of other Men's Works,
alledging also, his Railing at the INIinisters and the King's
Authority, are either ignorant and unacquainted with
the Labours of the Learned, and what Use or Improvement may be made of them in Explication or Applicagiary and surreptitious

tion of Scriptures

proach the

upon

his

Works

;

Or, do not consider,

of these learned

how they

Men,

re-

in reflecting

homologating their Words, and following their

Sentiments, as guilty of the same Railery they accuse

him

of,

since he could preach nothing but

from them.

what he

Nor do they remember, how needful

That Liars should have a better ]\Iemory, than to

stole
it

is.

affirm,

he could preach nothing, but Railing against the Ministry and Magistrate, which is a Novel and unheard of

Extravagancy
of Books

;

for

that were not

;

And
then

yet to alledge, he learned
it

was no Novelty.

it all

However,

out
all

altogether Strangers, either to his Cir-

cumstances, or to his

Way

of Preaching, or will be at

the Pains to peruse his Sermons, taken from his
(of which, several

may be seen up and down

Mouth

the Country)

will not be able to shift the Conviction, that if ever

any
Preacher was innocent of this alledged Crime, he could
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be guilty

not

;

Since he was in his continual

Wan-

drings, under the greatest Disadvantages, that ever any

laboured under, to consult, or make use of Books ; and
had fewer to make use of, than ever any in his ConYet, this I dare affirm, that no
dition and Capacity.
Part or Point of any of his Preachings can be instanced
and instructed, to have been excerpted out of any
Man's Sermon in the World ; And yet, no Part or
Point of any of them can be shown, vv'hich is not
confirmed by the Sermons and Writings of the faithful Witnesses of Christ, in our Church since the Reformation.

Some
more

again,

and particularly Ministers, seemed yet

serious in their Essays, to possess People with Pre-

the

Mind of God

profit the

who

Tkey had sought and got
his Labours should never
Church of Scotland, nor any Soul in it : And

judice against him,

in

it,

said,

That

prevailed with some, in their Disswasions to hear him,
toforbear a little, for the Lord would discover
him and his Followers, ere it were long ; and assuring.
He would break and bring to nothing, him and them
that joined with him, comparing them to Jannes and
Jambres, that withstood Moses. The Lord hath indeed, in some Measure already, so far discovered Mr.
Renwick, and those that heard him, that he hath made
And I
it appear, whence this Prophecy did proceed
would in Sobriety advise these Prophets to be more
sparing of their Predictions of unseen Things ; and to
examine better what Spirit they are of, lest in presum-

by desiring

:

ing upon hidden Events, they be found guilty of the

Presumption, and liable to the Threatning of these that
see a vain Vision, and speak a lying Divination, saying,

The Lord saith it,
more safe for them

albeit

he hath not spoken

;

to contain themselves within
1

it

were

Gama-
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Boundaries, that, if this

come

to

nought ; but if

Whatever come of

throivn.

Work

be of God,

it

it,
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be of
it

Men,

it

cannot be

will

oi'cr-

some have had greater
Work of God, which

Confirmations of that being the

Mr. Reiiwick was

following, than that they will be
shaken from the Hope of the Lord's owning it, either by
the Events that have fallen out since, or by their oraculous Divinations, that pretended such extraordinaryForesights. And not a few of these who at first gave Ear
to these prophetical Disswasions, did afterwards find
feel the Seal of his

and

Ministry on their Souls, with such

satisfying Experience and convincing Power, that they
were perswaded, it was very absurd and contrary to the
Mind of God, to compare him to Jannes and Jambres
that withstood Moses ; and that it were more apposite to
extend and apply that Comparison, as the Apostle in-

tends
their

it,

to these that are

own Peace and

terests of Christ)

Lovers of themselves, (and of

Preservation, more than of the In-

Truce-Breakers (or Covenant- Breakers)

False- Accusers, Despisers of these that are good. Lovers

of Pleasures, more than Lovers of God, from which, he
exhorts to
resist the

tur?i

Truth

away ; that creep into Houses, &c. that
:
Which are Characters more applicable

to his Accusers,

promoting and plaistering a Course of

Defection, and resisting the Testimony for the Truth

than to him, who, in confessing, contending, and suffering for it, loved not his Life dear unto the Death.

many such Calumnies and Obloquies, groundand shameless Lies, were forged and diffused thro'
the Land against him, in the first Year of his IMinistry,
by Ministers and Professors, thro' Prejudice, or IgnoThese, and

less,

rance,

or

JMisinformation

rendred much more

:

difficult,

Whereby his Work was
when thereby many were

stumbled and offended, many poor
G

SuflTerers discouraged
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Doubts and Debates^ and many
while, on the one Hand^
they could not but believe what Men of undoubted
Credit said against him
And on the other Hand, could
not see these Things appear that they reported of him.
and confounded

in

tossed and racked in Suspense

;

:

Whenever they adventured to seek a Trial of them ;
which none ever attempted, but were forced to acknowledge, he had been much wronged, and they imposed
upon by the Misrepresentations they had received of
him.

In the mean Time, by the Noise that went of him
through the Country, the Council got an Account of

him

;

and thereupon,

in a

Rage

of Hell's kindling, being

tortured with the Report of his preaching in the Fields,

which they could not endure to hear should be set up
and harder, keener and more cruel
Persecution against him, than can be instanced was ever
Nay, than
prosecute against one Man in our Nation
ever the most notorious and grassant Blurderer was pursued with For, having publickly proclaimed him a
Traitor and Rebel, under the most odious Characters,
that hellish Fury and Malice could suggest, and repre-

again, raised a hotter

;

:

senting his Followers as a very small and inconsiderable

Number, which might be soon swallowed up (tho' they
were then, and have encreased into such a Number, that
all

the Prisons they could prepare,

could

fill

with them, yea

all

all

the Ships they

the Gibbets and Shambles

they could hang their murdered Bodies upon, could neither exhaust, nor so

much

as lessen, or

make them

de-

crease) they discharged, under the highest Pains, any to

harbour, hide or supply

reset,

Way

;

And

them any manner

of

sent forth their bloody Soldiers, as ravening

Beasts of Prey, to range, hunt, chase and pursue after
him, through

all

the Towns, Villages, Cottages, Woods,
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Muirsj Mosses and Mountains of the Country ; who
Houses where they heard he

pillaged and plundered the

had been, or, near to which he had preached Whereby he was redacted, in following his Work, to many
extream Difficulties and Inconveniencies ; not daring
:

to travel, yet finding

no Place of Rest, but in the re-

motest Recesses in the Wilderness, exposed to the cold
Blasts of Winter- Storms, in the open Fields, or in some

Shepherd's Summer-Sheils in the Mountains, used in
the Summer, but lying waste in the Winter ; which
find, where he
Heath, and got Meat

Chambers he could

yet were the best

made some Fire

of Sticks, or

with great Difficulty out of Places at great Distance,
mostly from Children, who durst not let their Parents

know

of

it.

Here, he and they that were with him, did

sometimes remain several Days and Nights, not daring
to look out, both for Hazard of being seen, and for the
Boisterousness of the vStorm Whereby he had neither
:

Place to Retire, nor

Time

to study; yet,

the Lord seen to supply and

make up

remarkably was

the want of

all

ex-

Means and accommodations, in animating, encouraging, enabling and furnishing him for his ministeternal

rial

Exercise, with such

incessant

and indefatigable

Diligence, and with such remarkable and admired Suc-

and baptizing
was wondered by Spectators, so, it would
seem incredible to Strangers, how any Man that had
the best Accommodations and Conveniencies, could perform so much, in so short a Time ; and mostly in the
cold Winter- Nights, in the open Fields.
Nay, I doubt,
where readily it can be instanced, that any Minister had
more frequent Exercises in a Time of Persecution, for
one whole Year together, than he had, from his Arrival
in September, to the End of that same Year
Or, especess in preaching, conferring, catechising

that as

it

:
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any did baptize so many Children in a Year,

cially, that

as he did that first Year, under all these Inconveniencies

Number

the

;

whereof, he essayed to keep account

but after he had reckoned
them, he lost the Computatioh.
of,

Hundred

five or six

Which unwearied Labours, notwithstanding

of

of the

Rage, ravenous Cruelty, Fury and Force,

outragious

Vigilance and Violence, of bloody Ofiicers of Armies

and

their Soldiers,

him

and

Oflicers of State

and their Lie-

many

that followed

pursuing and apprehending

tors,

(of

whom

particularly, the first Year,

taken by the Laird of
noted Incendiary).
of Tongues,

And

Spittel,

many were

Sheriff of Clidsdale, a

notwithstanding of the Scourge

Persecution,

Contradictions,

Condemna-

Reproaches and cruel Mockings of incensed Professors, and all Oppositions on all Hands, from right

tions,

and

left

Hand

Brethren, and generally, from

not only

all

the In-

Land Yet, the Lord did so bless, that
were many Souls conquered and brought in to

habitants of the

;

engaged to join in the Testimony, and to
; which were
more and more encreased, and settled in most of the
Southern Shires. This Experience of the Lord's AsChrist, but

the Fellowship of their select Societies

and countenancing his Pains with such Sucand
the daily recurring Observation of the Peo;
ples growing Necessities, and encreasing Hunger after
the Ordinances in the midst of all Hazards, and of Ministers Unfaithfulness, in such a Time of abounding
sistance,

cess

Snares, being not only silent at publick Sins, but setting
Sufferings, and endeavouring by all Means
and misrepresent all Testimonies of Martyrs
and Confessors in that Day, did exceedingly inflame
and animate his Zeal to all Diligence ; which, tho' it
burned and blazed with a shining Brightness, in great
at

naught

to obscure

all

Ml?.
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Fervour and Forwardness, and undaunted Resolution,
and propagating the Testimony of Christ,
and for Christ ; Yet, he studied to moderate and cirfor publishing

it within the due Boundaries of Discretion
and Humility, endeavouring to accommodate his Doctrine to the Peoples Capacity, and always adorning and
confirming it, with a correspondent Practice, which was
very alluring and engaging to all that conversed with

cumscribe

him

;

especially his

Humility could not be hid, but ob-

servably appeared to

all

that

knew

And

him.

these

three Things, which he had frequently in his Mouth,
flowing from the fixed Impression of

them

in his Heart,

much to keep him in a constant Frame
Humility, viz. The Sense of the Greatness of his

did contribute
of

Work, burdened with such a Weight of Difficulties ;
The Sight he had of his own Insufficiency ; and Fear
of secret Hypocrisie, lest he should spend himself in do-

ing good to others, and not be found sincere before

and

lest

nister,

God

he should be seeking only to be a faithful Mi-

and not a

fruitful Christian.

This his Humility did not only evidence

it self,

in

preferring all others of the Godly to himself, and their

Labours to his own, and in being impatient of Selfcommendation, and in freely confessing, without Dissimulation, his own Ignorance in any Thing he was
consulted in, which he could not satisfyingly resolve
not trusting to his

own

;

Notions, in any Thing, wherein

he could not find the declared Sentiments of the Lord's
faithful Servants going before him ; and not daring to
preach upon, or declare his Judgment of any Scripture,
except either

Help

it

were very

plain, or that

he had the

of the most approven Expositions that he could get

(whereof, as I said before, he could get very few carried

along with him) together Avith the experimental In-
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Hand, upon his own
shew it self, in his free
confessing any Escape, which did fall from him in the
Eruption of his Zeal, when at any Time he saw himself
overshot through Inadvertancy ; As, when at one Time,
shortly after his coming home, he uttered an Expression, stumbling to some, seeming to extend the Character of Idol Shepherds, too universally, to all the Ministers ; and to have a Tendency to fasten a Scandal
upon hearing any of them without Distinction, or Classing them into several Ranks, to be withdrawn from upon
struction of

Soul

:

But

it,

sealed, with a strong

also, it did singularly

Grounds, as he used to do very cautiously:
very humbly, that it
was beside his Intention, through want of Attention, at
several

Which Escape, he acknowledged
that

Time

And

:

afterwards,

it

could never be charged

upon him, that he disswaded from hearing them universally, or indefinitely
but he gave solid and valid
Grounds from the Scriptures, and recorded Principles,
and Rules of the Church of Scotland, for withdrawing
from any sort of them which he mentioned, without applying them to any other.
These Things I have but cursorily hinted at, which
occurred the first Year of his Ministry, omitting many
;

.

material Passages, of his Wrestlings, of various sorts,

and of

his

many Hazards and Escapes, Dangers and

Deliverances, which he sustained and obtained, that

would be profitable
be recounted.

IN THE

to be recorded, but are impossible to

YEAR

1684, his Difliculties from Ene-

him ;
and manifold Vexations from all Hands, did abound
more and more yet with a daily Increase, both of Work
and Furniture and Followers, even tho' no Mean was
mies, Discouragments from Friends, opposite to

;
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unessayed, botli by the Profane and Bulk of Pro-

make him and his Ministry, and these that
The Council and Courts of Inquisition, were this Year very much busied in prosecuting
their Heaven-daring Rebellion against God ; And their
War against all that durst make any Conscience of, or
continue to profess any Respect unto, his Laws and Infessors, to

owned

odious.

it,

stitutions

and in overturning what remained unde-

;

stroyed of Religion, Liberty,

Law

or Conscience, in the

Nation, by pressing universally, and with tyrannous
Rigor,

all their

arbitrary Acts of Conformity with their

established Abominations, and Acts of Intercommuning

and Finings, with their Test, Oaths, Bonds, and all ensnaring and inslaving Impositions, sparing neither Great
nor Small, Rich iior Poor, Masters nor Servants, Young
nor Old,

Male nor Female.

And

not only misregard-

Humanity, but scorning all Shadow of Legality
whereby the Country was so impoverished and wasted,
ing

all

;

much

celebrated Expression of
would never be well, till all
the South-side of Forth, were made a Hunting- Field)
For, not only
It was well near reduced to Desolation
were the Commons oppressed, pillaged, apprehended,
that, (according to that

the

Duke

of York, That,

it

:

imprisoned, banished, murdered on

Scaffolds,

and

in

the Fields, Avithout any colourable shadow of a formal

but also. Gentlemen, that had gone a great
Compliance and Conformity, were exorbitantly and intolerably troubled for alledged Converse
Avith intercommuned Sufferers, forfaulted, fined and in-

Procedure

Length

;

in

till they should pay Sums, that they neither
ought nor could pay. And not only were the formerly

carcerate,

persecuted Ministers, that were

still

endeavouring to

lurk in the Land, forced either to leave it, or cited, and
compearing were shut up in Prisons ; but even the
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Indulged, after they had served their Design, until

they had no more Use for them, were laid aside, sum-

moned
Others

Circuits and imprisoned, as well as
where many of them gave Bond to the Coun-

to their
;

not to exercise their Ministry^, for a definite, longer

cil,

Hence

or shorter, or for an indefinite Time.
ings, for preaching, in

Houses

Mr. Renivick kept) being,

Time

pressed for a

:

all

Meetwhat

or Fields (except

in Appearance, totally sup-

The People knew

not what to

most part went to the Curates, and were generally involved in the Snares of the Time ; in which,
having none to warn them, and being offended and
do

;

stumbled at the poor, persecuted and reproached Wanwhose Admonitions they undervalued ; they

derers,

Wounds

either languished, in the

of their Conscience,

hardned themselves, and went on
in their Backslidings ; and many turned loose and prowithout Comfort
fane.

;

or

Yet,

While Mr. Bentvick,

Horror and Heat

for all the

of this Persecution, Avould never intermit one Day's

Preaching
his

Work

;
;

but was

still

and undaunted in

incessant,

the Ministers of Scot/and generally, and of

other Places also, did not cease to mis-inform against

him, both at

Home

and Abroad

:

And among many

other groundless and senseless Calumnies, charged

with Intrusion
hath been and

in other Metis
is

Labours

;

very frequently objected

can be either instructed or explained,

him

which indeed
:

But how

I could

it

never see

For, if by other Mens Labours, they mean the former
Labours of faithful Men, in particular Parishes ; there
be very few that have preached, in this disordered
state, since the Extrusion of Ministers out of Churches,
but they may be charged with this Intrusion, except
other such as have laboured none at all, or only in
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If they understand, the

Labours

they were then imployed in, when his alledged Intrusion was, they might have had more Confidence, if
they could have shown, what, or where were their Labours at that Time, which could neither be seen nor in-

Cham-

joyed, except, either out of the Land, or in private

which he neither knew of, nor troubled much Or,
in Indulged Parishes, which neither lasted long, nor
while they lasted, were thought by him so to be regarded, as that he might not witness against them, in their
own Parishes, more than in Curates Parishes since by
the Labours of the One, as well as of the other, the
People of God have received great Damage and Detriment. Neither did he ever preach in any Parish, where
bers,

;

;

he knew a persecuted Minister was publickly preaching,
except where his publick Preaching, so and so circumstantiate, was a Thing to be witnessed against ; nor in
any Place without the Call of the People of that Place,
such as were willing to call him, and would venture

upon
left

all

Hazards

to hear him,

when

other IMinisters had

them.

been indeed alledged. That when another Mihad appointed to preach in a Place, he hath unexpectedly come and kept a Meeting in the same Parish
as particularly was much noised about a Meeting he had
near Paisley, where another had appointed a Meeting
But, as that was appointed with the Consent, and upon
the Call of several in these bounds, without knowing
any Thing of the other Meeting, and a considerable
It hath

nister

:

before it
so, when he went, he knew not so much
whether that Minister was in the Country or not
So it hath fallen out with others, before and since:

Time

;

as,

Which
trusion.

:

is

either a rash Mistake, or worse, to call
It is confessed,

it

In-

he hath sometimes taken the
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Churches

01-

to preach in, as at

when

Weather, or inTime, or Respect
to Secrecy or Safety, did preclude him from all other
Places But I know not if any, but such as are more
stant and unavoidable

either the

Hazard

at the

:

malignantly indiscreet than the Curates themselves, can,

any shew of Reason, call this Inlntsion, to creep
Church for one Night, when they could not, or

Avith

into the

durst not, stand or be seen without.

This was not

Comwho were

nor any Avay considerable, in

all,

parison of other Obloquies of some Ministers,

not ashamed, nor afraid to say, That he was like John of

Leyden, and other Fanatick Enthusiasts, and that he had
the same Spirit and Faculty of deceiving and seducing
Multitudes, as they had
all

were and would be

so

;

alledging and affirming. That

bewitched with that Spirit, that

once heard him preach, that they woiild never hear an-

But

other again.
their

Malice, in

it is

Men

easy for

making

to give a vent to

monstrous

Things, most disparate and opposite,

Comparisons of

when they intend

Venom on a Person, whom they would
have made vile ; since John the Baptist was said to have
a Devil; yea, and his Lord and Master to be a Man
gluttonous, and a Wine-bibber, a Friend of Publicans
to vomite their

and

Sinnei's ;

and to have cast out Devils by Bcclzebtib's.
that will not mancipate himself, to

No Man,

Power.
serve the

Times Humours, can

ous Representations.

readily escape such odi-

I joresume,

these

Men,

that

make

such Comparisons, are either byassed with Malice, or
blinded with Ignorance of one or other, if not both of the

Persons and Things they compare

:

Either they

knew

not Jolin Bocold of Leijden's, History, and what was his
Spirit,

Principles, and Practices

;

or else they

nothing of the other, but by Report, which

is

knew
a very
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Either they that

spake so did hear Mr. Remvick, or they did not ; If they
did not hear him, how came they to know either his
Spirit or Faculty of deceiving

?

except by Hearsay

:

If

they did hear him, then either they were bewitched
themselves, or else

heard him.

it is false,

It is true,

formerly were

filled

which they affirm of all that

many

that heard

him

once, v/ho

with Prejudice against him, and

came on purpose to carp and carry away Tales of him,
were so convinced and perswaded by his Doctrine, of the
palpable Falshood of the Lies they had heard of him,
that they thenceforth forsook his Traducers, and ReBut, as it would have
proachers of the Way of God.
evidenced more of a Christian Spirit, to attribute this
Effect to another Cause, than to the Efficacy of a seducing Spirit ; so it is also evident, what they affirmed was
false, in that both many that heard him would never
hear him again ; and many likewise have heard others
many Times since, and yet continued hearing him as
long as he preached.
However, by this Stratagem of
stigmatizing his faithful Warnings of the Sins and
Snares of the Times, inducing them to repent and come
off from shameful Compliances, with the Brand of seducitig and deceiving the People, many were seduced
from their former Stedfastness, and overcome with Temptations to fall into many Degrees of Conformity ; the
grossest of which, by the most part of Ministers, was
reckoned and represented as not so ill, nor so hurtful as
the hearing of INIr. Renwick, shewing more Keenness of
Indignation against him, than against the most destructive and declared Enemies of the Church ; which was
daily whetted and augmented, by the continuing and
growing Increase of his Followers, even notwithstanding
of the

Fury

of his Pursuers.
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was, besides the seen and sen-

The Occasion whereof
sible shining of the

Lord, upon his Labours in preach-

ing the Gospel, in Places of greatest Hazard, That

whereas such of the Wanderers joined with him as were
most hotly persecuted, used formerly to frequent only
the Houses of their most confident Favourers ; and such
as were most free of the Times Complyings, being at
length, through the Rage of Enemies, driven from thence,
they were forced to seek into the Houses of Compliars
Quarters ; who, sometimes for Pity condescendand sometimes, overpowered by the Number of Fliers,
were constrained to allow them Refuge in their Houses
also, for

ing,

Time ; by

that Opportunity of Converse, finding
and religious in their Discourse, sober and
serious in their Deportment, frequent and fervent in
Prayer and other Christian Duties, and not to be so monstrous as they were made to believe they were, began at
length to think they were imposed upon by such Informations, and to become more cordial with them, and inquisitive into their Controversies and Testimony ; which

for a

them

rational

they very soon observed to be consonant to the Principles they had been instructed in by faithful Ministers
formerly, and so were induced to embrace the

first

Op-

whereby they were
not only convinced of the Evil of these Courses they had
taken, to shift and shun Sufl^ering, and so confirmed in
the Righteousness of the Cause of those that were suf-

portunity of hearing Mr. Renwick

;

fering, that they desired to join in Societies
tho' thereby they should

with them,

be exposed to infinite Hazards

of them, made truly senby Nature, and perswaded to flee
Salvation, who shortly thereafter were

and Hardships.

But many

sible of their lost State

to Christ

for

brought to severe Sufferings of Death, Bonds and Banishments ; in which they were signally supported thro'
1
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that ever they

had heard that

reproached Servant of Jesus Christ.
But while thusj many, both Men and

Women,

w^ere

daily apprehended, imprisoned and banished, or execut-

Blame of all was laid on Mr.
and Occasion of all the
Country: Yet as the Causes of their Suf-

ed unto the Death

;

the

Rentvick, as the great Cause

Troubles of the
were the same, that procured the same Troubles

ferings

came

before he

to preach,

and would have been continu-

ed for Non-compliance, and Non-compearance at Courts,

and refusing Impositions and Exactions, and arbitrary
Allegiance, S^^c. tho' he had not come ; so the Lord did
very remarkably prevent many Grounds that People
might have taken of blaming him, particularly for occasioning and augmenting their Sufferings
For, it was
:

so ordered in Providence, that all the
nistry, for all the Diligence

Time

of his

Mi-

of vigilant Enemies, tho*

sometimes they have hindred Meetings, and sometimes
have come to the Place after they were dismissed; Yet,
not one IMeeting of his did they ever catch, in the Time
it, and very few were ever apprehended, either in
coming to, or going from them Yea, his preservation in
keeping Meetings so frequently and resolutely, in the
very Midst of the Enemies, when keeping Garrisons all
over the Country, was so remarkable, his Protection in
his Wandrings both Night and Day so observable, and
his Escapes from many dangerous and hot Pursuits, so
many and marvellous, that his Reproachers took Occa-

of

:

impudent Lie, That he was in ColRuin of the
Country and that they would not take him. But, not
only the Event hath since discovered the Folly as well
as Falshood of that Forgery ; but, at that same Time,

sion to forge another

lusion with the Soldiers, only seeking the
;

as often since, the

many

repeated Proclamations pub-
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lished against him, instigating, inciting, and

commanding

under the severest Certifications, all Persons to the utmost Diligence, in pursuing after him, might have demonstrated the

Impudence of that

Fiction, to all

Unbyassed:

For, that same Year, one of the most viporous and virulent,

and bloodily violent Proclamations was emitted

against him, that ever was contrived in, or out of Hell,
for the

Destruction of Mankind, representing him (ac-

cording to the odious and invidious lying Characters
they had received of him, by Information from false
professing Brethren) to be a Vagabond, and pretended

Preacher to the

Number

of about Fourscore of Rebels,

that had cast off all Fear of God, and Profession of Religion, and Obedience to their Prince, being of most

damnable and murdering Principles, commanding all
Men without Exception, Noblemen, Gentlemen, and
Commons of every Rank, to be assistant in the Pursuit
of them ; and at the Sight of him, or any of them, to
raise the Huy and Cry ; and not only to advertise the
Soldiers, but concur in the Pursuit of the Chase after
all the
; with strict orders to cause this be read at
Market-crosses and Churches Which was very submissively obeyed by some of the Indulged, before they were

them

:

removed from their Churches particularly, by Mr. Ralph
Rodger, (who afterwards was very ill rewarded for his
loyal Services, when he was imprisoned with the rest)
;

who, after reading of the Paper, solemnly blessed the
Lord that none of that sort of People were in his Parish.
In prosecution of this cruel Proclamation, as the Soldiers were very vigilant and much encouraged, in their
indefatigable Diligence, to seek and hunt after him, by
the ready Assistance they had from all Ranks, raising
the
so

Huy and

Cry, in Obedience to the Council's Order

he and the Wanderers were put

to

many hard

;

Shifts

MR. JAMES RENWlcK.
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to find hiding Holes, to hide

themselves from the Country-people, as well as the Soldiers j which they were forced to seek under the Ground,
by digging in the remotest Haggs of Mosses they could
find, when they could not have them with Safety and
Secrecy above the Face of the Earth
Where he and
they endured much Hunger and Cold, many Hardships,
and escaped many Hazards; whence, nevertheless, sometimes they were forced to flee, and expose themselves to
desperate Dangers, from which, through JMercy, he had
:

many

Deliverances.
One of which, for Example's sake,
and because very observable, I shall here hint at ; In July
this Year, as he was going to a Meeting, which in the
greatest Dangers he still endeavoured to maintain ; an
honest Country-man saw him wearied, and therefore lent
him a Horse for some Miles ; whereupon going on with

the greatest Expedition, to escape the Observation of the

Country, that the Conveniency of those that were

him would permit, being two

INIen

^vitll

on Foot, he was sur-

prized with one Lieutenant Dinidas and a Party of Dra-

who kept Garrison

at the Sorn-Casile.
The two
him were taken, and pitifully wounded
and abused
He escaping their Hands, essayed to ride
to the Hill called Darngavel ; but being closely followed

goons,

that were with
:

at the Heels, so near, that

and

like to

Horse, he

with

was

many

left

;

Sight, he

in

their

where, for a

little

Sight, towards a

Moment

made with all Haste to
;

Heap

of

getting out of their

a Cairn,

which the Boys

in which, finding a hollow

it, he crept into it, thinking with
might be, that was prepared by Providence to

Place in the midst of
it

along fired at him,

his Horse, losing thereby his Cloke-bag,

that herded Cattle had built

himself,

all

Papers, and seeing no refuge on any Hand,

fain to run,

Stones

they

be bogged, and overtaken with their stronger
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hide him

;

and committing himself by earnest Ejaculahe obtained (as he afterwards declared)
Submission to be taken^ and also some believ-

tions to God;,

both silent

ing Expectation, that he should be reserved for greater

Work

:

The

Soldiers, the

mean

while, riding and run-

ning up and down the Hill, sought every Place as

if it

Hare, yet were restrained from looking
Many such sore and desinto that Place where he was.
perate Chases, he and others, that were in the same
wandring Condition, were put to, some continuing whole
Nights and Days, without Intermission, through the
had been

for a

wildest Places of the Country, for

without so

much

many Miles together,

as a Possibility of escaping

the Sight

whereby such as saw them, could not
but conclude, that they would never escape ; and others
interpreting every Thing in the worst Sense, understandof their Pursuers

;

ing they did escape, inferred positively,

it

could not be

otherwise but by Collusion.
Sej)iember 20th this Year, Letters of Intercommuning
were issued out against him, of this Tenor, " Foras" much as Mr. James Renwick, a seditious Vagabond"
(so they call him, because of his tmcertain

Wandriiigs,

which their Persecution forced him to) " and pretended
" Preacher, being lawfully summoned to have compear" ed, to have answered and underlyen the Law, for his
" being in the late Rebellion at Bot It w el-bridge, 1679^"
(Jie

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

was

then but a

Boy

at the College,

and was

not there")

keeping and preaching at Field-conventicles, in Arms,
several Times since, and particularly at Black-loch,
Woolf-hole-craig

Places

— For

and

Greenock,

and

several

other

maintaining and asserting several trea-

sonable and rebellious Principles, against us, and our

Authority and Government ; whereby some of our unwarry Subjects have been infected with, and debauch-
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" ed into the same wicked^ unnatural and seditious Prin" ciples with himself
We command and charge all
" and sundry our Lieges and Subjects, That they, nor
" none of them presume, nor take upon Hand, to reset,
" siipjily or intercommune with the said Mr. James Ren" wick, Rebel foresaid ; nor furnish him with Meat,
" Drink, House, Harbour, Victual, nor no other Thing
" useful or comfortable to him ; or to have Intelligence
" with him by Word, Writ, or Message, or any other
" manner of Way whatsomever, under the Pain of being
" esteemed Art and Part with him in the Crimes fore" said, and pursued therefore with all Rigor, to the
" Terror of others. And we hereby require all our She" riffs, &c. to apprehend and commit to Prison, the Per" son of the said Mr. James Renwick, wherever they
''

"

can find or apprehend him

At
rious

length, the Persecution
so

;

many

became

and fu-

so flagrant

Forces, Foot, Horse and Dragoons, ha-

bitually flashed in Blood, being

poured into

all

the Parts

of the Country, where the Wanderers were most

rous

And

:

nume-

not only commissioned to hunt, hound, chase

and pursue, and seek them out of all their Dens and
Caves, in the most retired Deserts, and remotest Recesses in the Wilderness ; but impowered to 7nurder and
make Havock of them, wherever they could meet with
them The Country, in the mean Time, giving either
:

ready Concurrence, in Obedience to the forementioned Proclamation, in raising and pursuing the Huy and
Cry after them, and refusing to reset, harbour, supply,

all

or correspond

declining

it,

any manner of

Way

with them

;

rendring themselves obnoxious to the

or,

by

Rage

of outragious Soldiers, harassing, pillaging and spoil-

ing them ; whereby many were taken and murdered,
and the rest redacted to incredible Straits, not only of
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Hazard, but of Hardships, of Hmiger and Cold, especi^through the Vigilance and Insolence of some vaga^
bond Villains, who Avere suborned and encouraged to
give Information and Intelligence of them, wherever
they saw them, or learned where they were seen
That
in such a Strait and Pinch of Perplexity , having neither
ally

:

Ability to fight, nor Possibility to

Means

to hide themselves, nor

flee,

nor Probability

of Sustentation to pre-

serve themselves alive by hiding, they were forced to
fall

upon such Expedients,

to prevent their utter

Exter-

mination, as in other Curcumstances they would never

have thought upon; and^ after they should get a little
Breathing, did never mind to prosecute.
Wherefore,
In that Extremity, to put a Stop to that bloody Seby warning of the Wickedness of it, to restrain
the Increase of it, by threatning to revenge it, to deter

verity,

the Insolence of Intelligencers and Iiiformers, by warning them of their Hazard, and to vindicate themselves

from

false Aspersions of

murdering Principles, cast on

them by the Council, the Indulged and their Abbettors ;
by an ingenuous, apologetick Representation of their
Sentiments and Resolutions in those Things, shewing
far they might, according to the approven Prin-

how

ciples

and Practices, and Covenant-engagements of our

Reformers, contending against bloody Tyrants in for-

mer Times

;

and how

far they

were necessitated, in
and restrict, and

their present Circumstances, to extend

reduce to Practice, that Privilege of extraordinary Executing of Judgment on murdering Beasts of Prey, professing and prosecuting a daily

Innocents

:

They were

Trade of destroying

forced to deliberate about emit-

ting a Declaration to that Effect

posed to Mr. Renwick, he was at
fearing the sad Effects

it

;

when

which,
first

pro-

averse from

might produce

:

it,

But, con-
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sidering the Necessity of the Case admitting no Delay^
he was prevailed with to consent^ and concur and as-

Accordingly, it was afthe Publication of it.
upon several Market-crosses and Parish- churchin November 8th, 1684 ; the Tenor whereof in

sist in

fixed
doors,

short declared.

Their firm Resolution of constant Adherence to their
; and to the Declarations

Covenants and Engagements

disowning the Authority of Charles Stewart ; and to tesWorld, that they purposed not to injure or of-

tify to the

fend any whomsoever,

but to pursue the

Ends of

their

Covenants, in standing to the Defence of the Work of
Reformation, and of their own Lives : Yet, if any shall
stretch forth their
their

and

Hand

against them,

by shedding

Blood actually, either by authoritative commanding
To search for them,
or obeying such Co7nmands

deliver them

hform

up

to the spilling

against them

And

To

To
of their Blood
Huy and Cry after

raise the

them before their Courts.
All
Enemies to God and the
covenanted Reformation, and punished as such, according
to their Power and Degree of their Offence,
they shall
them

dilate

these shall be reputed by them

f

continue so maliciously to proceed against them.

And

They abhor and condemn any personal Attempt, upon any Pretext whatsomever, without previous
Deliberation, common or competent Consent, without certhey declare,

tain Probation by sufficient Witnesses, the guilty Person's

Confession, or the Notourness of the

And

iti

the

End, warn

Deeds

themselves.

the bloody Doegs, a?id flattering

Ziphites, informing against them, to expect to be dealt

with as they deal with them.

This

is

the full Import of that Declaration, so odious-

ly represented,
to be abjured

and afterwards

so rigorously enjoined

by an Oath of Abjuration, universally
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pressed in such an arbitrary Manner, as was never heard
of before, in these Words, [/ do Abjure, Renounce and

disown a

War

late Declaration,

&c.

in so

against the King, and asserts

it

far

is

as,

it

lawful

declares

to kill

any

Majesty in Church, State, Army or CounThe Sin and Scandal of which Oath, so tempting
try.~^
to many, as being a Test of Compliance, and incorpo-

that serve his

rating with the murdering Imposers thereof, an

owning

of their usurped Power, giving all the Security de-

manded for the Subscribers Loyalty, and taking on that
Badge and Livery of being of their Confederacy And
;

of coming off from that little Flock,

whom

they desti-

nated to Destruction, disowning and renouncing all
Part or Interest in their Society, or Sympathy with

Judgment on their Deed before their
; passing a
murdering Enemies, condemning their Sufferings, and

them

justifying the bloody Violence of their Persecutors, be-

ing an Oath inconsistent with, and incapable of the
Qualifications of right

and true Swearing

:

Seeing

it

could not be taken in Truth (according to the Imposers

Sense and Meaning) Nor in Judgment (the Terms being so ambiguous and uncertain) Nor in Righteousness
(the Matter being neither true, that the Declaration
imports, that which the Abjuration represents, nor lawful universally, if it

in
all

were true that such Assertions were

Seeing hereby, not only that Declaration, but
such, in so far as they declare and assert such

it.)

Things, are here renounced
of such defensive

War

;

And

so, all

Declarations

of Subjects against their op-

and condemned.
TyYea, the owning of his Eccle-

pressing Rulers, are here disowned

Inferring also the owning of the Authority of that

siastical

King ;
Supremacy when not only he

have the

INIajestv of a lavv^ful

rant as a lawful

;

is

asserted to

King, but that some are
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in the Church, as well as

And condemning all killing of any that
Church, State, Army or Country. Where-

by, an Impunity

secured, for

is

all

Kind

of his murder-

ing Lictors and Burrio's, do w^hat they please,

employs them_.

All

Intituled,

A Hind

let

Concerning Oaths and Bonds,
But,

Pur-

lately

pub-

Book

loose,

Part

3.

Head

3.

Sfc.

the Purpose of that Declaration

let

when he

to this

in a

and evinced

pose, is evidenced
lished.

and much more

this,

without Prejudice perpended, and

it

be

it self,

will speak for

it

might be abjured or not Their Measures, here declared, were none other than the commendable Precedents of zealous Christians, who had
done the like, and our National and Solemn Covenants,

self,

whether

it

:

endeavour

obliging us

all,

And

own former

their

to

all

that's there declared.

Declarations, disowning their

to, and Authority of a Man, who had by
Tyranny, Perjury, Perfidy, Overturnings and Incroachings, forfeited all Authority.
Upon which Con-

Allegiance

his

siderations, to save themselves

from that unparalleled

Cruelty intended and intented against them, they behoved, in the

first

Place, to resolve

upon violent

declared,

never yet ceased

:

For, the

re-

War, formerly

pelling of Violence, in Prosecution of a

War

being de-

clared before, they only in this Declaration testify their

unanimous Approbation of
solutions to prosecute

it,

it.

Adherence

to

it,

and Re-

against such as should seek

By which War, they do not mean a formand declared Insurrection with hostile Force,
to break tho Peace of the Nation
but a constant Entheir Lives.
ed, stated

;

deavour, in Opposition to them,

to

pursue the Ends

oj

Defence of the Work
of Reformation , and their own Lives. In maintaining
their Covenants, in standing to the
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of which Opposition against their Murderers, because by
them they were restlesly pursued, so that they can find
no Harbour or Hiding-place in any Corner of the
Country, for Searchers, Informers and Instigators
Therefore, to stop their Career, and deter them from
such Courses, they found it necessary to threaten them
with more active and vigorous Opposition ; And that

they might expect to be treated as they deserved

Wherein, they were far from owning it to be lawful to
kiU all, imployed in the King's Service, in Cliurch,
State,
to the

Army or Country On the
World, That they purposed
:

any whomsoever, but such

contrair.

They

testify

not to i?ijure or offend

as are directly Accessary to

the JMurder of their Brethren, only, if any shall stretch
forth their Hand against them. Nay, they are so far

from Threatning

all

imployed in the King's Service,

that they expressly distinguish the notorious

Villains

among them, Meii of Death and Blood, who have shed
their Blood actually, openly
their

Murders

;

And

Classes, according to the
their Wickedness.

avowing and vaunting of

these they distinguish into several
respective Aggravations of

In the First, they place these that

murder by Command, and not all, nor any of these
Cruel and Bloody.
In the Second

neither, but the

They threaten such as are actually in Arms
them Or, such as do professedly and willingly
serve them to accomplish and effectuate their Murders,
by obeying their Commands, in searching for them, inClass,

against

;

stigating, informing,

after

them

:

And not

witnessing against, and hunting
all

these neither, but such as crxielly

prosecute that Service, to the Effusion of their Blood.
Neither do they Threaten all equally ; Nor any of

them peremptorly, but only

if they continue so mali-

ciously to proceed against them, after this Declaration

MJt.
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Hurt to them, if
Nor do they Threaten

(plainly declaring, they intended no

they would hold up their Hands.)

any Tumultuary Assassination, or killing of any, without
previous Deliberation,

common

certain Probation of sufficient

or conipeteiit

Consent,

Witnesses, or the guilty

Persons Confossion, &c. Expresly declaring. That they
Abhor, Condemn and Discharge all personal Attempts,

And

upon any Pretext wliatsomever, without these.

as

unwilling to be necessitate to such severe Courses, and
earnestly desirous they might be prevented, they not

only warn them of the Hazard, but with Sorrow and
Seriousness admonish them, of the Sin of their wicked

Courses

by any

; Protesting, that

sinful Spirit of

This being the
the abjuring

it,

Sum

hereunto they were not moved

Revenge.

and Scope of

ing of Truth, and a Swearing a Lie.
ter

this Declaration,

DenyThe whole Mat-

will hence appear, to be both a

being reducible to these two Points,

1.

Declaring a

resolved Endeavour of breaking the Tyrant's Yoke from

Thereby asserting our own and our PosteFreedom from his unsupportable and
entailed Slavery ; 2. And a just Threatning, to Curb
and Restrain the Insolency of Murderers, or to bring
them to condign Punishment : Whereof, as the First is
no ways repugnant, but very consonant to the Third Article ; Soj the Second is the very Duty obliged to in
the Fourth Article of our Solemn League and Covenant.
Next, nothing can be plainer, than, that abjuring it, in
For, no
the Terms of the Oath, is a Swearing a Lie
such indefinite and universal Assertion, can be drawn
out of it, or from it
All which, is more fully demon-

off

our Neck

rity's

;

Liberty, and

:

:

strated in that fore-cited Treatise.

This Declaration, tho'

it

had many sad Consequents,
Yet was so far efFec^.
;

very dolorous to the Publishers
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draw out some to concur in Society
Sympathy with the Wanderers, and to
own them more publickly, even when the Danger was
greatest of shewing any Respect to them ; But also to
tual, US not only to

And

others in

scar

and frighten many from their former Diligence,

in Informing against

them

gan

Hand

to

put forth their

;

Especially

when they

to prosecute

be-

in saving

it,

themselves, rescuing their Brethren, and preventing

by executing Judgas they had been
many desperate Extremities, before, which

Murder,

their

ment on

in these Extremities,

their

driven to

Murderers

For,

:

did extort the emitting of that Declaration
the

Publishing

;

So, after

were reduced to such
and Danger, Desperation

thereof, they

Paroxism of Difficulty
and Consternation, precluding all human Possibility
of preserving themselves and their Brethren from the
Destruction intended, enacted, declared, resolved and
a

incessantly prosecuted against them, being not only In-

tercommuned under Pain of Death, Hunted, Chased,
Way-laid, shut up in Holes and Caves under the
Ground, whence they could neither have Food, nor
durst they go Abroad to seek it. Night nor Day ; And

made

to

endure such Miseries, as no Words can express
but also murdered wherever they were
;

to Strangers

met with, the Soldiers being allowed and authorized to
Kill, Shoot, Hang, Drown and Destroy them, pro libitu,
without either Trial or Sentence That nothing was
left to them to do for themselves, nothing remained to
deliberate, but to fall upon this extraordinary Expedient,
which any other Circumstances would have made ex:

travagant.

This

is

indeed the most odious Point, and obnoxious
and apparently best grounded Obloquies,

to the greatest,

that these Sufferers have had to vindicate

;

for

which
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who

live at
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theii'

Tongues,

Ease, free of Oppression, blinded with Pre-

judice against the Oppressed, and bribed with the In-

dulgence of Oppressors towards themselves, looking

upon these extorted extraordinary Actions, as Murders,
and Transports of Madness, and Effects of extravagant
Zeal, while they weigh them only in the Scales of ordinary Justice, and do not ponderate them in the Balance of Necessity, nor perpend the Circumstances in
which they were necessitated Wherein, if they have
stumbled into some Extravagancies, as to the Manner,
:

the Unbyassed, duly acquainted, will not think

considering the. Case.
ciple in this, but

But

it

strange,

as they maintain no Prin-

what hath been asserted and

cated by approven Authors, of old and of late

vindi;

Mr.

Knox, Author of NaphtaU, Jus Populi, True Non-Conformist, &c.

So, as to their practizing of

it, it

deserves

Consideration, what the True Non-Conformist observes,

Ans.

from

to Dial. 7-

The Consideration

Pag. 391.

the Concurrence

the right dignoscing
istant, doth mostly

of

all

resulting

Circumstances, whercupo7i

of such Deeds, when actually ex-

depend, doth more contribute

to the

and passing a Jtidgtnetit on a Case of this Nature, when the whole Contexture is exjwscd to certain
Examination, than to set down general Rules directive
of such Practices : Therefore referring the Debate about
this Point, to what is offered in that fore-cited Book,
Hind, Part 3. Head 6. I shall pass it with a hint only
at the Case, as it was in Matter of Fact, as it is there
clearing

represented in the forementioned Circumstances.

Some

private Persons, with the Consent of the Bre-

thren of their Community, being incessantly pursued
unto Death, and threatned with inevitable Destruction

by the Tyrant's Bloody Emissaries

;

to save themselves.
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and their Brethren^ from their Violence^ in such an extreme Pinch of Necessity and Extremity, did put forth
their Hand, as they found Opportunity, to execute
Judgment upon some principal Instruments and Promoters of these destructive Mischiefs and IMiseries ;
who were not only open and avowed Enemies to God,
jierjured and perfidious Apostates, eifronted Blasphemers,

notorious

known and

maligjnant

Traitors,

Incendiaries,

but

convict to be attrocious, habitual and pro-

many

fessed Murderers of

of the Lord's People, and

publick Enemies of JMankind, insolently prosecuting

murdering Designs, Informing the Council, and

their

instigating

them

them

against innocent

utterly, procuring

spare none, but cut off

People, to destroy

from them bloody Orders to
all who might fall into their

Hands, and vigorously and vigilantly ^dth

all

Violence,

pursuing their murdering Mandates, both in their own
Persons, and by Villains,

whom

they

Hounded

out as

and give notice where any of
these People might be detected, whom tliey vowed and
avowed a Design, and professed as their Trade to destroy
And, therefore, guilty of Death by all Laws of
God and Man. To deliver themselves from such Murderers, in this Case, and to put a stop to their Murders ;
they saw no other way possible than to put them to
Death, who had so forfeited their Lives to Justice,
when there was no Access to publick Justice, nor
Prospect of obtaining it in an orderly Way while none
could be found in publick Authority to bring them to
condign Punishment, but such as patronized and authorized them in all their Murders ; nor any ProbabiIntelligencers,

to get

:

;

lity of

escaping their intended Destruction, either by

Flight or Resistance,

punished

;

if

they should be past longer un-

with whose Preservation, theirs could not
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mean Time they were under no

acknowledged Subjection

to them, nor at Peace with
them, but maintaining a defensive Opposition to them,

and carrying, without Cessation, Arms to resist them.
And in this extraordinary Execution of Justice, they
could not be chargeable with Ignorance of Matters of
Fact, so manifest
palpable,

when

;

nor mistake of Circumstances so

the Grounds upon which they proceeded

against them, could be hid from none of the Country

Rage or Reand particular

nor to have been prompted with Malice,

venge against their Persons
Injuries
their

;

for private

nor by Enthusiastick Impulses, pretended as

when they openly

Rule,

World
Nor could they

declared to the

the contrary, in their Apol. Declar.

be accused of any Deceit or Treachery in the Marnier,

when they executed Judgment
and calmly,

as publickly, deliberately

as the extraordinary

Exigence of pressing

Necessity, in Extremity of Danger, could allow, against

them, with

whom

of Hostility

:

tion or Obligation
to

they were in open and avowed Terms

Nor impeached
;

for

any Breach of Rela-

nor Usurpation upon, nor Prejudice

any lawful Right whatsoever, in the Matter, when

done by such as were no way subject nor related to
them, but as declared and independent Enemies are
one to another, taking Advantage upon them, without
Prejudice of the true, necessary and chief Good of the

Church and Common-wealth

;

or of

Right or Security

;

nor Usurpation upon the

son's just

any particular Per-

when there was none but such as
were Art and Part with the IMurderers nor condemned for any selfish or sinistrous Ends, when out of Zeal
for the Glory of God, Care of the Country's Good, Love
to their Brethren, Sense of their own Danger, and Respect to Justice
In doing this, they intended nothing.
Magistrates Vocation,

;

:
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but that, by the Removal of these, wicked Destroyers,
their War against the prevailing Faction of their malignant Enemies, might be more successfully maintain-

ed

;

their Religion, Lives,

Laws and

Liberties

more

der prevented. Impiety suppressed, the

Land

se-

Mur-

curely defended, their Brethren rescued, their

cleansed

Yet (as
from Blood, and the Wrath of God averted.
is usually incident in such Cases, and is to be acknowledged as a

Wonder

of Mercy, that

it

was not more

frequent in this) there were several Excesses in At-

tempts of that Nature, which were unjustifiable, because not circumstantiate, as above rehearsed ; such
as, the killing the Curate of Carsphairn, the Cocker
the Piper in

in

&c.

the Scandal whereof, was very iniquously imputed to
the whole of that People that

owned the

Declaratioji

were Aberrations from the Scope and circumscribing Boundaries of
that Declaration, contrived, and concerted on Purpose
to prevent such Extravagancies, and publickly resince these unwarrantable Extravagancies

nounced and detested by the Owners of it, in these
Words, concerning all such Excesses in general, in the
Saiiquhair Declaration,

We

do hereby disclaim

warrantable Practices committed hy any

few

all

un-

Persons,

reputed to be of us, whereby the Lord hath been offended, his Cause wronged, and we all made to endure
the Scourge of Tongties ; for which Things, rve have

make Conscience of mourning before the Lord,
and private And the Actors were ever
And it is
excluded from their Communion.

desired to

both in piiblick
since

most iniquous

Hand
ly, to

in

:

to

upbraid

emitting that

all

had a
and particular-

of that Party, that

Declaratiofi

;

reproach Mr. James Renwick with these Things,

that he and they

knew

not of; and as soon as they
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knew, made known their Abhorrence of them While
in the mean Time, several Actions of that Nature,
:

and as unwarrantable, yea that cannot be acquitted
of Murders, perpetrated by them, that are declaredly
opposite to that Party, at several Times, as, the killing of
are connived

and the Actors countenanced, as

at,

such Thing.

But,

I

shall return

if

they had done no

to this

lamentable

Relation.

After the Publication of the foresaid Declaration, Rage
to strive, which should shew great-

and Reproach seemed

est Violence, against the Publishers

On

and owners of

it

Hand, the Indulged and the old Reproachmongers, greedy and glad always to have any Occasion
of venting their Malice against Mr. Rennnck, invented
a ridiculous Calumny, That the Council had drawn that
Dec/aratiofi, and that he and others had been hired by
them to publish it, that they might get Occasion to dethe one

and involve the Land in Perjury ; whereas, the
Event did evidence, all the Hire they got was Bondage
and Death. On the other Hand to confute that Fancy,
a Proclamation was emitted, of such a virulent and viperous Strain, that it seemed to be dictated from Hell,
Intituled, A Proclamation for discovering such as own,

stroy

or will not disown, a late treasofiable Declaration of

War

against his Majesty ; and the horrid Principle of Assassination ; describing such as owned that Declaration,
to be insolent

and

desjierate Rebels, associated under a

pretended

Form of Government

deavoured

to disguise their

;

who had formerly

en-

bloody and execrable Prin-

now had pulled off the Mask ; afid who think
and mtirder all, who do any manner of
way serve the present Rulers, or bear Charge under

ciples, but
it

a Duty

to kill

'
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who maintain Principles

vernment, and tending

inconsistent with all

Go-

Destruction of the Lives of
their loyal and honest Subjects ; treacherous and assassinating Principles;
Intentions

:

And for

to the

who now have declared their Hellish
the better

Performance of their misand are never dis-

chievous Designs, do lurk in Secret,

cerned, but in the Acts of their horrid Assassinations,

und passing up and down

amotigst the King's loyal Sub-

jects, taking Opportunity to

execrable Rebels.

From

murder and

assassinate, like

these execrable Lies and impu-

down their bloody
People with all Expedition, Ordaining, That, whosoever shall own that Dedently forged Premisses, they laid

Methods,

for destroying that poor

claration,

and

the Principles therein specified ; Or,

who-

soever shall refuse to disown the same, shall be executed

Death.
And commanding all Subjects to concur,
and do their utmost Endeavour to seek, search, delate
and apprehend them, under the severest Penalties of the
Laws ; and to difference the Good from the Bad, requiring all, past the Age of sixteen Years, not to presume to
travel without Testifcates, of their Loyalty and good

to the

Principles, by takitig the Oath of Abjuration ; whereupon

they are to have a Testificate, which

Pass J with Certifcation,
to travel

is to

serve for a free

that all that shall adventure

all Heritors, &c. to give in the Lists

ty

to

;

of the Names of all

Declaring, if any shall reconcur in such Service, they shall be holden as guil-

under them, before the Curate

fuse

and
commanding

without such a Certificate, shall be holden

used as Connivers with the said Rebels

:

of the foresaid Crimes, and punished accordingly

strictly prohibiting all to

:

And

harbour, lodge or entertain any,

same Pain :
any that shall discover or ap-

unless they have such Certificates, under the

Andjor Encourageme7it
prehend any

to

be

to

found

guilty as above said, ensuring
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Five hundred Merks Scots for each

of themHereupon, not only was the Trade of the Country
prejudged, by interdicting all Travel without a Pass
in Time of Peace, which could not be procured, even

by Compliers, but at exorbitant Rates, oppressing poor
People and not only to the Reproach of all Order,
Hostlers and Inn-keepers were made Judges, impowered
to impose Oaths upon Passengers for their Passes, that
they might not be forged: But the Oath being contrived in such Terms, as were thought capable of a very
good Construction, and such as none could refuse, but
silly Scruplers, or seditious Rebels, and followed and
pressed with such Keenness, by Courts of Inquisition ;
more Consciences were cozened, cheated, ensnared and
wounded by it, than any other that went before it ; the
pressing of it was so impartial upon all travelling in the
Country, and the Pass annexed was thought so necessary,
as without it, no Business could be followed. The Subscription of it was in a manner universal, without
Scruple, even by the Generality of great Professors,
that were not Owners of the Declaration ; and Ministers
The Thing abjured was represented so odious, as
too.
no honest Man could refuse to renounce ; or, at least,
so despicable, as few durst state their Suiferings upon
that Head ; and the Temptation was so terrible, that it
became insuperable to many, while it was pressed universally, upon Pain of Death ; yea, from House to
House, in many Places, both young and old were forced
to give their Judgment of that Declaration, and of the
King's Authority, to ridicule and make a Mock of all
Government Many found in the Fields were instantly
put to Death, and many brought in Prisoners, refusing
the Oath, were sentenced and execute all in one Day ;
;

:
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and some early

in the

Morning,

tliat

the People might

Yea, Spectawere gathered to see the Execution, were
commanded to give their Judgment, whether these Men
were justly put to Death or not All which dolorous Effects, when Mr. Remvick with a sad and troubled Heart
observed, he was often heard to say, Tho' he had Peace
not be affected with such a pitiful Sight

:

tors also, that

:

in his

Aim and End by

it,

and

Time

for the

durst not

and could, and would
defend all that was in it ; Yet, he wished from his
Heart, that Declaration had not been published.
Thus his Difficulties publick and personal grew daily
more and more desperate, and seemingly insuperable,
while he was pursued with all the Rage and Reproach,
that Hell could raise against him, from all Hands, and
made to endure and undergo the greatest Inconveniencies,
but concur in the emiting of

it,

that readily can be instanced, or could be supposed to be

incident in a chased Condition ; being

made

to lie so

many

Nights and Days, in crowding Numbers, in Caves and
Holes under Ground, without Room to sit or stand,
without Air, without Refreshment, or Hope of Relief,
save what was had from Heaven ; the murdering Pursuers sometimes coming over and by the

Mouth

of the

Hole, while they were at their Duty, praying or praising
undiscovered; and when forced from thence, he hath

been often compelled, wet and cold, hungry and weary,
in great Hazard, to run Bare-footed many Miles together for another subterraneous Shelter Yet, under all
these Straits and Inconveniences, having no Time nor
:

Place to study, no Library but the Bible, no Closet but
a Moss-Hag or Mountain-Glen, no place of assembling
together, but the most inaccessible Places in the Wilder-

ness

;

such was his Zeal

for

propagating and promoting

the Gospel, such was his Diligence in Preaching, Baptiz1

81
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ing, Catechising, Sfc. that in the worst of

Weeks

Times, few

past without several public Exercises, which, to

obtain Access

to, cost

him

incredible Travel

that were acquainted with his

Work

:

Yea,

ledge, he did, even in these Circumstances, labour as
in all the Parts of the ministerial

have Access

to, or as

the best of Times

ever they

yet

;

still

Work,

knew any

as

much

he could

could do in

with Complaint and Regret

little, and under Convictions of
and Fears of Short-comings.

that he could do so
Insufficiency,

all

then, will acknow-

felt

THE YEAR 1685, The Reelings and RevoluChanges and Commotions came to such a Degree,
as seemed to threaten a Convulsion of the Government
The Combustions at least seemed of that Consequence,
as might have required a Cessation of the Persecution
at least, would have been thought, such as could not but
IN

tions,

stop or divert

its

Severity, against Persons of so

Figure, as they were

represented

still

Ones had such great Matters

in

Hand

:

;

mean

a

while the great

Yet, the Product

of all their Projects, and Issue of all their Counsels, was,
to essay the utter Destruction of that poor People, al-

ready so

much

destroyed, and yet not destroyed

:

And

and insignificant as that poor reproached Party was, and is called and counted the only Employment that the greatest Army that ever was levied
in Scotland had in Hand and Heart, was to wreck themselves upon these wandring Mountain-Men, as they were
called
and the greatest Ambition and Emulation of
their greatest Leaders and Champions, Claverhouse and
Douglas, &c. was, who should be most skilful and succesful in destroying them
Yet when they had shot all
their Bolts, they were further from their Purpose than
for as despicable

;

;

:

when they began,

the Design proving always like SisyI
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phus'a Stone in the Poet's Fable

densom Stone

:

Or, rather, the bur-

The more

in the sacred Prophecy,

they

yea destroyed, the more they grew : The
Bnsh did hum, but was not consumed ; because the Lord
was in the Bush.
While the cruel Executioners of the Tyrant's Man-

were

afflicted,

dates were greedily gaping after their
that poor People,
tion, Avith

whom

whom

Game, devouring

they had destinate to Destruc-

open Mouth, chasing, pursuing them, killing

they could apprehend

;

executing others to the

Death, that were taken to Prisons,
of their Insolency, and

Heat

In the Height

S^c.

of their Outrage, the holy

and true God, who cuts off the Spirits of Princes, and
is terrible to the Kings of the Earth, did signally verify
his Word, that bloody and deceitful Men shall not live
out half their Days, in cutting off, by a sudden andstupendious Death, the INIaster of Malignants, and prime

Mover

of all these Mischiefs, Charles the Second, not

without Suspicion of his being murdered by his own
Brother, the Duke of York, who succeeded to him in the

Throne, and was proclaimed King at Edinburgh, Fe~
1685.

brary

Then

might have been thought the Persecution
would liave relented, and the poor wasted Wanderers
might have got some Relief with others ; and his late
Proclamations would make the World believe it was so
But on the contrair, the Acts and Executions against
them did, in a Manner, but then begin to be cruel: For
then, more cruelly than ever, scarce a Week could pass,
wherein some were not butchered and slaughtered in the
it

Fields, without all Colour of

own Laws)

Law, (even the worst

of

some found at
their Labour, or travelling upon the Road, were cut off
without Pity ; some surprized in their Caves, and murtheir

or Trial, or Sentence

;
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dered there, without giving them Time to pray ; some
taken first to Prison, and then surprized with their Execution, not

knowing

certainly the

Time when

it

should

whether it should be or not ; others had their Ears
cut, and then were sent to Jamaica ; others, to empty
the Prisons of Edinburgh, were sent to Dunuotlai- Castle,
in such Crouds and Numbers, and with such Barbarities,
as might make Savages blush to hear of them ; and then
be, or

But,

banished to America,

As

those Cruelties were monstrous for Illegality and

Inhumanity

so the ensuing

;

did far exceed

all

Laws, approving the same,

former, for unparalleled Truculency

and Attrociousness For, in the first Parliament, held
by Qucensberry Commissioner, not only was there an
Act for making it Treason to refuse the Oath of Abjura:

tion,

confirming

the Illegality of their Procedure in

all

but an Act, making

this

Matter before

own

the Covenant; and

;

it

criminal to

another, determining

capital to be present at a

Field-meeting

:

it

to

Whereby,

be
as

the Defection of Ministers and People, from their cove-

nanted Duty

and Testimony, was exceedingly both

heightned and hainously aggravated, while they were
driven from

open avouching these Things, in this
some Ministers {indulged)
to that Height, as to give Bond for superseding from
all

plain Case of Confession, and

the Exercise of their Ministry, as the Council required

:

So these Acts, and all the Executions following upon
them, were so far from daunting or deterring Mr. Renwick, and the poor Wanderers persecuted with him,
from that duty deserted by others, that they thought
themselves obliged, so much the more openly to avow
such a Testimony, that
ed Therefore, in the
:

it

was

so

blasphemously interdictof that Parliament,

mean Time

while the Earl of Argyle, with other Noblemen and Gen-
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who had been

tleman,

proscribed and forced by Oppres-

sion to go to other Countries^ associating with the

of

Monmouth,

tion to the

to essay

Duke

some Diversion

of York's,

Duke

and OpposiDesigns^ of advancing and
of,

Tyranny and Popery, threatning th6 Ruin
of both Nations, was undertaking and prosecuting his
Expedition in the Highlands, IMr. Renwick could not let
establishing

that Opportunity pass, of witnessing against that Usur-

pation of a Papist upon the

and

Government of the Nation,

Designs of overturning the covenanted ReformaAnd accordingly, upon
and introducing Popery.

his

tion,

May
went

28th 1685, he with about Two hundred Men,
and published a Declaration there

to Sanquhair,

the Import whereof, in short, was,

" That considering that James
"

Duke

of York, a pro-

and excommunicate Papist, was proclaimed
" To testify their Resentment of that Deed, and to make
" appear to the World that they were free thereof, by
" Concurrence or Connivance, they protest against the
fess'd

" foresaid Proclamation of James Duke of York as King,
" in regard that it is the choosing of a Murderer to be

" a Governor, who hath shed the Blood of the Saints
" That it is the Height of Confederacy with an Idol" ater, forbidden by the LaAv of God, Contrary to the

—

" Declaration of the General Assembly, Jiilj/ 27th 1649,
"
and contrary to many wholesom and laudable Acts
" of Parliament, and inconsistent Avith the Safety,
" Faith, Conscience and Christian Liberty of a Christ-

—

"
"
"
"
"
"

—

ian People, to choose a Subject of Antichrist to be

—

supreme Magistrate, and to intrust an Enemy
Work and People of God, with the Interests of
both And upon many important Grounds and Reatheir

to the
:

sons (which there they express) they protest against

the Validity and Constitution of that Parliame?it, ap-
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" proving and ratifying the foresaid Proclamation—
" And against all kind of Popery, in general and parti" cular Heads, as abjured by the Natioiial Covenant,
" and abrogated by Acts of Parliament ; And against
" its Entry again into this Land ; and every Thing that
" doth or may directly or indirectly make Way for the
" same/' Sfc.

—

—

This Declaration,

for

its

Matter, being so conspi-

cuously consonant, not only to the old Principles, but

even to the common Grounds of the Earl of Argi/le
War against this Usurper, then ge-

his Declaration of

nerally espoused

by Presbyterians,

universally receded and

Time

of

it,

tho'

from

:

now almost

And

having the Advantage of the

of the Nation,
so

resiled

all aloft

much condemned by

in a

for

as

the

Humours

Commotion, was neither

those that used to contradict

every Thing they did before ; nor was it ever a Ground
of Persecution from Enemies particularly and expresly
declared.

In the mean time, some Gentlemen came from Holland, commissioned from the Earl, to endeavour with
all

Earnestness to induce the persecuted Wanderers to

Arms with them. Wherein
none did labour more importunately than some Ministers, who, before that, in Holland, had spread Informations against them, accusing them of heavy Things,

a Concurrence in rising in

to wit.

That they had not only

cast off all Magistrates,

all Kinds of Maand were for cutting off all, as open Enemies, who did not acknowledge their imaginary Government ; That their Societies were only an erroneous Faction, Sfc.
Yet now were very cordial and earnest in
pressing them to associate with that Expedition. When
Mr. Ren wick was solicited to it, he spoke very favour-

but had constitute among themselves,
gistrates

;

8(>
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ably and honourably of the Earl, and expressed the

Esteem he had

and laudable Intentions
was reported by many)- and declared his Willingness to concur, if the Quarrel and Declaration were rightly stated
But, because it was not
of his honest

(the contrary whereof

:

concerted according to the ancient Plea of the Scottish
Covcnmiters, in Defence of our Reformation expresly,

according

League
fiants,

;

to

our

Covencmts,

because no Mention

National
is

made

and

Solemn

of these Cove-

nor of Presbyterian Government, of purpose, lest
; because it opened
Confederacy with Sectarians and Malig-

the Sectarians should be irritate
a

Door

nants ;

for

and because accordingly, some Persons were

too promiscuously admitted to Trust in that Varty,

who

were then, and since have discovered themselves to be
Enemies to the Cause, and under Engagements to be
Enemies, by taking the Test ; yea, some that had
Accession to the Blood-shed at Airs-moss, to wit. Sir

John Cochran, who had a Hand in bringing the Forces
and since hath treacherously redeemed his Life,
by turning a traiterous Informer against his Fellowthither,

associates.

Upon

these Accounts, tho' he encouraged all to put

themselves in some Posture for Action, waiting until

and was consulting upon
some expedient Methods, for gathering what Force they
could make, in Expectation of what Providence would produce for their clearing ; yet in the mean time, he could
not advise any to go to them, and join in that Association, so stated and circumstantiated.
For the Demur
upon these Grounds, after that Party was broken, the
Blame was laid upon Mr. Renwick ; and in many Informations, both at Home and Abroad, it was said. That
he made it his Work, to hinder all from joining with
their Call should be cleared,
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Expedition

this,

both
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Whereas themselves'

knew what

that

alledged

Access he had, either to

little

furder or hinder any, and what Diligence he used, ac-

cording to his Access, to bring Friends into some Capacity to

What

answer a clear Call

for

Action

Time.

at that

could he have done more, before he and they

should be cleared as to the State of that Association

And

what,

if

that

had been

cleared, could have

?

been

expected from them in those Circumstances, while they
could neither meet themselves, nor win to that Party

through the Body of the Enemies Forces, lying between ? And what significant Help, if they could have

win

at

them, could their Concurrence have contribute,

who, both before and

since,

have

still

been called and

accounted so inconsiderable, insignificant and despicable

Nathem have signified to the obthe Accomplishment of it, by them that did

a Party, to the overturning the Force of the Three
tions

:

Or, the

structing

atchieve

Want

of

it ?

Thereafter, some of the Ministers that came over with
the Earl of Argyle, pretended a Willingness to join with

him

;

but upon Terms that he could not in Conscience

agree with,

to wit, to lay aside all

Debates, and

let

By-

gones pass, and so go on in the publick Work ; which
he judged inconsistent with, yea, destructive of his

Testimony, as inferring the laying aside, not only the
just Exceptions he

had against them, but^lso the keepand passing by sundry Defections of the
Time, wherein the Debate lay betwixt them and him.
But, to convince them, that he was willing to join with
them, if Differences and Exceptions could be removed
in a right and honest Way, as soon as he understood
they had a Desire to confer with him, he then (as always when Occasion offered, he shewed himself most
ing Silence

at,
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and never declined Conference with any ; But,
it can be instanced^ he hath solicited
it, and hath been superciliously denied) very cheerfully
embraced the Offer, and went to them, and had that
vvilliiig;,

at sundry Times^

Conference related in the Vindicatimi

:

Which, instead

of composing or allaying Differences, did rather heighten

and widen them, while they stood very tenaciously to
the justifying their oAvn Way ; Yea, to the maintaining of all the Aspersions they had cast upon, and Misinformations they had given forth against them, they
were now treating with ; and much exasperated, and
aggravated their Challenges of JMiscarriage in Mr. Retiwick, and them that were with him^ not accepting either Apologies or Confessions from them, or any Accommodations they could propose Which was a very
unlikely Way to compass the End pretended^ the healing of Breaches. When they saw an Agreement could
not be obtained upon their Terms, being encouraged by
many Professors, opposite to Mr. Renwick, that flocked
to them, sowing Seeds of greater Discord, and of a
growing Dissention they became more Untender, and
declared their Dislike of him, and the Societies that
adhered to him, with much Disdain ; Exclaiming then,
with much Bitterness, against his Ordination, and his
taking it from the Church of Holland, which they accused of many Corruptions, as Erasiiafiism, and of the
Three Sprinklings in Baptism, which they called Popish.
This did discover not only Prejudice at him ; but a
great Deal of both Untenderness and Inconsiderateness
in them, inveighing against the Church of Groningen,
under the Name of the Church of Holland, only for his
Sake ; forgetting in the mean Time, how they had formerly commended the Hollanders, and what Encomiastick Epithets are given to them in their Declaration,
:

;
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BuluKtrk against Poperi/, ike
much for Holland, and nothino-

in that they said so

against

its

Corruptions, until they saw no

Agreement

could be settled with him, except on such Terms, as
should condemn his Testimony ; Yea, until they prevailed with some Societies, to come off from their formerly concluded Conjunction with their Brethren, and
by Degrees prepared them to receive their Informations,
it

seemed

to favour

more of carnal Policy, than Gospel

Simplicity.

was afterwards their Task, to render him both
and odious, at Home and Abroad
First,
Ridiculous, by representing his Sillyness and Insignificancy, as one that was led by his Followers ; and
were it not they imposed upon him, he would never
have refused Joining with them For, he had nothing
It

ridiculous

:

:

in himself, so they constructed of

mour, in condescending as
permit.

But

in the

Way

far

complaisant

liis

as

Hu-

Conscience would

they took to

make People

despise his Sillyness and Insignificancy, they missed
their

Mark, and got nothing by

Discoveries of their

it with many, but
Malice, in the JMinds of the
being present at some of his Con-

own

most Unbyassed, who
ferences with them, could discern neither such Emptiness, nor such Easiness to be imposed upon, as they
spoke of; Only, they declared, for any Thing thev
could discover, he was more led by Conscience than
Ambition of Credit ; for he took not the ready Way to
obtain that.

Next, They so far prevailed by their la-

borious Endeavours, to represent

they drew

him

;

as,

many

him

as Odious,, that

from Societies, that joined with
in Carrick and Calder-muir ; who from that
off

Time, left off coming to
that some of them came

their General Meetings (save
to

One

for a Conference, as is
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Page 25, &c.) and took seWays, without Respect to their former Agree-

related in the Vindicaiion,

parate

ments, they themselves had consented to ; receiving and
spreading some false Reports, without premonishing
their

Brethren

Some

:

of which Deserters were im-

many Places of the
Country, to possess People with strange Opinions of
Mr. Renivick ; wherein they were so industrious, that

ployed as Agents and Informers in

they caused great Confusions, in the Places where he
preached and wandred ; making some, ignorant of the.
Controversies, that had their Children baptized by him,

were guilty of the Errors and Cor; because he was ordained there and that he was not a Minister of the
Church of Scotland : By this Means, they made many

believe, that they

ruptions of the Church of Holland
;

to desert him.

But when

these Ministers, for

whom

they were so

by Desome nearer

active in proselyting People to their Side, did

grees appear to

more and more,

fall in

Conjunction with the Indulged, in so

into

much

that they

vaunted they got these IMinisters on their Side, and
One with them in Opposition to the Wanderers, from
whom they seemed to keep a Distance at first And
when some of these Informers, so zealous for them,
:

began evidently to degenerate into offensive Looseness
and Licentiousness in their Practice, and to vent some
palpable, declared and discovered Lies, and, as was
observed by many, did raise many Slanders on the
Wanderers, of these Things they were chiefly chargeable with themselves

them

;

falling into the

dalously

Comply

of all that

went

;

And
off

and when afterwards some of
Hands of Persecutors, did scanin a short

Time, the Generality

with them, giving up

an,d

ing off their Fellowship- Meetings for Prayer

:

leav-

These
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Things did much contribute, both to contirm those that
kept their former Ground, and to reduce some that had
left it.

It

was very

afflicting to

ings and Haltings
tho'

him, to observe such Reel-

among the People

;

And,

therefore,

he was much averse from entertaining the Peo-

ple with, or receiving

them into doubtful Disputations
them in such Doubts and
;

Yet, rather than leave

Distractions, he forced himself to declare to the People

Matter, and to inform them
some solemn and select Meetings ; for he loved not
to insist much on these hungry and weary Subjects) of
all that past between these Ministers and him, and
what had obstructed the Accommodation of Differences,
and how dangerous that Way was, that they would
have perswaded him to ; warning them, that they
might expect the Lord should be seen, while they continued so defending and persisting in that Way of

in Publick, the whole
(at

theirs, to

make

his Displeasure

known

against

it.

This

was very well received of some of the most Impartial
But they whom it most concerned did
and Tender
little regard it ; It seems they had resolved one Way or
other, to have him made Odious ; for. Word was sent
to Irelatid, and Information written to Holland, and
turned into Dutch, That he was but a poor, unlearned,
empty, blown up, proud Thing and that the Means
they used had proved so successful, that all had now
;

•

;

left

him, but about a Hundred

silly,

poor, daft Bodies,

that were running through with him, and robbing the

His usual Answer, when such Reports came
/ will not say so of Ihem ; and advised his Friends not to contend with them with such
Sort of Weapons, and have a Care, not to render Rail-

Country.

to his Ears, was,
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ing for Bailing, which Avas very engaging to

knew him in the mean Time.
The Persecution against him never
the Defeat of

tlie

;

that

but after

fore-mentioned Expedition, returned

upon him and the

full-butt

abated

all

poor

greater Vigor and Violence then ever

Wanderers, with
;

All the Forces,

Foot, Horse and Dragoons, and Militia Troops

and
Companies of Lowlanders, being poured in upon all the
Western and Southern Shires, to range through all the
Rocks, Woods, Muirs and Mountains, pursuing the
Chase after them, with indefatigable Travel ; and saying, They had now gotten away with IMonmouth and
Argyle, they must now fall on with Renwick and the
old Regiment : Which Persecutions, in the mean Time,
of so manifold and multiplied Discouragments from
Friends, were more then usually weighty to his Spirit
while he was reduced to such perplexing Difficulties,
puzling Dangers and pinching Straits, and had little
Sympathie, but from them that could give him little
Succour Yet all these Things did not move him from,
nor mar him in his Work, but under all those Afflictions, he was confirmed more and more that the Work
was the Lord's, and that he would own it And by the
Grace and Goodness of God he was still the more animated and enlarged in Spirit and enabled in Body, to
encrease his Diligence in preaching, baptizing and examining every Week once at least ; which had such Success, that a great and effectual Door was ojjened to the
bringing in of many to Christ, out of Ignorance and
Darkness of Nature, and bringing back many from the
Times Sins and Compliances, and bringing out such
:

:

Multitudes, flocking after the persecuted Gospel Ordinances, in the open Fields, that

it

was impossible

for

him
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all

parts to

preach to them.

IN

THE YEAR

1686.

secuting Powers, solicitous

how to
Wings

lay this Cockatrice-Egg, which, under the

warm

of the following Toleration, hath been hatched

Maturity

into

While the Popish and perwould seem) where and

(it

for

an Unhappy Production, did see

their Interest to contract their Oppressions,

it

for

and not

to

extend their Severity so promiscuously and universally
against all that bear the
strict it to those of

Name

of Dissenters^, only to re-

the wilder sort {as they called them)

whom they could never either drive or draw from an
open Testimony against all their Encroachments ; tho'
Persecution against Mr. Renwick went still on,
and was the more dangerous, that he and the Wanderers had all the Brunt of it to bear, while the Forces had
none other to persecute but them Yet his greatest diftheir

:

ficulties

then arose from professed Presbyterians,

had been formerly persecuted

who

same Cause, which
he owned ; Whose Tongue -Persecution, and Assaults
with Paper-guns and Ink-powder, was to him sharper,
and more piercing to his Spirit, than the Persecution of
Bloody Enemies Hands, and all the Aveapons they could
hold in them, tho' of harder Mettal, and still managed
against him with an unrelenting Madness
However,
the Persecution of Enemies was not so incessant, admitting some Intervals of Breathing, Avhich he was careful
for the

:

with such Diligence in prosecuting his Work,
it were amazed, as if he
had been tasked to do all, and render an Account of his

to redeem,

that

all

that were Witnesses to

Diligence before the next Storm.

Yet,

more restrained than formerly
did many Times exert it self in bloody MurderSj of such
Still their

Rage,

tho'

;,
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as they could catch of the

Wanderers

;

several of

whom,

they butchered in the Fields where they found theiUj
and others on Scaifolds, and in filling Prisons with them,

when they were emptying them by

liberating others, as

Gentlemen and Ministers of the Indulged Faction, upon
Bond to answer again. Hereby, while they did extend
their Severity against

them

only,

who had few

to

sym-

pathize with them, and multiplied their Favours to those

they found pliable, and of greatest Figure among the
People; they projected, and did wofully prevail to advance
the Mystery of Iniquity, m.ore and more since manifest-

ed

And

:

to stop the

of suchj from

whom

and Contradiction

;

Mouths and bind up the Hands

they might have expected Cohtroul

by way of Testimony,

at least,

in

such a clear Case of Confession, and lay them by, now
blinded with Flatteries, and bribed with Favours, from
all

open Opposition to Popery and Slavery twisted togein the present Design of Antichrist.
So that,

ther

among all the Presbyterian Ministers in Scotland, there
was heard no publick Testimony against Popery, and
the open Efforts to introduce it, even when some profane Curates, and some Members of the Drunken Parliament held by Murray, made some Opposition to the
taking away of the Penal Statutes against Papists ; and
some of the Rabble and Soldiery suffered for testifying
first setting up of the idolatrous
Mass, and for speaking against Popery, and the Designs

their Detestation of the

of the King.

Hence, Mr. Rentvick was constrained

to

endeavour to

be more publick and particular in his Testimony against
these effronted Designs

;

and found

it

necessary more

frequently to inculcate his Warnings of the Danger of

them

;

and

his

Witness against the continuing and growwherein he met with more

ing Defections of the Times

;
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Contradictions and Oppositions from all Hands^ and
more discouraging and distracting Diversion^ from those
that once followed him, now, than at any other Time
For, a long Time before this, even before he entered in:

to the Ministry, in the

Time

of the

lirst

breaking out

of the universal Inundation, of the Land-destroying

De-

and Confusions, in that Day of Darkness, a Debate had risen among those that were most
afraid of the Intanglements and Pollutions of the Time,
about Family-Exercise, whether they might join in Family-worship with gross Compilers ; which did exceedOn the
ingly rack and torture some of the most tender
one Hand, being afraid of the Scandal of breaking the
acknowledged Ties of their respective Relations in Families ; and on the other, fearing to participate with
their Sin
And in Process of Time when there was
some greater Calm and Abatement of the Rage of Persecution," and People were thinking to settle again in
Families the Debate growing to a greater Height and
Heat, Mr. lienwick was much troubled with it ; some
Peojile pressing him for Resolution in the Case ; and

fections, Divisions

:

:

;

others oppressing

him with Reproaches on

this Occasion;

now he had broken many

Families, and
had separated the Wife from the Husband, the Children from the Father, the Servants from their Masters,
and had taught, they should not countenance the Worship of God in their Families performed by them. Some
indeed, went too great a Length in Contending for this,
and none more than they, who since have run to the
other Extreme, and lifted themselves among the greatest Reproachers of that Way, wherein formerly they affected an Account of Eminency
But
'Tis false, that Mr. Renwick either began this Debate, or promoted it, or taught any such Thing but on

affirming, that

:

;
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the contrair, studied
itj

all

he could

to allay

and

alleviate

with respect to the Capacity of those engaged in

it,

and never would advise, but with the greatest of CauFor, on the one Hand, he contion on both Hands.
sidered the sad Representations, that

many

poor exer-

cised Souls brought of their circumstantiate Case

;

How

some of the Masters of the Families, where they were,
had been involved in the grossest Perjuries and Apostasies enacted and established in the Time ; had engaged themselves in the Tests, Bands, Oaths, Sic. not only
to renounce the Covenant and Cause of God, and not
only to assist, maintain and concur with the Persecutors and Destroyers thereof, but by themselves to oppose and persecute it, all they could would have rode
and run all the Day in the pursuit of the Persecuted
people of God, in Concurrence with the Hue and Cry ;
would have come home drunk, with their Mouths full
of Cursing and Reproaching the Way of God ; and yet
at Night, would have in a rude, rash and profane Manner rushed into the solemn Worship of God in the Family, and therein uttered ignorant and impertinent Expressions, hardly digested by tender or understanding
Ears yea, and many Times blasphemous Imprecations
against the People of God, Reproaches against the Way
of God ; and Petitions for a Blessing to those, in that
;

;

Way

declared

hateful

to

God

in his

Word

which, because they could not concur in Faith

;

:

With

therefore

they durst not continue to give their Countenance in
Conscience.
offer

In such cases, he durst not advise them to

Violence to their Conscience

ed them to be serious
to

mourn over

in

;

but always perswad-

seeking Light from the Lord,

this Grievance, to witness against these

Things they were offended at, and
fending in their Withdrawing.

to be

tender of of-

4fll.
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On the other Hand, lie considered what Hazard there
was of Extravagancy, in extending this too far, in Cases
not so circumstantiate ; how scandalous this was like to
prove to the Generation how ridiculous to Enemies
;

how offensive to Friends
how racking and rending

;

how stumbling

to Neutrals

;

Remnant, in giving Occasion to that Reproach, That they had broken the
Peace, Union, Communion and Comfort of so many Families ; how difficult and intricate the Question was in
to the

Communion

about breaking off from a

it self,

natural

and flowing from the
Duties of indissolvable Relations, of another Nature
than Withdrawing from elective and voluntary Comand

founded

relative,

munion
fore, it

and selected

in chosen

was not

upon,

fit

Societies

to receive the

Weak

and that there-

;

into such doubt-

ful Disputations How the Question, as it was Difficult,
so it was New, and never before agitated in this or
:

other Churches (the Reason being obvious. That as there
M'ere

never

among

Church before,
up that Duty of Faso, it
occasion any Debate thereupon

such Defections

mily-worship, to
is

not so

Churches
to join

in

this

those that professed to keep

;

much known
;

and

with in

so,

it :)

or

made Conscience

they can have

How

little

also, as it

of in other

whom

Question

was New,

not be brought to a Case of Confession, or

so

it

made

could

a Part

of the Testimony to be contended for, being neither op-

posed nor sought to be suppressed by persecuting Enemies, so as to become a

Word

of Patience

;

nor declined

from, or deserted by backsliding Brethren

;

nor ever

decided, or determined by the Church, as a Part of her

And therefore he was both shy
and yet durst not leave People altogedetermine themselves ; but gave them such Ad-

attained Reformation
to

meddle

ther to

in

:

it,

vices, according to the several respective

K

Circumstances
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tliey were, as might contribute for their own,
and the Family's Peace.
Now also, he was much troubled with Letters of Accusation against him from many Hands: One of the
Ministers that came over with the Earl of Argyle, wrote
a very invective Letter, accusing him, and those that

wherein

joined with him, " (1.)

" Government, even
"

its

Room

Of

to the

a popular

overturning Presbyterian

Foundation

Confusion

;

in

;

and putting in

committing the

" Trial, both of the Degree of Scandal and Censure, to
" Persons that are not Church-officers. (2.) Of thrust-

"
"
"
"
"

ing themselves most unhappily into the Magistrates

Room If you had (said he) every Man for himself
You could not own the Magistrates and the pre:

said.

sent Government,

there had been

because Tyrants and tyrannical,

to have been said ; especially if
" you had done as you have said, in striving like Men
" to have cast off the Yoke But, to make your selves a
little

:

" Convention of
" unhappy.

Estates,

and

But, to give

act accordingly,

my Thoughts

was most

plainly of these

" Things ; It cannot be denied, that Matters, both in
" Kirk and State, are run to the Height of Confusions,
'' alas for
it
But you, seeing that the Government was
" turned tyrannical, and that Matters were sadly wrong" ed in this Church, like to be buried in her own Rub" bish, put your selves in the Room of both Kirk and
" State, manage both Civil and Church Affairs, and that
" by the same Persons and Assembly. (3.) Of impos" ing most unhappy Restrictions on Ministers, in the
!

" Exercise of their Ministry ; and when they cannot
own, nor preach upon these Terms, that they call

"
"
"
"

them silent and unfaithful, and require disowning of
them, as a Qualification of Persons capable of their
Fellowship ; so that now, there is not a Minister in
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" Scotland, England or Ireland, save One, as lie him" self saith in a Letter to a Friend in Ireland, and lie
" no IMinister of that Church either, and that by his
" own Confession."
It will be sufficient to contract the

To

returned to this Effect.

Answer which he
" That they

the First,

'

never committed the Trial of the Degree, either of the

'

Scandal or of the Censure, in a juridical

'

People

'

'

'

'

'

;

Way,

to the

but only, for their own Information in a pri-

vate Way, allowed them to have a Judgment of their
own Duty, how to carry towards the Scandalous, if the
Scandal might bear the Weight of withdrawing from
him.
Some sort of Trying is allowed to People aSj
to trji the Spiriis, 1 John iv. 1.
Peter was some way
;

by those of the Circumcision

'

tried

'

Scandal.

'

guides

'

say

;

is

Not
in the

that the

Hands

Power

an alledged

for

of censuring Church-

of the People, as Independents

but that which

Rutherfoord says.

Peaceable

'

Plea, Chap. 4. Pag. 51, 52. will hold, That Peter, or

'

any Church-guide,

is to

Brother, of a Scandal

'

offend the Weak,

:

and

purge himself, before any one

The Law of Natureforbiddeth
will have

him purge himself,

'

to

'

if he were a Pope.

'

from a scandalous Person,

'

to

'

him.

'

of a Censure, but only a Testifying that

'

inflicted

by such as are competent, Rom.

'

2 Thess.

iii.

'

is

'

'

'

'

Some
is

say, that a

Withdrawing
him ; and

a Censuring of

withdraw from a scandalous Minister, is
But simple V/ithdrawing is not the
it

to depose
Inflicting

should be
xvi.

17-

14. Private Subifraction, in such Cases,

else they that
not an Act judicial, but natural
withdraw from the Curates, do censure the Curates.
In a broken State of the Church, when Church-judieateries cannot be had, there must be some such private Withdrawing, else all must go into Confusion,
;
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"

tiiu

Fuitliful uiust partlike of other

Mens

Sins

:

pri-

" vate and popular Means of reclaiming oifended Bre" threuj and the Testimonies of the Faithful^ shall fall
" to the Ground. This is not to overturn Presbyterian
" Government.
^'

To

the Second, If declining the Magistrates, be-

" cause Tyrants, be a thrusting our selves into the Ma" gistrates Room, then every Man declining a Prelate,
" because not of Christ's Appointment, thrusts himself

"

We

into the Prelate's Room
might not only have
" said, every Man for himself, &c. but, we for our selves
:

" and all our Adherents could not own them ; and that
" the Law of God, the Law of Nature, and the funda" mental Laws of our Land, and our Covoiant.s, did
" oblige all the Subjects of the Kingdom, especially such
" as yet profess Adherence to our Covenants, to do as
" we have done. This is all the Import of our Decla-

"

rations.
How can it be instructed that we have acted
" as a Convention of Estates ? The mere Disowning of
" the present Government will not infer it ; for that is
''
an Act radical and natural. As to the Expression,
" What needs so much Fighting about it ? We crave
" only that Right that God and Nature hath given us ;

" and, come in behind us, or go out before us who will,
" let us have our own Place.
I wish these Words had
" been otherwise expressed Why are Men made such
" Offenders for Words
Will such a Spirit be helpful
" to the Healing of Breaches
And whereas it is re:

.''

.''

" fleeted, that little might have been said, if we had
" done as we had said, striving like Men to have cast
" off the Yoke.
We have done as the Lord gave us
" Strength and Ability ; and He hath assisted many of
" us to wrestle to our utmost Breath, and leave our
" Blood both on Scaffolds and in Fields, in Testimony

Mil.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

against the
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Lord Jesus, by that

tyrannical Government. People should not speak

much

more themselves.
I wish the Lord might polish and raise up a Party,
whose Zealous, Christian and IVIanly Actions might
of our Doings, as

little,

A

until they do

self-denied Christian will desire,

obscure

all ours.

that

Instruments Hands

all

that the Lord's

Hand may

may

be hid, to the

End

We

hold

the more appear.

none of these Declarations, or any other Thing to
" have been emitted by Judicatories. The same Per-

" sons having Ecclesiastical Authority, and others hav" ing Civil Authority, cannot concur in one Action We
" leave this to the Tyrant's Council, made up of Lords
" Spiritual and Temporal, as they call them.
:

To the Third, " We never in the least intended any
" Restrictions on Ministers, but only desired that they
" might declare the whole Counsel of God ; and would
" have them taking a Liberty to preach up all Duties,
" and down all Sin
This is no Restriction nor Imposi" tion ; some such Thing may be found in the first Call
" to the IMinisters.
But, Pudor est nemini in meliora
:

"
"
"
"
"
"

transire. *

"

Ecclesiasticalli/

More Tenderness should be used towards
Dark

a poor, wasted and bleeding People, left in the

by their Leaders, seeing they are

so willing to receive

Instruction,

and take with any Thing that looks

the least of

Wrongs among them.

I

am

like

against the

Peoples desiring any Thing of Ministers, but what is
" Divinely bound upon them by the Word of God ; and

by our Natiotial and Solemn Covenants,

\ " and the Acts of our General Assemblies.
" As to that, that I should have said in a Letter,
" That there is not a Minister in Scotland, &c. faithful,

*

That

is, It is

a

Shame for

no

Man

to

amend.
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" save One. I forgive the saying it of me But I deny
" the Charge ; yea^ sucli a Thought^ as savouring of the
" basest of Self. If I have written of Ministers Unfaith" fulness in universal Terms^ it is but a wide Conse:

"
"
"
"
"
"

quence to

infer,

/

asserted there

was

but One.

I say

no morej but, God pardon the Unfaithfulness of MinisThere are many such universal Complaints in
ters
:

not a INIinister of this Church
said, I

am a

I

am

deny.

I

That by mine own Confession,

the Scriptures.

;

I altogether

Minister, wherever I have a Call from the

" People and do embrace it. O that all these, who
" shall agree together in Heaven, were agreeing upon
" the Earth! I think, if my Blood could be a mean to
" procure that, I could willingly offer it."
Other Letters, Replies and Duplies to this purpose,
were'^interchanged betwixt the same INIinister and him,
Others also from other
wliich were tedious to relate.
Hands were sent, both to him and of him spread through
the Country, containing

many shamefully

lying Libels

Time, they manifested themselves to be Lies; so these, and the Charges further
made against them, are answered in the Informatory
Vindication, Avhich was published upon Occasion of the
numerous Multiplication of Calumnies, and spreading
them through this and several other Countries ; espewhich, as within a

cially,

little

a large Information, stuffed with the grossest

Misrepresentations,

all

accumulated in one Draught of

Paper, divulged not only here, but carried over to
Hollaml, and very industriously spread by A I. Gordon,

a

who sometime was
with that Party,

joint in Profession

whom now

and Sufferings

he set himself

to traduce.

Mr. Renwick did write that Vindication, and communiit with these that joined with him, did afterwards procure the Publication thereof. There were

cating
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conjunct with Mr. Gordon, several others,
ly followed the

Informing-trade

;

who

furious-

especially in Carried,

one Robert Cathcart, John Dick (who since has turned
a Trooper, or Dragoon) and others, who never left off

with their clamorous Tongues and scribling Pens, to
spread their Libels against him, until their discovered

Lies made them as infamous, as they endeavoured to

make him

odious.

This Robert Cathcart had pretended, at least, to join
in contending and suifering for the same Testimony
with the Societies in Carrick, and professed cheerful

and cordial Adherence thereunto, upon all Hazards
which for a Time he seemed very resolutely to sustain,
until the Expedition of the Earl of Argyle appearing,
he began secretly and openly to bear Hand to the
Breaking of these Societies, and to shew, either much
Unstableness, or that he but dissembled in ever pretending to be one with them, whom now he relinquished,
and studied by all IMeans to traduce. Which first ap-

peared in a Letter, accusing and representing
wick, and those that joined with him,

JNIr.

" As such,

Ren-

whom

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

the Lord had given up, in a great Measure, to the

"
"
"
"
"

With

Delusion of their
Lies,

and

science

;

own

deceitful Hearts, to believe

to follow the Dictates of an erring

whom

Con-

the Lord, in his Anger, hath plagued

with misinformed Judgments, that they persevere in
the Breach of our solemn

known Covenants

in

two

Points,

"

First,

In that of Error and Heresy

:

For, (1.)

the Papists, they would have their Church in-

fallible

;

their Practice testifies this, in declining a

Minister, be he never so faithful in his Function, for

the least alledged personal

Failing,

which

made

" these

is

Men

lived in the

even tho' that

Surely, had
Days of the Apostles, they

alledged cannot be

out

:
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" would have rejected them too ; for they had their own
" Failings, a body of Death. (2.) With the Itulepen" dents, upon the least Failing in a Minister, they take
" upon them the Power to Depose. I think {sai/s he)
" they needed not to have troubled the Church of Gron" ingen with Ordination of their Rabbi Mr. Rc/iivick,
" they might as well have ordained him themselves;
" Ordination, being as much in their power, as Deposi" tion.
(3.) In very little they differ from the Separa" lists.
" Secondly, In that of Church Discipline and Govern" ment, they have altogether broken that, as (1.) Their
" sending over a Youth, scarce read in the common
" Heads of Divinity, to G/w«wo-t'«, a most corrupt Church,
" never yet come the Length of Prelacy in its Reforma" tion, having declined the faithful IMinisters of the
" Church of Scotland, and set him up in their Room,
" as Jeroboam the Son of Nebat did, when he made the
" Idol Calves, crying. Behold thy gods,
Israel ! so
" did they of him. Behold thy Representative, O Cluirch
" of Scotland
I can call him nothing but a Creature
" of their own making, and an Idol whom they have set
" up in the Room of the honest Ministers of Scotland.
" (2.) By their meddling with Things which only be" long to a Church Judicatory, and the highest Church
" Judicatory Not only being Laick Men, they exa" mine Faults, yea absolve the guilty ; but also, consti!

:

" tute Laws and make Acts, which none but a General
" Assembly could do.
Must the Gospel live and die
" with Mr. Remvick, suppose he were a Minister of the
" Church of Scotland ? Blust we be all tied to him }
" But a Minister of the Church of Scotland he is not
" neither can he be admitted to sit a Member of a
" Church Judicatory in Scotland : For, the Church at
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" Groningen had no more Power to ordain a Minister
" of the Church of Scotland, than the Clergy of Eng" land had long ago to consecrate Sharp Archbishop of
" St. Andrews." With much more odious Stuff to this
Purpose^ discovering more

and Ignorance, than
and bewraying the Contagion of that Plague to have infected
his own Heart, Tongue and Pen, which he alledges
they were smitten with, whom here he studiously belies ; yea, and somewhat worse than an erring Coneither

Wit

l\Ialice

or Ability to sustain his Charge,

science, believing Lies

even a seared Conscience, dic-

;

tating Lies in Hypocrisie

;

which in

his

own Experience

with them, he knew to be Lies.
Mr. Rcmvick, and those with him, did indeed confess
and lament their Breach of Covenant, and wished their
Brethren with

whom

they contended, and particularly

these ]Ministers, whose Faithfulness he so

much

pro-

been more sensible of their then Breachof that Covenant, which then they had forgot, and

claims, to have
es

now they have forgone in Silence ; And, upon these
Terms of mutual confessing and forsaking the Breaches
of that Covenant, they always declared their Desire of

uniting with them

:

But, because they persevered in

the Breach of that Covenant, not only in two, but in
all its

Parts and Articles

;

Therefore, they found them-

selves obliged to discountenance them, while they con-

tinued in so breaking

it.

Jar from endeavouring

In the

Jii'st Article,

being so

the Preservation

of the reformed
Religion in Doctrine, Worship, Discipline and Government, that they have complied with or connived at many
Things eversive of, and destructive unto that Reformation

;

as,

the Supremacy in the former Indulgences as

The Oaths and
Bonds inconsistent therewith, some of which were taken

well as in the present Tolleration

:
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by some of them ; some again connived at, and not Avitnessed against by many of them ; the Cess and other
Impositions and Exactions, expressly required for the
Suppression and Destruction of that, which they were
As likewise not only
sworn to endeavour to preserve.
in lying-by and surceasing from Endeavours to preserve
off Preaching and Discipline, in
it, when they left

Times of the Peoples greatest Necessity

;

but

also, in

and justifying other
Practices, than are consistent with the Doctrine and
Government of the Covenanted Church of Scotland, viz.
The Doctrine of Association with Mallgnants and SecThe Doctrine of owning and maintaining Tytaries
disseminating other

Principles,

:

rants.

In the second Article, Being so far from extirpating
That many of them have made
Popery, Prelacy, Sfc.
Papists ; All have owned the
declared
with
Peace
their

Head
pery

:

of Papists, the great Pillar and Promoter of Po-

And

instead of extirpating Prelacy, have com-

plied with, or connived at such Courses, as conduced in

As hearing the Curates,
the contrary to establish it
paying them Stipends, S^c. In the Third Article, Being
so far from preserving Rights and Privileges, t^-c. as
:

there qualified

;

that not only

many have

subjected

themselves to an Erastian Supremacy, to the Prejudice
of the true Religion, and the Liberties of the Church
or connived at it without a Testimony
;
have owned Allegiance to a Destroyer of
Religion and Liberty ; without Respect to the Covenant-qualification, in the Defence of Religion and Liber-

and Kingdom

But

:

also, all

In the Fourth Article, Instead of discovering Mahave many of them countenanced
them, associated with them, strengthened their Hands,
And all have
admitted them to the Lord's Table, S^^c.
ty.

lignants, S^-c they

Mil.
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Head of them, mounted on
In the Fifth Article, They have
broken our Conjunction, in firm Peace and Union, in

owned the Authority

of the

a Throne of Iniquity.

Truth and Duty ; and instead of that, have been promoting and abetting a sinful Confederacy in Defection.
In the Sixth Article, Instead of assisting and defending
Covenanted Brethren ; many have added Afthe afflicted, by Reproaches ; and have been
maintaining their Murderers with Supplies of Ex-

all their

fliction to

for

actions, contributing thereunto

:

And many Ways

suffered themselves to be divided and
their suffering Brethren,

have
withdrawn from

and have made Defection to

the contrary Part, and given themselves to a detestable Indifferency in the Cause and Testimony of Christ.

And

Conclusion, Instead of mourning for these

in the

Breaches of Covenant, they yet defend or daub them.
But,

As to these Breaches, charged here on Mr. Re^iwick,
and the People with him However, they confess manifold Breaches, they deny these. And in these Charges,
the Inadvertancy, at least, of this Accuser, is so mani:

fest,

that

partial

;

cannot escape the Observation of the Im-

it

How,

in

making Lies of them whom he would
whom he would have

accuse, he belies also these with

them

classed

First,

The

;

Or, ignorantly misrepresents them.

For,

Papists never pretended that every one of

their Doctors or Laicks

were

infallible

;

as this Dicta-

Men, both Teacher and Taught.
they ever assume, or improve this Kind of

tor alledges of these

Neither did

Infallibility here charged, of declining Ministers for the

least alledged Failing.

He knows

M'ho are liker the

Hand over Head,
and allowing them as it were an indelible Character
Whereas, the 3Ien he accuses, have been so far from
Papists in that, in following Ministers

108
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pretending to Infallibility, that they have not declined
to publish their

Resentments and Confessions of their

Mistakes to the World ; which is a greater Testimony
against all Pretences of Infallibility, than those that
contended against them ever yet professed

;

tho' nrith

them, even with them, there have been found some Sins

Lord

against the

their

God: But that Error they

not confess, nor can they ever be convicted of

it,

will

that

ever they declined a faithful Minister for the least al-

ledged personal Failing

:

They have declared the conHead IV. page

trary in their Inforviatory Vindication,

80,

If they had been living in the Apostles Days,

Sfc.

as they could not have found such Disorders to discoun-

tenance

;

so,

in

Case they had, they would have been

obliged to follow the Apostles Practice and Rules, they

would not have called John Mark, when the Apostle
thought not good to take him along ; because, he went
They would have joined
not with ihcm to the Work.
with Paul in their Capacity to withstand Peter to the
Face, when he dissembled. They would have said, even

Take heed to the
That would not have been looked on
as an Imposition on Ministers in the Apostles Days
neither would that have been thought in their Days

to as good a IVIinister as Archippus,

Ministry, &c.

sinful Separation, to

and

mark

those

who caused Divisions
and to

Offences, contrary to the Doctrine received,

avoid them.

And

to

withdraw from Brethren walking

disorderly.
(2.)

He

belies the Independents, in alledging, they

take upon them to depose Ministers for the least Failing

;

they will disown that.

hor, that People should take
nisters for

any

Mr. Renwick did ever abupon them to depose Mi-

failing, the least or the greatest

ever allow People, so

much

as to ^vithdraw

;

nor did

from Mini-
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but upon such Scandals as

Weight of withdrawing according to ScripThey had Reason and Necessity to trouble
ture Rules.
the Church at Groningen, not to make a Rabbi of him ;
but from the Power they had received of Christ, the
common Head of the Church, to ordain him a Minister
of the New-Testament
seeing they could have neither
did bear the

;

Clearness in Point of Duty, nor Confidence in Point of
Success, to seek or obtain Ordination for him, from the

Home

were then far to seek, and ill
have resolved to lose what
to destroy what they had built
they had wrought
to
condemn their own Sufferings, and contradict their own
Ministers at

(that

to find) except they should
;

Contendings.

And

;

they did always disclaim

all

either of ordaining or deposing of themselves.

does not say, wherein they either agree or

the Separatists.

World

for

every the least

Raiwick was

He
from

dirt'er

There were never such Separatists

the

as

Power,

(3.)

in

he makes them, that did depose Ministers
Failing.

for or against,

What Separation JMr.
may be seen in the above-

mentioned Informatory Vindication.
(4.) If

he had been such a Youth, scarce read

common Heads of Divinity

;

in the

he discovers himself very

ill read in them, when he calls this a Breach of Church
Government, to send such a Youth to a foreign Univer-

sity,

to be fitted for Ordination in the Ministry

send him

first

to be fitted,

and then

;

or, to

after Trial to

be or-

dained, by a reformed Sister-Church, found in their

own

and not contradicting our Testimony, when Ordination
could not be had at
al

Home, without

the Breach of sever-

standing Constitutions of the Government, yea with-

out yielding to several Corruptions threatning the Dissolution

and Perversion of the whole of

it

;

Yea, with-

out bowing to some of the Calves Jeroboam had set up
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For, without bowing or subjecting himself, either to the
Idol of Prelacy or Supremacy, or at least, to complying
with, or conniving at the Bowers thereunto ; Or, with-

out some

Way

of homologating

Subjection unto the

Land-Idols of Jealousie, established and encouraged by
a Power, and for an End equivalent to and correspondent with that of Jeroboam's Supremacy, he could not

have gotten Ordination in Scotland at that Time. The
Comparison may seem odious between Jeroboam's Calves,
and the Corruptions and Defections of Ministers in our
Day ; yet it seems more pertinent and apposite than to
Say,

The declining

of these Corruptions, and calling

and

contenancing a Minister, witnessing against the Altar
of Jeroboam, and crying to the Generation, That they

have forsaken the God and Covenant of their Fathers,
is

like Jeroboayn setting

up

his Calves.

It is like this

Gentleman, if he had been living in Jeroboam's Days,
would have said as much against that Prophet, that
cried against the Altar at Bethel, and would have con-

demned him

as

much

for

Arrogancy, in refusing Confor-

mity with the Priests and Prophets, in these Days ; especially if he, being a young Prophet, had not hearkned
to the kind Council of the old Prophet that entertained
him, as now he hath done to Mr. James llenwick. However, it is a Lie, that the Church at Groningcn never

came the Length of Prelacy in its Reformation ; except
it be said. That they were never so far corrupted, as to
decline to Prelacy since their Reformation.

And

it is

another Lie to say, that ever Mr. Renwick was called
Representative,
(5.)

Sfc.

They whom he

accuses, never

examined Faults,

Way belonging to any
Way not competent to the

nor absolved the guilty, in a

Church Judicatory

;

nor in a

meanest private Person, Lad or Lass in the Kingdom,

MK. JAMES RENWICK.
being only in a

Way

of Christian

Ill

and charitative Inquiry

about the Truth of Reports, in order to exhort, admonish,

know how to
make any Laws

reprove or approve, and that they might
carry towards

them

:

or Acts, but such as

Nor
any

did they ever

Two

or

Three in Society might

make by common Consent, to determine one another as
Nor did they ever say or dream,
to Duties or Dangers
:

that the Gospel should live and die with

Mr. Renwick

but that they were content to live and die with him in
partaking of the Gospel Ordinances, dispensed by him,

whom

they esteemed a faithful JMinister of the Church

;
and worthy to sit as INIember of any
Church Judicatory therein. The Church of Groningen
did not make him a IVIinister of the Church of Scolland ;
but they ordained him a Minister of Christ, and Steward of the Mysteries of God a Minister of the Church
universal (which is the Primary Relation of all ]\Iinisters) a Minister in any Church, whereof he was a Member, and so consequently in Scotland ; and a persecuted
People in Scotland called him to be their Minister,
whereby he came to have as good Right to be a Minister of the Church of Scotland, as Mr. Rough, Mr. Knox,

of Scotland

;

and several Reformers, who were not ordained by the
IMinisters of Scotland :
Yea, as any, who now these
Twenty five Years, have been appropriate to particular
And
Flocks, tho' not by fixed Ordination by Ministers.
therefore, the Difference between the Church of Groningen, their Ordaining Mr. Renwick, &c. and the clergy of England their consecrating Sharp, as in many
Respects it is vast, so in this, it is as great as between
a reformed Church ordaining a faithful Officer of
Christ's Kingdom, and a deformed Church consecrating
a Knave, no Officer of Christ's
but of Antichrist's
Kingdom.
;
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These

scurrile

Invectives heaped together, in this

lying Libel (which I have the longer insisted on, that

the Writer hath been so

much applauded and blown^

up, into a Conceit of himself for

who were

it,

and even by some,

obliged by Office, as well as Duty, to have

checked him

for his

dence discovered in

Arrogance, Ignorance and Impuit

might have been thought

*)

Yet the Suband the Writer's Name concealed, it was spread and read through the Shire of
Air, Galloway and other Places, and Copies multiplied
through many Hands, only carefully providing that
none should be given or lent to any therein accused.
nauseating to

all

that should read them.

scription being torn away,

Many

who was the Author,
by some Minister that was much
concerned, and had great Understanding in these Debates ; and thereupon, were much commoved and perplexed with Fears and Doubts, that by their partaking with Mr. RenwicJx, especially in baptizing their
Children with him, they had made themselves guilty
of the Sins of that Church, by whom he was ordained ;
and were hereby so exercised, that some of them were
At length the Author being discast into a Fever.
took

poor People, not knowing

it

to be written

covered,

People thought not so

much

wards, notwithstanding the People in

of

it

:

After-

Carrick,

who

formerly had countenanced and intertained him, were

now much

him

alienated from

;

and

this

Mr. Calh-

Who sets
by Mr. Wodrow {Hist. Vol. 2. Page 601.)
R. Calhcart, as superlatively pious and knowing, when relating his calumnious Paper against this Martyr and others, without
tho' he had the
same among his Hands.
a Word of their Answer
*

So

lately

forth this

;

Gross Partiality, hateful to

all

honest
1

Men

!

JIR.

cart,
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and others, were turned avowedly opposite to

him.
Yet;, as

he could never be easily offended with, nor

soon cool in his Affection towards his Acquaintances
so, he could not forget, nor forbear to visit his old

Friends in that Part of the Country:

Concluding in

Charity, they could not be so far changed, but that they

would freely and friendly confer with him, and receive
right Information.
Whereupon, he resolved, and accordingly essayed to enter the Borders of Carrick, with
some others wandring with him, in very stormy Weather,
being in March 1686, were unexpectedly, they were
rencountered with the forementioned Robert Cathcart,
with some others ; who questioned him, wherefore he

was come there
there

}

He

?

And why would

he

offer to

preach

answered, he was come to see them

;

to

preach he would not without a Call, which he was not
doubtful to receive, if his Business would allow him to
wait upon

it

;

And

blessed the Lord, That for all that

any had said or done against him, his Work was not the
less upon his Hand.
The other replied. The People in
Carrick were neither for meeting nor conversing with
find, if he went farther into the
After some debate about the Breach of for-

him, and that he would
Country.

mer Communion

that was between them, they discoursed about the forementioned Letter, which Robert Cathcart confessed he had writ, and would own it, and said.
He intended to put an Explication upon itj Withal,
using this Expression, That he had wrote of them, not

would be Which, as it was
behoved then to be by Way of Prophecy. He
delared to Mr. James, that he spoke to him as a

as they were, but as they

:

told him,
also

Minister of the Gospel, but not as a Minister of the

Church of Scotland

;

And

defended his Charges against

h
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the Church of Groningen, that ordained him^ particularthat

Ij,

it

was

To

Baptism.

Church

that

tian ;

And

Baptism

in

;

that

called

that indeed they used Three Sprinklings

but without Superstition, holding

indifferent with

hold

it.

and held Three Spi'inklings in
Mr. James replied. That many in
it a Persecution, to term them Eras-

E?'astian,

as

07ie,

to

it

be

many Orthodox Divines do

Whereupon, they

cried out then,

and

after

made a hideous Noise of it, through the Country, That
Mr. Re7iivick owned Three Sprinklings in Baptism.

He

answered only.

One,

He

held Three to be indifferent with

providing there were

no mystical Signification

placed more in the Three than in the One

; for

which,

he offered to produce the Judgment of an approven DiThe rest of the Conference was, only in tossing
vine.
the

common Debates.

In

Jine, This Robert

Cathcart did, in the

Name

of

Car rick, and the Shire of Wigton, tho'
without the Knowledge of the half of them, protest
against Mr. James Rentvick his preaching, or his conhis Friends in

versing within their Jurisdiction, as he foolishly termed
it

;

and he, with the

rest that

were with him, refused

Afterward, he wrote to
Edinburgh, to Ireland, and through the Country, that
Mr. Renwick held Three Sprinklings in Baptism, and
that in Debate about it, he could say nothing, but
to

be present at his Exercise.

took a Book out of his Pocket, and said. That would

And when

Report was contradicted, and
them that were Witnesses to his
administring Baptism, who saw he never practised any
such Thing, and heard him declare his Judgment about
it ; That he affirmed it would be a reprovable Novation
in Scotland, tho' he could not condemn it as such an
prove

it.

this

asserted to be false, by

Error in Holland, as some Avere pleased to aggravate
4

it.

Ml{.
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and others then alleged, he did it always until he
was put from it ; Whereas it was known he never did

He

it

;

nor ever approved the doing of it, contrary to the
Manner and Order of the Church of Scotland.

laudable

Thus, the keennest, most cruel and most constant Permost prevailing with his Opposites, and most
him, was the Persecution of Tongues, and
to
piercing
of their Tongues especially, who sometimes said the
same Thing, and were embarqued in the same Lot with
secution,

himself ; Giving him Occasion to complain with David,
They speak Vanity, their Heart gathcreth Iniquity;

when they go Abroad they tell it ; all that hate me ivhisper together against me ; against me do they devise my
hurt: Yea, mine own familiar Friends in whom I trust"
ed, which did eat of my Bread, have lifted up the Heel
against me.
Yea, so incessant and successful were
they with their Whisperings, that to his greatest Grief,

they so far insinuated themselves into his most endear-

ed Familiars, as to incense them also against him
not only induce

them

to entertain, but to engage

;

and

them

also to express Invectives against him.

Notwithstanding all former Obloquies he sustained
from all Sorts of Opposers, he had one faithful Minister, a famous Witness and fervent Wrestler in his Day,
Mr. Alexander Peden, who was his dear Friend and
Sympathizer ; from whom, he had sometimes very great

Encouragement, when being with him, and inviting
to preach with him. He answered with great Earnestness, Go, Sir, and be busy about the Work God hath
put you to ; for, think on it, neither you nor I will ever
see the other Side of it, meaning the Deliverance of the
Church from these Troubles. This, in the Hearing of
some yet alive, Mr. Peden said to Mr. Renwick : But
a little before the Death of this unwearied Wrestler,

him
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which shortly followed

;

With him

also these

ers prevailed so far, as not only to alienate

Mr. Reiiwick ; But

him unto

to instigate

Reproachhim from
a declared

and resolved Opposition to him ; Yea, to speak very
bitterly against him, that he would make his Name to
stink above the

much
many

Ground

Which

:

did contribute very

Discouragement and Stumbling of
well-afFected to Mr. Retuvick, and to the Confirto the Grief,

mation of his Opposites, who boasted much of this. That
Neverthe7101V Mr. Peden also was turned his Enemy.

he proceeded in his Progress through the Country,
and travelling
through Galloway, he was rencountered with a most
less,

preaching, catechizing and baptizing;

insolent Protestation, given against him, in the

of all the Professors between
too

long to transcribe

Dee and

verbatim, but

Name

Cree, which

is

Substance

the

was,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

We

taking to our ConScandal and woful Effects of

Undersubscribers

sideration, the great

Division

among the

Professors of the

Church of Scot-

and especially amongst our selves And finding the Cause of this Division to proceed partly from
some paying Cess, hearing Curates, taking the late
land,

Abjuration-Oath

:

:

And

partly from others, their con-

demning these Things, and adhering to the late Declaration on the Church-doors ; and receiving of, and
adliering to Mr. James Renwick, without the Consent
and Approbation of the remnant godly and faithful
Ministers

contrary to the laudable Practice of

Church, and Acts of the General Assembly, since
And finding these
the Reformation to this Day.
We
Things to be above our Capacity to decide

this

*'

do hereby refer and submit our selves in

"

to

an Assembly of faithful

IMinistors

all

these,

and Elders

Mil. JAMl'ZS

competent Judges of such debateable

-only

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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And

Principles and Practices

promise, upon

the one Hand, to give Satisfaction to the Church,
according as we shall be found guilty and con-

vinced by the

Word

of God, for any

Thing done

by us, to the Scandal of our dear Brethren. And
upon the other Hand, we will forbear to call or join
with Mr. James Renivick, till such Time as his Or''
dination be seen and approven of some competent
" Number of the faithful JMinisters of the Church of
" Scotland
and are willing, upon his Submission

—

" to his Brethren, according to the Word, to receive
" him into our Bosom
But if he, at the Desire
" of Strangers, or any of our Brethren dividing from
" usj intrude himself on our Labours
till such
" Time as we have the Mind of faithful ]\Iinisters
" anent the foresaid Things, we will protest against
" all such Dealing, as horrid and abominable Usurpa*
" tion
Subscribed in the Name of the whole
" by
" William M'Hutcheson."

•

Of

Men

this

Mind

Paper, as Mr. Renwick told his

that brought

Meeting by

it

;

Day, (whereof he held

13,

at

at a publick

that Visit

Bounds) in the Fields between Dec and Crce,

Psah

before the two

So upon the Thursday following,
after

in

those

Lecture upon

Sermon upon Song ii. 2. he read over the Paper bethem know what was done in their Names,
Animadversions on it, as a Paper that overturns many

XV. and

fore the Multitude, to let

giving his

Pieces of our noble Reformation, their calling hearing of Curates,

paying

the Cess,

ciples,

and above

and swearing the Abjuration Oath, debateable Prinand bears a viperous
their Capacity to determine
;

Protestation against his Preaching, besides other Absurdities in

•And exhorted them

(if

it

any were there who had concurred) that they
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Likewise, not long after, in the Parish of Iron-gray,

one Welsh of Cornlee, who had been a Prisoner, and

had come off by taking the Test, under the Notion of a
Testimony against Popery, gave in against him a verbal
Protestation, as an Elder of that Parish, that he should

not intrude to preach there, as he called

which,

when one

of the

Company

objected.

That he had

by taking the Test

forfeited that Character

Against

it.

:

He

swered. Poor Thing, thou shall he in Hell ere

He

it

anhe

same Time to catechize Mr.
Renwick, and asked, if he knew what Regeneration
was ? He replied. If he would be pleased to stay his
Exercise, which he was about to begin, he purposed to
be upon that Head. At which, he went away in a very
long.

offered at the

insolent Carriage.

Work was daily enand his Difficulties multiplying, the Lord
made his Burden lesser and lighter, by the helj) of Mr.
David Houston out of Ireland, and Mr. Alexander
Shields, who Avas sent Prisoner from London, and made
his Escape out of Prison
Who joined with him all in
one accord, witnessing against the Sins of the Time,
and for the Word of the Lord's Patience Which, as
it was exceeding refreshful unto him, and satisfied his
long-suspended Longings, and Wishes, and EndeaSo, it gave him wherewithal to answer and
vours
Shortly after this, while his

creasing,

:

:

:

confute

another

Calumny

in

the

Mouths

of

many

against him. That he never desired to join with another

would speedily, with Sorrow, retract their Hand from such an Iniquity ; and these who were free, to take their Protestation before the
Lord, that they were innocent,

Deed
1087.

in tlieir

Name,

c^r.

As

,ind

in

did resent the doing of such a

his

Letter to Earlstoiin,

January
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much as to meet with any in Order to
The former of which, was abundantly conthe Conviction of all, that saw how cheerfully

Minister ; nor so
joining.
futed, to

he joined with these afore-mentioned.

and

cordially

The

latter also

was manifestly convicted of Falshood,

in the Conscience of several IMinisters,

who knew how

he travelled both in this Kingdom and in England,
As on the
to meet with them, in Order thereunto.
other Hand, he defyed all to give an Instance, where
ever a Minister desired to confer Avitli him, which he
far

declined

But

:

he desired

several Instances can be given,

to converse

perciliously refused.

where

with them, which they very su-

He

sent a Friend to a Minister

of great Note in Glendale in Northumberland, shewing
that he

was very willing and earnestly desirous to
if he pleased to admit of it, which he

speak with him,

In another Place in that
same Country, before that, he happened to be in a
much respected Gentlewoman's House, where providentially Doctor Rule came to visit the Gentlewoman,
whom Mr. James in another Chamber overheard, discharging and disswading the Mistress of the House, by
many Arguments, to entertain or countenance Mr.
Renwick, if ever he should come that Way ; whereupon, he sent to the Doctor, and let him know, that the
Person he was speaking of, was in the House, and that
he desired to discourse Avith him upon that Head But
he refused.
But it were endless to relate or confute the Calumnies of that Kind
Reproaches of a grosser Nature are
very peremptorily denied.

:

:

so

numerous, that

When

it

were impossible

to reckon

them.

noAv Ministers were here and there preaching

privately, even before the Toleration,

and one of them

kept a Meeting at Pasley, a Report was raised, that he.
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and a few with him^ came and preached near that
Place^ on purpose to bring the Soldiers thither, to take

The Matter was

the other Meeting.

Week

the

only this, he had

before embraced a Call from a Society in

Renfrew, and neither he nor they knew that any MiniAnd not one Instance can
ster was in those Parts.
be given,

all

Time

the

of his Ministry, that ever he

preached without a Call

Or, that ever he preached

;

upon the Call of any that continued

in his

Company

;

Or, without the Call of the People concerned in the

But, who can stop the
even a Jeremiah could not,

Place where he preached.

Mouths

of Reproachers

.''

it
so he, when also Fear
was on every Side, had it for his Grievance, That he
heard the Defavmig of many ; Report, said they, and

but behoved to complain of

we

will report

it

:

:

All his Familiars watched for his

Halting, saying, Peradventure he will be enticed, and

we

shall prevail against him,

venge on him.

Come and

let

and we

shall take our

Re-

us devise Devices against

Come let us smite him with the Tongue. But the
Lord was with him as a mighty terrible One. What
they that had been his Familiars reproached him with,
him

was entertained credulously, and enlarged cunningly
by the Indulged, Sfc. By whom it was affirmed. That
he got great Sums of Money from the Papists ; and
that he and the rest of the Students at Groningen,
were maintained by the French King's JMoney, to the
End he and they might divide the Church of Scotland ; A Forgery feigned by Sycophants, who had a
Lust

for that filthy

who had
ed like

Lucre, of which they charged him,

the greatest Disdain of every Thing that look-

it.

These Informers, especially in Carrich, insisted on in
their Trade of spreading their Papers at Home and

JIU.
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Defimations a^^ainst him
and obtained from several ]MiOne whereof was sent to Irenisters much Applause
land, with the Names of sundry Persons subscribed
(some of which have declared since, that their Names
were insert without their Knowledge) declaring. That
he had now opened a Popish Packet, and was selling
Rome's Wares, ^-c. with much more of such railing
Baggage, as would have been thought, none could have
the Impudence to expose so ojjenly, except either
Rome's hired Pedlers, or these that had Consciences
of a Romcm Latitude : Yet with these Fictions they
made themselves merry, and made Rhyme and scurrile
Roundels, and spread them through the Land, amou'iboth sober and malignant People. Whereby, all they

Abroad,

full

of infamous

Wherein they

:

affected

:

gained at length, was, to

make themselves

ridiculous,

and nauseated even by them, upon whom they had
insinuated too much before ; when they observed how,
by accustoming themselves to lying of JMr. Renwick,
they acquired a Habit of Laxness in other Things,
and turned very visibly degenerate from their former
Profession and Practice.
And tho' they ingyred themselves into the good liking of some Ministers, whom
they accompanied and attended through the Land,
by their speaking against Mr. Renwick, and against
the Church of Holland, removing all Jealousies of
their former Wildness
Yet they began to lose their
Esteem among some of these Societies, who had suffered themselves to be too much imposed upon by them
before ; when by their Carriage they got Ground to
conclude, their Cause they were driving so furiously
was not good, when their Conversation was so bad.
;

But,

When

their

Course and Carriage came to his Ears,
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whom they were so despitefully defaming, he was so far
from retributing their Revilings with the same Coin,
that he regreted more their Sin and Folly they were
following, and Shame they were making themselves
liable unto, than any Offence they had done to him
and used to speak of Things commendable in them,
and how he had seen them otherwise. It was shewed
how some went over to Holland, with a large
Information against him ; whose Return brought back
Mr. Brakel's Advice to Mr. Renwick and others, who
had before been in a great Measure instrumental in
But now, by the Insinuations of these
his Ordination
Informers, had turned, not only Alien, but opposite to
him j whose Advice, tho' obliquely tart enough in its
Reflections, yet relishes of a meek and moderate Gospel-spirit, not like that of his Informers ; and therefoi'e
was no way offensive to him, whom they minded to make
So much of it, as concerned him, was
odious thereby.
before,

:

to this Effect.

-^"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

How

sad

is

that so

it,

many

relinquish the es-

and do place Godliness in maintaining Sanqiihair Declaration, and in separating from
them, who, in their Judgment, are not so zealous in
If I were with Mr.
those other Circumstances
Renwick, I would put him to call to mind the SayBe not
ing which at his Parting I said to him
rigliteous over much, neither make thy self over wise ;
why shouldst thou destroy thy self? Now you undersential Things,

stand not this

;

but remember that this

you, That sometime

it

shall

be useful

I said unto
:

Now

it

is

Word. If I were present with them that adhere to Mr. Renwick, and refused to hear Miiiisters, I would shew them, how

Time

to live according to that

great a Sin Schism

is

;

and that the Wrath of God

UR. JAMES EKNWICK.
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is

not far off from

" paration
" they might
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
''
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them who make and

cherish a Se-

would beg them^ that, leaving Schism,
live with their Brethren in Peace, Love
and Unanimity. To decline Union in every Truth,
is nothing but Pride and Lordliness
Let them
come to us, we are these to whom others ought to
bow themselves. If there be any, that in his Conscience thinketh other Ministers ought not to be
heard, he erreth in Simplicity, and it is necessary
1 wonder
that most quickly he leave that Error
that, when there are no Points of Religion that are
the Grounds of the Schism, Grounds are brought
which overturn themselves; As, (1.) They will not
approve the Sanquhair Declaration : But, are Twenty
1

"
"
"
" two Persons in a Capacity to emit such a Declara" tion
And, is it a lawful Declaration ? By what
" Reason can the Lawfulness of it be proven ? Out of
" what Place of Scripture } Again, they will not ap" prove of CargU's Excommunication But Cargil is
" dead, who did excommunicate. Again, they will not
" disapprove of Argi/le's Declaration. And some were
" at Bothivel too, and will not disapprove of the Scm" quhair Declaration ; Which of the Enterprizes was
" holiest }
Are these Grounds of Schism ?
Leave
" Things of State to Statesmen. Again, some have
.^

:

''

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

silent and withdrawn ; If they do this out of Fear
Love of the World, they have sinned It is their

been
or

Duty

:

to forgive, if in their Life they give

their Conversion.

But they

confess their Faults.

say.

Proof of

It is necessary to

I answer. Conversion includetli

Sometimes Circumstances are such, that
to press Confession in such a Case, were the Height
of Pride, at the least. Imprudence ; and to urge it on
Confession.

Innocents

is

tyrannical. Again, they joined themselves
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" to the Scots Congregation at Rotterdam, against wliicli
" we emitted our Declaration. Answer, Mr. Hamilton
" composed that Declaration, and about a Year before it
" was published, shewed the same to me. I warn you
"
" to forbear such Toys

What

further, through the Paper, reflects on that

Gentleman,

is

not

fit

here to be noticed

;

he

is

of

Age

answer for himself. They that know both the Writer
and him can witness, how far he is mistaken. But as
for the Advice in general, it was well taken, with respect
to its Weight, and the Worth of the Adviser ; who tho'
he be a Stranger, and therefore not so well acquainted

to

with some Circumstances of the Matter, about which he
advises ; Yet therein he hath discovered more Tenderness and Concernedness in the Welfare of them he advises,

then

nified so

may be

all

the IMinisters of Scotland,

However,

much.

easily

if

who never

sig-

there were any such (as

supposed there were, since preposterous

Hypocrisy) that relinquished the
and placed Godliness in maintaining
Sanqiihair Declaration, and in separating, S,^c.
Never
were they heard declare any such Thing ; nor Avere they
allowed or encouraged by Mr. Ken wick so to do, who
taught the contrary, and ever inculcated, that they should
place no more Godliness in these Circumstantials than
they might bear. Only this he taught, and they professed that adhered to him. That it was a Duty of the Godly, at that Time, to maintain Sanqnhair Declaration, and
the Truths therein-contained.
The Advice, Not to be I'igliteous over much, nor to
Zeal

is

as incident as

essential Things,

make himself over
very acceptable and
oflT

all

conceit

wise, was, as necessary, so to

much

him

studied, that he might keep

Extremes, either in Opinion, Practice, or Self:

so far as mic-ht consist

with that other Advice
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(not to be separate from

Not

it)

to be

over

much wicked,

have often heard him have both
these in his Mouthy expressing the deep Impression he
I

neither to he foolish.

had of the Usefubiess of these Words.
It is indeed Ministers Duty to shew People ho:v great
a Sin Schism is ; and that the Wrath of God is not far
off from them, who made and cherish sinful Separation,
especially in a Day, when Union is more than ordinarily
desirable. And in this Endeavour, to clear and condemn
true Schism, and to press true Union, Mr. Reiiwick was
But he thought it also necessary to teach
not wanting.
People, not to call every Thing Schism, which the World
Otherwise he should have condemncalls by that Name
ed all the most innocent Withdrawings from the Corruptions and Defections of Men, that ever were in the
World even such Separations, which the IMouth of the
Lord hath commanded from unequally-yoked Felloivships.
:

;

And
still

thought

it

likewise needful to shew, that standing

Adherence

in

to the Reformation,

and refusing

to

concur with the backsliding Part of a Church, tho' the
greatest Part

when Union and Communion with them

;

cannot be kept up without Sin, or without being induced
or seduced from formerly attained Integrity

Separation

is

manded

her

all

in that

and Authority,
thought
is

it

which

Members
is

to

not Schism, nor sinful Separation.

He

warn. That the Wrath of

God

also needful to

not far off from them,

who make and

Communion, and partake of

many
Jer.

cherish sinful

]\Iinisters Sins,

Cases, the Scripture says, will bring

the People, Lev.
8, 9.

ii.

when the

;

Church hath comdisown by her standing Acts

a National

x.

6.

Isa. ix. 16.

Jer. xiv. 15, 16.

Lam.

Isa.

which in

Wrath upon
xliii.

iv. 13.

27, 28.

Mic.

iii.

11, 12.

To

decline

Union

for

every Difference,

is

indeed no-
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thing but Pride and Lordliness

come

to us,

we are

those to

intolerable Arrogance.

:

whom

But, as

And

to say.

Let them

others ought to bow, is
it is

no Pride in some

Cases to observe that Command, Jer xv. 19. Let them
return jmlo thee, but returti not thou iinto them ; so to

embrace Union, by declining some Truths, tho' even
circumstantial ; as, for Moses to have closed with Pharaoh, in parting with a Hoof; Pmil to unite with Barnabas, in taking along John Mark, would not be found
approven in Scripture. Melius est (in some Cases) pro
Pieiate Dissidimn quain Concordia fucata.*

If there

hath been any who in his Conscience thought that other
IMinisters ought not to be heard, it is no Censure, but
Charity, to say he erred in Simplicity.

This

is

better

Language from a Stranger, than what some Ministers
said. That they were driven away, by these damnable
Delusions, the High-way to Hell: But I know none, who
ever thought or said so much. That no Minister ought
The first Occasion of
to be heard but Mr. Renwick.
hearing others concurring in the Testimony, for which
they were persecuted, discovered the contrary.
Grounds of Schism must be always self-overturning
But there are many other Grounds of Withdrawing from
:

several Ministers, besides these mentioned in the Advice,
which are the least that ever were brought. The first
of these hath been but seldom, and but tenderly and slenderly pressed (the Sanquhair Declaration) to be owned

in its

Form

;

Formality, and

all its

Expressions, was

never imposed as the Condition of Communion.

But

the Disowning of the Truths therein-contained, which

*

i.

c.

Debate or Discord

Agreement, or Concord.

for Godliness,

is

better than counterfeit
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have been declared and asserted to be Truths^ by the
standing Acts and Declarations of the Church of ScotImid several Times before, hath indeed been Ground of
Offence. There were

mo than

twice

Twenty two,

at the

Emission of that Declaration. But what these Persons
might or might not do, is not the Question. That such
a

Thing might have been declared, which

is

most ques-

tioned in that Declaration, to wit, That the Authority

may be disowned, can be proven out of many Places of Scripture, whereof these may

of Tyrants and Usurpers

Assertions, Job. xxxiv. 17. 18.

give a Taste.
xciv. 20.

Hosea

viii. 4.

Hah. i. 14.
Kings idi. 16.

Psal.

Practices, Judg.

1
Chron. xii. 1.
2 Ki?}gs iii. 14,
2 Kings vi. 32. 2 Chron. xxi. 10. 2 Kings xi.
2 Kings xiv. 19. 2 Chroti. xxv. 27. Threat14, 16.
1

ix.

15.

nings, Ezek. xxi. 25, 27.

The

next,

was never

Donald Cargil's Excommunication
any Thing I know But it may
Heaven, tho' he be dead. What was

IMr.

so pressed, for

stand ratified in

stumbling in the Earl of

own Presbyterian

:

Argyle's,

Declaration, all that

Principles, in Opposition to Malig-

nants, Sectarians, Publick-Resolutions, &c. are obliged
a Door opened to promiscuous
Such Things of State have not been
left only to Statesmen, in Scotland : IMinisters and private Christians have meddled with such Things ere
to dissapprove

Associations,

;

to wit,

S^-c.

now.

The sinful Silence and Withdrawings of Ministers, in
Times of abounding Snares, were very offensive ; what
Principle those have flowed from

we

are not to judge

But that they were Transgressions and Offences to be confessed, we will affirm.
It is a Duty to forgive indeed,
and I hope not unendeavoured by them that shew most
Dislike at the Sin

;

But, Confession in such Cases, the
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Law

of

God and Nature

DEATH OF
Conversion from par-

teaclies.

ticular Sins dotli indeed conclude Confession of these

SinSj and that may be sufficient to convert and return
from the Sins challenged ; But, Conversion from the
State of Nature, taken for Regeneration, does not ahvays
include explicit Confession of every particular Sin or Offence. However, this would never have been much urged,
neither on the Innocents, nor on the Nocent, if other Offences had been removed, and the Matter had only stuck
at this. Forsaking

and amending would have been taken

for confessing.

As for what is said in the Close, of Mr. Hamilton's
Composing that Protestation, against the Scots Congregation at Rotterdam, and shewing it a Year before it
was published. It is a great Mistake He might have
shown somewhat of the IMatter of it, or a IMinute of his
:

own

Observations of the Miscarriages of

tion,

intended for Information

;

tliat

Congrega-

but the Draught of

it

he could neither show nor see before it was composed in
Scotland And what if he had } that says not much nei:

ther

for,

nor against

it.

This

is

one Eifect of these In-

Another may be added
Mrj^ Koelman, another famous, godly Dutch Minister,
a great Witness against Corruptions there ; and a great
Sympathizer with the afflicted Contenders against Defections here ; had formerly a great Esteem and Affection for ]\Ir. Rcnwick, but by Misinformations turned
formers Diligence Abroad.

also a very bitter Inveigher against him.

In a Confer-

ence with some Dutch Friends, that were tender and con-

cerned Sympathizers with the suffering People of Scotland, he asserted, " He had very distinct Information
" from sure Hands, that the Report of a Witnessing

" Party
" about

in Scotland
a

was

all Lies.

Hundred Bodies

There were indeed

there led with Rcnwick, a
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"poor, blown-up illiterate Person, who but very lately
" had any Profession of Religion ; That he preached
" publickly but once in twenty Days, or a Month ; That
" the People that followed him were for killing all that
" were not of their own Judgment ; That their Suffer" ing was their Sin, bringing themselves in Hazard

" and that the IMinisters had told him. That if ever there
" were a General Assembly, or States of their I\Iind,
" they would make Mr. Renwick, &c. and all that have
" been active in misleading these poor Bodies, suffer for
" it, in the highest Degree: That they are a dreadful
" Party, who will sometimes go into a Gentleman's
" House, and take what ever makes for them, and when
" done will run away whereby the poor Family is both
;

" spoiled by them, and laid open to the Enemies Perse" cution ; and that Renwick would come to a Place for
" one Night and preach, and then presently run away;

" and thus occasion the
" plundered."
It

was

for

silly

People to be murdered and

Mr. Re?iwick very weighty,

to hear that

such a godly ]Man should be so facile and credulous, and
also so fervent in these Things,
tion, before

he would be

at the

upon the

first

Informa-

Pains to inquire into the

Truth of them For, upon the least Search among the
would have found himself sadly imposed
upon and that the Information was neither distinct, nor
the Hands sure, he had it from.
There was then, and
yet remains, notwithstanding of all this Darkness and
Distress, Defection and Division, Persecution of Tongue
and Hand, a poor wasted, wounded, rent, and almost
ruined, but still wrestling and witnessing Party in Scotland ; who, tho' they have had not only their Souls exceedingly filled with Contempt, with the Scorn of them
that are at Ease, and with the Contempt of the Proud
:

Impartial, he
;
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all Day long, and counted as
Sheep for the Slaughter; have yet through Grace, endeavoured to overcome by the Blood of the Lamb, and the
Word of their Testimony, and have not loved their Lives
dear unto the Death; but continued to this Day contending, both against the Wrongs done to Christ by professed
Enemies, and by declining Friends, sustaining from both,
the utmost of Rage and Reproach And tho' they were
but few, yet honoured of the Lord to give, and accepted in their offering, a faithful Testimony for liis despised Truths. If they had been but about a Hundred Bodies, they would have been exhausted by Slaughter, Executions and Banishments long ere now
Notwithstanding of all which, there have remained, and do stiU continue, through Mercy, several Hundreds.
And whether few or many, they always professed this, never to
be led by any Man further than he followed Christ.
And for Mr. Renwick, they found him to be a faithful

but their Bodies also killed

:

:

Minister, fitted for their Edification

:

And whatever he

was as to his Proficiency in Literature, of which, always
he had a lower Conceit himself, than many who conversed with him He was known to be, by alj who were acquainted with him from his younger Years, no Novice in
:

the Profession of Religion

Preaching, I

may take

:

But

for his

frequency in

Minister in Scotland, at

the Boldness to affirm, that no
least,

was ever known

to

have

preached and catechised, so often, in so short Time, as
he And for the Number of Children baptized by him,
:

any one Minister since the Apostles Days,
did.
The People that followed
him were never for killing of any for their Judgment, nor
upon any Pretence, or for any Cause, or in any Case not
I doubt if ever

baptized so

justifiable

many as he

by the

Word

of God, and justified by approv-
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to the Principles of the

en Authors, according

Church

of Scotland, as was shewed above.
I grant People

may suffer for their
may be their Sin

Suffering sometimes

Sin, and their
:

But

to suffer

Truth and Duty, founded upon, and consonant unto the Word of God, Confession, Covenants and Principles of this reformed
for Conscience, Righteousness,

Church, in the Case circumstantiate, when either Sinis in the Choice, and without Sin-

ning or Suffering

no Sin

ning, Suffering cannot be avoided,

is

will find this the Case of these

Sufferers,

please to enquire into

it.

And

for these

:

And, he

who

will

Things,

we

look for nothing but Sufferings, both from the Ministers
Assemblies, which

we

put forth
and from the
States, which, such as they are, are not far from their
Mind. But we have need of Patience, and must cry to
God for it, and appeal to him, that he may hear the
Right, and that our Sentence may come forth from himThe Testimony of a good Conscience will bear the
self.
Innocent out against all Threatnings and Calumnies.
That is a false and maliciously forged Calumfiy, and
we defy the World to give a Witness or Instance, where
ever any of that Party went into a Gentleman's House,
and took whatever made for them, and then ran away,
Except it be alleged (which seems to be the Oc4'C.
casion of this Calumny) That sometimes they have been,
in their hardest Pursuits, so pinched with Cold and
Hunger, in some Places, where none would countenance
all

expect, will not

the Power they have against us

them, that they have been forced to

fail to

;

flee into their

Ene-

mies Houses (Gentlemens Houses they used not)

for

Where, when they could not otherways obtain it, they have taken such Food as they found,
and then were forced to run away for their Lives. But,
Shelter and Supply

;
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as these Families

were never much

spoiled, nor perse-

cuted upon that Account, except for not doing them the

Mischief that lay not in their Power (a great Instance of
the Persecutors unreasonable Cruelty, which the

Wan-

derers were grieved for, but could not help:) So they

make

this an Accusation against the Wanderers,
coming into these Families, or running away
to save their Life, seem to be more prejudged in Malice
and sorrow that they did Escape, than tender either of
Truth, or Charity. And they that were angry at Mr.
Renwick's uncertain Wanderings and Flights, alledging
he occasioned thereby the Murder and Plunder of People, will now be satisfied, when they hear he is murder-

that

either for

ed himself, by staying so long in a Place until he was
But the Truth is, while he was following his
Work, as he thought it his Duty, with all Diligence, to
taken.

answer the Necessities and Desires of every Place, whither he was called to preach ; And therefore to preach
So neither his Diligence in Duty would
in many Places
suffer him to stay long in one Place, when there were
so many wanting and calling for him ; Nor Respect to
Safety would suffer him to abide in the Place where
he had publickly preached, for fear of being attrapped.
The Sufferings of the Place were discouraging, difliculting and burdensom to him ; But no Argument either,
:

for

him

Place

him

;

to stay

then
Time.

to stay

at another

Visits,

and

suffer there, or shift

Duty

in another

Or, for the People of the same Place to desire
;

Or, not to desire him to come again

No Places did more

desire his frequent

than those that were most persecuted

for

him.

Towards the End of this Year, December 9th, There
was a Proclamation, offering a Reward of an Hundred
Pounds Sterling to any, who should bring in his Person,
dead or alive " Forasmuch as one Mr. James Ren:

Mil.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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wick, a flagitious and scandalous Person^ has pre-

sumed and taken upon hand^ these
gone, to convocate together

several Years by-

Numbers

of our

unwarry

and ignorant Commons to House and Field-Conventides (which our Law so justly terms the Nurseries
of Sedition and Rendezvouzes of Rebellion),
We, out of our Royal Care and Tenderness to our
" People, being desirous to deliver all our loving Sub" jects from the malign Influence of such a wretched
" Impostor, Have therefore, prohibite and discharged
" all our Subjects, that none of them ofi'er or presume
" to Harbour, Reset, Supply, t^r. but do their utmost
" Endeavour to pursue him, as the worst of Traitors
"
And if, in Pursuit of the said ]\Ir. James
" Renwick, he or any of his rebellious Associates, re" sisting to be taken, any of our Subjects shall happen
" to Kill or ]\Iutilate him, or any of them We here:

" by declare. That they, nor none assisting them, shall
" ever be called in Question
'And that their
" doing thereof, shall be repute good and acceptable
" Service to us
And for the better Encourage" ment to such as shall apprehend, and bring in the
" Person of the said Mr. James Renwick, Traitor fore" said, dead or alive, he or they, shall have the Reward
''

One Hundred Pounds Sterling Money, to be into him by the Commissioners of our Trea-

of

" stantly paid
" sury-

IN
laid

;

."

THE YEAR
which,

if

1687,

The

the Lord crush

it

Cockatrice-lS,gg

was

not, threatens

the

Production of the Basilisk of Popery

it

self

;

and that

Sleep-drink of this Antichristian intoxicating Toleration

was then brewed

in Hell, blinked in

Rome, and

propined to Scotland, as a Preservative for the

Cup

of
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the Whore's Fornications ; Which did more bewitch
and intoxicate the Bulk and Body of the Protestants
and Preshyterians of all Ranks and Capacities^ into a
stupid Submission to Antichrist's Encroachments ; a
secure Compliance with his Designs to introduce Popery
and Slavery ; Or a sensless Surcease from all Opposition to, or Testimony against them, than any former
Attempt of Babylon's, Policy, or EiFort of her Power,

could ever effectuate in Scotland.

When

a Toleration

and peaceably and
thankfully improved, according to Order ; flowing from
a blasphemous Fountain, Absolute Power, which all arc
to obey without Reserve, conveyed through a treasonable
Channel, suspending, stopping, and disabling all righteis

offered, accepted, addressed for,

ous Statutes penal, against Papists, designed for such
sinful

Ends, as the Subversion of the Protestant, and

the peaceable Introduction of the Popish Religion

ducing such miserable Effects,

as,

;

pro-

the Encouragement

of all Wickedness, and Error, extinguishing all Zeal

against them, and Increase of Defection, Division and

Confusion

offered in such scandalous Terms as pal;
pably encroach upon the Doctrine, Worship, Discipline

and Government of Christ's
ly preclude all Accession to

Kingdom ; and plainany faithful Protestation

free

against these Encroachments, consistent with the

Im-

provement of the Liberty ; and obtruded with such
shameful Securities, as rob the Church of all her legal
Charters of Laws and Covenants, establishing her Reformation ; and leave her nothing in Lieu thereof, but
a blind Promise of one, whose Principles oblige him to
keep no Faith And such a Promise, as does not esta;

blish the Religion tolerated
ligion ;

Yet

but tolerates

this

under the Notion of Re-

Thing to be suffered.
was generally complied with, by the Ministers
it

only, as a
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and Professors throughout the Kingdom ; and all such
as did not say a Confederacy with them in this, were
hooted at, and flouted as Signs and Wonders, on all
Hands ; and more than ever exposed to the Reproach
of tolerated and indemnified Friends,

who had now

purchased to themselves Peace, at the Rate of selling
Tmth and shifting Duty, and more than ever threatned
by the persecuting Enemies. For, in all their Proclamations of Peace and Liberty to others, they thunder

many Menaces against them.
The first Proclamation, February
,

rating the moderate Presbyteria?is to

12th, 1687, tole-

meet

in their pri-

Houses (excluding Barns) c^c. to hear the indulged IVIinisters allenarly, " Certifies, That Fieldvate

' Conventicles, and such as preach at them, or

" any

Way

assist or

who

shall

connive at them, shall be prosecute

according to the utmost Severity of Laws

made against
The second Proclamation, June 28th, the
same Year, busking the Hook better, that they might
bite more kindly, allowing all to serve God after their
own Way in any House So that, they take Care that
^'

" them."

;

nothing be preached, which

may any Way tend

to alie-

nate the Hearts of the People from the Government,

makes express Provision, that no Meetings be in
For which, now after this Royal Favour, there could not be the least Shadow of Excuse
left.
Which Meetings are strictly prohibited, and all
Laws and Acts of Parliament left in full Force and
Vigor, with a further Command to all Judges, Magistrates and Ofiicers of Forces, to prosecute such as
Sfc.

the open Fields

:

should be found guilty of the said Field- Conventicles,

with the utmost Vigor.
clamation,

October

5th,

There was

also a

Declaring that

Third Proall

Persons,

Preachers and Hearers, present at any Meeting in the
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open Fields^ shall be prosecuted with the utmost Rigor
and Severity that their Laws will allow. " As also^
All Dissenting Ministers, who shall take upon them
" to preach in Houses, without observing these Direc" tions prescribed (viz. That nothing be preached or
" taught, which may any Way tend to alienate the
" Hearts of the People from the Government, and that
" their Meetings be peaceably and publickly held, and
" that they signify and make known to some one or mo
" of the Privy Counsellors, Sheriffs, Stewarts, Baillies,
" Justices of Peace, or IMagistrates of Burghs Royal,
" what Place or Places, they set apart for these Uses,

^'

" with the Names of the Preachers)
" cuted."
This Proclamal'wn was emitted

shall

be so prose-

after, and, as it

would

seem, in Answer to the Address of some Ministers

dated at Edinburgh, Jvlij 21st, that same Year, given
forth in

Name of all the Presbyterian

in, after a

Where-

Ministers:

Rapsody of fulsom Flatteries

for the Tolera-

who promote any

disloyal

Principles or Practices (as they disown them)

may be

they beseech, that these

tion,

looked upon as none of theirs, whatsoever

may assume

to

themselves.

fluous Solicitousness

;

A

Name

they

Superplus of super-

For these who adhere unto the

Testimonies of the Church of Scotland, against Tolera-

and Tyranny, which they call disloyal Principles
and Practices, would reckon it both a Sin and a Shame
tion

to

be repute of their Confederacy.

Against

all

these Indignities done to Christ, and In-

juries done to the Church,

Mr. Renwick and

Bre-

his

thren thought themselves obliged to testify and witness

;

and not only declare against the Sin

of the
;

but

their

Ac-

Givers, and of the Accepters of such a Toleration
to

warn

also the People, of the

Hazard

of

all
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cession to
their

in

it,

Participation with

frequenting these

lowance and Protection of
their

complying

Avith

it,

or

Approbation of

it,

Meetings, under the Al-

it,

or

it,
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as being all the

Badge

Sign of their approving

of
it,

which either could be required of them, or given by
them And to keep their Meetings for this End more
publickly in the open Fields, since they durst not trust
those, who were still thirsting insatiably for their Blood,
nor give them such Advantages as they were seeking to
prey upon them, by shutting themselves within Houses
and looked upon this as their Testimony for the Cause
:

;

of Christ, for the Interest of the Protestant Religion,
for the

Covenanted Reformation, and

for the

Laws and

Liberties of the Country, all undermined and subverted

by

this Toleration.

In the Beginning of the Year, the other t\vo had necessary Occasions * calling for their Departure forth of

Land for a Time and then the whole Stress and
Burden of that whole Work lay upon him, and the
whole Force of the Persecution, from all Hands, was

the

;

bended against him, and increased daily, as his Zeal,
Freedom and Faithfulness in witnessing against the
Toleration increased ; especially the Obloquies and Oppositions from the tolerated JMinisters, against him, in-

creased apace

;

who

ceased not to cry out against him,

sometimes to the Offence of their Hearers, and of
that heard the Report of

it.

One

of

them

at

all

Glasgow,

Transport of Fury rather than Zeal, expressed

in a

himself to this Effect,
ed, if

* Mr.

He

fvould not have been so griev-

Mr. Renwick had stabbed

D. Houston

in

first

his

Father and

Ireland, preaching, ^r. and Mr. A. Sineh

in Holland, tending the Press,

^c.
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now to hear him so rail against the
had been more pertinent for him to be
grieved for the Wounds and Wramps, Stabs and Strokes
his Mother Church of Scotland hath received, and
given by himself and others her untender Children,
then his Brother, as
Liberty.

It

by accepting of

this

falsly

so called Liberty,

which

hath given her Joab's Salute and cruel Courtesy, a
Stab under the fifth Rib, and then left her in Thrall

and Bondage.
It might have been expected rather now, when the
Storm was over, that those, who lurked under the Lee,
and durst not set their Face against it, should have
pitied at least, if not praised One, that endured the
whole Rage of it, in following the Duty, which they
had shifted ; than that they should come out of their
warm Holes, and upbraid and insult over their weary
and Weather-beaten Fellow-servant. But the Mininow generally coming Home from Abroad, and
out of their quiet Chambers, and beginning to preach,
set themselves to cry out against Mr. Renwick, and the
poor persecuted People that heard him, being, as it
would seem, more concerned to give a proof of their
Loyalty to please their new Friends (Enemies to their
old Friend and Master Christ) than of their Love and
Zeal to him, whose Ambassadors they were, in resentAnd in this, they
ing the Wrongs done to his Glory
were abetted, encouraged and instigated by many
sters

:

Professors j some of which, in their calling Ministers,
have admonished them not to forget to preach against
Which, Avhen one Minister, a
Mr. Rettivick, &c.

Stranger to that Method, and a Stranger in the Place

where he was
fused, taking
tions to him,

called to

it ill,

preach,

viz.

in

Glasgow, re-

that they should offer such Instruc-

and asked

if

that

was

their

Way

of call-
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They answered very presumptuously,
was desired, and expected, and customarily used ;
and all did so that preached there. They forgot here
the old Charge, and made themselves guilty of it, which
they have always held up against those whom they
would have all to preach against that they laid Impoing Ministers.
it

;

sitions on IMinisters

:

But

in this, they turned Imposers

themselves, or else have falsly accused others on this

Head.

Some

also,

as soon as

their

Meetings were scarce

well settled, began to shew their Teeth, and very magisterially

enquired after the

those that heard
suite,

Number and Names

Mr. Remvick,

of

that Intruder, that Je-

and encouraged to the delating them to the Maunhappy and unhandsome Way of dis-

gistrate, a very

covering their Zeal against Jesuites, to encourage and

crowned Jesuite in persecuting them, whom Jefrom Favour. Nay, so foolish, as well
as furious, was the Fervor of some, both IMinisters and
Professors, that they were not ashamed to reproach him
beyond all Bounds, either of Wit, Honesty or Modesty
affirming. That he was frequently at Mass, and was
seen at Haggs, Fettenvires, and several other Papists
Houses. A Lie, at which, the Father of Lies, and the
Father of Papists rejoiced, in that, when he had prevailed so far, as to get them to connive at the Mass,
who should have been its greatest Opposers ; he had
assist a

suites exclude

Success

also,

who
Mass in

cried.

make them
The Land was

to

believe such a Lie, that

polluted by suffering one
was a Frequenter of Masses himself. But,
by believing of Lies, that Idolatry hath had its Rise and
Advance in the World.
I believe indeed, Mr. Remvick did earnestly desire
to go to the Mass, but not without such a Backing as
he,

it,
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might

been able to do with it, as Gideon did
For, he pressed it very much
as a Duty, to throw down and destroy all, and not suffer the Erection of any Monuments of Idolatry.
Furliave

with Baal's Altar.

thermore,

Many said, that he had done more Hurt to the
Church of Scotland, than any Thing the Enemies had
and therefore indone these Twenty seven Years
deed, they have kythed greater Keenness of Zeal
;

maEnemies these Twenty seven Years, for all
the Mischiefs they have done to the Church ; tho'
they have overturned the Reformation, and the Laws
and Liberties of the Church and Nation, and have introduced Prelacy, Supremacy, Tyranny and Toleration
In all which, they know how much, and
of Popery
against him, than ever they did against Popish or

lignant

:

how

far they

have strengthened their Hands that are

Hurt he has done, who was a con-'
Opposer of these Things, to the utmost of his
Power, and can instance no greater Hurt that he hath
done, than that he hath discovered the small Service
they have done to the Church these Twenty seven
so sensible of the

stant

Years.

The

greatest

Hurt

it

seems they are sensible

of,

That he would not let them sleep in quiet, in suffering the Enemies to do all the Hurt they could, without

is.

Controul.
It

was usual

also

with many, to

Devil, going through the

Land

call

him

a ivhite

carrying the Devil's

Which was

a sad Reflection upon the
up by the Spirit of the Lord, when the
Enemies were coming in like a Flood But being so
like that Blasphemy against the Lord Jesus, That he
was a Colluder with Beelzebub, (except that their wajit
of better Information did extenuate it) he was helped

white Flag

Standard

:

lifted

:
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it.
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it

may be

an-

swered, // Satan be divided against Satan, how can his

Kingdom stand ? If his Flag was the Devil's white
Flag, there must have been a great Division, yea, a
stated War between the black and red Devils, and the
white ones, when the Dragon's Legions did so much
persecute that Flag. But in Answer to that, Tho' they
acknowledged there was much Running and Riding
after him,

and observed

his manifold Escapes,

were very

astonishing, yet they endeavoured to perswade People,

was but Knavery betwixt them for the Solhad no Desire to take him, and if he were taken,
he would be in no Hazard. But a little Time it seems
that

all

;

diers

confuted that.

was very strange, how greedy, even several good
were to gather, and how intent, instant and eager
they were in spreading all Reports that could make him
odious ; and such Reproaches as might make him not
only contemned as a Minister, but condemned as a Man,
to be hated of all ; not only for Vanity and Folly, but for
Villany, Treachery, Cheatry, and all sorts of Immoralities
Particularly, That by Knavery and cheating Covetousness, he had purchased Four thousand Merks, lying in Bank at Glasgow, by forging of Testaments, and
It

Men

:

other cheating Tricks

:

And

instanced one Testament,

which some

said,

others, that

he beguiled the Person while dying

he had forged after the Person's Death

ting a Sight of the Testament, and altering
ningly, that he

made

all to

be

left to

it

;

get-

so

cun-

himself and his Fol-

lowers.

However, Copies of the Paper, alledged under

own Hand, were taken and spread through

his

the Country,

and with Confidence declared to be his, because the OriPaper was compared, and found to be in the same

ginal
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Hand-write, that some other of his Letters, writ to a
certain Minister,

were of; which was

Presumption

a

strong enough with those that were prepossessed, with

Whereupon,

Prejudice.

used to discant with

shewing the Paper, they

in

much

Insulting, not only on the

Baseness, Treachery and Knavery of

it,

which now had

given a satisfying Discovery of that Impostor, and his
Followers

but on the

;

silly

Ignorance and Folly of

it,

discovering his shallow Emptiness, which did appear, in

the informal and childish

way

of wording

it

:

Others, pre-

tending more Charity, alledged his Followers were more
to

be blamed

for

it,

than he

;

That they had contrived

the Business and had come to him to write

it, perswadwhich he, poor Soul
(used to be implicitely led by them) condescended to,
never considering it further ; not doubting but that it behoved to be right, seeing they bade him. Thus, according to the Diversities of their Fancies, they pleased them-

ing him there was no

ill

in

it

;

selves in shaping out the Story as best liked

commonly entertained

this,

and the

them

;

and

like Discourses of

him, as the great Subject of their Table-Talk, until the

Time of his Dissolution.
The Occasion of this Romance,

in short,

was

this,

there

Woman

dying at Glasgow, whose Name was
Catharine Spear, who having 100 Pounds Scots in the

was an old

Hand
stoAv

of a Friend of hers, purposed to bequeath and be-

it,

after her

for Religion

:

Death, upon distressed People suffering

And

for

her better Direction herein, she

and consult with one of the Wanderers,
a Friend of Mr. Renwick's desiring him to give up a List
of the Persons he knew in greatest need, and consider to
how many it were fittest it should be divided. Who accordingly drew the List, and delivered it to her, advising
her to send for her Friend, in whose Hand the Money was,
did impart

it to,

1
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it while she was alive with her own Hand,
and acquaint him with it. But, her Sickness encreasing,
and Death approaching, she forgot it altogether, and never told the Friend that had the IMoney. A little also before her Death, some other Friends that owned Mr. Renwick, intimately acquainted with the dying Woman, came
to visit her, and consulting about that Business, and considering there were some Persons in great Straits not
named in the Paper ; did in great Simplicity, so far alter

and dispose of

and add some other Names, and distribute
of a 100 Pounds Scots into smaller Proportions, adding in the Conclusion, somewhat like a solemn Charge to the Friend, that had the Money, in the
Sight of God, to distribute it faithfully; not observing the
usual Forms of Testaments, of which they were ignorant,
and pretended no Knowledge, thinking the Will of the
Dead in any Form would satisfy honest Friends. This
second Correction of it was written by a Hand, that
it,

as to insert

the same

Sum

sometimes Mr. Renwick imployed to transcribe a Letter
; which gave Occasion to

to the Minister forementioned

when he saw this Paper

in the same
was from the same
Author. This, through Neglect, was never sho^vn to
him in whose Hands the Money was, till after her Death.
Whereat being much offended, that he should not have
been acquainted with it before, and declaring, that she
had never so much as spoken of it to him ; but on the
contrary, when he had enquired of her, if she had any
further Order to leave him, she had told him nothing
he then made it known, and shewed the Paper to the
same Minister, that had got a Letter from Mr. Renwick
in the same Hand- write: Whereupon, he judged, and devulged it to be from him, with many sad Invectives and

him

that received

Hand

it,

with his Letter, to conclude,

Inferences drawn from

it,

it

tending to his

Reproach

:
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Whereas Mr. Renwick knew nothing of it, nor so much
Only he visited the
as that he was reproached with it.

Woman
with

in

Time

of her Sickness^ and as he used to do

others in a dying Condition, never

all

meddled with,

nor spoke of any Thing, but her Salvation.

By

these and the like Reproaches,

many were stum-

bled at his Testimony, and further strengthned in their

complying Courses, which he had reproved and testified
Which Reproofs formerly kept them sober, and
against
:

made them sometimes

what he said against
But now, when
they heard him and his Brethren and Adherents so much
reproached, contemned and condemned as the worst of
Men, of Ministers and Professors ; they were much encouraged to set at nought all his Reproofs, and justify
Yea, the very Testheir Compliances that he rebuked.
ters, and deepest of Compilers, and some that had gone
on so far as to be Persecutors, when they heard that he
was so universally discountenanced, and so publickly disowned, that had vexed them so much with crying against
their Sin ; and observed also, how the tolerated Ministers were silent at, and passed over their Compliances,
witliout rebuke, and countenanced them, and restored to
them their old Name and Repute of Professors again,
waxed very bold, and made to bless themselves in their
Backslidings
See now, said they, if our honest Men
that Preach now, be vexing us with crying. We are lost
Men, lost Men for taking the Test, &c. as Renwick used
Whereby they were strengthned in their evil
to do
Way, and encouraged to oppose him with the greatest
Keenness, and entertain all Calumnies of him with the
their

Way

solicitous, lest

might have some Ground.

:

:

greatest Greediness.

Thus, under

which

all

all

these Discouragements, as a

Mark

at

were shooting their Arrows, the Butt of the
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of all Talk, the Scorn of

the Profane^ and Professors also at Ease

much wondred

at every Avay,

;

he continued

and a IMan
still at

his

wonted manner ; his inward man increasing more and more, when now his outward Man was
much decaying ; and his Zeal for fulfilling his Ministry,
and finishing his Testimony growing still the more, the
less outward Peace and Accommodation he could find in
the World.
At this Time he fell very infirm and sickly in his Body,
insomuch that sometimes he could not go himself, nor
mountj nor sit on Horseback ; and with great Difficulty
was carried to the Place where he preached in the
Fields ; and from it again was born with great Pain ;
yet never complained of any Distemper in the Time of

Work,

in his

Preaching.

In the mean Time, the Persecution against him was
very furious, so that in less than

five

Months

after the

Toleration, there were fifteen most desperate Searches,
particularly for him, both of Foot

and Horse

in

;

which

they were very outragious, breaking into Cellars, and

breaking down the Cielings of Houses,

Search

for

him

:

Which appeared with

a

^-c.

in their

more dreadful

Asjiect than formerly, in that several professing Gentle-

men

and threatned

offered

diers, that

to give Notice to the Sol-

he might be apprehended,

for

should occasion the Loss of their Liberty.

Fear that he

To encou-

which Treachery and Cruelty, there was
a Proclamation, dated October 18th, " Authorizing all
" Oflicers, Civil and Military, to apprehend and secure
" in Firmance, his Person with some others ; and, for
" Encouragement, ensuring the Sum of a Hundred
" Pounds Sterling for taking him or them, dead or
" alive."
rage

them

to
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all this never moved the tolerated Minihad either accepted of and settled under the
Toleration, or these that went through the Country,
and called themselves Improvers of it, tho' sometimes
they had, been Sufferers themselves, to shew any Com-

Nevertheless,

sters, that

But on the contrair, in all Places
where they came, they cried to the People to flee from
him, and not countenance him. This was their brotherly Sympathy under all his heavy Burdens, and Trials
passion towards him.

unto his Death.

In the Beginning of THE YEAR 1688, drawing
the Mark and Period of his Course, and the
Close of his Day, he run very fast, and wrought very

now near

hard, both in the

and in the

Work

Work

Witness of Christ

of his Salvation as a Christian,

of his Generation as a Minister and
;

in great Solicitousness, of coming

short of his Task, before his

Day

should be ended

:

Therefore, upon Considerations of the universal Involve-

ments almost of aU ranks, in the Sin and Snare of the
Toleration, and of the daily Implement of its woful Effects more and more discovered ; he was very much troubled, that some Testimony against it, and for the Covenanted Reformation, which might stand on Record,
should have been omitted and delayed so long. Whereupon, with the Concurrence of some others that joined
in it, having resolved upon it, and composed it in the
Form now to be seen, he rested not, until it was Delivered in to the Ministers at Edinburgh, ondi made more publick.
Hence,
Hasting towards Edinburgh, his Way lay through a
Part of Tweeddale ; where, at Peebles, towards the Beginning of January, he escaped very narrowly, being
apprehended For, intending a Meeting there, for Exa:

1
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mination and Conference^ in the Time of Gathering,

was

discoveredj by pursuing of some for Theft

it

which
made the People, not knowing what the Matter was,
suspect that the Pursuit was for the JMeeting. The Report of this coming to Mr. James, then in a most suspected House, in case the Search had been for him, he went
forth towards the Place of Meeting, where he met with
the Town-clerk, challenging all that passed by.
Then,
returning again into the Town, found there some Uproar,
in which some Persons were taken; but with great Difficulty getting free of them, he escaped that Time.
Thence going to Edinburgh, he made Enquiry, when any
Pi-eshytery or Synod of the tolerated JNIinisters should sit,
intending to give in the Protestation to them: But,
when he could learn of none within a short Time, he
was impatient until somewhat was done towards the publishing of it
Therefore, he went himself to one Mininister * of great Note, whom he heard was ModeraAnd then, upon
tor, and delivered it into his Hand
some Reasons, forthwith emitted it in Publick, which
now is printed. Intituled, The Testimony of some perse;

:

:

cuted Presbyterian Ministers, &c. t

Then he went

and continued there preaching
January ; the which
Day, late at Night, he returned to Edinburgh, and lodged in the Castle-hill, in a Friend's House, who used to
trade with uncustomed Goods from Englatid ; which
therefore was the more dangerous, in that it was liable
to Searches upon the Account of such Goods So much
to Fife,

in several Places, until the last of

:

Hugh Kennedy, then Moderator to their Meeting,
Now reprinted, Anno 1723, together with his Elegy written by

" Mr.

t
Mr.

Shields.
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Goodman of the House was
be one that owned Mr. Renwick. But it
pleased the holy and wise God to order all Things, to the

the more also, that the

known

to

bringing about his Purpose of calling him to suffer at

Time ; and therefore he wanted at the Time his
wonted Circumspection. One of the Tollers or Waiters,
John Justice, discovered the House that same Night, and
heard him jiraying in the Family, and suspected that it
was he. Some, that were in Company with him that
same Night, told, that when they were speaking of Mr.
Hotiston his being taken in Ireland, Mr. Justice said, he
should have another of them ere it was long. And in
another Place, that same Night, he took up a Glass of
Wine, and would drink Mr. Renwick's good Health,
swearing he should have him ere seven a Clock next
Morning. Accordingly,
Next Morning, about seven a-Clock, being February
1st, he was first attacked by these Tollers, coming to
After they got Entrance,
search for uncustomed Goods
Mr. Justice standing in the Door, challenged him in
these Words, My Lije for it, this is Mr. Renwick
Whereupon he went away a little, the rest still keeping
the Door; and coming again, he said. All within the
House iuust go to the Guard, that they may shew what
Trade they are of. Mr. Renwick answered, I shall soon
shew you what is my Trade. Then again he went to
the Street, crying for Assistance, to carry the Dog Renthat

:

:

wick to the Guard.
In the mean Time,

]\Ir.

James, with the other two

Friends that were within the House with him, essayed
to escape out at another

Door

:

But when

it

was opened,

they found the Waiters standing before that likewise

and one of them

offering to break

with great Force by the Waiters

:

out,

was repelled
IMr. Ren-

Whereupon

i\Ill.

ivick
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the Assailants re-

and go back to every side of the Courts making a
patent Lane for them to escape through them ; and in
the Passage, one with a long Staff hit him on the Breast,
which doubtless did weaken him in running, and might
tire^

have Influence on his falling so often. When they riin
down the Castle-wynd, and towards the Head of the
Cowgate, where, having lost his Hat, he was more taken

and hotly pursued, and gripped by a FelloAv
; the other two escaped.
It is said, that Mr. Bavkl Williamson, a Minister
near the Town, Avas passing by in the mean Time, and
seeing the Tumult, and the Noise of Mr. Roiwick's
Name, Avagged his Head, expressing some Tokens of
Notice

of,

in the Street

Gladness, whereunto he was transported at the Sight

But, within a short Time,

it

turned to his own Sorrow

;

For, the House where ]Mr. Renwick lodged, being im-

mediately shut up and pillaged, they seized upon the

Books and Papers of one of his Colleagues; among
which was found a little Paper, containing some short
Memorandums of Meetings in Teviotdale, before BothTvel-hridge, wherein Mr. Williamson's Name was insert,
and the Places where he preached at that Time. Whether this was the Cause or not of his following Trouble,
I shall not be positive And it would seem strange, after
aU the Indemnities, Indulgences and Tolerations, it
should be the Cause.
But for any other, upon that Occasion of Mr. Renwick's, being taken, I am sure, there
was none.
:

The Prisoner then was taken to the Court of Guard,
where he was kept some Space, and much vexed with
the insulting Insolence of those that came to see him.
Graham, the Captain of the Guard, seeing
him of a little Stature, and of a comely youthful Coun-
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tenance, being then but 26 Years of Age, cried.

What ?
Boy Mr. Renwick, that the Nation hath been so
much troubled with ? Which he answered with Smiling
in great Meekness. At the same Time, one Baillie CharIs this

ters, in

great Impertinency, shewing himself a furious

Fool, and impudently insolent, came in, and accused

him

of frequenting Bawdy-houses or Brothel-houses, which he

repelled with deserved Disdain.

After a little Vexation
was carried before a Quorum of the Coimcil.
When Captain Graham delivered him off his Hands, he
was heard say. Now I have given Renwick up to the
Presbyterians, let them do with him what they please.
here, he

What

passed there, could not be learned

:

But

thence.

He

was committed to closs Prison, and laid in Irons
where (as he afterwards discovered, to such as got Access to him before he suffered) as soon as he was left alone,
he betook himself by Prayer to his God. " And made
" an Offer of his Life freely to him, and begging for
" through-bearing Grace; Requested particularly. That
" the Enemies Cruelty might be so far restrained, as to
" get Leave to do nothing more against his Body but to
" take his Life." Which Request was very signally
granted, and thankfully acknowledged by him, before
his Execution.

Before he received his Indictment, he was again
taken before the Chancellor, to the Viscount of Tarbat'%

Lodging

where he was examined upon his owning
King James the Seventh, and
upon his Judgment of the Cess, and of carrying Arms
at Field-Meetings : Of all which he freely told his
Mind, with such Faithfulness, Freedom, Stayedness,
Composure of ]\Iind, Confidence and Boldness, that it
much astonished these that were present. The Reason,
why he was so particularly interrogate about the Cess
;

the present Authority of

Mil.
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(which was not ordinary, he being the first Prisoner
it was moved to) was. That a Note- Book was

that ever

found on him, wherein he had written the Heads of
some Sermons, touching these Subjects, which he owned.
They had also found on him, some Memora7id2wis
of Persons

Names, some

at large, others in their first

how

to ^vrite to

to avoid threatned Torture,

he explain-

capital Letters only, with Directions

Which,

them.

ed

;

Yet
;
That he

being Persons as obnoxious as they could be

opened the Mouths of some, who

this

said.

had discovered all his Correspondents and Resetters,
and (a Thing which he knew not himself) how many
Children he had baptized Now, said they, The Truth
is kything that was reported of him
Especially, they
talked it confidently, and spread it in great Haste
:

:

through

all

When,

Corners.

the Friday following, February Third, Mr.

David Williamson was
such Thing

;

for

whose

incarcerate,

supposed to have been in his Notes

knew

he never

;

Name was

But there was no

]Mr. Williamson, nor

ever any Correspondence with him.

The

had

only Reason

that could be conjectured with Relation to that Business, was, that before hinted.

However, Mr. James
their

Rage

his Ingenuity did

Of

He

questioned again.

How

it

who

accepted of his

his Authority, &c.

He

and adhered

came

much

ing Presbyterian, did so

owned
them ?

answer-

the Protestant Presbyteiian Perswasion.

byterians

allay

The Chancellor

ported by some, that were Witnesses.

asked him, what Perswasion he was of?
ed.

much

against him, as appears by a Passage re-

ansAvered,

?

He

to pass, that he, be-

differ

from other Pres-

Majesty's

And what

Toleration,

he thought of

That he was a Presbyterian,

to the old Presbyterian Principles

(which

152
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were obliged by the Covenants to maintain) as
were once generally professed by the CMirch and Nation, from the Year 1640, to 1660, from which some
had apostatized for a little Liberty (they knew not
all

how
a

short) as your

Honour.

little

selves,

(said he)

The Chancellor

have done, for

replied,

and the

rest

applauded. That they believed these were the
Presbyterian Principles, and that all the Presbyterians

would own them

as well as he, if they

Courage.

of

Some

had but the
them afterwards were heard to

say. That he was of old Knox's Principles, which in
former Times were approven, and thought tolerable then,
but now made Treason by the present Law. Thereafter,

He

received his Indictment, upon the foresaid Heads,

of this Tenor.

"
"

J^R. JAMES RENWICK,

Prisoner,

You

are in-

dieted and accused. That where notwithstand-

" ing, by the fundamental Laws of this Kingdom and
" constant Practikes thereof, and by the particular Acts
" of Parliament aftermentioned, viz. By the 129 Act,
" 8 Pari. K. James VI. And 151 Act of his 15 Pari.
" And 1*^ Act of his 18 Pari. And by 2d Act, 2d
" Sess. 1st Pari. K. Charles II. and 2d Act of his 3d
" Pari. The Kings of Scotland, their Heirs and Royal
" Successors, are acknowledged to be Sovereign Mo" narchs, absolute Princes, Judges and Governors of
" this Realm ; and that none shall decline the King
" or his Authority under the Pain of Treason And
" that the Kings of this Realm held their Crown and
" Authority from GOD only ; and therefore, the
" entring into Leagues and Covenants, rising in Arms
" against the King, or suspending him from the Exer:
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" cise of his Government^, or putting Limitations upon
" the Alledgiance and Obedience of the Subjects^ are
" declared Treason. And that upon the Death of any

"
"
"
"
"
"

King, the Royal and Sovereign Authority
diately ^^ ipso Facto devolved

Successor ; And that no Objection or Pretence whatsomever can impede or obstruct the same ; And the

Design to oppose or divert the Succession,

"

"
"
"
"
"
"

is

declared

high Treason.

"NEVERTHELESS,
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

is immeupon the next lawful

it

is

of Verity, That

ye

the said Mr. James Renwick, having shaken off

all

GOD,

Respect and Regard to his Majesty's
Laws ; and having entred your self
into the Society of some Rebels, of most damnable

Fear of

Authority and

and pernicious Principles, and

disloyal Practices,

you

took upon you to be a Preacher to these Traitors, and

became

so desperate a Villain, that

ye did openly and

frequently preach in the Fields, declaiming against

the Authority and Government of our Sovereign Lord
the King, denying that our most gracious Sovereign

King James the Seventh is lawful King of this Realm,
and asserting that he was an Usurper:
that it
was not lawful to pay Cess or Taxes to his Majesty
But that it was lawful and the Duty of Subjects, to
rise in Arms, to make War against his Majesty and
these commissionate by him.
" FOR which CRIMES, You the said Mr. James
Remvick was declared Fugitive and denounced Rebel ; and by open Proclamation, published at the
Market-Cross of Edinburgh and printed, bearing
Day of
Date the
The
Lieges were certiorate thereanent, and required to
apprehend you And there was a Fine of One hundred Pounds Slerling, as a Reward or Encouragement

AND

.

;
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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to such as should

apprehend you

;

and yet ye did

still

continue in your former desperate Obstinacy, keeping
Conventicles in the Fields, and requiring your Hear-

Arms, and to come armed to these
Rendezvouzes of Rebellion ; And particularly, upon
one or other of the Days of September last, ye keep-

ers to provide

Muir
ed a Field-Conventicle upon the
near Paisley, where there were many Persons in
Arms ; and upon one or other of the Days of Novemher last, and likewise upon the Eighteenth Day of
January last bypast, ye did keep Two Conventicles at
Braids Craigs within Two Miles of the Capital City
of the Kingdom, where you not only renewed your
former Treasonable Doctrines and Positions, but likewise with your Hand you wrote down in a Book,
found upon you when ye were taken, the Heads of
these Treasonable Sermons, with the Dates and
And bePlaces where ye had preached the samen.
ing apprehended within the City of Edinburgh, ye
did desperately fire upon the Officers that came to
And being brought before the Lord Chantake you.
cellor, and other Counsellors in the Treasury-Chamber, upon the first of February 1688 Years instant,
like a desperate irreclaimable Traitor, you did openly
deny and decline our sovereign Lord's Authority, and
assert that our most gracious King was an Usurper,
and not lawful King, and owned that ye had preach-

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
" ed the same.
" LIKEAS, Ye, the said Mr. James Renwick, be" ing brought to the Viscount of Tarbat's Lodging, ye
" did there, in Presence of the Lord Chancellor, and se" veral other Counsellors, upon the Third of February
" instant, avowedly and traiterously declare, That ye
" could not in your Conscience acknowledge the King
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"
"
"
"
"

to

be your lawful Sovereign

And

;
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that the

Succession did not give a Right to govern.

ye thought

it

lineal

And

that

not lawful to pay Cess to the King, be-

was imposed for maintaining of Forces to
;
and that all Persons, who made
" Payment of any Cess, were involved in that Guilt,
" and adhered to your preaching Book, and declared
" the same to be your own Hand-writ ; and owned,
" That ye had preached to the People to come in Arms
" to your Meetings for Defence, in Case they met
" with Opposition, and that it was lawful sua to do.
" WHERETHROW, Ye the said Mr. James Rcn" wick has committed and is guilty of the Crimes of
" high Treason above-specilied, or, one or other of them ;
" and is Actor, Art and Part of the samen Which
" being found by an Assize, you ought to be punished
" with Forfaltrie of Life, Lands and Goods, to the
" Terror and Example of others to commit the like
" hereafter."
cause

it

suppress the Gospel

:

You are

Day

answer

to

o/'

to this l7iclictment

upon the Eighth

February, 1688 Years.

James Guthry Pursevant.

Follows the List of the Assize

Clr John Maxwell of

Pollock,

Sir Robert Stewart of Allan.

bank.

.

William M'-Dotial of Gartland,

Heron oi Little.park,
David Erskine of Dun,
William Amtruther younger of
that Ilk,

to

pass upon you.

James Hume of Khnmergham,
John Hume of Nine-tvells,
Sir

Alexander Gilmorc of Craig-

miller.,

Sir

Alexader Burnet of Craig.

mylc,

Leith of WhUefiaugh,

Elphingston of Glack,
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Gray

of Chrichie,

Mr. Robert Blackwood Merchant
in Ediiiburgfi,

George Ewing Merchant

there,

James Graham late Baillie there,
Merchant
M'-Clellan
Samuel
there,

Mosman Merchant

George

James Row Merchant
John Martin Clerk to

there,

there,

the

Manu-

Hume of

Thomas Wyllie Merchant
Thomas Young Merchant
there,

Walter Stewart Merchant there,
Williain Lawj-ie of Blackwood
John Armor Merchant in Glasgow,
William Boike late Merchant

Wedderlurn,

John Ciimming Merchant

Scot of Logie,

Robert Halyburton in Edinhirgh,,
Baillie

Merchant

there,

Tho. La-ivrie Merchant there,
Archibald

Johnston

Ninian Bannantine of Kainis
William Somervel Chamberlain
of Douglass,

John Skeen of Hallyards

Thomas Crawford

there,

in Fife,

Rait of Hallgreen,

Merchant

James Hamilton Vintner there,
James Hamilton younger Sta-

there,

Stewart of Torrens,

Alexander Martin of Roselaw,

James

there,

Merchant

Cockburn

IVilUam

there,

there,

factory of Paul's-rt'ork,

George

Robert Currie Stationer there,

of Crawfords-

burn,

Joseph Young Merchant

there.

tioner there.

A

List of the Witnesses to be adduced against you.

TOhn Archbishop

of Glasgow,

George Viscount of Tarbct,

Mr. William Muir Clerk

Lord Livingston,
Earl of Traquair,

William Paterson,

Mr. Colin Mackenzie Clerk

I

„r

•,

Writers
^ -, ^
f
Dc^vrdGourlay,^^^
,

Hugh

General Major Graham,
Sir

Master of Balmcrinoch,

George Rae,

Colin Earl of Balcarras,

to the

Session,

Ross,

in

*

)

'

Jayncs Boyle Prisoner in the Cato the

nongate Tolbooth.

Council
Sir Tho.

Moncrieff o{ that Ilk,

James Guthrie Pursevant.

After he received his Indictment, by the Favour of
the Keepers, his Mother got Access to him

;

to

whom^
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he spoke many savoury Words

which through the
;
Disorder of her Spirit, that followed upon his Death,

are

lost.

But,

is

it

remembred how

bath, February Fifth, regreted, that
his poor

"
"
"
"
"

Flock

he, on the Sab-

now he must

But, he said, " If

:

Choice, he could not think on

it

were

it

leave

in his

without Terror, to

enter again into, and venture upon that Conflict with

Body of Sin and Death Yet, if he were again to
go and preach in the Fields, he durst not vary in the
least, nor flinch a Hair-breadth from his Testia

:

" mony ; but would look on himself as obliged to use
" the same Freedom and Faithfulness as he had done
" before." Another Time, his Mother asked him how

He answered, " Well But now since my
he was
last Examination, I can hardly pray :" At which, she
looking upon him, with an aflrighted Countenance, he
told her, " He could hardly pray, being so much taken
.''

:

"

" up with praising, and ravished with the Joy of the
" Lord." When his Mother was expressing her Fears
of Fainting, saying.

and these Hands,
Ports of the City

?

How
set

unto that Head,

shall I look

up among the

I have so

much

He

never be able to look to such a Sight.
ing her, " She should not see that

rest,

upon the

Self, that I shall

;

smiled, tell-

For, said he, I

ofi^ered my Life to the Lord, and have sought
" that he will bind them up that they may do no more
" And I am much perswaded that they shall not be per" mitted to torture my Body, nor touch one Hair of my

" have

:

" Head further."
Thus were his Fears removed
troubled with at Liberty,
Sufi'ering.

when

in Prison, that

he was

laying his Account with

He was always afraid

of Torture

;

and some-

times would have looked to his Hands, and said.
shall I

endure to have these struck

off,

and

How

my Legs tor-
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tured in the Boots, and

my Head

taken from the Body

?

But, as then, he sought Submission, so now, he obtained
Perswasion, these should not be his Trial ; and through

Grace was helped

to say.

That the Terror of them was so

removed, that he would rather choose

Caldron of burning

Oil,

to

be cast in a

than do any Thing that might

wrong Truth.

Some other Friends at the same Time, for two Days
were permitted to see him ; whom he exhorted to make
sure their Peace with God, and to study Stedfastness
And when they were regretting their
in his Ways.
Loss of him, he said, " They had more Need to bless
" the Lord, that he should now be taken away from
" these Reproaches, which had broken his Heart, which
" could not be otherwise wiped off, even tho' he should
" get his Life, without yielding in the least." He told
them

also,

how, when he was

first

taken, and brought

before the Council, he began to think to

wave them, and
them a while

not be positive in his Answers, and so vex

At which Time, he was

so filled

:

with Darkness of Spirit,

that he durst not continue in that Resolution

;

but found

himself called to be plain and free, and to speak to every

Man

with the same Singleness and Sincerity, that he
; with a Desire to do good to the Man's

used to preach

Soul, be he who he would, that spoke to him. In which
he found great Peace.
On Wednesday, February 8th, he appeared before the

Justiciary-Court, where he openly and constantly adall that he had said before. Denying that the
King could be acknowledged lawfully invested

hered to
present

with Authority, according to the Word of God, or the
Laws of the Land, and the Covenants, still indispensibly
obliging these Nations
to

:

Denying

also that

it

was lawful
it upon

pay Cess, in Obedience to the Acts, imposing
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and avouching the Duty,

in the pre-

sent Circumstances, of preaching in the Fields, and de-

fending the JMeeting by

Arms

:

All which, he declared,

with such an unapalled Countenance, and undaunted Confidence, that

Death.

he seemed rather ambitious

The Lenity

of,

than fearing

of the Justiciary also,

admired, beyond their ordinary

was much

admitting him to say

;

what he would, without Threatnings or Interruptions,
even tho' he gave none of them the Title of Lord, but
Linlithgow, as being Nobilitate by Birth.
The Advocate, Sir JoJm Dairy mple, he called only Sir John.
It
is a Loss that a more full Account of that Trial cannot
be obtained * But some rude Hints were collected, as
:

follows.

After his Indictment was read over, the Justice-Clerk

asked him. If he adhered to his former Confessions, and
if he confessed all that was in the Indictment
He an.''

swered. All, but where

Fear of God
to

;

is said,

it

That I deny

For,

:

I have
it is,

cast off all

because

God, and violate his Law., that I

offend

standing ready

to

be condemned.

he was interrogate upon, was. If

I fear

am

here

The first Thing that
he owned Authority ?

he owned King James the VII. to be his lawful
he answered, " I own all Authority that
" hath its Prescriptions and Limitations from the Word

and

if

Sovereign

.''

" of God
But cannot own this Usurper as lawful
" King ; seeing, both by the Word of God, such an one
" is uncapable to bear Rule And likewise by the an*' cient Laws of the Kingdom, which admit
none to the
" Crown of Scotln^id, until he swear to defend the
:

:

•

Mr. Wodro-u' had Occasion
in his Hand.

and Justiciary

to get

more by

the Books of Council
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" Protestant Religion ; which a Man of his Profession
" cannot do." They urgedj Could he deny him to be
King ? Was he not the late King's Brother ? Had the
late King any Children lawfully begotten ? Was he not
declared to be Successor by Act of Parliament ? He answered, " He is King de facto, but not de jure ; What
" Children the other had^ he knew not ; That he was
" the other's Brother he knew nothing to the contrary
" But from the Word of God, that ought to be the Rule
" of all Laws ; or from the Ancient Laws of the King" dom, it could not be shewed, that he had or could
" have any Right."
:

The next

Question was. If he owned, and had taught

be unlawful to pay Cesses and Taxations to his Majesty? He answered, " For the present Cess, exacted for
it to

"
"
"
"
"
"

to

('

Flame

the present Usurper, I hold
in regard

it is

tenance of Tyranny

;

unlawful to pay

and because

it,

Would

it

is

both

Main-

imposed

for

have been thought
the Jews, in the Days of Nebuchadnezzar

suppressing the Gospel.
lawful for

it

oppressive to the Subjects, for the

it

have brought every one a Coal to augment the
of the Furnace, to devour the three Children,

" if so they had been required by that Tyrant
And
" how can it be lawful, either to oppress poor People,
" for not bowing to the Idols the King sets up ; Or, for
" their Brethren to contribute what may help forward
" their Oppression upon that Account.
:

Next,

They moved the Question,

If he owned, that

he had taught his Hearers, to come armed to their MeetHe answerings; and in Case of Opposition, to resist
"
Reason
and
Religion
inconsistent
with
were
It
red,
" both, to do otherwise ; your selves would do it in the
" like Circumstances
I own, that I taught them to
" carry Arms to defend themselves, and to resist your
.''

:
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" unjust Violence." Further, tliey asked. If he owned
the Note-Book, with the two Sermons written therein,
and that he had preached them.? He answered, " If you
" have added nothing, I will own it, and am ready to
" seal ail the Truths contained therein, with my Blood."
Finally, All his Confessions being read over, and he re-

After several Times refusing,
quired to subscribe them
he said with Protestation, " I will subscribe the Paper
" as it is my Testimony
But not in Obedience to
:

;

" you."

When the Assizers were called in by

Fives, and sworn,
"
none might sit
that
protested
he objected nothing, but
" on his Assize that professed Protestant or Presbyte" rian Principles; Or, an Adherence to the Covenanted" Work of Reformation." Then Sentence being given,
that he should be execute in the Grass-Market, the Friday following, being the Eleventh Instant ; the Justice-

General, Linlithgow, asked if he desired a longer Time.-*
answered, " It was all one to him, if it were pro-

He

" tracted, it was welcome, if it were shortned it was
" welcome, his Master's Time was the best." So was returned to Prison.

many of the Assizers were Proand eminent in the tolerate Meetings ; of whom
it might have been expected, at least, they should have
declined sitting on his Jury, as well as some Malignants,
who choosed rather to run the Hazard of the Penalty ;
as the Laird of Torrence, who did not compear; William
Somervel Chamberlain in Douglas, who, tho' at first he
compeared, and answered to his Name, yet, when he
It is to be remarked,

fessors,

saw Mr. Renwick turn about, and direct
the Assizers, he run away, not regarding
dred Merks of Fine
take

away

:

But

said.

He

trembled

the Life of sach a pious-like

o

his
his

Speech to
hun-

Two

to think, to

Man,

tho' they
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should take his whole Estate.
call

Yet

severals of those, that

themselves Presbyterians, did not scruple to

there,

sit

nor to bring back their Verdict unanimous with the rest

(and that more suddenly and hastily than was usual)
was guilty. Whereby they cannot assoilie them-

that he

Their infamous

selves of the Guilt of his Blood.
shall

The Names of the
James Hume of Kimmergem,
John Hume of Nimwells,
John Martin Clerk to the ManuMartin

Assizers.

James Hamilton Vintner,

Wm.

Cockhurn Merchant,

Ja, Hamilton younger Stationer,

Rol. Currie Stationer,

factory,

Alex.

Names

be hereby inserted.

sometime Clerk

Jos.

John

of

Robert Halihurton Merchant,
Tho. Laurie Merchant,

Arch. Johnstoti Merchant,

Young Merchant,
Cuningham Merchant

in

Glasgow,

Ninian

Bajinautine

of

Kaims

Chancellor.

Tlw. Wylie Merchant,

Thereafter, without his Knowledge, and against his

Will, yea, after his open refusing to the Advocate to deit, he was reprived until the IJth Day.
Then began they that were watching for his Halting, to speak
and forespeak what they would. Now, said they, wait

sire

the Event, stay a

little,

he will quit this

Stricttiess,

as

Reader hath done before ; meaning a young Man,
who, a little before, had complied for his Life ; whom
they in Scoff called his Reader.
Yea, some said. They
should die for him, if he suffered at this Time.
Nay,
They would warrant, nothing should ail him : For, as he
had a private Ha7id in seeking his Reprive ; so it was
not ordinary, that any thai got a Reprive stiff'ered at that
Time. But this was their Fiction, to maintain the Crehis

dit of their former Reproaches,

which now are

like to

MR. JAMES HENWICK.
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be discovered as all false; namely. That People now
began to see, he could not be a Papist, because they were
threatning him with Death ; and that he was not so silly

and empty

as they called

him

For, some of the Council

:

him ; and reflected on them that would have made them believe it;
commending his Pertinency, and regretting only his Per-

declared, they had no such thoughts of

tinacy, in adhering to his Perswasion.

Therefore, think-

he should suffer at the Time, he should both confirm the wild Party, and make them Liars, they ening

if

couraged themselves in those Fancies, that he had underhand obtained this Reprive, and would not die at this
Time Which indeed they did not desire, but would have
been content, that he might have been incapacitate for
:

preaching.

All this Time of his Reprive, tho' assaulted with the
greatest Tentations, that ever a Prisoner in our

had

Time

Ground unshaken,
both as to his State and Testimony ; and appeared, to
the Conviction even of his Enemies, so ripe and ready
for Heaven, that he despised Life, feared not Death, and
had nothing in his Mind nor Mouth but begun Praises.
At this Time his Usage was very unusual and unpreceto conflict

with

;

yet he kept his

dented. That, after Sentence of Death, his Friends were

secluded from

Access to him

all

;

and none were admit-

ted to visit him, but Papists and Malignants, and some
of the Indulged

;

of whose Conferences little Account

can be given, except what they themselves or the Keepers discovered.

him

But

it

is

known, that some went

in to

Rage, that returned confounded, and forced
to acknowledge that God was with him.
The Prelates
full of

come often

to confer

with him

frequently, and Doctor

;

Bishop Paterson most

Monro and

him with Debates, and Perswasions

others,
to

who vexed

seek another Re-
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which constantly he refused. Yea^ the Bishop
his knowledge or Consent,
sought another Reprive for him Who, he said, deserved more Favour than the rest of the Presbyterians ; for
they dissembled, and he was ingenuous, and spoke what
he thought. But still he urged him to comply, pressing
him with that impertinent Query, Thought he that there
could none be saved, but those of his Principles ? Would
he kill himself with his own Sword, seeing he might
have his Life on such easy Terms
He answered. Sir,
I never said nor thought that none could be saved, except
they were of those Principles: But these are Truths that
I suffer for ; which I have not rashly concluded on, but
deliberately, and of a long Time have been confirmed,
that these are sufficient Heads to suffer for. The Bishop
said. He was sorry to see him so tenacious, and that he
would so cast away his own Life ; but he wished him
well, and took his Leave of him, and said. It had been
a great Loss, that he had been of such Principles, for he
was a pretty Lad. Again,
The Night before he suffered, he sent to him, to signify. That, if any Thing lay in his Power, what he desired, he would do for him.
He answered. He thanked
him for his Courtesy, but knew nothing that he could
do, or that he might desire him to do for him.
Professors reproached him for this, saying. He had sent for
the Prelates. We see now, said they, wliat Man he is.
When did ever Bishops, S^c. go to see any in Prisons before
Thus, as he was vexed with those that did visit
him ; so he was abused by them that observed it, that
did not know what past, who ceased never to say, even
to the very setting up of the Gibbet, that nothing would
prive^

of his

own Accord, without

:

.''

.''

ail

him.

Among

others, one

M'Naught,

a Curate of

MU. JAMES RENWICK.
came

to see him,

therefore at the
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whom
He did

having on his Canonical Gown,
first

Sight he upbraided, saying.

The Curate
it was a bad Badge.
would not debate, but wished him well ; And
fell to discourse on the Toleration, enquiring what he
thought of it, and of the ]\Ien that accepted of it ? He
answered. He was against it, as being not conform to the
Rule ; but as for the Men that embraced it, he judged
not love his Coat,
said.

He

them godly Men. The Curate, leaving him, commended him for Gravity and Ingenuity, that he did not dissemble with him at first, and that he spoke with such
Reverence of the tolerate Ministers, so opposite to him.
Sir John Dalrymple, the King's Advocate, came also
to visit him, with

seeming Regret, and some Shew of

Convictions, appearing in his troubled Countenance, for

having such a
to supplicate,

Hand in his Death. He desired Mr. James
and to own the King's Authority, and the

and then very patiently heard, without Interrupwhat he said, in giving his Reasons, why he could
Sir John told him. He was very sorry for
not do it.
his Death, and that it should fall out in his short Time,
and especially for the Cause of it ; That because he was
reported to have been a Jesuite, the Papists were so en-

like

;

tion,

raged that any of his Principles should be called one of
it a Stain upon their Religion
and that he could not help it, but

them, that they reckoned
to suffer

him

to live

;

was sorry to hear what Professors said of him And especially had observed, that their calling him a Papist, was
a great Occasion of Taking away his Life. Yet, several
Popish Priests came also to him; and for that, he was reproached more and more, as one of their Sort: And some
were not ashamed to say, even to the Day of his Death,
There was no Fear of him, the Papists were his Friends.
No further Account could be gotten of what passed betwixt
:
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them, than he hath hinted in his Letters to his Friends,
(now printed with his last Testimony) which he sent out

under his own Hand, the Night before his Suffering But
when the Priests departed they were heard to say.
:

that,

He

And the

Keepers of the Prison,
He might look for
he had used Freedom with the Priests j and

was very

obstinate.

hearing what past, said in general.

Death,

for

up his Expression at parting with
became a Proverb in the Tolbooth at the

particularly, they held

him, so that

it

Time, Begone (said they) as Mr. Renwick said

to the

Priests.

Some

of the

Gentlemen of the Guard came

to see him,

with a Resolution to abuse him, and trouble him with
Questions about his Preaching and Followers, whom he

put off with that, Gentleinen, yoii do well to know that
ye must stayid before God, and to him give an Account of
all the Deeds do7ie in the Body. I will satisfy yoxi no more
Gentlemen, the worst I wish you is, That
at the Time.

you knew more of God. Some of the indulged Ministers got Access likewise to converse with him ; who,
tho* they condemned his Judgment and Perswasion, yet
commended his Composure of Spirit and Calmness ; and
confessed, they thought he

was a godly Youth. Yet

still

such as never saw him, nor conversed with him, cried
out against him as a Deceiver
that he had betrayed

;
and the Cry continued,
Mr. Williamson, until a Merchant

in Edinburgh, of good Credit, getting Access, discours-

ed with him about

swaded

all of

it,

discovered the Reproach, and per-

the Falsity of

it.

Nevertheless, the most part, even of Professors, were

observed to have very

little

Sympathy with

his Suffer-

but on the contrary, continued to reflect on him
as a Fool, when they could not call him a Knave ; both
ings

;

for the ^Matter of his Sufferings,

and

for the

Manner of
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were not seeking him,
if he had not offered
the breaking up of a Trunk for uncustomed

his being taken

;

alledging, they

nor would they have taken him,
to resist

Goods
his

;

so they misrepresented his shooting a Pistol for

own Defence, which was the

only probable

Mean

making his Escape ; and as it did no
Hurt, so it opened a Door for his Escaping, as far as he
could run.
Yea, the Generality of Ministers were so far
from stirring up the People to any Sympathy towards
him, that they did much mar and obstruct it.
All the Time of his Imprisonment, few did pray for
Prisoners at all; except for Mr. David Williamson, whom
some did particularly describe, as the Minister in Prison,
that

was

left,

who hoped

to

of

be shortly restored to his People again,

they should have been thought to have prayed for
Mr. Renwick. Mr. JoJm Veitch, preaching to Mr. Wil-

lest

liamson'^ Flock in the West-kirk, encouraged the People,

and Rulers, that as soon
would restore their Minister.
But never put them in mind of the innocent Blood
that was shed, and to be shed ; and instead of provoking
them to Concernedness with it, did seem to cast Dirt, not
only upon his Blood, who was now to suffer, but upon
that they had a gracious Prince
as they got

much

Time

to consider,

precious Blood that was shed before, for the Prin-

Arms, which he reflected upon, when
commending Suffering in general He said. This is
not the Way to shoot Pistols ; Insinuating, Mr. Renwick
died as a Fool for shooting a Pistol.
In Sum, all the
Sympathy that was discovered among them, was expressciples of defensive

in

:

ed under the Notion of Pity towards a Man dying for
Error ; as one wrote in a Letter sent in to him, to convince him of it, stuffed with such pitiful Arguments as
did discover the Writer to have had more Prejudice than
Charity, and yet more Kindness than Knowledge.

But

LIFK
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was not so tempting,
But none could move him.

this Sort of Insinuations

another Dress

Many

:

Petitions

as those of

were written from several Hands,

in

the most favourable Strain that could be invented, and

him

Yea, it was
; but he refused all.
he would but let a Drop of Ink fall
upon a Bit of Paper, it should satisfy ; but he would
not.
He was, in the mean time, so closs kept, that none
sent

to subscribe

offered to him. If

Tempters, and someHis begun Testimony,
which he was Avriting, was taken from him, and Pen^
Ink and Paper removed Yet, by secret Conveyance, he
got a short Word sent out, the Night before his Suffering, which should be here transcribed from the authentick Copy.
CBut this being frequently printed, and especially in The Cloud of Witnesses, as his last Speech
and Testimony, is omitted.^
The Cruelty of keeping him so closs, did both oblige
him to abridge this Valedictory Line, and also deprive
us of the Benefit of other Letters, that he desired to
have written, and the Comfort of some of his edifying
Discourses, which he had to such as got Access to him;
whereof only these Scraps could be gotten collected. The
Tuesday before his Suffering, being the 14th Day of Fe~
bruary, he was brought before the Council (about the

had Access

to see him, except his

times his Mother or Sisters.

:

Informatory Vindication.)

What passed there cannot be

learned, further than, that they stated,

how

great

Kind-

ness they had shewed him, in that they had given him a

Reprive unsought, without his Supplication, a Thing
never done before. Whereby, out of the Council's Mouth
he was abundantly cleared of that Reproach, that he
sought his Reprive himself.

From this last Appearance before them, he return'd
with extraordinary Cheerfulness, rejoicing that he was
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counted worthy to suffer

At

Master.

was

?

He

his

Shame
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for the

Name

of his

Return, a Friend asked him how he

answered. Very well, and would be better

within Three Days.

He told his Mother, that at the last Execution which
he was Witness to, (which was Robert Gray's) he
thought, and had a strong Impression of it, that he
would be the next himself, that he should see executed
And therefore, from that Time, durst never appear,
even tho' he was not known at an Execution, until he
was brought to it himself. He often said, " I see the
" Necessity of my Suffering at this Time, in the holy
"
"
"
"
"
"

and well ordered Providence of God ; as for other
Ends, so to prevent and confute the Reproach of many,
who might have said. All my Work was but a Draught
of Men's Policy ; now, I am perswaded, that my Death
will do more good, than my Life for many Years could
have done."
He was much in observing, and spake much to the
Praise of the Lord's Goodness, even as to the making of
the manner of his Death so easy ; shewing how, as soon
as he entred into Prison, he had prayed for this, and
now he had got his Request For they were neither
permitted to torture him alive, which he feared much ;
nor did divide his Body when dead. Being asked, what
he thought the Lord would do with the Remnant left
behind him? He answered. It would be well with
them ; for, God had said. He would not forsake, nor cast
:

off his Inheritance.

That Day on which he
seventeenth.

Goodman

suffered,

The Chief-keeper

of the Tolbooth,

being February

of the Prison called the

went up

to his

Chamber, and

desired of him, that at the Place of his Execution, he

would not mention the Cause of

his

Death

;

nor ex-
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what might be

press

flections,

him

&c.

He

to speak, that

and nothing
might have his
tion, which he

less.

irritating,

and

Re-

to forbear all

What God would

give

he would speak, and nothing

else,

answered,

The Goodman

further told him.

He

he would but sign that PetiHe answered, that he
offered to him.
never read in Scripture or History, where Martyrs pelife yet, if

titioned for their Lives,

when

called to suffer for

Truth

might require them not to take their Life, and
But
remonstrate the Wickedness of murdering them.
in the present Circumstances he judged it would be
found a receding from Principles of Truth, and a de-

tho' they

Testimony for Christ. To which, the
That many JMartyrs would have
thought it a great Privilege, to have the Offers he had.
He declined further Discourse with him ; but asked for
Liberty to his Mother and Sisters to stay with him a
little Time. The Goodman objected, that he might give
them Papers to carry out. He said, then he might
clining from a

Goodman

replied.

search and see.

Leave being given, they

Avent to

Meat

;

in giving

Thanks, he said, " O Lord, now thou hast brought me
" within two Hours of Eternity, and this is no matter of
" Terror to me, more than if I were to go to ly down in

" a Bed of Roses ; nay, through Grace, to thy Praise, I
" may say, I had never the fear of Death since I came
" within this Prison ; But, from the Place I was taken
" in, I could have gone very composedly to the Scaf" fold."
He said, also, " O how can I contain the Thoughts
" of this, to be within two Hours of the Crown of Glo" ry
He exhorted them much to prepare for Death ;
" for it is, in it self, said he, the King of Terrors, tho'
" not to me now, as sometimes it was, when I was in
!
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"

But now, let us rejoice and be glad,
Marriage of the Lamb is come, and his Wife
hath made her self ready : Would ever I have thought,
that the Fear of Suffering and Death, could be so
But what shall I say of it ? //
taken away from me
is the Doing of the Lord, and marvelous iti our

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

of following Christ, but never expected

my

Hidings

:

for the

!

Eyes."

He

said also,

"

have many Times counted the Cost
it would have
And now, who knows the Honour and
I

been so easy.
Happiness of that.

He

that confesseth

me

before

Men,

him will I confess before the Father ? He said many
Times, Now, I am near the End of Time ; I desire
to bless the Lord, it is inexpressibly sweet and satisfying Peace to me, that he hath keeped me from complying in the least with Enemies."
Perceiving his Mother weep, " He exhorted her to
" remember. That they who loved any Thing better than
" Christ, were not worthy of him. If you love me, said
" he, rejoice that I am going to my Father, to obtain

" the Enjoyment of what Eye hath not seen. Ear hath
" not heard, nor hath it entred into the Heart of Man
"

to conceive."

Again, he went to Prayer, wherein he run

much

out

That now he should win above all Conflicts
with Sin and Sorrow, and there should be no more
Quarrel, nor Distance from God ; And that his Blood
He pleaded much in
should cry, when he were gone.
Behalf of the suffering Remnant, That the Lord would
raise up Witnesses, that might convey down the Testiin Praises,

mony to succeeding Generations ; And that the Lord
would not leave Scotland ; Asserting with great Confidence of Hope, that he was strengthned in the Faith of
it. That the Lord would be gracious unto it.
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At

length, hearing the

Drum

Guard

beat, for the

to

take him out, he exceedingly rejoiced, and cried out
as in a Transport, Yonder, the welcome Warning to

my
I

Marriage

am

;

the Bridegroom

Then taking

ready.

Sisters, entreated

them not

his

is

coming, I

Leave of

his

am

ready,

Mother and

to be discouraged

For, ere

;

were done, they should see Matter of Praise in that
Day's Mercy.
After the usual Manner, he was taken to the Town-

all

Council; where, after reading his Sentence, they dewhat he had to say, he would say it there.

sired, that

answered, " I have nothing to say to you, but that
" which is in Jeremy xxvi. 14, 15. As for tne, behold, I
" am in your Hand, do with me as seemeth good and
" meet unto you : But know ye for certain, that if ye put
" me to Death, ye shall surely briiig innocent Blood upon
" ijour selves, and ujjon this City, and upon the Inha-

He

" bitants thereof."

They told him, he would not get Leave to be heard
upon the Scaffold, for ruffling of Drums, and therefore
He refused to pray there
desired him to pray there.
and asked them, if they would ruffle the Drums at
any other Time, but when they thought he spake ReThey answered. They would do it all the
flections ?
Time, and urged still that he might pray, and requested
a Friend, that was suffered to attend him, to desire him
But still he refused. Then they desired him
to pray
He answered, " I will not be
to forbear Reflections.
:

" limited by you what to speak ; I have not premeditate
" any Thing, but what the Lord gives me, that I will
" speak."

They
on him

;

also

Or,

IMinisters,

whom he would have to wait
he knew JMr. Hardic, or any other of the

asked him,
if

he might have them to attend him

.''

He

an-
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swered, If I would have had any of them for my Counsellors or Comforters^ I should not have been here this

Day

:

I require

none with

me

but this one Man^ mean-

ing the Friend that was with him.

He

went thence

to the ScaiFold very cheerfully, as

one in a Transport of triumphant Joy

and had the
was seen
But little was heard by any, by
at an Execution
Reason tlje Drums beat all the Time, from his first
ascending the Scaffold, till he was cast over, without
Yet there was a Friend admitted to atIntermission.
tend him, whose Gleanings, together with what some
greatest

Crowd

of Spectators,

;

that readily

:

others gathered, of Words, here and there, shall here be
related.

When

went up to the Scafibld, some forbade
any Thing, for the People could not hear
which he took not Notice of. There was a Curate,
standing at the Side of the Scafljold, who tempted
him, saying, Mr. Remvick own our King, and we shall
pray for you. He answered, I will have none of your
" I am come here, to bear my Testimony
Prayers.
" against you, and all such as you are." The Curate
said, " Own our King and pray for him, whatever you
" say against us." To Avhich he replied, " I will dis-

him

he

first

to speak

" course no more with you. I am within a little to
" appear before him who is. King of Kings and Lord of'
'' Lords, who shall pour Shame, Contempt and Confusion
" upon all the Kings of the Earth, that have not ruled
" for him."

Then he sang the 103 Psalm from the Beginning,
and read Revelation 19. Chap. Then he prayed, recommending his Soul unto the Lord, through the Redeemer; and his Cause to be vindicated in his own
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Time
"
"
"
"
"
"

:

"

And

appealing to the Lord,

if this

was not

the joyfulest Day, that ever he saw in the World, a

Day

that he

had much longed

the

Crown

of

Martyrdom

not privileged with

;

;

for

:

He

insisted

much

had honoured him with
Honour that Angels are

in blessing the Lord, that he

A

being incapable of laying

down

their Lives for his princely Master.

" He complained, that then he was hindred to wor" ship the Lord But (said he) by and by, I shall be
" above these Clouds, then I shall enjoy Thee, and glo" rify Thee without Interruption or Intermission for
" ever." Prayer being ended, he spoke to the People,
:

much

to the Purpose of his written Testimony, wheresomewhat was remembred to this Effect.
Spectators, or if there be any of you Auditors, I
must tell you, I am come here this Day to lay down my

of

Life, for adhering to the Truths of Christ
I

am

neither afraid nor ashamed to suffer

;

;

for which,

Nay,

I bless

me worthy, or enabled
me to suffer any Thing for him And I desire to praise
his Grace, that he hath not only kept me free from the
the Lord that ever he counted

:

gross Pollutions of the

Time

;

ordinary Pollutions of Children

But
:

also,

from the many

And for

such as I have

been stained with, he hath washed and cleansed me from
them in his own Blood
I am this Day, to lay down my Life for these three
Things.

(L) For disoAvning the Usurpation and Ty-

ranny of James Duke of York. (2.) For preaching that
it was unlawful to pay the Cess, expresly exacted for
the bearing down of the Gospel.
(3.) For teaching
that

it

was lawful

for

People to carry Arms,

for de-

fending themselves, in their Meetings for the perse-

cuted Gospel-Ordinances.

I

think, a

Testimony

for

MR. JAMES RENWIClf.
these,
I

is

worth many Lives

would think

it little

;

and

if I
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had Ten thousand,

enough, to lay them

down

all

for

the same.

Dear Friends, Spectators, if any of you be Auditors,
must tell you, I die a Presbyterian Protestant ; I own
the Word of God, as the Rule of Faith and Manners
I own the Confession of Faith, Larger and Shorter Catechisms, Slim of Saving Knowledge, Directory for Publick and Family-Worship, Covenants National and Solemn-League, Acts of Geiieral- Assemblies, and all the
I

faithful Contendings, that

have been for the Covenanted

Reformation.

my Testimony approving the preaching in the
and the defending the same by Arms. I adjoin
Testimony to all these Truths that have been sealed

I leave
Fields,

my

by Bloodshed, either on
the Cause of Christ.
I leave

my

tianism, &c.

Scaffolds, Fields or Seas, for

Testimony against Popery, Prelacy, Eras-

Against

all

Thing
GodUsurpations and En-

Profanity, and every

contrary to sound Doctrine and the
liness

:

Particularly against all

Power

of

croachments made upon Christ's Rights, the Prince
of the Kings of the Earth, who alone must bear the

Glory of ruling his own Kingdom, the Church. And
in Particular, against this Absolute Power, usurped
by this Usurper that belongs to no Mortal, but
is

incommunicable Prerogative of JEHOVAH.
against this Toleration, flowing from this absolute

the

And

Power

He was

then bidden have done.

He

answered, I

have near done ; Then, he said. Ye that are the People
of God, do not weary to maintain the Testimony of the
Day in your Stations and Places ; and whatever ye do,

make

sure an Interest in Christ

;

For, there

is

a

Storm
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coming, that shall try your Foundation. Scothnd must
be rid of Scotland before the Delivery come.
And you that are Strangers to God, break off your
Sins by Repentance, else I will be a sad Witness against

you in the Day of the Lord.
Then they caused him to desist, and go up the Ladder ; where, in Prayer, he said, Lord, I die in the Faith
that thou wilt not leave Scotland, but that thou wilt

make the Blood of thy Witnesses the Seed of thy Church
and return again, and be glorious in our Land. And
now. Lord, I am ready, the Bride the Lamb's Wife hath

made her self ready.
The Napkin then being

tied about his Face, he said

to his Friend attending him, Farewel, be diligent in

Duty, make your Peace with God through Christ
there

is

leave, I

me

a great Trial coming.

As

have committed them to God

to the
;

tell

Remnant I
them from

not to weary, nor be discouraged in maintaining the

Let them not quit or forego one of these
Keep your Ground, and the Lord will
And when he
provide you Teachers and Ministers.
comes, he will make these despised Truths glorious upon
Testimony

:

despised Truths.

the Earth.

Then he was turned over the Ladder, with these
Words in his IMouth, Lord, into thy Hands I commit
my Spirit, for thou hast redeemed me, Lord God of
Truth.

THUS DIED
third

Day

Mr.

over the

JAMES RENWICK,

Twenty

sixth

Year

on the

of his Age, a

young Man, and young Minister ; but a ripe Christian
and renowned Martyr of Christ, for whose Sake, he
loved not his Life dear unto the Death ; by whose
Blood, and the Word of his Testimony, he overcame
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all

many

Conviction of

Snares and Sorrows
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;

and

to the

that formerly reproached him, was

as signally vindicated of, as he

was

in his Life

shameand

fully reproached with, all the Aspersions, Obloquies

Calumnies, that were cast upon him, for prosecuting
now he sealed with

that Testimony for Truth, which

his Blood, in such a Treasure of Patience,

Meekness,

Humility, Constancy, Courage, burning Love and blazing
Zeal, as did very much confound Enemies, convinced
Neutrals, confirmed Halters, comforted Friends, and
astonished

Whereby,

all.

in a great

Measure,

this

Ad-

vantage was gained (a great, but a dear bought Advantage to us) that instead of a reproached Minister,

we got a vindicated Martyr
many Mouths were stopped.
Most

part of

Men

:

And

hereby, for a Time,

spoke well of him after he was

dead Yea, even his Murderers, as well as others, said.
They thought he went to Heaven. Malignants geneThe Viscount of
rally said. He died a Presbyterian.
Tarhet, one of the Counsellors, said one Day, in some
:

Company, discoursing of him. That he was one of the
stiflfest Maintainers of his Principles, that ever came
others, said he, we used always to
Time or other, waver or wave, but him,
where we left him, there we
Ave could never move
found him we could never make him yield, or vary
He was the Man, we have seen, most
in the least.

before

them

;

cause, at one

;

;

plainly and pertinaciously adhering to the old

Who,

Way

of

he had lived in
Knox's Days, would not have died, by any Laws that

Presbyterian Government

:

if

w^ere then.

The Ministers

generally said, That tho' he might
died not for him, nor as a Pres-

die in Christ, yet he

byterian

;

and they were

sorry,

p

he laid down his Life
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upon such simple Heads

:

Especially they shewed their

when they saw

his Testimony ; wherein
he warns the People to beware of the Ministers, that
For, that the Sun had
preach under the Toleration
gone down upon them. Some said. It was not his Testi-

Dissatisfaction^

:

mony, but written by others

;

whereas, the Principal

is

own Hand, by any who so lists.
was like a sweet Cup with a Drop of

yet to be seen under his

Others

said. It

Poison in

it

;

so they called that Sentence that relishes

bitter with them.

Others began to find their old Tongues again, and
They found nothing in his Testimony, but Pride,

said.

But

vain Glory, Ostentation and Emptiness.

if

Pre-

judice had not blinded their Eyes, they might have

found somewhat

else.

Howbeit,

this

Advantage

is

gain-

ed by his Death, that what Ministers had preached,
and others had informed against him, did so, by his
Suflferings,

appear to be

lost their Credit,

many

false, that

of

them have

with the greatest part of Country-

People, as to what they can speak of Ministers in his

And many have been made to
were mistaken about him, and put

Circumstances any more
regret,

how

far they

upon a more impartial

:

inquiry

into

his

Principles,

through the Country, even to the remotest Corners
A Gentleman living as remote as Kintyre, rethereof.
ported, that he had been in the Lowlands, and found,

Mr. Rentvick's Death, Testimony and Suflferings,
had gained more to his Party, than ever his Preaching
had done, in City and Country through Scotland and
Ireland ; conform to what himself said in Hopes of it>
that

before his Death.

Yet, as some could not refrain belching out their Ve-

nom

against the Cause he died for

;

alledging in their

Discourses, and some asserting in their Preachings, that

MU. JAMES RENWICK.
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they would not
some were found so
petulently presumptuous, so impudently impertinent,
and so vilely virulent in their Barkings against him,
(now above their Bitings) that they past a Judgment on
that also, and shewed their Good-will and Charity, at
least, to adjudge him to the infernal Pit of eternal Torments Whether also his Followers were running and

meddle with

his eternal State

:

tho'

So,

:

posting

;

as one Livingston said in Ireland.

And

that

same Day he suffered, one Mr. Hugh Clanny, a IMinister
of the same Spirit, and of that same Nest with the former, in Discourse about him, is affirmed by Witnesses,
to have said, Mr. Renwick suffers to Day, he will have
hot Hurdies in Hell by this Time.
A profane and most
presumptuous Expression, for which, I wish the Speaker

may

get Repentance.

But, because not only Papists, and Malignants, and
Presbyterians also, all with one Voice, and from the
same Arguments, do condemn the Heads of his Sufferings, as Errors,

new

Fancies, ^-c contrary to Scripture

and Reason But also, many of the more tender do contemn them as Heads, that Sufferings should not be stated
upon; some ignorantly supposing, that some acknowledged Truths must not be suffered for, as being not of that
Weight and Worth to bear them, putting thereby a very
low Price upon some Truths; as indeed, it must be
a low Price, if Truth may be sold or foregone at any
Price.
I shall therefore subjoin some Considerations, by
:

Way

of Vindication of them, so compendiously as

is posfounded upon both
Scripture and Reason, and consonant unto old approven

sible, to

make

Principles and
referring for a

it

appear, they are

Precedents in this Church of Scotland;

more

full

Discussion

of,

or Disquisition

into these Points, to a late Treatise, Intituled,

A Hind
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let loose.

In which, Part 3d,

Head

2d,

4tfi,

5th,

7th. these Points are ex proposito, at large cleared

and
and

vindicated.

In the General, If these Things be Truths, then they
Weight of Sufferings. This used not to be
doubted in former Times Famous Mr. Durham on Re-

will bear the

:

Chap. 6th, Verse 9. Led. 6. Page 363, says,
Ohs. 8. " That every Truth of the Word may be a
" Ground of suffering warrantably ; for, the least Thing
velation,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

that hath a Truth in

it,

as well as the

ing fundamental Truths,

is

the

Word

more concern-

of God, and so

9. Every
Truth in the Word, hath an outward Testimony joined to it, and sometimes may be called for, upon very

cannot be dispensed with by his People. Obs.

great Hazards. Obs. 10.

When

it

is

called for, this

Testimony or Confession to any Truth before Men, is
no less necessary, and ought as peremptorily to be held,
and stuck to, as the former: Therefore, it is called,
"Rom. X. 9. Confession unto Salvation; and called for
" by a peremptory Certification, Matth. x. 32, 33. Obs.
"11. That these, who are sound in the Faith of the

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

word, will be also exceeding tenacious of their Testimony. In Scripture, and in primitive Times,
find the Saints sticking at

we

will

and hazarding themselves on

Things, which appear of very small Moment, yet
were to them of great Concernment, because of the
Testimony which was involved in them, which they
would not let go. Such was Mordecai, Daniel," &c.
This same Author, in his lately printed Sermons on
Matth. xvi. 24. Sermon 7- Page 155. saith " There is
" not in some Respect a More and a Less in a Matter of
" Duty, and in the Matter of Truth in respect of Suf" fering.
And a little after § 5. he saith. It may be
" sometimes for Things indifferent in their own Nature,"
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Let us see then, whether these controverted Heads

<5-c.

be Truths or

The

not.

First will be reduced to this,

Whether the pre-

tended Authority of an Usurper, or Tyrant (as this

James VII. is, in the Conviction of all that know what
Government is, and will be granted by many that are
willing to be stupidly subject to his Domination) may
be disowned by the People ; and when imposed upon to
acknowledge Allegiance to it, they may rather choose to

than to own

suffer,

it.

The

Affirmative I shall confirm

by several Considerations.
Albeit the Question, as stated by the present per-

1.

secuting Powers, to Prisoners brought before them,

many Respects unprecedented

;

It

is

in

used not to be im-

posed upon private Subjects, to give an Account of their

Men
Conscience of the Government they lived under
really invested with Authority, judged always their
:

Laws, and Power to execute them on Offenders, might
well enough secure their Subjection ; and thought it
always a Disparagement of their Authority, and disdained such a Suspicion of the questionableness of

it,

as

make it a Question to the Subjects, whether they
owned it or not. In Blr. Knox's Days, who wrote against
the Government of Women, when Queen Mari/ tempt-

to

ed him with such a Question, Think you that I have
no just authority ? He was allowed to shift it, by telling her, that learned ]Men in all Ages, have had their
Judgment free, and most commonly disagreeing from
the

common Judgment

find,
is

of the World,

Sfc.

Yet we

will

disowning, or not owning of Tyrants or Usurpers,

not so uncouth in Scotland, as that

equivalent Precedents.
nicles,

That

until the

It is

Days

about a thousand and twenty

known

it

wants approven,
Chro-

in the Scots

of Kenneth the Third, for
five

Years, the People had
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whom

own or admit to succeed in the
Kingdom was Hereditary
And used to elect not such who were nearest in Blood
and Line, but these who were judged most fit for
in their Choice

Governmentj even

to

the' the

:

Government^ being of the Progeny of Fergus.
All
which Time, if any did usurp, or after Admission, did
degenerate into Tyranny, they took such order with
him, as if he had not been admitted at all ; so that it
were hard to reckon the numerous Instances of Kings
that were dethroned, or imprisoned, or slain, upon no
other Account, than that of their Oppression and Tyranny ; such as Nathalacus, the 30th King ; Ramachus,
the 36 King
Ferchardtcs I. the 52 King ; Eugenius
VIII. the 62 King Do7ialdus Ethus, surnam'd Alipes,
the 72 King ; James 3. &c.
It's true, I am not pleading for deposing Kings, but surely, we have as great
Ground to reject and disown ours, as they had to depose
their Tyrannizing Princes.
It is less to disown than to
depose ; tho' it should be granted, they did not disown
them before they were deposed ; yet it cannot be said,
they disowned them only because they Avere deposed
;

;

Deposition doeS not

he was one.

make

a Tyrant,

it

only declares that

A Robber may be disowned to be

Man, when known

to be a Robber, before

tenced to be hanged

;

so

may

an honest

he be sen-

a Tyrant or Usurper, be-

fore he be exauctorate.

But we have Examples of disowning Kings undeKing Baliol, Sec. However, that we may see
what Things our Fathers judged did dissolve the Relaposed, as

between People and their Rulers, let us look to the
Grounds of Mary Queen Dowager's Deposition, Anno
1559, which were these expressly, " Because of her per" secuting the Professors of the true Religion, and option

" pressing the Liberties of the true Lieges, never being
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"
"
"
"
"
"

called, nor convicted of

any Crime

Intrusion of Magistrates against
tion

;
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Because of her
Order of Elec-

:

all

Because of her bringing in Strangers to sup-

press the Liberties of the Country, and placing

them

Because of her altering
and subverting the old Laws of the Realm/' Sj'c. So
Mary the Daughter also, was deposed and imprisoned
upon Grounds that will, a fortiori, justify their Reasons
that have renounced the present Tyranny. This is fully
vindicated by the Earl of Morton, in his Discourse to
the Queen of England, as Buchanan relates it. Lib. 20.
Pag. 746. whereof I shall only insert these memorable
Words, What would our Adversaries be at ? Is it that
in greatest Offices of Credit

;

we should arm with Authority Tyrants,

convicted of

grievous Crimes, maititai?ied by the Spoils of the Sub-

having Hands embrewed in Royal Blood, and
Hearts gaping for the Oppression of all good Men ?
And shall we put them upo?i our Head, who are infamously suspected of Paricide, both projected and perpetrated ?
Which, how applicable it is to James VII.
jects,

about owning of whose Authority the Question

them

that

know

best,

is,

let

the Circumstances of the late

King's Death, judge and declare
2.
all

To own such

a Dominator, were a condemning of

these laudable Precedents, passing

many

others not

mentioned, both in this and other Kingdoms

own

excommunicate and apostate Papist,* a

*

From hence

to the

Middle oi Ans.

of the original Manuscript

So, to

1.

to

fiery

Bigot in

2d Oh). Half a Sheet
the Reader may

was wanting, which

some way supplied out of the Hind let loose, above referred
and written by the same Author, all in his own Words, a little

find here
to,

:

the Authority of such an Usurper, and a Papist, an

contracted.
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the Romish Religion, and zealous sworn Votary and

Vassal of Antichrist

from Liege
vert

tells

England

to

:

Who,

as the Letter of the Jesuite

us in Print,

is

resolved either to con-

Popery, or die a Martyr ; and

stiles

himself a Soji of the Society of Jesuites, and will account every Injury done to them, to be a Wrong done

known to be under the Conduct
and Guidance of that furious Order, yea, and inrolled
Which makes it the less
as a Member of that Society.
to be wondred, that he should require absolute Obeagainst himself: Being

dience without Reserve, seeing he himself yields absolute Obedience, as well as implicite Faith, without
serve, to the Jesuites.
christ, and, as such,

He

is

Re-

then, a Servant of Anti-

under the Mediator's Malediction ;
is Heir to his Grandfather's Im-

yea, in this Respect,
precation,

who wished

the

Curse of God

to

fall upon

such of his Posterity, as should at any Time turn PaHow then can the Followers of the Lamb strike
pists.

Hands, be at Peace, associate, confederate, or bargain
with such a declared Enemy to Christ ? Certainly the
Scripture-commands of making no Covenant or League,
interdicting Entring into any Affinity with the People
of these Abominations, and forbidding saying a Coifederacy Avith them, do lay awful Bonds on the Faithful
Therefore to own such an

to stand aloof from such

One, were contrary to the Scriptures, contrary to the
Covenants, and contrary to the Principles of the Church
of Scotland, against Associations and Confederacies with
such Enemies.
3. Considering him as a Magistrate, it were contrary
to their Testimony, so often renewed and ratified, and
confirmed with so many Reasons, and sealed by so
much Blood, Bonds, Banishment, and other Sufl^erings,
to own or acknowledge his Authority, which is mere

MK. JAMES UENWICK.
Usurpation and Tyranny

Land he

is

;

in that
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by the Laws of the

incapable of Government^ and that he hath

neither given, nor can give, without an hypocritical and

damning Cheat, the Oath and Security, indispensibly
required of him, before and at his Entry to the Govern-

ment.
4. All Authority to be owned of Men, must be of God,
and ordained of God : For so the Apostle teacheth,
Rom. xiii. 1, &c. which is the alone formal Reason of
our Subjection to them, and that which makes it a
damnable Sin to resist them ; because it is a resisting
the Ordinance of God.
Hence, Those Rulers, that
are not of God, nor ordained of God, cannot be owned
without Sin But Tyrants and Usurpers are the Rulers,
that are not of God, nor ordained of God, but are set up
and not by Him, &c. Hos. viii. 1 4. Therefore they
:

—

cannot be owned without Sin.

A

Power Ethical,
not from God, and

Politick, or

Lex Rex
Moral,

says well,

to oppress, is

is not a Power, but a licentious Deof a Power, and no inore from God, but from
sinful Nature and the old Serpent, than a Licence to
sin. Quest. 9. p. 59.
Hence Sin, a Licence to sin, a
But Tylicentious Sinning, cannot be from God
ranny, Usurpation, absolute Power, encroaching upon
all Liberties, Laws, Divine and Humane, is Sin, a
Licence to sin, a licentious Sinning. Ergo
Those
that are not ordained of God's preceptive Will, but
merely by his providential Will, their Authority is not
But Tyrants and Usurpers are not ordainto be owned
ed of God's preceptive, but merely by his providential

viation

:

:

WiU
There are two Things in the Ordination of that
is to be owned, as of God, viz. Institution and Constitution
So as to give him, whom we
5.

Authority, which

:
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must own as God's Minister, Authority both in the Abstract and Concrete, i. e. That he should have Magistracy by God's Ordination, and be a Magistrate by and
according to the Will of God.
All acknowledge that
Magistracy hath God's Institution

j for the Powers that
of God : Which contains not only the
Appointment of it, but the Qualifications and Form of
it.
But there is no Institution for Tyranny. Hence,
That Power, that hath no Institution from God, cannot
be owned as his Ordinance But the Power of Tyrants
is that Power, being contrary in every Respect to God's
Institution, and a mere Deviation from it, and Eversion
of it.
Ergo
If it be replied, Tho' the Power which
Tyrants may exerce, and Usurpers assume, may in the

be, are ordained

:

Co7icrete be contrary to God's Institution, and so not to
be owned: Yet, in the Abstract, it may be acknowledged of God. 'Tis but the Abuse of the Power, and

that does not take

away the

Ans.

Use.

I.

tinction, as to Magistrates, is very pertinent

:

The DisFor,

it is

well said by the Congregation, in a Letter to the NobiHist. Lib. 2.

lity, Knox's,

That there

ence betwixt the Authority, which

is

a great DifferGod's Ordinance,

is

and the Perso?is of these, who are placed in Authority :
The Authority and Ordinance of God can never do
wrofig ; for it commands that Vice be jnmished, and
Virtue 7naintaitied : Bui the corrupt Person placed, in
Authority may offend
Magistrates in some Acts
may be guilty of Tyranny, and yet retain the Power
of Magistracy
But Tyrants cannot be capable of
:

Magistracy, nor any one of the
of righteous

Rulers

;

Scripture-characters

they cannot retain that Avhich

they have forfeited, and which they have overturned

And
had

:

Usurpers cannot retain that which they never
2.

The

Concrete doth specify the Abstract in

Mil.

actuating

it

;

as,
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a Magistrate, in his exercising Go-

vernment, makes his Power to be Magistracy
ber, in his Robbing,

;
a RobPower to be Robbery ;
Usurping, makes his Power to be

makes

his

an Usurper, in his
Usurpation ; so a Tyrant, in his Tyrannizing, can have
no Power but Tyranny
3. They that object thus,
must either mean, that Power in its general Notion
is ordained of God, but this particular Power, abused
by Tyrants, and assumed by Usurpers, is not ordained
is

:

Or, that the very Power of Tyrants and Usurpers

ordained of God, but the

it is

not of God.

Way

of holding and using,

If the Fiist, they grant

all

I

plead

Nonsense ; for, how can a
Power be ordained, and the Use of it be unlawful ? For
the Abuse and Use of tyrannical Power is all one and
reciprocal
An Usurper cannot use his Power but by
for

:

If the Second,

'tis

:

Usurpation.
6.

As

that Authority, which

must have His

is

God's Ordinance,

must have His Divine
Constitution from Himself and by the People. Wherever
there is Authority to be owned of Men, there must be
these two. Constitution from God, and Constitution
from the People. For the First, God hath a special InInstitution ; so

it

terest in the Constitution of Authority, both immediately

and mediately.

Immediately,

He

confers Royal

Graces, and Endowments, and Gifts for Government on

them ;

as

on Joshua and Saul

But

in regard

how

he doth not by any special Revelation determine, who
shall be the Governors in this or that Place ; therefore
He makes this Constitution mediately, by Mediation of

Men, giving them Rules, how they shall proceed in
setting them up
When Men therefore do act according to the Divine Rule, in the moulding and erecting of
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Government and Governors, there the Constitution is of
Whatsoever Power
God, tho' it be not immediate
hath no constitution from God, either immediate or meBut the Authority of Tyrants
diate, cannot be owned
and Usurpers, is a Power that hath no Constitution from
:

God, either immediate or mediate Ergo, it cannot be
owned.
7. It is clear also in the Second Place, that the Authority, which we can own out of Conscience, must have
:

Cojistitntion

Two

by the People.

Things are essen-

tially necessary to the Constitution of a

Magistrate

;

the

Peoples Consent and Compact, either formal, or virtual.

And

without these

tion

and Allegiance

is

we can own
to

Man

no

conscientious Subjecliving.

necessary, will be evident from the

and Nations, and from Scripture.

That the first
of Nature

Law

The

Scripture af-

fords Light herein, 1. In giving Directions

and Rules

about orderly calling their Governors; impowering them
to take wise

Men, and understanding, and known among
made Rulers, Deut. i. 13. to make

their Tribes, to be

Judges and Officers
Set one

among

in all their Gates, Deut. xvi. 18. to

their Brethren

a Stranger, Deut. xvii. 15.

Rules given them,

if

King over them, and not

—To what purpose

are these

they had no Interest to choose

?
If the Consent and Choice of the
People be so essentially necessary to the making of
Kings ; then they who set up themselves against the

their Magistrates

Consent of the Body of the Land, and without the
Choice of any, must be Usurpers, not to be acknowledged for lawful

Ergo

Now

plain

Kings
it is,

:

But the former is true.
Duke set up himself

that this

against the Consent of the Body, being excluded from

the Government by the Representatives of England, and
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disdaining to wait on the

formal Choice of any, did usurp the Title without

all

Law.

The

8.

2d. Thing necessary, for the legal ConstituKing by the People, is their Compact with
Which must either be express or tacite, explicite

tion of a

him

:

Two

Things are here to be proven, that
for disowning both the Bro1. That there must be a conditional reciprocalthers.
ly obliging Covenant between Sovereign and Subjects,
without which, there is no such Relation to be owned.
2. That when this Compact is broken in all, or its chief
or implicite.

will furnish an

Argument

Conditions by the Sovereign, the Peoples Obligation
ceases.

The

down
Mutua

First I set

chanan, de Jure Regni,

in the

Words

of

Bu-

Regi cu7n Civibus est Pactio, &c.
There is then (or there ought to
be) a mutual Compact between the King and his SubThat this is indispensibly necessary and esjects, 4'c.
sential to make up the Relation of Sovereign and Subjects, may be proved both from the Light of Nature and
Scripture, L In the very Directions about making and
setting up of Kings, the LORD shews what Conditions
shall be required of them, Deut. xvii. 15, ^-c. the Qualifications they should have are rehearsed, as Rom. xiii.
Therefore none are to be set up, but on these
3, 4.
Conditions, and none are to be obeyed, but such as have
2. In his Promises of the Succesthese Qualitications.
sion of Kings, he secures their Continuation only cou~
ditionally, to establish the Kingdom, if they be constant to do his Command7nents , 1 Chi'on. xxviii. 72 Chron. vi. 16. 3. We have many express Covenants
between Rulers and Subjects in Scripture. Jephthah
was made the Head of the Gileadites by an explicite

mutual Stipulation, Judg.

xi. 6.

igitur

—

11.

David made

a
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League

in

Hebron, before the LORD^ 2 Sam. v. 3.
he was no King before this Covenant.

1 Chron. xi. 3.

When Joash was crowned^ Jehoiada made a Coand the King, and the
venant between the
People, that they should be the LORD's People, be-

LORD

tween the King also and the People, 2 Kings xi. 17From all which I argue. If
2 Chron. xxiii. 11, 16.^there must of Necessity be a Compact between the King
and the People, when he is advanced to the Government ; then he that advances himself, without and
against this Compact, is an Usurper not to be owned
But the Former is true Ergo, he that advances himself
without and against this Compact, is an Usurper and
And Avho more notoriously deserving
not to be owned.
such a Signature, than James the Seventh, who hath
:

of his

own

Strength, or the Pope's Bulls, to

push his Brother
upon no Terms at

out,

and himself into the Throne,
any Security for Religion and

made Horns

all,

or

Liberty.

Can the Customs of the Jetvs be binding to all
The Kings of Judah made such Covenants,
Ans. Why not this
shall therefore all Kings do so ?
Custom as well as Crowning, which they used likewise ?
Obj.

Nations

.^

but are
These Rules are not Typical or Ceremonial,
Matters of moral Equity, bearing a standing Reason,
founded upon that Law, Deut. xvii. 15, ^c. limiting
the Prince to stand to Conditions.

If

Laws for Rules of Government, where
ter Laws ?
The 2d. Thing to be proved, is that

we

cast at divine

will

we

find bet-

Assertion of Bu-

Qui prior a Conventis reci" There being a Paction between the King
dit, &c.
" and Subjects, he who first recedes from what is cove" nanted, and doth counteract what he hath covenantchanan, de Jure Regni.
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" ed, he looses the Contract ; and the Bond being
" loosed;, which did hold fast the King with the People,
" whatever Right did belong to him by Vertue of that
" Compact, he loses it, and the People are free as
" before the Stipulation."
Which is also asserted.
Jus Populi, Ch.

6.

This

P. 112.

needs no Labour to prove

it.

is

so clear, that

That upon

we were loosed from all Allegiance to
rant, who was admitted upon Terms

this

it

Head

the former Tyof an explicite

Covenant, the Conditions whereof he did as explicitely
break.

There are two Cases, wherein Subjects are loosed
from covenanted Allegiance to their Princes.

1.

When

the Prince remits the Obligation of the Subjects, and

upon that Basis ; then he can no more
by Vertue of that Compact. He that remits
and will not have that Allegiance, that the Subjects
covenanted upon such and such Conditions to him,

refuses Allegiance

demand

it

these Subjects should not give

ed

;

it

that they so covenant-

they should not prostitute

for

it

to a Refuser

and

But Charles the Second remitted, and would
not have that Allegiance, which we covenanted upon
such and such Conditions, viz. upon the Terms of the
Covenant, which he cassed and anuUed, and made
criminal to own
Ergo, to him we should not have
Remitter

:

:

given

it,

which we

so covenanted.

2.

When

the Prince

did enter into a mutual Covenant with the People,

upon mutual Conditions, and does not only cease
perform the Conditions, but simply denies
tion to do

much

;

it,

and makes

Yea, persecutes

it

all,

all

to

Obliga-

a Quarrel to insinuate so

who

dare assert the Obli-

and yet demands Allegiance,
not upon the Obligation of that Covenant, which he
hath remitted, but absolutely upon the Grounds of his

gation of that Covenant

;
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Prerogative

:

In this Case

it

will be evident also, the

Subjects are not bound either to

own

their formerly

covenanted Allegiance to him, or that which he deHence I argue. If a comands on other Grounds.

venanted Prince, breaking all the Conditions of his
Compact, doth forfeit his Right to the Subjects Allegiance ; then they are no more to own him as their Sovereign But the former is proved, that a covenanted
:

Prince breaking all the Conditions of his Compact,
doth forfeit his Right to the Subjects Allegiance Ergo,
:

——And
presly

when Charles

consequently,

bound by Covenant,

to defend

the Second, ex-

and promote the

covenanted Reformation and Liberties of the Kingdom,
to whom only we were bound in the Terms of his Defondiyig and Promoting the same, did violently and villainously violate and vilify these Conditions, we were no

more bound to him. And how much less are we or any
bound to own him, who neither would nor could be
bound by any such Compact or Covenant, in the said
Terms, as James the Seventh ? Somewhat possibly may
be objected here.
1. If this be the Sense of the Covenant, then it would
seem that we were not bound to own the King, but
only when and while he were actually promoving and
carrying on the

Ends

of the Covenant.

does not follow, but that

we

his Person

and Authority

when he

called to see to himself as a

is

Answer, It

are obliged to preserve

in these necessary Intervals,

Man

;

for

we

must preserve him as a Mean, because of his Aptitude
and Designation for such an End, albeit not always
formally prosecuting

it

:

We

do not say, that

own him, but Avhen actually
but we say, we
prosecuting these Ends
own him, when he is tyrannically and
never to

;

1

we

exercised

are
in

are never to

treacherously
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abusing his Authority, for destroying and overturning
these Ends, and violating all the Conditions of his Compact.

Obj. 2. Saul

was a Tyrant, and a Breaker of

his

Roy-

Covenant, and Persecutor of the Godly, and Murderer of the Priests of the Lord, Usurper upon the Priests
Ofiice, and many other ways guilty of breaking all Conditions ; And yet David and all Israel owned him as the
al

Anointed of the Lord.
Ans. 1. Said was indeed a Tyrant, ejected of God, and to be ejected out of his Kingdom in his Time and Way, Avhich David, a Prophet,

But he was far short
Acts of Tyranny, in Comparison
of our Graffators
He broke his Royal Covenant, in very
gross particular Acts ; but did not cass and rescind the
knowing would not
and a mere Bwigler

anticipate.
in

:

Whole of it, did not burn
own its Obligation nor
;

it,

did not

did he so

make it criminal to
much as profess a

Breach of it ; nor arrogate an absolute Prerogative, nor
attempt arbitrary Government ; nor to evert the Fundamental Laws and overturn the Religion of Israel, and
He was a Persebring in Idolatry, as ours have done
:

David upon some private Quarrels, not of all
the Godly upon the account of their Covenanted Religion
He murdered 85 Priests of the Lord, in a Transport of Fury, because * of their Kindness to David, but
cutor of

:

he did not make Laws adjudging all the Ministers' to
Death, who should adhere to the Covenants of Israel :
He usurped upon the Priests Office, in one elicite Act of
Sacrificing

lute

;

but did not assume a Supremacy, or absoas an inherent Right of

Power over them, annexed

• Hereunto the

Blank extended by want of the

who would have it better filled up, or see more on
sult the Hhid let loose, pag. 268 to 498.

Q

said half sheet
this

:

Any

Head, may con-
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Crown. (2.) Yea, he was such a Tyrant as deserved to have been brought to condign Punishment ; as
Amaziah and Uziah ; this was the Peoples Omission not
to do it ; that is no Argument a non facto.
(3.) Their
owning him, and giving him the Title of, the Anointed
of the Lord, as he was Anointed once, and was still King
de facto, is no Argument to own a Man to be King de
jure, who was never the Anointed of the Lord. (4.) Dtt'
vid did not own him as the Minister of God, not to be resistcd under the Pain of Damnation ; for, he and his six
Hundred Men resisted him long ; and at length, many
revolted from him, and took David's Part, while he kept
himself closs, because of Saul the Son of Kish. 1. Chron.
They did not own him then as the Lord's Anointxii. 1.
This is rather an Argument for us.
ed.
this

ObJ. 3.

The Jews

are

commanded to bring

their

Necks

under the Yoke of the King of Babylon, who had no
other Right than Providence gave him, by Conquest.
Ans. 1. The Dnke of York hath
Jer. xxvii. 6, 7, 12.
no Right of Conquest ; and tho' he had. Subjection for
Wrath's sake, in Submission to Providence, does not infer Subjection for Conscience sake, owning Allegiance to
2. This behoved
his Authority, by Divine Ordinance.
to be a particular

Command, by

positive Revelation at

that Time, not binding to others at other

Times;

else

every Conqueror invading a Kingdom, must be subjected to both by King and People. (3.) If it be Universal, then it is also universal to disown, and fall away

from our own perfidious Rulers, as they were then to
disown and fall away from their own King Zedekiah.
Hence, there is no Argument against, but for the Thing
I plead for.
(4.) When they did subject to that Chaldean Conqueror, did they own him as a Ruler
Habakkuk then complained, they had no Ruler, but such as
.?
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the weaker Fishes of the Sea have, that are swallowed
up of the stronger ; they were then as the Fishes of the

Sea, as the creepmg Things that have no Ruler over

Then is a tyrannizing Dominator,
i. 14.
though by Providence trampling upon People, given up
to him for a Time, no Ruler.
ObJ. 4. Paul seems to own the tyrannical high Priest
Annanias, to be the Ruler of the People, Act. xxiii. 5.
A71S. Rather the Contrary appears. He wist not that he
mas the high Priest ; that is. He did not acknowledge
them, Habak.

to be either high Priest (whose Office was now null
and ceased) or Ruler ; he could see nothing like a High
Priest or Ruler in him
He could not be ignorant that
he was there in Place of a Judge, being called before
him, smitten by his Authority, whom therefore, he did
upbraid as a whited-wall, and tlireatned with the Judgment of God It were wicked to think that he would re-

him

:

:

Threatning which he pronounced by the Spirit of God.
Ohj. 5. The Apostle saith, Rom. xiii. 1. Let every
Soul he subject to the higher Powers ; the Powers that
he, are ordained of God : Yet Nero at the Time was an
tract that

Usurper.

Ans. (1.)

The

Christians

among the Romans

then, had two Doubts, both which are answered by the

One was, Whether Christians were at all bound
obey Civil Powers, especially Pagan ; To which the
Apostle answers to the same Effect with the Confession
Apostle

:

to

That Injidelity or Difference in Religion doth
make void the Magistrate's just and legal Authority,
nor free the People from their due Obedience to him :

of Faith,
not

Let every Soul be subject, without Exception, either of
Religion, Pagan or Christian ; or Office, Ministers or
People, in the Subjected, evet-y Soul ; and without Exception of any Species, Sorts or Degrees of lawful Pow-
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er^

whether

to the

King as Supreme, or

to

Governors, &c.

and expounds it, 1 Pet. ii. 13. if it be
Another Question was. If they might
Civil Powers, then to which of them ?

as Peter expresses

Lawful Power.
be so subject to
For, there were several Competitors
Empire.

The Apostle

at this

Time

for the

answers, not determining their

Litigations, not interesting himself in Parties,

by giving

the general Standard of God's Ordinance, they had to

go by

;

Let every Soul be subject

'E^nGlat, not

Force

;

^-ovaiMiag,

to the

higher Powers,

moral, lawjul Powers, not naturul

higher in Dignity and Authority, not in Preva-

God by his pre~
were only permitted by his providential Disposal ; such as so improved and exerced that
Ordinance of God, as that they might not be resisted
under pain of Damnation ; not such as might be repressedj whenever People were in Capacity, as Usurpers may
be ; such as were Terrors to Evil, not to good Works j
such as were Ministers of God for good ; not Plagues of
God, for Punishment ; such as bear the Sword of Justice, not such as take the Sword of Injustice, Matth. xxvi.
52. describing and characterizing the Powers there, by
such Qualifications as Tyrants and Usurpers are not capable of.
(2.) It cannot be proven that the supreme
Powers then in Being were Usurpative; there being then
a supreme Senate, which was a lawful Power
Nor, that
Nero was then an Usurper, who came in by Choice and
Consent, and the good Liking of the People.
(3.) The
original Reading is not universal ; but thus. For there is
no Power, if not from God ; therefore we are not to own
it, if it be not from God, by his approbative Will and

lency of Might

;

such as are ordained of

ceptive Will, not such as

:

Institution

:

It is not all

Power ordained

of

God

but by his Ordinance.

;

Power simply, but

all

lawful

not by his Promdence merely,

Whence, we

see, all these Ob-»
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jections do rather confirm, than infirm the Trutli here

vindicated, and sealed by the Blood of this Martyr.

SECOND HEAD

The

of his Sufferings was, That

he preached, it was unlawful to pay the present Cess,
enacted and exacted for such wicked Ends
Thing
indeed, which never any suffered unto Death for; tho'
:

many

A

other have endured grievous Sufferings, Oppres-

and other attrocious Cruupon the same Head, within these Ten Years.
This Head is cleared and vindicated at large, in that
sions, Spoliations, Forfaltures

elties,

forecited

Hind

let

loose,

Plead

7« P^ig- 697:, 4'c«

Here

I shall only offer a few Things to be considered.
I.

The Narratives

of the Acts imposing

it, do plainly
Act of ConvenThe Convention of

express the Nature and Design thereof.
tion at

Edinburgh, July 10. 1678.

'

the Estates of Scotland

'

piness.

'

'

'
'

'
'
*
'

'

'

'
'
'

'
'
'

'

considering the great

Hap-

Peace and Tranquillity they enjoyed under his
Majesty's Royal Government, and his Fatherly Care of

Kingdom, in being so watchful over all
and that as all Kings and States do at
present carefully secure themselves and their People,
by providing against all such foreign Invasions, and intestine Commotions, as may make them a Prey to their
Enemies So, it is not fit, that this Kingdom should
only of all others remain without Defence, in a Time
this his ancient
its

Concerns

;

:

wherein these dangerous Field-conventicles, declared
Law Rendezvouzes of Rebellion, do still grow in
their Numbers and Insolencies ; against all which, the

by

present Forces cannot in Reason be thought a suitable
And considering the many frequent and reSecurity
:

Kingdom hath made, with their
Lives and Fortunes, to serve his Majesty, in the Mainand that there
tenance of his Honour and Greatness

newed

Professions this

;
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a

new Opportunity

offered to them, to

'

is

'

the Professions of their Zeal,

'

'

'

Duty and

make good

In
Recognizance whereof, and in humble Acknowledgment of the same, and that his Majesty may be the
Affection

:

better enabled to raise more Forces, for securing his

Kingdom

against all foreign invasions, and inCommotions ; and to the End they may be
maintained, by equal and regular Ways ; and to let
the World see the unanimous Affection of this his Ma' jesty's most ancient Kingdom, for the Maintenance of
* his Majesty's Royal Greatness, Authority and Govern* ment in Church and State, as
it is now asserted and
established by the Laws of the Kingdom
and in order
to the Entertainment of such Forces, as his Majesty
' shall raise, for the Defence thereof, the Cotivention
of
' Estates of this Kingdom, for themselves, and in Name
of, and as representing this his Majesty's ancient Kingdom, do humbly beseech his Majesty would be graciously pleased to accept the unanimous, ready and
' cheerful Offer and humble
Tender of a new Supply
of 1800000 Pounds Scots Money, to be raised and
paid forth of the Shires and Burghs of this his Majesty's ancient Kingdom, in the Space of Five Years.'
'

ancient

'

testine

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Hence we may note,
(1.) The first Consideration

that moved them to make
and raise it off the Shires, was the Sense they
had of the Happiness of the Gover7iment, under which
nevertheless the People were made to howl, and have
groaned under its insupportable Yoke, for many years.
Yet unto this false congratulatory and adulatory Recognizance and Acknowledgment, not only of the Right,
but of the Righteousness of the Government in its Administrations, they would and did involve all that paid
it, drawing them to the Acknowledgment, that Misery
this Offer,
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was Happiness, Trouble was Peace, and Oppression was
Tranquillity.

Their next Consideration

(2.)

is

a

mock Pretence

of

the Necessity of providing against Jbreign Invasions and
intesti?ie

Commotions.

But

it

is

apparent to

all

true

Friends, either of the Kingdom's Peace, or Church's

Happiness, they sought to secure this by such Means as
should, together with Religion, tread upon the poor re-

maining Shadow of Liberty ; Defences that will expose
all the Defenders, and all that contribute for such Defence, to the

Wrath

Contempt of

all

Foreigners, and to the

of the jealous God, against which there can be

no Defence.
Their chiefest Motive, and mainly designed End,

(3.)

was, to secure themselves against these dangerous Fieldconventicles, declared by Law Rendezvouzes of Rebellion;
so they call the
tia,

Rendezvouzes of the Lord Christ's Mili-

following the displayed Banner of his Gospel, in

those Meetings, which their Persecution had forced into

the Fields

:

Reputed dangerous

could not be gotten suppressed

;

to them, so long as they

because, as long as there

remains any Memorial of them, they are never liberate
from the Fear of Christ's returning, to take Possession
of what they have robbed him of, and then they shall be
ruined

:

And

Danger, or
ous to

it,

therefore, to secure themselves against this

at least, to

make

all

the Nation alike obnoxi-

they impose this Taxation.

that all that pay

Whence

it is

clear,

do co-operate with this declared Design of suppressing the Gospel preached in the Fields,
it,

under the odious Notion of Rendezvouzes of Rebellion.
(4.) To accomplish this, they prudently foresee, the
present Forces cannot be thought a suitable Security
agaitist them, unless more Forces be raised, and these be
maintained by this Cess, which they

call

an equal and
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Way ;

regular
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plainly confessing, they could never sup-

press Meetings, nor accomplish their other accursed Designs, without the subsidiary Contribution of the Peo-

Help.

ple's

Hereby they also propose to themselves the Honour of serving his Majesty with their lAves and Fortunes, and of making good the Professions of their Zeal,
Duty and Affection to him ; and to let the World see the
unanimous Affection of all that should pay this Cess;
(5.)

not only for the Maintenance of his Boyal Greatness, hut
of his Government in Church and State : Whence it is
evident, all that pay it do profess, not only an Acknowledgment of, but a cheerful Serviceableness and Ambition to promote and abett arbitrary Government and do
express no little Zeal and Affection to Christ's declared
Enemy As also, that they not only approve the Supremacy, but profess an unanimous Affection to maintain it;
for, v/hat else is meant by his Government of the Church,
as it is now asserted and established by the Laws of the
Kingdom ? Yea, an unanimous Affection to entertain
the Forces, raised for the Defence of absolute Tyranny
and blasphemovs Supremacy ; for so they expressly de;

:

clare.

(6.)

They

give out themselves, in enacting this, to be

the Representatives of the Kingdom, and must be owned, as such,

own

by

all

the Payers

;

whereby the Payers must
own Deed, and be inex-

that Conclusion to be their

cusably accessory to

Upon
for the

all

the Guilt thereof.

the expiring of these Ten Terms, there

Continuation of

it

for other

Terms more.

is an Act
Five Years, or Ten

Act. 3. Farl. 3. Charles II. August 20. InAct for a voluntary Offer of a new Supply to the
King's Majesty ; of this Narrative.
'
SOVEREIGN LORD, and Estates of Par-

tituled,

OUR

3
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'

liament^ taking to Consideration, that the Convention

'

of Estates holden at Edinburgh, in the

'

1678, upon the weighty Considerations therein speci-

'

'
*
'

'

•

'
'

'

'
'

'

Month

of Juli^

fied ; and particularly the great Danger the Kingdom
was under by seditious and rebellious Convenlicles, and
the Necessity which then appeared to increase the
Forces, for securing the Government, and suppressing
these rebellious Commotions, which were fomented by
seditious Principles and Practices ; Did therefore humbly and dutifully offer a cheerful and unanimous Supply of 1800000 Pounds Scots, to be raised
in the
Space of Five Years
And the Estates of Parliament now conveened, having taken to Consideration,
how the Dangers from the foresaid Causes do much increase, in so far as, such as are seditiously and rebel:

inclined,

do

propagate their pernicious

'

liously

'

Principles,

'

another,

'

der. Assassination

'

not only as Things lawful, but as Obligations from
their Religion, to the Dishonour of God, the Scandal

'
'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
'

'
'

still

and go on from one Degree of Rebellion

till

now

of Religion, the

at last the horrid Villanies of

to

Mur-

and avowed Rebellion are owned,

Danger

of his Majesty's sacred Person,

Government, Ecclesiastical and
Civil, and the imminent and apparent Ruin of the SubDo therefore in a due Sense
jects Lives and Fortunes
of their Duty to God, to their sacred Sovereign, and to
the Preservation of themselves and their Posterity, of
new, make an humble, unanimous, cheerful and hearty
Offer, for themselves, and in Name of and as representing this his Majesty's ancient Kingdom, of a Continuation of the foresaid Supply, granted by the Convention of Estates, and that for the Space of five Years,
or ten Terms successive ; beginning the first Term's
the overthrowing of

all

;
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'

Payment at Martinmas 1683. Which yet is continued
till Martinmas 1688.'
In this, we may note,
(1.) That the Cess is here continued upon the same

Considerations, upon which

it was first granted.
That these were, and yet remain to be, the Danger of the Meetings of the Lord's People for Gospel Ordinances, by them forced into the Fields, which they call
rebellious Coiiventicles ; and the Necessity of securing
their Usurpation upon the Prerogatives of Christ, Liberties of the Church, and Privileges of Mankind (which
they call their Government ) and suppressing the Testimonies for the Interest of Christ, (called by them rebellions Commotions, j
It must certainly not a little aggravate the Payment, in the Sense of all that abhor these
Considerations, that it is enacted upon these Considera-

(2.)

tions expressly.
(3.)

That

their

Motive of continuing it, was their
weak Remainders of former Zeal

Consideration of some
for

God, in prosecuting the Testimony

for the Interests

of Christ, and Principles of the Covenanted Reformation

(which they call propagating pernicious PriticiplesJ and
some weak Attempts to oppose and resist their Rebellion
against God, and vindicate the Work, and defend the
People of God, from the Destruction they intended
against them ; and their lawful and obliged Endeavours,
to bring these Destroyers and Murderers to condign Punishment ; that the Wrath of God against the Land
might be appeased, and his Glory vindicated. Tyranny
repressed, and Religion and Liberty re-established (which
they call horrid Villanies of Murder, Assassi7iation atid
to the Dishonour of God, &c.)
avowed Rebellion,
Here, all the active Appearances of the Lord's People,
are industriously represented, under these odious and invidious Names, as Motives to contribute this Supply of
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them, and to involve

all

the Contri-

butors in the Guilt of condemning them.
(4.)

That

as a Test of their Allegiance unto,

and Con-

federacy with execrable Tyranny, (which they call their

Duty

to their

sacred Sovereign ) they enact this as Re-

presentatives of the

by

all

(5.)

Kingdom, and must be owned

as such

the Payers.

That

it is

the same Cess that was granted by the

Convention of Estates, and the
not yet expired, until

tion

is

it is

manifest, that, that

Act

Term

of

its

Martinmas 1688.

Continua-

Whence

of Convention, tho' its

first

Date be expired, and thereupon, many plead for the
Lawfulness of paying it now, that formerly scrupled at,
and witnessed against it, is only hereby renewed, revived and corroborated, and the Exaction continued upon
no other Basis or Bottom, but the first Constitution ;
which was, and is, a consummating Crimson Wickedness, exceeding the Gadare7is Wickedness, and short of
not beseeching Christ to begone out of
;
Scotland, but arming Force to expel him, and his everlasting Gospel from the Coasts thereof.
their Civility

II.

Tho' this Point of Truth and Testimony against

such wicked Exactions, be

now

in a

manner antiquated,

and counted also a new Notion ; yet we
find, in former Times, the People of God had another
Impression of it, even in the first Times of Christianity
In the period of the Ciddees, it was
in this Nation
thought most odious, to ar-m wicked Tyrants, the Enemies of all Humanity and Piety, against God and his
Law ; as Goranus King of Scots, said to Lothus King
If ever such Tyrants were so armed by Chrisof Picts.
tians, they are so with a Witness by this cursed Exaction, without which (as the Enacters confess) they could
not have been armed, or enabled to do what they have

and

obsolete,

:
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done^ and are doing, against

the Reformation,

we

God and

his

Law.

Before

find the Lollards of Kyle, refus-

ing to pay the Bishop's Exactions, from the same Ar-

guments

;

because tliey thought

it

was an

assisting,

strengthening and arming them to destroy Souls, and
also (in their blind Rage) the Bodies of them that witnessed against them

Tesihnony, tlie Faith; unto which
were encouraged by Mr. Knox, writing to them,
That they might and ought with-hold the Fruits and
Profits, which their false Bishops and Clergy most unjustly received of them, arguing. That if People thought
they were innocent, because they were not the Actors
of such Iniquity, they were utterly deceived ; for God
doth not only punish the chief Offenders, but the Consenters to such Iniquity; and all are judged to consent,

ful
'

'

'

'
'

'

'

As

'

who

'

Bishops are criminal of

'

shed for the Testimony of Christ's Truth

give not Testimony against
all

'

who

'

give no Declaration that their

assist

it

:

the Rulers and

the innocent Blood that
;

is

so are all,

and maintain them in their blind Rage, and
Tyranny displeaseth

This Doctrine

'

them.

'

but, the Verity of

it

is

strange to the blind

has been declared in

all

World

;

notable

Punishments from the Beginning When the old World
was destroyed by Water, Sodom and Jerusalem, &c.
' were not all alike wicked, yet all perished
; Why ? all
* kept Silence, or did not resist ; by which, all approved
' Iniquity, and joined Hands with the Tyrants, as it had
' been in one Battle against the Omnipotent.'
These
Words condemn the very paying of Exactions, notori'

:

'

ously abused to the Destruction of the Lord's People

much more

;

such as are enacted for that very declared

Purpose.

The General Assembly,
July

ult.

in their Declaration, dated

1648, concerning the then Unlawful Engage-
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meut, plainly and positively dehorts all the

Members

of

Church from contributing any Assistance thereunto ; tho' then, these Engagers pretended and professed
their Undertaking to be for furthering the ReformatioUj
and promoting that same Interest, which the Enacters
What would the
of this Cess, are seeking to suppress.
Assembly then have said, if the Engagers had required

this

a Cess, with the Narrative of these Acts that impose this

Supply, and should have exacted
nate

it,

when with such
Bond

of God, under the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

do not concur

in,

it

expressly for sup-

Surely they would have abomi-

presing the Covenant ?

Zeal, they

warn

nor any

way

the People

all

of that Covenant,
assist this

'

That they

present

En-

gagement, as they would not partake in other Men's
Sins ; and so receive of their Plagues
But, by the
Grace and Assistance of Christ, they stedfastly resolve
to suffer the Rod of the Wicked, and the utmost which
wicked IMens IMalice can afflict them with, rather than
:

to

put forth their Hands to Iniquity.'

against this same Cess,

when

first

Yea, even

imposed, there want-

ed not many Witnesses

particularly Mr. John Welsh
;
and others, who did declare as much against it as Mr.
Renwick did afterwards ; tho' now, many of these Ministers are dead, and many that are alive, have resiled
from their former Testimony, and have condemned that
in him, which they approved sometimes in themselves.
III. It will be found very evidently, that the Payment of the Cess is inconsistent with the Covenant

For, in the General, let any

Man

of Conscience, that

took that Covenant, and owns himself under the Obligation of

it,

consider seriously,

if

in that

Day, when the

Covenant was sworn, the Question had been asked at
him. Whether he would have judged the paying of a
Cess, for the

Ends

narrated, to suppress a Testimony for
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that covenanted Reformation, to the Overturners, Break-

and Burners of that Covenant, to be a plain Perjuand palpable counteracting of the Ends thereof ? Or,
if he durst say. He took it in a Sense consistent with
these Compliances ? More particularly. How can it consist with an Endeavour, in our several Places and Calers
ry,

reformed Religion, in Doctrine,
Worship, Discipline, and Government, against the common Enemies thereof, to pay a Cess declaredly imposed
by the Enemies thereof, for the Destruction of the same ?
How can it consist with an Endeavour, without Respect
of Persons, to extirpate Popery, Prelacy, &c. lest we
partake in other Mens Sins, Sfc. to pay a Cess, for the
Maintenance of the Government of Church and State, as
it is now asserted and established by Law, which upholds
all these Things, that we are by the Covenant obliged to
How can it consist with an Endeavour, with
extirpate ?
lings, to preserve the

our Estates and Lives, mutually to preserve the Liberthe Kingdom and King's Authority, only in De-

ties of

fence of the True Religion and Liberties, to pay a Cess
for maintaining of Tyranny, in the Destruction of ReHow can it consist with all faithligion and Liberty ?
and bring to condign Pudiscover,
to
ful Endeavours,
nishment a Faction of Incendaries and Malignants, to

Maintenance and Encouragement ?
with an Endeavour that the Kingdoms may remain conjoined in a firm Peace and Union,
to pay a Cess to the Enemies of Peace and Truth ?
Surely it would not have been thought consistent with

pay a Cess

How

can

it

for their

consist

such an Article, to pay this Cess to Malignants long
How can it consist with assisting and defending
ago.
all our Covenanted Brethren, to assist and defend, with
our Purses and Estates, their Murderers ?
IV. But still express Scriptures are desiderated, to
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condemn such Taxations, and to justify the refusing to
pay them ; And it is confidently alleged, we can find
none
But tho' it were so, it is no great Wonder ; Be:

cause, in the

Wickedness of former Ages, such mon-

strous Exactions had never a Precedent, for such declar-

ed Ends, so declaredly impudent Yet from the Scripby clear and near Consequence, we may gather
the Conviction, Confutation and Condemnation of the
:

tures,

Payment
(1.)

of such a Cess.

As we have no approven

Precedents, in Times of

New

Testament, of the Saints

Persecutions, in the Old or

buying

off

the Cross of Christ with Payments, and

pliances of that

Nature

:

conscientious Tenderness

But,

and

many

Com-

Instances of their

Strictness, in taking joy'

fully the spoiling of their Goods, and suffering patiently
Bands of ill Men robbing them, rather than they would

redeem them by such Compliances.

So, in the

Persecutions recorded in the Scriptures,

if

we

several

suppose a

Cess of this Nature and Narrative had been imposed, for
Ends with this, we will find it very absurd to

the same

imagine, that the Saints then would, or should have paid
As for Example, Let that Instance and Supposition,

it

:

adduced hy this Martyr, be pondred and inquired into ;
If after Nebuchadnezzar had made the Decree, for all to

down and worship his Image, and the three Children
were apprehended for refusing it ; He had made anofall

ther, that all the Jeivs should contribute every one a

Faggot, or Money to buy
crease the Fire

;

it,

to heat the

Could any

Man

Furnace and en-

suppose, that Daniel

would have paid it ; Or,
would he not rather have found it his Duty, to witness
his Abhorrence of the Attrociousness of the Wickedness,
as in a Case of Confession ?
Is it not some way Paral-

or the rest of the Faithful

lel to this

;

when

after our Babylo7iian Dominators, for
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promoting Babylon'a Interest, had made Decrees to fall
down before;, and subject our selves unto his Idols (as
hateful and dishonourable to our GOD, as that golden

One

Dura J of Prelacy, Supremacy Tymany were apprehended and oppressed
they made other Decrees, by the Act of

in the Plain of

ranny, &c. and
for refusing it

;

,

Cofwention and Parliainefit, That
contribute what

ments, to

all

Christians should

may buy them Swords and

make Havoc of

other Instru-

conscientious Recusants

?

Will

any of Daniel's Spirit and Principles, and that fears the
of Daniel, comply with these Demands ?
To the
same Purpose, under Saul's Tyranny, suppose an Act
had been made of this Tenor ; Whereas, that Rebel David, I'.^A now openly despised Authority, had been entertained by the Priest, received Goliah's Sword from him,

GOD

and gathered a Company of armed Men together
Therefore, to the End he and his Complices may be
brought to Justice, we ordain all from Dan to Beersheba to pay a Cess to our standing Forces, to maintain
in an Expedition against him ; Would any that

them

favoured David's righteous Cause, have dared to do
this

?

Would

Saul's Servants, that would not fall

the Priests of the

LORD

themselves, have given

upon

Doeg

one of their Swords to do it, or Money to buy one, if it
had been demanded ? The Acts enacting this Cess, have
the same Narrative and Language, in the Conscience of
all

that favour that righteous Cause, designed to be sup-

What if Manasseh aland made Children to pass
Molech, had enacted a Cess, than

pressed and destroyed thereby.
so,

that sacrificed to Devils,

through the Fire to
every Man should bring in his Proportioii in order to celebrate the Sacrifice of his own or his Neighbour's Children, could it be expected that any of the Godly would

have paid

it ?

Can

it

be justified, that a Cess imposed.
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making a Sacrifice of Religion and Liberty, of our
Mother, the reformed covenaiited Church of Scotland,
and all her faithful Children to the Devil and Antichrist, for erecting and maintaining a blasphemous Su^
premacy, and absolute Tyranny, should be paid ? These
Comparisons may seem odious, but there is none that
for

owns the covenanted ReJor7nation of Scotland (whom this
Debate concerns most) but must grant, Jirst, That the

now sought

to be destroyed by this
which those Tyrants were
suppressing, and would have destroyed, by these supposed Exactions : Next, That the designed and declared

Interests of Christ,

Cess, are as precious, as those,

Ends

of this Cess, are as undeniably impious, as these

were, which those Tyrants would have promoted there-

by

:

Farther, That our Concurrence to help forward these

and actively called for, in paying
Ends, as the Concurrence of the Godly, in these supposed Cases, Avould have been called for.
And Lastly, That therefore, we are as much obliged, to
keep our selves free of the Guilt of the§e Exactions, as
Designs,

is

as really

this Cess, for these

they were.

We have

Payments and Conremarked with a Brand of
Condemnation, not unlike this save that they came very
far short of its open and affronted Wickedness ; Which,
(2.)

several Instances of

tributions, in the Scripture,

;

a fortiori, will disprove this, if these be disapproven.
We have Instances of Contributions, by Way of

First,

Compliance and Concurrence with wicked Establishwhen they were given and taken
for strengthning, and helping, and setting up unlawful
Things As for Example, Exod: xxxii. 3. If it was
Aaron's Sin (which made the People naked) to take,
and the People's Sin to give that Contribution of Golden
Ear-rings for making a Calf; and all were involved in
R
mentSj condemned,

:
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the Sin of that Idolatri/, that gave their Ear-rings (tho'
they had done no more) as is evident they were Then,
as it is our Oppressors Sin to take ; So, it must be our
Sin and Shame to give their demanded Exaction, as
:

Means

and Establishment
Government of Church and State, and all

to help forward the Erection

of the present

the Mischiefs of its Administrations; as hateful to GOD,
and as clearly contrary to his Law, as that Calf was.

was Gideon's Sin to
Ear'
1-ings of their Prey, to make an Ephod, even tho' he did
not declare expressly, that, that was his End and Design in seeking them ; Then it must be our Dominators
Sin to take, and ours to give our Money, not only when
it is expressly exacted for the Erection and Establish-

Likewise, Judg.

viii.

take, and Israel's

ment

of an

25,

human

all,

who

If

it

make the Lord's Peobut for oppressing and sup-

Invention, to

ple go a-whoring after

pressing

c^-c.

to give that Contribution of the

it,

will not

bow

to these Idols.

Those

Contributions to Aaron and Gideon, as to their Ends,
were both short of this Insolence and Impudence. Se-

Such Contributions as are Tests of Loyalty to
Usurpers, and of Compliance with them, strengthning

condly,

them

to the Prosecution of their

Tyranny, are condemn-

ed ; as, Judg. ix. 3. 5. It was the Sin of the Men of
Shechem, and a Proof of their Hearts Inclination to follow Abimelech, that they gave him Seventy Pieces of Silver, enabling him to kill Seventy Persons, and to hire
vain and light Persons to follow him ; which they paid
as an Acknowledgment of his usurped Power: For which,
afterwards, according to Jothanis Parable and Prophecy,
Fire came out of the house of Abimelech and devoured
them. In like manner, this Cess is exacted, offered and

complied with, as a Test of Loyalty, to as raging Wolves
as ever Abimelech was ; strengthning them to the Prose-

:MK.
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cution of greater Acts of Tyranny, than ever he

When

was

ca-

Acts above-mentioned, and in Obedience to, and Compliance with them, the
Men of Scotland have far surpassed the Men of Shcchem
in such Acts of Loyalty, in giving, not to a Bastard of
Gideon, but rather to the Brood of Zeba and Zalmunna,
not Seventy Pieces only, but One Million, Eight Hun-

pable to accomplish

:

in the

dred thousand Pieces of Silver, enabling them to kill,
not Seventy Persojis only, but several Hundreds, by the
Hands of these vain and light Persons, whom they have
hired by this Cess, to destroy the Lord's Interest and

Such CofifriHelps to, but Hires of Confederacy with God's Enemies, are in Scripture condemned,
It was Asa's Sin and Folly, that he
1 Kings XV. 18.
confederated with Bcnhadad, in giving Money to take
his Help ; and condemned by the Prophet Hanani, 2
Chron. xvi. 7* much more, if he had given it to help that
People in the Land.

Especially, Thirdly,

butions, as are not only

Syriafi Tyrant.

that

It is

one of the Instances of the Evil

Menahem

did in the Sight of the Lord, 2 Kings xv.

That,

when Put the Assyrian King came against
him a Thousand Talents of Silver,

18, 20.

the Land, he gave

Hand might

be with him ; which he exacted off
mighty Men of Wealth. This was cerFor, if the Confetainly Evil in the Sight of the Lord
deracy was evil, then this Price to procure it was evil
also ; and if Menahem''^, Exaction was evil, then, Israel's
Compliance in paying it Avas evil also
For this,
Ephraimwas oppressed and broken in Judgment; Because
he willingly walked after the Commandment, and went to
the Assyrian, and sent to King Jareb, Hosea v. 11, 13.
Yet this Exaction was not to hire, to hurt Israel, but to
help them.
Ahaz also, in his Confederacy with Tiglath-

that his

Israel, of all the

:

:

pileser

King

of Assyria, sent

Money

to him,

2 Kings
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Which

to all the Fearers of the

condemned and discharged,

if it Avas evil,

Isa.

viii.

12,

13.

then also Hezekiah's Compliance

with Sennacherib, giving him Money, and offering to
bear that which was put upon him, 2 Ki7/gs xviii. 14. 15.
Which Evil can no more be justified, than Asa's paying
Bejihadad.
So also, Hoshea became a Servant to
Salmanezer King of Assyria, and gave him Presents, 2
Kings xvii. 3. Likewise, Jehoiakim taxed the Land to
give the Money, according to the Command of Pharaoh,
2 Kings xxiii. 35. All these Things were sinful to the
to

Exactors, and likewise to the Compilers and Payers,
being Peace-making-payments, by way of unitive Confederacy with the Enemies of God, which the Scripture

condemns

as

Hires of Harlots, Ezek.

ing Lovers, Hosea

viii.

9,

10.

xvi. 33, 34.

Which

Hir-

Scriptures are

clearly applied unto, and explained by these forementioned Instances.
But now, this Cess is clearly enacted,

exacted and paid, as a Help and Hire of God's Enemies,
the Popish, Prelatical and Malignant Faction, by way
of unitive Confederacy with them, far more unjustifiable

than

all these Payments instanced
For, these Syrians
and Assyrians never exacted them, nor did the Representatives of Israel offer them for such declared Ends,
as to destroy the Temple, or suppress the Religion and
Liberty of Israel, and erect and establish the Syrian and
:

Assyrian Idolatry, as this Cess is.
have several Reproofs and Threatnings in
(3.)

We

the Scripture

;

whence we may

such Compliances.

As

infer the Sinfulness of

First, such

Compliances as are

not only demanded, and granted Acknowledgments of
that Power that imposes them, as legally lording over
them, but obediential Submissions to these wicked Laws,
This was Issachar's
that enacts them, are reproved.

.
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Brandy that being a strong Ass^ he couched between Burdens, and bowed hix Shoulder to bear, and became a SerNot that by Force he
vant unto Tribute, Gen. 49. 14.
became Tributary/, for that, in some Cases, is suffering,
not sinning ; but that in Recognizance of the Tyranny,
imposing these Burdens, he did obedientially submit unLove of Hest and Ease j and stupidly sub-

to them, for

ject unto all Tyrannical Impositions ;

Ahab would
3, 6.

which even an

not do to an absolute Benhadad, 1 Kings 20.

There was never a more

illegal

and arbitrary Im-

position, affrontedly requiring the formal

Recognizance

of plain Tyranny, and never a more stujiid Ass-like

pliance therewith, than that of this

Payment

Com-

of the Cess,

whereby the Payers not only couch under the Payment
it by Force, but justify the Imposition of it, by their
moral obeying, the moral Force of the wicked Law, enof

acting

it.

Secondly, Such Compliances, as infer Consent to the

Wickedness carried on, are clearly condemned Consent
unto a Mischief, is a partaking with it, as Consent unto
Theft is a partaking with it, Fsal. 50. 18. But if there
be any Consent unto a Mischief sinful, it must be when
:

the Person agrees

it

to

be done- against himself, and vo-

Law imand not only does not oppose, or witness against

luntarily subjects himself to the Force of the

posing

it,

the doing of

it

against others, but yields to

himself, and gives

what

is

Robbers, to exercise their

its

reaching

demanded to sti'eugthen the
Robbery over all. The Pay-

er of the Cess, gives all the Consent required of him, to

Law, not only to rob himbut the Church and Nation of its dearest Treasure,
It cannot be said he is constrained, when
the Gospel.
he owns the Imposers, in this very Imposition, to be his
Representatives, and gives Obedience to the Law enthe Mischiefs framed unto a
self,
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which requires no other Voluntariness but
and judgeth no other Thing Unvoluntarinessj but Disobedience ; and so, satisfies all the Law's
DemandS;, which does not take Notice of inward, mental
Reluctancies But as the Council said to Judas (tortured for taking Reward for betraying Christ) so to the

joyning

it,

Obedience

;

:

Man

who may be

that pays the Cess,

tortured in his

Conscience, for giving Re^'ard for murdering Christ, in

and Members, the Council and

his Interest

says \_What

be said he

that to us ? see thou to that.~\

is

is

constrained,

physically, nor does he cry against

Unwillingness

Law

Law

;

both

It cannot

when upon Deliberation and

Election he chooses to obey and pay, and

Virgin under the

Law

it,

Dent. 22. 25,

is

not forced

as the ravished

^-c.

to witness her

but consents to the moral Force of the

;

without a Witness.

Thirdly, Such Compliances as infer and confer Assistance, and strengtlming to wicked Courses, are threatned

and reproved,

Isai. 65. 11.

and furnish

They

that prepare a Table

Drink Offering unto that
Nu7nher, are threatned to be numbred to the Sword. If

for

that Troop,

the

they that supplied Necessaries to solemnize idolatrous
Festivities, were Forsakers of the Lord, and Forgellers

of

his holy

Mountain

:

Follorvers of the Lord,

Surely they cannot be counted

and Rememberers of

his holy

when required, give Supplies to Idolaters and Murderers, who lay waste his holy Mountain.
To concur in strengtlming the Hands of Evil-doers, is
Blountain, who,

threatened, Jer. xxiii. 14. and if strengtlming

them by

Connivance, and not witnessing against, and warning of
their

Wickedness, be there reproved

to give

them

all

currence required,

with

all

;

sure

much more

the present, personal and publick Conto wit.

Such

a

Sum

to furnish

them

Necessaries, and to maintain the Executioners,
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of their Hell-hatched and Heaven-daring Decrees and

Orders

:

ing what

Law requiring no more,

For, the

appointed, looks equally upon

is

as Followers of the

Command, and

complying with

End, and promoving

its

them

so, assoilies

but contributall

the Givers

active Concurrers in
its

Design ; and

of all the Statute-severities, in case of

Deficiency.
Fourtlily,

Such Compliances,

as not only help the

Un-

godly to prosecute their Mischiefs, but hire and reward

them
is

for their

wicked Services, are condemned,

as Israel

taxed for hiring the Assyrians, Ezek. xvi. 33. 34.

They give Gifts
to all

to all

Whores, but thou givest thy Gifts

thy Lovers, and hirest them, that they

may

coyne

unto thee on every Side, for thy Whoredom ; and the contrary is in theejt'om other Women, in thy Whoredoms, in
that thou givest a

Reward, and no Reward is given unto
That was by paying

thee ; therefore thou art contrary.

their Confoderates, the Taxations fore-mentioned in the

Instances of Ahaz,

ing

Money

Menahem, and Hosea, &c.

their send-

to the Assyrian Kings, Tiglath-pileser, Pul,

and Shalmanazar ; with this Ephraim is charged, that
he hired Lovers, Hos. viii. 9, 10. If then hiring wicked Men in Confederacies to help the Godly be a hiring
of Lovers, so much condemned in Scripture; what must
a hiring of them to hurt the Godly, and reAvarding them
after they have done, and when they formally seek it for
such Work, be but a giving the Reward, they seek to
slay the Innocent, Deut. xxvii.

25

?

and a voluntary

yielding that which they take, Ezek. xxii. 12. and ask
desire, Micah vii. 3.
Which if it be
Sin in the Takers, cannot be justified in the Givers ;
but will render both obnoxious to the Indignation of a

and mischievously

provoked God, in the Day when he shall begin to contend for the wrongs he hath got, both by the Work and
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Wages ; Especially when such Contributions are de-

the

and demanded, both as Hires and Helfs to promote declared wicked Ends, being the best Expedients,
and most adapted means to attain them It cannot but
sired

:

be manifest, that whosoever complies with the Means,
doth co-operate Avith the Ends; which (if any Thing)
will involve the Compilers in the Contrivers Sin,

and

make

the Payers obnoxious to the Exacters Judgment.
If they that take Reward to slay the Innocent be cursed.

Dent, xxvii, 25. with what Confidence can they say.
Amen, as being free of it themselves, who so co-operate
to the effectuating the Slaughter

ture
sixth

?

We

may gather Confirmation of this from ScripCommands ; As First, in the General, from the
Command of the Decalogue, Thou shall not kill

(4.)

where

is forbidden, not only killing our Neighbour immediately by ourselves, but whatsoever tendelh thereun-

to,

by concurring with

others, or encouraging

It is impossible they can

it.

them

to

do

be free of the Murder of

the Lord's People, Avho, not only connive at their

Mur-

and comply with them, and co-operate with their declared Designs of murdering them ;
and concur to assist and strengthen them, and hire them
in their Murders; which will be confirmed, by considering
on thg other Hand, what is required in that Sixth Command, All lavjful Endeavours to preserve our own Life,
and the Life of our Neighbour. Which Endeavours are
bound upon us morally and indispensibly, by these explicatory Commands, To rescue and deliver our Brethreii
derers, but consent

from

To relieve
Murderers, Prov. xxiv. 11, 12.
i. 17.
To tmdo the heavy Burdens,
let\the Oppressed go free, and to break every Yoke,

their

the Oppressed, Isa.

and

to

Can we then give them that which they
and by which they are enabled to murder our

Isa. Iviii. 6.

require,
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are under such indispensible Obli-

gations to counteract

them

Commands

?

Sure,

Men,

we

cannot both obey

upon us to mainand encourage the IMurderers and also obey these
blessed Commands of God, calling upon us to maintain
and preserve the Murdered, at the same Time.
SeconcUij, We have express Prohibitions and Interdictions, of what this Payment amounts to, as that, 2 Chron.
xix. 2.
To help the Ungodly, and love them that hate
the Lord, this would bring down Wrath upon us from
the Lord.
They call for our Assistance formally upon
these cursed

of

calling

tain

;

To maintain his Majesty's Government in
Church and State, to sustain Forces to suppress the Fieldmeetings, where any Testimony is given against their
Tyranny, Murders, S^c. And shall we help them ? So,
this Account,

when they

tell us,

plish these their

without our Help, they cannot accomlet that be consider;

wicked Designs

My

Son, if Sinners entice thee,
i. 10 to 18.
consent thou not j if they say, come with us, let us lay
IV ait for Blood we shall fnd all precious Substance, we
ed, Prov.

Houses with Spoil ; cast in thy lot among
have one Purse : My son, walk not thoic
in the Way with them, for their Feet run to Evil, and
make haste to shed Blood. Surely in vain the Net is
spread in the Sight of any Bird. To what set of •S'mners or Murderers upon the Earth is this applicable, if
it be not to these, who have enticed, engaged and involved the Bulk and Body of the Nation, into the same
War against the Almighty, which they have been prosecuting these Twenty eight Years, by the Help of such
Have they not been laying wait
Compliances as this ?
shall Jill our

us, let us- all

for the

Blood of

all

the zealous Asserters of the cove-

nanted Reformation of this Church? Have they not been
proposing to themselves to find, and by their Imposi-
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tions,

preying upon

the precious Substance of Christ's

all

most faithful Subjects^ and^fillmg their Houses with the
Spoil of their Forfailures, Fines and Oppressions ? and
in order thereunto, have they not

manding

been entring, yea com-

and contribute out of
and Sinews, and necessary SupShall we
plies of this War, and murdering Project ?
then dare to consent by contributing ? shall we walk in
their way, by following their Command and Direction ?
would we not then be guilty of the Blood they are making haste to shed ? is not the Net spread in our Sight ?
all to cast in

their Lot,

their Purse, the Nerves

can

we pretend Ignorance

then be such
Snares

silly

of their Designs

?

shall

we

Birds as to be caught with open

Let that Prohibition be also pondered, Isa.
Say ye not a Confederacy to all them to whom

?

viii.

12.

this

People shall say a Confederacy

;

which, as

it is

a

very comprehensive Caution, condemning many Sorts of
Transactions and Tamperings with the Wicked ; so literally
ly, at

and most immediately

it

discharges

that Time, from having any

Hand

in

all

the

God-

paying that

Cess to Tiglath-piliser, the Assyrian King, for procuring Protection from him

;

for, it relates to

that

Time and

Case, 2 Kings xvi. 8. as the best Expositors agree

Much more then must it discharge
ing any Hand in paying a Cess, to
man Usurper,

for

1.

Rom.

xiii. 7-

bute to ivhom Tribute,

Due ;

a Babylonian or

Ro-

procuring Destruction from him.

I shall take Notice of

ObJ.

:

the Godly from hav-

some ordinary Objections.
Render to all their Dues, TriAns. This

S^-c.

is

not Tribute,

They, to whom
Tribute is due, should remove Violence and Spoil, and
execute Judgment and Justice, and take away such Exactions as these, from the Lord's People, Ezek. xlv. 9.
Obj. 2. Former Cesses were peaceably paid, tho' we

nor

is it

so

no Equity to pay

4

it.
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saw and were convinced^ that their Use was perverted
Ans. No such Thing M'as
against the good of the Land.
laid

down then

as the

of these Exactions

;

Ground, or declared as the

their

Abuse was

own

their

End

personal

Fault, and posterior to the legal Submission to the Pay-

by the Land in their Representatives.
is but like the Case of the People
of Israel, under the Feet of Enemies ; paying to them
of the Fruits of their Grounds, as was regretted and lamented by Nehemiah, Chap ix. 36, 37. Ans. The Cess
under Cromivel was someway like that, but not this
These Exactions now are not imposed, nor can they be
owned as our Redemption money, by which we purchase
Liberty of Life and Lands, as a People under Conquest.
These Exactions in Nekemiah's Time were Badges of
their Bondage, not Tests of their Allegiance, as ours are ;
nor were they imposed to destroy the Jews covenanted

ment

thereof,

Ohj. 3. This Case

:

Religion, as ours are.
Obj. 4. Christ paid Tribute to Cesar, lest he should
offend, Matth. xvii. 24. Matth. xxii.21.

Tribute he paid, Matth.

xvii. 24.

was not

Ans. (1.)

The

but
gathered by the Officers of the Temple for its Service,
which he paid, leaving the Title unstated^ and their

Not

to Cesar,

must be
but only that he might not offend
But here's a Tribute, not for, but against the Temple ;
and the Offence lies not in tiot paying, but in paying

Claim unclear
paid.

Bom.

:

for Conscience, as Tribute

xiii. 5, 6.

hardning and strengthning the Enemies, stumbling our
Brethren to rush into the same Compliance. 'Tis clear,
the doing and refusing to do the same Act, cannot both
give Offence.
(2.) That which made them marvel at
our Lord's wise Answer, allowing the other Tribute to

be paid to Cesar, was. That
resolved, whether

it

still he left the Claim unbelonged to Cesar or not, and taught
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in the general to give nothing to Cesar,

judice to what was Gorf's

;

have paid or allowed

to levy a

with pre-

and consequently not such a
Cess as thisj which is manifestly against God.
(3.) Cesar was no Tyrantj nor Usurper at this Time, because
they had legally, by Consent and Compact, submitted
themselves to several Cesars successively before, and
owned the Roman Dominion in Pompey, Cesar Augustus
and Tiberius, and the present Cesar then reigning, who
was no Tyrant nor Usurper, as the Duke of York is, and
his Brother was.
(4.) Make the Case like ours, and I
doubt not to call it Blasphemy, to say, that Christ would
it,

War

against him, or

banish him and his Disciples out of the Land, or to stone

him

good Deeds.

for his

We

OhJ. 5.

may

give our Purse to a Robber, or our

hid Treasures to save our Life, Jer.

Cess indeed

is

between giving our Purse

to Robbers,

to Tyrants, for such declared
sitate

Bargain

tive

This

:

is

xli. 8.

paid to Robbers, but there

Ends ;

is

Ans.

The

a Difference

and paying Cess

for, this is

a neces-

to give to the Robbers, the other is elec-

only a Choice of the least of two Evils of

is a Choice of one of two Evils,
and therefore cannot come under a Christian's Election at all
This is a Compact Avitli the Robber still discretive, owning Subjection to him, not legal,
but forced ; the otlier is unitive, as betwixt Rulers and
Rilled, owning Subjection legal and moral : But, to
make it parallel, let the Robber Jirst demand an AcknoAvledgment, that he is an honest Man, and no Robber (as the present Authority is now required to be owned, to be that of a Magistrate, and not a Tyrant) and
then, not only seek a Man's Purse, but by Law demand
it upon this declared Account, that he may by that Supply be enabled and furnished to murder his Parents,

Suffering

jvhich

is

;

the other

Sin

;

:
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Brethren and Children^ Sfc. Let the Conscience of any
answer this^ and surely it will say, he should keep

Man

himself from such Submission, as will not only enable
the Robber to do, but justify

THIRD HEAD

The

all

these IVIischiefs.

Mar-

of the Sufferings of this

comprehending both that of Defensive
Ai-ms ; a Truth much pleaded and contended for, by the
greatest of JMen ; and practically owned and vindicated
some Time or other in all, or most part of the Reformed
Churches in Europe, since they shook off the Anlichristian Yoke ; and very honourably sealed by the Bloody

tyr

is

double

;

and other Sufferings of many renowned Martyrs and
Confessors of Christ in Scotland, most frequently within these Twenty eight Years
As also, that of the Lawfulness and Expediency of Meetings in the Fields, for
Gospel-ordinances
the greatest Interest and Privilege,
for which we had either a Call or Capacity to improve,
or make use of defensive Arms, these several Years bygone A Point sufficiently cleared by this Martyr's Testimony for it, in the lately published Testimony unto the
covenanted Reformation, and to the present Expediency
of conti?mi7ig to preach the Gospel in the Fields ; and
against the Antichristian Toleration, iii its Nature and
Design, &c. and more largely in The Hind let loose.
:

;

:

Head
7ne7it

4.

But

and

in his

and, for

its

as it is propounded, both in the Indict-

Testimony

1 shall

,

touch

it

complexly

;

Vindication, briefly offer these few Conside-

rations.
1.

The

first

Occasion of these Field-meetings (yet conFor, the Servants of Christ

tinuing) was very necessary
finding themselves

bound

:

in

Duty,

to testify their

A dhe-

rence unto, and Continuance in their covenanted Profession, their

Abhorrence of abjured Prelacy, and their Love
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to keep the purely dispensed Ordinances of the
Gospel in the Land ; after they had undergone and endured many Hazards and Hardships^ Oppressions and
Persecutions, for meeting in Houses, where they were
easily attrapped, and with much Difficulty could escape

and Zeal

Hands of their Persecutors ; they were forced then
meet in the Fields, both for Conveniency to meet in
great Numbers, and for Secrecy in the Midrs or Mou7itains, and for Safety in such natural Strengths as were
fittest, either for Flight or Resistance ; where also, they
might have Occasion, with greater Freedom, to give a
TestimQny for the Gospel, and the Ministry thereof;
which is always the dearest and nearest Privilege of
Christians, and in the present Circumstances more than

the
to

ever to "be contended for, when all Preaching is made
criminal and a capital 'J'ransgression, except such as is

modified by an Antichristian Usurper upon Christ's Pre-

and the Church's Privileges, in this his foinsh
And Avhen now, with a Witness, our Lives
and our All, are embarked in the same Bottom with this
interdicted Gospel, and sought to be destroyed together
with it, by this Party, conspiring against Christ And
therefore, it is necessary Duty to defend both, by resist-

rogatives,

Toleration

:

:

ing their unjust Violence.
It is known, that this Martyr, and several others with
him, that preached in the Fields, were appointed for
Death, having a Price set upon their Heads, to encouall that would apprehend them ; and all others,
came to hear them, were brought under the same
Hazard of their Lives Wherefore, finding themselves
by their numerous Gatherings, in some probable Capacity, to defend themselves ; and these precious Gospelprivileges, more and more endeared to them, the more
they were persecuted, by the satisfying Sweetness and

rage
that

:
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Comfort they experienced in these Ordinances

;

and

dis-

covering the Enemies palpable Purposes to be levelled
at nothing lesS;, than at the destruction of the Remainder
of the Gospel, and the Extirpation of the

followed

it

:

Considering

also, that

Remnant

not only the

that

Law

of

God, of Nature and Nations, doth allow Self-defence from
unjust Violence ; but also, the indissolvable Obligation
of their Covenants, to maintain and defend that Testimojiy, and one another in promoving the same ; made it

Endeavour ; the Defects wherethrough their former Remisness, gave no small En-

indispensible to use that
of,

couragement to the Enemies Insolencies They therefore
judged it their Duty, for the necessary Defence of these
so precious Concerns, from the Violence of their armed
Assaulters, to provide and carry with them defensive
Arms. In which Endeavours, for their own Defence,
for keeping up the faithfully preached Gospel, and for
:

preserving the

Memory

of the Lord's great

Work

in the

Land, which to transmit to Posterity, was their greatest
Design ; tho' their Discouragements were many from the
Difficulty and Danger, because of their Fewness and
Meanness Yet, when they considered the Lord in former Times was wont to own a very small Party of their
Ancestors, who in Extremity jeoparded their Lives in
:

Defence of the Reformation, against many and mighty
they, owning the same Cause, judged them;
selves obliged to run the same Hazard, in the same Circumstances, and to follow the same Methods, and durst

Enemies

it unessayed, leaving the Event to God
And
hereunto they were encouraged, by the constant Experience of the Lord's countenancing their Endeavours in

not leave

that Posture

:

;

own Defence,
2.

so that, never a

Meeting, standing to their

got any considerable

Tho' perhaps

it

may be hard

Harm

thereby.

to find Precedents in
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former Times perfectly parallel to this circumstantiate
Case ; Yet we find our reforming Ancestors, defending
themselves, and the

Work

of

GOD

in their

Hands, in

an avowed Resistance of all that should assail them
and using such Arguments, for encouraging themselves
to assist their Brethren, in ojiposing all that sought their

These
That by their fainting and abstracting their
Support, the Enemies would be encouraged, and there-

Lives, as infer the Obligation of this Duty, viz.
expressly,
<

'

'

by they should declare themselves, both Traitors

'

the Truth once professed, and Murderers of their

'

'

'

'
'

'

'

'
'

to

whom their

Presence and Concurrence might
and that, if they should deny their Brethren,
suffering for His Name's Sake, they should also deny
And that GOD hath
Christ, and be denied of him
often punished Subjects with their Princes, for winkBretliren,

preserve

;

:

and not resisting their manifest Iniquity ; And
he is Immutable in Nature ; So, would he
not pardon them in that, which he hath punished in
See Knox's, Hist, of Reformation.
others.'
These Arguments in those Times were thought of
ing-at,

therefore, as

great Weight, not only to justify People's endeavouring
to

defend themselves, and the Reformation they were

prosecuting, but to oblige others to come out for their

Defence and Assistance

:-

And

consequently, will not

only vindicate a poor People, persecute unto Death, in

defending themselves and their Meetings for GospelOrdinances j But also, condemn those that came not out
What Arguments Mr. Knox adduced \n.
to help them.
his Conferences with the Qtieen and with Litlmigtoun,
to prove the Lawfulness of resisting tyrannical Violence,

may be seen also in that History. Which Truth, if it
may be reduced to Practice in any Case, for any Cause,
3
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must be allowed practicable in the Defence of our Lives,
and Meetings for the Gospel. Again,
We have the Advice of the General Assembly for such
Eesistance, in defending such Meetings, against the Vio-

lence expected from the

King and

his Emissaries,

when

the Ministers were troubled upon the Account of the
Declaration of Mr. David Black, and there was an In-

them out of

tention to pull

them

their Pulpits

They advised

;

Discharge of their Calling, and their
Flocks, to save them from Violence. Cahlenvood's Hist.
3. All the Arguments proving, confirming and illustrating the Truth of these irradicated Principles, and
common congenite Dictates of Reason (never controvertto stand to the

ed, but

by a Generation of Men, now raging, that are

as great Monsters in Nature, as they are malignant in

Religion, and as great Perverters of the

Laws

Law of Nature,

GOD

and of the
omnia Jura permittunt, and
Defendere se, est, Juris Naturce ; Defeiisio Vitce 7iecessaria est, et a Jure Naturali prafluit *j Speaking forth

as they are Subverters of the

Land.)

Vim

of

vi repellere

the Sense that

all rational

Creatures have, of the

Law-

fulness and Necessity of Self-preservatio7i, against unjust Violence

;

will infer this, in these Circumstances,

be lawful and necessary, when there is no other Way
to preserve our selves, and that Interest, which should
be dearer and nearer to us than our selves ; and is of
to

be preserved than Ten thousand of
And no other can be
the Gospel
proposed or pretended, but what Avill infer the Lawfulness of Resistance.
I shall not here gather the many

greater

Worth

our selves

"

i.

self, is

e.

All

;

to

to wit,

:

Laws allow

agreeable to the

to repel

Law

necessary, and flows from the

Law

To defend one's
The Defence of the Life is

Force by Force

of Nature

;

of Nature.

s

:

'
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unanswerable Arguments of learned Authors, that have
demonstrated this point of Truth, but only glance at
some Considerations, clearly deducible from these Pos~

which cannot be denied.
When by the Constitution of the Kingdom, the
Gospel is become a Land and Law-right, and fundamental Pillar of the Government ; And the Governors
overturning the Law, and putting to Death all that will
avouch a publick Testimony for it ; are violating and
everting the main Grounds and Ends of the Government ; Especially when we are under Covenant Engagments to maintain and defend this Religion, with our
Lives and Fortunes, and mutually to assist one another
in the Defence thereof (as in the National Covenant)
and sincerely, really and constantly endeavour the Pretulata

(1.)

servation of the reformed Religion, in Doctrine, Worship,
Discijjline

and Government

;

And

to assist

and

defend all those that enter itito the same Bo7id in the
maintaining thereof {diS in the Solemti League:) Some-

what must

certainly be done, to acquit ourselves of the

we owe

to our covenanted Religion, and our covenanted Brethren, and our selves ; and to absolve and
exoner ourselves, from the Sin and Judgment of those,
who overturn Religion, oppress our Brethren, and pursue our selves to Death But this cannot be done by any

Duties

:

Thing

less

than pleading for Truth,

ing the Truth, Jer.

v. 1.

Isai. lix. 4.

Being valiant for

it,

SeekJer. ix.

3.
Which if they be essayed without Resistance, will
expose our selves, and these Interests we plead for and

seek, to inevitable Destruction.

Certainly these Interests must be some

way defend-

ed, being more necessary than our Lives, and as prefer-

able to other Interests, as Christ's Things are to

And

as the

End

of all Self-preservation

is

to the

Man's

;

Means
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The Preservation

;

all Self-preservation

End

of

must be granted^ these are

to

of Religion, being the

It

;
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be defended against an invading Army of Cut throat
Papists, Turks, or Strangers, even without^ or against
the Magistrate's Warrant

:

For, the Magistrate's

Power

cannot be privative, or destructive to the Defence of Re-

and Liberty. Nor can the Magistrate^ appointed
Good, make us in worse Case, than if we had
none ; for, if we had none, we might defend all these
against Invaders and whether we have them or not, we
are under moral Obligations to endeavour the Defence
of these ; Then it cannot be unlawful to defend the same
against invading Home-bred Tyrants : Except we would
subscribe our selves Home-bred Slaves, Jer. ii. 14.
Princes are more Tyrannical in invading Religion and
ligion

for our

;

Liberties themselves, than in suffering others to do
or hindring

At

them

it

be opposed.

to

the forementioned, which is clearly
must be granted that it is our Duty to disThence I infer, it is
obey these encroaching Rulers
lawful to resist them
Because Subjection is no more
pressed in Scripture than Obedience ; Consequently, if
(2.)

our Case,

least, in

it

:

;

Non-obedience may be lawful. Non-subjection may be
All commands of Subjection to the higher
Powers, under Pain of Damnation, Rom. xiii. 1, 2, do
respect only lawful Magistrates, and in lawful Things ;
and do include Obedience, as well as Subjection ; and
Non-obedience to the Power, so qualified, is a resisting
so also.

of the Ordinance of
(3.)

GOD,

That which

is

as well as Non-subjection.

usually

Point, will be admitted, Preces

objected

against

Lachrimce simt

this

Anna

Prayers and Tears are the Arms of the
The best Arms indeed, and without which,
Arms will be ineffectual, and the proper Arms of

Ecclesice

Church
other

8^

;

;

3
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Church But hence it may be inferred,
Members of the Church, being also Men, Ezek.
31.
As Men, they may use the same Weapons

a Church, as a

:

that the

xxxiv.

If Prayer-Resistance be lawful, then

that others do.

Forcible-Resistance of Violence by defensive
also be lawful

mand, Rom.
Tim.

ii.

1

xiii. 1, 2.

2.

,

For, this

;

is

as consistent

as that

is

Arms must

with that Com-

with that Command, 1
is as un-

If the Prince be good, the one

lawful as the other

If he be a Tyrant, the one

;

is

as law-

Resistance by Prayers and Tears
is more powerful and effectual than the other ; So the
Laws of the Land make the one treasonable, as well as

As

ful as the other.

the other

Duty
the Duty
the

:

That which

will give a Dispensation

from

of praying for them, will also dispense from
of Subjection to their Will

;

and consequent-

ly allow defending our selves. from their Violence.

demur us from resisting of Princes, it
Respect to the Character of the LORD'S
Anointed, upon them ; but that will not hinder a Believer to pray in Faith against Tyrants : And therefore,
neither should it hinder him to defend himself against
And indeed, if the Impression of any
his Violence.
hath put upon Princes, should bind up
Majesty,
If any Thing

must

be.

GOD

our

Hands from any

Prayer-Resistance

Resistance,

it

will restrain

from

For, if that Impression have any

j

at any Time, it must be, when a Man is most solemnly stated before GOD, and speaking to GOD, as a
Christian ; rather than when he is acting as a Man, with

Force

a

Man

like himself

:

And,

as Prayer-resistance

is

more

than any other (as many Kings have found, by
their woful Experience) so, it is more restricted than
any other ; For, we may defend our selves against many
forcible

whom we must not pray against, to wit, our private Enemies, for whom we are commanded to pray
but not to
;

subject our selves to them.

Mil.
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be also granted. That in this Case, we
from them ; Ergo, Say I, we may resist them ;

(4.) It will

may

flee

For, the same Justice and Equity that warrants declin-

ing Tyrants unjust Violence by Flight, will warrant Resistance,

when

Flight will not do

it

The same

:

Principle

of Self-preservation, of Charity to our Brethren, of Conscience to

when

keep our Religion, that makes Flight Duty,

Resistance

is

not possible, will also

ance Duty, when Flight

is

make

not practicable.

Resist-

To

flee

from a just Power, when by Justice we are obnoxious to
its Sword, is Resistance of GOD's Ordinance : So, to
flee from an unjust Power is Resistance also, but the

Power

resisted, makes the one lawful,
Tyrant hath irresistable Power to
kill people at their Duty, he hath also irresistable Power
to cite them and if it be unlawful to resist his MurderBut
ers, it must be as unlawful to resist his Summons.

Difference of the

the other not.

If a

;

for a Congregation or

Community

cuted for Religion, to

flee

of Christians, perse-

with their Wives and Chil-

dren, strong and weak, to escape tyrannical Violence,
were more unlawful than to resist ; For, what is not
possible, as a natural

lawful

Mean

;

But

Mean

this

of Preservation,

were not

warranted in Nature's Law, or

GOD's Word,

altogether that's persecuted for

GOD's Right and Man's Law

is

not a

possible, neither is
for

it

them

Meetings, that have

to live in the

Land, and

enjoy the covenanted Privileges thereof, to leave the

Country and Cause of Christ, and all in the Hands of a
Tyrant and Papist, to set up Idolatry upon the Ruins
of Reformation there.
4. From express Scripture, the same may be multifariously confirmed.

As, (1.)

concurring to assist the

From

LORD's

their Lives in the high Places

4

Reproofs, for not
People, jeoparding

of the Fields

;

And Com-
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mendations given to them, that did defend themselves,
resisting their Dominators oppressing them, Judg. v.

by

16,

37:,

Reuhen, Gilead,

18, 23.

Dan and

v4*Aer are re-

proved, and Meroz cursed, for not coming to the Help of

LORD

agai?ist the
LORD, to (he Help of the
Mighty. On the other Hand, Zabulo7i and Naphtali
are commended, for jeojyardhig their Lives in the high

the

Places of the Fields, in fighting against the Kings of
Ca7iaan, that then ruled over them.
If it be a
(2.) From Commands, Prov. xxiv. 11, 12.

Duty

to rescue our

Brethren from any prevailing Power,

that would take their Lives unjustly,

Duty

to defend

dering Violence

them and our
:

much more

selves both against

This, in our Case,

is

is it

mur-

the Season of

36
He that hath no Sword,
let him sell his Garment and buy one ; Where our Lord
allows us not to expect either Provision or Protection by

that

Command, Luke

a Course of Miracles

xxii.

;

but to provide our selves with or-

dinary Means, as for Sustenance, so for Defence against

He would not indeed make much
the Violence of Men.
use of them for himself ; he needed not, he had another
Work to do by Suffering Only that what was written,
might be accomplished in him, Isai. liii. %tU. He would
make so much Use of them, as to be voluntarily involved under the Censure and Reproach of Rebellion ; being
taken among Men in Armes ; that he might be reckoned among Transgressors, ver. 37- Therefore, when they
told him they had two Swords, he said. It is enough, ver.
Material Swords they were, no Doubt ; for, other38.
wise they cannot be bought by selling of Garments, c^c.
Here is our Lord's Royal Grant of the Privilege of Resistance ; else he would not bid us buy them, if we were
not to make use of them ; and if they are to be used in
:

any Case,

it

must be

to

defend onr selves in enjoying his
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Gospel, the most precious Privilege he hath given us to
preserve.

From Promises; Passing many

(3.)

Dan.

xi.

When

30. 34.

vi^e

have One,

those that rule over the Lord's

People are incensed against the Holy Covenant, and

many

shall be frighted

with Flattery
Exploits
cess for

Spoil

when

of their Brethren that should concur with them,

;

from their Duty by Fear, or corrupted

the Faithful shall be

; tho' in

made

such Enterprises they

strong to do

may want Suc-

some Time, oxv^jall by the Sword, Captivity and

many Days ; eminently

fulfilled in the

History of

the Maccabees, and very near paralleled in the present

Case of the Covenanted People of Scotland, their appearing in Defence of their 2'estimonies for the Covenanted

Reformation, against their Covenant-breaking and Covenant-co?idemning Rulers.

This Promise of these Ex-

an Approbation of them.
(4.) From Practices approven in Scripture ; ihe^/irst
I adduce, is that of EUsha, resolving Resistance against
both the King of the Land personally, and his Emissary, in Defence of his Life and the Elders, in a Meeting
Next, After the Babyat his House, 2 Kings vi. 32.
ploits infers

lonish Captivity,

Work

when

the Jews were setting about the

of building the Temple,

which they would do by

themselves, and not admit of any Association with

were

Ma-

by Artaxerxes to
proceed in their Work, and the Inhibition was execute
by Force and Power, Ezra iv. But, by Encouragement
of the Prophets, Haggai and Zechariah, countermanding the King's Decree, they would not be hindred, the'
Talnai the Governor of those Parts, Shetharboznai,
and their Companions would have boasted them from it,
with the usual Arguments of Malignants, Who hath commanded you to do so and so ? Ezra v. 3, 5. Yet, this
lignants, they

straitly discharged
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was before the Decree of Darius was obtained in their
If People then may prosecute a DuFavours^, Ezra vi.
ty, without and against a King's Command, then may
they resist their

Commands and

Force, used to execute

them ; as, no Doubt, that People resolved to resist both
as Nehemiah did, when challenged by Sanhallat, Tobiah
and Geshem, boasting them with that. Will ye rebel
against the King ? Neh. ii.
Yet, notwithstanding of
all Scoffs 'and Plots to hinder the Building, they went
on, encouraging one another. To remember the Lord, and
And to build with WeaJight for their Brethren, &c.
;

pons in their Hands,

ISleh. iv.

If then, neither Chal-

lenges of Rebellion, nor Practices of malignant Enemies,

should deter People from a Duty, which they have a Call
and Capacity from God to prosecute, and if they may

promote

against

it

all

Opposition, by denfensive

Arms

may and must

they defend themselves, and maintain their Duty, notwithstanding of all Pretences of Au-

then

thority against them.

A Word

shall

be added to some Objections, and

I

have

done.
Obj.

Thei) that resist the Power, shall receive to

1.

themselves Damnation,

Rom.

xiii. 2. tho'

Nero was then

the Power.
1. It cannot be proven that Nero had the sovePower at this Time ; Or, that he was a Tyrant at
this Time
The Senate is rather the Power here meant,
if the Apostle spoke of any in particular ; and who knows
not that they resisted Nero at length ; without transgressing this Precept.
But the Text speaks of lawful
Powers indefinitely, in the plural Number, not of unlaw-

Ans.

reign

:

and Tyrants ; the Subjection here commanded, takes in Obedience unlimited Obedience is not

ful Usitrpers

;

here required

;

so neither unlimited Subjection.

It is

Mil.
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Buchanan says, De Jure Regni,
imagine (says he) there had been now, some Christian King, who had turned Tyrant and Apostate to the
Scandal of Religion, what would he have "vvritten then ?

\ery considerable what
'
'

'

'

I

Sure, if he had been like himself, he would have de-

owned

'

nied, that he should be

'

have interdicted

*

and that they should account him no King, but such as
they were to have no Fellowship with, according to the
Law of the Gospel/ Much more would he have allow-

'

'

all

Christians

for a

King, and would

Communion with him,

ed in our Case.
ObJ. 2.
V. 39.

We

Rom.

are

xii.

commanded not

to resist Evil,

Matth.

17-

Ans. This doth not hinder Self-defence, or resisting

Tyrants in Self-defence ; but only Resistance by way of
private Revenge and Retaliation ; and doth no more condemn private Persons retaliating the Magistrate, than
Magistrates retaliating private Persons

;

unless Magi-

be exempted from this Precept, and so be not
among Christ's Followers ; Yea, this doth no more forbid resisting the unjust Violence of Magistrates, than
the unjust Violence of private Persons.
strates

The Lord says to Peter, Matth. xxvi. 52.
Sword ; for all they that take the Sword,
perish by the Sword. Ans. The Lord would not

Obj. 3.

Put
shall

tip

thy

make use

of Petei^'s Rashness, in preventing the Call of
Master to such Acts of Resistance at that Time.
The Reason was twofold ; One was. For they that take
the Sword, which is not a Threatning to Peter, but an
Encouragement to him, to expect that these that usurp-

his

ed the Sword of tyrannical Insolence, coming to take
Christ, should perish with the Sword of the Roniafis.
This is a terrible Word against Persecutors, and that
Rev.

xiii.

10. not against

them that

are necessitate to
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The other Reason was^
The Cup which my Father hath given
Suffering was the End of his
me, shall I not drink ?
Humiliation, and his great Errand to the World ; which
take the Sword of Self-defence.

John,

is

xviii. 11.

not the Rule of our Practice

;

for

ful for us to flee, as well as resist

;

then

it

were unlaw-

because he would not

Time.

flee at that

John xviii. 36. My Kingdom is
of this World, else would my Servants Jight, that I
Ans. If Christ's
might not be delivered to the Jews.
Kingdom is not to be defended and preserved by Resistance of all Enemies ; then all were obliged to suffer
it to be run-down by Slaves, Antichrist'^ Vassals, Papists and Malignants
Then also Magistrates might not
Obj. 4. Christ saith,

not

:

fight for

it

;

for

they are among Christ's Servants,

if

they

But the good Confession he witnesseth
Pilate, is, that he hath a Kingdom, which as

be Christians.
here before

not in Opposition to any Cesarian Majesty ; so, it
must not be usurped upon by any King of Clay ; but is
specifically distinct from all the Kingdoms of this World,
and subordinate to no earthly Power ; being of a spiritual Nature ; whereof this is a Demonstration, and sufficient Security for earthly Kingdoms, that his Servants,
as such, that is, as Christians, and as Ministers, were
not appointed by him to propagate it by Arms ; nor deliver him their King at that Time ; because he would
not suffer his glorious Design of Redemption to be any
longer retarded But this doth not say, but tho' they are
not to propagate it as Christians, and as Ministers, by
carnal Weapons ; Yet they may preserve it with such
Weapons, as Men.
Both these Ways Mr. James Renwick thought himit is

:

self obliged to

Kingdom

endeavour to propagate and preserve this

of Christ

:

In a spiritual

Way,

as a Minister,

MU. JAMES UEXWICK.
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pulling clown

to the

of strong Holds, casting down Imaginations, and every
Thing that exalteth it self against the Knowledge of
God, and bringing into Captivity every Thought to the
Obedience of Christ : And to preserve it as a Man, by
such Means as God, and Nature, and the Gospel allows ;
and in the End to seal his Testimony thereto, in witnessing the same good Confession, for the Prerogatives and
Privileges, which his Lord and JMaster asserts, as a Martyr,

with his dearest Blood.

FINIS.

Renwick being
MR. James
Way, upon

the

last,

who, in a pub-

a Scaffold, sealed the Testimony

lick

of this persecuting Period with his Blood

;

it

will not be

impertinent, and to some, specially such as required

it,

not ungrateful, here to subjoin the following Becajntu-

Time ; collected by the
Author of the Memoirs of the Church of Scotland, Part
3d, at the Close, Fage 290, c^-c. where he thus writes.

lation of the Sufferings of that

'
'

' In this Persecution, as has been collected from
the
Accounts, both publick and private, above 18000 Peopie have suffered the utmost Extremities, their Ene-

of which the following Particulars

'

mies could

'

are a part,

proved, even to the

'

very

the Places of their

'

Abode.
'

inflict

;

many of which can be
Names of the Persons, with

1700 have been banished,

as Slaves, to the

English
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'

'
'
'
'
'

'

*

'

'
*

'

besides such as were by Order of Coun;
Beginning of the Persecution, ordered, on
Pain of Death, to leave their Country, which amounted to 87 And besides above 750, banished to Zetland,

Plantations
c\\,

at the

:

and other remote Places
200 were wilfully
and premeditatedly murdered, by keeping them under
Hatches, till they were drowned, when the Ship was
stranded, and there was Time for them to escape.
' 800 were Out-law'd, as we call it in England, about
the Time of Pentland Affair, by Order of the high
Commission Court, and 55 eminent Persons were pannelled, as the Scols Law terms it ;
and were sento the Isles of Lewis, Orkiiey,

belonging to Scotlatid

tenced

when they should be

*

wards were:
'

Of

these

be executed without further Prosecution,

'
'

to

:

Among

taken, as

many

of

them

after-

these were 10 or 11 Ministers.

It is impossible to give

an Account of those, who pe-

'

rished by unjust and tedious Confinement in Prisons,

'

by the Barbarity of merciless Jailors or Keepers, Stench
of closs and horrid Dungeons and Vaults, want of Conveniencies, crowding 30 or 40 into little dark and damp
Rooms together, lying on the Ground, Extremity of
Cold and Hunger, Weight of Chains, Bolts and Irons,
and the like. Besides this, great Numbers, by the unhappy Places where they were confin'd, such as the
Castles of Blackness, Dumiotar, Inverlochy, and the
Bass ; and by innumerable Cruelties, practised upon

*
'

'

'

'
*
'
'
'
'
'

them, in those Places, contracted Diseases, lost the
and many their Lives
Use of Limbs and Senses,

:

They who think they have Modestly computed

'

Number

*

tell us,

'

Rebellions,

'

the

of these (for an exact Account cannot be had)

they amount to above 3600.

In the several Actions, which their Persecutors call
and the Skirmishes which upon these Oc-
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casions, as also on Surprizes, or otherwise have happenedj there have been killed in the Field about 560
as at Pentlmid, Bothwell, Airs-moss,
and other

'

'

Places, in Defence of their Meetings, and personal
Defence of their Lives ; besides those, who died of
' Wounds, received
on such Occasions, which are reck' oned to be about 120.
' Those
that have fled from their Country, forced
' into
voluntary Banishment,
in England, Ireland,
' Holland, Sweden, &c. where they were driven
to great
' Distress.
The Number of these has been estimat' ed, by such
as think they have made a modest Calcu'

'

about 7000.
Besides these, there were Abundance of innocent

lation, at

'

'

'

and pious Sufferers, who were basely murdered by the

'

Soldiers and Persecutors,

'

cold Blood, without Process of

'

without visible Crime, Charge, or Examination

'

these, the printed

'

'
'

'

'

'

'

'

Law,

tell

Civil or Military,

us the

Names
am well

;

Of

78
murdered by particular Persons ; and 1
assui*ed, there were very many more ; and I have heard, that
a Person, whom I have not met with, has the Names
But that Number I do not avouch.
of above 420 more
of

:

The Number

executed, in the pretended
Course of Justice, and by the Sentence of the cruel
Persecutors, and who died by the Hangman, is very
great ; and I am told that about 362 are to be found
'

'

Accounts

being generally killed in

really

on the several Books of the Justiciary, and CouncilCourts, upon Record ; besides what were executed by

'

Military Laws, as they call them, of which no Record

'

has been kept.
'

'

'

The Number

of these,

who

perished thro' Cold,

Hunger, and other Distresses, contracted in their
Flight into Mountains, Wandrings without Shelter

238
'

'
'

.
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Harbour, in dreadful Winters, during the long
Space of Twenty eight Years Persecution, and who often came Home in such Extremities, as just to step in-

or

own Houses

to die ; and sometimes were, even
Death, dispatch'd by the murdering
These were many Thousands, and cannot be

'

to their

'

in the Article of

'

Soldiers

'

calculated

'

:

;

but will certainly make up more than the

Number of Eighteen thousand, mentioned above.
Among these, I say nothing of the Pillage and Spoil
of Goods, the turning Women and Children out into
'

'

'

the Fields, in Cold and Nakedness, after devouring

'

their Food,

'

Backs

'

Extremities of the Weather.

'

'
'
'
'

'
'

'

'

;

and tearing

Of which many

off

the

Clothes from their

perished for Wa?it, and by the

' It were
also endless, to Number the Families ruined and reduc'd to Misery and Want, which must be
the Consequence of the Plundrings and Murders, mentioned above ; So that it should be ivondred, that any
of these People were leji, or that there were anyJound
at the Revolutions tho' to the Honour of Truth, it
must be owned, that then, their Number was found to
be greater than ever ; Witness their raising a Regiment of Eight hiuidred Men, in one Day, without Beat
of Drum.'

Here it is evident, this Author, tho' but a Stranger,
speaks especially of these, who suffered for Non-Com~
pliance with Tyranny, Supremacy , Prelacy, and Eras; and who accepted not Delivera7ice by the sinand ensnaring Fruits and Favours flowing from, and
depending upon their usurped absolute Power ; Such as.
Indulgences and Toleration : And doth vindicate, in his
Third Part, several Points and Heads of their Testimony, which Mr. Wodrow condemns, as illegal Heights,
Flights, and irregular Lengths, and Extremities : Hence,

tianism

ful
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needs be no Marvel to any, that this Author cannot
escape the Imputation of Blunders, in the Preface to

it

Mr. Wodrow's

first

Volume ;

for tho' the

Occasion and

Subject of their Writing be the same, their Scope and

MawMtfr of prosecuting

it,

do vastly

diifer

;

the one shew-

were
Maturity

ing, that the Principles of Sufferers in this Period

those of the covenanted Reformation in

The

other disproving

all these, in

its

so far as they agree

not with the present Course and later Establishment on
other Bases.

In the Preface to
Conformists
the foresaid

;

De

Laime's

PLEA

for the Noti-

D. Foe (supposed to be also the Author of
Memoirs J speaking of the Persecution of

the Dissenters in England, in this woful Period, has the
following Paragrapli.

He (the Reverend and learned
one of near Eight thousand Proteslant Dissenters that perisht in Prison in the Days of
that Merciful (^it should been. Merciless) Prince King
'

'

'

'
'

'

'

'

'

'

I

Mr.

am
De

sorry to say.

LatineJ

is

Charles the Second; and that meerly for dissenting
from the Church in Points, which they could give such
Reasons for, as this Plea assigns, and for no other

Cause, were stijied, I had almost said murdered, in
Goals for their Religion, in the Days of these Gentlemens Power, who pretend to abhor Persecution.

Advertisement.

TN

little of Mr. Renwick'.? e.vcelletit,
Labours in Print, besides the
ministerial
and
pai?iful
Informatory Vindication, Testimony against the Tolera-

regard we have
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tion, a7i(l his last

but a

few of

Manuscript, as
ers ;

and

Ms Death,

Speech and Testimony at

many Sermons, that are to he seen in
gathered by the Pen of some of his Hear-

the

these not so accurately written, as he

would have

done, nor so correctly printed as they should have been ;
I'll

here annex one small Piece of his great Work, in the

above-mentioned sad and singular Circumstances he had
to

labour binder, anent the Admission of Ruling Elders,

Copy I had thereof : Some of
of them tells me, That
this Admission, of the Date October 16th, was at Darmead ; and that Mr. Renwick had in like manner, upon
the 9th Day of that Moiith, at another Place, admitted
My Copy
others to the same Charge of Ruling-Elders.
exactly according to the

which Elders are yet

is

alive ; one

as follows.

ADMISSION

of

ELDERS

by

Mr. James Renwick.
After Lecture, Zecli.

mon, Song
some,

viii.

to the

iii.

6. to

the

End, and Ser-

11, 12. Follows the Admission of

Charge o/

RULING-ELDERS,

October 16th, 1687.

WE

desire

lord's

thankfully to acknowledge,
Praise, that he

did give

to the

unto our

Church, Doctrine and Policy ; having the MeasuringLine of the Sanctuary stretched over the same ; So that,
we may say, we were once as a Wall, made by a PlumLine,

Amos

vii. 7-

Also,

we

desire to confess

it,

as our
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great Sin and Shame^ that our Practice hath not been
agreeable to our Principles, and if weighed in the Balance,

we

will be found too light

For, in these Things

:

whereunto wc had attained, we have not walked hy the
same Rule, and minded the same Things, Phil. iii. 16.

Who may

not see, that from the corrupt Mixtures, in

Church-Officers and Members,

much Wrath

is

and doth abide upon us
Scotland,

now

is

a great Cause,

why

so

LORD, against us,
Way of dealing with

gone forth from the
for

?

many

And his

Years, speaks aloud, that his

Design is, to purge his House, that his Ordinances may
be pure and also, his Officers and People But, tho'
he hath been purging us, we refuse to be purged ; for
every Furnace discovers more Dross, and every Sieve
,•

:

more Chaff. There is a perverse Spirit in the midst of
us, which causeth us to err, in every Work, as a drunken Man staggereth in his Vomit ; and we eat every Man
the Flesh of his own Arm, Manasseh Ephraim, and
Ephraim Manasseh, and they together are against Judah, Isai.

ix.

20, 21.

Conspiracy among

all

And now

there

is,

as

it

were, a

Sorts to return to Egypt, to build

again the Walls of Jericho, and to repair the Ruines of
Edom,.^

But that I may come to the Purpose ; The Admission
of Ruling-Elders, in this broken and low State of our
Church, hath been long delayed, and much impeded
Howbeit, through the good Hand of the LORD, we
have, after some Consultations and Disputations, Prayer
and Fasting, fallen upon it ; and being now to admit
some to this great Trust and Charge, I shall show,
:

(1.)

What

Elder.

is

(2.)

understood in Scripture by the Name
prove from the Word of GOD, the

I shall

Institution of the Ruling-Elder to be Divine.
shall

show what moveth us

to

(3.) I

admit Rnling-Elders

at
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this Time.
(4.) I shall labour to take off, what may
be objected against our present proceeding. (5.) I shall
speak of the Vocation, or Calling of RuUng-Elders,
(6.) I shall

show

their Duties,

and take the Persons,
;
And also, speak

elected and tried, engaged thereunto
a

Word

unto the Dutiea whereunto the People are

bound.
1.

As

to the First,

The Name

doth signify divers Things.

Elder, in Scripture,

Men,

(1.) It signifieth old

These who have lived in the Times
of Old, Matth. xv. 2.
(3.) Honourable and worthy
1 Tiin. V. 1.

Men,

Isai.

(2.)

iii.

2.

(4.)

Officer in the

Church of

who bear Rule

in

It is

the

name

of a spiritual

These

Christ, Acts, xiv. 23.

GOD's House,

are called Elders

;

be-

cause of the Knowledge, Gifts, Experience, Prudence

and Gravity, wherewith they ought

And

be endowed.

to

there are several sorts of spiritual Officers,

who

named Elders : The Doctors or

the Scriptures are

in

teach-

ing Elders, the Ministers or preaching Elders, and the
ruling, or governing Elders

:

These Three

are, often-

New

Testament, comprised under the ge1 Pet. v. 1, It is
neral Name of Elders, Acts xv. 6.
the Ruling-Elder, whom we have to now do with ; who
is so called, not because the Power of ruling and gotimes in the

verning the Church belongs to him alone

for that be-

;

longs also to the teaching and preaching Elders, or to
the Doctors and Pastors ; But, because, to Rule and

Govern,

is

the principal and chief Part of his Charge and

Imployment

;

it is

the highest Act of his Office

:

It is

not competent for him to Teach, that belongs to the
Doctor ; nor to Preach, that belongs to the Minister, or

Pastor

:

But

his Office is comprised within the

pass of Ruling and Governing the Church
fore, (I

say) he

is

:

And

Comthere-

the Governing, or Rvling-Elder

Mil.

The Apostle
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calleth him,

Him

thai ridelh,

Rom.

xii.

and Governments, 1 Cor. xii. 28. putting the Abstract
Hence,
for the Concrete, Governments for Governors.
8.

Then they
as if they

greatly err, Avho call

them Loick-Elders,

were a Part of the People only

;

and not

to be

reckoned among the Officers of the LORD's House
whom the Popish Church in their Pride calls the Clergy;
that

is

the

LORD's Inlicriiance, in Opposition to
whom they look upon as base,

Laity, or People,

Worth and Excellency WherePeople are his Portion and the Lot

inferior to the other, in
as all the

lord's

:

of his inheritance, Deut. xxxii.

They

the

and

9. 1. Pet. v, 3.

who

only RulSynods and General
Assemblies, allowing others the Name of Elders, but
not Pnling-Elders : But every Elder, in the LORD's
House, is a Ruling-Elder ; because, the Power and Exare also in a Mistake,

ing-Elders,

who

sit

call these

in Presbyteries,

Rule and Government belongeth to every Elsome of them, upon special Occasions, be cala more eminent Exercise of it than others.

ercise of

der

tho'

;

led to

H. As

to the Second, I prove

from the

Word of

GOD

the Institution of the Ruling-Elder to be Divine.

The Lord Jesus Christ, upon whose Shoulders the Gois, and who is Faithful in all his House, hath,
in his eternal Wisdom, thought fit to appoint such an
vernment

and orderly goverby the Sloth, or rather
the Pride of Teachers, whilst they alone would seem to
be somewhat ; and by the Policy of Satan, and Inadvertancy of the Church, these Officers were, for sundry Ages
Officer in the Church, for the right

ning thereof.

together, out of
tain

it is,

It is true, that

Use

in the Christian Church.

But

cer-

that both the Jewish Synagogue, and thereaf-

ter the Christian

Church, had Seniores or Elders, with-

out whose Counsel nothing was done in the Church,
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The Jewish Church had

such, as appears from, 2 Chron.

And

Jer. xxix. 1. Mailli. xvi. 21.

xix. 8.

that the

Christian Church also had them, in the primitive and

purest Times thereof, appears from the Testimony of
ancient Writers, as Ambrose, Augustine, and

But we have

a

more sure Word

for the

Church

tion of Ruling-Elders, in the Christian

The Testimony

of

GOD

in the

New

others.

Divine Instituto wit.

;

Testament

For

:

clearing whereof, I shall adduce two or three Scriptures.

The

first

is,

Rovi

6. 7- 8.

xii.

differing, according to the

whether Prophecy,

let

Having

Grace that

is

then Gifts

given to us ;

us projthesie, according

Pro-

to the

portion of Faith ; or Ministry, let us wait on our Ministring, or he that teacheth, on Teaching; or he that
exhorleth, on Exhortatioii ; he that giveth
ivith

Simplicity ;

let

him do

he that ruleth, with Diligence

;

it

he

Mercy, with Cheerfulness. In which Text,
first comprehend all the several Kinds
of all the standing Officers in the Church of God, under
two several Heads, to wit. Prophecy, whereby is meaned, the ordinary Faculty of right Understanding and
Expounding the Scriptures and Ministry, under whicli
is comprehended, all other Church Officers and Employments. To each of these he addeth their general Duties, to wit, That he who prophesieth, should do it ac-

that sheweth

the Apostle doth

;

cording to the Proportion of Faith ; that is, according
to the Measure of the Knowledge of the word of Faith,

God

and he that ministers, let
is, let him do it faithThen he subdivides these two
fully and diligently.
Generals, into the special Officers contained under them
that he hath received of

him wait on

;

his Minislring, that

:

He

divides

him that prophesieth

and him that exhorteth
the

Word

;

into,

or, into

him

that teacheth,

the Doctor, to

of Teaching or Instruction belongs

;

whom

and the

-Mil.
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Pastor, to Avhom the Word of Exhortation is competent
and under him that ministrcth, he comprehendeth^ him
that giveth ; and him that sheweth Mercy, by whom is
meaned the Deacon, who is appointed for the Supply of
the Poor ; and him that rulelh, by whom can be meaned no other than the Ruling-Elder, seeing an ordinary
ruling Officer in the Church, who is different from the
Pastor and Teacher, is here spoken of by the Apostle.

The second Place of Scripture is, 1
God hath set sotne in the Church, Jirst
rily

Prophets, thirdly

Cor.

28.

xii.

And

Apostles, seconda-

Teachers, after that Miracles,

then Gifts of Healing, Helps, Governments, Diversities

of Tongues. Here Paul reckoneth several Officers of
the Church, some Extraordinary as Apostles, Prophets,
Powers, or Miracles, Gifts of Healing, Kinds of Tongues ;
some Ordinary, such as Teachers, or the ordinary
Church Officers, who are exercised in the Word Helps,
,

:

that

the Deacons,

is

who

are appointed for the

Help

and Relief of the Poor ; and Governments, that is, the
Governing or Ruling-Elders ; for this cannot be any
other of the Church Officers, because these he named
besides.

The third Place of Scripture is, 1 Tim. v. 17- Eet the
Elders that rule well, be cotmted worthy af double Howho labour

nour, especially

Which Text,

whom
One

Word and

Christ hath committed the

Sort,

as Pastors

who do

Honour

Doctrine.

Power

of Ruling

Word and Doctrine,
Another Sort, who do only

also labour in the

and Teachers

:

worthy of double
and these are the Ruling-Elders.
the Office of the Ruling-Elder being of divine

Rule, and doing

Now

in the

distinguisheth two Sorts of Elders, to

it

well, are counted

;

Institution, these that are once lawfully called thereunto,

and have Gifts from God meet

to exercise the

same
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(unless they be
riage) are

where many

removed therefrom, because of MiscarElders

still

qualified

;

tho' (happily) in Congregations,

Men may

be found, some

may be

permitted, for a Time, to surcease from the Exercise of
their

Charge, and others put in their Room, as was

among the

Levites under the

Law,

in serving the

Tem-

ple by Courses.
III.

As

to the Third, I shall

show what moveth us

to

admit Ruling-Elders at this time As,
First, The Necessity of such an Officer in the House
He is institute in the Word, and we ought to
of God
constitute him ; for without him Government and Dis:

:

cipline cannot be rightly exercised.

declining
tle

Time

regarded

:

It

was

still

of the Church, that this Office

And

in a

was

lit-

because of the singular Necessity

and Usefulness thereof, it hath been a great Eye-sore to
Satan and his Instruments And in former Times and
:

Cases of the Church, like unto

this,

the admitting of

Men

unto this Trust and Charge, hath been
followed with no small Blessing, and Success and Progress in Reformation ; which we pray God, may be the
qualified

Consequent of this our Action.
2rf/j/, The Perpetuation and Continuation of such an

ed so grossly

House of God For, the old, or former
of them dead, and many of them turnscandalous, and fallen into such ugly De-

fection, that

they have rendred themselves incapable of

Officer in the

Elders, are

:

many

being continued, or acknowledged as such Officers.
IV. As to the Fourth, I labour to take off what

may

be objected against our present Proceeding ; and this I
do by answering to some Questiojis, that may be most
ordinarily proponed.

The

first

Question

is,

It is usual,

that Ruling-Elders
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but, this Admission

be sustained as hiwul ?
I answer. First, RiiUng-Eldcrs are indeed admitted
to respective Parishes, in the Case and Time of a connot so

is

;

therefore,

it

stitute Church ; but now in the Time of this her broken and declining State, there is a moral Impossibility of
doing it so ; For, the most part of the People in the se-

Land are either turned avowed
and stated Enemies unto God, or become such that they
will do nothing for God, and have no meddling in such
Matters And the want of that accidental Circumstance,
can noways warrant us to forbear such a necessary Duveral Parishes of this

:

ty.

2do, These Ruling-Elders

who now

are to be admit-

ted, are to exercise their Office over such as elect

yea,

and

all

them

such as will submit unto them, which none

concurring with the Testimony of the Day, will refuse.

Howbeit, they are particularly and specially

tied,

to

take inspection of that Bounds, where they are chosen

and

;

therefore, they are to endeavour to reside there so

far as the
3tio,

Troubles of the Time

They

are, as to their not

may

allow.

being fixed in respec-

tive Parishes, in the like Circumstances with the

Minibroken State of the Church, do officiate to all who employ them ; and if this manner be
right to them, so it is also to the Ruling-Elders in the
sters,

who, in

this

present Condition of Affairs.

The second

Questiori

is.

How

can Elders be admitted

by any Ministers, but these who are settled and fixed in
their respective Parishes

We

?

it hath been
done in the growing state of the Church, Acts xiv. 23.
And therefore, it is most lawful for Ministers, in her disturbed and broken State, when People invite them.

I answer.

find in Scripture, that
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receive Ordinances at their Hands,

whom

they choose, before them

;

to

and set the Men,
admit such to this

they be found qualipractised in the
been
hath
accordingly
which
;
Churches of Christ in former Ages Yea, even in the
Time of a constitute Church, tho' it be most usual and
ordinary, that Elders are admitted by the Ministers of
their respective Parishes ; yet, in a Case that a Parish
wanted a Minister, that Work was to be performed by

Office, providing that, after Trial,
fied

:

one or more Ministers of the Presbytery.
The Third Question, is. This Way of Admission seems
to be Schismatical ; yea, the setting up a Church with-

Church

in a

I answer.

;

how can it be warrantable ?
For,
nothing like Schisiti in it

therefore,

There

is

:

we have not the Concurrence of these Ministers and
Elders, who are departed out of the Way, with whom
we cannot join in other Parts of their Office ; yet this

tho'

Work
ders,

here

is

agreed upon by the faithful Ministers and El-

who own the Testimony of the Day. There is
no new Thing there is here no Innovation there
;

;

here no setting up a Church within a Church, but an
adding to the Number of her Officers, that the old
is

Church, to say so, may not die among our Hands.
The Fourth Question, If our Church shall come to a
constitute settled State, then what shall become of these
Elders
tion

?

How,

or

where

shall they exercise their

Func-

?

J answer.

That even

as the Ministers,

who now

tra-

vel about, in discharging their Office, mostly for the

Advantage of the Church, in the Case wherein she now
would then be Ministers of that particular Flock or
Parish, whereunto they got Application ; so, the Ruling
Elder, with Application to the respective Parish, where
then they might reside, would become their Elders

is,
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and no Civil Power on Earth usurping a Supremacy, or
Ecclesiastical Power, misweilding the Keys, can exauctorate these, whom now we admit ; unless their own
Scandals give an Ecclesiastick Power (conscientiously
using the Keys) sufficient Ground for it, which we pray
the Lord may prevent.
V. As to the Fifth, I speak of the Vocation, or CalAs no Man is to intrude himself
ling of Ruling-Elders
into any sacred Function in the House of God, Heb. v.
4. So, before any take upon him to exercise the Office of
a Rtiling-Elder, he ought to be lawfully called thereun:

to

This Call

:

Call

is

iiiward,

or outivard

:

The Inward

the Testimony of a good Conscience, concerning

is

some Measure of Ability and Gifts for the Charge ; and
sincere and honest Inclinations and Purposes, to imploy
these Gifts for the Honour of God, the Advancement
of the Kingdom of Christ Jesus, and the Good of Souls.
The Outward Calling is, to be, after the same Manner
with that of other Church-Officers And it stands (1.)
In their Election. (2.) The Trial of their Carriage and
Gifts.
(3.) Their Admission to the Charge.
1. The Election is to be made, by these amongst whom
they are to bear Charge, Acts vi. 3, 5. and xiv. 23. That
it may be gone about in the more orderly Way, it is fit
that a Nomination be made of the best qualified Persons, for the Employment by the Minister and Elders
:

and

Case of the Want of Elders, by the most judiand godly Members ; particularly Masters of Fa-

in

cious
milies

:

And

that intimation of the

sons nominated, be publicly

whom

they are to bear Rule

made
;

Names

of the Per-

to the People,

and they desired,

among
in

Case

of their not being satisfied, as having Exceptions, or

knoAving others better qualified, to represent the same.
2.

The

Trial

is

to

be made bv the Minister and El-
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And;, they are to be tried, both in regard of

:

their Conversation, that
also, in

be blameless and holy

it

and

;

regard of their Knowledge, and Experience in

the Things of God, and Affairs of his House, and of

Prudence

Government. The
which is,
the lowest Rank of the Officers of the Church, requires,
that they first be proved
And more especially ought
the Elders ; Yea, the same Reasons and Grounds, that
their

Ability

and

Apostle, 1 Tim.

for

10. speaking of Deacons,

iii.

:

plead for the Trial of a Minister, plead also for the Trial
of Ruling-Elders, in a

Way

suitable to the Qualifica-

tions required in them.

The Admission

3.

is

to be

made by the

Minister, in

presence of the whole Congregation, with the Preach-

Word concerning their Duty ; and with
Prayer and Humiliation, concerning the Spirit of their
Calling, to be poured out upon them ; and that the

ing of the

Pleasure of the Lord may prosper in their Hands
At
which time, they are solemnly to Engage themselves un:

to all the Duties of that holy Office;
also are to

Engage themselves,

to

And

the People

submit unto them in

the Lord.

Now, this order hath been followed for the Persons,
who now are to be admitted into this great Trust They
have been elected by- the respective Societies, among
:

whom

they are particularly to bear Rule ; and tried by
Minister and Elders, and found (in a tolerable

the

Measure) qualified

And

that

for

that honourable

we may proceed

to Admission,

who have been chosen and

Employment.

we

desire

you

proven, for bearing the Of-

up

fice

of Ruling-Elders, to stand

all

willing to take on the Charge of Riding- Elders in

the Church of Christ.

VI. So

I

'

be

-

come, in the Sixth Place,
3

1 ask, if ye

To show you

the
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Duties of Ruling-Elders, and to take you engaged thereunto.

The Duties
Conversation

are, either personal,

Or,

;

Your personal

official,

and relate

and relate

Qualifications, or

the

to

the

to

your

Office.

Duties of your

Conversation, are the same with these that the Apostle
requires in the Conversation of a Minister, 1 Tim.

iii.

and iv. 12. and vi. II. Also, Tit. i. 6,
For under the Name of Er/ffy^oTo/, or Overseers,
7, 8.
he comprehends all these Officers, who have Oversight
and Charge of Souls. But that ye may more distinctly
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7-

know the Duties

of your Conversation, from these Scrip-

tures, I shall subdivide
tive

Duties

:

must not be

them

into Negative

and Posi-

The Negative Duties show you what you
;

and the

Positive,

what you must

be, in

regard of your Conversation.

NEGATIVE DUTIES,

are,

Ye

must not be given to Wine ; ye must not be
Lovers, nor Followers of strong Drink, nor tipple away
(1.)

Time

in Ale-houses.

(2.)

nor greedy of Jtlthy Latere.

angry, neither upon
cation.

(4.)

real,

Ye must

Ye must not be covetous,
(3.) Ye must not be soon

nor conceived Cause of Provo-

not be Strikers nor Brawlers, nor

Ye must
and witliout
Reason, to your own Judgments, and refusing to hearken
to the Judgment of your Brethren, tho' sound and wholesom.
(6.) Ye must not be Novices, or such as are newly come to the Faith, lest ye be puffed up with Pride,
and fall into the Condemnation of the Devil : The Spigiven to Quarrellings and Contentions.

(5.)

not be self-willed, adhering pertinaciously,

Novices are not yet well ballasted, nor brought
low by frequent Exercises of the Cross ; and so come
to be more easily puffed up
Therefore, there is need
rits of

:
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that ye be exercised Soldiers of Jesus Christ/and who
by Experience are taught to know the Wiles of the
Devil, and are able to endure Hardness.

POSITIVE DUTIES.
(1.)

Ye

must be Blameless, that

is^

without Offence

God and Man.
(2.) Ye must be Vigilant,
Watchful over your own Souls, that no Temptation pre-

towards
vail

upon you

;

ready to lay hold upon every Opportu-

Ye must be Sober and Temhumble Mind, moderating your
own Appetites and Affections, and satisfying your selves
with a moderate Use of the creatures and Things of this
World. (4.) Ye must be Chast, shunning all Lusts,
and every immodest and unbecoming Carriage. (5.)
Ye must be Holy ; careful to exercise the Life of Religion, and Power of Godliness, in all your Conversation.
(6.) Ye must be Just and Upright in your Dealings
among Men, deceiving no Man, and withholding from
no Man what is his Due. (7.) Ye must be Moderate
and not rigorous, nor exacting the highest of the Law in
nity of Well-doing.

(3.)

perate, of a sound and

your Dealings

;

but in your

own

Particulars of a con-

descending Nature, and remitting something of strict
Justice.
(8.) Ye must be given to Hosjjitality ; ready
to receive Strangers, especially the Poor, and these who
(9.) Ye must be Lovers
Souls
cleave
to these who fear God,
Men,
whose
good
of
having such in Estimation above all others, cherishing
them, and conversing ordinarly with them, and familiar-

are of the Household of Faith.

ly

with them.

Men

(10.)

Ye must

be apt

to

Teach, that

is.

of Knowledge, and able to instruct others, of will-

Minds

to teach others ; which is not so
were requisite for you, to be endowed
with the Gift of instruction and Exhortation, compe*

ing and ready

meant, as

if it

4
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may and
; or that ye
ought imploy your selves therein But of that Fitness
and Ability to teach^, that is competent to your Callings
which ye must be ready and willing to exercise, so far
tent to the Teacher and Pastor

:

competent to you, or belongs to you.

as is

(11.)

Ye

must be Patient, waiting upon your Duty, without
wearying, notwithstanding of Difficulties, and bearing
the Delays, Untractablefiess and hijuries of others.
(12.) Ye must be of a good Behaviour, Men of a grave
and stayed, yet of an affable and com icons Carriage ;
neither light nor vain, to the losing of your Authority,

and rendring your selves contemptible ; nor surly and selfand scarring away of the
Flock, by your needless Distance and Austerity.
(13.)
Ye must be stable in the Truths of GOD j holding fast
the faithful Word, which ye have been taught, without
wavering and turning aside to Error. (14.) Ye must
be of a good Report of these, who are without ; lest ye
fall into Reproach, and the Snare of the Devil : Not
that ye must be without the Reproach of a wicked and

jileasing, to the discouraging

malignant Generation
blameless

may

for

;

Prophets and Apostles

:

they reproached Christ, the

But

that ye

must be of such a

Conversation, sober and Christiati fValk, as

extort a Testimony even from these,

GOD

who know

not

and by Well-doing put to Silence the Ignorance
of foolish Men, that if any speak Evil of you^ as evil
Doers, they may be ashamed, who speak falsly against
your good Conversation in Christ.
(15.) Ye must perform your relative Duties.
You who have Families,
must rule well your own Houses : This ruling well imports, not only an Ability for doing of it ; but also, making Conscience of, and actually performing these Duties
;

that are required, for the right ordering of a Christian

Family.
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show your official Du"
and Calling : And I
subdivide them into more Private and more Publick DuThe more Private show you, what you are to perties.
form your selves alone ; and the more Fuhlick, what ye
I proceed, in the next Place, to

ties,

or the Diities of your Office

are to perform jointly with the rest of the Overseers of

the House of

GOD.

The more Private Duties

of your Calling are these^,

bound to perform each one to other,
of Charity and Love, and much more ye by

that Christians are

by the

Law

Virtue of your Office.

As,

Ye must instruct, Jolin iv.
Ye must exhort, Heh. x. 24,

(L)
(2.)

admonish and rebuke, Lev.

xix. 17-

29.

Acts

xviii.

25.

(3.)

Ye must

(4.)

Ye must

26,

co7n-

forl the Afflicted, and support the Weak, 1 Thess. v, 11.
(5.) Ye must restore these that are fallen. Gal. vi. 1.

And

so also

endeavour to prevent the falling, or straying
countenancing or strengthning any

of any, and their

Course of

Iniquiti/ or Defection.

cile these,

that are at Variance, Matth.

(6.)

Ye must
v. 9.

recon-

(7-)

Ye

must jjray one for another, Jude 20. (8.) Ye must visit the Sick and these who are in Disti-ess, Math. xxv.
36. The Scripture doth expressly mention some of these
Duties, as incumbent unto Ruling-Elders, as Admonition, 1 Thess. V. 12. visiting and praying over the Sick,
Jam. V. 14. feeding the Flock by Instruction, Exhortation, Rebuke and Comfort, in such a Way as is competent to their Station, Acts xx. 28. and the rest we may
warrantably gather by Analogy and Proportion : For, if
private Christians be obliged thereunto, much more are
Christian Elders in a special Way, who have the Charge
These Things are well expressed in the Sixth
of Souls.
Chapter of the Second Book of Discipline, ' As Pastors
'

and Doctors (say they) should be diligent

in teaching
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'

and sowing the Seed of the

'

should be careful in seeking the Fruit of the same of

'

the People

'

in

'

:

It appertains to

them

;

so^

the Elders

to assist the Pastor

Examination of them that come to the LORD's
Table ; and in visiting the Sick They should cause
:

Ads

of the Assemblies, as well particular as gene-

'

the

'

ral, to

'

diligent in admonishing all

'

ing to the Rule of the Evangel

'

not correct by private Admonition, they should bring

'

to the Eldership.'

be put in Execution carefully

The more

jji/blick

Men
:

:

They should be

of their Duty, accord-

Things that they can-

Duties of your Calling are these

upon you, in the Assemblies, or Courts of the
Church, which are made up of Teaching-Elders Preaching-Elders, and Ruling-Elders : These Assemblies are
which

lie

,

co?igj'egational, classical, pi-ovincial,

and

cecumenical.

general or national

These Things which are handled in

the Assemblies of the Church, are, either Matters of
Faith, Matters of Order, Matters of DiscijMne, or that
which concerneth the sending of Church-Officers. According to which, they have a fourfold Power,
First, Dogmatick, whereby they judge of Trnth and

Error, in Points of Doctrine, according to the

GOD only.

Word

of

Secondly, Diatactick, whereby they discern

and judge of the Circumstances of these Things, that
GOD ; as Times, Places, Persons, and all such Particulars in Ecclesiastick Affairs
(as are not determined in the Word) according to the
general Rules thereof, concerning Order and Decencij,
avoiding of Scandal, doing all to the Glory of GOD and
edifying of the Church.
3d, Critick, or Corrective,
whereby the Scandalous are censured, and the Penite?it
received again into the Ordinances and Fellowship of

belong to the Worship of

the Church.

4th, Exousiastick,

whereby Church

Officers
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are sent and authorized, and

serve the

Power given unto them

to

House of GOD.

All these Assemblies are not to exercise all these
Powers, but to keep themselves within their due Bounds ;
the Inferior leaving these Things that are of more com-

mon Concernment

But in all these
to the Superiors.
Powers Ruling-Elders have a Share, and do put forth
the same in Exercise, according to the Measure that belongs to the Assembly, whereof they are Members, Acts
Howbeit the Execution of some Decrees
XV. 6, 22, 23.
of Church- Assemblies, such as, the Imposition of Hands,
the pronoicncing the Sentence of Excommunication, receiving of Penitents, the Intimation of the Depositio?i of
Ministers, and such like, doth belong to the Ministers
alone.

But because

the Government, and more frequent

Du-

most Part) in the
Exercise of their Share of the Power of censuring Scandal and scandalous Persoiis, and trying and admitting
of Penitents : Therefore, I show you somewhat of the
right Way of following your Duty in these Things.
As, 1st. Ye must exercise your Power over all Perties of Ruli7ig- Elders, lieth (for the

sons within your Charge indifferently and impartially

;

over the Rich as well as the Poor, the High as well as
the Low, your Kinsfolk as well as others. Jam. ii. 1.

Divers Weights and divers Measures are an Abomina; Yea, you must exercise it over
lio?i to the
these of your own Number ; and also, over teaching and

LORD

preaching Elders, Acts xx. 28.
2d, Ye must exercise your Power towards

all

iii.

6.

The

our Church do appoint, that, whosoever

it

be, that

of Scandals and Offences, 2 Thess.

Sorts

Acts, of

might

spot a Christian Congregation, ought not to escape either
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Therefore, ye must take Notice

of all scandalous Omissions and Commissions.

3d,

Ye must not

bring in

civil

Questions and Debates

before the Assemblies of the Church, John xviii. 36.
4th,

Ye must

Offences

:

observe this Order in taking Notice of

If the Offence be private, and

known but

to

a few, then follow the Order prescribed unto you by
Christ, Matth. xviii. 15, 16, 17.

If the Offence be puband open, then is the Offender, without previous
Admonition, to be delated to the Session. 1 Tini. v. 20.
5(h, In these Delations, you must not, upon every
lick

Rumour,

or Jealousie, or Suspicion, bring

questioned publickly, as scandalous Walkers

Men
;

to

be

but ye are

make diligent and prudent Enquiry about the
Truth of the Matter, and to see if it can be proven by
Witnesses ; Or, if the Scandal thereof be common and
flagrant, or attended with pregnant Likelihoods, and
Presumptions of Truth, before ye bring it to publick.
6ih, In the Matter of Delations and Censure, ye must,
in the Fear of God, and Sincerity of your Heart, take
first to

heed, that Fear, or Favour, or Solicitations, or Threat-

make you not wink at the
and that Passion, or Malice, or private
Quarrels and Particulars, make you not rip up, delate,
or censure the Miscarriage of any
And also, that ye
carry your selves with Tenderness, Compassion and Monings, or Gifts, or Bribes,

Faults of any

;

:

deration towards the Offender, Gal.

commend your

selves to every

vi. 1,

that ye

may

Man's Conscience, 2 Cor.

iv. 2.

7th, Ye must not use, nor inflict any civil Punishment
upon Persons convicted of Scandal The Kingdom of
Jesus Christ and the Censures thereof are spiritual, and
not of this World, Johfi xviii. 36,
8tk, Ye must not use the Censures of the Church as a
u
:
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Penance to satisfy for Sin ; but,
humbling and gaining of the
Soul All Church-Censures, even Excommunication it
self, are ordained of God for this End, 1 Cor. v. 5.
The
bodily Punishment^ or

as a spiritual Medicine, for
:

Word SATISFACTION, may admit of a tolerable Construction in Church-Censures, in order to the removing

but this being so much abused in the
;
Popish Church, and the Hearts of Men being so prone
to turn Gospel-Repentance into a meer legal Penance,
of the Scandal

and to conceive, that by a mere outward Submission and
Obedience to the Censures of the Church, the Guilt of
their Sin is done away before God
Therefore, ye would
carefully shun every Thing that may give Occasion to
the fostering of this pernicious Opinion, and take due
Pains to instruct the Offenders, in the true Nature and
Ends of the Censures of the Church.
9fh, Ye must take Pains upon Persons convicted of
Scandals, to bring them to Repentance, and to have
them fitted to evidence and declare the same in publick,
before the Congregation, that so the Scandal may be removed.
10th, Ye must not desire, or appoint, any to profess
:

Repentance before the Congregation, until the Signs
them For, it is but a mocking, to put
such to publick Repentance, who neither understand
what Sin is, what Repentance is, what Grace is, nor by
whom God's Favours and Mercies are purchased For
this, see what is set down in the Form and Order ()f publick Repentance, appointed by the Assembly, 1567.
Lastly, When the Signs and Evidences of unfeigned
Repentance do appear in these who have offended ; ye
must show your selves ready and willing to receive them,
with all Tenderness and Compassion, and to forgive and
thereof appear in

:

:
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comfort thenij and confirm your Love towards them,

2 Cor.

Now

ii.

7. 8.

these are the Duties briefly and summarily hol-

den forth unto
gaged,

we

you.'

-

But, before

we

take you en-

will pray.

Do you give your Adherence to the Scriptures of the
Old and New Testaments, our Confession of Faith, as it
is received and approvcn by the General Assembly of
this Church, our Catechisms Larger and Shorter, our Covenants National and Solemn League, and to the Acts
of our lawful General Assemblies, for Promoval and DeAnd also, unto the Testimony
fence of Reformation ?
of our Day, against Popery, Prelacy, Erastianism, Indulgence, Tyranny, Sectarianism, Schism, Defection, and
all Heresie and Error ; as it is stated and owned by the
present witnessing and stiffering Remnaiit, according to
the Word of God, and the foresaids }
And do ye firmly
and unfeignedly purpose and resolve, to continue all the
Days of your Lives in Adherence to these ? so that no
Terror or Perswasion of Men shall turn you aside,
either to Compliance with Iniquity, or deserting of Duty,
Now, do ye undertake the Office of Riding Elders
in the Church of Christ, and solemnly engage before the
Lord, that ye shall be faithful, diligent and watchful
over the Flock committed to your Charge, and in all the
Duties of that holy and honourable Employment .''—
And ye who are the People, ye are taken engaged to
obey these Ruli?ig- Elders, and to submit your selves
to them in the Lord ; for they watch for your Souls, as
they that must give Account And to honour them, and
highly esteem them in Love for their Work's sake, according as is prescribed unto you, Heb. xiii. 17' 1 Thess.
v. 12, 13.
If ye shall misregard their Office, disdain
their Persons, slight their wholsom Instructions and Ex:
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hortationsj

and neglect their sound and seasonable Ad-

monitions and RebiikeS;, ye shall be found to despise
Christ,

contemn

his Ordinances, reject the

Means

of

your Edification, and to save your own Souls, in the
Sight of the holy One, when he shall he revealed from
Heaven, ivHh his miglitij Angels, in Flaming Fire, talcing
Vengeance on them that know not God, and that obey not
the Gospel of our F,ord Jesus Christ.'

Thus Mr. James Rcnwick admitted,
ders

(still

at the

concluding the

or ordained Elwith Prayer) not only

Work

two Times and Places

but at other Times
and afflicted
which the unbyassed Reader may
foresaid,

in several other Places, in that disturbed

State of the Church

;

solemn, and conform to
had been in a settled and conYea, some may observe how far it exstitute Church.
cels the superficial Manner of admitting Elders by
many in a settled and (as is pretended,) well constitute
Church. And if Elders, admitted in our Days, have
not been so well preadmonished of their Duties, or be
not conscientiously diligent and faithful in the Discharge
perceive,

was no

less orderly,

Scripture- Rule, than

if it

of their several Duties, in that sacred Function, they

need not be ashamed to learn by the above-mentioned
Method and Documents of that young Disciple of Christ,
who, 'tis evident, was a beloved One, and had the Mind
of the Lord ; and like young Elihu, having the Spirit
and Love of Christ constraining him, did not accept any

Man's Person, nor give flattering Titles to Man; but
and faithfully delivered the whole Counsel of
God.
There being in the Publisher's Hands above Sixty of
Mr. Renwick's Letters, which might been here subjoined,
and were designed to be published with his Life, as pertinent, and of a religious Strain
but not being in Capafreely

;
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them now, and not knowing what Entertainment the History of his Life may meet with in this

city to Print

Age,

his Lettei's are deferred a while.

may

see, in

Only the Reader

the following Pages, and peruse

Three of them

for a Specimen,

Two

or

shewing with what Af-

and Piety he wrote.
any desire to know how he behaved or wrote,
as to Matters of Controversy and Calumny, they may see
in that Respect also, an Instance of his Meekness and
fection, Spirit

And,

if

Moderation, with Prudence and Piety, in his Answer to

Mr. Langlans

his

Criminations, which

is

Printed in

Pamphlet, Intituled, A Confutation of a
scandalous Pamphlet, called A Manifesto, &c. That An'

with a

little

stver of his to grievious Aspersions cast

on him, his Fol-

lowers, and the Cause and Testimony they held, might

been pertinently insert here
already,

To

is

;

but being Printed there

omitted.

the Right Honourable Society of Strangers

at

Lexvarden in Friezland.

JulyMth, 1684.
Beloved in our Lord,

THE

Report of the Continuance of your Sympathy

with us, and of the Increase of your Zeal for the
of Hosts, is greatly encouraging and refreshing

LORD
to

me

:

And which Thing, together with the great
my Heart unto you, impels me to presume

Uniteness of

upon the writing of a Line unto you, tho' I be unapt to
write unto any such, and know not how to explicate my
self; for, that which I mainly desire is, to commend
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unto the World the Loveliness of Christ, the Preciousness of his Cause, the Easiness of his yoke, and the

Sweetness of his Cross (whereof I am sure, ye are not
But, O this is a Work above the Reach of

ignorant.)

Who can think, who can

pcor, scrimp, finite Creatures.

speak, or

who can

Avrite of this

The Immensurable-

.^

Freedom of the Grace of Christ, the Boundlesness of his Power, and Infiniteness of his Love, is such
a bottomless Deep of joyful Wonder, wherein these, who
are made perfect, are everlastingly drowned. What can
ness and

we

in this falling Tabernacle say or think,

in part, and

know

in part

?

O

But

!

let

who but

see

us take our

Eyes from beholding Vanities, and feed them allenarly
upon the Fulness and All-sufficiency of precious and glorious Christ; what Doubts and Fears can we have ? but
enough is there to solve and answer them all unto tis
and I think, if we poor Creatures, whenever a Doubt
or Fear did arise, presently turned our Eyes to contemplate Christ's free All-sufficiency,

we would

find

it

immediately to evanish (as dispelled Smoke) indiscernable
But ah our Tempers are sinfully ready, rather
:

!

to pore

Help

;

upon our Fears, than to imploy Christ for our
and hereby, the Life which we might have of
is turned into a Life of despondent Anxiethey that see Christ to be theirs, can find no

joyful Praise,
ty.

O

Want ; and what mad
Choosers are they,

Fools, idle Persons

who make

it

not their

and

Work

foolish

to

have

But I confess, Christ, unto many (even that
profess much) is as the ample World is to them ; they
have a passing View of Clirist, with the illiterate, illuminate Eye of the Mind biit have neither a renewed
Heart to affect him only for himself, as the All-satisfyChrist

:

;

ing and enriching Pearl of Price
Otliers think that
they have a love to him, but their Desires arc after that
:
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after himself; they desire Libera-

from the Guilt and Punishment of Sin, and a Posses-

sion of a

Heaven, which they build up

their Brain

;

to themselves in

but they care not tho' there were not such

a Thing as the Christ.

Can any in Reason

O

what spurious Love

!

think, but a Suiter,

is

this?

whom a Maid con=

descended to match with, only upon the Account of his
Estate, without Regard of his Person, had good Ground
to refuse such base and spurious Love ? and how shall
Christ regard the adulterate

And

Love of such Self-seekers

?

another Sort of Folk cover over their Pride with a

Vizard of Humility, and cry forth, Christ is a King,
and they are sitting upon a Dunghill, how can they consent to so great and high a

they would do

But

Match

O

?

if

they were Queens

would consider,
commend them to Christ, they will still stagger and stay
away But, let them lay aside their Coyness, and once
come to him, and match with him, and he will make
them Queens and Matches meet for himself. Christ
comes to woo his Bride in the Garments of Condescendency ; he took upon him our Nature, that he might say
to the Worms of the Earth, Ye are my Brethren and my
Sisters
And, O glorious is he in these Garments, being
also clothed in the Robes of ravishing Majesty.
How
compleat and how free a Saviour is he ? yea, how communicative a Good ? so that, each of his own have him
so, as if not any other besides them had him
Each of
us have as much of the Sun, as we would have, tho' there
were no others on the Earth to partake with us ; so is
the Enjoyment of that blessed Sun of Righteousness to
all his Chosen, each of them hath him all.
O what a
blessed Enjoyment is this, which each of his Saints doth
enjoy without envying or wronging one another what
it.

that while they seek any

!

that such

Thing

in themselves to

:

:

:

!

!
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a blessed Choice

O

!

he

will say,

is

lovely,

is

he

is

Christ

he

is

lovely,

Bargain,

What was

knew him

loved him

!

what a
and

lovely,

lovely Choice

is

that choose

all

he

!

him

and that they have made a brave
said of a
;

and

Heathen

Socrales, all that

they did not love him,

if

it

was because they did not know him.
love not Christ,

it is

Indeed they that
because they do not know him. If

he were known what a great, gracious, powerful, loving,
beautiful and excellent One he is, the Heart would be
filled with Love unto him.
If he were known, the Soul's
who
Out-cry would be. He is altogether matchless
is like unto him > Love thinketh the Beloved hath no
Parallel ; and Love loveth all that is the Beloved's
Hence, as Christ is lovely to his own, so his Cause is
!

precious,

it

is

precious,

it

is

precious,

it is

his decla-

whereby he maketh his Name
known. How honourable is it to be an Owner of the
same what Badges of Honour are Reproaches, and
Revilings upon that Account As Love unto him makes
his Cause precious, so, where that is, nothing wiU be
thought too costly to bestow, upon the Cause's Account
What will Love not undergo ? what will Love not forego
for the Beloved's Honour ?
We need no more to commend this common Cause unto us, than this, it is Christ's
Cause ; and seeing his Glory is concerned in it, that is
our Honour to be concerned with it
So Love to the
lovely One, or an Uptaking of his Loveliness, which cannot but beget Love to him, maketh his Yoke easy. Love
is as Oil to our Wheels, to make them run swiftly and
lightly, the Way of his Commandments. O love makes
Obedience an easie and pleasant Work for the Command binds the Conscience, and Love gains the Affections
So, where Conscience and Inclination go together, it must needs be an easie Work.
Christ's Yoke
rative Glory

;

it is

that

!

!

:

!

:

:
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and pleasant unto David, Psal. cxix. 127- /
Commandments above Gold, yea, above Jine Gold !
And tliat which is greatly to be marked there, is, as the
World was Casting off Christ's Yoke, so David was
taking it on more heartsomly
They have made void thy
Law, therefore I love thy Commandmcnis, &c. saith he.
A Rlark of a true Love indeed ; The more that Christ
is rejected and despised by others, the more is he to be
beloved by his own. O what shall be said of Love to
Christ Love is a resolute Soldier for him. Love is a
valiant Champion in his Lists ; Love despiseth, yea (I

was

easie

love thy

:

!

may
Love

say) wisheth for Difficulties, to get
sees not a Spot

Cup put

upon

all

the Cross

;

it

self

shown.

Love gets ne-

Hand, but the Beloved's
but reads Delightsomness engraven upon it ; Love will rejoice to
cross the natural Part of the Will to please Christ, Love
will not stand to venture upon the Swellings of Jordan
with him and for him ; The Heaps of great Waters are
nothing in Love's Eye ; the deeper that Love wades,

ver a

bitt;er

Frowns

;

into his

It thinks not his Cross bitter,

thinks it the sweeter ; Losses, Wandrings, Tossings,
Death and Dangers are nothing to Love, for. Cant. viii.
6, 7» Love is strong as Death, Jealousie is cruel as the
it

Grave, the Coals thereof are Coals of Fire which hath a
Many Waters cannot quench Love,
neither caii the Floods drown it ; If a Man would give

most vehement Flame;
all the
ly

Substance of his House Jor Love,

Christ, let

O

would utterLet us love
exalt his Grace ; and they
love him, let them Anathema

what
us love him, and

be contemned.

that do not, nor never will

shall I say

it

.''

Maranatha. Now,
Right Honourable and dearly Beloved in our lovely
Lord, ye have expressed greatly your Love to wronged
Christ and his precious Cause, by your standing still to
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condole and commiserate the Case of his mournful and
distressed People in this

Land

:

Ye

have evidenced

Heart-Sympathy with us ; your Hands have not been
bound up from helping, strengthning and encouraging
us

;

Cup

ye have been Instruments to minister a refreshful

ye have stood with us when
Duty ; keep
should deny the one, and forsake

of Consolation unto us

others have left us

thereby, tho'

all

:

O

Men

;

stand by Truth and

be your Study and our Study, and
with and for another Let nothing
damp you, nor mar your Confidence ; the Cause is the
Lord's, he shall prevail, he will overturn Thrones and
Kingdoms, and get himself a Name ; And amongst the
But^ go ye
rest, the Tribe of Levi must get a Clash
the other

;

let this

so let us stand one

:

:

be your only Work to follow the Lord fully
and sincerely, and your latter End shall be Peace. Thus
committing you all to the Lord, for directing and upon

;

let it

holding Grace, for his making you in your Places and
Stations (as hitherto he hath done in a great Measure.)

Brazen-Walls and Iron-Pillars against all Error and Unand for his enabling you by his Grace to endure to the End ; that so, ye may everlastingly triumpli
with liim in Glory. So, hoping that I need not desire
you to be mindful of a poor, wrestling, bleeding and
wronged Church ; and of him, whose Life is wading
through Snares, Discouragements, Hazards, Deaths and
Dangers ; and who is.
Right honourable and dearly Beloved in the Lord,
Your real and constant Friend and Sergodliness

,•

vant in all Christian Duties,

JA.

RENWICK.
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the Right Honourable Society of Strangers

at

Lewarden

in Friezland.
Fehruarij 18, 1686.

Right Honourable and dearly Beloved

in our sweet

Lord,

IHave had often Blushes with my self, when I thought
upon my omitting to write unto you ; but I may
say, it was neither voluntary nor wilful, but necessitate
For, a Man under such various Exigences of Providences^ as I am, cannot^ be Master of his own Purposes.
And beside, that I am daily looking out, either to be
presently killed, where I may be found, or else dragged
unto a Prison or Scaffold. Various weighty and perplexing Occurrences, Day by Day, come inevitably into
my Way ; which take up my thoughts, filling my Spirit
with Care, and my Hands with Business. But, if I had
proven as forgetful of you, as I have been blocked up
from saluting you with a Line from my Hand ; I had
been far out of my Duty before the Lord, and grossly
ungrateful toward you.
Howbeit, Right Honourable
and dearly beloved, I need not insist in apologizing for
my self with you ; for I know, ye have such a Feeling
of our Burdens, that ye commiserate our Case, and pity
our Perplexities Therefore, I'U break off this, and go
on in Avhat the Lord giveth me to say.
There is no rational Creature, which doth not set
some one Thing or other before its Eyes, as its main
End and chief Good ; and according to the various Predominants in Sensual and Mad-men, are their various
main Ends. Hence it is that there did result so many
different Opinions among Heathen Philosophers, about
Man's chief Good. But, here is the great Mistake with
:

:
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vain Men, that whatever they seek after, it is
but few, who do bend toward the true chief Good, which
There are indeed Gods many and Lords many
is God.
For, whatever any fixeth his Desires upon, and aimeth
in all his Actions, at the obtaining and enjoying thereof,
is his Lord and his God; whether it be Honour, or
Riches, or some Object or other of vile Concupiscence ;
foolish,

:

yet there is but one God, who is truly and only Desireworthy, Love-worthy, and Honour-worthy. This One
For, what can equal
hath not a Match or a Parallel
:

him

?

yea,

what

in any

Worth, can come the Length of

the Latchet of his Shoes

.''

He

is

that inestimable Jewel,

invaluable Treasure, and incomparable Pearl of Price,
that only worthy Desire of all Nations.

O

take a look

he is the Being of Beings, having Being of
himself independent of all other Beings, and upon whom
all other Things depend in their Being and Operations..
In him we live, in him we move, and of him we have
our Being. Do not all the Pieces of the Creation,
Heaven, Earth and Sea, Sun, Moon and Stars, the
commonest and unworthiest Creature that moveth upon
of

him

as

the Earth, bear large Characters of his Wisdom, Power
and Goodness ? Doth not his mysterious common Providence, making the sharpest sighted of his Creatures
hide their Faces, and become silent before him ; declare
him to be God ; and that he is of one Mind, and who

can turn him

?

Do

not the various Instruments that exe-

cute his Will, signified by four Chariots, Zech.

vi.

I.

bringing about various Dispensations, signified by the

Horses ; whether Calamities of
by the Red ; other doleful Miseries, signified by the Black ; mixed Dispensations, Black and
White (so to speak) of Mercy and Judgment, signified
by the Grizled and Bay; or Dispensations of mercy signi-

different Colours of the

War,

signified
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fied, by the White I say, do not all these come forth from
between the two Mountains of Brass ? The one Mountain
signifying his unalterable Decree, and the other his ef:

which watcheth and waiteth that
Instruments bring nothing to the Birth, but what hath
been conceived in the Womb of his eternal Purpose.
fectual Providence,

O

take a Look of him in his Perfections

he is without
Measure and Limits, without Beginning and Ending
he is one and the same in his Nature, in his Counsels,
and in his Love he perfectly knoweth himself ; and all
Things that are possible, he can do all Things which do
;

:

not imply a Contradiction, and argue Imperfection
is

good, and doth good

equal in

He

is

all

Ways

his

he

;

is

:

He

righteous in himself, and

of dealing with his Creatures

true without any Dissimulation

;

own

He

;

and
every Resemis

holy,

Holiness, and in
Angels and Saints. But, O who can
think of him ? and who can speak of him ? He is infinite in all his Attributes ; and every Perfection hath
Albeit some of his Attributes
a perfect Meeting in him
be in some degree communicable to his Creatures, yet
delighteth in his

blance of

it

in his

:

they are

all in

him, in an altogether incommunicable

Manner and Measure and there is nothing in God,
but what is God; for, this is his Name, I AM THAT
I AM.
And again, I say, who can think of him, and
who can speak of him ? who can comprehend him, or
;

compass him about
ont

God

?

?

fVho hy Understanding can search

Humble and

believing

Ignorance

is

better

than curious and prying Knowledge For, all that we
cannot know of him is, to know that we cannot know
Let us yet come a little nearer, and take a
him.
Look of him, as He is our Saviour, in his Conde:

scendency. Love, Power, Faithfulness, and other Properties

:

O

how condescending

is

he

?

tho'

he be that
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high and lofty One, the Father's Equal, yet he stooped
low as to take xipon him the Nature of Man, and all

so

it
He became Flesh
Bone of our Bone, and that in the

the sinless Infirmities that attend
of our Flesh, and

lowly Condition of a Servant

;

He

:

suites the Creatures

were of some Worth, and seeks Men
and Women to match with him ; O how loving is he ?
it is strong Love that he beareth to that Seed of Abraham
Doth not this shine in all that he hath done ? He emptied himself that they might become full ; he made himself poor, tho' Maker and Possessor of Heaven and
Earth, that they might become rich ; he fulfilled the
Law for them, that he might purchase to them Life and
Happiness ; he made himself a sacrifice unto the Deaths
that he might satisfy offended Justice,'and make Reconciliation for them
O such a Death so cursed so
shameful so painful and so lingring But above all, he
had the full Weight of the Wrath of God to bear ; which
all the Strength of Angels and Men could not have endured
But he being God, he could not fall under it.
O what manner of Love is this ? In Effect he did not
care what he suffered ; let Justice charge home upon him
with aU its Rigour and Severity, seeing he was to gain his
Point, and purchase a Part of Mankind from Satan to himself, from Sin to Holiness, from Misery to Happiness
So that Man, however unworthy, base, sinful and miseO how powerful is
rable, yet is the Center of his Love.
he he is mighty to save, able to save to the uttermost ;
all the strong Holds of the Soul cannot hold out against
Affection, as if

it

!

:

!

!

!

:

:

!

him

;

his

he will

And

;

Power
and by

again, he

is

is irresistible

his

Love he

;

by

this

will do

so faithful, that

he can do what
what we need

what he

:

saith

he doth

he will not retract one Promise that is gone out of his
Mouth ; neither will he fail in fulfilling all his Threat-
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be said of these Things

will

:

When

House above, and see him as he isj we
be ashamed of all our Bablings about him ; they
liave been most ravisht with his Love, and most

we win
that

but not

;

the thousandth Part of the Truth can be told
to his

eloquent to speak forth the Praise of his Comeliness and
Properties, will see that they have been but, at best.

Babes learning
is

O What

to speak.

!

shall I say

?

He

the wonderful, matchless, and glorious, inestimable

Jewel, and incomparable Pearl of Price.

him

who would

O

who would

away themselves
unto him Let Man look through Heaven and Earth,
and seek a Portion where he will, he shall not find the
like of Christ.
O then let us be altogether his and
nothing our own. Our Time let it be his, our Understanding and Will let them be his, our Affections let
them be his, the TraA'el of our Souls let it be his, our
Strength let it be his, our Names, Lives, and Enjoyments let them all be his ; let us be fully surrendered,
not choose

!

not give

!

!

and

intirely consecrated

hensive Matter indeed.

unto him. This is a compreBut, what else should we be

taken up with, but with the Improvement of this Kesignation, always travelling through his Properties, viewing them as our Riches, delighting to improve our Interest in him, by receiving from his Hand what we need,
and that he improve his Interest in us, by doing with us,
and taking from us as he pleaseth. Let us see him, and
observe and say. What have we to do any more with our
Idols.
Oh that Vanity should get so much as one Look
I think he never took more Pains upon any,
from me
that they might be emptied of all Things besides himself, and not have a Will of their own, nor Affection to
any other Thing ; and yet. Ah the bad Intertainment
he gets off [my hand ; I can neither esteem him myself.
!

!
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commend him

nor

my Work

to others, tho'

be to trum-

pet aloud his Praise, and to be an Under-suiter to gain
the Bride's Consent to the lovely Bridegroom ; I can do

nothing in
pose

and

it,

Yet, I can

:

little

can Angels do in

tell this

unto

that

all,

it

any PurMaster in-

to

my

my Commendation ; He is so Excellent
be an obscuring of his Excellency for me
O Right Honourable and dear
to bable about it.
finitely passeth

that, it Avould

!

Friends, are ye not longing for the full Enjoyment of

him, looking

ovit

for the

breaking of the Day, and the

may no more see
him darkly as through a Glass, but may behold him as he
is, and enjoy him perfectly and constantly ?
This, O
what a Happiness is this And what shall I say
this
more ? for ye know more of him than I can tell you
fleeing

away

of the Shadows, that ye

!

!

:

And
to

all

that I can say,

is,

but (as

it

were) to bring you

Remembrance.
I thank

of in

many

God on your Behalf that your Zeal
Places.

us in our Afflictions

heard

is

Ye
;

have become Companions with
your Sympathy with this perse-

all, and we hear that we
have a great Room in your Prayers Man cannot repay
your kindness to us, but I know ye look not to Man in
it, doing it out of Love to the Lord ; for ye have no outward Incouragement to it. O that the Lord, who hath
joined together a few of Lewardeu and a Party in Scot-

cuted Party

is

evident to us

:

Oneness of IMind and Affection, may, when
he returns to us again, join Scotland and Friezland in
Covenant together, to serve the Lord their God And
ye, O Beloved, grow in Grace and endure to the End.
I doubt not but ye have laid your All at Christ's Feet.
land, in such

!

O

Be resolute in his Cause,
take nothing back again
and valiant in his Matters When his Kingdom is so
low, let him want none of your Help, that is competent
:

:
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own him^ and he will own

;

you, stand with him, and he will stand with you, and

make you
overcome

victorious
:

;

whoever

fight against you,

Soldiers shall certainly prevail.

his

ye shall

good fighting in Christ's Camp,

It is

O

for all

look to your

Captain and Encouragements, that ye faint not. I apprehend that ye meet Avith sore Blows and Bickerings ;
yea, I think, that ye scarcely want any Conflict that

we

have, save that ye are not as yet in such

of your Lives

:

dear you unto us

So,

;

no external Condition will more

draw out God's Heart towards you.
say.

Be

Hazard

But, as nothing more than this doth en-

well resolved against whatever

But, this I will
Man can do un-

no Christian ought now to be secure
plotting and strengthening his Force
what he can, and he will not be content with a Part of
Christ's Kingdom ; his Aim is at all ; he stirs himself
to

you

:

I think

the IMan of Sin

now

is

so fast in his Saddle, that I think,

it is

not long to

However, many Lands may look for strange
Plagues, tho' Britain and Ireland shall be made the
Center of God's Judgments ; yet his Indignation shall
not be contained within their Limits. O Judgments
sudden and sore wasting Judgments are coming on BriChrist, mounted on the red Horse of
tain and Ireland.
Severity, will ride through the Breadth and Length of
The appearance of some Parties did fill
their Lands.
many with temporal Expectations ; but did not make
As they knew little of
others change their Thoughts
God's Way, who looked for such Good from such Hands ;
his Fall

:

!

:

So, I thought

them

who

Fools,

conjectured that a Deli-

very should come before a Desolation.

Man

well resolved against what
there are no

mo

I say again.

can do unto you

:

Be

For,

Chrstians than there are Martyrs in

Resolution and Affection

:

The Kingdom

of

Heaven
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must be taken by Violence, and the Violent take it by
Force ; and the mo and greater Difficulties be in the
Way, a right Sight of the Kingdom makes the Way the
For, many
more pleasant. O fear not Difficulties
Trials, that, when looked upon at a Distance, seem big
and mounting, yet when they and ye meet, ye shall
If I could commend any Thing befind them nothing.
side Christ, it would be the Cross of Christ
These
Things which make carnal On-lookers think my Condition hard and miserable, make me think it sweet and
pleasant
I have found Hazards, Reproaches, Con:

:

:

tempts,

Weariness,

Night-wanderings,

Cold,

stormy

Tempests and Deserts so desirable, that it is a greater
Difficulty to me, not to be ambitious of these Things,
than to submit unto them. O rejoice in the Cross, for
the fewer that will bear it, it is
it is all paved with Love
!

your greater Honour to be Friends to

it

:

Follow Christ

with the Cross upon your Backs, and set none else before you, as your

Leader

Man

for

;

is

a poor, fallible,

Let it be your Care not to fall
changeable Creature
upon the Stumbling-blocks cast in your Way neither
:

:

to cast Stumbling-blocks in the

World because of

Ojf'ences

:

Way

of any

:

Wo

Tho' ye have your

to the

own

Share of the revilings.of this Time, yet be not reproached into Reproachers Tho' the Sowrness of others grieve
you, yet let it not infect you ; but let Zeal be accompanied with Meekness, that ye may be free of Passion
:

and Prejudice
that ye

;

may be

and

let

Meekness be backed with Zeal,
Lukewarmness and Indiffer-

free of

Let Meekness be extended toward all Persons,
and Zeal against all Sins And as ye would not lose
your ground, be positive against Sin in the first Propose^ and Motion thereof; ye will not get it shifted by,
and your selves k^t free of it, by hiding your selves.

ency

:

:
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tho' there

may be an

Aaron had no Will

make

the Golden Calf) and he thought to have gotten
put out of the Israelites Minds by bidding them
break off their Golden Ear-rings, and bring them unto
him ; but this simple Shift would not do it The Saint
to

it

:

of

GOD

is

pitifully insnared

;

and

if

he was simple, in

opposing that Abomination, he got as silly an Excuse
for himself; it would not have been thought that a

Now,
Judgment
and Righteousness shall yet meet together again upon
Earth He is interested in his own Work, and thereAnd, such
fore he can neither forget it nor forsake it
But,
as wait for him shall never be put to shame.
Child would have

said.

There came out

Commit your Cause unto

the

this Calf.

LORD,

for

:

:

O long and cry for his Appearance, that he may right
Wrongs, and rule for himself, and claim his own Right
Day may come, that
Heavens, The Kingdoms
of the Earth are become the Kingdoms of our Lord and
He is busy in order to this ; he is carryof his Christ
ing on a Discovery of all sorts of Folk, Enemies and
of Possession

;

that the promised

this shall be voiced alongst the

;

thought that his Discovery had been near
; but he lets me see my self a
Fool, for so judging ; he sees many Things to be discovered that Man sees not But happy are they who are
sincere and intire ; They need not fear, for when they

others

:

I

thro' Scotland before this

:

are tried they shall

Now,

come

forth as Gold.

as to our present Case, I

say to you anent

it,

wot not well what to
many Mercies and

there are so

Judgments in it to be spoken of. God hath taken this
last Year many from us, by Banishment and by Death,
on Scaffolds, especially on the fields, where none (for the
most Part) were to see them die, but the Executioners ;
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and yet God

fills

up

Rooms again; neither ars
damp such as are left Some

their

these Things permitted to

:

more sad) fallen oft' from us ; and yet^
God is filling up their Places alsO;, and making others
more stedfast ; and notwithstanding both of Persecutions and Reproaches, the Lord hath opened Doors for
me^ in several Places in Scotland, where there used to
be no such Access before, and hath multiplied my Work
so upon my Hands (I speak it to his Praise) that I have
observed my Work (I say) to be now in some Shires
O
threefold, and in some fourfold more than it was.
there seems to
that God would send forth Labourers
be much ado in Scotland with them. Also it is almost
incredible to tell what Zeal, what Tenderness, what
Painfulness in Duty, what Circumspectness, of Walk in
many young Ones of Ten, Eleven, Twelve and Fourteen Years of Age, in many Places of Scotland j which
I look upon as one of the visiblest and greatest Tokens
for Good that we have.
But,
Right Honourable and dearly Beloved, not to detain
you further ; I acknowledge my self your Debtor while
I live, for your many Prayers put up for this poor distressed Church, whereof, I know, I have had a Share
for your Sympathy and Kindness otherways manifested
to us ; for your Care of that Family with you, wherein
we are all concerned ; and particularly, for your encouraging, strengthening of, and Kindness to my dear and
worthy Friend, our Right Honourable Delegate.
I
bless the Lord, who hath given you Zeal for himself,
and hath helped you to stand with a poor despised Party
in many Stours for his Interest.
I commend you to
him, that he may make his rich Grace more and more
abound in you, that he may perfect what concerns you,
and make you persevere unto the End, and himself be
have (which

is

!
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need not desire

pray for me, I am.
Right Honoia-able and dearly Beloved,
Your obliged Friend and obedie)it
Servant in the Lord,

JAMES RENWICK.
To

the Right Honourable

Lady E, B,
May 13th, 168a

Right Honourable Lady,
lEarly Beloved in the Lord, JMy insufficiency, being in Part known to me, doth make me stand
in some

Aw to write

to

of the Learned, and the

you

:

Pen

But

if I

had the Tongue
I would

of a ready Writer,

employ them both in speaking Well of the Name of
CHRIST, and commending his Way. O, His Name is
as Ointinent poured foi-th ; and whoso gets a Smell
thereof, cannot but love him
And his Way is so lovely,
that a poor Soul, that once gets his Foot upon it, and
:

the

Eye

looking forward, cannot but choose to tread in

; tho' Rubs and Crosses from Enemies, both
from within and without, should be never so multiplied
And no Wonder, for when the Children of GOD begin
by Grace to turn their Back upon their old Lovers, and
to shake off their Weights, they get in Hand the Hundred fold Ten thousand Times told, and are made to
say, as Psal. iv. 7- Thou hast put Gladness in my Heart,
more, &c. Many a Time I think they can have no pleasant Life, who have not the Christian's Life.
What-

these Paths

:

ever the

World

think, yet the Believer gets that in

Time, which may sufficiently engage him to go through
(if it were possible) a Thousand Deaths in Obedience to
the

LORD.

O

then, since the imperfect and inconstant

Enjoyment of Christ is such

a Thing,

what must the

full
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Of this it may he
Ear heard, neither have entred into the Heart of Man, the Things which GOD
hath prepared for them that love him. The Believers
cannot but have a happy Life, when they have Four
Things which the Scripture calls Precious, to wit, The

and eternal Enjoyment of him be
said, Eije

hath not seen,

!

7ior

precious Redeynption of the Soul, a precious Faith, a precious Christ,

and precious Promises : And the Redempwhich is precious, is by a precious

tion of the Soul,

Faith, laying hold on a precious Christ, held forth in
precious Promises.

But when

their

Happiness

shall

be

compleated, then Faith shall evanish into Sight, by the
entire Fulfilling of the Promises, and the Soul be drown-

Ocean of the Love of precious
and bursting up with Love, continually flaming
toward him again. O what a Life must that Life of
Love be and what inconceivable Joy will it yield
Christ will rejoice over his own Spouse, when he hath

ed

in the bottomless

Christ

;

!

!

taken her Home to his own House, made with his own
Hand, and clothes her with Robes of his own making,
and entertaining her with a Banquet of his own dressing ; and the Invitation- Word of the Giver of that
Friends : Drink,
Banquet will be this, Song v. 1. Eat
yea drink abundantly, O Beloved. And that Table will
never be drawn, and the Dainties will never wear tastesaith, Malth. xxvi. 29.
The
for, as our
;
Wine there is new, and it never groweth old, and his
Spouse her Stomach will never suffocate, nor her Appe-

LORD

less

be satisfied So, in Heaven, there is a continual
Eating and Drinking, and a continual Hungring and
Thirsting ; and a continual Resting, and yet a never
Resting. Then shall the Spouse rejoice in her Husband,
all her Love shall be bended towards him, and her Joy
shall arise from her injoying of him ; her Love shall be

tite

full

:

and constant, not admitting of Intermissions or Va_
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her Joy full and perpetual, not admitting of

Defect, or Changeableness

:

And

that which

great Part of the Christian's Exercise,

now

is

a

to wit, of their

doubting of Christ's Love, and their complaining of
Coldrifeness of Love to him again, shall then be wholly

removed And instead of Grief, at least. Mixtures of
Sorrow with their Joy they shall then have inconceivAnd is not Christ, fully enjoyed, a Match to
able Joy
love, and a Prize to rejoice in ? Now, long for this, and
seek after the abiding Assurance of Christ's Love, and
more and more lovely Communications thereof unto your
:

;

:

Heart, until ye arrive at this

;

And

separate your self

more and more from every unclean Thing, that cannot enter the Gates of the City, where all this is to be enjoyed

:

And

Upmaking

had in Christ
especially seeing he is so worthy, regard not what ye
may be called to undergo, or forego in your owning of
him. I hope ye have studied to let your self, your
Name, your Enjoyments, and your All, lie at his Feet
seeing such rich

is

to be

so as ye can say of these, they are not your

own

the more that ye do prove that they are

by

his,

:

And

his cal-

and making Use of them ; the more of
Love he evidenceth towards you, and the more Honour he putteth upon you. And I think Men and Wo-

ling for them,
his

men

And

are for no Use, but so far as they are for Christ.

whatever Errants he

you to run, fear not
he that rideth these Ways
upon you, and so ye shall not stumble ; for he hath proSkaith nor Hazards, for

mised, Psal. cxxi. 3.

calls

it is

He

shall not suffer thy foot to be

Let the low Case of the Church of Scotland,
and the dangerous Case of the Church in other Lands,
For, ah
we may say at this Day,
lie near your Heart
the House of David is waxing weaker and weaker, and
the House of Saul waxing stronger and stronger. I fear
a sad and general Stroke before it better with the
Churches, for few are valiunt for the Truth upon the

moved.

:

!
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and nothing brings a Church more low, and
upon a Land, than Regardlessness
of Christ's Matters, and silly and shameful slipping from
them ; And this is that which hath occasioned o^r

Earth

:

readier Destruction

Breaches, and bred

And

all

our Divisions in this Church

because some of our Worthies in our Day,

who

have gone before us, have been honoured and helped to
liold, what our worthy Fathers did conquer with their
Blood, and bind over upon us by holy Covenants, and
are endeavouring to do the same ; they and we have

we

been reproached as Followers of new

Ways

Btil

:

Wis-

dom shall be justified of her Children ; And seeing our
Way-marks in the Scriptures, and our never to be forgotten Reformation, and the Cloud of Witnesses walk-

ing in the same Paths,

Man

say

:

But

it

we

are not to regard

were good

for our

much what

Reproachers to be

for a little Time will silence their Boasting, and
sober
make many change their their Thoughts, when they
shall not get Space to amend them.
Now, dear and worthy Lady, I cannot express my
Sense, that I even have of the many Obligations, which
we all stand under unto you for, your Bowels have
not been shut up, nor your Hands shortned towards us ;
;

;

for

us,

your Benefits towards us in this Land, and these of
are amongst you, have been large indeed
But,

who

:

what we enjoy thereby, as
that these Things are Demonstrations of your Love to
God, and Respect to his Work And what further shall

we

are not so refreshed with

;

I

say

?

but.

Go on in the Ways and

in the

Strength of the

be watchful, diligent and spiritual
Grace, and persevere therein unto the End.
I am.
of all Grace and Peace be with you.

Lord

;

;

grow

Right honourable Lady, Your assured Friend
and obedient Servant in the Lord,

JA.

in

The God

RENWICK.
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To Two Gentlewomen.
August 13th, 1687,

Much

THE

honoured Ladies,

Zeal which I desire to have

ment

of the

Kingdom

AdvanceLove which

for the

of Christ, the

I bear to your Souls, and my Sense of the Obligations
which I stand under unto you in particular, have moved
me, to take upon me to salute you with this Line. There
is
it

not a rational Creature, that doth not propone unto
self some chief Good, the obtaining and enjoying

whereof,

is

Who

will

Men

is,

the great Intent and

shew us any good

their setting

up

End

of all its Actions

;

? But, the woful Evil amono-

to themselves

some naughty,

vain and petty Nothing; and despising that wherein
their real and chief Happiness doth only lie ; rejecting

of God against themselves : This Mistake is
Man is an infinite Loser by it ; It is
desperate, for he refuses to be instructed.
Hence, so
the Counsel

deplorable, for

many

different prevailing natural Inclinations, and predomining Lusts, as there are among the Children of
Adam ; so many different chief Goods ; There be Gods
I am sad, to think upon the
7nany, and Lords many.
Folly and Madness of the poor Creature, that thus doth

its own Mercy ; But, let the World choose and
what they please. To us there is hit one Lord.
I am hopeful (much honoured Ladies) that ye are
turning your Backs upon created and carnal Delights,
and setting your Faces toM^ards Christ, seeking after
Union and Communion with him. It is my Soul's earnest Desire, that it should be so ; and if the comfortless
and distracting Vanities of a present perishing World,
shall wheedle and bewitch you, that ye study not the

forsake

follow
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Wisdom

of

God ;

it

of Heart unto me.

0J<'

shall bring great Grief

I say, I

am

and Sorrow

carried betwixt

Hope

and Fear ; I hope the Lord will work a good Work in
you ; I hope it will be ; for, I would have it to be, and
And, I fear, that the
there are some appearances of it.
pleasant and easy Yoke of Christ, be looked upon as
irksom and wearisom by you, when I consider your
Temptations and the (seemingly) promising Beginnings, and fair Blossoms that I have seen in many, which
have fallen away without bringing forth mature Fruit.
Do not take my Freedom in ill Part, neither be offended with it, for it cometh from Affection, and my ardent
Desire, that ye should not neglect the Great Salvation.
Religion is a great IMystery, and a far other Thing,
than even the professing World taketh it to be. There
are many Hindrances in the Way of flying to Clirist, and
closing with him. The natural Blindness that is in Man,
whereby he neither sees his Sin and Danger, nor his SaHis naviour, is a great Hindrance, Rev. iii. 17, 18.
tural Unwillingness and flat Aversation to the Way of
Salvation laid down in the Covenant, and held forth in
His hard-hearted Misbelief,
the Gospel, John v. 40.
whereby he giveth no Assent to the Righteousness of
Scripture Precept and Doctrine, and Justice of Scripture
Threatning nor Consent to Scripture Promises, making
fiducial Application of them, Joh/i v. 38. Heb. xi. 6.
His whorish Addictedness to his Lusts, Idols and carnal
Intanglements, whereby he doth not quite his Prophanity, nor leave the Honour, Applause, Profit and Pleasure of this World, Pscil. xlv. 10, 11. So)ig iii. 11.
Chap. iv. 8. His mistaking the Government of Christ,
counting it hard, melancholick and unpleasant, Matth.
His judging Religion but a Fancy, and
^i. 28, 29, 30.
a politick Invention, to amaze and amuse the Minds of
;

;
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His conceiving a Facility

xxii. 5.

in Reli-

much ado about it,
needful, when he pleaseth,

gion, thinking there needeth not be so

and that he can do all" that is
Matth. viii. 19. John vi. 44.
His postponing the Business of Life eternal from Time to Time, leaving that
last in doing, which ought to be first done, resolving to
amend ere he end whereby his vain Heart deceives
him, and Satan justles him out of all Time, Luke ix. 61.
His peevish and foolish Impatience, whereby he doth not
forsake a present imaginary Good, for a future real
Happiness. A Man may think it is a good Thing to
;

but because that is an hereafter;
Happiness, and lieth now only in Promise, he cannot

enjoy everlasting Life

wait for

what

is

it,

and take

present, tho'

as his Portion, but grasps at

be neither contenting nor con-

2 Tim.

stant, Psal. iv. 6.

great Hindrances

it
it

;

iv. 10.

I say, all these are

see that ye get over these, and all

other Obstructions, and lay hold upon Christ.
I could bewail the lamentable Condition of IMan,

held in so

many

Chains, from this

cern and eternal IMoment

Work

O

that

who

is

of great Con-

!

O, much honoured Ladies, consider the indispensible
and absolute need ye have of a Saviour ; consider the
awful Commands, full Promises, free Offers, hearty
Invitations, and serious Requests given forth in the

Word, all crying aloud with one Voice unto you, to
match with the Lord of Glory Consider the Assurance
that his own Testimony hath given you, of dwelling
with him throughout Eternity, in his Heavenly Mansions,
where ye shall see him as he is, have a full Sense of his
and ever drink
Love, and a perfect Love to him again
of the Rivers of Pleasures that flow at his right Hand, if
ye shall embrace him upon his own Terms. Consider
:

;

the peremptory Certification of everlasting Destruction,
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of dwelling with continual Burnings^ and lying under

Burden of his Wrath ; a Curse running always out
upon you in the overHowing Flood, if ye shall neglect
to make your Peace with him, and reject his Salvation.
I say, consider those Things, and give all Diligence to
make your Calling and Election sure ; and see well that
ye be not deceived, for there are many Mistakes, and a
Many think themgreat Mystery in this Business.
selves to be something, when as they are nothing, and so
deceive themselves, and come short of the Grace of God ;
instead of founding upon the immoveable Rock of Ages^
they build upon the Sand of their own Attainments
For, Folk may go a great Length, and yet be void of
the

:

true saving grace

;

they

may have

a great speculative

Knowledge of the Matters of God, and Mystery of SalThey may abvation, and strong Gifts, 1 Cor. xiii. 2.
stain from many Pollutions, and the gross Evils that
They
others are given unto, Luke, xviii. 11, 12, 13, 14.
externally perform many Duties, as Reading, Prayand be very much in these, Lnke, xviii. 11, 12, 13,
They may have very great Sorrow for Sin, not be14.
cause of the Dishonour done to God, but the Hurt to
themselves ; not because they are polluted, but because
they are destroyed by it, Matth. xxvii. 3. Hcb. xii. 17They may have a Desire after Grace, which yet is not
for Grace's sake, but for Heaven's sake, Matth. xxv. 8.
They may have an historical Faith, and give the Assent

may

er,

of the Mind to all that is revealed in the Word, yea to
the spiritual Meaning of the Law, Mark, xii. 32, 33,
34.

They may have big Hopes, and

of God, which nevertheless
forget that he

is just,

and neglect

to lay hold

whereas, he

for Satisfaction of his Justice

;

none out of Christ, Job,

13, 14.

viii.

that in the

but presumption

is

is

;

Mercy

for

they

upon Christ
merciful to

They may have the
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of the Spirit, and a Taste of the

heavenly Gift, and the Powers of the World to come,

Heb.

They may be convinced

vi. 4, 5, 6.

to close with Christ,

that

and comfort themselves

it is

good

as if they

had done it ; whereas, they are still in their natural State,
Hos. viii. 2, 3. They may suffer many Things materially
for the Cause of God, and toil much in following Ordinances, undergoing the same out of Respect for their own
I say. People may, and many do,
Credit, 1 Cor. xiii. 3.
arrive at all these and such like Attainments, and notv/ithstanding remain in the Gall of Bitterness and Bond
It may make us all tremble, to think what
of Iniquity.
a Length Folk may go, and yet never have gone out of
themselves, and passed through the Steps of Effectual
Calling.

eaten

Many

in our Streets

and

will say to

and drunken

in thy

:

Have we

Name

him

We

have

and thou hast taught

Name ?
Name done

not prophesied in thy

cast out Devils,

7nany wonderful Works ?

Day,

in that

in Ihy Presence,

whom

and

i?i

thy

he will chace away from

his Presence, with that fearful Sentence

DEPART

YE,

professing unto them, that he never knew them.

Let

this

alarm you to make sure

Work

in this great

Concern, and not deceive your selves, with a Counterfeit,
instead of a Reality, with a Flash instead of Conversion,
and a Delusion instead of Christ. But, get ye a Sight
of your sinful and miserable State, a Sense and Feeling
thereof, putting you in a Perplexity,

you from resting in

it

;

and discouraging

a Conviction of your

Inabi-

help your selves, and of your Unworthiness that
should help you out of it ; and look unto Christ,

lity to

God

as your alone Saviour, receiving him wholly, in his
Threefold Office, of King, Priest and Prophet, welcom-

ing him, and taking up his Cross, against the World,
the devil, and the Flesh, and resting upon him alone for
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:

And

will be sure

then^ the Business will be done, and all

Then ye may defy Devils and Men,

;

for

plucking you out of his Hand.

And if ye have thus closed the Bargain with him, then
ye will find in you a War, declared and maintained
against all Sin, Rom. vii. 15. Ezek. xviii. 21. 1 John
iii.

A Respect to all the Commandments of the Lord,
21.
A liking of the Way of Happiness, as

9.

Ezek.

xviii.

well as of Happiness

Esteem
2.

A

Phil.

it self,

John

iii.

14, 15.

An

high

of Justification and Sanctification, Psal. xxxii.

Prizing of Christ, and a longing to be with him,

i.

23.

And

an admirable Change wrought in you

;

new Judgment, new Will, new Conscience, new Memory, new Affections In a Word, all the Faculties of
a

:

the Soul will be new, in regard of their Qualifications

;

and all the Members of the Body, in regard of their Use,
2 Cor. V. 17- Now, if ye have attained to a Saving Interest in Christ, ye may find these, and the like Marks
and Evidences of it.
O halt not in this great Matter, rest not in an Uncertainty, and satisfie not your selves with a May-be : But
Examine your selves ; whether ye be in the Faith ; prove
your otvn selves j Jcnow ye not your own selves, how that
Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be Reprobates ? In setting your Faces toward Zion, ye may expect that Satan
will raise all his Storms against you ; but fear him not,
Give your
for the Grace of GOD is sufficient for you.
selves wholly to the LORD, to serve him, and to love
his name, to choose and follow the Things that please

him

:

Your

greatest

Honour

lieth in this,

your greatest

Duty, your greatest Profit, and your greatest Pleasure.
Count the Cost of Religion ; GOD is a liberal Dealer,
deal not niggardly with him, prig not with him about
and
your Estates Who in Heaven is like unto him
:

.''
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is to be desired like him ?
Lay down
NameSj your Enjoyments, your Lives, and
your All at his Feet ; for he is only Worthy to have the
Disposal of them ; and the Sufferings of this present
Time are not worthy to be compared with the Glory
Think not much to quit the
that shall be revealed.
vain and carnal Delights of the World ; they cannot satisfy your Senses, and much less your Souls
The Earth
is Round, and the Heart of Man Three-nooked ; there-

who

in the

Earth

to him^ your

:

cannot be filled by that And the' ye could
Content in them, yet how vain were it, because

fore, this

find

:

? and how unsolid, because uncertain.-*
Regard not Men's Reproach, for so reproached they
our LORD and the Prophets ; Yea, there can be no
Contempt or Calumny cast upon you, for the Gospel's
Sake, but what hath been cast upon the Faithful in all
Ages Remember Moses, who esteemed the Reproach of

unconstant

:

Christ, greater Riches than the Treasures o/'Egypt:

go ye forth without

new Name

the

Camp

And

hearing his Reproach;

more than enough compense
Advance resolutely in the
Way of Godliness, your Guide is faithful, your Victory
certain, your Reward sure, and your Triumph everlasting
Stumble not, because Religion is mocked at ; for
it is not the worse that IMan thinketh so little of it
Count it not a Fancy, because many desert it ; but Taste
and See that GOD is good. Follow no Man further than
he follows Christ ; Divide not from the Head, to unite
with any professed Members Walk not with them,
who renounce their dependence upon Christ ; Or,
Christ's

will

the World's Nick-name.

:

:

who

are carrying on a course of Defection, pressing a

relinquishing of the present Testimony, and casting Re-

proaches upon the

Way

of

GOD.

Keep your

selves

from the Pollutions of this Time, and partake not with
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other

Men

in their Sins

:

But study

to

have a good

and a good Conscience will be a peaceable
Conscience, and a peaceable Conscience will be a fat

Conscience
Feast.

;

Shun

so

much

and vain Persons

:

Ye

as ye can the

Company

of carnal

will not get this wholly evited,

but ye may avoid unnecessary Converse, Frequency
and Familiarity with them We are obliged to carry
our selves with Courtesy, Humanity and Pity towards
All ; but not with Friendliness and Familiarity
Ye
know. Evil Company, and Communication corrupteth
:

:

good Manners. O what shall I say ? Watch always,
be much in secret Prayer, Self-examination, Spiritual!

meditation ; Read the written Word of GOD ; Seek to
have your Mind's understanding it, your Hearts affecting
Consciences and Actions guided by it
it, and your
Get his Spirit to dwell in you, by directing you into
all Truth, reproving you for Sin, and bringing every
Thought in Obedience to Christ, and leading you into
Lay aside every Weight, and run the
Supplication.
Race that is set before you with Cheerfulness and AlaDespise every Opposition and Obstruction in the
crity
Way, and keep your Eyes still upon the Prize, having
,•

a Respect to the Recompence of Reward.

The
pray

very

GOD

Now,

of Peace sanctify you wholly, and I

GOD, your whole Sjnrit and Soul and Body be pre-

served Blameless, unto the
Christ.

I

Coming of our Lord Jesus

am.

Much

honoured Ladies,

Your ass2ired and obliged Friend
and Servant in the Lord,

JA.

RENWICK.

ANTIPAS
OR,

The Dying Testimony

Mr.

of

JAMES REN WICK,

Minister of the Gospei,

who

Suffered at the

GrasS'Market of Edinburgh, Feb.

I7.

1688.
His Sentence was founded on these following Heads.
1.

Because he could not own James the VII.

fo

be his

Laivful Soverain.

Because he taught the Unlaivfuliiess of Paying the
Jbr suppressing of the FaithJul and free Preaching of the Gospel.

2.

CesSj expressly exacted

3.

Because he taught, that it vcas the People s Ditty,
Carry Arms at the Preaching of the Gospel {when
tuas Persecuted)

sisting

for Defending of themselves, and

to
it

re-

of unjust Violence.

Gen. 4, 10. And he said, What hast thou done ? the voice of thy Brother's Blood cryeth unto me from the Ground. Psal. 78, G4. Their
Ps. 79, 2. The Dead Bodies of thy serpriests fell by the sword.
3. Their Blood have they shed like water round about
vants, &c.
Lam. 2, 20. Shall the priest and the prophet be slain
Jerusalem.
Rev. 2, 10. Be thou Faithful unto
in the sanctuary of the Lord.
Death, and 1 will give thee a crown of Life. Rev. G, 9. I saw under the Altar the souls of them that were slain, for the word of God,
and for the Testimony which they held, 10 and II verses, <|r.
Rev. 7, 13. What are these ^c, and whence came they ? 14 v.
And he said to me. These are they which came out of great tribulation, &c.

The Dying Testimony of Mr. James Renwick, Minister of the Gospel, to the Truths and Duties
for which he was Judged, and others Contraverted in our time, who Suffered at the GrassMarket in Edinburgh, February \1th, 1688.

Emitted from his own

Hand

the day before his

Suffering, ^c.

My

Dear Friends

in

CHRIST,

hath pleased the Lord to deliver

IT Hands of Men, and
lutation,

I

which I expect

my Heart upon

it,

before

think

Avill

God

fit

be the
;

me up

to send
last,

into the

you this Sa-

when

I pose

I dare not desire to

have

escaped this Lot, for no less could have been for his Glory

and Vindication of

am

free before

either

his

him

Cause on

my

behalf

:

And

as I

of the Prophainity, which some

naughty wicked, or strangers

to

me, have Report-

ed that I have been sometime Guilty of; So he hath
kept me from the Womb, free of the ordinary Polution
of Children, as these that hath been acquainted with

me

now my Blood
shall either more silence Reproaches or more Ripen them
for Judgment, but I hope it shall make some more sparing to speak of those who shall come after me and so
throu' the Tract of

my Life

do know, and

;

I

am

the more willing to pay this Cost, for their In-

and my Succeeders ease ; Since I came to PriLord hath been wonderfully kind to me, he
has made his Word to give me Light, Life, Joy, Courage, and Strength, Yea, it hath dropped with sweet
struction,
son, the

Smelling Myrrh unto me
and promises. Gen. 22. 12,
nouo

I

;

particularly these passages

latter part

of the Verse.

For

knotv that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not
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xaithheldthy Son, thine only Son,

Neh.

8. 10, latter

part

Neither be you sorry, for the Joy of the
your Strength. Job 3, 17- There the Wicked

of the

Verse.

Lord

is

cease from troubling,

and

18.

there the xveary be at rest.

There the Prisoners rest together, thty hear not the voice
of the oppressor. Job 23, 10. But he knoweth the tvay
that I take : ixihen he hath tried me, I shall come forth
flA Gold.
1 1. My foot hath held his steps, his ways have
I kept, and not declined. 12. Neither have I gone back
from the Commandment of his Lips, I have esteemed the
13.
luords of his Mouth more than my necessary food.
But he is of one mind, and tvho can turn him ? and tvhat
his Soiddesireth, even that he doth.

14.

For he perform'

appointed for me : and many
such things are ivith him.
Psal. 105, latter part of the
Verse.
The word of the Lord tryed him. Luke 21, 12.
thing

eth the

But

that

is

before all these they shall lay their hands on

•persecute

you and

you, delivering yon up to the Sijnagogues, a?id

Kings and Riders for
you for a Tes19. In your patience possess ye your Souls.
timony.
The Gospel according to S. John. Heb. 12, 13. To the
General Assembly and Church of the first Born, which
are written in Heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and
to the Spirits of Just Men made perfect.
Jam. 1, 12.
Blessed is the Man that endureth Temptation : forxvhen
into Priso7is, being brought before

my Name

he

is

sake.

13. Atid

it

shall turn to

tried, he shalt receive the

Lord

Crown of Life, which

hath promised to them that love him.

Peter

the

5, 7»

Casting all your care upon him, for he careth for you.
8.

Be

sober, be vigilant, because

your Adversary the

Devil, as a roaring Lyon, walketh about seeking

may

whom

/ know thy works : behold,
I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut
it ; for thou hast a little Strength, and hast kept my

he

devour.

Rev.

3, 8.

MR. JAMES RENWICK.
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10. Because thou

word of my Patience, I also xvill keep thee
from the hour of Temptation, which shall come upon all
11.
the World, to try them that dwell upon the Earth.
Behold, I come quickly : hold that fast which thou hast,
hast kept the

that no

man

take thy crown.

12.

Him

that over-cometh,

Temple of my God, and he
shall go no more out : and I xvill xorile upon him the
Name of my God, and the name of the Ci(y of my God,
iuhich is new Jerusalem, which cometh doxvn out of Heaven from my God : and I will write upon him my new
Name. Rev. 19, 20. And the Beast xvas taken, and with

•will

I make a pillar

him

the false

xuith tvhich

of the

beast,

in the

Prophet that wrought miracles before himy

he deceived them that had received the

and them

that worshipped his Image.

both were cast into a lake of Fire burning with

And

21.

stone.

mark
IViese

the remnant tvere slain with the

BrimSword

Which Sword proceedof him that sat upon the horse.
eth out of his mouth : and all the Fowls were filed with

And many

their flesh.

O
little

what can
that I

other Scriptures.

I say to the Lords praise

knew

of

him before

I

came

!

it

was but

to Prison

;

I

have found sensibly much of his divine strength, much
of the joy of his Spirit, and much assurance from his

Word and

Spirit, concerning

my

Salvation,

my
Sum of my

my

Suffer-

ings are stated upon the Matter of

Doctrine, for

there was found with me, the

last

two Ser-

mons at Braids-Craigs, which I wrote after I Preached
them ; The former thereof was upon Ps. 46, 10. Be still,
and know that I am God t I xvill be exalted among the
Heathen,

upon
if any

I

will be exalted in the Earth.

Heb. 10, 38.

Man

Now

draxn back,

And

the later

the just shall live by Faith

my

:

but

Soul shall have no pleasure
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And

was examined upon the Application
All which I

so I

made therein unto the Sins of the time
owned once and again, as it is to be seen

:

in

my

Indict-

ynent, and I being tried, and an Assize set ; I adhered
to my former Confession Explicitly, so my Sentence of
forth, upon these three Heads.
Because I could not oton James the VII.

Death was drawn
First,

my

to he

lavoful Soverain.

Secondly, Because I taught, the unlawfulness of pai/^
ins the Cess expressly exactedJor suppressing the Faithftd,

andjree Preaching of the Gospel.

Thirdly, Because I taught,

it

tvas the People's

duty to

carry Arms, at the Preaching of the Gospel, notu tvhen
is

it

persecuted for Defending of themselves, and resisting

of unjust

violence.

I think such a Testimony,
I praise the

Lord

positive in all

is

worth many Lives, and
me to be plain and

for his enabling

my Confessions

for therein I

;

I have

Joy, strength and boldness.

found Peace,

met with many As-

saults in Prison, some from some of the Indidged Party',
and some from some of the Prelaticks ; but by the
strength of God I was enabled to stand, that they could
1 was also Assaulted by
neither bow me nor break me
some of the Popish Party, I suppose they were some of
but they found none of
the Ecclesiastical Creatures
their own Stuff in me, I told them after sundry Debatings. That I had lived and should die an Enemie to
Howsoever some that knew me not. Retheir way
proached me with Jesuitism I was pressed by Sundry
to seek a Reprive, and my Answer was always. That I
adhered to my former Confession, and if they pleased to
let the appointed time of my Death stand, let it stand,
and if they pleased to protract it, let them protract
ft, for I was ready and willing both to live and to die.
:

;

:

:
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Howbeit their came a Reprive for eight days but I had
no hand in it ; They still urged, would I but say that
I desired time for Conference with some persons anent
my Principles I Answered, That my Time was in the
Lord's Hands, and I was in no Hesitation or doubt about
my Principles my self, I would not be so rude as to decline conference with any, so far as it might not be inconvenient for me in my present Circumstances, but I
will seek it with none. I have no more to say upon this
Head, but my Heart doth not smite me for any thing
in the Matters of my God, since I came to Prison
And I
can further say to his praise with some Conscienciousness
of Integrity, That I have walked in his way and kept
his Charge, though Avith much Weakness, and many inNow my
firmities, whereof ye have been Witnesses.
dear Friends in precious Christ, I think I need not tell
you that as I have Lived, so I Die in the same perswasion, with the true Reformed and Covenanted Presbyterian Church of Scotland, that I adhere to the Testimony of
the Day, as it is held forth in our Informatorie Vindication, and in the Testimony against the present Toleration ; and that I own, and Seal with my blood all the
precious Truths, even the Contraverted Truths that I
have Taught So I would exhort every one of you, to
make sure your Personal Reconciliation with God in
for I fear many of you have that yet to do, and
Christ
when ye come where I am to look pale death in the Face,
ye Avill not be a little Shaken and Terrified, if ye have
I would exhort you to
not laid hold on Eternal Life.
:

:

:

:

,•

much

Diligence in the use of the means, to be careful

in keeping

up your

Societies, to be frequent

in secret Prayer, to

God, and
to

Read much

and fervent

the Written

Word

of

examine your selves by it do not wearie
maintain in your places and stations the present Testo

:
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tiitioiiy

;

for

when

Christ goes forth to defeat Antichrist

;

Name

Written on his Thigh and on his Vesture King of kings, and Lord of lords, he will make it
Glorious in the Earthy and if ye can but Transmit it to
the Posterity, ye may count it a great Generation's work.
But beware of the Ministers, that have accepted of this
Toleration, and all others that bend that way, andfollo'vo
Do
iliem not, for the Sun hath gone dotvn upon them.
not fear that the Lord will cast off Scotland, for he will
with

tliut

certainly return again, and shew himself Glorious in our
Land, but watch and pray, for he is bringing on a sad
overthrowing stroak, which shall make many say. That
they have easily got thorow, that hath got a Scaffold for
Christ, and do not regard the present sufferings of this
World, for they are not worthy to be compared to the
Glory that shall be revealed, I may say to his praise, that
I have found his Cross sAveet and lovely unto me ; for I
have had many Joyful hours, and not a fearful thought
He hath strengthened me, for
since I came to Prison
And I am now
to outbreath Man, and outface Death.
longing for the joyful hour of my Dissolution, and there
is nothing in the World, that I am sorry to leave but
you. But 1 go to better company, and so I must take
;

my

leave of you

Farewell, beloved Sufferers,

all.

and

followers of the Lamb ; Farewell Christian intimats
Farewell Christian and Comfortable Mother, and Sis'
ters

;

Farewell sweet Societies

neral Meetings

;

;

Farewell desireable Ge-

Farewell Night-wandrings, in cold and

weariness for Christ; Farewell sweet Bible, and Preach"
ing of the Gospel ; Farewell Sun, Moon, and Stars, and
all

SuUiinarie things

;

—

Farewell Conflicts with a

Body

and Death. Welcome Scaffold, for precious
Christ ; Welcome Heavenly Jerusalem ; Welcome in nu^
merable Company of Angels ; Welcome General Assem-

of Sin

MR. JAMES RENWICK.
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Welcome Croivn of
;
and Songs o/" Moses and the Lamb ;
And above ail. Welcome thou Blessed Trinity and one
God !
Eternal One J I commit my Soul into thy Eter-

hly,

the First-Born

Glorij, xvhi/e Robes,

nal

rest,

Feb.

My

JAMES RENWICK.

13//;. I68cS.

Dear Friends

in Christ,

See now what hath been the Language of my Re-* prive, it hath been, that I might be further Tempted
'W'

and Tryed, and I praise the Lord he hath assisted me, to
give further proofs of sieclfastness ; I have been often assaulted by some Popish Priests, hut the last time they
came, I told them, I mould Debate no more tvith such as
and

had Lived and iwuld Die a Presand testifie against the Idolatrous,
Heresies, Superstitions, and errors of that Antichristian
•way ; hut Yesterday I luas cast into deep Exercise, and
made to dwell under an impression of the Drcadfidness
theij tvere,

that I

byterian Protestant,

of every thing, that might grieve the Spirit of God. I
found Sin to he more Bitter than Death, and one Hour's
And then at
hiding of Gods Face, more insupportable.

I was called before a part of the Council, and the
Chancellor produced the Informatorie Vindication, and

Night,

/ answered, I knew it ; And being
I had a great hand in Writing of it, they pressed me to tell my Assistances^ 1 told
them thetj were those whom they persecuted, but would
satisfie them no further ; they also urged me upon pain
of Torture ; to tell where our Societies were, who kept
asked if I knexn

interrogal,

I

it ;

confessed that

our General Correspondences, and where they were kept.
I Answered, though they should Torture me, iohich was
contrar to all Laws after Sentence of Death, 1 would
give them no further notice than the Books gave,

I was
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moreover threatned to tell of my Haunts and Quarters ;
but 1 refused to make known to them any su ch thing ;
So I ivas returned to Prison. Such Exercise as I had,
very rieedjul for such a Tryal ;

tvas

And

1 ivould rather

endure what they could do unto me ; Then, have dishonoured Christ, Offended you, and brought you into
Trouble :
But I hope within less than three days, to be

—

without the reach of all Temptations.

Now

I

sed

have no more to say, Farewell again, in our Bles-

LORD

JESUS.

JAMES RENWICK.

Feb. 15th. 1688.

A

Words upon

short Account of his last

BEfore he went

the Scaffold.

out of the Tolbooth, he was at Din-

ner with his Mother, Sisters, and some Christian
Friends,

when

the

Drum

beat the

first

Warning

to his

which so soon as he heard, he leapt up in a
Ravishment of Heavenly Joy, saying, Let us be glad
and rejoice, for the Marriage of the Lamb is come, and
I can say in some Measure, The Bride the Lamb's Wife
hath made her ^elf ready.
And till Dinner was over, he
enlarg'd upon the Parable of a Marriage, and invited all
of them to come to the Wedding, meaning his Execution
When he was come to the Scaffold, the Drums
being beat all the While, none of the distant Spectators
could hear any Thing that he said ; only some very few,
that were close by him, did hear it, whereof one has collected the following Account
He delivered himself to
Execution

;

:

:

this Effect.

Spectators, or (if there be any of you) Auditors, I

must

tell

you, I

am come

here this

Day to

lay

down my

MR. JAMES RENWICK.
Life, for adhering to the Truths of

I

am
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CHRIST,

neither afraid nor ashamed to suffer

the

LORD, that

me

to suffer

;

for which
Nay, I bless

ever he counted me worthy, or enabled
any Thing for him ; and I desire to praise
his Grace, that he hath not only kept me free from the
gross Pollutions of the Time, but also from many ordinary Pollutions of Children ; and such as I have been
stained Avith, he hath washen me from them in his own

Blood.

I

am

this

Day

to lay

down my Life

for these

For disowning the Usurpations and
Tyranny of James Duke of York. (2.) For Preaching,
That it was unlawful to pay the Cess, expressly exacted
for bearing down the Gospel.
(3.) For Preaching,
That it was lawful for People to carry Arms, for defending themselves, in their Meetings for the persecuted GosI think a Testimony for these is worth
pel Ordinances.
many Lives ; and if I had Ten hundred, I would think
it little enough to lay them all down for the same.
Dear Friends, Spectators, and (if any of you be) Auditors, I must tell you. That I die a Presbyterian ProI own the Word of God as the Rule of Faith
iesta?it.
I own the Confession of Faith, Larger
and Manners
and Shorter Catechisms, Sum of Saving' Kfiow ledge, 'Directory for Worship, &c. Covenants Natiotial and Solenin League, Acts of General Assemblies, and all the
faithful Contendings that have been for the Work of Reformation. I leave my Testimony approving the Preaching of the Gospel in the Fields, and the Defending the
same by Arms. I adjoin my Testimony to all that hath
been sealed by Blood, shed either on Scaffolds, Fields
I leave my Testimony
or Seas, for the Cause of Christ.
three Things.

(1.)

against Popery, Prelacy, Erastianism,

Profanity, and every

Thing contrary

particularly, against all Usurpations

to

Against all
sound Doctrine ;

c^-c.

made upon

Christ's
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Who

Rights,

is

the

THE EARTHj
ing His
against

PRINCE OF THE KINGS OF

who

alone must hear the Glory of rul-

own Kingdom^ the Church And in particular,
the Absolute Power usurped by this Usurper,
:

that belongs to no Mortal, but

JEHOVAH

is

the incommiinicahle

and against this Toleration flowing from that Absolute Power,
Upon this he was bid have done ; He answered, I
Then he said, Ye that are the People
have near done.
of GOD, do not weary in maintaining the Testimony of
the Day, in your Stations and Places ; And whatever
Prerogative of

;

ye do, make sure an Interest in Christ ; for there is a
Storm coming that shall try your Foundation. SCOT-

LAND must be rid
very come.

SCOTLAND,

of

And you

before the Deli-

that are Strangers to

GOD,

break

off your Sins by Repentance, else I will be a Witness
Here they causagainst you, in the Day of the Lord.
desist.
Upon the Scaffold he sung a Part of the
103 Psalm from the Beginning, and read the 19/A Chap-

ed him

And

ter of the Revelation.

having thus finished his

Course, served his Generation, and witnessed a good
Confession for his Lord and Master, before many Witnesses,

into the

by the Will of

Hands

of

GOD,

GOD

he yielded up his Spirit

who gave

it.

AN ELEGIE UPON
The Death

of that

Famous and

Faithfull

Minister and Martyr^

Mr.

JAMES RENWICK.

Composed immediately

after his Execution at
Edinburgh, 17- Feb. 1688.

2. 13. I know thy Works, and where thou dwellest even\
where Satan's Seat is : And thou holdest fast my Name,uinl\
hast not denyed my Faith, even in those Dayes wherein An-I

iRev.

tipas tvas

my

Faithful Martyr, ivho ivas slain

where Satan dwelleth.

Printed in the Year. 1688.

among

yoii,\

AN ELEGIE UPON
The Death

of that

Famous and

Faithfull

Minister and Martyr,

Mr.

HEre's work,

JAMES RENWICK.

mourners to deplore
more
In such a day, let's hang our harps on wiUowes
Its not a time of laying heads on pillowes
In such a day of wrath, and Consternation,
In such a day of Dread, and Desolation
A day of tryal, and of treading down,
day wherein our head hath lost its Crown,
A day of Blasphemy, Rebuke and Trouble,
A day of Darkness, and of Sorrows double,
day of great Vexations, and Confusions,
A day of great temptations, and Delusions,
day of Jumbling, manifold Distractions,
day of Stumbling, manifest Defections,
A day of Famine of the word of Life,
A day of Sinning, Suffering, and Strife
When Babels Brats the world so much encumber.
When Zioiis Sons dayly decrease in number,
When now the Godly cease, the Faithful fail.
When few are left, their Funerals to bewail.
When nought but Thorns, where Corn grew, we can
When Gold is gone, and dross but left behind.
This

alas

!

for

fatal stroke, sadly presaging

:

A

A

A
A

:

When our Elijah's, Israels's Chariot's gone.
When yet, alas ? their Mantl's left with none.
When many Hypocrites Christs Fan discovers.
When few are left, that are his loyal Lovers,

find.
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When for his laws, these few are sore oppressed.
When for his cause, they're pillag'd and distressed.
When those are hunted, and alwayes afflicted.
When of all help, and harbour interdicted.
When chas'd through Country, and pursued in City,
When banish'd, butcher'd, yet, in stead of pity,
(When counted slaughter sheep, and daily killed.
By such as sit at ease) they much are filled
With insolent contempt, and sad reproaches.
Which of all falshood, still the father broaches

;

When Pojnsh Tyrants, vile Beclzebiibs drudges.
On Thrones of tyrranie, are own'd for Judges,
When now, like stupid asses. Men are mute,
When such Usurpers challenge absolute
And arbitrary power, to sacrifice
Religion, Laws, and Lives, and Liberties

When faithfull

;

gospel preachers are so few.

In snaring times, to give a warning due

;

When now soul murdering wolfes, Christs flock
When watchmen wanting are on Zions Tower,
When few that's called so deserve the name,

devour.

But many are the ages bane and shame
When now instead of valour for the truth.

And

crying loud with trumpets at their mouth.

Upon such

loudly clamant, clear occasions

(When Babels bastards boldly make invasions.
By blinding bribes, corrupting flatteries.
By cunning craft, and cheating shams, and lies.
Upon our Covenanted Reformation,
And all our Liberties of Church and Nation
"J

Betrayed, by this Popish Toleration.

Whereby

And

this absolut pow'r

all its

is

recognosc'd.

proud encroachings are ingross'd.

}
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Over Laws Divine, Humane,
Religions legal bulwarks

all

All Blasphemy, Idolatrie, and

Now

suffered, yea invited to

The church

And

void.

sin.

come

in

;

of all her priviledges robb'd.

with a Kiss, under the

In Liew of

made

all destroy'd.

all

fifth rib

stobb'd

her laws, securities.

All Oaths, and Vows, and solemn promises.
Having no more assurance, then a blind
Promise, of one,

Her

whom

no such bond can bind

:

Doctrine, worship, and church government,

According to our Solemn Covenanf,
All hereby undermin'd and overturn'd.

For which her sons should

all

have rather mourn'd)

Our Ministers for sin have made Addresses,
Charmed with Baheh flattering Carrasses,
Bewitched with

Which Hell

this intoxicating drink.

did brew, and

Rome

with art did blink

;

Cast in a deep Zeal-quenching Lethergie,

Purchasing hereby ease, and

libertie,

On

terms of selling truth, and shifting duty ;'
Whereby Christ's bride's depriv'd of all her beauty.
In such a day to lose a faithfull witness.
accomplished with fitness

And Champion,
To

strive for Christs prerogatives,

IMust be bemoan'd by

all

and laws,

that love his cause.

Come therefore all ye Doves, that dwell i'th'rock.
Come and deplore this wrath presaging stroke
Come chased birds hotly pursued to mountains
Come hunted harts, Avhich pant and bray for fountains
Come wandring sheep, without a shepherd straying ;
Come hidden ones, afraid of false bewraying
Come all ye faithful followers of the Lamb,
Whose hearts in Zeal do for his glory flame,
;

;

;

z

!
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Whose
Whose

hearts in fervent love to Christ are burning.
hearts do melt out at the eyes in mourning

Come, with a

And make
Cause

flood of tears the valleys

your voice resound from

;

fill.

hill to hill

the mountains circling round from Carrick,

all

With roaring noise, rebound as far as Berwick ;
From Corn-table skirts, and Ahingilloch,
To Marocks towering bights, and heads of Killoch ;
From Tintoch'tops, and all the hills of Clidsdale,
To all the hills of Galloway, and Niihsdale ;
From these about Black-gannoch, and the Lolhers,
To Craufoo)xl-muire, and Tweddal hills, and others ;
Wherein ye haunted were, through all the glens.
Wherein ye hiding places sought in dens.
Wherein ye often forced were to flights.
Wherein ye often filled were with frights.
Wherein your hands were strengthened, heads supported.
Your minds confirmed, and your hearts comforted.
While your renowned Renwick, now a Martyr,

Was

passing through, preaching in every quarter.

His Masters

glorious

and gracious banner

Displaying faithfully, in lovely manner

Like to a voice

Making a

;

in wildernesses crying.

noise most sweet, as swans

when

dying.

Gods counsel, and revealed
Truths, which alive h' asserted, dying sealed
But now in those waste desolate recesses.
No voice is heard, but mourning for distresses
Declaring

all

:

No voice

is

The glory gone, deplorably bemoaning.
Come therefore and put on your sable, Saints,
Fill all the hills

Whereof

;

heard, but that of grievous groaning.

and

the echo

val's

with sad complaints.

may be heard

in

Heaven,

In lamentation for the blow that's given.

MR. JAMES RENWICK.

Unto the wounded weeping remnant

Which

of their Renrvick

By murdering

left.

of late bereft.

violence of beasts of prey,

Romes bloody whelps,

How may
How may

is
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torn from his house of clay.

his little flock, alas, complain

they now, so great a loss sustain
lost, the world hath lost a man,
!

Scotland hath

Whose room supply, there few surviving can
The church hath lost a son more pure and dearer
Thau Ophii-'s gold, the truth a Standard-bearer ;
Zion hath

lost,

by

this

complex

disaster,

A

Witness, Wrestler, Mourner, and a Pastor ;
The scattered sheep, a most laborious Leader ;

Poor hungry

Feeder
Sympathiser ;
doubtful halting souls, a good Adviser ;
weak, a wise encouraging Supporter ;

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

souls,

sufferers,

have

have

lost a painful

;
"

lost a

wanderers and mourners, a Comforter ;
tempted souls, a Counsellour in terrours
Ignorant, a Guide to keep from errours
Zealous, from extreams, a holding Bridle
lazy sort, a Spurre from being idle

;

;

temporizing sort of faint complyers.

Duty's deserters, and Christs truth's denyers.

May boldly now proceed in their backsliding.
Since that they are delivered from his chiding.

Who
Nor

never ceas'd to be a free Reprover,

sins

How
How

and snares in season
is

irreparable

such a

is

to discover.

such a cross

insupportable

!

loss

let us now make search that we may know
What may the meaning be of such a blow
What sins have this procur'd, let's meditat.
What further sorrows may it prognosticat ?

Oh,
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Our misimprovements let us now confess
Of such enjoyments, our unworthiness
Of Rcnwicks gracious message, little pris'd.

And

of his precious Ministrie despis'd.

Our barrenness and base ingratitude.
Our weariness of that Angelick food.
Whereof the worth we know now by

And must

the want.

henceforth in tears the loss lament

These have this Rod in righteousness extorted.
From a just God, and left us uncomforted ;
A Rod which we may sadly now suppose,

A fatal forerunner of future
Impendent on

woes.

this base degenerate age

The

perishing of worthies must presage.
That they delivered are from that Avhich we

Are called to fear, but cannot bear, nor flee
But tho our loss be great, his gain is glory,
Death, shall be renown'd in story ;
to us most costly and most painful.
Shall to the Covenanted cause be gainful
In that, in place of a reproached Pastor,
A Martyr now renown'd by this disaster.
Is left us, to their everlasting shame.

His Life,

his

Which death

Who

ceased not with lies to load his Name,
with reproaches foully to bespatter.
Which malice did contrive, and madness scatter

And

Which fraud invented, as its father fain'd
Fury did vent, and folly intertain'd.
Now shall his Name in Monuments of praise,
(Which to his fame posterity shall raise)
Still

stand recorded, that he was a Martyr,
life, faithfull in his departure

Fruitfull in

:

Contemn'd indeed by Apostats, and Scorners
But eminent among all Zions mourners
:

;

j
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For love undoubted^ and undannted J'a it h,
For conslancie unto his final breath,

Vox patience abiding in all trial,
For pietie, and humble self-denial,
For meekness true, in condescending tender.
For strickness due (he'd not a hoofF surrender)
For uniform true Zeal and Moderation,
Of more then ordinary Elevation
Which with an equal pace did still advance,
'Gainst all defection and extravagance
;

:

All Bastard Zeal opposing with

all

boldness,

As well as dead Laodicean coldness
For Ministerial diligence much fam'd,
A Workman needing not to be asham'd
:

In preaching

His

aiU

And

many

on

]\Iinistrie

Which

the Counsel
souls

reveal'd,

was

seal'd

in his Masters strength

unto

its

;

God

;

he did commence,

fulfillment did advance.

Against the violentest opposition.
That ever any Youth in his condition

Had

and at such a season.
dangers seem'd invincible to reason
For like another Athanasius bold.
to conflict with,

When

:

He all the world opposed and control'd.
And had all sorts of men upon his top.
All Prelatisis,

Who

all

With might, and
Those Brethern

Vassals of the Pope,

him with

did pursue

all

rage and rigour.

malice, violence, and vigour

also

whom, tho

still

he

:

lov'd.

He could not joyn with, but their sins reprov'd.
Who unto men their Ministry stchjected,
Or had submit to mischiefs they enacted.
Or by Disorders had their charge perverted
Or had their duty in its day deserted.
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Or were vajoul Complyances involv'd,
Or those to daub and plaistei' were resolv'd,
Or shamefu'ly were silent at the times *
Iniquities, when duties went for crimes
With those to strive. Zeal for his masters glory,
;

And

indignation at their

silly, sorry.

Foolish, and feeble, fainting, cowardice,

(That few their all for truth durst sacrifice)
His generous soul did vigorously excite.
For which by some he was oppos'd with spight^
With malice, envy, and with cruel rage.
That nothing could unto his death asswage.
Yet maugre all assaults, his bow abode
In strength, his hands confirm'd by Jacobs God
By frowns, from duty ne're could he be daunted.

;

By
No

flatterieSj

he ne're could be inchanted

fear of danger could

him ever

From diligence Nor disadvantage mar
Nor any want of good accommodations.
;

Could stop

;

scar

his pastoral exercitations

;

;

In painfull preaching, visiting, baptising.

In conferences, and in catechising

;

Even when in Avandering he had no repose.
But haggs, or hiding holes, in fear of foes
:

Nothing

No
No

to lay his

weary head upon

couch but grass

;

No

;

pillow but a stone

better chamber oftimes he could have.

Then a dark den ; No closet but a cave
Yet under all this inconvenience,

He

could possess his soul in patience

;

;

His masters favour above all things loving^
Himself as his true Minister approving.
By purity, by charity unfeigned.

By

veritie in sanctity maintained.
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By
By

wisdom, patience, by the

Caring

for neither

So that he might

As
As
As
As
As
As
In
In
In
In
In

spirits light.

righteousness on the left hand and right.

calumnies nor honour

his conscience exoner

;

a deceiver, yet approven true

the well known, yet
daily dying,

and yet

known but
living

few

to a

;

still.

chastened, yet above their reach to kill
sorrowfull, yet joying evermore
poor, yet

many

making many

;

rich in store

;

wants, in manifold distresses.

pinching, prison, and in wildernesses,

and in weary watching,
and hunger, still in fear of catching ;
many perils, both by sea and land.
From enemies, and from false brethren's hand
Holland in part, Britain, and Ireland know.
What perils he was forc'd to undergo
In none of which, he any rest could find.
painfull labours,
cold,

:

:

But everywhere, both

By

foes

tongue and hand, him

&

friends combin'd.

still

to persecute,

In a most keen and violent pursute
Hence such a prise was set upon his head.
:

As

did entice to catch him, quick or dead.
Hells hottest Harpies, Villains, vilest Vermine,
Who by all means to take him did determine
:

Therefore, in fury they the chase did follow.

Cry, and many hideous hollow
Through Cities, Country, Villages of Boors,
Through wettest Mosses, and through wildest Muirs,
Through highest Mountains, and remotest Glens,
Compelling him to Caves, and hidden Dens
Where weary, cold, and hungry, he could find
No comfort, but what from the Heavens shin'd

By Hue and

;
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Yet after all
His work, to

proud designs were done.

their

thero prov'd Sisyplms his stone

;

Still M'ith

renewed

The bush

did burn, but did not wast in burning

force, afresh returning.

His despicable Followers, tho few.
The more they were afflicted, more they grew
All

P toclamalions

,

;

:

cruel Prohihitions,

All Circuit Courts, of Spanish Inquisitions,

(Imposing conscience cozning Oaths and Bonds,
Recusants, banishing to Forreign Lands,

}

Or Murdering by bloody Butchers hands)
Could never either yet their cumbers

Nor
Nor
Nor

so

much

as their

Numbers

finish.

yet diminish.

crush, nor cool his unapalled Zeal,

of his RJinistry cancell the Seal,

Engraven on the hearts of many hearers.
Who were Jehovah's followers and fearers

Which now's impressed with

:

a deeper stamp.

Since the expiring of this burning

Lamp

;

Whose latest sparklings hath so brightly blaz'd.
That many eyes were dazled and amaz'd,
To see now visibly without a cloud,
(And legibly in Characters of blood)
The adversaries tyranny disclos'd,
Their calumnies confute, that him opposed
That those despised truths have overcome,
For Avhich contending, he got Martyrdom.
His testimony for his Masters Cause,
The Churches Liberties, and Nations Laws
(For which in Life, he mightily contended)
Now by his Death to many much commended ;
Who searching what could be the caixse, or crime.
Wherefore he lost his Life at such a time
Did find that only he was too distinct
In speaking that, which many others think.
;

;

;

Ml{.
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This was the only Crime, was on him charg'd,

Tho

to the hiffht of liainousness enlarg-'d

;

Because these soul-enriching Randezvous,
Of Christ's Militia, in the Fields, or House,
The Devil's grand eye-sore, and great vexation,
Of all his friends, and foes of Reformation
(Where hungry souls with heavenly food were nourish'd,
:

And where

a

Banner

faithfully

was

ilourish'd.

For the Regalia of the Churches Head,

And Liberties, wherewith he hath her freed)
He never suffer would to be suppressed.
Nor

that the duty should not be confessed

Now when

it

was declared

;

Capital,

And when by Law discharg'd as Criminal
And by its old Promoters now deserted.

Whom

Popish Tolerations have perverted
In such a case he vigourously contended.
That Meetings should be valiently defended.
By Arms defensive, which the Law of Nature,
And Law of God, allowes to every creature ;
:

Wlien now they were

Of having

in daily jeopardice.

blood mixt with their Sacrifice.

Tiiis also was his Crime, or rather Crown,
That he would not a Popish Monster own
Sitting upon a Throne of Tyranny,
Usurp'd by rapin, blood, and treachery ;
Nor pay alledgiance to his Absolut power,
As pimp employed for the Romish Whore ;
Nor say, a Robbers Sacriledgious Rod,
;

Was now the Sacred Ordinance of God
When such in Sacred writ, is called rather

A

Fox, or Tiog, then a Politick Father.
In tine, for this he also was indyted ;
Because to bear the Cross he us invited,
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Rather than pay an execrable Cess,
Impos'd our Gospel-meetings to suppress.

For raising Forces Tyranny

Our much

to strengthen.

enthraled misery to lengthen.

For ruine the weak Remnant left devoting,
The Church and State Supremacy promoting,

For Tests of lawless Loyalty enacted.

And

for betraying

The

full

Of all

Liberty exacted.

amount then of

his Accusation,

his troubles, the alone occasion.

Was, that at wickedness
Bui still spake out what

he'd never wink ;
others durst but think

:

From which, unto the death he would not swerve.
But boldly spake his mind without reserve
To Prelatists, and Papists, in their fury.
:

And

to Professors sitting on his jury

Invincibly he

all their tricks

Inflexibly resisting unto blood

And

:

withstood.
:

for his Life to Stipplicat disdain'd.

Lest he should have his Testimony stain'd ;
By which, through blood of lamb he overcame,

And

lov'd not Life too dearly for the

Which

And

same

:

fruitfully h'affirmed during breath.

by his death ;
measure of Humility,
Of Patience, Meekness, Zeal, and Constancy
That it to Enemies hath been confounding.
faithfully confirmed

In such

a

To Neutralists conviction much redounding.
To Hisitants and Halters Confirmation,

And

to all Zions

Hence

mourners Consolation.

in a bloody Chariot he hath gone.

see and stand before Emmanuel's Throne ;
His hands with Palms, his head with pleasant Bayes,
His Cloathes in white, do sparkle glistering Hayes

To
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Of Glory Glory singing, and
To Him that brought him out
:

salvation

of tribulation

Unto the Throne and Temple of his God,

Where
Where
Where

everlastingly he hath abode

Without
Without

He

;

without intermission night or day.
without interruption or delay,
all cares,

without all faints or fears.
without all plaints or tears.

all snares,

serves,

he sings, he sees the

Lamb

And

that's feeding.

unto Lovely Living Waters leading
Where leave we him, full of Jehovah's Joy,
:

Whom
And

no more

sin,

nor sorrow, can annoy

;

rest lamenting, while in the vale of tears.

Our growing

grief,

and fresh recurring

fears.

An Anagram

on his Name,

MASTER JAMES RHENVICK.
/

AM

CHRISTs

MEEK

SERFANt.

Another.

MASTER JAMES RENVICK
MINE MARCK
An

IS

EFER THE SAME.

Acrosi'icJc

on the same.

Magnanimity most

Meekness and
Advanc'd thy

Actions^ with advantage

Submissive

Self-denyal, suffering flights,

Tuisted with

ExtoU'd the

True Zeal, for Emmanuel's Rights,
Early in Esteem and Fame,

Renowned

i?eH7i^ec;5;,

rare,
fair.

EVERMORE THE SAME,

Jehovah-

Jireh was thy constant Joy,

Along thy

Alwayes arduous employ
Martyr men the much admire
Envy and enraged ire.

Magnifi'd

Enemies
Shaming them

:

!

:

Selves, thy suiFerings to bespatter

Reproaches

Restless, with

renown did

Eminent
Noble thy

Enterprises in

all

Vexations

Various, suffered valiently,

Imbalm'd thy
Comfort from

Innocence to memory.
Christ did stop all thy Complaints

Kill'd thou'rt for

Name

scatter.

dangers.

have notified to Strangers.

Keeping His Commandements.

:

INDEX
TO THE LIVES OF
The Rev.

D.

CARGILL

and

Mr W. SMITH.

AiSERDEEN, Mr D. Cargill passed his courses
Adam, Baillie, in Culross, James Henderson
name to entrap Mr Cargill, p. 13.

there, p. 3.
forges a letter in his

Adamites

v. Dissenters.
Allison, Elizabeth, named, p. 14.
Arcle, John, at Lanark, brutal treatment of Mr Cameron's and John
Fuller's heads in his house, p. 100.
Argyle, the Duke of, voted in the council for Mr Cargill's death ; on refusing to take the oaths required in the test, is confined in Edinburgh Castle ; makes his escape, falls in with Mr Veitch, who

conducts him to the house of Mr Bittleston ; what passed tliere,
is supplied with a horse and conducted to London, from
p. 51
whence he goes to Holland, where he remains till May 1G85, p. 52
returns to Inverary ; his conversation with Thomas Urquhart in
which he expresses his repentance for the vote he gave against Mr
Cargill, and predicts his own death in the same place, which accordingly happened, p. 53.
Army, not keeping out of it scandalous and disaffected persons, and
admitting indulged ministers and gentlemen who opposed the keeping a day of humiliation, &c. a fourteenth step of defection, p. 67.

—

—

Banished prisoners, how disposed of, p. 39.
Bawds, the Laird of, refuses to commit two servant lasses who were
brought before him for cutting four stocks of kail to save themselves
from dying of hunger, p. 29,
Bittleston, Mr, at Newcastle, the Duke of Argyle conducted to his
house by Mr Veitch, and supplied with a horse by him when making his escape through England, p. 51.
the Duke of Argyle when
. Mrs, her free conversation with
at her husband's house in disguise, p. 51.

———

INDEX.

—

Blackadder, Rev. Juhn, named, p. 15
on seeing a great mist at
Cowhill, in Livingston, predicts that the place where it stood thickest and longest would be visited with many deaths, and a great
dearth, which happened at the Craigs, p. 30.
Boig, Rev. Mr, escaped being taken at Mutton Hole in the snare
through the l.ady of St John's Kirk,
laid for Mr Cargill, p. 14
influence upon him and Mr Smith, that Mr Cargill is taken, p. 43
his execution at Edinburgh, July 27, 1081, p. 49.
Bonn, Elizabeth, one of John Gibb's followers, assisted at the burning of
confined with John Gibb
their Bibles at the Frost Moss, p. 21
and others in the Canongate Tolbooth, their extraordinary fits of
praying and fasting there, p. 22.
Bothwell Bridge, ten thousand Highlanders, five hundred dragoons, the
whole militia of the kingdom, and all the standing forces cast upon
the west of Scotland on that occasion and yet there was no scarcity,

—

—

—

p. 30.

Breda, a deputation sent to King Charles II. three of whom Mr Livingston was made one against his will, p. 5.
Bruce, Robert and Elizabeth, two of the Kirk of Shots converts, Walter Ker confessed their burning the Bibles to them, p. 21.
Borrowstounness and Carriden, the curates of, give notice to Governor
Middleton of their having seen Mr Cargill pass to the Queensferry.
p. 11.

Calder, West, 300 out of 900 examinable persons died of the dearth
and sickness there ; a farmer there, his hardheartedness in keeping
his victual spoiling, expecting a greater price when so many were
dying for the want of it, p. 2ii carries two servant lasses before
the justice for cutting four stocks of kail to save themselves from
dying of hunger ; afterwards falls into decay himself, and when
begging with his family at Patrick Walker's door, he upbraids him

—

with his former conduct,

p. 29.

Cameron, Rev. Richard, his last sermon and death referred to, p. 9—
named, pp. 15, 31, 37, 41 his great influence in promoting sonone of the ministers except Mr Dr Cargill
ciety meetings, p. 58
and Mr T. Douglas giving their consent to his going to the fields
to keep up a public testimony, &c. a seventeenth step of defection,
his ordination referred to ; his despondence not finding any
p. (J9
ministers to join him on coming from Holland, and none calling
him to preach ; the Lairds of Logan and Horsecleugh representing
him as a Jesuit; his first sermon, in which he denounces a judg.
ment upon Andrew Dalziel, p. 97 how accomplished ; the great

—

—

—

—

success of his ministry afterwards until his death ; the Lairds of
Logan and Horsecleugh request an interview, and desire his par-

—

don, p. 98 which he grants for himself but not for his master,
predicting that the family of the one shall be childless, and the
other will suffer by burning ; both which happen ; preaches at
Hyndbottom, near Crawford-john, eleven days before his death,

where he prays and predicts that the Lord

will

sweep the throne of

INDEX.

—

the brutal contempt witli
Britain of the race of Stuarts, p. 99
which his head and hands were treated at Lanark when on the road
to Edinburgh, &c. p. 100.
Cargill, Donald, his Christian name a corruption from Daniel, born
at Rattray, near Dunkeld in Perthshire, educated at Aberdeen,
placed minister in the barony church, Glasgow, before the restoration, but not known how long he officiated there ; executed at Edinburgh, July 27, 1681, p. 3 he, Mr M'Ward, and others held a
meeting at Glasgow, to consult about giving warning of the sin and
danger of recalling King Charles II. ; never prayed for him in public afterwards, p. 6
preached against King Charles II. the day of
his restoration, predicting the misery it would bring upon Scotland ;
much given to secret prayer, especially from the death of Mr Cameron till his excommunication of King Charles, &c. at Torwood
always prayed upon his knees, remarkable that he died in that po-

—

—

—

not communicate his intentions respecting the exany but Mr W. Smith ; predicts after passing
the sentence that none of the persons there named would die an ordinary death, which predictions he repeats solemnly in the preface
the
to his sermon at the Fallow Hill the Sabbath following, p. 8
sition, p.

7

ili'^

communication

to

—

manner

—

in which that prediction was verified, p. 9
in his sermon
on the death of Mr Cameron he compares King Charles II. with
Coniah, and predicts that he will not die a natural death, obtain a
six thousand merks
royal burial, or have any lawful issue, p. 10
reward set upon his head after the Torwood excommunication ; four
surprising escapes he had not mentioned in the Cloud of Witnesses,
viz. 1. his horse shot under him at Linlithgow Bridge; 2. at Low~
don Hill ; 3. at the Queensferry ; 4. at Mutton Hole, p. 11 the
curates of Borrowstounness and Carriden observing him and Mr
H. Hall on their way to the Queensferry, apprise Governor Middleton, who pursues and surprises them
he is sorely wounded, but
escapes, and is afterwards conveyed to Mr James Punton's at Carpreached the next Sabbath at Cairnhill, preaching
lowrie, p. 12
and praying going best with him when in distress and danger,
13
contiived
plot
a
by Governor Middleton and James Henp.
derson to entrap him, which he providentially escapes, p. 14
retired to England for three months, p. 15
on his return requires
the attendance of the Gibbites at his sermon at Darmade Muirs,
which they decline, alleging he had left the country and deserted
holds a conference with them at Darngavell,
the testimony, p. 17
the substance of which is given in his letter to them at the Correction House, and published in the Cloud of Witnesses, p. 18
they
refuse to join him unless he consents to acknowledge his sin in
leaving the country, and engages to preach to none but them ; he
leaves them in the night, being in danger of having his throat cut

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

his opinion of their leader, p. 10

—not

ged upon him, p. 20

them ; in
ments the

his
sin

—

their excesses erroneously char-

mistaken in his predictions respecting
sermon at the Underbankwood, Clydeside, he laof the church of Scotland in setting up unregenerated

INDEX.
watchman, &c.

23

—predicts
but a great

no want of food
death and mortality when
it ceases, and his own death by the executioner, p. 24
when preaching at Loudon Hill the dragoons come suddenly upon him and his
hearers, but they make their escape into a Moss, and none are eihis reasons for giving short serther killed or taken, p. 30 to 32
mons and prayers, p. 33 passes through Air, Carrick, and Galloway, on taking leave of the latter he foretells his never seeing it
again ; intended preaching at Tinto Hill, in Clydsdale, but is disappointed by the Lady of St John's Kirk, propagating a report that
he was to preach at Home's Common, live miles distant, p. 34 notes
of his sermon there, pp. 35, 3G
his next sermon at Bendry Bridge,
goes to Fife, preaches only one Sabbath there and renotes of it, p. 3G
turns to Clydsdale ; receives two deputies from the societies in Galloway at the Bentyrig in Cambusnethan, p. 37 predicts an invasion by
the French, foretells his own. death, and the banishment of Thomas
and John Marshall, p, 38 lost many horses in his narrow escapes ;
predicts the decay of many great families, that their estates will change
owners, and their names become extinct, p. 39 how verified, p. 40
preaches at Auchingilloch, returns to the Leewood, where he marries Robert Marshall, predicts his decay and defection in consequence ; the last marriage he performed, never took delight in that
ceremony, and why, p. 41 moderate in his meals ; liis last sermon
at Dunsyre Common, between Clydsdale and Lothian, notes of it
being prevailed upon by Mr Boig
his manner in preaching, p. 42
and Mr Smith at the instigation of the Lady of St John's Kirk, goes
where
to the house of Andrew Fisher at Covingtoun Mill, p. 43
he is taken by James Irvine of Bonshaw, who, tying his feet be.
neath the horse's belly, he predicts a judgment upon him, p. 44
is carried to Lanark, and thence in haste to Glasgow, fearing a rescue, into which city he is conducted with his face to the horse's tail
John Nisbet, the bishop's factor, mocking him, he predicts his being
conveyed to Edinstruck dumb, which accordingly happens, p. 45
burgh ; when before the council he predicts the sudden death of
Lord Rothes, p. 4G received his indictment with sound of trumpet, his observation thereon ; reported that it was intended to torture
him, his observation thereon ; his observation to Sir George Macadmired for his
kenzie on the clerk's reading the indictment, p. 47
composedness and confidence ; the large paper drawn up by him
when in prison, taken from him by the keepers ; his short speech
written the morning before his execution, published in the Cloud of
Witnesses, observations thereon, p. 48 his execution at Edinburgh,
July 27, 1C81, p. 49 a farther account of him published in the Hind
let Loose, Cloud of Witnesses, &c. ; divisions in the Council respecting the sentence to be passed upon him, some proposing that
he should be confined in the Bass for life, decided by the Duke of
Argyle voting for his death, p. 50 some of his sermons extant jn
MS. but not correct, p. 53—appointed a meeting with Mr Hepp.

while the persecution

that there will be

lasts,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

burn and another minister to admit

Mr Smith

to the ministry,

which

INDEX.

—

Mr

Hepburn's imprisonment, p. 56 his great
was frustrated by
influence in promoting society meetings ; predicts their decay after
named, p. 97the persecution, p. 58
Carriden and Borrowstounness, the curates of, apprise Governor Middleton of their having seen Mr Cargill pass to the Queensferry,

—

p. 11.
Carstairs, Rev. John,

and Mr George Johnston, attend the Duke of
Rothes on his deathbed, p. 46.
Cess and locality to dragoons and soldiers, the sinful compliance in
paying it, and not trusting to God for through-bearing in a present
world, a twenty-first step of defection, p. 71.
Charles II., King, the public resolutions in 1650, the first step made
by the popish party towards his restoration, p. 4 a deputation sent
to him at Breda, his duplicity in obtaining a dispensation to swear
Mr D. Cargill, Mr M'Ward, and others,
to the covenant, p. 5

—

—

hold a meeting at Glasgow to consult about giving warning against
died of
recalling him, and decline praying for him in future, p. 6
poison, the unnatural death predicted by Mr Cargill, p. 9
Mr
Cargill in his first sermon, after the death of Mr Cameron, comwith
Coniah,
predicts
and
his not dying a natural death,
pares him
not obtaining a royal burial, and not leaving any legitimate issue ;
these predictions verified, his great leachery, reports concerning his
the proclaiming him king, a second step of dedeath, &c., p. 10
not renouncing him after his defeat
fection, his character, p. 62
at Worcester, a third stcj) of defection ; not taking any measures
during his absence to protect the church, or prevent his return, a
fourth step of defection ; his joyful and unconditional restoration,
a fifth step of defection, p. 63.

—

—

—

—

Churchmen, chief in all national defections from first to last, p. 59.
Clark, Andrew, executed with Thomas Erkness and Samuel M'Euen,
in the Grassmarket, August 15, !684, p. 85.
Clarkson, James, merchant, Linlithgow, banished, his observation on
the cargo, p. 30.

Cloud of witnesses, the, referred to, pp. 48, 50, 55.
Cochran, Sir John, of Ochiltree, gave intimation to Bruce of Earlshall
where Mr Cameron and his party lay, for which he received 10,000
merks ; his house burnt so rapidly that nothing was saved, his
son's observation thereon, &c., p. lOl.

Concord, the want of it amongst professors as a mean to preserve their
persons, famihes, estates, and the true religion, &c., a twenty.second step of defection, p. 72.
Coupar, Marion, Mr Cargill's observations to her respecting Robert
Marshall's marriage, p. 41.
Courses, taking offensive, to be out from under the cross, some petitioning the council, others bribing the

some giving bond

to live peaceably with

excommunicate advocate,
them, others to compear

before their courts at their pleasure, &c., a nineteenth step of defection, p. 70.

Covenant, the national, prelacy abjured by

A a

its

last article, p.

4

—the

IKDEX.
ranked in it ; burnt and cast by as almanacks out of date, a remarkable expression at the close of it, p. 40
i—the renewing it in I6CG without acknowledging former breaches,
or keeping out the tyrant's interest, a seventh step of defection,
different estates properly

p. 64.

Covingtoun Mill, the Rev. D. Cargill taken prisoner there, p. 43.
Craigs, a great mortality there in 1675, followed by a dearth, occasioned by three successive bad harvests, so great that meal was sold
for 2s. 6d. the peck, p. 30.

Cromwell came

my

called

to Scotland to arraign the

back

to

England

Duke

of Hamilton, his ar-

after a stay of ten years,

during which

they defiled the land with blood, toleration, &c., p. 5.
Curates, more favoured by the general assembly at the revolution than
the society people, p. 102
Mr Guthrie's prediction respecting them
verified, p. 103.
Cuthil, William, his execution with Mr Cargill and others at Edinburgh, July 27, 1681, p. 49.

—

Andrew, a debauchee, Mr Cameron denounces a judgment
upon him for having cried out at his first sermon, " Sir, we neither know you nor your God," p. 97
how accomplished, p. 98.
General Thomas, of Binns, died with a glass of wine at his
mouth, being before in perfect health, the extraordinary death pre.
dieted by Mr Cargill, p. 9
on hearing Mr H. Hall was conveyed

Dalziel,

—

—

Robert I'unton's house at Echlen, goes there, threatens the family, and carries him prisoner to the Queensferry, p. 12
takes
James Punton prisoner to Edinburgh for harbouring Mr Cargill,
to

—

p. 13.

Dearth, a remarkable one in 1694, occasioned by an extraordinary
blight in the month of August, after which the harvest continued
bad for seven years successively, although not always equally so,
the seasons being quite misplaced, shearing being sometimes performed in the months of January and February, p. 25 meal be-

—

came

so scarce that

it

was sold at two

shillings the peck,

—

and was

many eat without beoften not to be procured for money, p. 26
ing satisfied or nourished, p. 27
King William to remove the
dearth granted a bounty of Is. 8d. per boll, on all grain imported
into Scotland, p. 28
one so great at the Craigs in 1675, from three

—

—

bad crops, that meal sold for 2s. 6d. the peck, succeeded by as great plenty, p. 30.
Defections, national, the catalogue of them much blackened slice Mr
Smith wrote, p. 59 a brief rehearsal of some few of the many
steps of referred to in Mr Smith's dying words, p. 62 to 72, v- Resolutions, Charles II., Ministers, Covenant, Drumclog, Army, Hamilton, Indemnity, Cameion, Courses, Cess, and Concord.
Dickson, Rev. Mr, nfaned, p. 15.
Dissenters, their divisions reprobated, all parties claim Mr Cargill,
Cameron, Shields, and Renwick, but none notice their writings and
all one spirit of delusion, division, and confusioa
sayings, p. 31
years' successive

—

—

INDEX.
of Gibbites, Russelites, Harlites, Howdenites, Adamites, M'Millanites, and glancing Glassites, all originated in Mr Hamilton's principles, that every difference of judgment in national controversies
is a ground of separation, and that there is no way of keeping up a
testimony but by separation, p. 61.
Douglas, Rev. Thomas, named, pp. 15, 61, 69, 97a goodwife there, Mr Peden pronounces a judgment upon
her tongue, for chiding him, p. 93.
Drumclog, not pursuing the victory, seizing spoil and prisoners, and
giving quarters there as doing the Lord's work deceitfully, a thir-

———

teenth step of defection, p. 67in the Parliament Close there, which were
eleven years in building, destroyed by fire on the 2d or 3d of February 1700, p. 28 Thomas Erkness, Andrew Clark, and Samuel
M'Kuen, executed at the Grassmarket there, p. 85 Robert and
Gabriel Semple, and Thomas Watt, executed at the Gallowlee
there ; acknowledging the justice of their execution, made a test to
the bystanders, many women refusing to do so are taken prisoners ;
the hangman being about to strip the bodies, the collegioners interfere and drive him and the town officers off, some women having
coffins ready, it being dark, put the bodies into them, and carry them
upon their plaids to the Greyfriars' Church Yard, where they are
again seized by the town guard, trailed down next morning upon
sleds, and buried at the gaUow's foot, p. 86.
Erkness, Thomas, executed with Andrew Clark and Samuel M'Euen
in the Grassmarket, August 15, 1684, p. 85.
Estates, more have changed masters since the persecution than for a
hundred years before, p. 40.

Edinburgh, the houses

—

—

Finnerton, Janet, Patrick Walker's acquaintance and fellow prisoner,
spent much of her time in visiting prisoners and sufferers, procuring them coffins, winding sheets, &c., p. 94
taken prisoner at the
execution of Thomas Watt and others, on claiming his Bible from
the town guard to give to his brother confined at Edinburgh six
months, p. 86 sent with many others to Dunnottar Castle, brought
back three months after to Leith, and banished amongst a hundred
to New Jersey, but dies upon the passage, as predicted by herself
on bidding farewell to Scotland, p. 87
Mr Walter Smith's letter
to her from Holland in November 1679, p. 89 to 91.
Fisher, Andrew, at Covingtoun Mill, Mr Cargill lodges at his house,
p 43 ^is taken there, p. 44.
Fleeming, Rev. Robert, minister of the Scots congregation Rotterdam,
not actually indulged, but held communion with them, Mr Smith,
Mr M'Ward, and others, sitting to hear him, the first cause of di-

—

—

—

—

vision, p. 61.

Forman, Patrick, one of the

five martyrs whose heads Patrick Walker reburied, a ball passed through liis hair at Lowdon Hill, but
did not touch his head, p. 32.

INDEX.
Galloway, Mr Cargill on leaving that county foretells his never seeing it again, saying, he fears it will become Walloway, p. 34
two
deputies sent from the societies there to Mr Cargill in Clidsdale,
particulars of his interview with them, p. 37
a gentleman there
going with the intention to remove Mr Welwood and his hearers
from his grounds, is diverted from his purpose, and converted upon
hearing him preach, p. 96.
George, Thomas, waiter at the Queensferry, kills Mr H. Hall by a
blow on the back of his skull, with the doghead of a carabine, p. 12.
Gibb, John; a sailor in Borrowstounness, forms a sect, p. 15 he and

—

—

David Jamie carry

pistols,

and threaten

all

—
19 — he and

who come among them

to seek their wives ; Mr Cargill's ill opinion of him, p.
his party taken at the Woolhill Craigs, and confined in the Canongate tolbooth, p. 20 are liberated on writing a blasphemous paper

—

Duke

; burn their Bibles at the Frost Moss, between
again confined in the Canongate tolAirth and Stirling, p. 21
booth, his outrageous conduct there, he being possessed with a roaring devil, p. 22 banished to America, much admired by the heath,
en there for his familiar bodily converse with and offering sacrifices
to the devil, died about 1720, p. 23.
Gibbites, the rise of that sect, p. 15— their practices, called sweet
singers, and why ; leave their homes and families, p. IG
some of
them retire to the Pentland Hills to witness the expected destruction of Edinburgh, hold a fast, confess their sins to one another,
Mr Cargill sends to their party consisting of John Gibb,
&c., p. 17
David Jamie, Walter Ker, Jolin Young, and twenty-six women to
come to his preaching at Darmade, which they decline, saying he
had left the land and deserted the testimony ; he holds a conference
with them the next day in a barn, but without effect, they refusing
to join him, unless he confessed his sin in leaving the land and engaged to preach to them only, p. 18 their excesses charged upon
Mr Cargill and his followers ; taken by a troop of dragoons at
Woolhill Craigs, between Lothian and Tweeddale, and brought to

to the

of

York

—

—

—

—

—

Edinburgh, the men confined in the tolbooth, and the women in
the correction house, p. 20 their frightful end a warning to others,
Mr Cargill not deceived in them, p. 23 Mr Cargill preaches against
them at Lowdon Hill, and warns his hearers of their defections,

—

—

p. 31 V. dissenters.
Gibson, Walter, Merchant, Glasgow, received a gift of thirty of the
sufferers to convey to Carolina, his ill treatment of them, p. 38.
Glasgow, Mr D. Cargill, minister at the barony church there, p. 3
Mr D. Cargill, Mr M'Ward, and others, hold a meeting there to
consult about giving warning against recalling King Charles II.,

p.

6— Mr

Cargill carried prisoner there, p. 45.

Goodwin, Robert, one of Air Durham's elders, witness to Mr Cargill's
preaching against King Charles II., p. 7 he and John Hodge witnesses to the judgment inflicted upon John Nisbet, p. 45.
Glassites, disown covenanted presbyterianism, and deny the lawfulness and obligation of our national and solemn league and covenant,

—

p. 60.

INDEX.
Graham, James, of Claverhouse, Viscount Dundee, not addicted to
wine and women, his mockery of the sufferers respecting Mr Smith,

—

p. 56.

——

Patrick, captain of the Edinburgh town guard, his violent
proceeding at the execution of Robert and Gabriel Semple, and

John Watt,

p. 86.

Guthrie, Rev. William, Fenwick, his prediction respecting the curates
accomplished, p. 103.

Hackston, David, of Rathillet, William Manual, and John Pollock,
the manner in which they were conducted to the tolbooth, p. 100.
Hall, Henry, of Haughhead, his skull fractured at the Queensferry
while in company with Mr Cargill, p. 11
is carried to the house
of Robert Punton at Echlen, where be is taken by General Dalziel,
re-conveyed to the Queensferry, and dies next day on the road to
Edinburgh, not known where he was buried, p. 12.
Hamilton, not faithfully opposing and separating from the party who
published the declaration there, whereby it was considered as the
act of the whole, and afterwards petitioning the Duke of Mon-

—

mouth, a fifteenth step of defection, p. 68.
James, Duke of, his interference in England

faithfully pro-

tested against, p. 5,

—— ——

Duke of, when examining Robert Semple, and
him of being a troubler of the land, the prisoner retorts
upon him in the answer of Elijah to Ahab, telling him that he and
William,

accusing

had been the troubles of their Israel ; applys to
the dean to know where that passage was to be found, who is too
ignorant to inform him, p. 85.
Rev. Mr, his two principles, that every difference of judgment in national controversies is a ground for separation, and that
there is no way of keeping up a testimony but by separation, the
origin of all the divisions that have since happened, p.
witnessed against by Mr Smith, p. 61.
Harlites, ». Dissenters.
Harvey, Marion, taken prisoner at Mutton Hole by a plot contrived
against Mr Cargill, executed at Edinburgh, p. 14.
Henderson, James, in the Queensferry, contrives a plot with Governor
Middleton to entrap Mr Cargill by forging letters from Baillie Adam,
in Culross, and Robert Stark in Milns of Forth, requesting him to
his father's house

60—

preach at the Hill of Baith, and waylaying him at Mutton Hole,
but he providentially escapes, James Skeen, Archibald SJtewart,
and Marion Harvey, his companions being taken, p. 14.
Hepburn, Rev. Mr, named, p. 15 Mr Cargill appointed a meeting
with him and another minister to admit Mr Smith to the ministry,
which was frustrated by his imprisonment, p. 36.
Highlanders, ten thousand of them in the west of Scotland at Bothwell Bridge, p. 30.

—

Hind

let loose, the, referred to, pp. 11, 50.

Hodge, John, and Robert Goodwin, witnesses
ed upon John Nisbet, p. 45.

to the

judgment

inflict-

INDEX.
Honours, how prostituted, p. 40.
Hope, Elizabeth, faints at the brutal exposure of Mr Cameron's and
John Fuller's heads in her husband's house, p. 100.
Horsecleugh, the laird of, represents Mr Cameron on his first coming
from Holland, as a Jesuit p. 97 oi which he afterwards repents,
this
requests an interview with him, and desires his pardon, p. ^8

—

he grants for himself, but not for his master, predicting as a punishment that he will suffer by burning ; his house was burnt a
short time after, p. 99.
Howdenites v. Dissenters.
Indemnity, with liberty to preach in houses upon the people giving
bond, the great rejoicings upon the issuing of it, notwithstanding
the execution of Mr King and Kid upon the same day, and the accepting of it so restricted, or to preach in houses only without the
bond, &c., a sixteenth step of defection, p- 68.
Ireland, Mr Peden predicts that the trouble there will not last so long
as in Scotland, and that it will come in a moonlight night, the
massacre accordingly happens on a night of that description, p. 93.
Irvine, James, of Bonshaw, formerly a smuggler, got a general commission from General Dalziel, procures a party of dragoons at Kilbride, and after searching St John's Kirk, and the Muirhouse, takes
Mr Cargill and his party at Covingtoun Mill, his exultation theredid not receive his reward for taking Mr Cargill until
at, p. 44
May in the ensuing year, killed shortly after in a quarrel at Lanark, the judgment predicted by Mr Cargill, p. 49.

—

Jackson, George, his method of quieting John Gibb, executed at the
Gallowlee, p. 22.
Jamie, David, one of John Gibb's followers, p. 18 he and John

—

Gibb carry

pistols

their wives,

Mr

and threaten

all

Cargill's opinion of

who come among them
him,

p.

19

—taken with

to seek

his par-

ty at the Woolhill t'raigs, and coniined in the Canongate tolbooth,
20 they are liberated on writing a blasphemous paper to the

p.

—

Duke

of

York

;

burn

their Bibles at the Frost

— confined

Moss, between Airth

a second time with John Gibb and
others in the Canongate tolbooth, their extraordinary fits of pray-

and

Stirling, p. 21

—

ing and fasting there, p. 22 banished to America wrote to his
father not to trouble himself about heaven or hell, these being all
mere fancies ; became public clerk at New York, p. 23.

Johnstone, Rev. George, and Mr John Carstairs attend the Duke of
Rothes on his deathbed, p. 46.
Johnston, Thomas, of Grangehall in Pittenain, and Frances Liverance, the lady of St John's kirk, frequents society meetings with
them ; after her defection she refuses them admittance to upbraid
her, p. 43.

Mr Cargill, pp. 9, 10, 19, 24, 39, 44, 45,
accomplished, pp. 9, 20, 25 to 30, 40, 45, 46, 49.

Judgments predicted by

46—how

Kennedy, the

laird of Glenour, although a| professor,

having caused

INDEX.
Mr Peden's preaching tent to be removed from his own to his
neighbours, the kird of Kirkhill's grounds, Mr Peden predicts the
decay of the one family, and prosperity of the other, which has accordingly happened, the former having gone to ruin, and the latter
became so prosperous that its present representative is a baron,
p. 96.

—

Mr Cargill's opiKer, Walter, one of John Gibb's followers, p. 18
nion of him, p. 19 taken with his party at the Woolhill Craigs,

—

and confined in the Canongate tolbooth, p. 20— they are liberated
on writing a blasphemous paper to the Duke of York ; burn their
Bibles at the Frost Moss, between Airth and Stirling ; goes out of his
mind, is confined at Torphichen, his birth place ; his repentance
wrote, thirty-eight steps of that defection, predicts his

—

own

banish-

ment, p. 21 remarkable beyond others for promoting family worship
in America, p. 22.
Kid, Rev. Mr, named, pp. J 5, 68.
King, Rev. Mr, named, pp. 15, 68.
Kirktoun, Rev. James, his good opinion of the Scottish ministers,
p. 32.

Lapsley, George, witness to Mr Cargill's prediction respecting King
Charles II., p. 10.
Lauderdale, John, Duke of, turned a belly god, and died upon the
chamber-box, the extraordinary death predicted by Mr Cargill,p. 9.
Liddel, Sir John, Mr Cargill lodges at his house at Heidmire, near
Tinto Hill, p. 34.
Lindsay, Elizabeth, spouse of Andrew Fisher, at whose house Mr
Cargill was taken, p. 43.
Linning, llev. Mr, named, p. 103.
Liverance, Frances, in Covingtoun, and Thomas Johnston, The lady of
St John's Kirk frequents society meetings with them, after her defection she refuses them admittance to upbraid her, p. 43.
Livingston, Rev. John, carried as one of the deputation to King Charles
II. at Breda against his will, his opinion of that transaction, p. 5.

Logan, the laird of, represents Mr Cameron on his first coming from
Holland as a Jesuit, p. 97 which he afterwards repents, requests
an interview with him, and desires his pardon, p. 98 which he
grants for himself, but not for his master, predicting as a punish-

—

—

ment that his family will be childless, p. 99.
Lords, lairds, and gentlemen, Mr Cargill predicts the decay of many,
that their estates will change owners, and their names become extinct, p. 39
how verified, p. 40.
Lowdon Hill, Mr Cargill and his hearers suddenly surprised there,
p. 32.

—

M'Euen, Samuel, executed with Thomas
in the Grassmarket,

M'Kenzie,

August 17, 1684,

Sir George,

lirkness

Viscount Tarbat, died at London of a bloody

flux, the extraordinary death predicted
Cargill's address to

and .\ndrew Clark

p. 85.

him on

by

Mr

Cargill, p.

9— Mr

the clerk's reading the indictment,

p 47.

INDEX.
M'Millanites

v.

Dissenters.

Robert, he, Mr D. Cargill, and others, hold a meeting at Glasgow to consult about giving warning against the sin and
danger of recalling King Charles I., prays for a succession of witnesses, but not for King Charles, deeming it but time wasted to do
named, p. CI his ordination of, and advice to Mr Caso, p.

M'Ward, Rev.

!

—

G—

meron

referred to, p. 97.

Malloch, Mr, merchant, Edinburgh, got gifts of some of the banished sufferers to transport to America ; James Clarkson's observations thereon, p. 39.
Manual, William, David Hackston, and John Pollock, the manner
in which they were conducted to tlie tolbooth, p. 100.
Marriages, neither Mr Cargill, Peden, Cameron, or Renwick took any
delight in performing thtra, although they never refused, and why,
p. 41.
Marshall, Robert, of Starryshaw, brother to Thomas and John, Mr
Cargill marries him in the Leewood, and predicts his decay and defection in consequence, which accordingly happens, p. 41.
Thomas and John, two very young lads, dear billies of
Patrick Walker, taken by Meldrum, and given to Walter Gibson,
merchant, Glasgow, with twenty-eight others to be banished to Carolina, where they died, as predicted by Mr Cargill, p. 38
named,

—

p. 41.

Meldrum, a wicked

persecutor, takes

Thomas and John Marshall,

prisoners, p. 38.

Middleton, Governor of Blackness, on receiving intelligence from the
curates of Borrowstounness and Carriden, that Mr Cargill had passed to the Queensferry in company with Mr H. Hallj pursues and
surprises them there, when the former escapes and the latter is killed, p. 11
he and James Henderson contrive a plot to surprise Mr
Cargill at Mutton Hole, which he providentially escapes, p. 14.
Ministers, their defection, of the thirty who preached in the fields,
three executed, two in prison, three left the kingdom, and the rest
fallen asleep, p. 15
the indulged charge Mr Cargill with the ex-

—

—

—

committed by the Gibbites, p. 20 the restrictions imposed
at the meeting of indulged, prevented Mr Smith's admission to the
ministry, p. 5G
the compliance of 600 of them with prelacy, and
the tame manner in whicih those who did not become curates left
their pulpits, a sixth step of defection, p. 04
their accepting the
indulgence, and those who did not receive it, not sufficiently protesting against, or acting in opposition to it, an eighth step of defection, p. 64
those who afterwards came out to the assistance of
their brethren, doing so without acknowledging their sin in silence
and compliance and preaching more for the credit of the indulged
than the gospel, a ninth step of defection, p. 65
their holding two
meetings, at which they censured Mr Cameron, &c. a tenth step of
defection, p. 66
the people idolizing them when they did preach,
and afterwards turning more bitter against their persons than their
cesses

—

—

—

—

—

defections, an eleventh step of defection, p.

66— their

giving so

lit.

tie faithful warning against the imposing of bonds, paying cess, &c.
a twelfth step of defection, p. GG botli indulged and not indulged
joining with other professors after the declaration at Sanquhar, rejecting King Charles II., &c. in calumniating and persecuting the
witnessing remnant, both the living and the dead and reproaching
them with Jesuitical principles, &c. an eighteenth step of defection
their deficiency in their duty of Examining, catechising, &c.
p. 69
professors, particularly heads of families, being so little diligent
to set time apart to wrestle with God to instruct the ignorant, &c. a

—

—

twentieth step of defection, p. 71Mitchelson, Joseph, sent with a commission to apprehend Air Peden
in Ireland, fell over a brae the night he was in search for him, by
which he was disabled from travelling any more ; bis miserable
end, as predicted by Mr Peden, p. 94.
Monmouth, the Duke of, was executed at London, the unnatural
death predicted by Mr Cargill, p. 9.
Moor, Mrs escaped from Governor Middleton's soldiers at Mutton
Hole, and apprised Mr Cargill of his danger, by means of which he
avoided the snow, p. 14.
Mortality, the great in 1G94, not wholly attributable to the bad Harvests which preceded it, as rich and poor were afl:ected alike, and
those who had the means, and did procure foreign meal, worst,
so great that the living were tired with burying the dead,
p. 25
many were drawn to the grave on sleds without coffin or winding
sheet ; two sisters were seen carrying the corpse of their brother,
none offering assistance ; some died suddenly in the night, and before morning part of their hands and arms were eaten by the rats,
the natural affection between husbands and wives, and pap. 26
rents and children was taken away, p. 27
300 persons died at
West Calder, p. 28 so great at tlie Craigs in 1G75, that thirty
corpses were carried out of that small place within four months, as
foretold by Mr Blackadder, p. 30.
Mutton Hole, a plot contrived by Governor Middleton and James

—

—

—

—

Henderson,

to surprise

Mr

Cargill there, which he providentially

escapes; Mr James Skeen, Archibald Steuart, and Marion Harvie,
taken prisoners there, p. 14.
Nisbet, two servant lasses so named, carried before the justice for cut.
ting four stocks of kail to save themselves from dying of hunger,
one of whom afterwards died for want, p. 29.
Nisbet, John, Bishop Paterson's factor, mocks Mr Cargill at Glasgow,
who, rebuking him, predicts his loss of speech, he is accordingly

struck

dumb,

p. 45.

Peden, Rev. Alexander, coincided with Mr Cargill in predicting a
dearth and mortality to follow the persecution, p. 24
named, p. 41
—used to call preaching against tyranny and separation from the
indulged, the king's royal dawties, p. 57
when preaching in Gavin Wilson's family at Douglas, Townhcad, detects a witch in a

—

—

INDEX.
pronounces
pernie cloak, saying he cannot preach in her presence
a judgment upon the good wife of Douglas' Tongue for chiding him
when preaching at David Reid's house, in Glenwharrie, he predicts
that the trouble in Ireland will not last so long as in Scotland, that
it would come on a moonlight night ; the massacre accordingly
happens on a night of that description ; rebukes Joseph Mitchelson,
who had come to seek and betray him, p. 93 his providential
escape when being suddenly surprised, the goodwife forcing him out
of the house, he took shelter under some foul fodder in the nook of
on observing a family at Drumpale busy with their
a byre, p. 94
hay instead of attending a fast held that day in Glenluce, he predicts some dreadful sin befalling them, the man accordingly comwhen
mits adultery, and the mother of the child murders it, p. 95
intending to preach at Carrick, in Ballatree, his tent being forcibly
removed from the grounds of Kennedy, Laird of Glinours, to those
of his next neighbour Kennedy, Laird of Kirkhill, in prefacing he
predicts the consequent decay of the one family, and prosperity of the
;

—

—

—

other, p. 95.
Pitlochie, a Laird in Fife, got gifts of

some of the banished sufferers
he and his whole family, except
to transport to America, &c. p. 39
his eldest daughter, die upon their passage out, with 100 of them to

—

New Jersey, p. 87.
Pollock, John, David Hackston, and W. Manu;J, the manner in
which they were conducted to the tolbooth, p. 100.
Preaching and praying, long and loud, deprecated, p. 33.
Prelacy reprobated as the eldest daughter of Antichrist, p. 4.
Protesters or remonstrators foretold the effects of the public resolutions,
p. 4.

Punton, Robert, Patrick Walker's brother-in-law, banished with Wr
Peden ; Mr H. Hall when wounded carried to his house at Echlen,
p. 12.
.

James,

in Carlowrie,

Mr

Cargill being

wounded

in the affray

at the Queensferry, is conveyed to the barn attached to his house,
where he gets his wounds dressed, &c. p. 12 taken prisoner by

—

Dalziel of Binns, conveyed to Kirkliston, the curate there accusing
him of harbouring Mr Cargill, he is carried to Edinburgh, confined
three months, and fined a thousand merks, p. 13.

Queensferry,

Mr

Cargill

and

Mr Henry

Hall surprised there,

p. 11.

Rattray, near Dunkeld, Mr Cargill born there, p. 3.
Rebellion, the, in 17 15, referred to, p. 40.
Regiments, the Scots, in France, Flanders, and Holland, recruited from
among the banished sufferers, p. .39.
Keid, David, in Glenwharrie, Mr Peden's prediction when preaching
in his house, how verified, p. 93.
.
Rev. Mr, minister, Lochrutton, Galloway, witness to Mr Cargill's predictions respecting King Charles IL p. 10.
Renwick, Rev. James, named, pp. 31,37,41 his published sermons

—

not correct, p. 53.

INDEX.
Resolutions, tlie public, in 1650, the first step made by the popish
party to undermine the reformation ;md restore to King Charles 11.
deprecated as a step of defection, p. C2.
p. 4
Restoration, the, reprobated, p. 3.
Rothes, the Duke of, died raving under the terrors of Mr CargiJl's excommunication, as predicted by him, p. 9 threatens Mr Cargill

—

—

with torture when before the Council, who intimates he will not see
his death ; t^.ken suddenly ill, sends for Mr Carstairs, a presbyterian minister, and dies raving under the horrors of conscience, p. 46.
Russelites, v. Dissenters.

Saint Jolm's Kirk in Clydsdale, the Lady of, her policy to send Mr
Cargill and his hearers out of her neighbourhood, p. 34
through

—

her influence upon Mr Boig and Mr Smith, they persuade Mr
Cargill, contrary to his own intention, to go into her neighbourhood
when he was taken ; Mr Cargill always jealous of her ; her great

—

and subsequent defection, p. 43 lier house searched for
blamed for not giving him and his parry notice, hav;
ing time to do so, p. 44.
Ninians, Mr W. Smith born there, p. 55.
Scotland, the church of, her shining brightness from 1638 to 1649,
professions

Mr

Cargill

p. 62.

Scots, proverbial for pride and poverty, their vanity
creased, p. 40.

and ambition en-

Semple, Rev. John, minister, Carsfairn, much given to prayer, especially after the restoration ; one day on entering his pulpit, observing many of his congregation sleeping he shouted aloud, " and is
the devil come here before me ?" which so aroused them that they
slept no more that day ; noticing his congregation staring, he bade
them not look at him but baud up their toom dish to the Lord •
his providential escape when lying in bed with another minister, the
back of it giving way, so that he fell down and the other was taken
p. 92.

Gabriel, aged 18, escaped from Canongate Iron House, Au; retaken and carried to Edinburgh with Robert Semple and John Watt, p.
executed at the Gallowlee, p. 86 v.
Semple, Robert.
Robert, born at Craigthorne, in the parish of Slanes, in Clydsdale ; his father killed at Pentiand Hills ; his mother and sister
Jean, prisoners at Dunnottar Castle; taken in November 1684
his letort upon the Duke of Hamilton when examined by
p. 84
him; he, Gabriel Semple, and John Watt carried to Edinburgh •
examined before the Council, and afterwards tortured in the thumreceived their doom at four o'clock, and
bikins for five hours, 85
were executed the same afternoon without any indictment or trial
at the Gallowlee ; violent proceedings thereat, the acknowledgment
of the justice of their execution being made a fact to the bystanders •
many women refusing to do so are taken prisoners, p. 86.
Shields, Rev. Alexander, witness to Mr Cargill's predictions respect-

I.

gust 19, 1684

85—

—^^—

—

—

INDEX.
ing King Charles II. in London, at the time of King Charles's
death, p. 10
wrote the account of the Torwood excommunication
in the Hind let Loose, p. 1 1
named, p. 31 a saying of his, " that
the ill of Scotland he found everywhere, but the good nowhere,"

—

p.

32_named,

—

pp. 37, 103.

Skeen, James, taken prisoner at Mutton Hole, by a plot contrived
against Mr Cargill ; executed at Edinburgh, p. 14.
Smith, Walter, the only persons to whom Mr Cargill communicated
his intention respecting the excommunication at Torwood, p. 8
named, p. 43 taken with Mr Cargill and Mr Boig, p. 44 his
execution with them at Edinburgh, July 27, 1681, p. 49 born at
St Ninians ; eminent for grace, gifts, and learning ; educated at
Utrecht, p. 53
his professor's exclamation on hearing of his
death ; had a desire to be admitted to the ministry ; Mr Cargill
wished it also, and appointed a meeting with Mr Hepburn and
another minister at the Cummerhead, in Lesmahago, for that purpose, which was prevented by their imprisonment ; the restrictions
imposed by the meeting of indulged was a bar to its subsequent accomplishment, p. 5G assisted Mr Cargill by his advice and praying

—

—

—

—

—

him when

drew up his steps of defection at the re;
quest of the society meetings ; misrepresented by Wodrow, p. 57
drew up rules for society meetings ; very instrumental in erecting a
general quarterly correspondence, p. 58 twenty-two steps of detwenty-six rules for the
fection drawn up by him, p. 62 to 72
management of society meetings drawn up by him, p. 73 to 83—
his letter from Holland to Janet Finnerton, p. 89 to 91.
Society meetings and general correspondences much promoted by Mr
Smith, his steps of defection and rules drawn up for their use, the
influence of Mr Cargill and Mr Cameron maintained great harmony among them for eight years, their subsequent falling off predictfor

fatigued

—

—

Mr Cargill, p. 57 to 59— rules and directions for
management of them, p. 73 to 83.
Solemn league and covenant, all ranks bound by its second

the right

ed by

extirpate prelacy, p. 4

—

prelacy, a direct breach of

its

article to

sixth article,

p. 102.
Stark, Robert, in Milns of Forth, James Henderson forges a letter in
his name, to entrap Mr Cargill, p. 13.
Stewart, Archibald, taken prisoner at Mutton Hole by a plot contriv-

ed against

Mr

Cargill

;

executed at Edinburgh,

p. 14.

- John, and Gavin Witherspoon, their conversation with Mr
Cargill, when he predicts the great dearth and mortality that is to
follow the persecution, p. 24.
Strachan, Colonel, excommunicated
Charles's party, p. 63.

Thomson, James,

in the

to

court

favour

Muirhead, his house searched

for

with

Mr

King

Cargill,

p. 44.

—

William, his execution with Mr Cargill and others at Edinburgh, July 27, 1681, p. 49.
Torwood excommunication, a full account of it in the Hind let loose,
p. 11.

INDEX.
Urquhart, Thomas, the Duke of Argyle's conversation with him, in
which the Duke expresses his repentance for the vote he gave against
Mr Cargill, and predicts his own violent death upon the same spot,
p. 53.
Utrecht,

Mr W.

Smith educated

there, p. 55.

Veitch, Rev. James, minister, Dumfries, conducts the
on his escape through England, p. 51.

Duke

of Argyle

Walker, Patrick, upbraids the West Calder farmer when he came
begging at his door, p. 29 his reasons for not publishing Mr Cargill's and Mr Renwick's sermons, p. 53
complains of malicious
and ignorant reflections, willing to be set right in such mistakes as
he may have fallen into, p. 87 his object to transmit a remem-

—

—

—

brance of these transactions to posterity

;

the great pleasure he takes

in so doing, p. 88.

Watt, John, taken with Robert and Gabriel Semple, and carried to
Edinburgh, p. 85 executed at the Gallowlee there, on throwing
down his Bible as a legacy to his brother, it being claimed for that
purpose by Janet Finneston, she is made prisoner, p. 80 v. Scmple,

—

Robert.

Welwood, Rev. John, preaching

at Orr, in Galloway, the gentleman
upon whose grounds the tent was set up having come five miles to
send them away, hearing him preface upon the 24th Psalm, " the
earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof," which they had just
been singing, is diverted from his purpose, converted, and alterwards became himself a sufferer, p. 96.
William III. King, to remove the dearth, granted a bounty of Is. 8d.
per boll upon all grain imported into Scotland, p. 28 not to be
blamed for the admission of the curates into the church, p. 102.
Wilson's, Gavin, James, Archibald, and Jean, Mr Peden detects a
witch when preaching in their house, p. 93.
Witch, Mr Peden detects one in a pirnie cloak, and refuses to preach

—

in her presence, p. 93.

Witherspoon, Gavin, and John Stewart, their conversation with Mr
Cargill when he predicts the great dearth and mortality that is to follow the persecution, p. 24 saves Mr Cargill from being taken
when the dragoons came suddenly upon them at Lowdon Hill,

—

p. 32.

Historian, Erroneous in asserting that it was on a fast
Cargill and his hearers were surprised at Lowdon Hill, p.

Wodrow,

Mr

day

30—

Mr

Smith, makes groundhis partiality reprobated, misrepresents
less reflections upon the society people, p. 57.
9
Germains,
a sworn vassal of Anp.
York, the Duke of, died at St

—

charged with procuring his brother's death by poison, p. 10
the Gibbites wrote a blasphemous paper to him, which procures
the parliament in which he sat as commistheir liberation, p. 21
sioner met the day after the execution of Mr Cargill, and those
with him, p. 48.

tichrist,

—

—

INDEX.
Young, John, one of John

—

Gib's followers, p. 18

— Mr

Cargill's opi-

nion of him, p. 19
taken with his party at the Woolhill Craigs,
and confined in the Canongate Tolbooth, p. 20 burn their Bibles
at the Frost Moss, between A.irth and Stirling, p. 21
he afterwards lived retired, and kept a school in Lothian, p. 22.

—

—

INDEX
TO THE LIFE OF
The Rev. JAMES RENWICK.
Aarov, too many danced to death before the calf set up by him, p. 15.
Absohite power, the prerogatives of God encroached upon by the Leviathan of, p. 5
a blasphemous fountain, p. 134.

—

Mr

Cathcart's letter clandestinely circulated there, p. 112.
Air's-Moss, Sir John Cochran had a hand in bringing the troops
there, p. 86.
America, prisoners sent there, p. 83.
Antipas, or dying testimony of Mr Renwick, p. 289 to 300.
Apologctical declaration, Mr Wodrow's opinion of the, p. 11
referred to, p. 12
condemned by Mr Wodrow, p. 14.
Argyle, the Earl of, and other noblemen, return from abroad, and
associate with the Duke of Monmouth to oppose the Duke of York's
designs, p. 84
Mr Renwick unjustly blamed for the failure of that
attempt, his willingness to have joined upon certain terms, &c.
what disaphis expedition gave rise to defections, p. 103
p. 8G
proved of in his declaration, p. 127Arminianism, curates tainted with, p. 25.
Arms defensive, the lawfulness of, testified for, by Mr Renwick, vin-

Air,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

dicated, p. 15
Mr Renwick's answer redefended, p. 71 to 73
specting his trial, p. 160
the lawfulness of maintained, p. 221
to

—

235.

Assembly, the general, acts of referred

to, p.

12

—

at the revolution,

— Divine right
— Erastian en46.
croachments upon
not
155 — Mr
Assize,
of the summoned on Mr Renwick's
Renwick's
many of them eminent proon
being
161
— of
meetings, some malignants, &c.
censured for rejecting Mr Shield's proposals, p. 43
of presbytery, not then or since asserted by it, p. 44
the,

testified against, p.

trial,

list

protest

their

fessors in tolerate

those

who

Athanasius,
Baliol,

Mr

p.

sat

on

Mr

Renwick compared with,

Renwick's

p.

called,

trial,

p

list

162.
p. 37-

King, an instance of a king disowned, although not deposed,

p. 182.

#^

INDEX.
Baptism, three sprinklings in an error of the Church of Holland, Mr
Kenwick unjustly accused of defending and practising it, p. 114,
Bishops, none of Christ's officers, the collation of without a call, &c.,
an intrusion into the church, p. 24.
Blackloch, Mr Renwick charged with holding meetings there, p. G4.
Bonds, &c., others substituted for the covenants, p. 27 imposing and
giving one of the sins of the times, p. 36
referred to, p. .55
re-

—

—

ferred to, p. 105.
Bothwell Bridge, the expedition against sufferers at,

one of the sins
Mr Renwick falsely charged with being out
of the times, p. 30
there, he being a boy at college at the time, p. 04.
Brackel, Mr, assisted at Mr Renwick's ordination, advised its being
done at Embden, &c., pp. 25, 20 receives intimation of a libel
to be laid before the classis, to stop Mr Renwick's ordination, but
his advice to Mr Rentoo late ; his proceedings thereon, p. 34
wick and others, pp. 122, 123 observations thereon, p. 124 to 128.
Braids Craigs, two sermons preached by Mr Renwick there, found
upon him when taken, p. 293.
Brill, the, Mr Renwick embarks there, first for Scotland, but ulti-

—

—

—

—

mately for Ireland,

Buchanan, Geo.
p.

p. 35.

referred to, p. 12

—

his treatise

De Jure

Regni, quoted,

100.

Burrio's, bloody butchering encouraged in persecution, p.
impunity secured, p. 09.

37

—

their

Mr Renwick takes refuge in one, p. 63.
Calder Muir, some drawn off from the societies in, by the ministers
from Holland, p. 89.
Cairns,

Calderwood Mr, referred to, p. 12.
Cameron, Rev. Richard, a remnant who adhered to the testimony as
left by him, and Mr Cargill commenced a correspondence in 1681,
named p. 30.
p. 19
Cargill, Rev. Donald, Mr Renwick present at his execution, p. 14
a remnant who adhered to the testimony as left by him, and Mr
Cameron commenced a correspondence in 1681, p. 19 named,
his excommunication of King Charles, &c. referred to,
p. 36

—

—

—

p. 127.
Carrick, some

drawn off from the societies in, by the ministers from
Holland, p. 89 Alexander Gordon, Robert Cathcart, and J. Dick,
the people there alienated by Mr Cathinformers there, p. 103
Mr Renwick's conference with Robert Cathcart's letter, p. 1 12
Robert Cathcart protests against his preaching,
cart there, p. 113
&c. there, p. 114 the informers there, to ingratiate themselves with
other ministers, circulate slanders, lampoons, <&c. against Mr Ren-

—

—
—
—

wick

;

—

their lax discipline, p. 121.

of, not defensible, p. 74.
Castle Hill, Edinburgh, Mr Renwick lodges in a house there, where
he is discovered, p. 48.
Cathcart, Robert, a professor in Carrick, his defection after Argyle's

Carsphairn, killing the curate

INDEX.

—

extract from his letter
expedition turns informer, &c. p. 103
against Mr Rcnwick, pp. 103, 104— praised by Mr VVodrow, his
letter clandestinely circulated through Air and Galloway, &c. p. 112
protects against his
his conference with Mr Renwick, p. 113
preaching in Carrick, p. 113.
Causes of wrath, referred to, p. xii.
Cess, the paying of, testified against by Mr Renwick, vindicated, p. xv.
INIr Renwick afflicted that ministers gave no testimony against it,
Mr Renwick questioned respecting,
referred to, p. 105
p. 17
the
Jlr Renwick's answer respecting, on his trial, p. 100
p. 150
unlawfulness of paying when exacted for v/icked ends maintained,
pp. 197 to -220 its chief object to suppress field preaching, p. 199
the paying it a mark of affection to an arbitraiy government, being exacted by their representatives ; the payers of it make it their
own deed, p. 200 exacted as a test of allegiance with tyranny
paying it arming force to expel Christ out of Scotland, p. 203
exacted to suppress the covenant, p. 205
the paying an unlawful,
not warranted but condemned by Scripture, instances quoted,

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pp. 207 to 220.
questions
Chancellor, the, Mr Renwick examined before him, p. 150
Mr Renwick as to his persuasion, &c. p. 151 his observation upon Mr Renwick's answer, p. 152.
Charles II., King, putting the question of owning his authority by the
council and courts of inquisition, a strange piece of policy, p. 1.')
forfeited all authority by his breach of the covenant, &c. p. 16
reasons given at Lanark for a revolt from his government, p. 20
declaration disown him, &c. p. 67
accused of tyranny, perjury,
perfidy, &c. p. 69
died when the persecution was at its height, the
Duke of York suspected of murdering him, p. 82 his death refered to, p. 183 remitted allegiance upon the terms covenanted, and
consequently gave up his claim to it, p. 191.
Charters, Baillie, impertinently accuses Mr Renwick of frequenting
bawdy houses, &c. p. 150.
Children, many unbaptized for years, p. 39
supply Mr Renwick
with food without the knowledge of their parents, p. 51
Mr Ren-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

wick baptized upwards of

—

hundred the

year of his
ministry, p. 52.
Church, reformation in the, not so perfect at the revolution as in 1592,
prelacy, supremacy, scandalous ministers, &c. condemned
p. xviii.
in the former but not the latter, p. xix
the corenants not renewed, &c. although a better opportunity, p. 20 prevalence of a
popish, prelatical, and malignant party who rescinded the covenants,
&c. in the, p. xxi
the collation of bishops and presentation of patrons, an intrusion into tlie, p. xxiv.
curates convict objects of its censure, p. XXV.
communion with curates, a competition between a schisCdatical party and the true, p. xxvi.
o:iths, tests, &c. not to be taken
without consent of the, p. xxvii— supremacy, the indulgence, &c. an
encroachment upon the, pp. xxviii—xxx. not protesting against supremacy, the indulgence, &c. a defection from the testimony of the,
five or six

—

—

—

—
—

—

Bb

first

—

INDEX.
xxxi .— the, by silence, consent and connive at erastian encroachthe liberties of the church and state overturned by
ments, p. xli
King Charles II. p. 10 ordination by a particular, not essential in
none ever had the power to monopolize the,
its broken state, p. 22
ordaining all admitted to ofSpiate there ; the Belgic hath power to
the Belgic not
ordain ministers upon a call from Scotland, p. 23
pure as to the magistrate's usurpation, pp. 24 to 28 such as reproached Mr Renwick discovered their ignorance of the good old
way of the reformed, p. 43 Mr Renwick a witness against, and
asserted the expediency of withdrawing from the corruptions of the,
&c. p. 45 of Scotland, Mr Renwick follows the rule of the, in
withdrawing from ministers, p. 54 sufferers there executing judgment upon their persecutors without prejudice of the, p. 73 of
Holland accused of corruption, p. 8f) the debate about joining in
family worship new in the, p. 97 the, robbed of all her legal charof Scotland, the toleration a stab
ters, &c. by toleration, p. 134
under the fifth rib to the, p. 138 of Scotland, the heads of Mr
Renwick's sufferings consonant to old principles and precedents in
arms as well as tears lawful in the defence of the,
the, p. 179
of Scotland, De Foe's history of the, quoted, pp. 235 to
p. 227
238 officers and members, corrupt mixtures in the, a great cause
the popish deem the laick or people base, and the
of wrath, p. -41
clergy only the Lord's inheritance ; the office of elders an institu..
tion of the Jewish and early Christian, but long in disuse, p. 243.
active in support of
Circuit courts in great vigour and rigour, p. 11
prelacy, enforcing oaths, exacting cess, &c. when Mr Renwick
p.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

landed, p. 37.

Clanny, Hugh, a minister, a saying of his, that, if Mr Renwick suffered, he would have hot hurdles in hell, p. 179.
Claverhouse and Douglas, their great emulation who should be most

mountain men, p.
Wodrow's writing against

successful in destroying the

Cloud of Witness,

Mr

81.
it

not a sin of igno-

ranee, p. xi.

bringing the troops to Airs-Moss, an

Cochran, Sir John,
informer against his associates, p. 86.
Cocker, killing the, not defensible, p. 74.
Compilers, many converted on hearing INIr Renwick, through sufferers taking refuge in their houses, p. GO.
Convention of estates, Mr Renwick and his party accused of making
Mr Renwick's defence, p. 100.
themselves one, p. 98
Corson, Elizabeth, mother to the Rev. James Renwick, had other
children before him, who died young, living when this life was
but not satisfied with
written, bore her losses with patience, p. 7
her husband's consolation, prayed for and received Mr James in
confidence
in
his
ultimate honour and
prayers
her
answer to her
;
Mr James
glory not shaken by the difficulties he underwent, p. 8
Renwick's interview with, and observations to her when in prison,
her last meal and conference with him, pp. 170, 298.
p. I£7
Council, the, get intelligence of Mr Renwick ; in a rage of hell's kindimplicated in

—

—

—

—

3

INDEX.

—

by persecution, p. 50 busied
1684 overturning the remains of religion, liberty, law, and conMr Kenwick accused of being hired by the, to
science, &c. p. 55

ling endeavour to stop his preaching
in

—

publish the declaration, &c. p. 77Covenants, separatists from the indulged, &c. keepers of them, p.

—

xiii.

—

their
the rescinders and the dissolversof the, condemned, p. xiv.
curates, covenant
renovation neglected at the revolution, p. xx
breakers, &c. p xxv.
an inquiry into the violation, burning, &c. of
the, required, p. xxvi
the indulgence contradictory to the, p. xxxi
the revival of the, pleaded for ; the custom of mentioning them in en-

—

—

—

baptisms omitted, p. xxxiv reasons for renewing them,
promises in the,
of renewal proposed, p. xxxix.
the
broken by the assembly rejecting Mr Shield's proposals, p. xliv
imposition of court oaths, formula, fasts, &c. contrary to the,
the breaking, betraying, and burying of the, deplored,
p. xlvi,
declaration of
oaths, bonds, &c. contrary to the, p. 11
pp. 3, 4
owning
adherence to the, &c. published, p. G^ referred to, p. 71
Argyle's de83
Earl
of
the, made criminal by parliament, p.
the
claration not conform to the, p. 86
referred to, pp. 100, 101, 105
—•the necessity for and obligation to keep, defended, pp. 189 to 194
the,
cess exacted to suppress the, referred to and quoted, p. 20r)
and solemn league, quoted as authority for defensive arms, p. 226.

gagements
p.

XXXV

at

—manner

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Cowgate, in Edinburgh, Mr Renwick taken there, p. 149.
Culdees thought it odious to arm wicked tyrants, p. 203.
coC-urates, prelatic intruders, erastians, and schismatics, p. xxiv
venant-breakers erroneous in doctrine, murderers of souls, and scandPvlous ; the submitting to them a badge of compliance with his mahearing them as commandjesty's government, ecclesiastic, p. xxv
ed by the rescinders of the covenant offensive and stumbling ; holding communion with them, a competition between the true church
and a schismatical party, p. xxvi
none required to be put out but
the insufficient, ignorant, negligent, erroneous, and scandalous, and
who so deemed, p. xli. and indulged ministers the only preachers

—

—

—

—

—

when Mr Renwick returned to Scotland, p. 38 the only preachers
tolerated, many compelled to resort to them to their great detriment,

—

56 merely withdrawing from, not censuring,
them stipends a defection, p. 106.

p.

p.

99—paying

Dalrymple, Lord Advocate, Sir John, Mr Renwick on his trial refuses to give him the title of Lord, &c. p. 159— his conversation with
Mr Renwick in the prison, requiring him to supplicate and acknowledge King James ; his regret for Mr Renwick's death, &e.
p. 165.

Mr Renwick held his first meeting there, p. 40.
Mr Renwick's wonderful escape there, p. 63.
Declaration, Mr Renwick assisted in publishing the Lanark
Sanquhair confirmed in it, p. 20 — Mr Renwick and his party

Darmead,

Darngavel,

;

the

publish one, p. 66
its tenor, p. 67
oath abjuring it enjoined, p. 68
oath condemned and declaration analyzed and defended, pp. 68 to

—

—

—

INDEX.
71

—

—

killing the curate of Carsphairn,
its subsequent effects, p. 72
the piper, and other extravagances unjustly charged upon the adherents to the, p. 7G
Mr Renwick falsely charged with publishing
it at the instigation of the council ; proclamation for discovering

—

—

such as own or will not disown it, p 77 one published at Sanquhair against the Duke of York, iNIay 28, iOSo, p. 84
agreeable to
old principles, and the declaration of war omitted by the Earl of

—

—

the Earl of Argyle's, not conform to the covep. 85
86 referred to, p. 100 against the Scots congregation at
Rotterdam, was composed by Mr Hamilton, p. 124 what disapproved of in the Earl of Argyle's, p. 127.
Dee and Cree, professors between, send a protestation to Mr Renwick,

Argyle, &c.
nants, p.

—

—

—

p. 1 16.

Defections for the last thirty years required to be searched into, p. xxiii.
De Foe, Daniel, his history of the Church of Scotland quoted as authority for the numbers who suffered during the persecution, pp. 235 to
238 his preface to De Laune's plea quoted, p. 239 vindicated,
several heads of the martyrs' testimony, condemned by Wodrow,

—

—

p. 238.

—

Devil, a white, Mr Renwick called one, and why, p. 140
the persecution by the dragon's legions, a war between the red, black, and
white, p. 141.
Discipline, the slackness of, pleaded against, p. xxxvl.

Dick, John, a professor in Carrick, his defections, turns informer, and
subsequently a trooper, p. 103.
Dissenters, not so generally, but only the wilder sort, persecuted in
1686, p. 93 eight thousand perished in prison during the reign of
King Charles II., p. 239.
Doctrine, unsound, Mr Wodrow's opinion of it reprobated, p. lo.
Doctor's, teaching elders, p. 242.
Douglas and Claverhouse, their great emulation who should be most
successful in destroying the mountain men, p. 81.
Dublin, Mr Renwick lands there, p. 35.
Dundas, Lieutenant surprises and pursues Mr Renwick, p. 63.
Dunnoltar Castle, prisoners sent there to empty the prisons in Edinburgh, p. 82.
Durham on the Revelations, quoted, p. 180.

—

Earlston, the Laird of, sent on a mission to Holland by the society
meetings, p. 20
Mr Renwick's letter to him, referred to, 7iOit\

—

p. 118.

E. B. the Right Honourable Lady, Mr Renwick's letter to her Lady,
ship, pp. 277 to 280.
Edinburgh, IMr Renwick attends the university and obtains laureation
the Duke of York holding a parliament there, when
there, p. 10
the Duke of
the Lanark declaration is determined upon, p. 20
proclaimed
York
king there, February 1685, p. 82 many prisoners sent to Jamaica, Dunnottar Castle, and America, to empty the
prisons of, p. 83
Mr Renwick goes there, gives in his testimony

—

—
—

—

PNBEX.
of some persecuted presbyterian ministers, &c. to Mr Hugh Kennedy, moderator of the General Assembly, goes to Fife, returns and
lodges in the Castle Hill, p. 147 is discovered there and taken
near the head of the Cowgate, when endeavouring to escape, p. 148.
Elegie upon the death of Mr Renwick, p. 301.
the admission of
Elders, ruling, form of admitting, pp. 240 to 261
import
too long delayed, the institution of, divine, &c. p. 241
of the name and different degrees of, viz. doctors or teaching, mini242
name
of
the
sters or preaching, and ruling or governing, p.
Laick improper, all ruling, but the office of some more eminent than
others ; the office of rahng only, of Jewish origm, admitted in the
their different
early Christian church, but long in disuse, p. 243
ruling, motives for
duties explained from Scripture, pp. 244, 245
admitting them in a broken state of the church, and objections
their vocation or calling how to
thereto answered, pp. 240 to 248
be elected, p. 249— how to be tried and admitted, p. 250 their netheir positive duties, pp. 252, 253^their
gative duties, p. 251

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

their pubHc official duties, pp. 255
private official duties, p. 254
to 258
charge, &c. delivered on their adnaission, p. 259.
Embden, reasons why Mr Renwick was not ordained there, pp. 25, 26
students could not be owned there without a testimony from the

—

—

whole professors

Engagement

at

Groningen, &c., p. 20.
anno 1048, indulgences, &c. contradictory to

to duties,

the, p. xxxi.
Episcopal clergy, obtested against as insufficient, negligent, erroneous

or scandalous, p. xl.

Executions increased when the

Duke

of

York came

to the throne, p. 82.

Families, many well provided, rendered destitute, p. 37— masters of,
their scandalous behaviour, p. 90.
Family exercise, debates about differences in, Mr Renwick unjustly
accused of promoting; his advice therein, pp. 95 to 97.
Fast, a public, called for by the sins of the land, p. xxxix.
Field-preachings totally suppressed when Mr Renwick returned to
being present at one,
Scotland, a great eye-sore to ministers, p. 38
made a capital offence by parliament, p. 83 increased with the
prohibited in the proclamations
violence of the persecution, p. 92
for toleration, p. 135
Mr Renwick questioned as to carrying arms
152
respecting carrying arms at, on
Renwick's
answer
at, p.
Mr
his trial, p. 160
termed rendezvouses of rebellion ; the chief object
the extension
in exacting the cess was to suppress them, p. 199
^
the necessity
of time by a second act for the same ends, p. 202

—
—

—

—

for stated, pp.

Fields,

—

—

221

many found

—
—

to

223.

in the,

who

refused the oath, abjuring the decla-

put to death, or taken prisoners and executed the
79 butchering and slaughter increased in, <Si;c. when

rations, instantly

same day,

p.

Duke

of

the
Fife,

Flint,

—

York came to the throne, p. 82.
iMr Renwick preaches there in January 1688,

Mr

John, accused of

error, &c., p. viii

—

p. 147.

sent to the Universily

INDEX.
atGroningen, forward in the cause ; his defection, first to extreroes,
and subsequently the opposite excess ; quarrels with Mr Renwick,
p.

21

—occasions
—

him much

trouble in obtaining his ordination,

—

his testimony from Professor a Marck, p. 29
p. 2G
joins others
to thwart Mr Kenwick's ordination, but a day too late; ever after a
contentious enemy to him, p. 35.

Gallowlee,

Mr

Jlenwick active in removing the martyrs' bodies bu.

ried there, p. I7.

Gausefoort, John, one of the Dutch ministers
wick, p, 33.

Gentlemen, forfaulted,

fined,

and imprisoned

who ordained Mr Ren.
for converse,

&c. with

55.

suflTerers, p.

Gentlewomen, Mr Renwick's letter to two, pp. 281 to 288.
Gibb, John, accused of errors, &c., p. viii
an impostor, favoured by
the Duke of York, Mr Renwick opposed to, but falsely accused of
consorting with him and his party, p. 19
Mr Renwick and his followers accused of maintaining his blasphemies, p. 4G.
Glasgow, a minister there, asserted he would rather Mr Renwick had
stabbed his father and mother than railed against the toleration,

—

p. 137.
Glencairn, in Nithsdale, Mr Renwick born there, p. 7Glendale, in Northumberland, a minister there refuses a conference

with

Mr

Renwick, p. 119.
of the jail, the, his conference with Mr Renwick on the day
of his execution, entreats him to sign a petition, telling him he may
yet have his life, «Scc., p. 169.
Gordon, Alexander, circulates a paper against Mr Renwick in Holland, &c. ; formerly a professor with, but subsequently a traducei
of him, p. 102
he and others informers in Carrick, p. 103.
Graham, Captain of the guard, his observations when Mr Renwick

Goodman

—

was brought

in prisoner, p. 150.

Grant, Mr, accused of error, &c., p. viii.
Gray, Robert, Mr Renwick, when witnessing his execution, had a presentiment that his own would be the next he should see, p. 1G9.
Greenock, Mr Renwick charged with holding meetings there, p. 64.
Groningen, Mr Renwick and others sent to be filled for the ministry
at the university there, p. 21
Mr Renwick ordained by the clas-

—

—
—

the testimonial of the classis there to Mr
pp. 25 to 29
Renwick, pp. 30 to 33 the church of, use three sprinklings in baptism, &c., p. 114
the students there accused of receiving support
from the French king, p. 120.
sis there,

—

Mr

Renwick's, assisted him in obtaining
ordination, p. 25
named in the testimonial of Mr Renwick's ordination, p. 33
composed the declaration against the Scots congregation at Rotterdam, p. 124
his composing that declaration and
showing it to Mr Brackel a year before it was published, a great
mistake, it being composed in Scotland, p. 128.

Hamilton, Mr, a friend of

—

—

—

INDEX.
Hereticks, schismatics,

&c.,

sufferers

for righteousness, so

called,

under them, and not

to har-

p. 6.

Heritors required to give the names of all
bour any without passes, p. T8.
Hind let loose, the, a defect in the MS. supplied from it, Mr Renwick's testimony and sufferings more amply vindicated there, p. iv.
not yet refuted, p. v
the doctrine of the, confirmed from Bu-

—

—

might have procured
chanan, Knox, Caklerwood, &c. &c., p. xii
its author more praise, &c. p. xv
referred to, pp. 69, 71? 73, 180,
ten pages supplied from the, 7iofc, pp. 183, 193.
197, 221
Holland, the Laird of Earlston sent on a mission there by the society

—

p.

21

—

—a

succession of faithful ministers fitted at the uniRenwiek, Mr Flint, and others sent there,
gentlemen sent from the Earl of Argyle in, to promote a

meetings, p. 20
versities

there,

Mr

rising in arms, p. 85.

Hostlers and innkeepers

empowered

to

impose oaths on passengers,

p. 79.

Houston, Rev. David, from Ireland, joins Mr Renwiek, p. 118
went to Ireland in 1687, p- 137 his being taken in Ireland re-

—

ferred to, p. 148.
JNIr Renwiek remarkable for, and why, p. 53.
Hunting-field, a saying of the Duke of York that it would never be
well till all south of the Forth was made one, p. 55.

Humility,

Idolators, association with,

condemned,

p. xlvi.

Independents belied by Mr Renwick's opponents, p. 108.
Mr Renwiek owned
Indictment against Mr Renwiek, pp. 152 to 155
all in it but the preamble, that he had cast off the fear of God, p. 150.
Indulgence, Mr M'Millan left his testimony against it, that being one
of the heights of which the martyrs are accused by Mr Wodrow, p. vi.
the indulged, &c. makers
history of the, referred to, pp. xii., xiii.
the, of
of the schism ; separatists from them defended, p. xiii
16C9-79, an encroachment upon the church, accepted by some, and
the intention of the granters of
rejected by other ministers, p. xxviii

—

—

—

—

—

supremacy from whence it arose, p. xxix. its
the not protesting
from the people, p. xxx
accepagainst, a defection from the testimony of the church, p. xxxi
many
ting the, contradictory to the engagement to duties 16-J8, ib.
Edinburgh ministers accepted the, p. 11 referred to, p. 105.
read to Mr Shields
Informatory vindication, the, not yet refuted, p. v
written and published by
and acceded to by him in 1G86, p. xvi
Mr Renwiek ; charges against him answered there, p. 102 referred to, pp. 24, 108, 109, 297
Mr Renwiek examined about it bethe, to strengthen the

—

effect to obstruct calls

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fore the council, pp. 168, 297Inquisition, the Scottish, exceeded the Spanish, p. 37.
Renwiek, their tenor,
Jntercommuning, letters of, issued against
p. 64.
Ireland, the church of, never challenged ministers ordained in Scot-

Mr

land, p. 24.

INDEX.
Jamaica, prisoners sent there, j). 83.
James VI., King, his curse upon a popish posterity referred to, p. 184.
.- VII., King, Mr Renwick questioned as to owning him, p. 150
Mr Renwick's answer to that question on his trial, p. 159 an

—

—

and precedents

\isurper or tyrant, his authority disputed,
owning him referred to, pp. 181 to 196.

for dis-

—

Jannes and Jambres, Mr Kenwick compared to, p. 48 the comparison improper, more appropriate if applied to his opponents, p. 49.
Jews, the question, if the customs of the, are binding on all nations,
Jus populi referred to, pp. xii., 73, 191.
&c., answered, p. 190

—

Justice, sufferers killing the persecutors, extroardinary executing of,

——

p. 72.

John, discovers Mr Renwick when searching for uncustomed
goods, his observations thereon, &c., p. 148.

Kennedy, Mr Hugh, ihoderator of the general assembly, Mr Renwick gives in to him his testimony ol some persecuted presbyterian
ministers, &c., p. 147«
referred to, pp. xii.,

73—not ordained by the ministers
— Mr Renwick accused being of
152 — Queen Mamade
time, but
approved
181 — quoted
advising the
question
him
204 —
of the reformation quotnon-payment of

Knox, John,

of Scotland, p.

1

1

since

at his

ry's

to

his principles,

as

1

treason, p.

as

referred to, p.
his history

tythes, p.

Queen Mary and Lithington referred
authorizing resistance of tyrannical violence, p. 224.
Koelman, Mr, a Dutch minister, his former esteem for Mr Renwick
embittered by misrepresentation ; his severe invective against him,
p. )28.
ed, and his conference with
to, as

Mr Renwick assisted in publishing the declaration there,
the test and act of succession were publicly burnt, the Sanquhair declaration confirmed, and reasons given for a revolt from
the government of King Charles II., while the Duke of York was
holding a parliament in Edinburgh, p. 20.
Langlans, Mr, Mr KenwicU's answer to his criminations referred to,
Lanark,

when

p.

261,

Lawson, Robert, and

others, enthusiasts for the

sequently erred as far on

Lex

tlie

want of guides, sub-

other side, p. 39.

rex, referred to, p. xii.

Lewarden,

in Friezland, letters

by

Mr Renwick

to the right

honou-

rable society of strangers there, pp. 26 1 to 277Leyden, John Bocold, called John of, Mr Renwick falsely compared
to him and defended, pp. 58, 59.
Linlithgow, Justice General, after passing sentence upon Mr Renwick, asked him if he wished a longer time, p. 161.
Renwick and his followLivingston, one, in Ireland, condemned

Mr

ers to the infernal pit, p. 179-

Lollards of Kyle refused to pay the bishop's exactions, p.
by Mr Renwick, pp. 261 to 288.

204—.letters

INDEX.
Lord, Mr Renvick on his trial refused giving that
were not noble by birth, p. 159.
Lying, the general prevalence of, deplored, p. 4.

title

to all

who

protestation against Mr Renwick, signed by
him in the name of all the professors between Dee and Cree, p. 116.
M'Maiu, John, reasons for publishing Mr Renwick's life, p. iii.
M'Millan, David, excepted from the general censure in Wodrow's
history, and Mr Wodrow's reasons why his testimony was over-

M'Hutcheson, William,

looked in the Cloud of Witnesses, reprobated, p. vi.
a curate, his conversation with Mr Renwick in the prison
respecting the toleration, p. 165.
M'Ward's banders disbanded, and earnest pleadings referred to,

M'Naught,

pp. xii., xiii.
Magistrate, what constitutes one, p. 188.
Magistrates, rescinders and dissolvers of the covenant, not to be owned
supremacy gives to the, the power of the keys,
as lawful, p. xiv.
Mr Renwick and his party accused of usurping their
&c., p. xxviii.
power, and defended, pp. 98 to 102.
Manuscript, the original nearly lost, when recovered found mutilated, the defect supplied from the Hind let loose, p. iv.
detained by
Mr Wodrow, and why, p. ix a portion of the original lost, supplied from the Hind let loose, iioles, pp. 183, 193.
Marck, Johannes a, a famous anti-correian professor, assisted at Mr

—

—

—

—

—

Mr

his testimonial to
Renwick
p. 24
Flint, p. 29.
Martyrs, the, accused of warmth of temper and ignorance by

Renwick's ordination,

and

Mr

—

Wodrow, p. v
vindicated, pp. vi. and vii
to own the King's authority, condemned
p. xii
p.

1

4

—

their resolution

— Mr Renwick's

—

Mr

such as died for refusing

as fools by
and stedfastncss witnessed by

Mr Wodrow,
Mr Renwick,

observations in a conference respecting their

testimonies, &c., p. 17-

Mary, Queen, Dowager, reasons

for her depositions quoted, p. 182.
her tempting question to John Knox referred to, p. 181
deposed and imprisoned for tyranny, &c., p. 182.
Meetings, none of Mr Renwick's, ever caught, few persons aj^prehended either coming to or going from them, p. 61.
Ministers, their unfaithfulness, defection, &c., a cause of the extremities others ran into, p. viii
all fled or deserted their duty, ib
the church not so thoroughly purged of corrupt, at the revolution as
formerly, p. xix
a party deemed it their duty to withdraw from
such as promoted courses of defection, and adhere to the faithful to
keep up a testimony, p. xxii. leaving their charge at the desire of the
magistrate, &c. sinful, p. xxiv
guilty of covenant breaking by subsome receive, others reject the
scribing oaths, tests, &c., p. xxvii.
indulgence, p. xxviii.
of Fife and Perth testified against toleration,
hampered and restricted from preaching against tyranny
p. xxxiii.
by grant of toleration, ib. their omiting to mention the covenants
in engagements at baptisms censured, p. xxxv
acknowledging the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

INDEX.
breaches
p.

XXXV.

and preaching up the covenants incumbent upon

of,

—and

all,

others, required to lay the sins of the times to heart,

—

sound presbyterian, would not have rejected Mr
Shield's proposals, p. xliv
want courage to withstand, and by silence
consent to and connive at encroachments upon church government by
&c., p. xxxix

—

the imposition of court-oaths, &c., p. xlvi
Mr Renwick attended
the persecuted meetings, and continued in amity with the, at Kdinburgh, until he discovered their too universal defection, p. 1 1
in what their defection consisted, pp. 11 to 15
Mr Renwick offended at, for their advice to the martyrs, &c., p. 17 a succession of
faithful, fitted at the universities in Holland, p. 21
the Scotch, at

—

—
—
—

Rotterdam, endeavour to stop Mr Renwick's ordination, but too
late, p. 34
attack him on his return home, p. 35
the Dublin,
their defection, JNIr Renwick contests with them ; they procure him
a ship for Scotland, p 36 many left the country ; the indulged

—

—

and curates only allowed to preach in houses, all deserted the fields,
&c., p. 38
Mr Renwick in his first meeting at Darmead named
such as he could or could not join ; the naming some gave offence,
a false report circulated, that Mr Renwick excommunicated
p. 41
all the, in Scotland, p. 42
all reproached him, p. 43
their unfaithfulness, p. 52
Mr Renwick acknowledged his fault in too generally terming them idle shepherds; subsequently classed them
imder different heads of defection, p 54 the persecuted, compel-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

led to leave the land, or imprisoned, p. 55
the indulged, laid
aside also, when they had served a design, many gave bond not to
exercise their ministry, &c., p. 50
of Scotland generally misrepre-

—
— Mr Renwick witnessed against the
dulged and
but never preached
a parish where he knew
57 — the indulged, &c.
a persecuted, was preaching, &c.,
malicious calumnies against Mr Renwick,
77 — sent from the
Earl of Argjle in Holland, propose a
arms,
former
85
slanders of the
— some who come from Holland
people,
with the Earl of Argyle pretend a willingness
join with Mr
Renwick, but upon terms he cannot accede
87 —
con90—indulged
tentions with and
treatment of him, pp. 88
94 —no public testimony by presbyterian,
rated on bond,
Scot94 — one of
land against popery,
from Holland accuse Mr
Renwick of an usurpation upon the power of the magistrate, &c.,
p. 98 — of Scotland, Mr Knox and other reformers not ordained by,
Ill —
&c.
127 — generally com135 — the proclamation
plied with
emitanswer
the address of some,
Edinburgh,
136 — the

sented

Mr

Renwick,

p.

56

in-

curates,

in

their

p.

p.

rising in

society

their

p.

to

their

to, p.

to

ill

libe-

in

p.

the,

p.

their sinful silence,

p.

offensive, p.

toleration, p.
to

ted, in

on

for toleration

in

p.

from banishment, &c., insult over and
Renwick, to inquire after the number and names of his
followers, &c., p. 138
their want of sympathy for Mr Renwick
in his distressed state, p. 140
the conversation of some indulged,
with Mr Renwick when in prison, p. 166 their want of sympathy
tolerated,

upbraid

Mr

their return

Mr

Renwick

—

—

—

did all they could to obstruct it in the people
few prayed for prisoners at all, except Mr D. Williamson, p. 167

for

;

INDEX.

—

preachtheir different opinions of Mr Renwick, pp. 177 to 179
duties which helong to them ; ruling elders
ing elders, p. 242
may exercise their powers over them, p. 25G.
Monmouth, the Duke of, the Earlof Argyle, and others, associate with
him to oppose the designs of the Duke of York, p. 84.
Monro, Dr, endeavours to persuade Mr Renwick to solicit a second
reprieve, p. 1C3.
Morton, the Earl of, his discourse to Queen Elizabeth, as related by
Buchanan, quoted, p. 182.
Mountain, Mr Renwick's labours compared to a child thrashing one,

—

——

p. 37.

men, wanderers or sufferers so named, p. 81.
Mure, Mr, his family indignant at the charge of profanity, &c., made
against

Mr

Renwick,

p. 10.

Naphtali, referred to, pp. xii. 73.
Newcastle, the ministers there, thought

Mr Renwick more severe than
other presbyterians, p. 46.
accession
of, to the wicked establishment, &c.
Nobles and rulers, the
&c., one of the sins of the times, p. xxxvi.

—

imposed withOaths, tests, &c. substituted for the covenants, p. xxvii
out consent of the church, condemned, and ministers who subscribe
the
or countenance them censured by acts of assembly 1(J48, ib
imposing and taking, one of the sins of the times, p. xxxvi. the imposition of court, an encroachment upon the power of the church,
&c. p. xlvi. many Edinburgh ministers involved in simple oaths,
referred to, p. 55
bonds, &c. p. 11
one abjuring, Mr Renwick's
all upwards of sixteen required to take
declaration enjoined, p. 68
rigorous proceedings thereon ; hostlers and innkeepers
it, p. 78
empowered to impose oaths, p. 79 refusing the, of abjuration made
referred to, p. 105.
treason by parliament, p. 83
Officers of armies and their soldiers, of state and their lictors, Mr
Renwick's success notwithstanding their cruelty, rage, &c. p. 52.
Ordination, the validity of, by foreign churches defended, pp. 22 to
24 the validity of Mr Renwick disputed, pp. 46 to 88 defended,
of the reformers similar to Mr Renwick's, p. 111.
pp. 109 to 111

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Paisley,

—

—

—

Mr

—

—

Renwick preaching near, vindicated, p. 57 Mr Renwick
upon a minister there, with intent to

falsely accused of intruding

bring the soldiers on him, p. 119.
Papists, the penal statutes against, surperseded by the grant of toleratoleration a matter of boasting to, p. xxxiv.
retion, p. xxxii.

—

—

—

Mr

Renwick, p. 43 never pretended the infallibility of individual doctors, &c. p. 107
Mr Renwick falsely accuspay
of,
of
being
in
the
toleration suspended all penal
ed
p. 120
enraged at Mr Ren^vick, p. 165
condemn
statutes against, p. 134
the heads of Mr Renwick's sufferings as errors, p. 179.
proached and

vilified

—

—

Parliament, the, passed laws, making

it

—

—

treason to refuse the oath of

INDEX.
abjuration ; criminal to own the covenant, and capital to be present
the drunken, held by Murray make some
at a field meeting, p. 83
opposition to the taking away the penal statutes, p. 94—-acts of, ex-

—

acting cess quoted, pp. 197 to 201.
Pass, a, required in travelling, p. 7S hostlers and innkeepers empowered to impose oaths for their verifications, p. 78.
Paterson, Bishop, solicits a second reprieve for Mr Renwick without
his consent ; his conference with, and courtesy to him when under
sentence of death, p. 164.
Patronages, re-introducing, a defection of ministers, p. xlvi.
Patrons, none of Christ's officers, their presentation an intrusion into
the church, p. xsiv.
Paul, the Apostle, his seeming to own the tyrannical high priest Annanias, an objection answered, p. 195.
Peden, Rev. Alexander, gave encouragement to Mr Renwick, foretells
him that neither of them will live to see the end of the troubles,
embittered against I\lr Renwick, p. 1 10.
p. 115
Peebles, Mr Renwick's narrow escape when going to attend a meeting

—

—

there, p. 146.

Penal statutes suspended by grant of toleration, pp. xxxii., xxxiv.
Pentland, expedition against suffering people at, one of the sins of the
times, p. xxxvi.
Persecution, the guilt of, one of the sins of the times, p. xxxvi.
.
De Foe''s summary of the numbers wlio suffered in dif_
ferent ways during the, pp. 235 to 238.
Peter, the Apostle, the opinion and practice of, led many out of the

way, p. XV.
Piper, killing the, not defensible, p. 74.
admitted by the grant of toleraPopery, curates tainted with, p. xxv
V. prelacy ; Mr Renwick zealous against, p. 44
tion, p. xxxii.
op-

—

—

position to, blended with flatteries and bribed with favours, p. 94
some of the rabble and soldiery suflfered for speaking against, p. 94
toleration intended to introduce it, p. 133
referred to, p. 100

—

the

payment

of cess a support to, instead of extirpation of, as re-

quired by the covenant, p. 206.
Powers, the higher, what constitutes, p. 195.
Preaching, the great dearth of, and necessity for, p. 39 in houses
and fields, except by Mr Renwick, totally suppressed, p. 56.
Prelacy, and the assemblies which promoted it or complied with it,
v. curates,
condemned when the church had power to do so, p. xix
and tyranny ; the extirpation of, promised in the covenants neglecunion with the maintainers, &c. of, condemned, p. 46
ted, p. 46
supremacy and popery twined with tyranny, the paramours that
have defiled Scotland, p. 3 submission to, pressed in Circuit Courts,
Mr Renwick zealous against, p. 44 referred to,
&c. p. 37
pp. 106 to 110 the payment of cess a supporting in place of ex-

—

—

—

—

tirpating, as required

Prelatical

—

—

by the covenant,

p.

206.

communion, countenanced by many

ministers, p. 11.

Prclatists, the toleration a matter of boasting to, p. xxxiv.

INDEX.

—

Mr
Presbyterian government, Mr Renwick a champion for, p. 44
Renwick accused of overturning, by an usurpation of the power of
the magistrates, p. 98 his defence, pp. 99 to 102.
Mr Renwick a witPresbyterians, the toleration a reproach to, x\:dv
Mr Kcnwick more perseness rgainst the defections of all, p. 41
cuted by the tongues and pens of professed, llian harder weapons,
all ranks of, bewitched by toleration, p. 134
Mr Renwick
p, 93
acknov^ledges himself one of the old principles, as enjoined by the
the chancellor's observation, that all would own
covenants, p. 151
several did not
the same if they had but the courage, p. 152
jurymen
on 3Ir Renwick's trial, p. 1G2 condemn
scruple to sit as
errors,
suflxrings
as
179p.
the heads of his
Presbyteries, application may be made for ordination to the purest
their
against
corruptions,
protestation
a
p. 24.
with
Presbytery, the divine right of, not asserted at the revolution, nor by
any subsequent general assembly, p. xliv.
Priests, popish, Mr Kenv;ick's dismissal of them, a bye-word in the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

prison, p. IGG.

Proclamations, violent, against Mr Renwick, p. G2— for discovering
such as own the declaration, p. 77 analyzed and condemned, p. 78
offered a reward of 500 merks for each person discovered, p. 79
one offering L. 100 reward for Mr Renwick's person, with indemnity for killing or mutilating him or his associates, p. 132
three for tolerating preaching in private houses with certain restrictions, but prohibiting preaching in barns and field-meetings, p. 135.
Professors and others, Mr Renwick's success notwithstanding the rethe bulk of, and profane, left no
proaches, mockings, &c. of, p. 52
means untried to render Mr Renwick and his ministry odious, p. 55
the generality of, took the oath abjuring the declarations, &c.
between Dee and Cree send a protest to Mr Renwick, p. 116
p. 79
toleration generally complied with by, p. 135
few had any sympathy for Mr Renwick, their invidious remarks against him when

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

under sentence of death,

p. IGC.

Quakerism admitted by the grant of
Queensberry, the Earl

King James

of,

toleration, p. xxxii.

commissioner in the

first

parliament of

II., p. 83.

Rebel, Mr Renwick proclaimed one, p. 49.
Rectius Instruendum referred to, p. 12.
Reformation, the, at the revolution lamentably different from former
ones, p. xlv,

Mr Renwick preaching there, deemed an intrusion upon the
minister at Paisley, p. 120.
Renwick, (Rev. James) editors' reasons for publishing his life, p. iii
Mr Wodrow accused of falsely asserting that he was led by his folnot his followers but antagonists, &c. who ran to exlowers, p. vii.
Mr Wodrow accused of suppressing his papers,
tremities, p. viii
testified against paying cess, and for the lawfulness of defenp. ix

Renfrew,

—

—

—

IXDEX.

—

Mr

^joined by
Shields in 1686, p. xvi
sive arms, p. xv
his industry, faithfulness, &c., worthy of imitation, easier for his contempo-

—

his lot to be
raries to calumniate than imitate him, &c., p. xlvii
reviled and calumniated, he being called and counted profane, a jeborn in 1662 at
suite, incendiary, impostor, and seducer, p. 6
sent as a return
Glencairn, in Nithsdale, his father, a weaver, p. ^
to the prayers of his mother ; dedicated at his birth to the l^ord ;
his atheistical doubts and debates about
his very early piety, p. 8
the use and intent of the works of the creation removed through
grace ; his resignation to his parents, p. 9 sent to Edinburgh
university ; assists young gentlemen in their studies, spends too
much time with them in games and diversions, is in consequence
unduly reproached with profanity, &c. ; refuses to take the oath
of allegiance, is consequently denied laureation at the public dispuattended the persecute meettation, but obtains it privately, p. 10
ings, and continued in amity with the ministers at Edinburgh, un-

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

in his perhe discovered their too universal defection, p. 1 1
finds none to
plexity thereat seeks such as were most free, p. 12
is confirmed by their condemning the martyrs,
join with, p. 13
especially iSIr D. Cargill, whose execution he witnessed, and retil

—

—

what led him and
solves to embargue with the sufferers, p. 14
others to inquire into the authority of the government, p. 16
frequenter and encourager of society meetings for prayer, &c. ; his
assisted in
observations in one respecting the martyrs, &c., p. 17
removing the martyrs' bodies buried at the Gallowlee, p. 18

—

—

zealous, but adverse to extremes and blind zealots, as instanced in
his opposition to John Gibb and his followers, although falsely accused of consorting with them, p. 19 assisted in publishing, but
had no hand in penning the Lanark declaration, and, although he
agreed in it generally, condemned some expressions as unadvised,
sent to Groningen to be fitted for the ministry ; his conp. 20

—

—

—

much troubled theretendings with Mr Flint, &c. there, p. 21
the validity of his ordination deat ; remains only six months, p. 22
ordained by the classis at Groningen, through
fended, pp. 22 to 24
the intervention of his friend Mr Hamilton, with Mr Brackel and
Professor Johannes a Marck; difliculties that occurred thereat;
Brackel advised its being done at Embden, reasons why not ; testimony given in the harangue against the corruptions of the Dutch
Church which gave no offence ; the expences defrayed by the brethren ; the usual formality waived ; he only signed the Confession of
Faith and Catechism of the Church of Scotland, &c. &c., pp. 25 to
29 his face observed to shine remarkably at his ordination, p. 28
_his testimonials, pp. 29 to 33 attempts made by the Scotch ministers at Rotterdam, Mr P'lint and others, to prevent his ordinagoes to Rotterdam ; embarks at the
tion, but too late, pp. 34, 35
Brill for Scotland, but being threatened by the passengers, leaves
the ship for one bound to Ireland, which puts into Rye in a storm ;
his contests with the ministers there ; landlands at Dublin, p. 35

—

—

Mr

—

—

—

INDEX.

—

the great difed in Scotland and commences his ministry, p. 36
ficulties he had to contend with compared to Athanasius, p. 37
the efficacy of his ministry ; held his first meeting at Darmead,
where he declared his principles. &c., p. 40 named such ministers
a false report circulated, that
as he could or could not join, p. 41
he excommunicated all the ministers in Scotland, p. 42 reproacha witness against all deed and misconstrued by all parties, p. 43
fections from covenanted reformation, for which he was accounted
a schismatic and a rebel, &c., p. 44 a witness against and asserted the expediency of withdrawing from the corruptions of the
church ; in which he was countenanced by its standing acts, &c.,
those who acted otherwise, not him, liable to the charge of schism, p. 45
misrepresented his ordination, &c., questioned, p. 40
defended,
pursued and persecuted by the council, p. 50 his
pp. 47 to 50
miserable wandering life and indefatigable diligence in preaching,
baptized five or six hundred children in his first year
&c., p. 51
his great success, notwithstanding the persecution, p. 52
his undaunted resolution, great humility, &c., p. 53 his success, &c.,
still increasing in \('>M, notwithstanding the difficulties he met with,
still undaunted, although calumniated, charged with intrup. 54
sion in others men's labours, p. 5G
defended, p. 57
falsely compared to John of Leyden, &c., and defended, pp. 58, 59 falsely
accused of being the cause of all the troubles ; his meetings never
being caught, &c., gave rise to a rumour that he was in collusion
violent proclamations against him, p. 62
with the soldiers, p. 61
great hardships, he and his followers hide themselves in holes under ground ; his narrow escape at Darngavel, p. 63 letters of intercommuning issued out against him, their tenor, pp. 64, 65 he
and his party reduced to great extremity, p. 65 publish a decla-.
ration on market-crosses, church doors, &c., its tenor, p. 67
unjustly accused of being accessory to the murder of the curate of
Carsphairn, &c., p. 76 accused of publishing the declaration, &c.
wished, when he saw its efin collusion with the council, p. 77
fects, the declaration had not been published ; his incredible hardships and boundless zeal, pp. 80, 81
undaunted at the increased
rigours on the accession of the Duke of York, p. 83
witli two hundred followers, publishes a declaration at Sanquhair against the
Duke of York ; its tenor, p. 84 spoke favourably of the Earl of
Argyle, and professed his willingness to join, if the quarrel was
rightly stated ; his objections ; unjustly blamed for the failure of
some ministers from Holland pretend a wilthat expedition, p. 86
lingness to join him, but on terms he cannot concede to, p. 87
their contentions with, and ill treatment of him, pp. 88 to 00
states the affair at a solemn meeting ; his observations when reviled, p. 91
the tongues and pens of professing presbyterians more
piercing to him than weapons of harder metal, p. 93
unjustly accused of aggravating the dispute about family exercise, p. 95
his
advice thereon, pp. 96, 97
accused of overturning presbyterian
church government, and introducing a usurpation upon the power of

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

INDEX.

—

his defence, pp. 09 to 102— he and his parby Robert Cathcart, pp. 103 to 105 confessed their breach of covenant, &c. ; defended in not joining the miiiever pretended infallibilinisters from Holland, pp. 105 to 111
his opinions on deposing ministers and separation, p. 109
ty, p. 108
esteemed a faithful minister his call gave him as good a right as
Mr Rough, Mr Knox, &c. p. Ill goes to Carrick, his conference
with Robert Cathcart, p. llo falsely accused of using three sprinklings in baptism, Mr Cathcart protests against his preaching in CarMr Peden's encouragement to him, foretells him that
rick, p. 114
neitlier of them will see the end of the troubles, p. 1 15
Mr Feden
embittered against him, p. HO in his progress through Galloway
receives a protestation in name of all professors between Dee and
liolds thirteen meetings there, reads the protest at
Cree, p. IIG
one of them, and requires all concerned to retract, 7iofe, p. II7
Welsh of Cornlee protests against his preaching at Irongray, &c.
unjustly accused
joined by Mr Houston and Mr Shields, p. 118

the magistrate, p. 98

ty traduced in a letter

—

—

—

;

— —

—

—

—

—

—

of unwillingness to join or confer with other ministers ; instances to
unjustly charged with intrusion, falsely acthe contrary, p. 119
cused of receiving money from papists, &c. p. 120 slanders, lampoons, &c. spread abroad against him by the people at Carrick, his
meek observation thereon, p. 121 Mr Brackel's advice to him and
observations thereon, pp. 124 to 128
others, pp. \i2 to 124
Mr

—

—

—

—

Koelman's esteem

for

him turned

—
—

enmity by misrepresentations,
his regret thereat, p. 129
his

to

—

his invective against him, p. 128
great activity in the ministry in refutation of assertions to the conhis wandering life a matter of necessity, not choice,
trary, p. 130

—

—

a reward of L. 100 offered for his person, p. 132
witnessed against the sin of the givers and acceptors of toleration,
and warned the people of the hazard of accession to it, &c. p. 136
left alone, Mr Shields and Mr Houston leaving him, the rage of
the tolerated ministers
the tolerated ministers against him, p. 13?
insult over and upbraid him ; required to preach against him, p. 138
inquire the number and names of his followers, falsely accuse
him of frequenting masses, &c. p. 139 called a white devil, and
why, p. 140 accused not only of vanity and folly but villany,
treachery, cheatery, and all kinds of immorality, an instance ; acthe
cused of forging a testament after the person's death, p. 141
neither reproaches or illness preventorigin of that. charge, p. 142
ed his perseverance, although carried to the place of preaching in
his
great pain ; fifteen strict searches made for him, pp. 144, 145
anxiety about leaving a testimony against toleration, &c. narrow
146
to
Edinburgh
and
goes
gives
in
his
escape at Peebles, p.
" testimony of some persecuted presbyterian ministers, &c.," to Mr
Hugh Kennedy, moderator of the General Assembly ; goes to Fife
and preaches there, returns to Edinburgh and lodges in the Castle
taken near the head of the
discovered there, p. 148
Hill, p. 147
Cowgate when endeavouring to escape, p. 1 49 confined in irons

and why,

p.

132

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

examined before the chancellor,

p.

—
150 —

—

discloses the

names, &c.

INDEX.
intended by

initials in

his

memorandums

accused of betraying

;

—

151 his indictand observations to
foretells his not being dismembered ;
;
observations to
his former dread of torture, &c. dispelled, p. 157
short account of his trial and sentence, pp. 158
other friends, p. 158
to 161
reprieved for six days without soliciting, a source of upbraiding to his adversaries, p. 162 his constancy, although assailed
by temptations ; none allowed to visit him after his reprieve but
papists, malignants, and indulged ministers ; vexed with persuasions
to seek a second reprieve by Bishop Paterson and Dr Monro, p. 163
Bishop Paterson solicits a second reprieve without his consent
his conference with the Bishop ; the Bishop's courtesy to him ; reproached for it by his adversaries, p. 164 his conversation with
Mr M' Naught, Sir John Dalrymple, &c., p. 165 rebukes the
gentlemen of the guards ; his conference with the indulged minimany pesters ; accused of betraying Mr Williamson, &c., p. 166
titions sent him which he refused to sign, &c. ; none but tempters,
except sometimes his mother or sisters, had access to him ; his being deprived of pen, ink, and paper, abridged his dying testimony ;
what did appear was obtained secretly the night before his execution ; re-examined before the council about the informatory vindiapprised his mother of his presentiment, on witnesscation, p. 168
ing the execution of Robert Gray, that his own would be the next
that he should see ; his remark on the necessity there was in his
his
death, the goodness of God in making it so easy, &c., p. 169
conference with the goodman of the jail ; last meal, conference, and
prayer with his mother and sisters, pp. 170, 171, 298 occurrences
from his leaving the jail to his execution, pp. 172 t' 176 reflections on his death ; most men spoke well of him after he was dead
Lord Tarbat's character of him ; ministers generally said he died
some
in, but not for Christ, nor as a presbyterian, pp. l66, 167
reprobated his testimony, others adjudged him to the infernal pit
papists, malignants, and presbyterians all condemn the heads of
his testimony referred
his sufferings as errors, &c., pp. 178, 179
proto, p. 221
his motives for carrying arms, &c., pp. 222,223
pagated the Gospel spiritually, and defended it manually, p. 234
235
print,
scaffold,
writings
his
in
the last who suffered on a
of
p.
admitted
his admission of ruling-elders, pp. 240 to 261
p. 239
ruling elders at various places and times ; his answer to Mr Langhis associates; his ingenuity

ment, &c., pp. 152 to 156
his mother when in prison

—

when examined,

—

—

—

p.

his interviews with,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the editor of his life possesses sixty of his letters
letters written by him, pp. 261 to 288
his dying testimony, pp. 289 to 296
the intention of his reprieve,

lans referred to
in

;

MS., pp. 260, 261

—

—

—

his last examination, p. 297
his last words upon
an elegy upon his death, p. 301.
the scaffold, &c., pp. 298 to 300

what passed at

—

Renwick, Andrew, a weaver, father to the Rev. James Renwick, an
eminent Christian, died February 1, 1676, p. 7 persuaded before
his death that his son's course would be short but eminent, p. 8.
Roger, Ralph, an indulged minister, read the proclamation against

—

C C

INDEX
Mr Rcnwick, &c. ; ill requited for his services, being imprisoned
with the rest, p. 62.
Rotterdam, the Scotch ministers there endeavour to stop Mr Renwick's ordination, but too late, p. 34
he meets with them on his

—

home there, p. 35.
Rough, Mr, ordained under
return

similar circumstances with Mr Renwick, p. 111.
Rule, Rev. Gilbert, dissuades a gentlewomen from entertaining or countenancing Mr Renwick ; Mr Renwick overhearing him sends to
request a conference, and is refused, p. 119.
Russel, Mr, accused of error, &c., p. viii.
Rutherfoord's peaceable plea referred to and quoted, p. 99.
Rye Harbour, Mr Renwick lands there in a storm, p. 35.

Sanquhair declaration, the, confirmed

at

Lanark, January 12, 1682,

— quoted, 74— Mr Renwick and two hundred followers
publish a declaration against the Duke of York's accession
p.

20

p.

there.

May

84— referred

124.
Saul, the case of, referred to as an instance of a covenant breaker disowned, but not deposed, p. 193.
Scandal and censure, the trial of, not to be committed to any but
church officers, p. 98.
Scaffold, Mr Ren wick's last words upon the, p, 298.
Schism, Mr Renwick's remarks on, p. 125.

28, 1685, p.

to, p.

Scotland, the desolation ; adultery, perjury, perfidy, and persecution
of the church of deplored, pp. 1 to G
foreign ordination would not
have been challenged there at the reformation, p. 24 Mr Renwick landed in, p. 36 the greatest army ever levied there vainly
employed in destroying wanderers or mountain men, p. 81 notwithstanding representations to the contrary, there still remained a
poor wasted, wounded, rent, and almost ruined, but still wrestling
and witnessing party there, p. 129 toleration, the greatest effort
of Babylon's power there, p. 134.
Scots chronicles, the, referred to, pp. 181, 1 82.
Self-defence, the lawfulness of, argued, p. 225.
Separatists from the indulged defended, pp. xiii., xiv., xv.
Sharp, Archbishop of St Andrews, contended that the church of Groningen had no more power to consecrate Mr Renwick than the
Church of England him, p. 105 the difference, the Archbishop a
knave, no officer of Christs, p. 111.
Shepherds, idle, Mr Renwick acknowledged his too general application of that character to ministers on his first arrival, p. 54-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mr

Renwick ; how quaShields, Rev. Alexander, a colleague with
the manuscript collated with the orilified to write his life, p. iii

—

—

own handwriting, p. iv. the Hind let Loose ought
have procured him more praise in the church than he foCind ; he
wrote also a relation of his own sufferings, &c. ; and the apologetical declaration, p. xv.
joined Mr Renwick after his escape in 1686,
and espoused the testimony ; Mr Wodrow commends him as a miginal in his

to

—

INDKX.
talents, but insinuates he went irregular
lengths, which he excuses from the then state of the church, and
condemn his testimony or paper of defections, &c. which was rethe paper or humjected by the General Assembly, 1690, p. xvi

nister of extraordinary

—

ble proposals to the General Assembly reprinted, pp. xvii. to xliii.
his testimony or humble proposals rejected by the General Ashis methods and motives quoted ;
sembly as unreasonable, p. xhii
Wodrow and others have no cause to glory in the numbers

—

—

Mr

brought in to the opinions of the General Assembly by him, p. xlv.
—joins Mr Ren wick, p. 118— went to Holland in 1687, P- 137.
Silence in Scripture not omission of duty, but submission, p. 17.
Sins and scandals of the times, the keeping silence at, pleaded against,
enumerated, p. xxxvi.
p. XXXV
Societies, secret, for prayer and conference, Mr Renwick a frequenter
and encourager of ; his observations in one respecting the martyrs,
&c. p. 17— condemned for publishing the Lanark declaration, send
the Laird of Earlston on a mission to Holland to vindicate themselves and negociate other matters, p. 20.
Socinianism, curates tainted with, p. xxv.
Mr Renwick
Soldiers, bloody, sent forth as beasts of prey, p. 50
all persons
falsely accused of collusion with them, pp. 61 to 64
required to give them notice of Mr Renwick and his party, vigilant
party
in holes in
his
hide
in the pursuit, p. 62
Mr Renwick and

—
—

—

the earth, &c. to avoid them, pp. 63, 64
ed to murder, &c- p. 65.

—

their

commission empower-

Somervel, William, chamberlain in Douglas, a malignant, his name
called on the assize at Mr Henwick's trial, ran away when he saw
his face, his observation, p. 161.

Sorn Castle, dragoons from, surprise and pursue Mr Renwick, p. 63.
Spear, Catharine, Mr Renwick falsely accused of forging her testament, p. 142.
Stealing, Mr Renwick's followers defended from a charge of, &c.
p. 131.
Stegner, Anthony, one of the Dutch ministers who ordained Mr Renwick, p. 33.
Stygian gall, tongues dipped in, p. 4.
Sufferers for righteousness, sympathy for, lost in invectives, reproaches, &c. pp. 5, 6
many discouraged by the evil reports against Mr
Renwick, p, 49 their numbers deemed inconsiderable ; prisons,
ships, gibbets, and shambles, too few to hold them, p. 50
gentlemen forfaulted, &c. for intercoramuning with, p. 55 their executing
judgment upon their persecutors, &c. vindicated, pp. 73 to 76.
Suffering may be sin, but not so in the case of Mr Renwick's followers, p. 131.
Supremacy, the, an erastian and ante-Christian usurpation, p. xxviii.
V. tyranny, v. prelacy ; blasphemous and sacrilegious, the indulgence flowed from it, p. 11
inconsistent with the safety and freedom of the people and the privileges of Christ's free kingdom, p. 16
—referred to, pp. 105, 106.

—
—

—

—

—

INDEX.
Table, the custom of covering and sitting round one at preachings, a
restraint on the freedom of the Gospel, p. 18.
Tarbat, Viscount, his character of Mr Renwick, p. 177Testament, Mr Renwick falsely accused of forging one after the person's death, p. 141.
Toleration, an inquiry into the addressing for, and accepting of, pleaded for, p. xxxi
its design to introduce popery and slavery ; it ex«
tended not only to prelacy but to popery, quakerism, and all idolatry, blasphemy, and lieresie, contrary to Scripture, the Confession of
Faith, &c. p. xxxii
condemned by acts of council 1649 ; the free-

dom of the ministry hampered thereby ; the preacher restrained
from preaching against tyranny, &c. p. xxxiii a disgrace and reproach to presbyterians, and matter of rejoicing to prelatists, &c.

—

—

the sleep
re-introducing, a defection of ministers, p. xlvi.
p. xxxiv
drink of, brewed in hell, blinked in Rome, and propined in Scotland,
as a preservative for the cup of the whore's fornication, &c. p. 133
Mr
generally complied with by ministers and professors, p. 135
Renwick anxious to leave a testimony against, p. 146.
Torrence, the Laird of, (Stewart) a malignant, summoned on the assize at Mr Ren wick's trial, refused to compear, p. 161.
Torture, Mr Renwick threatened with ; his answer, p. 297.
Mr Macnaught's conTraitor, Mr Renwick proclaimed one, p. 49
testimony
versation with Mr Renwick in prison respecting, p. 165
against referred to, p. 221.
Trojan horse of popery and slavery, toleration the, p. xxxiv.

—

—

True non-conformist,

—

the, referred to, p. ^3.

Tyranny, supremacy, and erastianism, the disowning, deprecated by
Mr Wodrow as unsound doctrine, p. x. condemned ; the disowning

—

heads of the martyrs' testimony, all who say otherwise speak against
the tolethe, best constitutions, acts, &c. of church and state, p. xi.
apration restricted ministers from preaching against, p. xxxiii.
pearing with displayed banners in defence of, one of the sins of the
times, p. xxxvi.
as prelacy, supremacy, and tyranny were declared grievances by the assembly, so compliance therewith should be
Endeavours
declared sin, and liable to church censure, p. xxxviii.

—

—

—

—

to suppress,

deemed murder,

assassination,

and

rebellion, p.

202—

Prelacy.
Tyrants, the rule of Scripture unpleasant to, p. 1 6 testifying against
loyalty and allegiance to cannot be counted sedition by any but
disowning not unprecedented in Scotcourt sycophants, &c. p. 45
and usurpers not ordained of God, &c.p. 185 to 187
land, p. 181
Culdees thought it odious to arm wicked, p. 203 defences as
resistance of, as lawful
lawful as prayer, resistance against, p. 228
resistance of, warranted from Scripture and
as flight from, p. 229
V.

—

—

—

—

—

—

objections answered, pp.

229

—

to 234.

Vanderschiur, William, one of the Dutch ministers who ordained
Mr Renwick, p. 33.
3

INDEX.
Veitch, Rev. John, his invidious remarks against Mr Renwick when
preaching to Mr David Williamson's flock at the West Kirk, p. 167.

Welsh, Rev. John, and others as much against paying the cess as
Mr Renwick, p. 205.
of Cornlee, an elder who took the test, protests against Mr
Renwick preaching at Irongray ; Mr Renwick tells him he will soon
be in hell, p. 118.
Williamson, Rev. David, his joy upon Mr Renwick being taken
turned to sorrow by his own consequent troubles, p. 149 incarcerated, Mr Renwick never knew or held correspondence with him, p. 151
Mr Renwick falsely accused of betraying him, p. 166 the only
prisoner prayed for by ministers ; Mr Veitch's invidious observations in a sermon when supplying his place at the West Kirk, p. 167.

—
—

—

Witnesses, list of, on Mr Renwick's trial, p. 156.
Wodrow, Rev. Mr, his history ; this life a necessary supplement to that
work, and why, p. iv
accused of partiality to the indulged ministers,
and misrepresenting the martyrs, p. v
his assertion that Mr Renwick was led by his followers false, and the reasons given for the causes
of the divisions, &c. refuted in this life, p. vii.
his tender mercies
to the sufferers cruel, p. viii
accused of suppressing and detaining
this and other original documents in Mr Renwick's handwriting,
and why ; his writing against the Cloud of Witnesses not a sin of
ignorance, p. ix
his praise of Mr Renwick the exhorted testimony
of an adversary ; his partiality and opinion reprobated, p. x.
his
opinion of the apologelical narration and defence of the government,
his defence of tyranny, &c. condemned, p. xii
his characp, xi
ter of Mr Shields, p. xvi
censured for misrepresenting Mr Shields,
he and others need not glory in the numbers brought in
p. xliii

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

by

Mr

Shields, unless in getting them off their heights, and their
hair cut, p. xlv
his partiality in praising Robert Cathcart, note,
condemns several heads in the martyrs' testimony vindicatp. 112

—

—

ed by De Foe, cannot escape the imputation of blunders, p. 238.
Wolf-hole-craig. Mr Renwick charged with holding meetings there,
p. 04.

York, the Duke of, favoured John Gibb, a sorcerer and impostor,
a declaration published at Lanark when the test and act of
p. 19
succession were publicly burnt while he was holding a parliament
in Edinburgh, p. 20
a saying of his nearly accomplished, p. 55
suspected of murdering his brother, proclaimed King at Edinburgh,
February 7? 1685, p. 82 executions, &c. increased on his accession to the throne; the Duke of Monmouth, Earl of Argyle, and
others, associate to oppose his designs, p. 84.

—

—

—

Zedekiah, referred

to as

an instance of a king disowned by God, p. 194,
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